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HOW TO USE THIS ENCYCLOPEDIA
THE FOLLOWING PAGES WILL H ELP YOU

get the

most out of your copy of the Dorling Kindersley
Illustrated Family Encyclopedia. The encyclopedia
consists of three volumes. Volumes 1- 2 contain
nearly 700 main entries organized alphabetically,
from Aboriginal Australians through to Zoos.
To find the entry you want, simply turn to the
correct letter of the alphabet.
MEASUREMENTS AND
ABBREVIATIONS
Most measurements are supplied in
both metric and imperial units. Some
of the most common abbreviations
used in rhe encyclopedia are shown
below in bold type.

If you cannot find the topic you want, then
turn to Volume 3. This volume includes an
index and gazetteer for the whole encyclopedia,
which will direct you straight to the page you
need. In addition, Volume 3 contains hundreds
of reference charts, fact boxes, lists, and tables
to supplement the information provided on the
main entry pages.

THE PAGE LAYOUT

Introduction

The pages in this encyclopedia have been carefully
planned to make each subject as accessible as possible.
Main entries are broken down into a hierarchy of
information - from a general introduction to more
specific individual ropics.

Clear introductions are the
starting point for each
entry The introduction
defines and provides an
overview of each subject.

In the mam entry on COLOUR,
the introduction explains that
colours are different forms of
light, and that sunlight contains
light of many different colours.

oc = d egrees Celsius
Alphabet locators

op = degrees Fahrenheit
K = degrees kelvin
mm = millimetre; em = centimetre
m = metre; km = kilometre
in = inch; ft = foot; yd = yard
g = gram; kg = kilogram
oz = ounce; lb = pound
ml = millilirre; I = litre
pt = pint; gal = gallon
sq km (km2) = square kilometre
sq ft (ft2)= square foot
kmh = kilometres per hour
mph = miles per hour
mya = million years ago
BC = before Christ
AD = anno Domini (refers to
any date after the birth of Christ)
c. = circa (about)
b. = born; d. = d ied ; r. = reigned

Lerrer flashes help you find your wa'
quickly around rhe encyclopedia.

Sub-entries
Sub-entries provide important
additional information and expand on
points made in the introduction.

This sub-entry explains how rainbows
are caused by raindrops in the air.

be dull and uni9-BPiring. Colour is a
form of light. Light is made up of
electromagnetic waves of
varying lengths. The human eve detects
these different wavelengths and sees them
as different colours. White light - like
that from the Sun - is a mixture of all
rhe differenr wavelengths. Objects look
coloured because they give out or reflect
only certain wavelengths of light.

The dzagram here shows how a raindrop
splits sunlight into its constituent colours.
A

act as rudders.

Hov. a rainbov. fornu

Rainbow

Clear diagrams help explain complex
processes and scientific concepts.

Penguin rises
through the water
to break through
the surface.

Labels
help to
identify
images

raJDbaw ••

cbwa

If i[ rains on a sunny
day, you may well see
a rainbow if you su.nd
wirh your back m [he
Sun. A rainbow is a
curved white ligh[
spectrum that forms
when ligh[ is reflecred
an4..!efracred by
raindrops in the

Wbm wlure sunl.gh• passes duvugb a rundrop
d>e l2iodrop aas liU a riny prism 1M raindrop
rd'racu dx: l'r,tu: and splia io up inoo ia 5<J'ORIC
colours. 1M coloun fan ouo and m>ergc as a
spccuum A nmbow is nude: up of opa:ua from
nullions of mndrops

Spectroscope

Cone cells

An instrument called a
specrroscope is used to
analyze the ligh[ gi~en ou
by hor subsrances. Inside
the spectroscope, a prism
or diffracrion graring (a glass slide
scored wi[h fine lines) splits ligh[ from a glowing
substance into irs component wavelengths.

alkd cones dw erutW
hWIWl< oo sec colours
duee rypcs of
<DII<', called red ~
and blue mnc:s Each
'JPC of cone is ocnNivr
m a diffacm 1'2118"' of

Emissions~

Each cbcnucal dement gives ouo a uruque 1'2118"'
of iJ&h• ~when he:ned. Seen duough
• spearoscopc. obese wzvdcogohs appear ... set
of brW>• lioo on a dark badground. This is dx:

AI. dx: bad of dx: q'<'
thcrr arr .,xcuJ cdls

Colour and temperature
Objec[s ar room temperarure emit (give our)
decrromagne[ic waves, bur these waves are [Oo
long for human eyes to see. Hearing an objec[,
such as rhis S[eel bar, gives the waves i[ emi[s
more c:nergy and
makes them shorter.
The waves eventually
become short enough Steel bar at 630°C U.l 70"Fl
ro be seen, and the
bar begins m glow. As
the bar's temperarure
riso, i[ glows wi[h
different colours.
Steel bar at 1 530 C (2,790°Fl

n.c..:-

ligh• wawlmgdas
Whirrlighr mmubrcs
a11 .,...., types of ronr

eo- cdh

Sno. n "7 II{

Sn.sm""'T •f Sn.smvtty •f

rrJ a7ta

X'«" ..,.,

"'- C.>tn

Hot stars
Thr colour of a star sives a
clue oo '" age. To
naked
¥• moso soan look ...t.ite, bm
d><ir uu< colours can be seen

me

clcmcno's cmis1ioo spcarum A compounds
o::mmooo 5pCCUUlll is a wmbination of opcan

from dx: d<mma dw nu)u, up

KING PENGUIN

P:lSI>ing whi[e ligh[ through a [ransparem [riangular block called a
prism separates our the different wavelengths oflighr_ The prism
refracts (bends) each wavelength by a different amoun[, forming a
band of colours called a white ligh[ spec[rum, or a visible specrrum.
The seven main colours are red, orange, yellow, green, blue, indigo,
and vtoler. Red has [he longest wavdength and violet the shortest.
Here, a convex lens combines the colours back into whi[e light.

A WORLD WITHOliT OLOLJR would

Diagrams

Strong chest
muscles pull
down the wings.

'White light spectrum

COLOUR

me compvund

using a ocl<>copc. Young"""

5cruitivily of coM cdh in the human q'<'

arc hoo and glow wioh whioc
liglu. Older s...n arc relatively
cool and glow m1 or o range.

...,, .. ... .
.~.f~·.
•.,~t.
·. . . ·• ~ ....
.

~

.,

. ....

A dusta- of~ sun

S CIENTIFIC NAME Aptenodytes

patagonica
- ---ORDER Sphenisciformes
FAMILY

Describing colours cxacdy using words alone is nor
easy. To avoid confusion, manufacruring industries use
srandard colour-identification systems. The Munsell
system is used to specify colours for dyes and pigments.
It defines a colour by its
value (brightness), its
chroma (strength),
and its hue (position
in rhe spectrum).

Spheniscrdae

DISTRIBUTION

Islands and ocean north

of Antarctica
H ABITAT Coasts and open sea
-

Colour matching systems

M unsell colour system

-------

D IET Fish and squid

Gr;phK dcsignrn usc: sw.u~cs of colour
C2lds ro match <he colours d!nr worlr.
wid! <hose available from inrmo. The
designer supplies dx: prino wid! <he
reft:rcncc number of dacur, so thC"
primer know. cucdy wha is wanocd

&chco/o,.r
h.sll rrfrrrlftU

""m""·

~--

emperor penguins carry
chicks around on thetr feet.

SIZE Lengrh, including tail 95 em
(37.5 in)
--------

LIFESPAN

About 20 years

Biography boxes
Natural history data boxes
On the natural history pages, data boxes
summarize essential information about a key
animal featured in the entry. The box contains
information about the animal's size, diet, habitat,
lifespan, disrriburion , and scientific name.

8

This data box
gzves you key
facts about the
King Penguin.

Most main entry pages have
biography boxes that tell you about
key people who have contributed to
our knowledge of the subject. The
encyclopedia also has single-page
entries on the life and work of more
than 50 major historical figures.

\ This biography
box describes
the work of the
physicist joseph
von Fraunhofir.

Headings
The topic
headings enable
you to see at-aglance which
subjects are
covered withi n
the main entry.

The heading Colour
march ing systems
refers to the way
designers use reference
numbers to match the
colours on their work
to the colours of
printers' inks.
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_ _ This two-pagt

IN DEX

~ntry Jiscuss~s

Knighuandhc::raldry 49S-6

Volume 3 conra.ins an index and a gazetreer. The index,
which comes first, lists all the topics mentioned in rhe
encyclopedia and rhe pages on which rhey can be found.
The gazetreer follows on, with references to help you
find all the features included on the maps.
o page numbers in bold type (eg Knights and heraldry
495-6) show rhat rhe subjecr is a main A-Z enrry in
Volumes 1-2.
o page numbers in plain type (eg armour 69) send you w
sub-enuies, text references. and the reference section.
o grid references (eg Cremona Italy 47 5 C3) are lerrernumber combinations that locate features on maps.

Illustrations

armour69

tht main types
ofpnmak.

fcudaJism329
Crusa&s247,883

Knighrs of Malr..a 70
Krughu ofSr John 247
Knossos,Cm~5'P

Running head

Knowkdgc. cpmcmology 651

There is an A-Z
running head ar
rhe wp of mosr
pages to help you
find imporrant
topics that are not
main entries within
rhe encyclopedia.

Cr.uova Romania 727 C7

Cl"('mon.a Italy 475U
Crc IJUrJ Croa'ia 105 84
Cmc /JltmJ Crttec H>3 Ell
Cm~ Sea of Mcd!rcrr.mcan Sea
403EIO
Cnmea f>nr,IISJd. Ukratnc 727 P
Croatia Ct~lllltry SE Europe 105
Crmonc- lulv 47')(.,8

Annotation

Each main entry is
heavily illustrated with
models, phowgraphs,
and artworks, adding a
vibrant layer of visual
information w the page.

This annotation
t~llsyou how
diffirtntcoloun
can b~ producrd by
mixing rtd, grun,
/ and blu~ light.

The illustrations are
comprehensively
annotated to draw
atrention to details of
particular int~rest and to
aplain complex poims.

Tht running htad on PRINTING t~lls you
that although th~rt is no main mtry on
primaks, you can find th~ topic on
MONKEYS AND OTHER PRIMATES.

Pigments
AplgJilenrasachem•calrbar
absort.onlyccn.OimcotouD
,_ ....
from whiR 118fn- Thas proas& t:-ri.scaJicdcoloursubmcnon
Yd1ow.mascnu.andcyanare

pnm.vy p~gn~cnu. Each
abiort.oneorlhepnmal)'
cotounorlpandrrllccalhe
olher(WO..Foro:ampl-.a
~low p~gn~cnr .absorb& blue
liprbur rrllccagrttnandttd.

;;-:;
Coloured lights

~~::::~:~~~gn~':u

.ab&orb&;alllheco&oursf"rom
whuehghr,g.vngbladt..

D1ff"eren1 amouncs of red. green, and blue ¥r C2.ll be
muc:cd ro form l.pt: of any 01her colour llus proc:css il

callcd colour addirion UnhkC' p.unu,n:d,grren.and

blue .a~ rhc primal}' cokH!n ofbpr. Equal amounu of
anvrwopnmaf}'coloungive.asccondarycolour
(ydlow, cyu. or magnn01). Whe-n ;all thrtt pnmanc:s
.ne mo.:ed m cqwl amounu, wh1re ¥ r .s produced

Scarrering and interference

Timelines

Two olher proccsxs, calkd JICilrtcnng and
•nrerfc~na-,canrtrnovt:roloursf"romlhe
lnrcrk~na: occun when l.pr

An entry may include
a timeline rhat gives
the da<es of key events
in rhe hisrory or
developmenr of
rhe subjecr.

spca:rum..

fromrwo!iOUn:t:SITIC'Caandcombmcs.ln
scancnng. some pam or lhc spcnrum are
bridly .absorbed by puodcs of m;mcr and
rhcnn.diarN.ourapm"nallthrccuons.
Pnnll.IIJ:wnhdoa

Po.n..U.."•a__,.,.u,.... .. ~

anamn-~U_,-cm-.1

douro>~~·~'IPiom ..........
d .... up..t..al..nU.t.. ......... doa

:~~==:
:!10~-:'.!::c.'-!'.=_~
m........

-•..Pmlo:..

Thomas Young

..............
""'"""' ....................
S=::~
..................

-- .,..;:

Tht PRINTING tim~lint strttchts
from tht printmg oftht first
books in ancirot China to tht
computmzation of
modern printing.

CO LLECTION PAGES
There are more rhan 70 pages of
photographic collections. which
foUow main entries and provide a
visual guide to rhe subjea. They
are organized under clear headings.

~.

ThtE.n&lahob>oruwlpl.r--:11-l'....
IITJ--19\amrlow.-y~•o

p.....,doll...,.....,.,•wna.IY ......... .._

~aR

...

-=-~~--=

---..

................

:::u.;;~.:

-~~:.....

Find out more
The Find Out More lines at
rhe end of each entry direcr
you to oilier relevant main
enrries in rhe encyclopedia.
Using rhe Find Out More lines
can help you understand an
entry in its wider context.

On CoLOUR, tht Find
Out Mort lint dirtcts
you to tht rotry on
PRINTING, what thtrt is
a dttaikd ncplanation of
tht colour printing
proem and how printing
pr~ss~s work.

PRINTING's Find
Out Mort lin~
stnds you to CHINA,
HISTORY OF, which
lists anci~nt Chin~s~
inventions,
including printing.

Tht mtry on tht history of China is
followtd by a colkction pagt showing
Chints~ jtwtlkry and ornamtnts.
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HOW T O USE T H IS ENCYCLO P EDIA

CONTINENT AND
COUNTRY PAGES

The country's flag appears

Country file

KEY TO MAP

T he encyclopedia contains entries on all
the world's conti nents and countries,
each containing a detailed map.
Continent entries focus on the physical
geography of the region; country entries
provide information about the society
and economy of the country. Below is
the single-page entry on the
Netherlands

+

International border

Lake

Disputed border

Seasonal lake

•

O n each country page there is a fact
box containing key details about the
country, such as its population, capital
city, area, currency, political system,
and main language and religion. Other
categories of information include:

Capital city
Major town

Road

River

Railroad

Canal

Spot height (feet)

International airport

Waterfall

Spot depth (feet)

Minor town

•

by its name

Locator map
A small map in the top left-hand
corner of the page shows you where
the region lies within a continent or
in relation to the rest of the world.
Map ofNetherw nds'position in Europe.
The introduction defines the region and
provides an overview to the entry.

NETHERLANDS

p

Climate

N ElllERU.NDS FACTS

A climate diagram gives details of
rainfall levels and temperatures in the
country, region, or continent.

c-... a n -

ALso CAllED HOLU.ND, the Netherlands suaddles

me deltas of five major rivers in nonhwest Europe.
The Dutch people say they created their own coum:ry
because they have rttlaimed about one-third of the
land from sea or marshland by enclosing me area with earth barriers,
or dikes, and draining the water from it. Despite being one of me
mosr densely populated coumries in me world, the Netherlands
~--r
·
high living standards. Amsterdam is me official <.apit.al,
although me governmem is based at The Hague.

l-cl.--"l"la£ H,pd
AUA 11.JlO.qLDfi4.4 1J~

................ ,_.

Portn.ATX»> IS.IOO.OOO

............. a . -

Average
summer
temperature

.

Physical features
n . N.m<rlands ;. numly Rat, With
17 per cent: of rhc land bdow sea
Ind. and pro(rcted from me Ea. br
n.arural sand dunes along the coaR,

Compass points north

~=;:'!"::.;·!fd.:-.!~!

Scak bar _--t----+--'1 ,.....-

Literacy - the percentage of people over
15 years old who can read and write.
People per doctor - a rough guide to
the availability of medical facilities.
Life expectancy- how long an average
person can expect to live.

b..Ui~ in10 a few k:Mr
in me castt:m and southern paru

counrry,

A verage
winter

Single country's
average in capital city

Average
ramfoll

Average
summer

A verage
winter
temperature

Regional average is
the average of all
capital cities on map

Average
ramfoil

lhccounuy.

Scale bar and compass

_.. ....._
Canalo

.....

n.,~

Each map has a scale bar that shows
how distances on the map relate to
actual miles and kilometers. The
compass shows you which direction
on the map is north (N).

. . .... JDM~a,

,__
, ...... _ _ of
.tr-dtc~--

...............
... ... .,_......,.
~

... -

.....ooa.a...

W". ..t.ulh

__ _
doncd
. ._IO.OOO_......
_ _._
_ Elearx

..... ,.__.~..,~~r-.

Concise explanation ofthe country's
main physical characteristics.

_._ dw

,....,._.., ... _,..

..,

-n-c
l.J'FJ

Grid reference
T he numbers and letters around
the map help you find all the
places listed in the index.

--_ ........
am....

""""~

Land use
The land-use diagram tells you how
much of rhe rhe country's total land area
is taken up by, for example, woodland,
agriculture, and urban developments
such as villages, towns, and cities.

......... ...,.

_.....,.
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~

....... lila . . ~
..... . _ _ _ _ _ a.&

&on! dw -..'J'hc._ aft'._.IO,.Yin
--~max..n.,~
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..unrprarrna•dw.-da. ..ad.crc•
Nonf,Sca.

The index gives Amsterddm's grid
reftrence as C4, so you can find it on the
map by locating the third sqUAre along
(C) and the fo urth sqUAre down (4).

-~oil . . . . . .t.r

~...sm.!....,.

l'<opl<

n.,r..-ac.

T~r,Dulcll~·
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ohm&on.b...Da.:lro
com..a.Mo.cllhae
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Population density
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....
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::up~-

A population density diagram shows
how many people there are to every
square mile or square kilometer.

"""'"

....

II .J06 per .. ..Jrl

The Netherlands is a very densely
populated country

. .t.r...odd'• .,_.

ponlii~IO~

QNIW)' . . . . . _ . . . _ , .
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lift.. a-.1

.. ~

.................
.................
...................
.....................,.
...................

"- M ost ofthe land in the
Netherlands is used for forming.

Urban/rural split
A small diagram shows the percentage
of people living in urban (built-up)
areas and rural (country) areas.

:..~~ .....-..
.......

~

601

The majority ofp eopk in the
Netherlands live in urban areas.

REFERENCE PAGES

People, arts, and media

Volume 3 of the Encyclopedia
contains an illustrated reference
section wirh essenrial faces, figures,
and statistical data, divided into the
five main strands described here.

This strand is crammed full of information
about television, theatre, music, art,
.---------1---.~~~~----------=--...L..-_ _L_..L.._~_.::._...L...:.....;.:.=;
philosophy, architecture, literarure,
dance,andmuch .--~---~-lJ~~g[_____J::==:==~~~_l~~~~~:=~,l

International world
T his strand contains a double-page
map showing all the countries of rhe
world, and data on the world's
population, economy, and resources.

History
T he history strand features a timeline
of key historical events, stretching
from 40,000 BC to the present day,
together with the dates of major wars
revolutions, banles, and great leaders.

Living world
T he centrepiece of this strand is a
detailed guide to the classification of
living things, supported by lists of
species in danger, and many other
facts about the natural world.
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Science
A double-page
spread on the periodic table is
supported by key data on the
weather, mathematics, the Earth and the
Universe, and measurement conversion rabies.

AARDWOLF see HYENAS • ABBASIDS see ISLAMIC EMPIRE

ABORIGINAL AUSTRALIANS
THE ABORIGINALS settled the
Australian continent more than
40,000 years ago. They lived in
total isolation from the rest of the world,
existing by hunting and gathering. In the
18th century, the Europeans arrived, forcing
the Aboriginals off their territories. Today,
many feel isolated from white society, but
still try to preserve their tribal identity.

I'
d
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wh~u morr
food was
availabk.

Aboriginal history
Aboriginals firsr reached Ausrralia during
rhe lase Ice Age. Sea levels were low, and
rhev were able co cross from sourheasr
Asia over land bridges and small screeches
of warer. When rhe ice melred and sea
levels rose again, rhe conrinenr was
complerelv cur off. lnirially. the seeders
dung co rhe coasrs and rivers, bur
gradually moved across rhe conrinem.
By rhe rime Europeans arrived. rhere
were abour 500 different rribal groups
living in Ausrralia.

Hunting and gathering

Ways of life
Traditionally, Aboriginals lived by hunting and
gathering. T hey were nomadic, roaming over large
stretches of territory,
setting up temporary
camps near watering
places, and moving
on when food
supplies were
exhausted. They
traded with other
tribes, exchanging
goods such as spears.

Dream time

Aboriginals lived bv hunring animals such as
kangaroos, and supplemented their diet wirh wild
plants. nurs, and berries. The hunrers used spears wirh
stone blades and wooden boomerangs, a (}'PC of missile
rhar flies back co rhe thrower. Some rribes developed an
elaborate sign language. so chat rhey could send silenr
messages co each orher when rhey were stalking game.

Corroborees

Aboriginal bunters used silenr signals co avoid
disrurbing rhe game. The sign for kangaroo starts
wirh a closed hand and moves co an open shape.

Aboriginal peoples have handed down
scories, songs, and rradirions from generation
ro generation. This culture is kept alive ar
corroborees, ceremonial dances where rribes
gather cogerher co rerell rhe rales of Australia's
past rhrough songs, music, and dance.

Lightning Man, also
known as N amarrgon

The Aboriginals believe that
Dreamtime is a period when
Ancestral Beings shaped the
land, creating all species and
h uman beings. These beings are
thought to live on eternally
in spirit form. Human beings
are believed to be a part of
nature, closely associated
with all other living
things. Images of
spirits of Dream time,
such as Lightning
Man, cover sacred
cliffs and caves in
tribal areas.

thunder and
lightning.

European colonists arrived in Australia in 1788,
and displaced Aboriginal tribes from their
territory. Today, there are about
250,000 Aboriginals in
Australia, many of whom
live in urban areas. Although
there is still discrimination,
Aboriginals are beginning to
benefit from government aid,
and to assert their civil rights.
Land rights
When rhe Europeans arrived in
Ausrralia rhey claimed rhar rhe
land was Terra nullius, rhar it
belonged ro no one, and rhar rhey
were emided ro occupy ir. More
recently, rhe Aboriginals have
campaigned ro regain their lost
territory and sacred sires. In 1993,
rhe Australian governmenr
reversed irs Terra nullius policy.

Barrkinj - wift /
ofLightning Man

Education
Uluru (Ayers Rock)

-

Aboriginals believe rhar rhe Ancesrral Beings created
rhe Ausrralian landscape. and established cuscoms
and rradirio~rill followed today. They have left
evidence of rheir presence in rhe many sacred places.
such as Uluru in cenrral Ausrralia. This is revered
as a sacred place by rhe local Aranda people. Once
called Ayers Rock by rhe Australian governmenr,
rhe rock regained its Aboriginal name in 1988.

•

ART,
H ISTORY O F

A USTRALASIA
AND OCEANIA

A USTRALIA

A UST RALIA,
H ISTO RY OF

During earlv conracr wirh rhe
Europeans Aboriginal languages
were lost or fell into disuse. In
1972, rhe governmenr established
a bilingual education programme.
Manv children are now raughr in
rheir tribal languages before learning
English. Books. radio, and television
broadcasts are all available in many
Aboriginal languages.

CooK, JAMES

M \THS AND
LEGENDS

RELIGIONS

SOC IETIES,
HUMAN
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ACCELERATION see FORCE AND MOTION

I ACIDS AND ALKALIS
taste sour because
they contain weak acids. A.iJ. acid is a substance
that dissolves in water to form positively
charged particles called hydrogen ions (H +).
The opposite of an acid is an alkali, which dissolves in
water to form negatively charged ions of hydrogen and
oxygen, called hydroxide ions (OH- ). Alkalis are "antiacids" because they cancel out acidity. Toothpaste,
for example, contains an alkali to cancel out acidity
in the mouth that would otherwise damage teeth.
LEMON JUICE AND VINEGAR

pH scale

Strong acids

The concentration of hydrogen
ions in a solution is known as irs
pH. Scientists use the pH scale
to measure acid ity and alkalinity.
On the pH scale, a solution with
a pH lower than 7 is acidic, and a
solution with a pH greater than 7
is alkaline. Water is neutral, with
a pH of 7. A solution's pH can
be rested with universal indicator
solution or paper, which changes
colour in acids and alkalis.

The more hydrogen ions
an acid forms in water,
the stronger it is, and the
lower irs pH. Strong
acids, such as sulphuric
acid and nitric acid,
Sulphuric
are very dangerous
acid
and must be
handled
carefully.
Carbon
Sugar--

Un iversal indicator
pH colour chart

Univ~rsa/

indicator pap"

Sulphuric acid
Concentrated sulphuric acid will dehydrate
(remove water from) any substance with
which it comes into contact. For example,
the acid dehydrates sugar, a carbohydrate, to
leave a mass of smouldering black carbon.

Dig~stiv~
juic~s:

pH 1

H ydrochloric acid
(pH I)

Cork

Nitrogen ------dioxitk gas

L~mon

juiu:
pH3

Nitric
acid

andsmok~

ar~givm

off

as acid

7

Acid
rain:
pH5

r~acts

Vinegar
(pH 4)

Nitric acid

Neutral

Organic maner, such as paper, cork, rubber,
fabric, and skin, is rapidly decomposed by
nitric acid. The acid is so corrosive because
it oxidizes (supplies oxygen to) any material
with which it comes into contact.

Human
blood:
pH7.4
Liquid soap
(pH 8- 9)

Ovm
ckan~r:

pH 13

Household cleaner
(pH 10)
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with cork.

Svante Arrhenius
Swedish scientist Svante
Arrhenius ( 1859- 1927)
won acclaim for his research
into how compounds form
ions in solution. This
work led him to realize
that it is hydrogen
ions that give acids
their special
properties.

Th~r~

is a tr~mendous
fizzing as hydrogen
gas is given off

Hydrochlonc
aad

/

Zinc r~plac~s th~
hydrogen in th~
acid to form zinc
chlorid~.

Zinc

Acids and metals
Even the weakest acids cannot be stored in metal containers
because acids are corrosive to most metals. When an acid reacts
with a metal, hydrogen gas is given off and the metal dissolves
in the acid to form a co mpound called a salt. The reaction is
very violent with metals such as potassium and sodium, and
quire vigorous with metals such as m agnesium and zinc.
Copper
Salts
n itrate
When the hydrogen in an acid is replaced by
a metal during a chemical reaction, a neutral
compound called a salt is formed. For example,
when copper reacts with nitric
acid, rhe copper rakes
the place of the
hydrogen to make
the salt copper
nitrate. Like other
Sulphuric acid
metals, copper
forms a variery of
Copper sulphate
salts when mixed
with different acids.
Most salts are crystals,
and many are coloured.
Copper
Some salts, such as sodium
turnings
chloride (common salt),
occur naturally.

Acid industry
Acids are widely used in
industry because they react so
readily with other materials.
For example, sulphuric acid is
used in the production of dyes
and pigments, artificial fi bres,
plastics, soaps, and explosives.
The acid is m ade by sulph ur
and oxygen reacting together.

Sulphuric acid chemical plant

Acid rain
Burning fossil fuels to produce energy
for use at home and in industry releases
polluting gases into the air. The gases
dissolve in water in the douds to form
nitric acid and sulphuric acid. This water
falls as acid rain, which erodes stone
buildings and statues, kills trees and
aquatic life, and reduces the soil's fertiliry.

ACIDS AND ALKALIS

Bases and alkalis

_ _ _ Chalk and
vmegar react
together and
release carbon
dioxide gas.

The acidity of vinegar {ethanoic acid)
can be neutralized, or cancelled out, by
adding chalk (calcium carbonate). Any
substance that neutralizes acidity, such
as chalk, is called a base. An alkali is a
base that dissolves in water. An alkali's
strength is measured by the number
of hydroxide ions it forms in water.
Strong alkalis, such as sodium
hydroxide, are just as corrosive
as strong acids.

The product
ofthe reaction is
a salt called

Soil acidity

#sting the mixture with
universal indicator
solution proves that it is
now neutral - the acidity
has bem canalled out.

Soaps and detergents

Accidents with oil rankers at sea
can create huge oil slicks (spillages)
on the water's surface. Strong
detergents called dispersants may be
used to break up the oil. Wildlife
experts use weaker detergents, such
as washing-up liquid, to dean the
feathers of oil-coated seabirds. If
the birds' feathers - which usuallv
keep them warm and dry - become
clogged with oil, the birds may lose
their buoyancy and d rown, or die
of exposure to the cold.

Onu the washing-up
liquid has broken down
the grease, the water can
wet the piau and dissolve
the rm ofthe dirt.

Batteries
Acids, alkalis, and salts are electrolytes, meaning that rhev
conduct electricity when in solution. Batteries consist of an
elecuolyte- usually in the form of a moist paste or liquid berween rwo rods or plates called electrodes. The most
common battery is the dry cell, which uses the salt
ammonium chloride as an electrolvte. Long-life batteries
contain alkaline electrolytes, such as potassium hydroxide;
car batteries have electrolytes of sulphuric acid.

Long-life
battery

T he main raw material in the alkali industry is brine
{salt water). Sodium hydroxide, which is used to m ake
soaps and paper, is prod uced from brine by electrolysis
(passing electricity through it). Brine will also absorb
carbon d ioxide to make sodium
Elecrrolvsis of brine
carbonate, which is used in
textile treatment, photography,
and glass making.

-

Timeline
c.600 BC The Phoenicians
use alkaline wood ash ro
make soap.
11th century AD Arab
chemists make sulphuric, nitric,
and hydrochloric acids.
1780s World"s first sulphuric
acid factory opens in France.

CHEMIST RY

Curing indigestion
The human stomach uses
hydrochloric acid to break
down food. Some foods
cause your stomach to
produce so much acid that
it gives you discomfort.
Stomach powders or
indigestion tablets can cure
this. They contain weak
alkalis that neutralize the
acidiry, bur do nor harm
your stomach, or react too
vigorously with the acid.

Bee and wasp stings
A bee sting is painful because
it is acidic. Treating the sting
with a weak alkali, such as
soap or bicarbonate of soda,
relieves the pain by neutralizing
the acid. In contrast, a wasp
sting is alkaline, so it can be
neutralized by a weak acid,
such as vinegar or lemon juice.

Fritz Haber

Alkali industry

B EES AN D
WASPS

Farmer liming acidic soil

Stomach powder fizzes
as it reacts with lemon
juiu (citric acid).

Alkalis are good at dissolving oil and grease, so they are
widely used in the manufacture of soaps and detergents.
Most dirt is bound to skin, clothes, or eating utensils
by grease. The grease makes it difficult to remove
the din with water alone, because warer
and grease do not mix. A soap or
detergent, such as washing-up
liquid, breaks the grease up
into tiny drops and
allows the water to
wash away the din.

ATOMS AND
MO LECULES

An alkali and an acid react together to give a
neutral salt. In addition, hydroxide ions (OH-)
in the alkali combine with the acid's hydrogen
ions (H +) to produce water (H 20 ). In daily
life, problems of unwanted acidity are solved
by adding an alkali of the appropriate strength.
T he pH of soil varies from
area to area. Few crops grow
w ell in highly acidic soil,
because the acid dissolves
viral minerals that rhe plants
need for healthy growth and
allows them to be washed
away. Farmers treat acidic soil
by spreading li me (calcium
oxide) over their fields. This
is a cheaply produced alkali
made from limestone. It
neutralizes the acid in the
soil, making it more fertile.

The mixture spills
__out ofthe flask - - -

•

Neutralizing acids

D IGESTION

ELECTRICITY

In 1908, the German chemist Fritz Haber
(1868-19 34) developed a process for
making the alkali ammonia, which is
used to make fertilizers and explosives.
T he H aber process involves reacting
nitrogen from the air with
hvdrogen at high pressure and
tem perature. H aber later
devised a way of making nitric
acid bv hearing ammonia in air.

1865 Ernest Solvay, a
Belgian chemist, develops the
first commercially successful
process for making the alkali,
sodium carbonate, on
a large scale.

Sodium carbonate
M IXTlTRES AND
COM PO UNDS

1887 Svanre Arrhenius
proposes rhar it is hydrogen
ions that give acids their
special properties.
1908 Fritz Haber invents a
process for making ammonia
1909 The Danish chemist
Seren Serensen (1868-1939)
devises the pH scale.

POLLUTION

RocKETS

SOIL
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ACRYLICS see PLASTICS AND RUBBER • ADOLESCENCE see GRO\X'TH AND DEVELOPMENT • ADRENALINE see HORMONES AND THE EN DOCRINE SYSTEM

ADVERTISING AND MARKETING

•

or improve the
sales of its products or services, it may decide to
advertise. Newspapers and magazines carry
advertisements, as do billboards, television, and radio.
Marketing is the wider process of creating a product or
service, advertising it, and selling it.
THING WITH
Advertising and marketing are vast
industries that affect all our lives.
WHEN A COMPANY WISHES TO SELL

How advertising works
Advertisements use humour and
strong images to get our attention.
Short, memorable catchphrases called
slogans become associated with the
product. An advertising campaign
often combines posters and television
advertisements so that repetition
ensures people remember the product.

Copy line gives us
product information.
Here, the ryre-makmg
company Pirelli uses
humour and an eyecatching image to
advertise irs tyres'
road-holding abiliry.

~//

Image

known
athlete

Advertisers try to create a
product image that will appeal
to particular customers. An
advertisement for perfume, for
example, may project an image
of beauty and sophistication.
Well-known personalities may
be shown endorsing a product
to strengthen irs image.

The striking
image ofan
athkte in
htgh heels
grabs our
attention.

Marketing

Market research

A company's marketing strategy includes
market research, product development,
publicity, advertising, and point of sale
displays. The m arketing department researches
the products people want, and works with
other departments to make sure that products
meet the customer's needs and expectations.

The purpose of market
research is to find om what
sort of people are likely to
buy a product, and what
will make them buy one
product rather than
another. Researchers ger
this information from
interviews, questionnaires,
and government statistics.

Pepsi-Cola painted Concorde blue to gain publicity.

Shops use posters and
display units to encourage
people to buy products.
Point of sale displays try to
catch the customer's eye
where he or she can buy the
product immediately. Shop
window displays aim to
draw customers into a shop.

Point of sale
Public relations
Many companies use public relations, or PR,
to improve their standing with the people who
buy their products. The two main branches of
PR are research and communication. Research
tries to find out what people think about the
company and irs products. Companies
communicate with people through press
coverage, advertising, and sponsorship.

Advertising agencies
Companies use advertising agencies to advise them on
their advertising strategy. Advertising agencies conduct
m arket research, plan which forms of media the
client's advertisements should appear in, and finally
prepare the client's advertisements.

Storyboards
The first stage of producing a television advertisement is to
present a storyboard of ideas to the client, showing how the final
advertisement will look. A storyboard looks rather like a comic
strip, with a series of pictures showing how the action will run.
If the diem approves the storyboard, production can go ahead.
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The film is
combined
with a
sound
track, and
then edited

The advertising agency hires a production
ream to film the advertisement. This will
include a producer, who supervises the
rehearsal schedule, and a director, who
directs the action when the commercial is
being filmed. Once the film has been shot,
a sound track is added. The sound track
may be a voice-over repeating the product
name and a catchy tune called a jingle.

-
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D ESIGN

Advertisement
Once the advertisement has been completed, it is shown to
the diem. If the diem approves the film, it is taken to the
television stations to be aired. Television advertising is by far
the most expensive form of advertising, but it is the most
effective since it reaches people in their own homes.

F ILMS AND
FILM- MAKING

MoNE\'

S HO PS

T ELEVISION

TRADE AN D
INDUSTRY

AFGHANISTAN see ASIA, CENTRAL

Physical features

AFRICA

Most of Africa is a high
plateau covered with deserts,
lush rainforests, and d ry
grasslands. It is crossed by
rivers, which bring water
to dry regions and provide
communications. Although
they lie on the Eq uator,
the high peaks in the east
are snow-capped all year.
Africa has several volcanoes.

after Asia, Africa is
dominated in the north by the vast Sahara Desert and
in the east by the Great Rift Valley. A belt of rainforest
lies along the Equator, and grasslands provide grazing
for herds of wild animals. Africa is home to many different peoples, each
with their own distinctive languages and customs. Islam and Christianity
are widespread, but many Africans adhere to their own traditional beliefs.
THE SECOND LARGEST CONTINENT

i

Sahara

t

o

M~td~ira

n

5

The world's largest desert,
the Sahara, covers much of
northwestern Africa. It has
an area of 9,065,000 sq
km (3,263.400 sq miles)
and is rapidly expanding
as land at its edges is
overgrazed. With less than
100 mm (4 in) of rainfall
every year and dayrime
temperatures of up to
50°C (I 22°F), only a few
specially adapted plants
and animals survive here.

p

"'IPorlugal
Canary I
I
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River Nile
A

The Nile is the world's longest river.
From its source in Lake Victoria. it
flows 6,695 km (4,160 miles) north
through Uganda, Sudan. and Egypt to
the Mediterranean Sea. Africa's third
longest river, the N iger, flows 4,180 km
(2.597 miles) in a big loop through
western Africa, ending in Nigeria in
a delta bigger than that of the N ile.

•

Mountains rise .from
the Great Rift Valley. l

Ri~·er Nile at
Aswan in Egypt

Great Rift Valley
The mountains of

Manv rivers end in deltas at the sea, bur
rhe Okavango River in southern Africa has
a delta that forms a swamp in the Kalahari
Desert. The Okavango rises in Angola and
tlows 974 km (605 miles) ro Botswana,
where its delta and swamps cover more
than 22.000 sq km (8.500 sq miles).

Ethiopia are divided by
rhe Great Rifr Valley
that stretches 6,000 km
(3,750 miles) north from
Mozambique, through east
Africa and the Red Sea,
into Syria. The valley is
formed by massive cracks
in the Eanh's crust. lr is
up to 90 km (55 miles)
wide, and in millions of
years will eventually divide
the African continent.

INDIAN
OCEAN
Simen Mountains,
Ethiopia

AfRICA FACTS
30,335,000 sq km
( 11 ,712.434 sq miles)

A REA

Cross-section through Africa
Africa rises sharply from rhe Atlantic Ocean
up to about 1.000 m (3.280 ft) before
Lush. wet
dropping down into the marshes of
Zaire Basin
the Zaire Basin. The
Sao
Ruwenzori Mountains
and Grear Rifr Valley
Tome
lie to the east, and the
plateau falls gentlv to
the Indian Ocean.
Atlantic Ocean __....-

A

Ruwenzori
Mountains

Lake
Victoria

Great
Rift

5895m

Vallry

(19341 fiJ

Mt. Kilimanjaro

Indian

POPULATION 783.800.000
N UMBER OF COUNTRIES 53
BIGGEST COUNTRY Sudan
SMALLEST COUNTRY Seychelles
H IGHEST POI NT Kilimanjaro (Tanzania)
';,895 m (19.341 fr)
Lor..GEST RIVER N ile (Uganda/Sudan/
Egypt) 6,695 km (4,160 miles)
BIGG[.) r LAM Lake Victoria (East Africa)
68,880 sq km (26.590 sq miles)
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AFRICA

Climatic zones

Scrubland

D~s~rt

Although most of Africa is
warm or hot all year round,
the climate varies greatly
because of the wide range of
landscapes. Pans of the north
coast have hot, dry summers
and cooler, moist winters.
D esen regions have cold nights,
scorching hot days, and almost
no rain at all. On the Equator
the climate is hot and humid,
with high rainfall. Mountain
regions have warm summers
and cool winters.

Grassland

Tropical
rainfor~st

Fantastically

Evngr~m

Baie de Souhalias, Algeria

plants ar~ abu
to r~tain th~ir
moistur~ in

Much of rhe northern
coast of Africa has a
warm Mediterranean
climate. Coastal clitTs
and hills are covered in
sparse, low-growing. often
fragrant plants and shrubs
rhar are able to thrive in
the poor. stony soils.
Many of the plants have
thorns and small, leathery
leaves ro prevent them
from drying our in the
fierce hear of rhe sun
and frequent sea breezes.

th~ h~at.

Mountain

shap~d du~s ar~

Savannah

fo~d by strong

About 40 per cenr of Africa is covered
with savannah, which is the name
given to grassland with scarrered
trees and shrubs. This rype
of land forms a wide loop
around rhe Zaire (Congo)
Basin. Vast herds of grazing
animals. such as antelopes
and zebras, move around
rhe savannah seeking fresh
grass ro ear.

tksat winds.

About 40 per cent of Africa is desert. The Erg of Bilma in
Niger is parr of rhe vast Sahara. In Arabic, ~rg means a sandy
expanse. The sand is blown by rhe wind into ripples and into
huge dunes, some of which may be nearly 200 m (650 ft)
high. Two orher main desert areas are the Kalahari and the
Namib, both in southern Africa.

Masai Mara,
Kenya

Low shrubs cova som~ of
mountains' Iowa slop~s
andfoothills.
th~

stunud tr~~s offa
animals som~ prouction
from th~ harsh sun.
Many str~ams and
riv"s cross th~
_., rainfor~st.

Dense, tropical rainforest covers less than 20 per cent of
Africa. The most extensive areas lie close ro the Equator
in West Africa and in Central Africa's Zaire (Congo) Basin.
T housands of species of tree flourish in rhe hot, humid
climate, which produces rain all year round. However, largescale felling of trees for timber hardwoods, such as teak and
mahogany, threatens ro destroy this environment.

Africa's highest ranges include rhe Drakensberg, in sourheasr Africa, which runs for
about I, 130 km (70 miles) rhrough South Africa and Lesotho and forms parr of rhe
rim of rhe great South African Plateau. The highest point is Thabana N rlenyana at
3.482 m (II ,424 ft). Even higher mountain ranges are the Atlas range in Morocco,
and the Ruwenzori on rhe border berween Uganda and Congo (Zaire).

-

People

Resources

One in eight of rhe world's
people lives in Africa, mostly
along the north and west
coasts, and in rhe fertile
river valleys. Although
traditionally people live in
small villages, a growing
number are moving to
rowns .md ciries to look
for work. Birth rates in
many countries are high
and families are large.
About half rhe population
is under IS vears old.

Africa has many resources, bur they are unevenly distributed
Libya and f\:igeria are leading oil producers, southern Africa
is rich in gold and diamonds, and Zambia is a leading copper
producer. Tropical forests yield valuable
rimber bur are being felled ar an
alarming rare. Africa is a leading
producer of cocoa beans,
cassava, bananas, coffee,
and rea.

Ghanaian girls
.AfRICA,
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Tanzanian girl
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appear more
than 5,000 years ago with the rise of ancient Egypt.
From about 2,500 years ago in sub-Saharan Africa,
c.1
many other different kingdoms also developed. The
Sahara acted as a barrier to keep this area separate from the
rest of the world until the arrival of Arab traders in the 8th
century. From the I 5th century, the arrival of Europeans, the
subsequent slave trade, and European imperialism had
a profound effect on the continent. Since the 1950s, all
African nations have reclaimed independence, although
modern Africa continues to struggle with its post-colonial
legacy and environmental problems.
CIVILIZATION IN AFRICA BEGAN TO

Early inhabitants
Humans have inhabited Africa for 4 million years.
T he Sahara was once a fertile land rich in plants
and animals. But thousands of years ago. it dried
up, and people moved south to the
Veg~table
savannah to farm there.
dye
Rock paintings
Rock and bone pictures
ofren depicted evervday
events, such as dancing,
hunting animals, and fishing.
Painters used animal far
coloured wim vegetable d~

Ammals
Painted bone

Nok culture
The earliest evidence of Iron
Age settlement is called me
Nok culture (500 BC-AD 200),
which existed in what is now
central Nigeria. Nok people
lived in farming communities.
They made iron weapons and
tools for farming, and also
produced fine rerracorra sculprures.

Ancient empires
Me roe
Ghana

Aksum

North Africa was in a good position
to trade with western Asia. T his caused
rich empires to develop, incl uding Meroe
(modern Sudan, c.600 BC-AD 350), and
Aksum (a trading state in northern
Ethiopia, c. 100 BC-AD I 000). Ghana
(in West Africa, c.S00-1 300) developed
for similar reasons.

Me roe
From me city of Meroe, me
Kushires controlled trade in
the Red Sea and me N ile
River from 600 BC. They
exported luxurv goods, such
as osrrich feamers and leopard
skins, and built fine temples
and Aat-ropped pyramids
over the graves of meir dead.

Terracotta head. Nok culture

Spread of religions
From the 8th century, trade, conquests,
and colonialism spread religions such
as Islam in Africa. In North Africa,
Islam completely replaced traditional
religions, which often included
the worship of ancestors.
Festival mask

Ancestor worship
In many parts of Mrica communities had sacred
shrines where they placed offerings for the spirits
of their dead ancestors. Today, during certain
annual festivals, members of the communiry wear
special masks, ~ing, dance. and tell stories in
honour of their ancestors.

Ruined temple, Meroe

Ghana
Ghana (located on me borders of modem
Mali and Mauritania), one of Africa's most
important empires, controlled me transSaharan rrade in gold. Ghana's kings wore
gold jewellery. and gold-embroidered domes
and turbans. Surviving gold artefacts show
me incredible wealth of mis kingdom.
Heads of gold, ofren of rovalry,
played an important parr in rituals.

Islam
By c. BOO, Middle Eastern
Arabs had taken Islam ro
North Africa. From me I I th
century, trade helped spread
Islam across the Sahara
into West Africa and up
the River Nile into Sudan.

....._
H~ad
w~ighs

Air Benhaddou, Morocco

1.5 kg

(3 /bs).

Slave trade

Figum
attach~d

to royal
thron~s.

Bird
ornament

Stela, Aksum
Rmgs w~r~ oftm
Aksum
with flow~rs. From c.300, Egyptian scholars
introduced Chrisrianirv ro Aksum
which then became famous as
a holv city. During this period,
Aksum rook over the empire based
at Meroe. Aksum's people built
tall, stone sr~ae (monuments)
ro mark the tombs of dead kings.

d~coraud

w~u

Finger rings

By me 1470s, the Portuguese were trading
copper, brass, gold, and slaves wim Benin in
West Nrica. In the I 480s, me Portuguese
arrived in me islands of Principe and Sao
Tome in me Gulf of Guinea. just off the
west African coast. They established sugar
plantations. and fora:d African captives
(mainly kidnapped in Senegal and Gambia) to
work as slaves on me plantations. This was me
beginning of European domination in Africa.
Plaque showing Portuguese soldier, I 500s
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Colonialism

Scramble for Africa

D uring the 1800s, Europeans colonized areas
in Africa, introducing Christianity, and taking
economic control. They used African workers
to grow or mine precious raw materials, but
sent the materials to be manufactured in Europe
and America - where profits stayed. During this
period, slavery was at its height as Europeans
kidnapped Africans to work in the Americas.

In 1884, European leaders decided that
their countries could claim African
territories as colonies when occupied
by Europeans. This started a scramble
to the interior in search of new lands.
By 1902, all of Africa was colonized,
except Liberia and Ethiopia.
~Morocco

I Tunisia
~

African Diaspora
The sla\e trade scanered more man
20 million Africans throughout rhe Americas
and Europe, undermining African culrure in
the process. O..er rhe cenruries, rhe dispersed
descendents of rhese slaves became known
as rhe African Diaspora.

African carving of a European

Christianity
Europe sent misl.ionaries
ro Africa to set up
schools and churches,
and to convert Africans
to Chri!.cianiry. They also
tried to abolish African
traditional religions,
often punishing rho~e
who still practised rhem.

Voodoo voice
disguiser

Algeria

Libya

/ ·Egypt

Voodoo
In 19rh-cemury
Caribbean
colonies, traditional
ancestor worship
combined wirh
Chri!.rianiry to
produce a religion
called voodoo

Liberia

Sierra
.A
Leone ......--- ·

Nigeria

l

French
British
German
Portuguese
Belgium
Spanish
Italian
Anglo-Egyptian

British
Somaliland
.Ethiopia·

British East ___.__.
Africa (KenyaX
Angola

World Wars I and II
Although both world wars were European,
thousands of Africans lost their lives as colonial
rulers forced them to join the army. One
cause ofWorld War I was German resentment
against other European countries during
colonization. In World War II, North Africa
became a battleground, as German and Italian
forces invaded British- and French-ruled territories
World War I
When World War I broke our in I9I4. the Onoman Empire
controlled Norm Africa. The Egyptians colluded with rhe
British to overthrow Turkish rule, and they were helped from
I 916 to 1918 by rhe eccentric soldier and author Thomas
Edward Lawrence (1888-I935), who became famous as
Lawrence of Arabia. After rhe war, Egypt became a British
protectorate bur signed a rreary for independence in I 922.

Troops at
El Alamein, Egypt

El Alamein
In I 941, Italian and German forces invaded North African territories
held by rhe British. The British recruited soldiers from rheir colonies
of Nigeria, Ghana, and Sierra Leone to join rhe fight on rheir behalf
In I942, rhe British defeated the Germans at rhe historic battle ofEl
Alamein. This barrie was a turning point in rhe war.

Herero and Nama tribes fight German
colonialists, Namibia, 1904

Haile Selassie

African resistance
Africans strenuously resisted
colonialism . The Ethiopians
fought to stay independent
and won (1896); Z imbabwe
and Sudan rebelled against the
British (1896 and 1920); tribes
in Angola tried to overthrow the
Portuguese ( 1902); in Namibia
and Tanzania, thousands were
killed in uprisings against the
Germans (1904-1908); and in
Nigeria, tribes revolted against
French rule (1920s).
18
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Operation Torch
In 1942, American and British soldiers landed
in Morocco and Algeria in an invasion called
Operation Torch. Joined by the French, rhe
Allies attacked rhe German and lralian armies,
forcing them into Tunisia. Afrer a bloody barrie,
Germany's Afrika Korps surrendered. The war
on African soil was over by May I 943.

Emperor Haile Selassie of
Ethiopia (r.I93D-74) led his
troops against the Italian
invasion of 1935. The
Italians forced rhe emperor
into exile in 1936, bur he
returned in 1941. Haile
Sela~sie instituted retorms,
suppres~ed slavery, and
worked with the
Organization of African
Unity. In 1974, the
army overthrew the
emperor, installing
military rule. He
died in exile in
1975 aged 84.

AFRICA, HISTORY OF

Independence
After World War II, many Africans wanted to end
colonial rule, and govern their own countries.
Colonial powers such as France, Portugal, and Britain
fought to prevent this, and there were
bloody wars of independence in Algeria,
Mozambique, Angola, and Zimbabwe. By
the late 1960s most African countries had
gained independence, bur political and
economic problems remained.

Ghanaian
Independence
Day stamps

OA Um~mb~r

staus now
numb~r

Gold Coast
O ne of the first colonies to become
independent was the former British
colony of the Gold Coast. After World
War II, anti-colonial feeling had
intensified, and, in I 957, the state of
Ghana (which was named after a powerfUl
West African medieval empire) became
independent. A lead ing nationalist,
Kwame N krumah (I 909-72) became
the new country's first prime minister.
In 1960, N krumah declared G hana a
republic and himself president for life.
He became increasingly dictatorial, while
drawing ever further away from the west.
In I 966, a police-milirary coup
overth rew Nkrumah.

50.

Returning refugees, Angola

Angola War
In 1961, Angola's people rose in revolt against the Portuguese colonial
government. The Portuguese army crushed the rebels, who Hed into
exile in Zaire. While in exile, the rebels formed liberation movements,
and waged guerrilla warfare in Angola. In 1974, the liberation forces
staged a military uprising. and overthrew the Portuguese. who finally
granted independence in I 975. Afrer independence, a biner civil war
erupted between rwo political groups. both of whom wanted to govern
Angola. One side was backed by South African troops, the other by
Russian troops. The Angolan factions agreed to a ceasefire in I 994.

summit, Tunisia

Organization of African Unity
In 1963, the heads of 30 independent
African states mer to form the OAU
(O rganization of African Unity). Its aim
was to promote political and economic
co-operation between the states, and
help colonies achieve independence.

Apartheid

A taxi stand for whites, South Africa, I 967

Village co-operatives
Agricultural workers (mainly
women) set up vtllage cooperatives to grow fOod
crops, which they sell at the
local market. This reverses a
situation that existed under
colonial governments,
when small-scale farmers
were forced to grow
cash crops (coffee,
groundnuts, cocoa,
and conan) to sell
to large European
companies. The farmers could
not grow food crops for
themselves, and had to buy
expensive imports, such as rice.

By the 1980s, only South Africa was
still trying to retain white-minority
power. The white government had
passed the Apartheid (separateness)
Policy in 1948, which classified
people according to race. Under
apartheid, those classified as Black,
Coloured, or Asian had few rights.
Apartheid was abolished in 1994.

Electronics technician

Game park, Kenya

Tourism

M odern Africa
Mineral-rich Africa has a thriving
mining industry. More recently,
new African electronics plants are
specializing in the assembly of
imported electronic components.

A century ago, East African governments
established game reserves and parks to protect
wildlife &om hunters. Today, tourists pay to
stay in the parks and go on safari to see the
wild animals. Kenya now makes more money
&om tourism than &om any other source.

WOm~n ar~ th~

mam
agricultural

Women's agricultural
co-operative, N iger

work"s.
Food
crops

Deforestation, Somalia

Environmental devastation
In semi-arid areas of Africa. such as Somalia,
land is gradually turning into desert. Since
the 1950s, there has been a fall in the
average annual rainfall, and much of the
land has become very dry. The people have
often over-used the land for cash crops, and
cut down the trees for firewood.

Ken Saro-Wiwa

Timeline

Ken Saro-W iwa ( 194 11995). a human rights
campaigner, was hanged
along with eight others
by N igeria's military
government. His "crimeft
was to speak out against
the pollution of tribal
lands by governmentbacked international
oil companies.

2500 BC C limatic changes in the
Sahara region force people to
move southward.

African carving

c.600 BC Kushite people of
Sudan expand and base their
capital at Meroe.

64 I Arabs conquer Egypt,
and convert it to Islam.
600s The empire based at
Aksum begins to decline

c.AD 320-15 King Ezama of
Aksum becomes Christian.
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B ENIN
EMPIRE

500-1300
The ki ngdom of
G hana controls transSaharan trade.

GRFAT
ZIMBABWE

MALI
EM PI RI

MAND ELA,
N ELSON

1497 Portuguese explorers
land on east coast, after
sailing around Africa.

1945 League of Arab States
is foun ded; it includes eight
African nations.

1900 Most of the Sahara
region comes under French
colonial rule.

1973-75 Horn of Africa
suffers a severe drought.

1940 Italian forces invade
North Africa; Germans
tollow one year later.
RELIGIONS

SLAVER\

1994-95 In Rwanda
800,000 Hutus are
massacred by Tutsis;
millions flee the country.
SoNGHAI
EMPIRE

SouTH AFRICA,
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Physical features

CENTRAL

THE EQUATOR RUNS THROUGH Central Africa,
affecting not only climate but also ways of life.
There are ten countries. All were European
colonies with a history of a cruel slave trade.
Although these countries were all independent by the end of
the 1960s, they have experienced mixed fortunes. Cameroon
is stable, while Democratic Republic Congo (Zaire) and the
Central African Republic, have suffered dictatorships. Most
Central Africans live by farming.
E

--

----

The landscape varies according to irs
distance from the Equator. Much of the
region is rolling hills and valleys, with
craggy mountains in
the north and east.
The arid Sahara
desert and Sahel
cover the extreme
north. Farther south,
is the vast equatorial
basin of the River
Congo, surrounded
by some unspoilr
tropical rainforest.
Dry woodland
Tropical rainforests give
way ro woodland, where
the climate is much drier.
Acacia and baobab trees
grow in this region. The
baobabs have very thick
trunks that can hold water
to feed themselves. Some
baobabs on Cameroon's
central plateau live for
l ,000 years.

F

River Congo
The dramatic cliffs
of the volcanic Tibesti
Mountains dominate the
border between Chad
and Libya, in the Sahara
Desert. At 3,41 <; m
(II ,204 ft) above sealevel, Emi Koussi is the
highest peak.

A

B

One of the longest rivers
in the world, the Congo,
formerly the Zaire, flows
in a great curve for
4,666 km (2,900 miles),
crossing the Equaror
twice. 1r drains an area of
abour 3.630,000 sq km
(1,400,000 sq miles).

G

H

5
Equatorial rainforest
6

fhe hot, humid basin of the River Congo is Africa's largest
remaining region of tropical rainforest. Competing for light,
a wide variery of trees grow tall, forming a protective canopy
that teems with plant and animal life.

Regional climate
7

9

II

I2
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The north of the
region, rhe Sahara and
Sahel area, is a broad
band of dry, dusry land
1.434 mm (56 in)
that is srarved of rain. By
contrast, in the steamy equarorial forests more than
38 mm ( 1.5 in) of rain falls every day in places. The south
experiences the monsoon season between May and Ocrober.

Ethnic diversity
There are hundreds of different peoples in Central
Africa, each with their own cusroms and languages.
Large groups include the Kongo and Luba, and there
are several pygmy groups
including the Twa, BaKa,
and Mburi, who live in
clearings deep in the
rainforests. A growing
number of people are
moving ro rowns ro escape
war, droughr, or famine,
and because larger centres
offer more jobs and food.
Village chief,
Brazzaville, Congo

AFRICA . C EN T RA L

Chad

CHAD FACTS

The land-locked republic of C had is
one of the world's poorest countries.
N early half of the land is desert o r lies in the
Sahel, where rainfall is erratic. More than half
of the people work o n farm land near the
C hari river in the south, bur lack of food
is still a problem. C had has some valuable
m ineral deposits, bur they are unexploited .

CAPITAL CITY N 'Djamena
AREA 1.259.200 sq km
(486,177 sq miles)
POPULAfiON 7,700,000
M AIN LANGUAGES French, Arabic, Sara
M AJOR RFLIGIONS Mmlim. Chrisrian.
rradirional beliefs

Muslim nomads
More rhan I 00,000 nomadic Muslims live
in rhe desert and norrhern Sahel regions of
Chad. They include rhe Kanimbo people,
who are related ro rhe Arabs and Berbers of
Nonh Africa. Every dav, Kanimbo women
musr walk long disrances in rhe hear ro ferch
\\arer for rheir families.

Dri~d gourds
uudas bowls
for making
butur.

C URRF NCY CFA franc

FuJani
Throughour Africa a
nom.tdic group called rhe
Fulani herd carrie and roam
wherever rhcre is grazing
land. Thev drink rhe cows'
milk .tnd use ir ro make
butter and cheese. Rorrleshaped gourds, a rype
of fruir, are dried and
decorated tor use as
warer carriers and bowls.

Camels
One of rhe onlv ways ro cross rhe vasr Sahara
Deserr is bv camel. Camels are used as pack
animals ro uansporr foresr products and
minerals from Lake Chad, as well as for
farming. pumping warer, and carrying people.
Herders value rheir milk, mear. and hides.

Cameroon

Timber

On Africa's west coast, C ameroo n was
once a colony divided between the
French and the British. T he two parts gained
independence and became a united country in
196 1. D espite initial troubles, Cameroon now
has one of the most successful eco nomies in
Africa, exporting oil, bauxite, and a range of
natural products, including cocoa, coffee, and
rubber. The country has a diverse cult ure with
more than 230 ethnic groups.

Like many other African
countries, Cameroon sells
hardwood logs. including
mahogany, ebonv, and
reak from irs rainforesrs
ro earn foreign currencv.
Alrhough rhe rrade
represents one renrh of rhe
countrv"s roral exports, ir
poses a serious rhrear ro
rhe furure of rhe fore~rs.
Dri~d gourds amplify
sounds mad~ by strings.

Makossa is a popular srvle of African folk music thar originated in
Cameroon. Ir is played on rradirional insrrumems, including rhis
one, known as a mv~t. Ir is made using a wooden srick, horsehair
strings, and hollowed-our gourds. Mvn players are speciallv rrained
and highly regarded in rhe community.

s~v~ral strings ar~
str~tch~d along th~

stick and pluck~d
to mak~ a rant!
ofsounds.

C APITAl CITY Yaounde
AREA 465.400 sq km (179,691 ~q miles)
PoPuLAnoN I 'l, I 00.000
M AIN LA r-GUAGE'i French. English, Fang,
Duala, Fulani
M -\jOR RFIIGIONS Traditional beliefs.
Christian. Muslim
C URRENCY CFA franc

Football
One of Cameroon"s leading
amateur sports, football is
widely enjoyed and people play
ir whenever rhey have rime.
Games draw large crowds of
specrarors. Cameroon"s
national football ream
was acclaimed as one of
rhe besr in Africa, after
displaving irs skills in
rhe 1990 World Cup.

C EN T RAL AFRICAN
REPUBLIC FACTS

Central African Republic
Lying in the very heart
of Africa, the Central
African Republic, or CAR, has a
comp licated histo ry. D rough t
and 13 years of repressive
government have made the
CAR o ne of the poorest
nations in the world. Only
two per cent of the people live
in the sem i-arid no rth, and the
majority are clustered in villages
in the southern rai nfo rests.

C AM EROON FACTS

Cotton
Bantu

Coffee and conon
rogerher form ahour 13
per cent of the country"s
exports. Grown on large
plantations, all pans
of rhe cotton plant are
used. The fibre, known
as a boll, is spun into
yarn ro make fabric.
The seed"s oil forms
rhe base of manv foods,
whilst rhe plant's sralks
and leaves are ploughed
back into rhe soil ro
ferrilize it.

People

Food

Seven major Bantu language groups and many
~mailer ones make up rhe popular ion of rhe
CAR. Several thousand humer-garherers live
in rhe rainforest< in harmony wirh narure.
They survive by earing tore~r fruits and build
rheir homes from banana leave~.

The people of rhe CAR grow nearh- all rheir own
food by subsisrence farming. Roor crops. such
as cassava, vams, and vegetables, are cu1rivared
alongside graim including miller, maize, and
~orghum. Fish from rhe CAR"s rivers, including
rhe Chari and Ubangi, is a viral source of protein.

CAPITAL CITY Bangui
AR~

622,980 sq krn (240.530 sq miles)

PoPULATION 3.600,000
MAIN IA'IIGUAGE.'> French, Sango, Zande,
Banda, Sara, Arabic
M -\jOR RFLIGION~ Traditional beliets,
Chrisrian, Muslim
C URRE'IICY CFA franc

M illet

Cassava
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Congo
The Republic of Congo was a
French territory until 1960. It is
a hot, humid land, and its densely forested
north has few inhabitants. Nearly half the
country's people are members of the Kongo
group; the rest include Bateke, M ' Bochi,
and Sangha. The mineral and timber
industries have made Congo wealthy, but
many people are still subsistence farmers,
growing barely enough food to survive.

Animal skin is
stretched across
the drum.

Drum
An essemial parr of African
life, drums are used for
signalling as well
as for music.
Mosr drums are
im ricarely carved
our of a solid piece of wood
and can be decorared wirh
d ifferem woods and hides.
D rum s are made in all shapes
and sizes - t his o ne is almost
as rail as rhe player.

Each cocoa p od
contaim about
30 beam, for use
in chocolate and
cosmetics.

A palm-fringed sandy coastline
800 km (500 miles) long, and
lush tropical vegetation dominate Gabon's
landscape. T he country earns 80 per cent
of its foreign currency from oil and also
sells timber, manganese, and uranium ore.
Gabon has the potential to be wealthy, but
mismanagement by the government has led
to continued
Woman in
poverty.

Brazzaville

P OPULATION 2,900,000
MAIN LANGUAGES French, Kongo
MAJOR RELIGIONS Christian

rradirional beliefs
C u RRENCY CFA franc

Industry

Cocoa
pods

G ABON FACTS

Libreville

Gabon

CAPITAL CITY

AREA 341,500 sq krn (131,853 sq miles)

O il from rhe Aclanric O cean
accounts for 90 per cem of
Congo's exports, conuiburing
largely to rhe coumry's wealrh.
Flucruaring oil prices have caused
some economic problems, bur
Congo's crop exporrs have remained
srrong. The felling of foresrs to
exporr rropical rimber is a pressing
environmemal concern. Huge:
barges on the Congo and orher
rivers carry rimber goods as far as
Brazzaville; from rhere the Congo
Ocean Rai lway takes rhem ro
Poime Noire, Congo's only porr.

Crops
Abour 50 per cem of rhe work-force are farmers who grow
cassava, maize, rice, peanurs, and fruir ro feed rheir families.
M uch food is imporred. The sready exporr of coffee and
cocoa beans has saved Congo from econom ic problems.

CONGO FACTS

T he busrling porr
ciry of Libreville was
founded in 1849 by
French naval officers.
Meaning "free rown~ in
French, Libreville was a
new home for Iiberared
slaves. lr is now a
modern, growing ciry,
and a cemre of culture,
industry. and
governmem. M any
cirizens are wealrhy,
bur poverty srill exisrs.

CAPITAl CITY

Libreville

AREA 257,6 70 sq krn (99,486 sq miles)
P oPULATION I ,200,000
MAIN LANGUAGES French, Fang
MAJOR RELIGION Chrisrian
C URRFNCY CFA franc

Libreville,
Gabon's
capiral

People
Alrhough G abon is o ne of Africa"s mosr rhinly
populared coumries, ir com ai ns more than 40
differem ethnic grou ps. T he indigenous Fang
people form rhe largesr group. O nce fierce
warriors, rhey now dominare rhe
governmem. Mosr Gabonese people are
C hrisrians, and abour 90 per cem of
rheir children an end primary schools.
The Gabo nese rradicions of dance,
song, poerry, and srory-relling remain
an imporram social and culrural parr
of everyday life.

TheTram- -~ ~~~~~!l~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~!!~~~~~~~~~~~~

Gabon Railway
runs fro m
Libreville to
Franuvilk.

Trans-Gabon Railway
Opened in 1986 ro rransporr gold and manganese, rhe TransGabon Railway has caused much com roversy because ir cur
rhrough rainforest, destroyi ng many valuable and rare rrees.

EQUATORIAL
G u iNEA FACTS

Equatorial Guinea
~ Two former Spanish
. . . colonies make up the
country of Equatorial G uinea,
located close to the Equator.
Rio Muni, also called M bi ni,
is on mainland Africa, and
Bioko Island, which has fertile,
volcanic soil that is ideal for
growing cocoa beans, is situated
to the northwest, off the coast
of neighbou ring Cameroon.
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Traditional healing
Like orher Africans,
many people in
Eq u.1rorial Guinea
bel ieve rhar illness
is due ro rhe
influence of b.1d
spirirs. Professional
he.1lers use dancing and cham s ro
d rive our rhe evil spirirs. They keep a
range of animal bones, \hells, sticks, .1nd
orher plam pans in rheir med icine b.1g~
for use in group ceremon ies.

CAPITAl CITY Malabo

H ippoporamus
roorh

AJU.A 28.050 sq krn
(10,830 sq miles)
P oPULATION 4 53.000
MAIN LANGUAGES

Tree
root
Animal
bone

Among rhe people of
Equarorial Cuined rhere is
a \trong rradirion of large,
exrended familie\, who sr.1y
rogerher and help o ne ano ther
in rimes of h.1rdshi p.

Sp.1nish, Bubi,
Fang
MAJOR RHIGIO N

Chrisrian
C URRENCY CFA franc

AFRICA, CENTRAL

Dem. Rep. Congo (Zaire)
Formerly known as Belgian Congo
and then as Zaire, this country was
renamed D emocratic Republic of the Congo in
1997 after the ovenhrow of the corrupt military
government. The country consists of a plateau
I ,200 m (3,900 ft) above sea-level, through
which the River Congo flows. The land is
fenile and rich in minerals, but spendthrift
governments and civil war, including conflict
with Rwanda in 1996-97, have kept it poor.

Cowri~ sh~lls

Mask

are s~wn on
to d~corau

Among rhe many peoples
of Dem. Rep. Congo are
rhe Kuba, a small erhnic group
who have lived rhere for many
years. Their chief wears a
hunring m ask. known as
a Mashamboy m ask. made of
shells. beads. and raffia,
ro sym bolize rhe
power ofrh~
Grear Spirir.

th~mask " \

D EM. R EP. CONGO FACTS
CAPITAL CITY Kinshasa
AREA 2,267,600 ~q krn
(875,520 sq miles)
POPULATION 51.700,000
MAIN LANGUAGES French, English,
Kiswahili, Lingala
MAJOR RELIGIONS Christian, rradirional
beliefs
CURRENCY Congolese franc

River ports

Creole woman
selling diamonds

The River Congo and irs
rriburaries give rhe coumry
11,500 krn (7,000 miles)
of navigable warerways.
There are many river porrs
wirh boar-building and
repair yards, crafr shops,
and lively m arkers rhar
sell cassava, fruirs, and
fish, and delicacies such as
monkey and snake meat.
Traders rake rheir produce
w sell ar river markers in
dug-our canoes made by
local craftsmen.

Farming
Dem. Rep. Congo
has much porenrially
cultivable land. Sixty per
cenr of rhe popularion
are subsistence farmers.
producing palm oil. coffee.
rea, rubber, corron, fruir,
vegetables, and rice. Her~.
on rhe border of volcanic
Virunga N arional Park. rhe
land is rich and ferrile.

Mining
Copper ore, cobalr. and diamonds
provide 85 per cenr of narional exporrs.
Dem. Rep. Congo rares second in
world diamond exporrs. wirh mosr
mining acriviry in rhe Shaba province.

Ethnic strife
The presenr counrry boundaries in Central Africa
dare back w European colonialism, and cur across
logical erhnic groupings. In some places rhere is acrual
ethnic warfare, fo r ex<~.mple rhat berween rhe Hurus
and rhe Tursis of Rwanda and Burundi. For hundreds
of years, Rwanda was dominared by rhe Tursis, who
ruled rhe Hurus. In 1959, rhe Hurus rebelled, and
widespread fighring broke our. In rhe mid-1990s rhe
violence escalared, resulring in 800.000 Huru dearhs
and a massive refugee exodus inro orher coumries.
Refugee camp. Tanzania

Rwanda

Burundi

One of Africa's most densely
populated countries, Rwanda has
been made poor by ethnic strife that forced
hundreds of thousands of people to flee
to Dem. Rep. Congo for safety. Rwanda
makes its money by exporting coffee, tea,
and tin and tungsten ores. Most of its
people just manage to feed themselves.

~

The Pare tks volcans is a
scenic reserve dominated by
volcanic mounr.1ins, rwo of
which are acrive. The park
is rhe !dst refuge of rhe
mounrain gorillas. which
now number around 630.
A FRICA,
HISTORY OF

Pepper
The pepper
planr's sm all,
green berries
redden as rhey ripen.
Harvesred srraight
away, rhe half-ripe berries
are de med, dried in rhe
sun, ground. and sifred ro
make ground black pepper.

B URUNDI
FACTS

CAPITAL CITY Kigali

C APIIAL Cll y
Bujumbura

AREA 24.950 sq krn
(9633 sq mib)

AREA 25.6'l0 sq km
(9903 sq miles)

PoPULATIO'I.l
7,700,000

POPUlATION
6.700.000

MAIN LANC.t;AGE.S
Kinvarwanda,
Fre~ch. Ki'\\ahili

MAIN LANGUAGES
Kirundi, French,
S\\ahili

MAJOR RELIGION\
Christian.
rr.Jditional beliefs
CtRRENCY Franc

EMPIRFS

This tiny country, formed by
the main volcanic islands of
Sao Tome and Principe, and four
smaller islands, lies 200 km (120
miles) off the coast of G abon.
Its mountains are covered with
forests, and rich soil supports
farms that grow cocoa beans
and sugar-cane. Sea fishing
has potential for development.

Like Rwanda, its neighbour,
~ Burundi has been torn by conflict
between the Tutsis and the Hutus, which
has led to riots and thousands of deaths.
Burundi has massive oil and nickel reserves
beneath Lake Tanganyika, but lacks the
funds to begin extraction. Most people are
subsistence farmers.

R WANDA
FACTS

Volcanoes Park

Sao Tome and Principe

FARMING

Farming
Mosr farmers grow c.1ssava
and maize w feed their
families. Some grow coffe~.
rea, corron ••md bananas for
exporr. Overplanring ferrile
land is caming soil erosion.
FOREHS

M AJOR RU I<.ION\
Chrisrian.
rradirional beliefs
C tRRF'I.l< \ Franc

MoNKns AND
OTHER PRI\1AI ES

McsJ<

Creole culture
Nobodv lived on these
islands until Porrugues~
explorers landed in 1470.
The Porruguese peopled
rhe islands wirh slaves
from rhe mainl.1nd. Their
mixed descendants cre.1red
a culrure called creole. bur
rhe creoles now number
only ren per cent because
more rh.1n 4.000 lefr rhe
counrry ar independence.
OI L

PoRTs AND
WATFRWAYS

S AO TOME
AND PRINC IPE
FACTS
C API rAL CITY Sao
Tome
AREA 960 sq km
(371 sq miles)
POPlii.AIION 159.900
MAIN LAN<;UAGE.
Portuguese
MAJOR RHIGION
Christian
Cl.RIU NCY Dobra

SLAVERY

TRAINS AND
RAilWAYS
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Physical features

EAST

ONE OF THE WORLD'S OLDEST civilizations, Egypt,
occupies the northeastern corner of East Mrica, while
Kenya, Tanzania, and Uganda sit farther south. Along
the Horn of Mrica, a piece of land that juts out into
the Indian Ocean, are four of the world's poorest countries - Eritrea,
Somalia, Ethiopia, and Djibouti. In recent years, Somalia, Sudan, and
Ethiopia have been devastated by drought and war. Most
East Mricans scrape a living from farming, and some rely
on food aid from abroad.

~

D

.,.

Running through eastern Mrica is
the Great Rift Valley, a huge gash
in the Earth that contin ues north
through the Red Sea. O ther
features include the Nile, the
world's longest river, and Lake
Victoria, Africa's largest lake. :he
varied landscape includes deserts,
grassland, mountains, and swamps.
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Ri\·er Nile

Savannah

Ar 6,695 km (4,160 miles)
long. rhe Nile supporrs rhe
thousands of people who live
on irs ferrite banks. The river
tlow~ norrh from Lake Vicwria
w rhe Mediterranean Sea.
The Blue N ile Falls is on an
imporrant branch of rhe Nile
in Ethiopia.

The sourhern countries of Easr Africa contain large areas of savannah
or grassland sc.mered wirh acacia and baobab rrees. This region is
home ro much of Africa's wildlife. including antelopes, giraffes, and
zebras, and rheir predators such as lions and hvenas

_L_

H

Kilimanjaro
6

Africa's highest peak ar 5,895 m (19,341 fr). rhe snow-capped
Mounr Ki bo is one of rhe Kilimanjaro group of rhree
volcanoes. The group dominates Arusha National Park
in Tanzania, on rhe border wirh Kem a. Sream and fumes
smoking from Kibo's crarer indicate rhar rhe volcano is
nor yet exrincr, adding w rhe anracrion tor mountaineers.

Regional climate
Easr Africa's climate
i~ aftecred by alrirude.
Dominated by deserr.
580mm
Djibouti, and pam of
(23 in)
Egvpr. Erirrea. Ethiopia.
Sudan. and Somalia are
plagued bv droughts. Sourh Sudan '!nd western Erhiopia
recei\e seasonal rainta.II. while pans of Tanzania. 1-.enva,
and Uganda are hor and drv; rheir highl.mds are wer.

8

OEM.

RJ:P.
-EON-GO

Nomadic herding

O ml•·

12

f •l

Manv of rhe original peoples of
easrern Africa. parricularlt the
Dinka of Sudan. are nomads. who
move from place ro place wirh their
herds of carrie in search of \\ater and
grazing land. However. comperirion
for land is forcing manv nomads ro
~eek alternative lite~rvle~. Some men
now take occasional work in ciries or
on construction sire~.
Dinka carrie camp. Sudan
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Egypt

People
Se\eral erhnic groups
live in Egypr. Mosr people
speak Arabic, bur rhere
are Berber and Nubian
minoriries. Unril recenrlv
urban women were among
rhe mosr liberared in rhe
Arab world. bur rhar rna\
change wirh rhe rise of
Islamic fundamenralism.
In rural families, men go
our ro work. while women
cook and ferch warer.

~

Today, as throughout its 5,000-year
~ history, Egypt depends on the River N ile
for much of its water, food, transport, and energy
now generated at the massive Aswan D am. Egypt
controls the Suez C anal, an important shipping
route that links Africa, Europe, and Asia, and
brings money into the country. About
99 per cent of Egypt's people live
along the lush, fertile banks of
the river, and most are farmers,
although the oil industry
and tourisr trade
provide a growing
number of jobs.

EGYPT FACTS
CAPITAL Cl rY Cairo
AREA 995,4 50 sq krn
(384.343 sq miles)
PoPUlATI0!'-0 68,500,000
D E."'SITY 69 people per sq km
(I 54 per sq mile)
M AI N lANGUAGl: Arabic
M \JOR RELIGION Muslim
Ct!RRE"ll.Y Egyprian pound
LIFF EXPECTANCY 67 years
Pl:OPLE PER DOCTOR 62'5
G oVERNMENT Mulri-parrv democracy

\%ur is drawn up to
that lead
into th~ fi~lds.

ADULT

ft~d pip~s

LITERACY 55%

Tourism
Millions of people flock ro Egvp•
every vear ro see rhe Pyramids and
ocher remains of rhe counrry's ancienr
pasr. mch as the combs in rhe Valleys
of rhe Kings and Queens. and rhe
remples ar Karnak and Luxor. The
oldesr pyramid is rhe Srep Pyramid
ar Saqqara. which was builr abour
2650 Bl. as a romb for King Zoser.

Farming
Egypr is one of rhe world's
leading producers of dares,
which are mosdv grown in
oases, along wirh melons.
While some farmers use
modern merhods. manv
fellahin. or peasanr farmers.
use cenruries-old rechniques
such as rhis one, "'here rhe
donkey drives a wheel rhar
scoops up warer for irrigarion.

Ful medames

--.. Soft dustns on
pol~s ar~ uud
to cl~an th~
daicau

Repured ro be as old
as rhe Pyramids. rhe
rradirional Egyprian dish
of fol m~tlamfi is made
by boiling broad beans
wirh garlic, onion, olive
oil. and spices. The beans
are served wirh hard-boiled
eggs, lemon. and unleavened
bread. Food is ofren accompanied
by sweer rea and cofiee.

sandston~.

Cairo
Eg\pr's ancienr capiral is
rhe largesr ciry in Africa.
wirh a popularion of more
rhan 7.000.000. It has ar
lease 1.000 mosques. some
builr wirh srone loored
from rhe Pvramids. Old
Cairo's narrow srreers heave
"irh busding bazaars, while
rhe \\ealrhv \\esr bank has
modern casinos and horels.

Corron
boll

S UDAN f ACfS

Sudan
Sudan is the largest
country in Africa.
measuring 2,0 50 km ( 1,274
miles) long fro m north to
south. D esert in the north
gives wav to a central, grassy
plain. M arshland covers m uch
of the south. Two branches of
the N ile (rhe \X1hite N ile and
the Blue N ile) meet at the
capital, Khartoum, providing
fert ile soil fo r farm ing. T he
country has good oil and
mineral resou rces, but war
and drought have weakened It.

More rhan 20.000 cargo ships sail
rhrough rhe Suez Canal each vear.
The canal. builr bv French engineers
in 1869. is 190 km (118 miles) long and
provides a shon cur for ships berween rhe
Gulf of Suez and rhe Medirerranean Sea

Alrhough onlv five per
cenr of Egvpr's land can
be farmed, rhe counrrv
is a leading producer of
conon. Qualirv clorhs
are exponed or made inro
cool garmenrs like j~lebas. or
runics, ofi:en worn by locals.

C APITAL CITI 1\..harroum
AREA 2.376.000 sq km (917.374 sq miles)
POPl'I.AIION 29.'500.000
M -\1 "1 LANGUA(,E Arabic
M AJOR REliGIONS Muslim, tradirional
belief;. Chrisrian
C LIUU '\( Y Sudanese pound or dinar

People
There are more chan 500 Sudanese erhnic
groups. speaking abour I 00 languages and
dialecrs. Some are nomadic herders, manv
of whom have now serried on farms. Mosr
own rheir own plors. and live in villages of
mud hurs along rhe N ile. where farming is
combined wirh fishing. The produce is
sold ar markers. Civil war and famine in
rhe sourh of Sudan have creared refugee~.

Religious conflict
The ruling people of rhe norrh are Arab
Muslims, and rhe rail minarers of rheir
beauriful mo~que~ dominare rhe landscape.
Farrher sourh. rhe majorirv are divided into
mam erhnic groups and follow Chrisrianirv
or rradirional African religions. The religiom.
culrural. and language difterences berween
norrh and sourh ha\'e caused birrer tlghring.
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Eritrea
A small, hot country
on the Horn of Africa,
Eritrea won independence
from Ethiopia in 1993 after
a 30-year war with Ethiopian
troops, wh ich left a legacy of
destruction and further war.
Vast, but as yet, unexploited
copper resources around the
rugged mountains have
potential for development.
Eritrea's strategic Red Sea
coastal position gives it access
to the sea's o il fields, fishing
grounds, and useful
trade rou res.

---~~-

---

ERITREA FACTS
CAPITAL CITY Asmara
AREA 11 7,680 sq km
(45,40'5 sq miles)
POPUlATION 3.920,00
MAIN LANGUAGES Tigrinya, Arabic
MAJOR RJ:.LIGIONS Chrisridn, Muslim
C URRENCY Nakta

Ethiopia
The Grear Rift
Valley, a high
plateau, and an arid desert
dominate Ethiopia. The
country has suffered famine,
dro ught, and civil war, but
farming reforms and good
seasonal rains have enabled
Ethiopians to depend less
on aid from abroad. Fourtfths of the population
make their living through
farm ing. Unique traditions
like storytelling, music, and
dance are an important
part of everyday life.

E T HIO PIA FACTS
CAPITAL CITY Addis Ababa
AREA 1, 110,000 sq km (428,571 sq miles)
PoPULATION 62,600,000
·------------

M AI N lANGUAGE Amharic
MAJOR RELIGION~ Muslim, Chrisrian,
rradirional beliefs
C URRENCY Birr

I

Veg~table dish made
from cabbag~. ca"ots,
garlir. anJ .,J lrn,ib

Hardboiled ~gg
Chickm suw
with ~gg and
r~d p~pp~rs

Subsistence farming
More rhan 80 per cem of Eriu eans live by
subsisrence farming. many of them as nomadic
herders. Farmers depend on Seprember rains w
creare seasonal rivers mar warer rhe harvesr, bm
recurring droughts have meanr rhar Eriuea has
been forced ro rely on food aid from overseas.

People
The lo ng war of independence developed
a srrong sense of narionalism among the
people, alrhough rhey belong w several
erhnic groups speaking differem languages.
Women, 30,000 of whom foughr in rhe
war, many ar leadership level, have been
pressing the governmenr for equal righrs
in rhe counrry's new polirical consrirurion.

Somalia
An arid, flar country
bordering the Indian
O cean, Somalia has some of
the longest beaches in the
world. T he country gained
independence in 1960, but
since the late 1980s the south
has been in the grip of civil
war, waged by wealthy rival
warlords, and has had no
effective government. Most
people are poor, and live in
coastal towns in the north and
in the south near rivers.

Food
Spicy toods are srandard in
Erhiopia. A hor sauce, known as
wat, is served wirh beef or chicken,
and mopped up wirh bread.
Usually, a sofr, flar bread called
mjera is earen, which is made
from retf. a field crop
grown mainly in
Erhiopia. A wide range
of fish is available w
rhose wirh money.
Erhiopian kaffo, coffee
flavoured wirh rye, is
known as "healrh of Adam".

to mato~s

Orthodox Church

CAPITAL CITY Mogadishu
AREA 627,340 sq km
(242,216 sq miles)
POPUlATION I 0.100.000
lANGUAG~.S

garlic, and ging~r.
mak~ wat, a
spicy sauu.

A suw of b~if.
cinnamon,
p~ppn-s, red
chilli, and

The Erhiopian Onhodox
Church is the chief Chrisrian
faith in the coum ry.
The pilgrimage
cemre of Lalibela,
in Erhiopia's cemral
highlands, is known
for irs C hristian
churches, which dare
from rhe I Orh cemury.
Timkat, a yearly fesrival,
is celebrared by many
Erhiopian Chrisrians.

SOMALIA FACTS

MAIN

R~d oniom, chilli~s.

Somali. Arabic

MAJOR RELIGION Muslim
C URRFNCY Somali shilling

Orthodox priesrs

D JIBOUTI
FACTS

A desert country on rhe Gulf of
Aden, D jibouti serves as a port for
Ethiopia. The two ethnic groups, the Afars
and Issas, have a tradition of nomadic
herding, but now half of them live in
settled homes in the capital, Djibouti.

*

Mogadishu
Conveniendy siruared on Somalia's coasdine,
Mogadishu has long been an imporranr
porr. Arabs founded rhe capiral more than
1,000 yedrs ago, and sold ir w rhe Iralians
in 1905. In 1960, ir was rerurned w
Somalia. The city's buildings are a
mixrure of older Arab archirecrure
and 20rh-cenrury Iralian de~ign, bur
manv have been damaged by war.

CAPITAL CITY
Djibouri
AREA 23,200 sq km
(8,9'58 sq miles)
PoPUlATION 638,000
MAIN LANGUAGES
Arabic. French
M AJOR RELIGIONS
Muslim, Chrisrian
C URRFNCY Franc

Civil war
Tradirionally, rhe Somalis were
organized in clans, or loyal htmily
groups. rhar were conrrolled by
elder members. The governmenr
desrroyed rhe clan sysrem in
rhe I 980s, provoking birrer
wars. Many people dre now
dependenr on overseas aid.
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Shipping and fishing
The 19rh-cemury cirv of
Djibouri is one of rhe key
Red Sea porrs in rhe area.
dnd generares much of rhe
counrry's income. The
fishing indu~rrv rhrives
on irs rich warers.

AFRICA, EAST

Kenya

KENYA FACTS

Lying on the Equator, Kenya has a
varied landscape. The arid north is
hot, bur there is a rich farming region along
the coast, and rhe southwestern highlands
are warm and wet. The country has a stable,
prosperous economy based on agriculture.
More than 90 per cent of rhe Kenyan people
are under the age of 45 and belong to about
70 ethnic groups. Kenya is noted for irs
wildlife and its spectacular national parks.

CAPTIAL CITY Nairobi
AREA 566,970 sq km (218,907 sq miles)
---POPULATION 30, 100,000
MAIN lANGUAGES Kiswahili, English
MAJOR REUGIONS C h risrian, rradirional
beliefs, Muslim
C URRENCY Kenya shilling

Nairobi
Founded by Brirish
colonisrs as a railway
wwn in 1899, N airobi
is Kenya's capital and a
cenrn: of business and
com municarions. Home
w 2,564,500 people, rhe
ciry's high- rise buildings
conrrasr wirh rhe
surrounding plai ns wh~ re
elephams and lions roam.

Uganda
Independence from
Britain in 1962 led
to ethnic conflict and poverty
in Uganda, bur since 1986,
when peace was restored, the
economy has been recovering
slowly. Agriculture is still the
main activity, with coffee,
cotton, and cane sugar the
main exports. Uganda
also has good m ineral
deposits, including copper, gold,
and cobalt. Most Ugandans live
in rural villages.

::::;~:;;!;!~;;~;;~~~::~-

Abour 85 per cenr of rhe popularion
Crops
on rhe land. Kenya is rhe world's
work
fou rth largesr producer of rea, which,
rogerher wirh coffee, is grown on planrarions.
Kenya leads th~ world in rhe expon of pyrerhrum,
a pink flower rhai: is d ried ro make insecricides.

TANZANIA FACTS

UGANDA FACTS

Tanzania

CAPTIAL CITY Kampala

The islands of
Zanzibar united
with mainland Tanganyika
in 1964, creating Tanzania.
More than half the country
is covered by forests, and it
has a long Indian Ocean
coastline. Dar es Salaam, the
largest city and chief port,
was until recently the capital.
Farming is the main activity,
bur oil, diamonds,
and gas
have been
discovered.

-

-

AREA 199,550 sq km {77,046 sq miles)
POPULATION 2 1,800,000
MAIN lANGUAGES English, Kiswahili
MAJOR RELIGIONS C hrisrian,
rradirional beliefs, Muslim
C URRENCY New Uganda shilling

Sweet
potaroes

CAPTIAL CITY D odoma

-------------

AREA 886,040 sq krn
(342, 100 sq m iles)

POPULATION 33,500,000
MAIN LANLUAGES English. Kiswahili
------------MAJOR REUGION:o. fradirional beliefs,
M uslim, C hrisrian
C URRENCY l dnzania shilling

Farming
Cotton

Abour 80 per cem of rhe work-force farm
43 per cenr of rhe land. Mosr people own
small farms, p roducing enough cassava,
maize, miller, and sweer potaroes for
rhemselves and ro u ade ar marker.

Tea, wbacco, and conon accounr fo r [Wothirds o f Tanzania's exporrs. Mosr conon is
produced on governmenr-operared farms in
th~ north and sourh highlands and around
lake Vicroria. Workers carry the conon w rhe
facrory ro be spun and woven into cloth.

Kampala
Uganda's capital, Kampala, srands
on hills overlooking Lake Vicroria.
The anciem palace of rhe former
Buganda kings stands alongside rhe
modern Makerere Uni versiry. The
953.400 people of Kam pala experience
violem rhunderswrms on an averag~ of
242 days a year, and rain nearly every day.

Victoria
The world's second largesr freshwarer
lake, Vicwria lies be[Ween Uganda,
Kenya, and Tanzania. Giam perch fish
have earen nearly all rhe lake's narural
fish species. A hydroelecrricirv projecr
ar rhe lake's Owen Falls aims w cur
Uganda's oil im porrs in hal(
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Sisal bags

People

Zanzibar

The 120 ethnic groups ofTanzania liv~
rogether in harmony, as no singl~ group is
dom inan t. More rhan [WO thirds of the people
live in small, scan~red villages, bur rhe srare
Ujamaa policy has tried ro resettle rhem inro
larger com muniries w provide more faciliries.

The island of Zanzibar and its small
companion island of Pemba lie off the
easr coasr of Tanzania. Zanzibar is one
of rhe world's lead ing producers of
doves and sisal, a plam grown for
maki ng rope and bags for exporr.

EM PIRES

FARM ING

IsLAM

PORTS AND
WAT ERWAYS

RIVERS

WARFARE
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AFRICA,

NORTHWEST

MOROCCO, ALGERIA, T UNISIA, and Libya,

plus the disputed territory ofWestern Sahara,
make up the northwest corner of Africa. The
region has been dominated by Arabs and their
religion, Islam, for more than 1,300 years. Algeria and Libya
are huge countries, but much of the land is desert. However,
they and Tunisia have abundant reserves of oil and natural gas.
Farming, made possible by irrigation projects, is still important
to the region. Many people lead nomadic lives
roaming the land with their herds of animals.

Mediterranean coast
Once occupied by rhe Phoenicians, Greeks. and Romans,
nonhwesr Africa's Medirerranean coasr has many anciem
ruins rhar are panicularlv popular wirh rourisrs in
Morocco, Algeria, and Tunisia. Mosr people live on rhe
coasrdl plain, which has ferrite land and a warm dimare.

Atlas Mountains
The Atlas Moumains
consisr of several chaim
of moumains rhat srretch
2.410 krn (1.500 miles)
from the Arlanric coast
of Morocco ro Cape Bon
in easrern Tunisia. The
highest peak is Djebel
Toubkal ar 4,167 m
(13.665 f£), which lies in
rhe High Arias range in
sourhern Morocco.

Physical features
Along the Mediterranean
and Atlantic coasts is a
fertile strip where most of
the people live. The Atlas
Mountain chain runs across
Morocco and continues as
rolling hills in Algeria and
Tunisia. The rest of the land
is d esert, broken by oases
and bleak mountain ranges.

Sahara
The Sahara Desen covers
abour 9,065.000 sq krn
(3.263,400 sq miles). Onh
abour one-fifrh is sand.
The resr includes vasr, Aar
expanses of barren rock
and gravel and moumdins
such as Algeria's Ahdggdr
range, peaking ar 2.918 m
(9,573 fr). Crops are
grown in 90 large oases.

434 mm (17 in)

Regional climate
Along most of the coasr and
on high ground. summers
are hor and dry and wimers
are warm and wer. Daytime
deserr remperaru res average
abour 38°C (I 00°F); at nighr
they are low. Desert rainfall
may be as linle as 2.5 em
(I in) a vear. and irregular.

Berbers
The original people of
Northwest Africa are rhe
Berbers. Today. about
15,000,000 Berbers still
live in the moumains
and desens of rhe region.
Most are Muslim. bur
rerain their own language
and dialecrs. The Tuareg
are a group of nomadic
Berber herders who roam
the Nonh African desen.
Berber man and child
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Morocco

M O RO CCO FACTS

A mix of African,
Islamic, Arab, Berber,
and European influences,
Morocco attracts more than
four million tourists each
year. The country's strengths
are farming and phosphate
mining. Founded in Fes, in
AD 859, Karueein University
is the oldest in the world.

CAPITAl CITY Rabat

AREA '!46,300 sq krn (172,316 sq miles)
- - - --- -- --PoPULATioN 28,400,000

M AIN LANGUAGE'' Arabic, Berber, French
-MAJOR RELIGION l\.1uslim
C URRENCY Moroccan dirham

Mint tea
The traditional drink in Morocco
is a refreshing mint tea, served in
glasses or pots, with plenty of
sugar and a sprig of minr. Ir
is often offered free of charge
in rhe souks (markers), when
bargaining is about to begin.

Algeria

ALG ERIA FACTS

IIJ

Under French rule
from 1830, Algeria
won independence in 1962.
The country has a high
birth rate and a young
population: 86 per cent are
below the age of 44. Crude
oil and natural gas are an
important source of income.
Increasingly, fundamentalist
Islamic groups pose a
threat to non-Muslims.

CAPITAL CITY Algiers

POPULATION 31,500,000
MAIN LANGUAGES Arabic, Berber. French
MAJOR RELIGION

Carpets

Black

~v~ry availabl~

Dates

Morocco has occupied rhe ex-Spanish
colony of Western Sahara since 1975.
Polisario From guerrillas began figh ting
for independence in 1983, to resist mass
settlement of rhe area by Moroccans keen
to hold on to rhe phosphate-rich rerrirory.

T UNISIA FACTS

Couscous is st~am~d in
a sp~cial poz that sits
abov~ th~ suwing m~at

on

pi~u ojland.

Algeria is rhe world's sixrh largest
producer of dares. They are grown
in rhe fertile north as well as in
the many oases of rhe Sahara, and
provide a main source of income.
Dare palms also yield timber; rheir
leaves are used to rharch buildings.

Western Sahara

A former French
colony, Tunisia is
the smallest country in the
region and one of the more
liberal Arab states. Although
not admitted into politics,
Tunisian women enjoy a
high level of equality,
making up 31 per cent
of rhe work-force.

Mu~lim

--- --- --------

C URRENCY Algerian dinar

Overpopulation
Since more than four-fifths
of Algeria is desert, 90 per
cent of Algerians live in the
far north of the country, where
it is cooler. However, as Algeria's
population continues to increase at
a rate of more than 1.7 per cent a year,
many northern towns, like Constantine,
are struggling to house everybody,
and slum areas are growing.

Hand-knotted woollen carpers
are one of M orocco's great craft
industries. The leading carper
facwries are in Fes and Rabat.
The carpers have bold colours and
symbolic, abstract Islamic patterns.
Though sold by men, most rugs
are made by women.

Tunisia

-

-

AREA 2,381,740 sq km
(919 590 sq miles)

CAPITAL CITY Tunis
AREA 155,360 sq krn (59,984 sq miles)
--PoPULATION 9,600,000

Since 95 per cent
of Libya is desert,
the Great Man-made River
Project was set up to irrigate
farming land. Water is piped
from beneath the Sahara to
populated coastal regions.

M AIN LANGUAGb Arabic, French

------

M AJOR RELIGION M uslim

C URRENCY Tunisian dinar

Couscous
The staple food in
Tunisia is granules
of semolina
called couscous.
Originally a
Berber d ish,
couscous is served
with a meat or vegetable
sauce. Tunisians like their food
spicy. After this main course, dates stuffed
wirh almond paste, or sweet pastries fi lled
wuh honey and nuts are served .

L IBYA FACTS

Libya

CAPITAl CITY Tripoli
AREA I ,759,540 sq km
(679, 358 sq miles)
-Poi'ULATION 5,bOO,OOO
M.-'IN LANGUAGES Arabic, Tuareg
M AJOR RELIGION Muslim

-------

C URRENCY Libyan dinar

Oil and gas
The discovery of oil and natural gas in
1959 transformed Libya into a wealthy
nation, and many people moved to the towns
in search of work. In 1992, rrade wirh rhe
West was severely disrupted when the UN
imposed sanctions because of leader Colonel
Gaddafi's alleged links wi th international
terrorist groups.
Oil workers
at Calanscio

Roman ruins

Souk

-

Lbya was abandoned by the Romans
after rhe Arab conques£ of AD 643 and
was an Italian colony between 1911
and 1951. Today, some of the fines t
Roman ruins outside Italy can be seen
at Lepris Magna, now called Labdah,
to rhe east of rhe capital. Tripoli.

A feature ofTunisian cities- and indeed
all northwest African cities - is rhe souk,
or market. This is traditionally a tangle
of narrow srreers flanked by open-fronted
stalls, where people can buy anything from
food to carpets or hand-made jewellery.

•
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SOUTHERN CENTRAL AFRICA is made up of
seven countries that form part of the African
mainland, and the islands of Madagascar
and Comoros in the Indian Ocean. Farming
is still an important source of income in these countries, but
major deposits of minerals such as diamonds, copper, uranium,
and iron have led many people to move to the towns and cities
in search of work. A variety of tribal groups, each with its own
language, customs, and beliefs, lives in
the southern central region.

Physical features
Although lowlands fringe the coast, most of
the region lies 400- 1,500 m (1 ,200-4,500 ft)
above sea-level. The landscape includes the
N amib and Kalahari deserts in the west and
centre, dry savannah and woodland, and
humid, subtropical forests in the north.

Savannah
Much of rhe region is covered by grassland, or
savannah. The mosr common rrees in rhese areas
are rhorn rrees, especially acacias. They are suired
ro the dry conditions and grow on rhe edges of the
Kalahari and orher
semi-desert regions.

Acacia trees
Madagascar

Regional climate

16°C
(61°F)

Most of rhe region lies in rhe rropics, where th~ climate
is always hor, bur there are two seasons: wer and dry. Rain
is heavy in rhe wet season. Mosr of Borswana and Namibia
has a s~mi-arid climate, and much of Namibia is deserr.
Easrern Madagascar has a rropical wer climate.

A

B

Namib Desert
The Namib Desen extends I ,900 km (I, I 00 miles)
in a narrow srrip from sourhwesrern Angola, along rhe
Skeleron Coasr of Namibia, and down ro rhe border of
Sourh Africa. Alrhough ir rarely rains, rhe dimare on
rhe coast is humid wirh cold, morning fogs. Sand
dunes reach down ro rhe edge of rhe Arlanric and
rhe only pracrical means of rransporr is rhe camel.

964mm
(38 in)

E

F

G

Women's role
The traditional role of M rican women
was ro look afrer rhe home and bring up
rhe children. Many were also expecred ro
cultivare rhe crops, and some builr their
own houses. Today, many women in
sourhern cenrral M rica have addirional
responsihiliries, because rheir husbands
are away working in mines and ciries.
Desp ir~ rhe domestic power of women,
few have official jobs or own property.
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Angola
In 1975, after a long
war, Angola became
independent of Portuguese
colonial rule. With fertile land
and huge reserves of diamonds,
oil, and natural gas, the
country should have become
prosperous. However, Angola
was torn apart and economic
development was restricted by
the fighting that continued
after independence. Civil war
erupted between rival ethnic
groups and continues today.

ANGOLA FACTS
CAPITAL CITY Luanda
AREA 1.246.700 sq km (481.351 sq miles)
POPULATION 12,900,000
MAIN LANGUAGE Ponuguese
MAJOR RELIGIONS Christian,
traditional beliefs
CURRENCY Readjusted kwanza

Zambia

ZAMBIA FACTS

Bordered to
the south by the
Zambezi River, Zambia is a
country of upland plateaus,
80 per cent of which are
grassland and forest. About
50 per cent of the people
live by subsistence farming,
constantly threatened by
drought. Tobacco is the main
exported crop. H ydroelectric
power provides much of
Zambia's energy. Low
copper prices in the
1980s upset finances.

CAPITAL CITY Lusaka
AREA 740,720 sq km (285,<J92 sq miles)
PoPULATION 9,200.000
MAIN LANGUAGES English, Bemba,
Tonga. Nyanja, Lozi, Lunda
MAJOR RFLIGIONS Christian,
traditional beliefs
C URRENCY Zambian kwacha

Cobalt is used in

Zambia is rhe world's sixth largest
producer of copper. The seam of copper ore
where rhe metal is mined, rhe Copperbelt. is 320 km
(200 miles) long. The second largest producer of
cobalt, Zambia also mines lead. silver, and zinc.

Luanda
Mosr of Angola's oil is produced in
Cabinda, a tiny Angolan enclave in
Dem. Rep. Congo. Petroleum provides
90 per cem of Angola's expons. Angola
also ranks highly in world ompm of
diamonds, irs second largest expon.

Namibia
An ex-German colony,
and ruled for 70 years
by South Africa, Namibia won
its independence in 1990.
Rich mineral resources make
mining the country's leading
industry. One in seven people
lives on the land, mainly
rearing livestock, although
drought and the expanding
desert make farming
difficult. Fish ing
1s good off
the Atlantic
coast.
H imba
woman

Urban living

Founded by rhe Ponuguese in 1575,
Angola's capital and largest cirv is home ro
more than 2,500,000 people. O nce used for
shipping slaves to Brazil, ir is sriU a major
seapon. Modern Luanda is an industrial
cemre with irs own oil refinery.

Abom half of Zambia's people, a mix of more than 70
difierem ethnic groups, live in towns and cities. The
most populated area is rhe Copperbelt, where most of
them work. The capital, Lusaka, a thriving industrial
and business centre, is home to 1,800,000 Zambians.

BOTSWANA FACTS

NAMIBIA FACTS

Botswana

CAPITAL CITY Windhoek

,------.. Southwest Botswana
~ is covered by the
Kalahari D esert. To the
north is the marshy delta of
the Okavango River, a haven
for wildlife. D espite this
wetland, however, Botswana
suffers droughts. Most
people live in the more
fertile east. Production
of diamonds - the
third largest in
the world - has
helped to stimulate
Botswana's economy.

AREA 823,290 sq km (317.260 sq miles)
PoPuLATION 1.739,000
MAIN lANGUAGES English. Afrikaans.
O vambo, Kavango
MAJOR RELIGION Christian
CURRENCY Namibian dollar

The Rossing Uranium Mine in rhe Namib
Desen is rhe world's largest, producing
2,000 ronnes (2,200 tons) of uranium
every year. Namibia is rhe world's fifth
largest producer of uranium and ranks
among rhe top producers of d iamonds.

People
Namibia has a peaceful multiracial
society. The white minority lives
mostly in W indhoek. in Europeanstyle houses. Black Namibians
include many groups, the largest
of which are rhe nonhern
O vambo. To rhe west, the seminomadic Himba raise carde.

Hair is braided and beaded.

Beefstew
with dried
spinach

CAPITAl CITY Gaborone
AREA 566,730 sq km (218,814 sq miles)
PoPUlATION I ,600,000
MAIN LANGUAGES English, Tswana,
Shona, Khoikhoi, N debele
MAJOR RELIGIONS Traditional beliefs,
Christian
C URRENCY Pula

Savoury

~~\

San
The original inhabirams of Botswana are rhe nomadic
San people. once known as Kalahari Bushmen, one of
Africa's onlv remaining groups of hunter-gatherers.
There are fewer than 50,000 San today, bur small
groups still roam rhe Kalahari Desen hunting small
animals and eating edible planrs and insects. Many
San now work on catde ranches.

Food
The Tswana people, who make up rhe majority of
Botswana's population, live mosdy by subsistence
farming, raising catde, and growing enough maize,
sorghum, and miller for their own use. Their staple
diet consists of meat stews served with a kind of
porridge made from cereals. Fresh vegetables are rare.
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Zim babwe

Mozambique

ZIMBAB\\'E FACfS

In 1980, the former
British colony of
Rhodesia became independent
and rook the name Z imbabwe,
after rhe ancient ciry of G rear
Zimbabwe. About 70 per cent
of Z imbabweans live from
farming. Coal, gold, asbesros,
and nickel are mined for
exporr. Zimbabwe has recen rly
suffered great disruption over
rhe issues of governmen r and
land re-disrri burion.

AREA 390.580 sq km (150,293 sq miles)
PoPu LATioN 11.

MOZAMBIQ UE FACfS

As a result of years

CAPI fAL CITI H arare

-oo.ooo

MAIN LANGUAGl:S English. Shona,
Ndebde
M \JOR RELIGIOM Traditional beliefs,
Christian
C L R RE~CY Zimbabwe doUar

of civil war, flood ing,
and drought, Mozambique
is now one of the world's
poorest countries, with a high
birrh rare. T he land, though
largely unexploired, is ferrile
and rich in minerals. T he
pons and railways provide a
trade link for land-locked
Swaziland, Malawi,
and Z imbabwe.

CAPITAL CITY Maputo

ARfA 784,090 sq km (302. 7 37 sq miles)
P oPULAfiON 19,700.000
MAIN LANGUAGE Portuguese
MAJOR RELIGIONS Traditional beliefs,
Christian, Muslim
C URRENCY M etical

Fishing
One of Mozambique's
key industries is fishing,
and shrim ps account
for more than 40 per
cent of export earnings.
The coumrv's total annual
fish catch averages 24,170
tonnes (26,643 tons). O ther
exports include conon, tea, and sugar.

MALAWI FACTS
Tourism
Zimbabwe's main tourist anractions
are the spectacular Victoria Falls, the
Kariba Dam, national parks, and the
ruins of the city of Great Zimbabwe.
Tourists enjoy action holidays, such as
canoeing and rafting, on the Zambezi.

Formerly called Salisbury, the capital is
Z imbabwe's commercial and industrial
centre and home to almost two million
people. It is a clean and sophisticated city
that is characterized by flowering trees,
colourful parks, and mod ern buildings.

MADAGASCAR FACTS

Madagascar
The fo urrh largest
island in the world,
M adagascar is home ro some
unique wildlife because of irs
isolated position off Africa's
east coast. A high plateau
runs the length of the island,
d ropping ro a narrow, ferrile
strip in rhe east, where most
people live. T he country's
economy is based on growing
crops and raising livesrock.

C APITAL CllY Antananarivo
A REA 581.540 sq km (224.533 ~q miles)
PoPULATION 15,900.000
M AIN LANGUAGES Malagasy, French
M AJOR RELIGIONS Tradi tional beliefs,
Christian
C u RRENCY Malagasy fran c

Vanilla
Madagascar is the world 's largest
exporter of vanilla. T he pods of the
plants are used to flavour ice-cream
and chocolate. Other important
cash crops are cloves, sisal, cocoa,
and buner beans.

Vanilla pods grow
25 em (10 i n) Long. .........._

Rural society
Most Ma4agascans
are descended from
Asians from Malavsia and
Indonesia, who began to
settle on the island almost
2,000 years ago. Later
waves of mainland Mricans
intermixed to produce
a uniquely multiracial
society. T hree-quarters
of the M adagascan labour
force works on the land
growing subsistence crops,
such as cassava and rice.

•
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With few natural
resources, Malawi has
a rural sociery, despite the
constant threat of droughr.
Light ind ustries, such as
food processing, textiles,
and manufacturing farm
rools, are developing. Fish
fro m Lake Malawi, which
covers one-quarrer
of the country, is
a source of food.

CAPITAL OlY Lilongwe
AREA 94,080 sq km (36,32<t sq miles)
POPULATION 10,900.000
M AI N LANGUAGES Chewa. English
M AJOR RELIGIONS Christ ian. Muslim
C uRRENC't Malawian kwachd

Tea grows well in the
tropical climate of
Malawi's hillsides.

Farming
Almost 86 per cent of the
Malawi labour force works
in agriculture, growing cash
crops, such as tea, tobacco,
coffee, couon, and sugar,
as well as subsistence crops
of maize, rice, cassava, and
plantains. The country is
self-sufficient in food.

COMO ROS
FACTS

Comoros
T he three islands and few islets of
the Comoros archipelago lie norrh
of Madagascar in rhe Indian O cean. They
were governed by France until 1975. The
economy is underdeveloped, and most of
the pt:ople live by subsistel)ct: fa rm ing.

CAPITAL CITY Moroni

Alu:A 2,230 sq km
(861 sq miles)
PllPULA noN 694 000
MAIN LANGUAGES
Arabic, French,
local languages

Yl~g-ylang
\1AJOR RELIGIONS
Comoros is the world's
Muslim
largest grower of ylangC uRRENCY
ylang, an aromatic
Comoros franc
tree with greenishyellow flowers that
produce a pleasantly
seemed oil us~d to make perfume.
FARMING
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borders all but three
of the 15 countries that make up West Africa.
Much of the area is dominated by the Sahara
and the Sahel, a vast area of semi-desert, which
the Sahara is slowly invading. Despite their potential wealth
and rich resources, most of the countries are desperately poor.
Long-established trade routes across the Sahara link West Africa
with the Mediterranean coast to the north. For millions of
West Africans, life is a perpetual struggle against a hostile
climate, the threat of drought, and political instability.
THE ATLANTIC OCEAN

Physical features

River Niger

Most of West Africa lies 200400 m (600- 1200 ft) above
sea-level. T he Sahara dom inates
N iger, Mauritania, and Mali,
and the Sahel extends south
into Senegal, Burkina Faso,
and N igeria. T he rivers Senegal,
G ambia, Volta, and Niger
irrigate the west and south.

Africa's third longest river,
rhe N iger flows in
a grear arc for 4,180 km
(2.597 miles) from Guinea
through Mali, N iger,
Benin, and Nigeria
ro a vasr delra on
the Gulf of Guinea.
A valuable source of
fish and warer, ir is
navigable for more
rhan half irs length.

Sahel
lmmediarely sourh of rhe Sahara Oesen, srrerching all
rhe wav across We~r Africa, is a broad band of hor. arid,
semi-desert grassland called rhe Sahel. In Arabic. rhe
word Sahel means 'shore" of rhe desen. Rainfall in rhis
region is sporadic and droughts are common.

Regional climate 25oC
Moving from norrh
( -s oF)
ro sourh, rhere are
four main climate
regions in Wesr
1,879 mm
Africa: desen, Sahel,
(74 in)
grassland, and tropical
rainforesl. Rain is rare in rhe nonhern desen and Sahel
regions, yer rhe sourh is humid and tropical wirh a
disrincr ramy season thar can lasr for four ro six momhs.

Groundnuts
Also called peanurs,
groundnurs develop
underground. They are
widely grown in Wesr
Africa as a source of edible
oil, and as a food~ruff rhar is
rich in protein and vitamins.
The plams were introduced
imo Wesr Africa from
Sourh America.
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Mauritania

MAURITAN IA FACTS

The northern rwo-thirds of Mauritania are
desert. The only farmland lies in a narrow,
fertile strip along the bank of the River Senegal
in the southwest. This area is scattered with small
villages and oases. Nomadic Moors of Arab descent,
from the north, live in Mauritan ia. They have often
dashed with black farm ers in the south.

CAPIIi\1 Cln' Noual-.chon
AREA 1,025.520 sq km
(395,9'53 sq miles)
POPUL\TION 2,700,000
MAIN LANGUAGES Arabic, French,
Has~dniya, Wolof. Soninke

Fishing

MAJOR RELIGION Muslim

The warers off Mauritania are said to have rhe richesr
fish stocks in rhe world; rhey amacr many foreign
fishing fleers. All carches musr be sold through rhe
srare fishing company. Fishing provides more rhan
half of Mauritania's export earnings.

C URRENCY Ouguiya

Desertification
Successive years of drought and overgrdzing
in rhe Sahel region have caused rhe desert
to expand southwards, killing livestock and
torcing many nomads to move into towns.

Government schemes are
attempting to reclaim the
land by reducing soil erosion.

Senegal

Music

The flat, semi-desert plains of
Senegal are crossed by four rivers - the
Senegal, Gambia, Saloum, and Casamance which provide water fo r agriculture, the
country's main source of income. Tourism is
also developing. Senegal has a mix of ethnic
groups, the
largest of which
are the Wolofs.

~

Ar festivals and ceremonies,
or griots, a mix of historians,
musicians, and poers, sing
and recite rradirional
stories, ofren to the
accompaniment
of a kora.

Mineral
wealth
The Mauritanian
desert contains rhe
largesr deposirs of gypsum used for making plasrer - and some of rhe largest
reserves of iron ore in rhe world. The country also
exporrs gold. A single rail line connects mines wirh
Nouakchon, rhe country's capital and main porr.

Musicians pluck
the 21 strings to
give a widt' range
of muud sounds.

S ENEGAL FACTS
CAPITAL UTY Dakar
ARl:.A 192,530 sq km (74,336 sq miles)

POPULATION 9,500,000

Many of
Senegal's
fruits and
vegetables are
imported and

Kora

MAIN LANGUAGE.'> French, Wolof, Ful.mi,
Serer, Diola, Mandinka
M AJOR RELIGION~ Muslim, Christian,
rrdditional beliefs
C URRFNO CFA franc

Farming
Abour 60 per cem of
rhe Senegalese labour
force worb on rhe bnd
growing conon and
sugar-cane for export,
and rice, sorghum, and
miller for rheir food.
Until droughts in the
1970s damaged yields,
groundnurs were rhe
main cdsh crop. Fish
is now rhe main export.

Dakar
Senegal's capiral and
major port, Dakar is a
bustling industrial centre
with good restaurants,
shops. and markels.
However, many of rhe
2.500,000 people
who live here are
poor and live in
suburban slums.

Gambia

GAMB IA FACTS

Guinea-Bissau

One of the most densely populated
countries in Africa, Gambia occupies
a narrow strip either side of the River Gambia
and is surrounded on three sides by Senegal.
With little industry, 80 per cent of the
people live off the land. Groundnurs make
up 80 per cent of exports. The main ethnic
groups are the M andingo, Fulani, and Wolo(

C APITAL CITY Banjul

Rainfall in Guinea-Bissau is more
reliable than in most of the rest
of Africa, enabling the country to be selfsuffic ient in rice. However, flooding is
common along the coast because farmers
Cashew
have cut down mangroves to
nuts
plant rice fields. Most
people travel by boat.

ARF.A 10,000 sq km
(3,861 sq miles)
POPULATION
1,300.000
M AI N IANGUAGlS
English, Mandinka
M AJOR Rl:.LJGIONS
Muslim, Christian,
rradirional beliefs
C uRRENCY Dalasi

G UINEABISSAU FACTS
CAPITAL CITY Bissau
AREA 28,120 sq km
(I 0,857 sq miles)
POPULATION
1,096,000
MAIN LANGUAGES
Portuguese, Crioulo
M AJOR RFIIGIONS
Traditional beliefs,
Muslim, Christian
C URRENCY Peso

Tourism
Gambia is an arrracrive
desrinarion for winrer
sun-seekers from Europe.
Tourism, rhe country's
fasresl-growing indusrry,
employs one in ren
Gambidn~. Abour
I 0,000 of rhose work
on a seasonal basis.
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Cashew nuts

Grated

coconut~
Coconut

Farming emplovs 85 per
cent of rhe work-force.
Rice, conon, groundnurs,
and coprd are produced
as cash crops, as are cashew
nurs, which make up nearly 60
per cem of rhe coumry's exports.
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Guinea

G UINEA FACfS

'Xfith more than 30
per cent of the world's
known reserves of bauxite, and
deposits of diamonds, iron,
copper, manganese, uranium
and gold, Guinea could be a
wealthy country. However,
years of poor governm ent and
lack of support from former
French rulers have made
Guinea's econom ic
development difficult.

CAPITAL CITY Conakry
AREA 245,860 sq km (94,926 sq miles)
PoPULATION 7,400,000
MAIN LANGUAGES French, Fulani,
Malinke, Susu
MAJOR RFLIGIONS Muslim,
traditional beliefs,
---C URRENCY lruinea franc

Sierra Leone

SI ERRA LEONE FACTS
Sierra Leone was
CAPITAL CITY Freetown
founded by the
AREA 71.620 sq km (27.652 sq miles)
British in the early 1800s as
POPULATION 4,900,000
a colony for freed slaves. Its
MAIN LANGUAGES English, Krio (Creole)
name is Spanish for "Lion
MAJOR RELIGIONS Traditional beliefs,
Mountains" and refers to
Muslim, Christian
the constant roar of thunder.
C uRRlNCY Leone
Of the 12 ethnic gro ups, the
biggest are the Mende and
Uncut diamond
the Temne. A ceasefi re
looks like any
halted civil war in 2000.
other stone.
Industry
M ining is the mainstay of Sierra Leone's
economy. T he chief exports are diamonds, some
of which are still mined by hand, as well as gold,
bauxite, and titanium ore. Farmi ng employs more
than two-thirds of the work-force, growing coffee,
cocoa, palm kernels, ginger,
and cassava.

Fruit growing
P ineapple
Bananas, plantains, and pineapples grow well in the
fertile Fouta Djalon hills (Guinea Highlands). Farmers
cultivate coffee, palm nuts, and groundnuts as cash
crops and sorghum, rice, and cassava for their families.

People

Freetown

Three-quarters of Guineans
belong to one of three main
ethnic groups - the Malinke
and Fulani who live in the
north and centre, and the
Susu who live closer to the
coast. Two-thirds live in small
rural com munities, where the
standard ofliving is one of the
lowest in the world. Average
life expectancy is low, at only
4 5 years, and only about 35
per cent of people can read.

Surrounded by green
hills, Sierra Leone's capital.
Freetown, is a colourful
and historic port and home
to more than 700,000
people. The name is a
reminder of the country's
former status as a haven
for freed slaves. Among
Freetown's anractions are a
500-year-old cotton tree,
and West Africa's oldest
universiry, built in l 827.

Ivory Coast

I VORY COAST FACfS

With 600 km
(370 miles) of
A dan tic coastline, and three
main rivers, Ivory Coast is
fertile and farming efficient.
It is among the world's top
producers of coffee and cocoa.
Food accounts for half of all
exports. Most people
work in farming and
forestry. Nearly all
the forests have
been sold off as
timber to pay
foreign debts.

CAPITAL CITY Yamoussoukro

1

AREA_] l 8,000 sq kmJl22,780 sq miles)
POPULATION 14,891,000
M AI N LAN'-'UAGES French, Akan
M AJOR RELIGIONS Muslim. Christian,
traditional beliefs
C uRRENCY CFA franc

Farmers use pesticidn on
cocoa plantations, but the
lack ofprolfcttve clothes
is a srrious health risk

Liberia

LIBERIA FACTS

~ Founded by the
~ USA in the 1820s

CAPITAL CITY Monrovia

as a home for freed black
slaves, Liberia has never been
colonized. About five per
cent of the people descend
from former slaves and
American settlers. The rest
are a varied mix of ethnic
groups. About 70
per cent of Liberians
work on the land,
growing oil palms,
coffee, and cocoa,
and rubber for
export. Civil war
has damaged trade.

AREA 96,320 sq km (37,189 sq m iles)
PoruLAliON 3.200,000
MAIN LANGUAGES English. Kpellc, Bas~a
Vai, Grebo, Kru, Kissi, Gola
---MAJOR RELIGIONS Christian,
traditional beliefs, Muslim
C URRENL"Y Liberian dollar

Yamoussoukro Basilica
Although only 29 per cent of the people of the
population are Christian, Ivory Coast has one of the
world's largest Christian churches. Able to seat 7,000
people, it dominates the ciry ofYamoussoukro, which
replaced Abidjan as the country's capital in ] 983.

Since l 990, Liberia has been torn by a chaotic and
bloody civil war, and its once prosperous economy has
collapsed. The war. which began as clashes between
various ethnic groups. has made thousands of people
homeless and many are forced to live in large refugee
camps where food shortages are a part of everyday life.

Cocoa
Ivory Coast is the world's leading producer of cocoa
beans. Cocoa trees need humid conditions, and many
cocoa plantations lie in moist, tropical regions where
rainforests were felled for timber. Factories have been
set up in Ivory Coast to make cocoa butter, which is
the basic ingredient of chocolate and some cosmetics.

Monrovia
Rep utedlv the world's wenest capital ciry, with more
than 4,560 mm (183 in) of rain per year, Monrovia is
a sprawling ciry and major port. Liberia has the world's
largest commercial fleet of ships. Almost all are foreign
owned, but registered in Monrovia, where taxes are low.
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Mali

Burkina

M ALI FACTS

D esert and sem idesert cover the
northern two-thirds of M ali,
and o nly two per cent of the
land can be cultivated. M ost
people live in the south, in
farm ing settlements dose to
the rivers N iger and Senegal.
Droughts, poor food, and an
average life expectancy of only
5 1 years, make Mali one of
the wo rld's poorest countries.
Some gold is mined , but
cotto n is the biggest export.

CAPITAL CITY Bamako
AREA 1,220.I90 sq km
(47I.I I5 sq miles)
POPl IAriO'I I 1.200,000
M AIN U.NGUAGES French, Bambara,
Mande. Arabic, Fulani, Senufo, Soninke
MAJOR RELIGIONS Muslim, traditional
beliefs
CuRR~:-.;cy

CFA franc

B U RKINA FACT S

Land-locked in the
arid Sahel region and
threatened by the Sahara,
which is expand ing
southwards, Burkina
(formerly Upper Volta) is one
of West Mrica's poo rest and
most overpopulated countries.
Faced with droughts and lack
of work, many young people
are fo rced to leave to
find jobs abroad.

Making
"mud cloth"

People

Mali's main peoples are the Bambara, Fulani,
Tuareg, and Dogon, with smaller numbers
of Songhai and Bozo. Bozo artists, mostlv
women, are noted for their "mud cloth",
made by painting abstract designs on to
rough doth u~ing diHerently coloured soils.

M AjOR RELIGIONS Traditional beliefs,
Muslim, Christian
C URRENCY CFA franc

The Fulani are nomadic
cattle herders who roam
West Africa with their
animals. In Burkina,
where they number about
75,000, they are one of
more than 60 ethnic
groups. Fulani herders
traditionally rend cattle
for local farmers in
exchange for sacks of rice.

Cotton
Burkina's most valuable cash crop is cotton,
which brings in about 25 per cent of its
export earnings. However. the country's
farming is threatened by the ma~s emigration
of young workers. who send money home ro
their families. The country has deposits of
silver and manganese, and exports gold.

Tombouctou
Lying on the edge of the desert, Tombouctou
is a city of sand still visited by camel caravans
carrying salt from mines in the north for
shipping up the River Niger to Mopti. This
historic city is a centre of Islamic learning.

Once called the "Gold
Coast" by Europeans
who fo und gold here 500
years ago, G hana still has
reserves of gold, which has
recently replaced cocoa as
the country's major source
of income. T he country is
still one of the world's largest
cocoa prod ucers. Lake Volta,
formed by a dam on the
River Volta, is the world's
largest artificial lake.

POPULATION 11 ,600,000
M AI N LANGUAGES French, Mossi, Mande,
Fulani. Lobi, Bobo

Fulani

Buildings such as tim
granary are made
from sand bricks.,

Ghana

C APITAL CI IY Ouagadougou
ARI-A 273,800 sq km (105.7I4 sq miles)

GHANA FACT S

Togo

CAPITAL UTY Accra

A long, narrow
country, just 110 km
(68 miles) at its widest point,
Togo has a central fo rested
p lateau with savan nah to the
north and south. Nearly half
the population is under 15
years of age, and few people
are more than 45 . Although
most people are
farmers, Togo's main
export is phosphates,
used fo r making
ferti lizers.

AREA 230.620 sq km (88.81 0 sq miles)
PoPuLATION 20.200.000
M AIN LANGUAGE'\ English. Akan, Mossi,
Ev.e, Ga, Twi. Fanti, Gurma
M AJOR RELIGIONS Christian, traditional
bdiek Muslim
C uRRLNCY Cedi
Eseye (a kind
of spinach)

T OGO FACTS
CAPITAL CITY Lome
ARJ:.A '54,390 sq km (2 I ,000 sq miles)
POPULATION 4,600,000
MAIN LANGUAGES French, Kabye, Ewe
MAjOR RFI IGIONS Traditional beliefs.
Christian. Muslim
C t'RRENCY CFA franc

A popular food in Ghana
is banku, a mixture of
maize dough and cassava.
Ghanaians mix leaves of esrye.
a rvpe of spinach. with palm oil to
make a sauce that is eaten v. ith
boiled fish or vegetables.

Market women

Farming

People

Ghanaian fam ilv
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Familv ties are strong
in Ghana, and rhe
extended family is
important. About half of
Ghanaians are Ashanti people
\\hose ancestors de\eloped one
of the riche~t J.nd most famous
civilizations in Nrica. Other groups
include the Mole-Dagbani. Ewe.
and Ga. About 38 per cent of the
people live in cities and towns.

Maize

Togolese farmers produce
cocoa, coffee. cotton,
copra, and palm kernel~
mainlv for export. i\:ew
products include herbs,
romatoes, and sugar.
For their own me,
they grow millet,
cas,ava, and maize.
Fishing is important
in coastal .Jrea~.

Although politics and formal
employment remain the domain
of men, manv Togolese \\Omen
work informJ.llv in part-time jobs.
1 he Nana Benz, wt.tlthv women
traders so-c.11led became thev all
~eem to own Mercede, Ben; car.~.
dominate Togo·, market~ and taxi
husines~e~. Ba~ed in the market at
Lome. the~e tormidJ.ble women
fight hard tor bu~ine~' and have
a legendary capacitv for haggling.
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Nigeria

People
Nigerian society consisrs of an
uneasy mix of more rhan 250
erhnic groups. Two-rhirds of
rhe population belongs to one
of rhree groups - the Hausa
in rhe north, rhe lbo in rhe easr,
and rhe Yoruba in rhe wesr.
Abour 57 per cent of people
live in small right-knir villages
where communal life is important.

With large reserves of oil ,
natural gas, coal, iron ore,
lead, tin, and zinc, and rich, fertile
farmland, Nigeria looked set to prosper
when ir gained independence from
Britain in 1960. However, the country's
economy has experienced difficulty due to
falling oil prices, ethnic conflicts, and
corrupt government. Mter 16 years of
military dictatorship, civilian rule
was resto red in 1999.

POPl!IATION 112,000,000
D ~ N~I IY'

122 per sq km
(3 J7 per sq mile)

MAIN L4.NGUAGLS English, Hausa,
Yoruba, lbo

C URRI:.NCY Naira
LIFE EXPECTANCY 12 years

Oil

PEOPI F PFR DOCTOR 5,000

Nigeria's oil production,
which ranks firsr in
Africa and highlv in the
world. accounts for 9')

ADllLI LITERACY 64%

G o\ I:RNMF NT Multiparrv democracy

Plantations
Agriculture emplovs more
than 40 per cent of all
Nigerian workers. Alrhough
mosr farmers work on
small plors wirh simple
tools, vasr planrarions have
been established to culrivare
cash crops on a commercial
scale for export, using
modern machinery. Crops
include cotton, cotfee,
cocoa beans, and oil palms.

Central mosque, Ahuja

Tht' bl'Stcloth
is a mix of
cotton and silk.

Cloth
Nigeria's Yoruba and
Hausa peoples produce
manv attractive panerned rexriles,
hand-dyed using natural plant colours.
In the Hausa town of Kano, in rhe north,
men dye rhe clorh in ancient dye pirs.

Benin

B ENIN FACTS

A former French
colony, Benin took
irs name from an ancien t
em pire, in 1975, 15 years
after becoming independent.
Ir is a long, narrow country
"ith a short coastline on the
G ul f of Guinea. Most of the
land is flat and forested , with
a large marsh in the south.
\1osr people live off the land,
producing yams, cassava, and
maize. Corron brings in
about three-quarters of the
country's export income.

CAPITAL CITY Porto-f'.:ovo
AREA 110,620 sq km (42,710 sq miles)
PoPULATION 6,100.000
M AIN LA..' IGUAGES French, Fon. Bariba,
Yoruba, Adja, Fulani
MAJOR RELIGION:> Traditional beliefs,
Muslim, Christian
Cl.:RRENCY CFA franc

{/

N IGER FACTS

N iger
~ Although it is the
...... largest countrv in
West Africa, N iger is twothirds desert. T he peo ple,
who are very poor, live in the
dry Sahel region, or in the
southwest close to the N iger
River, where they plant crops
and herd animals. T he
country is one of rhe world's
top producers of uranium .

Every year, fishermen carch
abour 39,000 tonnes (42,990
tons) of fish in rhe lagoons
along the coasr of Benin.

AREA I ,267.000 sq km
(489,188 sq miles)
PoPULATION 10,700,000
M AIN LANGUAGLS french, Hausa,
Djerma, Fulani, Tuareg. Tecla
MAJOR RFLIGION Muslim
Cu R~FNCY

CFA franc

Fighting the desert
The people of Niger are waging a barrie
against rhe advance of the desert into rhe drv
Sahel where they live. Thev plant rrees and
grass in an attempt to stop the soil eroding.

Betamaribe

8ENIJ\
EMPIRE

C APITAL CITY N iamey

Fishing

One of five main erhnic groups
in Benin. rhe Betamaribe. or
Somba, live in rhe northwest
near the Arakora Mountains.
One of rhe firsr peopJes to
senle in Benin, rhev have lived
free from Western influence
for hundreds of years and
have managed to keep many
of their traditions intact.
AFRICA,
HISTORY O F

C API rAL CITY Abuja
AREA 9 I 0.770 sq km (351.648 sq miles)

M AJOR RELIGION:> Mmlim, Christian,
traditional beliefs

Nigl'rian oil has a low
sulphur contmt and is
idl'al for aircraft fol'l.

Ahuja
Begun in 1980, rhe new, purposebuilt city of Abuja replaced Lagos
as Nigeria's capiral in I 99 I,
because rhe government believed
Lagos was too influenced by rhe
Yoruba people. By rhe lare 1990s,
much of Abuja was unfinished
as money ran low during
consrrucrion.

NIGERIA FACTS

CONSERVATION

D ESERTS

Male beauty contest
Everv year, in a fesrival known as rhe gl'rewol,
young Wodaabe men make themselves up to
try and auracr a wife in an unusual beauty
contesr. Afrer much dancing. the
women make rheir choice. If a marriage
proposal results, the man kidnaps
rhe woman, and rhey set off into the
desert for a nomadic life together.
FARMI!\IG

F ISHING
INDUSTRY

OI L

R OCKS AND
\1JN ERALS

SLAVERY

TEXTILES
AND WEAVING
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AFRICAN NAT IONAL CONGRESS (ANC) see MANDELA, NELSON

AFRICAN WILDLIFE
No OTHER CONTINENT matches the wealth of wildlife
found in Africa. Covering the full climatic spectrum
from intense heat to bitter cold, its varied vegetation has
given rise to a wide range of animals, including mammals,
birds, reptiles, fish, and insects. Among them are more than 40 species
of primate, ranging from tiny galagos to huge gorillas, a great variety of
antelopes, gazelles, and other hoofed animals, and 70 species of carnivore.
Bird life, too, is extraordinarily rich; more than 1,500 species live south of
the Sahara. In addition, Africa is inhabited by the world's fastest land
animal, the cheetah; the biggest bird, the
Grassland wildlife
ostrich; and the largest land
African grasslands (savan nahs) sustain over
animal, the elephant.
20 species of grazing animals. from the
giant sable antelope to rhe tiny pygmy
antelope. The herds of plains game
and their predators. including lions,
are pursued by scavengers such as
hyenas and vultures. Grassland birds
include the guineafowl and hornbills.

Giraffe
The giraffe's great height - males reach up ro
5.5 m (18 fi:)- gives it the advantage of being
able ro spot danger from a distance and then
escape at speed. h also enables the giraffe
[0 browse on acacia leaves mat are om
of the reach of most other grassland
dnimals, giving it a near monopoly
of irs principal food supply.

Long tail feathers help
it balance when

Lion
The lion is the principal predator of
the African savannah. Lionesses hum
together, preying on large animals,
such as buffalo, zebra, and wildebeest.

•

Long tail with coarse
hair is used to dt'tajlies.

Secretary bird
Among me most striking of
Africa's grassland birds is the
secretary bird , with irs long legs
and feathered crest. h rarely flies,
preferring ro walk, nodding its
head with each step. h auacks
snakes, spreading its wings over
its body ro shield itself from
venomous bites, while using its
feet ro stamp them ro death.

Aardvark
The aardvark is a solitary,
nocrurnal animal. h uses its
powerful claws ro break
imo the nests of ams
and termites, which
it extracts with its
long, sticky rongue.
The aardvark can dig
at an astonishing
speed - faster than a
person with a shovel.

Zebra
Zebras usually live in family groups of 5-20 animals.
bur in the dry season they may gather in herds of a few
hundred, for protection against predators such as lions.
Male zebras defend themselves bv kicking out with their
legs and hooves. Zebras eat the rough rop~ of the grasses.

Wetland wildlife

Papyrus
The most common plam in African
swamps is papyrus. h grows in
clumps, often dense enough ro
support the weight of large anin:Ial~.

Africa's werlands are seethi ng with wildlife,
such as crocodiles, hippos, floodplain species
such as lechwes, and fish, including the N ile
perch and tiger fish. The wetlands also
provide stopping places for migratory
birds flying south to winter in Africa.

Papyrus
mayrr:ach
4.5m
(15 jt) In
height.

Lesser flamingo
Three million flamingos
gather at Lake Nakuru, in
Kenva, forming an amazing
spectacle. They feed
on the plentiful
algae that flourish
in me sal tv water,
sunlight, and high
remperarures m
and around the lake.

Hippopotamus
Hippos spend most of the day submerged
in water, with only their ears, eves, and
nostrils above the surface. They become
active at dusk when they emerge from
the water ro graze on nearby grassland.

Long

legrfor

Cichlid fish
Lakes Malawi and Tanganyika comain
26'5 different species of cichlid (mournbrooding fish); all bur five are unique
ro Africa. Great depth. isolation, and few
predators have resulted in this proliferation.
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Addax
The addax lives
in the driest and
hottest parts of
the Saharaconditions few
other animals
could tolerate.
It rarely drinks as
it ohtains all its liquid
from the succulent plams
and tubers on which it feeds.

Pale coat p1·ovides
camouflage in
the desert.

Desert wildlife
The African deserts include rhe Sahara, the
world's largest desert, and the deserts of
the H orn of Mrica, Kalahari, and Nam ib.
Tho ugh the deserts seem barren, they are
home ro many animals such as bustards,
sandgrouse, and the scimitar-horned oryx.

The ~and skink spends most
of its life underground in its
burrow. It uses its flattened
tail to propel itself
through the
sand. It preys on
small mammals
such as mice, as well
as birds" eggs. If attacked,
the sand skink can shed its
tail, confusing its attacker
and enabling it to get away.

Rainforest wildlife

Despite living in the open desert.
sandgrouse must drink regularly. This
often means flying long d istances.
Sandgrouse obtain water for their
young by immersing themselves in
water and carrving droplets back
to their nests in their feathers.

spotted

Red colobus monkey
The red colobus is one of five
species of specialized leaf-eating
primates spread across Africa.
It lives in the forest canopy in
familv groups of about 20
animals, rarely descending
to the ground.

Standing I m CU ft)
at the shoulder, the
yellow-backed duiker
is the largest of the
forest duikers. In West
Africa it lives in the
densest parts of the rain
forest~ in East Africa it
lives in bamboo forests.
Gorillas eat many
typ es of rainforest
vegetation.

genet
This cat-like
animal spends
the day asleep in
the branches of a
Utt, becoming
active at night. An
agile climber, it stalks
ns prey - birds. small
mammals, and insects ike a cat, bdore seizing
wirn a sudden pounce.

Gdada

Yellow back patch

Yellow-backed
duiker

Rainforests dominate western Central
-\frica. T he warm , wet environment
is home to many animals. H erbivores
such as gorillas feed o n leaves. Fruit
that falls from the canopy provides food
tor pigs and porcupines, while animals
such as tree pangolins forage in the trees.

The gelada is the sole survivor
of a group of ground-dwelling
primates now found only in
Ethiopia. It lives in open
country at high altitude, close
to cliffs and rock faces, where
It retreat~ if alarmed. It ears
seeds, roots.
W<15S, and fruit.

Fox obtains all its
liquid from
its prey.

Sandgrouse
Sand skink

~all

Fennec fox
The tennec lives in
small colonies among
sand dunes, into which
it burrows to avoid the
heat. It burrows so
quickly, it disappears
from sight in seconds.

Mountain gorilla
The mountain gorilla
is confined to a small
area of rainforest, at a
point where the boundaries
of Uganda. Zaire, and Rwanda
meet. It is a massivelv built
animal, but is not normally
aggressive. The females build nests
where they sleep with their voung.

Mountain wildlife

Giant plants
Africa's mountain plants include some
of the most extraordinary vegetation in the
world. Plants small elsewhere have grown
into giants, including the giant lobelia, tree
heath, and giant groundsel. which reaches
9 m (30 ft) in height.

T he mountains of Ruwenzori,
Kenya, and Kilim anjaro have
distinctive plants and animals.
Rodents inhabit moorland, while the
scarlet-tufted malachite sunbird lives
in close associatio n with giant lo belias.
H-yraxes bask in the
sun for much of
the day.

Flower spikes of
the Giant Lobelia
are more than
1 m (3.3 ftJ tall.

Rock hwax
Rock hy;axes live in colonies of
50 or more among rockv
outcrops. They remain alert for
signs of danger, such as eagles
and leopards.

Crowned hawk eagle
One of the largest eagles, the crowned hawk
eagle is widely distributed throughout the
mountainous regions of East Africa and Zaire.
wherever there are suitable forests containing
the monkeys that are its chief food.
B IRDS

BIRD~ O F

PREY

D EER AND
\N TELOPES

G IRAFFES

HI PPO POTAMUSES

LIONS AN D
OT HER \\1 LD CATS

LI ZARDS

M O NKEYS AN D
OT HER PRIMATES
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Fractional distillation
The gases in air have manv uses. For
example. divers use tanks of oxygen to
enable them to breathe underwater, and
nitrogen is used in explosives. Gases are
extracted from air by a process called
fractional distillation. Air is cooled and
compressed until it forms a blue liquid.
When the liquid expands and warms
up, each gas boils off at a different
temperature and is collected separatelv.

WE LIVE, MOVE, AND BREATHE at

the bottom of an immense ocean
of air called the atmosphere. Air is
an invisible mixture of gases, made
up of a teeming mass of millions of tiny gas
molecules that move about randomly and at
high speed. Without air, the Earth would be
a lifeless planet, because the gases air contains
are vital to plants and animals.

Divers "" ith oxygen tanks

Composition of air
Any volume of pure, d ry air is
78.09% nitrogen, 20.95% oxygen,
0.93°o argon, and 0.03% carbon
dioxide and other gases. These
coloured balls rep resenr
the proportions of rhe
d ifferent gases in air.

Carbon dioxide (C02 )
Carbon dioxide is viral
for plant life. Plants
absorb carbon dioxide
from the air and
combine it with water
gathered bv their roots
to form sugars, which
they use for growth.

Candle burns
in jar
ofatr

Flame goes out and
wate,·level rises as
the oxygen is used up.

Oxygen (0

· - - - - - Red balls
represent
oxygen.
Grun balls
rep resem
argon.

Tablm of
nitrogen Jertiliur

2)
Burning is a chemical reaction
of a substance with oxygen. as this
experiment shows. The candle burns
in the jar of air until it has used up all the
oxygen. Humans and other animals use
oxygen from the air to "burn" food inside
their bodies and produce energy.

Nirrogen (N 2)

Argon (Ar)

Fvery living cell contains
nirrogen. Plants cannot rake
nitrogen from the air, so they
get it from the soil. Fertilizers
contain nitrogen to replenish what
plants remove from the soil.

The gas argon is called an "inert" gas
because it is so unreactive. Elecrric
light bulbs are often filled with argon. It
prevents the bulb's filament from burning
up as it would in air. giving the bulb a much
longer life.

Black ball
represents
carbon dioxide
and other gases.

Air pollution

Weight of air

I Air pres sure

Air is not naturally "pure" and con rains
varying amounts of o ther substances, such
as dus t, water vapour, bacteria, pollen, and
polluting gases. Air poll ution from ind ustry
and traffic can cause serio us health
problems in towns and cities, as well as
long-term damage to the environment.

Air exerts a fo rce o n ob jects because irs moving
molecules are constantly colliding with them. Air
pressure is a measure of this force. T he pressure of
the open air is called atmospheric pressure. It is
lower at high altitudes, where the air is less dense.

\Balloom
balance

&lance is ripped
by inflated balloon.

Sucking

Smog

Water vapour

The hazy air pollution that
hangs over an urban area
is called smog. Sulphurous
smog is the result of
burning fuels with a high
sulphur content, such as
coal. Photochemical smog
occurs when sunlight
causes car exhaust fumes
to react together.

Up to 4 per cent of the
volume of air mav be water
vapour. Warm air can hold
more water vapour than
cool air. A can of cold drink
absorbs hear from the air
around it. As the air cools,
water vapour condenses out
of the air to form droplets
on the outside of the can.

-

I

ATOMS AN D
MOLECULES

C ELLS

Air has weight, as this simple experiment
proves. Identical empry balloons are attached
ro both ends of a stick. The balloons balance
when the stick is suspended from its middle.
Inflating one of the balloons rips the balance,
because the balloon full of compressed air
weighs more than the empry balloon.

Barometer
A device that measures atmospheric
pressure is called a barometer. It can
be used to forecast a change in the
weather, because air pressure varies
slightly from dav to dav with changes
in the air's temperature and humidiry.
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DISEA~ES;

\X'hen a person sucks on one end of a
drinking straw, the lungs reduce the air
pressure inside the straw. Atmospheric
pressure on the liquid"s surface does the
rest. pushing down on the liquid, and
making it rise up through the straw.

Compressed air

GASES

LUNGS AND
BREATHI NG

Joseph Priestley
English scienrisr and clergyman Joseph
Priestley (1733-1804) discovered
oxvgen in 1774. He also
discovered many other gases,
including nitrous oxide
(laughing gas) and ammonia.
Priestley studied carbon dioxide
and devised a way ro make
carbonated (fizzy) water.

The pressure of air can be increased bv
compressing it- that is. pumping more
and more of ir into a limited space.
Bicycle ryres are filled with compressed air
to give a smooth. comfortable ride.

FRICTION

Inflated balloon contains ____.-;
compressed air.

PHOTOSYNTHESIS

POLLUTIO N

PRESSURE

W EATHER

AIR PRESSURE see AIR;

EA~

AIRCRAFT

AND HEARlNG

Types of aircraft

ANY VEHICLE THAT travels through
the air is called an aircraft. The
ability to soar over obstacles such as
oceans and mountains makes aircraft the fastest form
of travel. An airliner (a large passenger plane) can fly
a passenger thousands of kilometres in hours. The
same journey would take several days by boat or car.
Airliners and military aircraft are complex machines.
Their frames are built with lightweight metals, such
as aluminium, and hi-tech materials, such as plastics.
Inside, their sophisticated electronic controls help
pilots fly efficiently and safely. Smaller aircraft, such
as gliders and hot-air balloons, are often used for
sport and leisure.

The word aircraft covers all flyi ng machines - from
balloons to helicopters. Most aircraft are aeroplanes, which
have wings, and jet engines to give them speed. Other
types of aircraft are gliders, which have no engines,
helicopters, balloons, and airships. An ai rcraft's fu nction
determines its size and shape.
Biplanes

Transpon aircraft

Many planes
before World
War II (I 9391945) had rwo
pairs of wings. and
were called biplanes.

Armies need aircraft
lO uanspon troops
and equipment.
• •
Special aircraft are
designed lO carry very
heavy objecrs, such as ranks.

Balloons

Gliders

Lighter-than-air
craft are known as
balloons. A bag is
filled with gas or hot
air mar is lighter
than the armosphere.

Currents
of air
move up and
down. A glider has no engine,
bur flies by the effects of air
currents on irs wings.

Concorde

Anatomy of an airliner
\1ost airliners, such as this Boeing 747-400, have the same basic design.
The main part is the fuselage, which is si milar to a long, thin,
metal tube. The wings are attached to rhe middle of rhe
fuselage, and rhe ra1lplane and fin are arrached ar the back.
-\ floor separates rhe passenger cabin from rhe baggage hold.

Supersonic airliners such
-... ...as Concorde can rravel
faster than the speed of sound
- about I ,240 kmh (770 mph). They can cross
rhe Atlantic twice as fast as anv other airliner,
bur are very noisy and need lots of fuel.

Main cabin, with

The Boeing 747-400 can
flv more than 13,600 km
8,45 I miles) without
slOpping for fuel.

Tailplane

\
Up~r tkck with
business-class s~ats

Fus~lag~ ,

I

-

-

- -

~ a.
Fuel for engin~s in foa
tanks insitk wings

'
I

. i
-:,~

.,., , , _
.. - .

.

~

,-~.a"'lfl7'"

--

.

Freighters

Forward cabin with
first-class s~ats
Engine controls and
IJavigation instrummts
Turbofon mgin~s hang
from wings on pylons. ---

Airplanes rhar carry cargo are
called freighters. The cargo is
loaded through a huge door in
the aeroplane's nose. The Boeing
747 can be convened from a
passenger plane to a
freighter, then
back again.

Howard Hughes

Cockpit

In-flight food

The aircraft is controlled from the
cockpit. The pilot and co-pilot fly the
plane using control columns, and
rnsrruments show rhe status of all rhe
plane's equipment. The cockpit also
contains radar and radio controls.

Pre-prepared meals are
swred in trolleys, which
lock into spaces in the
aircraft's galleys unril ir
is rime for rhe cabin
staff to serve them.

Emenainment
Some airliners feature
video screens and
headphones rhar can be
tuned to music channels

Hughes (I 905-76) was an
American industrialist,
film-maker. and aviation
enthusiast. He founded rhe
airline TWA, and broke a
number of aviation records
in aircraft of his own
design. Nor all were
successful; the Spruce Coos~
(1947) onlv flew once.
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Forces of flight

Flying controls

Aero engines

An aircraft needs two forces to fly:
lift to keep it up and thrust to
propel it forward . Lift overcomes
the plane's weight, and thrust
overcomes the drag caused by the
air flowing past the plane. When an
aircraft is cruising, lift is equal to
weight and thrust is equal to drag.

An aircraft is steered through the
air by way of three main control
surfaces - the elevators on the
tailplane, the ailerons on the
wt gs, and a rudder on the fin .

An aircraft's engines drive it th rough the air by producing

.

thrust. D ifferent types of engine produce thrust in different
ways. Piston and turbo-prop engines drive propellers that
screw into the air, just as a ship propeller bites into water.
Turbo-jet and turbo-fan engines produce a fast-moving
stream of gas which pushes the aircraft forwards.

0

Piston engines

Lift

These work in the same way as car engines.
Perrol and air vapour are mixed in the
engine's cylinders a11d they cause an
explosion. The explosions push pistons, which
turn a shaft. The shaft then turns a propeller.

Elevators make the aircraft's
nose rilr up and down.

Drag

Thrust
Weight

Wings
An aircraft's wings create lift. To
do this, they need air to flow
over them .
The aerofoil shape

The rudder makes
the aircraft yaw
ro left or right.

Turbo-jet engines
out ,
Air is drawn in and compressed, then
senr to a chamber where fUel bums. The
gases produced are shot our of the back of
rhe engine. which pushes the aircraft
forwards. like a deflating balloon.

II

The aerofoil at work

Angle of attack

If you cut an aircraft wing
The air pressure beneath the
in rwo and looked at the
wing is greater than above it,
end, you would see a
and lifts the wing up.
special cross-section called
Lift
an aerofoil. The top surface~
is longer and more curved
than rhe borrom surface.
~

~ijljZD

Prop~lkr spms
to provide
fhe simplest type of jets mgin~
a turbo-jet engine with a
propeller is called a turbo-prop
thrust
engine. A motor turns rhe
compressor and the propeller, which
provides the main engine thrust.

Turbo-prop engines

A.Jerons make
the aircraft roll
from side to side.

~.~~~~-

Helicopters

Til ring the angle of the
blades gives extra lifr.

~
I

Turbo-fan engines
A hybrid of turbo-jet and turbo-props. the
turbo-fan engine sucks in air, which is
combined with the backdraft from a fan.
and also sends air around the engine,
producing the same effect as a propeller.

•

Unlike most aircraft, which have fixed wings, Rotor blades rwisr
to control the
a helicopter has a spinning rotor with two
helicopter's direction.
or more long, thin blades attached . When
the blades spin round , they lift the helicopter
straight up into rhe air. A helicopter can take
off from alm ost anywhere and does nor need
ro use airport runways. Ir can hover in one
place, and fly backwards, forwards, and
sideways. T his makes it the most versatile of
all aircraft; it is very useful for transport,
Landmg kids
surveillance, and rescue missions.
npi4uof
/
untkrcarnag~

Turbo-shaft
mgin~

Main rotor

Tail rotor stops fuselage spinning
in opposite direction to main rotor

/

Flying controls

Lifting off

Moving away

A helicopter pilot has three flying
controls. The collective pitch lever
changes rhe amount of lift produced by
the main rotor. The cyclic pitch control
makes the helicopter move forwards,
backwards, or sideways. Rudder pedals
make the helicopter turn left or right.

Betore rake-off the main and r:ul rotors
are speeded up. When the main rotor is
turning fast enough, the pilot lifts the
collecnve pitch lever to increase rhe rilr of
the rotor blades. The tilt produces lift, and
the helicopter rake off. fhe higher the
lever is lifted the faster the aircraft rises.

The cyclic pirch control makes rhe
helicopter move in the direction the
control is pushed. lr rilrs the main roror
so rhar some of rhe rotors lifr pulls rhe
helicopter along. Here. rhe pilot has
pulled the control back to make the
helicopter move backwards.

Igor Ivan Sikorsky
Sikorsky (1889- 1972) was born in
Ukraine, where he became an
aeronautical engineer. In 1919 he
moved to the United States where
he set up an aircraft facrorv. He
doigned the first practical
helicopter, the VS-300, which first
flew in 1939. fhe design had to
be moditled many rimes: at one
point, the helicopter flew in
every direction except forwards.

AIRSHI PS AND
BALLOONS
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WARPLANES

WORLD
WAR I

WORLD
WAR II

Types of aircraft - - - - - - - - - Th~ A-IO's hug~ array of
weapons gzves it a massiv~
firepower.

Military
Harri~r can take
of!and land
vertically.

Twin
tml

Jim

Fighter/strike aircraft. McDonnell
Douglas FlA- I BE Super Horner

Wmgs fold back for
supersonic flight.

Naval strike aircraft, McDonnell Douglas
AV-8B Harrier II

Ground-anack "rankbuster"
aircraft, Fairchild A- 10 Thunderbolt II

Swing-\o\ ing bomber, General Dvnamics
F-1 I lA Aardvark

Hing~d nos~

is raised to

Twm

allow
loading.

prop~lkrs

RdUelling/electro nic counter-measures

Heavy transpon atrcraft, Lockheed C-5A
Galaxy - one of the world's largest aircraft

...-craft. Boeing EC- 135 Suawranker

wings for
highaltitutk
flight. /

Radar aircraft, Fairey Gannet AEW-3.
gives earlv warning of air attacks.

Passenger and cargo aircraft

s mgin~s are th~ most
I aircraft engin~
butft.

7

31 is the

-

world's b~st

.\

11

s~llingjet
airlin~r.

\

More than
1.800 727s
w~re built.

\

Short-range airli ner, British Aerospace
Bae 146-Rj85

Medium-range airliner,
Boeing 737-300

.de-bodied, long-haul airliner,
- - 7 -200

H igh-level reconnaissance
aircraft, Lockheed U-2

Freight transporter aircraft.
Boeing 727

\

R~ar-

mgines
Cabm holds
four peopl~.
Singumgin~

jet. British Aerospace Bae 125-600

U: ings carry armam~nts such
as rock~ts and gum.

Com muter aircraft. Fairchild Meuo II

Leisure aircraft SOCATA TB-20 Trinidad

Helicopters

Five-blad~d

main rotor

¥

Tail
rotor

Radar

helicopter, Bell AH- I Cobra
Glider soars on
warm air currents.

Rotors can
tilt 90°.

rotors

Passenger helicopter. Sikorsky S-61
Fabrtc-covered wings
andJus~lag~

Transpon helicopter. Boeing CH-4 7 Chinook

Biplane training/leisure aircraft.
De Havilland Tiger Moth DH8A

Tilt-rotor aircraft. Boeing V-22 Osprey

Sport

Hand
grip
der is like a huge wing wirh a
below w hold the pilot.

Flying boar, Beriev
A-50 Mermaid

Wing oflight woven
fobric ov~r m~tal fram~

Whulsallow
microlight to take
offand land lik~
a normal aircraft.

Microlight is a kind of
motorized hang-glider,
with a ~rrong frame and
a sueamlined fibreglass
"uicycle" underneath ro
carry the pilot.
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Features of an airport

AIRPORTS
by air than ever before.
e~rp- Whether they are business people off to visit clients or
families going on holiday, all air travellers leave from
airports, which range in size from small local facilities to
enormous international terminals. A large airport is like
a city. It contains shops, offices, and hotels, in addition to all the
buildings, runways, and taxiways needed to service the aircraft and
their passengers. Airport security is always tight, because airports
and aircraft have often been the targets of terrorist attacks.
TODAY, MORE PEOPLE TRAVEL

Aircraft take off and land on runways,
which are linked to the terminal
buildings by routes called taxiways. The
passengers embark and disembark at the
terminal buildings. For the aircraft, the
airport has repair workshops, refuelling
facilities, and storage hangars.

Terminal building at Kansai International Airpon, Japan
" Landside" of terminal

Runway
To take rhe biggest jer aircraft, runways have ro be
3-4 km (I .8-2.5 miles) long and some 50 m (165 fr)
wide. They need a specially roughened surface ro rake
rhe pounding rhey get when large jers rake off or land.
"Airs ide" of terminal
Bridg~ connects boarding
gate to aircraft.

Ulaiting
atrcraft

- - - Service area contains boil~rs, vemilation
equtpmmt, and oth~r building services.

Air traffic control

Security

At the heart of an airport is
rhe control rower, where air
traffic controllers monitor
every moment of an aircraft's
arrival and departure. They
make sure that each pilot
follows the correct fl ight
path, that all aircraft land in
the right place, and that
there is a safe amount of
time between each take-off
and landing.

Airport security staff are always on their
guard , trying ro spot terrorists or smugglers.
M etal detectors and other electronic devices
alert staff when a passenger is carrying a gun
or other type of weapon. There are also
"sniffer" dogs that have been trained
to detect the scent of
explosives or illegal drugs.

Flight path

Air traffic controlkrs in th~ control tow~r

Radar display screen
Airport radar tracks each aircraft as
ir lands, giving rhe controllers precise
derails of irs position. All aircraft within
20 to 50 km (I 2 ro 30 miles) of rhe
airport can be tracked by radar and
shown on rhe controllers' display screens.

Air traffic controllers rell pilots when
iris safe ro land. They guide a pilot ro
a specific path, which rhe pilor musr
then follow as rhe aircraft descends ro
rhe runway. Navigation aids, such as
high-frequency radio beacons, give
rhe pilot accurate bearings.

Passpons
A person travelling from one
country ro another usually carries a
passport, an official document rhar
identifies rhe owner and their place
of origin. Passports are inspected ar
international airports.

EU passport

Airports and the environment

How an aircraft lands
Fly down
and right

out beam to
guitk plan~'s
rat~ oftkrcent.

A large airport can have a devastating impact o n the
local environment. C learing the land to build an
airport destroys carefully balanced ecosystems, while
the air pollution can harm
wildlife, and the noise may
scare some animals away.
Airpon ecosystems
Since airports cover such vast
areas, birds and animals can also
move into these areas and establish
new ecosystems, undisturbed by people.

Course is
correct

Runway
(ground kv~/)

Fly up
and left

___.,Dials on flight-tkck
t~/1 pilot wh~th~r
plan~'s course is correct.

~-----------------------------------------------------------
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X-ray scanner
Airport sraff use X-ray
machines ro scan rhe conrenrs
of passengers' luggage. A
screen on rhe side of rhe Xray machine shows what is
inside each bag. Different
materials show up in different
colours, enabling items such
as guns ro be found with ease.

-
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E c oLOGY AND
ECO SYSTEMS

can ltve
in th~
large grun
spaces around
a big airport.
RADAR AND
SONAR

TRAVEL

AIRSHIPS

AND

BALLOONS

are known as
Anatomy of a modern airship
The main part of an airship is its envelope, which
lighter-than-air aircraft because, instead of
contains bags of helium gas. The gas is slightly pressurized
wings, they use a large envelope, or bag,
to keep the envelope in shape. A fin and tailplane keep
full of gas or hot air that is lighter than the
the airship steady as it flies slowly along. The crew travels
in a gondola attached to the underside of the envelope.
air in the atmosphere around it. The air
Gas-proofcoated poly~st~r mvaop~
Ekvator flaps\
pushes the envelope upwards, just as water pushes a
submerged air-filled ball upwards. In 1783, the
Montgolfier brothers achieved the first manned
flight ever by sending a hot-air balloon over
Paris. Balloons fly where the wind blows them;
airships have engines and can be steered. Today,
c-sxsa
airships are used for aerial filming and coast-guard
!Rudd~r to st~~r
Skyship 500 HL
Automatic
(semirigid airship)
the airship.
ballon~t valv~
Gondola
patrols, and ballooning is a popular sport.
AIRSHIPS AND BALLOONS

Types of airship

The Hindenburg, 1937

Airship disasters
Several terrible disasters made people lose rrust
in airship travel. Airships were usually lost for
rwo reasons: either they were uncontrollable
in bad weather; or the highly inflammable
hydrogen gas used inside the envelope exploded.
Today, airship pilots use the much safer helium
gas in special nylon envelopes. However, they
still have to be wary of the weather.

Ferdinand von Zeppelin
German count Ferdinand von Zeppelin
(I 838-19
began
experimenting with air
travel in 1891. In 1900. he
devised the first airship. a
128-m (420-fr) rigid
craft named the
lZ I. During World
War I, some I 00
Zeppelins were built
for military use.

m

Practical airships could be built
only after the lightweight internal
combustion engine had been
developed. The earliest airships
were "nonrigid" (they are still
used today). These were followed
by the "rigid" and the less usual
"semirigid" types of airship.

Nonrigid airships have a flexible
fabric envelope, from which the
load hangs, suspended by ropes.

Rigid ai rship's envelope is built around
a rigid framework. This skeleton contains
bags of the lifting gas- helium.

Balloons
Balloons were first used for aerial reconnaissance during the
French Revolution, and used again in the American Civil
War. During World Wars I and II, balloons
were used to spot targets
for artillery attacks, and
barrage balloons defended
cities against aircraft.
Weather and research balloons

Balloon festivals

To study what is happening in the
upper reaches of the atmosphere,
pilots send up helium-filled weather
balloons. These carry instruments
which measure temperature, wind
speed. and so on, and send their results
to the ground or ro satellites bv radio.

Todav, ballooning is a popular sport. During
the summer, ballooning enthusiasts gather at
festivals ro enjoy rhe dazzling prospect of
dozens of brightly coloured balloons flying
together. Some of rhe balloons are owned by
companies, and are made in the shapes of
their products. as a form of advertising.

Flight
Hor-air ballooning
requires a perfectly
d ear day wtth a gentle
breeze. Too high a
wind puts the balloon
at risk on take-off and
landing. After takeoff, a ground crew
follows the balloon in
a vehicle to recover
both it and the crew
after landing.

The balloon is laid on
the ground. Burners
hear air to fill the balloon.

1

The balloon's envelope
expands as the hot air
starts to fill it

2

AT MOSPH ERE

FLIGHT,
H ISTORY O F

The expanding balloon
becomes buoyant, and
rises into the ai r

3

GALILEO
GALl LEI

GASES

4

Guy ropes hold the
balloon down until the
crew boards.

jOHNSON,
A\1\

The crew blasts hot air
into the envelope to
keep the balloon afloat.

5

RENAISSANCE

WEATH ER
FORECASTI NG
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Airships and balloons
Balloons

Easter egg envelope is
decorated ro celebrate Easter.

Golf ball, an uncomplicated,
yet realistic balloon shape

False
basket

Upside-down balloon,
where a false basket
has been anached ro
the balloon's top.

Faberge egg, the trademark jewel
of a famous Russian jewellers

lightheart~d

Part of this /
balloon hangs

symbol of
th~ USA

baskd.

Unci~

Lavishly decorated
character from the
Thousand and

Basket

Sam, a

b~low th~

Red, blue, and yellow
panels of this balloon's
envelope represent the
exotic plumage of a parrot.

On~Nighrs

Upturn~d Mves,

A "cow jumps over the moon" is a very complicated
balloon shape inspired by the famous nursery rh} me.

Face-shaped balloons are
relatively simple ro create.

Modern tractor has
irs basket hanging
where the back axle
would be.
Japanese temple; the
envelope comes complete
with authentic upturned
eaves and balcony rails.

Drink can, the first
non-traditional
balloon shape

Santa Claus an aerial
Christmas decoration

NASA rocket, celebrating
space exploration.

Elephant, complete
with trunk and a
surprised look!

Airships

Spectacular eagle has a
very complicated and
realistically painted
envelope.
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Aerial tours are ofren run by companies
that have both airships and balloons.

Modern airships, because of their visibility and size,
are often used ro advertise products or services.

Rupert the Bear,
a favourite fictional
character for children
all over the world

ALBANIA see BALKAN STATES • ALCATRAZ see CRIME AN D PUNISHMENT • ALCHEMY see SCIENCE, HISTORY OF

ALEXANDERTHEG~T
IN LESS THAN FOUR YEARS, a brilliant young
general created the largest empire the world
had ever seen. The empire was the creation
of Alexander the G reat of Macedon, a
gifted leader who inspired tremendous loyalty from h is
troops. It stretched from Greece in the west to India in
the east. Alexander's sudden death at the age of 33 led to
the empire's collapse, but it lived on in a series of towns
that spread Greek culture eastwards. These cities, all
called Alexandria after their founder, opened up a trade
between Asia and Europe that survived for centuries.

Early life
Alexander was born in 356 BC, the
son of King Philip II of Macedon
(r. 359-336 BC). As a young man he
wem on military campaigns with his
father. Alexander won fame for
tami ng a wild black horse called
Bucephalus, which stayed
with him rhroughom his
whole life.

Aristotle
Alexander was taught by the Athenian
philosopher Aristotle (384-322 BC).
Aristotle's interests ranged from politics
and morality to biology and literature.
He shared his emhusiasm for new ideas
wim his young pupil.

Alexander's empire
Greece
The heartland of
Alexander's empire was
his home state of
M acedon. normern
Greece. Before Alexander
became king, Greece
was divided imo rival
cicy states, and was
threatened by the
powerful Persian Empire.

Persia

When Alexander became king of Macedon in 336 BC , Greece was
dominated by Persia In a series of brilliant military campaigns,
Alexander defeated Persia and created his vast empire.

Alexandria ad
Caucasum

•

• Gaugarnela'"'

The rich empire of Persia occu pied
much of modern Iraq, Turkey. and
Iran. After Alexander had conquered
the area, he tried to unite Macedo nia
and Persia by
encouraging his
generals to
marry Persians.
Alexander
himself married
Roxana, a
princess from
eastern Persia.

Alexandria
Prophrhasia •
Babylon •

~\

Egypt
In 332 BC, Alexander
conquered Egypt and
was accepted as the new
pharaoh. H e founded
the cicy of Alexandria,
in northern Egypt,
which became rhe most
important cicy of the
Greek-speaking world.
When Alexander d ied in
323 BC, he was buried
in a vast tomb in the
cemre of the cicy.

• Persepolis

\
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Persian silver stag ornament

Macedonian Empire

Alexander wears rhe
pharaoh's crown

Battle of Issus

Eastern empire

In 333 BC, the Macedonian army
overwhelmed the more powerful
Persian army led by Darius Ill
(r. 336-330 BC) at me barrie of
lssus, Svria. The Persians were
defeated again in 331 BC at
Gaugamela near the River Tigris.
After this barrie, the Persian
capital, Persepolis, was destroyed
and the empire collapsed.

By 326 BC, Alexander had marched mrough
Persia and had conquered Afghanistan and
the Punjab. Although his
troops were very loyal
to him, mey refused
to go furilier
me River Indus.

man

Coin from Indus area

Relief of the Battle of lssus

ALEXANDER THE GREAT

Death of Alexander

Carved reliif
shows
Akxantkr
kading his
troops.

In 323 BC Alexander caught a fever
in the city of Babylon. Although he
was only 33, he died. This sudden
death meant that Alexander did not
have time to consolidate his rule or
even name his successor. Within a
few years of his death, the huge
Macedonian Empire had collapsed.

Sarcophagus
from the royal
cemetery of
Sidon, said to
be the tomb of
Akxantkr.

Alexander's sarcophagus

3 56

BC

336

BC

334

BC Leads h is army into Persia
and defeats a Persian army at t he
Granicus River

333

BC
BC

326

BC Reaches me Indus, but is
forced to turn back by his troops
-

EGYPT,
ANCIENT

GREECE,
ANCIENT

P ERSIAN
E\1PIRES

Defeats Darius Ill at lssus

Defeats Darius III again at
Gaugamela, completing his
conquest of the Persian Empire

331

323
ASIA,
HISTORY OF

Born in Macedon

Succeeds his father to the
M acedonian throne; quells
rebellions in Greece

BC

-

-

D ies of fever in Babylon

PH ILOSOPHY
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AMERICAN CIVIL WAR
after independence, Divided nation
Eleven southern slave states left the Union of states,
the USA split in two over the issue of
declaring independence as the Confederacy. Four other
slavery. The richer, industrial northern
slave states refused to break away; West Virginia split
states had banned slavery, but slaves were used on
from the rest of the state and stayed in the Union.
plantations in the south. When Abraham Lincoln
became president in 1860, the southern states, fearing
Slave states
in the union
he would ban slavery, seceded from the Union, and
7 lr
~
established the Confederate States of America. Fighting
• Washington
began in 1861 and lasted for four years. At first the
Confederate
states
sides were evenly matched, but the strength of the
Charleston
Union wore down the Confederacy, and it surrendered.
Un ion states
Slavery was then abolished throughout the country.
LESS THAN 80 YEARS

First modern war

Soldiers

T he American Civil War was the first
recognizably modern war. Railways
transported men and supplies to the
battlefield, and iron ships were
used fo r the first time.
Commanders talked
to each other by
field telegraph,
and the war was
photographed
and widely reported
m newspapers.

Much ofthe fighting was trench
warfore, but troops were also
prepared for a pitched battle.

More than three million people
fought in the rwo opposing
armies, most of them as
infantrymen (foot soldiers).

Percussion
musket

Union sold iers and guns
Gunner
Fieldgu11

Merrimack and Monitor

Gettysburg Address

The Confederate ironclad ship Merrimack (renamed Virginia)
fought the Cnion's vessel Monitoron 9 March 1862. The
battle was inconclusive. but marked the first occasion on
which iron ~hips had been used in naval warfare.

Lincoln's tine speeches helped win the war. In 1863,
he dedicated a cemetery on the site of a battlefield
in Gettysburg, Pennsylvania. In his speech, he hoped
that "these dead shall not have died in vain; that this
nation, under God, shall have a new birth of freedom
and that government of the people, bv the people,
for the people, shall not perish from the earth".

Appomattox

Abraham Lincoln

On 9 April 1865, at Appomatmx. Virginia,
the Confederate general Robert E. Lee
surrendered to Union general Ulysses S.
Gram. More than 600,000 Americans
died in the four years of fighting, and
many more were injured.

Lincoln was born in Kentuckv
in 1809. He was elected w the
state legislature in 1834, was
elected president in 1860, and
led the Union states to victory
in the civil war. He was
assassinated in 1865.

Sign ing the surre nder documents

Timeline

I 862 Confederates win Seven
Davs' Battle (near Richmond,
Virginia) and Battle of
Fredericksburg, Virginia.

April 1861 After II states leave the
Union, war breaks out when
Confederate troops fire on the Union
garrison at Fort Sumter, South
Carolina.

1863 Union wins its first major
battle at Gettysburg;
Emancipation Proclamation
frees slaves.

1861 Confederates under generals
Jackson and Beauregard win the first
major battle against Unionists at Bull
Run, near Washington.
AMERICAN
REVOLUTION
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Ulysses S. G rant
AR\1IES

NORTH AM ERICA,
HISTORY O F

SHIPS AND
BOATS

1864 Ulyss~s S. Gram
becomes Union
commander-in-chief.
1864 General
Sherman's Union
army marches
through Georgia,
destroying the state
capital and weakening
the Confederacy.
S LAVERY

April 1865 Lee's
Contederate army
surrenders at Appomauox.
Virginia.
May 1865 Last Confederate
army surrenders.
Civil War cannon

UN ITED STAT ES,
HISTORY OF

WARFARE

December 1865 Slavery is
banned throughout the USA
by the 13th amendment.
WASHINGTON,
GEORGE

AM ERICAN FOOTBALL see FOOTBALL

AMERICAN REVOLUTION

Maine (to Massachuseus)
New

Hampshire ~

(

Massachusert;!i -------

IN 1783, A NEW NATION WAS BORN - the United States of

America. Its struggle for independence is called the American
'
NewYork~
. ·
·
Rhode
Pennsylvania
Island
Revolution. It began in 1775, when 13 American colonies
Connecticut
went to war against Britain. Britain governed the colonies
New Jersey
and imposed high taxes. The colonists, who were not
Delaware
Virginia
represented in the British Parliament, resented the taxes. Protests and
<:<::..\ Maryland
demonstrations broke out, and the colonists formed a Continental
N . Carolina - I
~Congress to negotiate with Britain. A skirmish led to war, and in
S. Carolina
1776, the American colonists, inspired by ideals of freedom,
Georgia
declared independence. The British surrendered in 1781,
Thirteen colonies
Afrer the Revolution,
and two years later recognized the new country.
Britain's 13 original colonies
0

Stamp tax

Lexington and Concord

The colonists set their own
taxes. But in 176 5, Britain
introduced a stamp rax on
legal documents. T he angry
colonists stared rhar "taxation
without representation is
tyranny". T hey refused
to buy British good s.

In April 1775, the war began with
skirmishes near Lexington and Concord.
American patriots forced the British to
withdraw at Lexington. They marched
back to Boston under continuous fire.

formed the first 13 stares of
rhe new United States.

Thomas Jefferson
A planter from Virginia,
Thomas Jefferson

(1743-1826)
arrended the
Continental
Congress in
1775. He
drafted rhe
Declaration of
Independence,
reformed the
laws of his native
state, and went on
diplomatic missions to
Europe. H e became the third
president of rhe USA in 180 1
and served unril 1809.

Paul Revere
Paul Revere (1735-1 818)
rode through Massachuserrs
on the night of 18 April
1775. ro warn rhar the
British were coming. H e was
parr of an ami-British group
called the Sons of Liberty.

Boston Tea Party
Britain withdrew rhe stamp tax, bur set
others on glass and rea. Three groups of
protesters, dressed as Mohawk Indians,
boarded tea ships in Boston Harbour
Colonists pour rea into Boston
and rhrew their cargo into the water.
Harbour, in protest at British taxes

Revere on horseback

Surrender at Yorktown
The fighting lasted until
spring 1-,81, when rhe
colonists cur the British
off from their supplies
at Yorktown. They
finallv surrendered
on 19 October.

George Washington

Bayonet

Declaration of Independence
~Brush for

musknlock
Musket

Gaitered

Brush for
musket lock

-._ Breeches

Leather

~ spatterdash

On 4 Julv 177 6, the 13 colonies
signed the Declaration
of Independence. This
document stared rhar
"all men are created
equal... " and irs belief
in " Life, Liberry, and
the Pursuit of Happiness"
later inspired the
French Revolution.

Timeline
_Shoe
British infan rrvman

Revolutionary war

The opposing armies

The war lasted for six years.
Washington's leadership played
a vital parr in the American
victory. H e led his troops
to victories at Brandywine
(1777) and Yorktown (178 1).

The British were well
trained bur poorlv led. Their
orders came from 4,000 km
(2.500 miles) awav. The
Americans were less well
trained and equipped, bur
knew rhe terrain and had
good leaders.

stamp tax. Protests break our
Britain withdraws the stamp
tax, bur other taxes remain

1773 Boston Tea Parrv.
Americans, d ressed as Mohawks,
dump rea in Boston H arbour
as a protest against heavy taxes.

-

FRENCH
REVO LL TIO'J

Was hington

1774-75 Continental
Congress. Representatives
draft a petition ro Britain
insisting on no taxation
without representation.

1765 Britain introduces the

•

The commander of the colonial armv was
George Washington ( 1732-1799) He was
an inspiring general, who kept the morale
of his troops high
in spire of several
defeats at the
beginning of the
war. When France
joined the war
on the colonial
side in 1778,
followed bv Spam
in 1779, viaory
was assured.

1775 Barrie of Lexington.
Congress rakes over
government of the colonies,
and appoints Washington
Commander-in-Chief.

1777 British general John
Burgoyne (1722-92) forced
to surrender at Saratoga.

1778 France joins the war
on the American side.
1781 British surrender at
Yorktown.
French private soldier

UN ITED KINGDOM , UNIT ED STAT ES, WARFARE WASHINGTON ,
HISTORY O F
HISTORY O F
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AMPHIBIANS

Amphibian features

animals, amphibians
are vertebrates (animals with a
backbone) that evolved from fish.
They are adapted for life on land, but
most must return to water in some form to
breed. Amphibians undergo a process known as
metamorphosis in their
development from larvae to
adult, hence the Greek origin
of their name: amphi
meaning "double"; bios
meaning "life". There are
three groups of amphibians
and more than 3,000 species.
COLD-BLOODED

Apart from the caecilians and a few species of salamander, adult
amphibians have four legs, each with four or five digits. Most
species take to the water to mate and produce their
eggs, but some make nests on land, occasionally
in burrows in the ground or in moss.
European
common frog

Marbled newt

"Marbkd"
colour ~xtends

along th~ tail.
Couch's spadefoot toad

Amphibian groups
T here are th ree groups of amphibians: the worm-like
caecilians; the tailed amphibians, including newts and
salamanders; and the rail-less frogs and toads, probably
the most diverse group.

salamanders

Caecilians
Distribution of amphibians

Caecilians are legless. carnivorous
amphibians most of which live in rhe
tropics. Some species burrow in the
ground; others are aquatic. They have
small eyes and ears and sensory
tentacles on the head.

Amphibians live everywhere. Desen
species survive the driest season by
staying underground inside a
membranous sac. which they secrete
themselves. Some temperate species
hibernate in pond mud in the winter.

In temperate regions. frogs are
more aquatic than roads, have
slimier skin and longer legs. In
the tropics, some species of frog
and road are fully aquatic and
live in trees or underground.

Skin

Metamorphosis

Amphibian skin is thin
and scaleless. It is usually
kept moist with mucus to
increase its ability to allow
oxygen through for skin
breathing. Skin can be smooth
or rough. It secretes certain
chemicals: pheromones can attract
potential mates, while poisons deter
predators. As they grow, amphibians
shed the top layer of skin.

The development from an aquatic larva
that breathes through gills, or spiracles, to an
air-breathing adult is called metamorphosis.
It involves the growth of legs and the loss
of the tail in frogs and toads.
Newt egg

Great crested newt

also varies with temperature,
becoming pale when warm and
darker if cold and damp.

Eggs
Amphibian eggs are laid singly, in
clumps. or in strings of clear 'jelly"
called spawn. They have no shell and
require a moist environment to survive.

Camouflage

Tadpoles

Many frogs and toads are camouflaged to
avoid detection bv predators. Most have a
combination of forest colours and disruptive patterning.
Some rainforest species are shaped to look like dead leaves.

Larvae, or tadpoles, hatch
from the eggs. Salamander
tadpoles have limbs. bur frogs and toads
develop these during metamorphosis.
S.Jamander larvae are carnivorous, bur
most frog and toad tadpoles are herbivorous.

Square marked road

Defence

Mandarin salamander

The bright colours of
Colombian poison-dart frogs
v.arn predators of their highly
toxic skin. The tadpoles develop
their skin poisons as their
colours develop. Marine roads
secrete a strong toxin through
large glands behind the head.

Tree frog

Texture
Many frogs and toads have smooth skin
covered by mucus. Other amphibians,
such as the mandarin salamander and
many dry-skinned toads. have raised nodules
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Frogs and toads

The tailed amphibians newts, salamanders, and
the eel-like sirens of North
America- live in tropical
toresrs, temperate woods.
mountain streams, and
lakes. Some have very
specialized lifesryles: a few
even live in the total
darkness of caves.

Poison-dan tadpoles

-

•

EVOLUTION

Salamander
tadpole

Axolotl
Some salamanders may stay as
larvae all their life. The axolotl is a
form of the Mexican tiger salamander.
fROGS AND
TOADS

POISONOUS
ANIMALS

SALAMANDERS
AND N EWTS

AMSTERDAM see

NETHERLAND~

• ANATOMY

~ee HU~'lAN

ANGLO-SAXONS
BY THE END of the 8th century,
Britain's people, known as the
Anglo-Saxons, had created a rich
culture, which included
masterpieces of jewellery, architecture, and
literature. Originally these people had come
from northern Germany and southern
Denmark, where they were known as the
\ngles, Saxons, and Jutes. In the 3rd and 4th
centuries, these tribes travelled to various
parts of the Roman Empire, including Gaul,
or present-day France, where their influence
was short-lived. They travelled to Britain
in the 5th century, where they settled, and
formed several separate kingdoms. Eventually
the kingdom ofWessex became
the dominant power.
Possibl~ imag~
Alfr~d th~

Culture

of
Great _

Cultural life centred on the
monasteries and on the royal
court. Alfred the Great gathered
scholars and artists around him,
and he himself translated many
of the Latin classics into AngloSaxon, or Old English.

BODY • ANDORRA see

~PAIN

• ANGLI NG see

FI~HING

Kingdoms

INDUSTRY

C eltic
kingdoms

T here was always a struggle
North umbria
fo r supremacy among the
kingdoms formed by the
settlers. Norrhumbria
was the earliest one to
dominate under Edwin
(d. 633). T hen it was Merciis
turn under Aethelbald (d. 757)
Wessex Londo n
and Offa (d. 796). Finally, Wessex
dominated under Alfred the Great. When Vikings from Denmark attacked
and occupied northern England, Alfred stopped them from pushing farther
suuth, and the Anglo-Saxons reconquered the north in the I Oth century.
King Canute the Great
By I 0 16, the Oanes ruled all England under
the popular Canute (c.995-1035). Canute's
sons inherited England, bur the Anglo-Saxon
Edward the Confessor (c. I 003-1 066) regained
the country in I 042. He had no children and.
when he died, an unsenled England was
vulnerable ro conquest bv the Normans.
Edward the Confessor

Written records
In the 7th century, m issionaries
from mainland Europe, such as
St Augustine of C anterbury,
converted the Anglo-Saxons
to C hristianity. T he creation
of monasteries meant that
more people learned to read
and write. Monks produced
historical works, such as the
Anglo-Saxon Chronicle, which
today give insights into the
events of the period.

C anute the G reat

Alfred the Great
Ruler of Wessex and Mercia Alfred
(c.849-c.899) was an able soldier
who defended his kingdom against
the Vikings. He loved
learning and education,
and arts and crafts
flourished in his reign.
He could not drive the
Vikings from nonhem
England. bur most
people saw him as their
protector. He was the
fim English king to
become a national svrnbol.

Architecture
Anglo-Saxon
churches, like the
one at Earls Barton
England, often
have square towers
decorated with
stone relie( This
panern may be
based on timber
buildings of the
period, which
have all perished.

Decorated manuscripts
\lonks produced quality manuscripts.
One monk wrote the work, while a
second illustrated it with figures, such
as St Dunstan (c.909-988) kneeling
before Jesus. and a third decorated ir.

Anglo-Saxon Chronicle
In the ninth century. Alfred the Great ordered
the Chronick, a vear-by-year account of the
historv of England. lr covers the lives of kings
and church leaders. military history, and
major evems, such as the Viking invasions,
and was last updated in I 154.

Bede (c.673-735)
Bede. an English
monk and reacher
in Jarrow, wrote A
History oftk
English Church and
P~opk. one of rhe
most important
sources of ou.
knowledge of
Anglo-Saxon rimes.

me to be maden
and may have
belonged to Alfred the
Grear. The inscription
and animal-head decoration
are finelv worked in gold; the
portrait, perhaps of the king
himself. is made of enamel.

Timeline
4 50 Angles. ~axons, and Jutes from
northern Germany
and Denmark
begin to arrive in
England. Thev
settle mainlv along
the eastern coast East Anglia.
C ELTS

802-39 Reign of Egbert of Wessex.
-1 here are many Viking anacks.

IOI 6 Canute the Grear. a Dane, is elected
king by the British; he rules until 10.:\5.

8 7 I - 99 Reign of Alfred the
Grear. famous for lawmaking. translating books
into O ld English, and
defeating the Vikings at
Edington in 8~8.
E URO PE.
H ISTO RY O F

MONASTERIFS

AngloSaxon
buckle
NORMANS

I 042 Anglo-Saxons
regain power under
Edward the Confessor.
I 066 Last AngloSaxon king. Harold II,
is killed bv William of
Normandv at the
Bartle of Hastings.

UNITED KINGDO M,
H ISTORY O F

VI KI NGS
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ANIMAL BEHAVIOUR
ALL ANIMALS

to their surroundings.
A cat, for example, will arch its back when
threatening a rival, but lower its body when
stalking a mouse. Everything that an animal does,
and the way in which it does it, makes up its behaviour. An
animal's behaviour enables it to increase its chances of survival
and find a mate so that it can pass on its genes to the next
generation. Some behaviours are inbuilt, or instinctive; others
are learned during the animal's lifetime.
RESPOND

Sign stimulus

Instinctive behaviour
Instinct is a term used to describe
behaviours rhar an animal
perfo rms automatically without
havi ng ro learn them . Instinctive
behaviour is programmed by an
animal's genes. Ir co nsists of
unchanging com ponents called
fixed-action panerns. T he fixedaction pan ern often begins when
an an imal responds to a feature
in irs surro undings or o n another
animal. called a sign stimulus.

Egg-rolling
Greylag geese nest on the ground. If an egg rolls our of
the nest, the female goose automatically reaches out with
her neck and pulls the egg back in. By being in the wrong
place, the egg acts as a sign stimulus that causes the
female to carry out the fixed-ac tion pattern of egg-rolling.

Web spinning

In the spring, when
these freshwater fish
breed, the males throat
and belly turn red. If one
male intrudes imo the territory
of another male, irs red colour
acts as a sign srimuJus that
produces a fixed-action pattern:
rhe occupying fish drives
out the intruder.

Many species of spider, including this
black widow spider, spin webs in order
to trap their insect food. Web spinning
is purelv instinctive. A spider would not
have time in its limited life to learn how
to construct such a complex structure.

Bnght
colours jadr aftrr
th~ br«dmg uason.

Learned behaviour

Communication

Learning occurs when an anim.tl adapts to
irs surroundi ngs by changing irs behaviour.
By respond ing to experiences and adapting
to changing conditio ns, an animal increases
irs ch ances of survival. Learning rakes rime,
and animals that are dependent o n learned
behavio ur have long lives and large brai ns.

Animals comm unicate by sending
out signals rhar are recognized by
other animals and alter their
behaviour in some way. T he
signals can be sights, sounds, or
scents. Com munication is used,
for example, to fi nd a mare,
threaten rivals or enemies, defend
a territory, warn of danger, or hold
a group together.

Trial and error learning
An animal will a~'ociate an action it carries out with a
successful result, such dS getting food or defeating a rival.
This "reward" motivates the
dnimal to alter irs behaviour
to improve the result of
future actions.

Puppin play-fight_
and perftct their
hunting skills.

Learning tool use
Some .mim.tls learn to use simple
"tools" in order to feed. Sea otters,
found ofF the coast of California.
USA, swim on their backs with a
stone on their chests on which
rhev smash rhe shells of clams
and mussels to get at the juicy
contents. Young otters learn
tool use from their parents.

Song thrush
smgsfrom
a p(rch.

Visual signals
Animals may use visual signals as a
threat or to attract a mare. This pus3
moth caterpillar adopts a warning
posture if threatened by an enemv.
An enemy that ignores the
warning is rewarded with a
stinging squi rt of formic acid.
Manv animals,
including crickets, buJifrogs,
peacocks, and whales, use
sound to communicate. This
male song thrush sings to
proclaim his territory, to warn
rivals to stay away, and to
attract a female.

Insight learning
Imprinting
This is shown by some young animals that make a strong
bond wirh their parent soon after hatching or birth. Young
ducklings, for example, stay close to their mother and
improve their chances of survival under her protection.
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This involves a form of
reasoning. Some animals can
solve new problems by drawing on
past experiences. Chimpanzees,
having learned to extract termites or
ants from a nest with a stick. can
exploit any shape or size of nest.

Bnght colours

add to

th~

warning.

Chemicals
Some animals release chemicals called
pheromones, which. when detected,
affect the behaviour of other members
of the same specie3. Female gypsy moths
release pheremones that attrdCt males
from several kilometres awav.

Gypsy moth

ANIMAL BEHAVIOUR

Courtship
Mating in most mammals and birds takes place
only at certain times of the year. Courtship
describes the behaviour used by male animals
to attract a female and mate with her. It
informs a potential mate that the intention
is breed ing and not aggression. During
courtship, males usually compete with each
other to attract females, advertise that they
are ready to mate, and encourage females to be
sexually responsive. Females select males by the
q uality of their courtship d isplay.

Mak is aware
that the fnnale
may lash out
at him.

Bird of paradise
Most birds have fixed courtship
displavs that ensure they attract a
mare of the same species. Male birds
often have brighter plumage than
females, and this is especially true of
the emperor bird of paradise. Males
compere for females by quivering
their long feathers and calling loudly.

Domestic cats
A female car comes on hear, or is sexually
responsive, about twice a year. She produces
scents and calls loudly to attract males.
Severa1 males may compete fo r her by
fighting. The successful male encourages the
female by touching her and ca1ling softly.

Female is sexually
responsive and rolls

Territorial behaviour

Aggression

Many an imals defend their territory to maintain access
to food, water, shelter, and somewhere to reproduce.
Territories can be large or small and held by one
animal or by a group. Birdsong or the marking of
territorial boundaries may deter rivals from entering a
territory and avoid co nflict and possible fatal injuries.

Animals show aggression to other members of their species when
competing for food, water, shelter, or mates. Some animals use horns,
some use teeth or claws, and others ktck.
In many cases, animals signal their
aggressive intent. This may defuse
the situation and prevent in jury.

Fighting
bighorn
sheep

Inflated

Cats
Most cats are solitary and
maintain a territory on their
own. Cheetahs patrol their
territory and mark irs
boundaries by spraying urine
on trees and other landmarks.
T he scent warns neighbouring
cheetahs not to intrude.

Aggression within a species
These bighorn sheep use their horns to
clash head-on in competition for mates.
The winner of the fight gains higher social
ranking and more females. Aggression like
this is highly ritualized, and neither male is
likely to be injured.

Kittiwakes
Aggression between species

Like many gull species,
ki ttiwakes nest in colonies on
narrow cliff ledges. Each pair
of birds defends a small
territory on rhe ledge, just
large enough for the female to
lay eggs and raise their young.

Animals mav be aggressive towards members
of other species that arc threatening or
attacking them. Some animals use a threat
display, often making themselves bigger to
deter enemies. This porcupine fish inflates
irs body like a balloon and erects irs spines.

Konrad Lorenz

Social behaviour

Austrian zoologist Konrad Lorenz
(I 903-89) pioneered the srudy of
animal behaviour. As
part of his work on
individual and
group behaviour,
Lorenz discovered
imprinting. Lorenz
shared a Nobel
Prize in 197~ for
his work.

Social animals live in groups. Individuals co-o perate to find
food, defend themselves, and look after the young. Social
groups range from shoals of fish , which are purely
defensive, to societies of honeybees, where social
organization affects all aspects of an individuaJ's life.

Social insects
Helping others

Living in large numbers

'\frican wild dogs are social an imals
and often help each other. M ale
dogs will look after pups that are
nor their own, bur were fathered by
a brother or close relative. In this
way they help pups to survive.

Manv fish species swim close together in
large numbers ca1led shoals. A shoal moves
and turns in a co-ordinated manner rhar
mimics a single large living organism.
Predators find it difficult to focus on
one individual within rhe shoal.

-

a bees' nest

called a drone

I

BIRDS

fiSH

G ENETICS

W ithin a colony of social insects, such as
bees. there are groups that carry our certain
tasks. In a bee colonv a single queen lays
eggs, while sterile female workers look after
the young. collect food. and defend the
colonv. Male bees fenilia: the queen.
IN~ ECTS

MAMMALS

SONGBIRDS
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ANIMALS

Larg~ ry~s

- - Body is cov~r~d with
insulating for and supported
internally by a skaeton.

mabk
kopard to s~~
in dim light.
th~

MoRE THAN a million
and a half species of
animal have been
identified, and
there are many millions more yet to
be discovered. Animals are living
organisms found in nearly all of the
Earth's habitats, including the depths
of the oceans, the freezing Arctic,
' , A ir is br~ath~d in
and even inside other animals
through nostrils.
and plants. The animal kingdom
is divided into animals without backbones
(invertebrates), such as snails and lobsters, and animals
with backbones (vertebrates), such as frogs and monkeys.
Invertebrates make up 97 per cent of all animal species.

Long tail is a
balancing aid.

Black leopard
The leopard is a mammal.
hs well-defined head is
equipped wirh sense organs,
including eves, nose, tongue, and whiskers.
Sharp reerh in rhe mouth allow rhe leopard
to kill prey and rear off flesh. Muscular
legs enable ir to walk. run. and pounce.

What is an animal?
Animals are made up of many cells. Most move
actively, and those thar are fixed in one place, or
sedentary, move rheir body parts. Animals live by
raking food inro their bod ies. They have sensors and
nervous systems that enable them to derecr what is
happen ing around them and respond appropriately.
Sponge p rocessed fo r
human use

G iant land

Animal classification
An imals are classified into groups accord ing
to thei r similarities and whether they have
com mon ancestors. T here are 35 m ajor
gro ups called phyla {singular phylum).
Each phylum is divided into sub-groups.
The smallest of rhese is the species, which
contains animals of just one type.
T hreadworm

Flatworms

Nematodes

These worms (phvlum
Platyhelminthes) have a tlanened
body wirh one opening, the mouth,
on rhe underside. There are abour
I 8, 500 species including rhose, such
as rap<.worms, rhar are parasites of
humans and other animals.

Roundworms, or nematodes (phylum
have a rhin, cylindrical
bodv rhar is pointed ar borh ends.
Free-living nematodes are found in
manv habirars and occur in verv large
numbers in soil. Manv nematodes are
parasites of plants and animals.
~emaroda),

Sea anemones

Sponges

Cnidarians

The simplesr animals are
sponges (phylum Porifera).
There are abour 5,000 species,
mosr of which live in rhe sea
anached to rocks and other
objecrs. Water is drawn in
through holes, or pores in rhe
sponge's body wall, and birs of
food are filte red our and eaten
by rhe sponge's cells.

There are more rhan 9.000
species of cnidarians
(phylum Cnidaria), most
of which are found in rhe
sea. They include jellvfish,
sea anemones, hvdras, and
corals. Cnidarians catch
food using rentades ~ ~med
wirh stinging threads,
called nematocysrs.
Coikd shell protects
the soft body.

Annelids
Animals in rhe ph\lum Annelida include
m.uine hrisde\\orms
such a~ ragworms. and leeches.
There are abour I 2.000 species.
each of which has a body
made up of segments wirh a
mourh ar one end and an
anus ar rhe orhcr.
c:~nhworms.

Echinoderms
All echinoderms (phvlum
Echinodermata) live in rhe sea. The
6,500 or so ~pecics include sea urchins
and ~r.ufi~h. Most have five pans
radiating from a central point, hard
plates under rhe skin, and many rube-feer

Snail
Molluscs
emerging
Molluscs (phvlum Mollusca)
from irs shell. form a highlv diverse group ot
about 50,000 species. These
include snails and slugs,
mussels and clams, and squids
and octopuses. Thev are softbodied animals rhar may be
prorecred bv a shell. Most live
in water, bur some, such as
snails, are found on land.
Sharp teeth to
grasp food

' Snail mov~s on
a muscular foot.

~xtend~d

Arthropods
Wirh ar lea.~r one million
known species, Arthropods
(phvlum Arthropoda) are rhe
largest group of animals. Thev
include insects, crusraceans
(such as crabs), arachnids
(such as spiders), and
centipedes.

Chordates

Tail wed for movemem or I
balance is typical of many t•~rtebrates.
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Caiman

H~adand

· foot folly

There are about '!8.000 species of chordate
(ph\lum Chordata). Most are
vertebrates, such as fish, amphibians.
reptiles, birds, and mammals. Vertebrates
are rhe most advanced animals.
Taramula

ANIMA LS

~~

Animal skeletons
The skeleton is a supportive framework
that maintains the shape of an animal and
enables it to move. Most skeletons are hard
structures, either inside or outside the
animal's body, to which muscles are attached.
The skeleton may also protect internal
organs and, in the case of an insect's
external skeleton, prevent the animal
from drying out.

Crab's exoskeleton

endoskeleton

Internal skeletons

Movement of an
eel through water

£~1 mov~
curv~s

by throwing its body mto
that push against th~ waur.

Animal movement

Moving in water
M anv aquatic animals are adapted for movement in water
by having streamlined bodies. Most fish move by pushing
their rail fin from side to side. This pushes rhe water backward
and sideways, and propels rhe fish forward. Whales move in
a similar way, except rhar rhe tail moves up and down.

The ability to move is characteristic of
animals, which move to find food, escape
from predators, and find a mate. T he way
in which an animal moves depends on
its complexity, lifestyle, and where it
lives. The wide range of movement
includes swimming through water,
walking and creeping on land, and
flying or gliding in air.
Wingsswup
downward to produu
forward thrust \

F~et

e)l.-pand
under the

A skeleton found inside rhe body is
called an endoskeleton. Most
vertebrates have a skeleton made of
carrilage and bone. Joints between
rhe bones allow rhe animal to
move. T he endoskeleton grows
with rhe rest of rhe body.

~tephant's
w~ight as they
are put down.

Animals move on land in a
variety o f ways. Many have limbs
rhar raise rhe bodv ofl the ground,
support ir. and enable rhe
animal to walk, run, or hop.
The animals move forward bv
pushing rhe ends of their legs, or
feet, backward against rhe ground.

Movement in air

External skeletons
A hard outer skeleton rhar covers all or parr of rhe
body is called an exoskeleton. An insect's outer
cuticle and a snail's shell are examples of an
exoskeleton. An insect's exoskeleton does
not grow and must be shed, or moulted,
periodically to allow rhe animal to grow.
Earthworm

Hydrostatic skeleton

Insects. birds, and bars are capable o f
powered tlighr using wings. Birds have lightweight, "-.~
streamlined bodies. Thev use energy to flap their
~ \
wings, which p ushes them fo rward. As air passes over
the wings ir creates rhe lift rhar keeps rhe bird in rhe air.

Young
chaffinch
in flight

Animal senses
The main senses are vision, hearing, taste, smell, and touch.
Animals use their senses to find out what is going on
around them . A stimulus from outside, such as a sound, is
detected by a sense organ, such as the ear. Nerve impulses
from sense organs are interpreted by the animal's brain
which "decides" how to respond.

The hydrostatic skeleton is an
internal skeleton found in
soft-bodied animals such as
earthworms. lr consists of a
fluid- fi lled core surrounded
hy muscles, and maintains
rhe shape of rhe worm.

Eyes

Feeding
All animals feed by taking in
food. They use a range of
feeding strategies and can be
grouped accordingly. Som e
animals kill and eat others,
som e graze or browse on
plants, others filter food
particles from water. After
feeding, or ingestion, food
Mormo n
is digested so that it can
be used by the body. caterpillar

consum ing a leaf

Antennae
These are found on rhe head of
arthropods such as insects. They are
used to detect odours and may
derecr chemicals called pheromones
released bv insects to communicate
with each other. Antennae also
detect vibrations and mo\Tments in
the air or in water.

Herbivores
Animals rhar feed
solely on plants are
called herbivores. Manv use specialized
mouthparts, such as grinding teeth, to
break up rough plant tissues. Plant material
is nor a rich food ~ource, and most herbivores
ear a lor to obtain rhe necessary nutrients.

_

Carnivores

Filter feeders
rhese are animals that feed by
sieving food panicles from water
that flows into their body. Many are
sedentary and draw in a current of
warer. Some whales are filter feeders
that ear small animals called krilL

Dragonfly eyes

Eyes conrain sensors rh1r are
sensitive to light. When stimulated
they send nerve impulses to rhe
brain, which enable ir to build up a
picture. Insects have compound
eyes made up of many separate
units. or ommatidia.

Ext~rnal ~ar flaps channel
sounds into the ear.

fhese n pes of feeders are
adapted to detect prev animals.
to carch and kill them, and to
cur rhem up to ear rhem.
Thev include cats, eagles, and
some insects. D ragonHv larvae
live in water and they can
carch small fish to eat.

Ears

Domestic
Basenji dog

Drago nfly larva w it h stickleback
F LIG HT,
AN I\tAL

INSECTS

M A\fMALS

Some animals can derecr
sounds with ears. The ear
converts sounds into nerve
impulses that can be interpreted
bv the animars brain. Animals
use sounds to communicate
with each orher and ro detect
approaching pred.nors or prey.
REPTI LES

SNAILS AND
OT H ER MOLLUSCS
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ANTARCTICA

ANTARCTICA FACTS

WIT H THE SOUTH POLE at its heart,
Antarctica is the world's windiest,
coldest, and most southerly
continent. The last region on Earth
to be explored, this huge landmass
is not divided into countries, but seven countries
claimed territories there. In 1959, however, the
Antarctic Treaty suspended those claims and
stated that the continent is to be used for peaceful
purposes only. Antarctica's sole inhabitants are
visiting scientists, working in research stations.

~T s

Physical features
Antarctica is almost
entirely covered by a
vast sheet of ice, in places
4.8 krn (3 miles) deep.
It contains 90 per cent of
the Earth's ice, and 80 per
cent of the world's
fresh water. T he
vast Ro nne and
Ross ice shelves are
formed where the
ice sheet extends
over the ocean.

c

AREA 13,900,000 sq km
(5.366,790 sq miles)
P OPULATION

4,000 international

researchers
N UMBER OF COUNTRIES None
H IGHEST POINT Vinson Massif

5,140 m (16,863 ft)
AVERALt. THICKNESS OF ICE CAP

2,4 ';0 m (8,000 ft)

H

Icebergs

1

Currents beneath Antarctica's vast
ice shelves cause giant slabs of ice
ro break away, the largest of which
may be 200 km (I 24 miles) long.
As these enormous icebergs drift
nonh they slowly break up and
melt. Onlv rhe rop third of an
iceberg shows above the warer.
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Cross-section through Antarctica
The Transantarctic mountains divide rhe continent
of Antarcrica into Gr~ater and Lesser
Antarctica. Although the land itself is low.
th~ depth of th~ ice on rop of it makes
Amarctica rhe highe~t continent, with an
av~rag~ heighr of 2,100 m (6,900 fr).
The ice-cap was formed by the
build up of snow over rhe l~r
I 00,000 years and coma ins
90 per cent of the world's ice.

A

-

Antarctica has volcanic areas. An
active volcano, Mount Erebus,
lies on Ross Island on rhe edge of
the Ross Ice Shel( Ir forms parr
of the Transantarctic mountain
chain that includes peaks up
ro 4,5"70 m (I '5,000 ft) high.

Tourism

8
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Mount Erebus

r:al'f Poinsett

~st

Antarctzc
Ia Sheet (Lesser
Antarttica)

/

Ross Ice
Shelf

/

Transantarctic
Mountains
/

\ pproximately 6,000 km (3."728 m iles) from A

to

East Antarctic Ia
Sht>et (Greater
Antarctica)

Cruise ships bring around 9,000
people each year ro see Antarcrica's
coasrline and wildlife. A hotel now
exists on King George Island. Tourists
who venture on ro the ice must wear
insulated clorhing and goggles ro
protect their eyes from the glare.

B

B

Tourists shelrer in a whale skull
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ANTEATERS, SLOTHS
AND ARMADILLOS

Young
A female anteater gives
birth to a single young.
The young anteater travels
on its mother's back for
the first year of its life, by
which rime it is almost
half the size of its mother.

A BIZARRE GROUP of animals make up the
Anteater
order of mammals known as the edentates.
There are four s pec ies of anteater. The giant
They include the anteaters, armadillos,
anteater lives in grasslands; the other three species
and sloths, all of which, except the
live in forests and have pre hensile (grasping) tails
Giant ant~aUr
with which they hang from trees. Anteaters have
breaking into a
nine-banded armadillo, live in the tropical
urmiu mound.
long snouts and tongues to e nable them to collect
regions of South and Central America.
the termites and ants on which they feed. They
\
The name "edentate" means "without
locate the ir prey with their acute sense of
smell. The ir foreclaws are so large that
teeth'', but it is a m isleading term,
they n eed to walk on their knuckles.
as only the anteaters are toothless.
The claws are u sed to break open
In fact, some armadillos have more
termite n ests and for defence. If
threatened, they rear up on their
teeth than any oth er lan d mammal.
hind legs and try to
rip their oppo nent
with the ir claws.

Tongue
Anteaters have long sticky
tongut:s that can be pushed
deep into termite nests. The
tongue is covered in little
spines that point backwards,
making it very difficult for
ants and termites to escape.

Long bushy tail

Giant
anteater

Armadillo

Claws

Of the 21 spec ies of armadillo,
the largest is the giant armadillo,
whic h is 91 .5 e m (3 fr) in
length. Ir has up to 100 peg-like
teeth - twice as many as most
m a mmals - which are shed
when the animal reaches
adulthood. The smallest species,
the fairy armadillo, is less than
15 em (6 in) long. Armadillos
give birth to up to four young.
The nine-banded armadillo,
from North America, gives birth
to quadruplets o f
t he same sex.

Armadillos have large curved
claws. They use them to dig
into the ground to make
burrows, to escape predators,
and to find food. The giant
armadillo"s middle claw is
the largest claw in the animal
kingdom, measuring 18 em
(7 in) around the curve.

Sloth
Adapted to living upside down, sloths hang by the ir claws
from the branch es of trees. They can rotate their heads
through a 270° angle, allowing them to k eep their
head upright while thei r body remains inverted.
They eat, mate, give birth, and sp end their
entire life-cycle upside down . Sloth's h a ir
lies in the opposite direct ion from other
animals', to allow rain to run off. Only whe n
asleep do they adopt a more normal position,
b y squatting in the fork o f a tree. The re are
seven species of sloth; a ll are h e rbivorous.

Movement
Nine-banded
armadillo

. ... .

Sloths are very slow movers.
~~~
They rarely descend to the
-.ground as th<.y can only just
~
stand, but cannot walk. Thev
drag themselves along with
their claws. In water though,
they are good swimmers.
Sloth swimming

Body armour
Armadillo~

are enca,ed in 'bodv armour" formed bv
plat<.s made of bone. Soft skin lin~ the
plates together. giving them tl<.xibility. In mo•t
species the plates cover onlv the upper part of the
bodv. If threatened. some specie~. such as the threebanded armadillo, roll into a ball, while others make
for their burrow or dig themselves into the ground.
s~:parate

-
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CAMOUFLAGE
AND COLOUR

There are seven species of
pangolin, or scalv anteater.
They have much in common
with the edentates, but thev
belong to a diflerem order
called the Pholidota. They are
covered with scales attached to the
skin. Some species have a long,
prehemile tail that i~ used to grasp
brancht:s and also to lash out at
predators. They feed on termites.
ants. and larvae which they
Malayan pangolin
catch with their long tongues.

CONSERVAT ION

Camouflage
Due to the high humidity levels in the
rainforest. infestations of green algae
grow within a sloth's fur and cover its
coat. This acts as a camouflage and
makes the sloth less conspicuous. As
the seasons change, the algae change
colour to match the colour of the trees.

GIANT AN TEATER

Pangolin

armadillo

Female

GRASSLAND
WILDLI FE

MAMMALS

SCII:.'I IIFIC

NAM E

Myrmecophaga tridactyla
O RDER
fAM ilY

Edemata
Mvrmecophagidae

0 1~ TRIRlTTIUN

South America

H'\BirAT Gr.tsdands and qvannahs
DIET Termi tes, ants, and larvae
SIZE Length. including tail:
1.8.3 m (6ft)
LIFFWAN 25 years (in captivity)
RAI~l'OR.t.,)T

WILDl iFE

SOU TH AMFRICAN
WILDLIFE
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ANTS

AND

TERMITES

Anunnae are used to ptckup the scent ofpheromones.

FOR EVERY HUMAN, there
Ants
are 1,000,000 ants. Ants and An ts have two pairs of compound eyes, three single eyes, or
rwo antennae, and three pairs oflegs. Only queens and
termites are social insects that ocelli,
males have wings. A narrow waist connects rhe thorax and
Spiked
live in large colonies and have developed abdomen. Ants undergo complete metamorphosis, from an
1aws used to
attack prey
complex systems of communication. Ants egg to larval and pupal stages, before emerging as adults.
and predators.
They live in h uge groups and each am has a particular role.
are found worldwide, but, like termites, The queen runs rhe nest and mares wirh male ants. Workers Defence
If a nest is anacked, the
most of the 9,500 species
Pheromones are released
are female and gar her food ants release pheromones
from the abdomen
and nurse rhe eggs, larvae, ro warn each other. Mosr
of ant live in the tropics.
run for cover, but soldier
and pupae. Soldier ants, ants get aggressive and
There are more than
also female, guard rhe nest. defend the colony. They
arrack enemies with their
2,400 types of termite;
!=ommunication
large jaws, or sting them
Ams lay nails of pheromonesmany are blind, spending
and inject formic acid,
chemicals that smell - so that
which causes extreme
other anrs can tollow them
Thorax
their lives inside nests,
pain. Some ants even
bv using their sensitive antennae explode ro shower an
never seeing the light of day.
ro pick up the smell. This helps anacker in venom.
Wood ants
foraging teams home in on food.

Feeding

Ant nest
Mo.H ants live in nests or colonies,
usually underground. However. weaver
ants build nests out of leaves in trees.
and army ams build "live nests" of
worker ants. Normally, there is one
queen in a nest, but rhere are sometimes
several. Nests of AlL~tralian bull ants
contain up ro 600 ants, while some wood
ams' nests can house more than 300 million

''live nest~ made by anny ants

Termites

Many ants are omnivores and eat seeds, nectar, and invertebrates.
Army and driver ants are more carnivorous, and kill and eat prey
such as worms, spiders, and even some lizards.
Leaf-cuning ants are one of a few species
of herbivorous ants. They feed on a
type of fungus, which grows
on the chewed-up remains of
leaves and flowers that rhe
ants take back ro their nests.
Leaf-cutting ants

·chimneys"
allow warm
air to

Although often called white ants, term ites belong to a totally
different order, rhe Isoprera. Like ants, rermires live in large rise and
colonies. Unlike ams, termites do nor have waists, and rhe
male, called a king, does nor die after mati ng, bur lives wirh
rhe queen. They do nor go through complete metamorphosis,
bur grow up gradually through several nym phal stages.

Solid outer
walls are up
to 50 em
(20 in)
thick.

Termite mounds
Each species of termite has its own type of nest. Some build
rowers more than 6 m (20 ft) tall, which help maintain the
correct temperature and humidity of the nest at the base.
Others build mushroom-shaped mounds - the domed rop
deflects the rain away &om the nest below and has given these
insects their name of umbrella termites. Many termites do
not build nests above ground, bur live below the soil or inside
logs. Termites that live in uecs build their nests on branches

Workers
Worker termites build the
nest, collect food, and feed
the soldiers, king, and queen.
The nest is made from saliva,
soil, and their own faeces.
Most workers feed on wood
and have microscopic
organisms in their guts ro
break down the wood into
a more easily dige~ted torm.

Soldiers
Like ants, termites have soldiers.
Termites cannot sting, but defend
themsdves in other ways. Some
soldiers have large jaws that can
cur through flesh; others squirt a
poisonous stickv liquid from a special
no7 Lie on their heads. Some nests have no soldiers - the
termites defend themselves by vibrating their bodies against
the side of their nest, making rhe sound of a hissing snake.

Queen and king
A queen termite can reach more than 15 em
(6 in) in length. Her ovaries make her so
large. She can lay up ro 30,000 eggs a
day. The king remains by the queen's side
and mates with her several rimes ro
fertilize all the eggs.

-
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lit•ing
qMrters \

Soft inner
walls
Food

Fungw•
gardens are areas
where fungi grow
on termites' faeces
and break down the
celluJose within them
The termites feed on
the products releas<.d
and the fungi its& /

WOO D ANT
SCIENTIFIC NAME Formtca

FAMILY Formicidae
0 ISTRIRl TION Europe

_

ARTHROPODS

INSECTS

Royal
chamber

_Thick
piliLZr
support ·
nest.

Termites_
spread water
on walls to
coo/the nest

ANIMAL
BEHAVIO L R

rufo

0 RDI:.R Hvmenoprera

M O NGOOSES
AND UVETS

M USHROOMS AND
OTHER FUNGI

HABITAT Woods and torests
D IET Omnivorous, feeding on seed~
and invertebrates
SILE Workers 6-8 mm (0.24-0.31 in)
in length; queen 10-13 mm
(0.4-0.5 in) in length
liFESPAN Workers live for 3-4 months;
rhe queen lives for about I 5 years

N ESTS AND
BURRO\X~

WOODL.AI\. D
WI LDLIFE

A PART H EID see SOUTH AFRICA HISTORY OF • AQUEDUCTS see PORTS AND WATFRWAYS • ARAC HNIDS see

~PIDERS

AND SCORPIONS

Discovery

ARCHAEOLOGY

Archaeological sires are
found during building
work, through reading
historical documents,
geophysical surveys
(rhe study of rhe soil's
structure), and field
walking (recording
above-ground objects).

U~"JKIND HAS ALWAYS

been fascinated by the question of
who we are, where we came from, and how we used to live.
Archaeology is the study _o f our ~ast, from early prehistory
onward, using the matenal remains of our ancestors and
the possessions they left behind. Over thousands of years, evidence
of human activity, such as camp fires, rubbish tips, and dwellings,
become buried. Archaeological teams discover these sites and
uncover this evidence by careful excavation. The material is then
conserved and studied in order to help the archaeologist piece
together a picture of how people lived and died in the past.
J7th-cmtury
floor.

Excavation

Iro n Age fo rt, England

Aerial photography
Horizontal and vertical lines seen &om the air ofren ~how
medieval snip fields, ancient roads, walls, and ditches. Aerial
photography done when the sun is low shows varying
surface levels, moisture levels, and veget.uion mmt clearly.
Pickax~

19th-cmtury
drain

Archaeological sires are
excavated by layers. Workers
remove rhe top, most recent
layer and work down,
uncovering older, deeper
levels. The study of these
layers and the items they
contain is called stratigraphy.
Finds

Stratigraphy

Archaeologists usually draw
or photograph the artefacts
(objects) to make a visual
record. They carefully
measure and
record the shapes,
colours, decorations,
and ages of any
artefacts or features.
This helps
archaeologists link
and relate different
objects and sites.

By revealing features such as ditches,
post holes, and floors, stratigraphy
gives information abour the history of
a site, and the people who lived there.
In urban areas, such as London,
surface levels rise as debris is shovelled
in to level the ground before
rebuilding. Because it shows a chronological sequence, stratigraphy was
used to date sites before
radioCMbon dating was in\ented.
Cross sect ion throu gh
a d ig, City of London

Brick-lin~d w~/1.

c./800

/14th-cmtury

chalk-lin~d wspit

\ Roman t1kd floor

A cradk hoisud th~ ship from
th~uab~d. \

Investigation

Underwater archaeology
Sites beneath the sea or in lakes are more difficult to
excavate than those on land because shifting silt or
sand causes poor visibilirv. However marine sites
often preserve materials, such as the wood of the
16th-century ship, the Mary Rose, which would
usuallv be lost on drv land. Conservation may
involve treatment with water. scaling with
chemicals. or careful drying.

Buried objects are fragile, and decay
quickly after excavation. To stabilize
them, rhey are cleaned and conserved.
After conservation, an object can be
studied. The material of which iris
made, irs function, and irs dare are
Salt waur has
recorded. It may then
cauud corrosion
be photographed and
displayed in a m useum.

Timeline

I 812 Scholars decipher
Egyptian hieroglyphs.

I 7 48 Pompeii discovered.

....._ To
on

19 22 Howard Carter
discovers the tomb of
Turankhamun.

1861 Evans and
Prestwich confirm the
antiquity of humans,
and humans' association
with extinct animals.

I 93 I Louis Leakey
begins excavations at
Olduvai Gorge.

18 12 Abu Simbel

I 89 1 Homo u~crus

di~covered.

material found.

194 0 Archaeologist~
discover prehistoric
Lascaux cave paintings.

-

A SIA,
H ISTORY O F

BRONZL
AGE

E UROPE,
H ISTO RY OF

cons~rv~ th~

th~

wood, chilled waur is sprayed
ship 20 hours a day.

The l1ary Ros~ in dry d ock

1799 An officer in Napoleon's
armv discovers the Rosetta
Stone, which features 6thcentury IlL hieroglyphs.

I

Tools
Archaeologists
use shovels and
handpicks to
remove the topsoil.
Then smaller hand
tools are used, such
as dental picks,
teaspoons, and
trowels to excavate
delicate objects.

Mortimer Wheeler

194 9
Radiocarbon
dating is
developed.
19 74 Donald
johanson
discovers
"Lucy",
an earlv
hominid.

H UMAN
EVO LL'TION

Austra/op,thecus, an
early human a ncestor

PREH ISTORIC
PEO PlE

S TONE
AGE

The greatest field archaeologist of the day, Wheeler
(1890- I 976) set up the
lnstirure of Archaeolog}~
London. He developed
new excavation methods,
and made archaeology
popular rhrough TY. In
1944. he became D irectorGeneral of Archaeology in
India, and investigated the
Indus Vallev Civilization.
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Archaeological finds from the Mary Rose
Weapons

Cloud
hand
H ailshot
pieces

Swivel
gun s

Lint h~ld
atthi. end

Longbows
made of yew

Lmstock
hand/~

Demi cannon, a cast
bronze muzzle loader

Wooden
linstocks held the
slow match 'lim), which the crew
used to light gunpowder in cannon.

Stone. iron, and lead shot,
used tor cannon

Culverin, a cast
bronze muzzle loader

Breech loader gun.
made of wrought 1ron

Shipboard equipment

~

Wooden
razor handles

Personal
sundial

Ceramic medicme jar

Bronze coolong pot, used
for communal meals

An angel a I ';45
gold com

Wooden
tankard

Pewter spoon and plates were used
at the captain's dmner table.

Clothing and personal

Wooden comb
lnkpot. made
ot horn

Leather jerkin
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Backgammon set

' Y~w and sprua in/a_y

Leather flask for storing
wine or water

Leather book cover

ARCH IM EDES see FORCE AN D MOTION

ARCHITECTURE

Ornament

to a functional
factory, architecture is the art of planning a building.
The word also refers to the different building styles
seen throughout history. Looking at changes in
architecture tells us about earlier societies: the materials that
were available to their builders, the skills mastered by their
engineers, and the social ideals that they
wished to express in their public buildings.
D ome metalling.

n

FROM A TOWERING SKYSCRAPER

Architectural features

Cross
and orb /

The main structural and functional features of
a building are the roof, arches and walls, doors,
and windows. The architect combi nes the
practical knowledge of how to construct these
with a sense of how to combine shape, space,
and light to suit the fu nction
of the build ing itself.

Church of the
Sorbonne, Paris,
France, 17 th
century

Lanurn
(tu"et with
windows)
providrs
ltght - - - -i
Domron

Vault
Groin
Groin vault,
where two barrel
vaults intersect
Round arch

Early in the lOth century, many
Western architects rejected all
forms of building ornament. This
is rare: most buildings fro m other
periods and cultures use ir
extensively. and even a simple
building will usually have some
decoration ro reflect rhe rasre of
irs owner. The ancient G reeks,
for instance, carved rhe tops, or
capitals. of columns ro dignify
their mosr prestigious buildings.
The distinct decorations were
based on styles called orders.

Doric order

Corinthian order

Hortzontal
bramsadd
strmgth to

Pitched roof,
supporting
frame

Dome

Roof

Domes - curved, solid roofs were first built on palaces and
religious buildings as striking
symbols of rhe building's
status. They are often difficult
ro build, and have been
constructed in various shapes:
the Dome of rhe Rock in
Jerusalem is hemispherical: rhe
"onion"-shaped dome is a
popular feature of many
Russian and Bavarian buildings.

All roofs are designed for
rhe practical purpose of
providing protection from
rhe weather. The design
md covering used will
reflect rhe local climare: for
instance, in a wer country
a sloping (pitched) roof
willler rain run off. Roofs
can also be ingenious and
beautiful, such as when
crowning an ornate castle.

Arch and vault
An arch is a curved or pointed structure thar bridges a
gap; ir musr carry rhe weight of rhe wall, floor, or roof
above, and irs structure allows ir ro support greater weight
than a flar slab can. A vaulr is simplv an arched ceiling.

Italian archirecr Filippo
Brunelleschi (1377-1446)
returned ro rhe use of
Classical features,
rejecting rhe Gothic
sryle. Architects all
across Europe followed
his example.

Classical Europe
Classical architecture is that of the ancient
G reeks and Romans. Both built by laying
stones on top of each other, or by resting
beams on columns. The Romans also
developed the arch, vault, dome, and the
use of concrete to develop curved spaces.
Use of concrete
Chedp and durable, rhis
mareri.tl. allowed Roman
archirecrs ro cover vast
curved spaces. which
were impossible
ro construct
before.

Opening

Dome, 43 m
(142ft)
OITOH

I
I

Symbolism
The Pantheon is a temple
builr ro all the Roman
gods. Lighr comes through
an opening in irs vasr
dome and moves around
rhe interior, lighting rhe
curved walls. lr is as if even
the Universe turns around
rhe centre of rhe building,
symbolizing rhe power of
the Roman deities.

Building in novations
Eight-sidrd spire,
built using
scaffolding and
woodrn cranes __

Gothic
T his distinctive, ornate European
style emerged in the 12th
century, and was used mainly in
cathedrals and churches. Features
include pointed arches and
windows, and elaborate stone
tracery used to divide the
ope!1ings in window arches.

The pointed arch and
Aving buuress were
innovations rhat allowed
Gorhic churches ro soar
higher than had been
possible before. Pointed
arches can support heavier,
railer structures rhan
round arches. The flying
buuress is a stone rib
which extends down and
away from rhe walls,
transferring weight ro the
ground, and giving extra
support ro a roof or walls.

Pointed arch

Flying buttress

Pointed arch filkd
with traury ~
Ouur wall
faud with
brick

Walls 6 m
(21ft)
thick _ __

Pitched roof_

Corinthian
column

Entranu
porch, or
portico_
T he Pantheon, Rome, Italy, completed c. AD 128

O ld St. Paul's
Cathedral,
london,
England,
1087-1666
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Southeast Asia and the Middle East

Early American civilizations

T he traditional architectural styles of Asia and the
M iddle East remained the same fo r centuries. Both
were heavily influenced by religious belief: Buddhism
and Hinduism in southern Asia, and Islam in the
M iddle East. T he style of buildings was determined
by climate, and the materials available
to local builders. As early as the 7 th
century, wooden temples and
monasteries were being built in
China and Japan.

The Aztecs, who ruled in what is now
Mexico &om the 14th to 16th centuries,
built stone pyramids to their gods. The
remains of five separate temples have been
found at Tenochtitlan, built one on top of
the other as new rulers erected bigger
temples on the same site.

islamic decoration
fovours geometric
patterns and
calligraphy.

I

South and East Asia
Many of the distinctive features
of this area's architecture
originated in Buddhist India. An
example is the mulri-sroreved
pagoda, a temple which seems ro
stretch towards Heaven. Ir was
developed initially in Japan and
China bur was based on the
spires found on early Indian
temples. An imponam feature of
many traditional Asian buildings
is their imaginative roof forms.

Islamic architecture
The most important buildings in Islamic
countries are usually mosques and tombs. The
mosque is the centre of a M uslim community, and
provides space for group worship. Ir contains a
prayer hall, often with a domed roof, and may
also have a courtyard. A minaret, from which the
faithful are called to prayer, is a typical feature

. Remams of
dzffirent tempks

covenng

Baroque and Neoclassical

The 19th and 20th centuries

The Baroque style emerged in early 17thcentury Europe. It introduced buildings
with ornate decoration, complex shapes,
and d ramatic lighting. It was followed by
the N eoclassical style, which revived the
more restrained C lassical traditions. T his
was partly as a reaction to Baroque excess.

T he development of new, very strong materials
made it possible to construct build ings which were
often highly original in style and owed little to the
past. Helped by better technology, architects
turned to glass, steel, and concrete to express their
vision of modern architecture.

Neoclassical
church,
France,
1764

Ceramic
tzles

Main hall

Opera H ouse,
S} dney,
Amualia,
1973

Steel
Following the arrival of
reinforced steel, very tall
strucrures could be built
for the first time. An
internal steel skeleton
suppons the weight of a
skyscraper, such as the
102 storeys of the
Empire State Building.

Limestone and

Interlocked vaults

Skyscrapers

The dramatic profile of the Opera House
dominates Svdney Harbour. The building's
roof of interlocked vaults, made from
reinforced concrete covered with gleaming
riles, resembles a ship in sail

The invention of the lift during the 19th
century made it practical ro build skyscrapers,
and the first appeared in Chicago. USA, in
the 1880s. Today. most are constructed for
large businesses: thev convey perfectly an
•mage of wealth. size, and strength.

Proposed
design

Le Corbusier

Architects
An architect designs a building
and oversees its construction.
Successful architects become
very well-known. Until
recently, architects drew large
numbers of plans to instruct
builders and engineers. Much
of this work is now carried
out on computer.

Le Corbusier was the name used by the
Swiss-french Charles Edouard Jeanneret
(1887-1965), the most influential 20thcentury architect. Le Corbusier
promoted the use of new materials
and construction techniques. His
imaginative buildings favoured plain.
ofi:en severe, geometric forms.

Timeline
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2650 BC 1 he Step
Pyramid in Egypt is
designed.

8 2 Colosseum built
in Rome. D ozens of
stone arches support the
walls of this stone arena.

c.300 Be Buddhist
temple mounds
appear in India.

690-850 Earlv Islamic
buildings are designed
around courrvards.

AD

1100-1 500 Gothic
churches built in Europe.
c. l 420 Renaissance
begins in Iralv;
architects return ro the
elegant, ordered values
of Classical builders.

19th centu ry
Industrial Revolution:
mass-produced
materials transform
construction.

1920s International
\1odernism begins,
typified by glass-andsteel rowers and flatroofed. white houses.
B l.J ILDING AND

CONSTRUCTION

1970s Postmodernism
develops. It refers ro
past styles, in a
humourous wav. Strong
colours are popular.
CHURCHES AND
CAT H EDRALS

1990s Eco-friendly
architecture reflc:cts
environmental concerns
about energy-saving and
recycling.
CITIES

MOSQUES

Architecture
Gothic, Renaissance, and Baroque

Carved
stone

/an urn
Magnifiunt
Gothic
cathrdral

Two lions
flank the
entrance. ....-

'IJotre Dame, Paris. France:
built from I 163 ro 1250

Ribbed dome
tksigned by
Michelangelo

Carved
stone
figures

Capilla del Salvador, Ubeda, Spain: one of
Spain's finest Renaissance churches, it was
designed bv three 16th-cenrury architects.

Carlo Maderno
(c.J 556-1629)

Milan Cathedral, haly, is one of the largest Gothic
in the world. Building began in rhe 14th
cemury, bur was nor completed for 500 years.
churche~

Modern architecture
Arched
sunburst,
typical of
1920s' styk
knoum as
':4rt Deco

Two towen
linked by
means ofa
central
atrium.

I

135 spires
crown the
roof

Facade by

St. Peter's, Rome, Italy. took over a cenrurv ro build (I 106--1614).
lr involved all the great architects of rhe Roman Renaissance
and Baroque, including Michelangelo Buonarroti (I 471-1 164)

Windows give
the effict ofglass
curtains

Framework

St. Paul's Cathedral, London,
Britain: built in the Baroque style.

Palacio de las Cadenas, Ubeda, Spain: built during the mid-16th century.
The Classical facade shows the elegance of Renai~.,ance buildings.

Designed
in 1942,
compuud
in 1960

Bauhaus Building, Dessau, Germam
builr from steel and concrete in the
lmernarional Modern Sryle (1925-26).

Dt'Scmdi,zg
_ _ _ spiral galury

_........----....!!

Guggenheim Museum, :\"ew York, USA: a
~running, inno~ati~e design by the great US
architect Frank Lim d Wright (I R69-1959)

Stt't'l and
concrete
structure

I

n n
Centu n To" er,
Tok-yo, Japan,
completed in 1991.

•

I

..•

"

Palace of rhe Srarues
Rome, lral~. completed
during the 1910~.

Spire of rhe Ch(}sler Building,
an oHice block in Nev. York,
USA (completed 1930).

Great Arch, Paris. France,
completed in 1989, houses
an exhibition gallerv.

Seagra m Building,
New \ork, USA,
completed in 1958.
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ARCTIC OCEAN
ONE OF THE COLDEST places
on Earth, the Arctic Ocean is
surrounded by the northern parts
of Europe, Asia, North America,
~~
and Greenland. These icy lands
are rich in minerals and wildlife, but are home
to few people. In summer, when temperatures
reach ooc (32°F), warm currents from the
Pacific and Atlantic melt some of the ice.
With the help of icebreakers to clear their
path, ships are able to sail along the coasts
of Asia and North America.
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Physical features

ARCTIC OCEAN FACTS

T he Arctic is the smallest
and shallowest of the world's
oceans. Most of irs surface is
covered by a frozen mass of
floating ice about 2 m (6 fr)
thick. T he North Pole lies
in the centre of the Arctic
O cean on d rifting pack ice.

~.

ARL\ 14.089.600 sq km

(5,440.000 sq miles)
AVERAGE DEPTH I ,330 m (4.360 fr)
AVERAGE ICE THICKNF.!>S 1.5- 3 m
(4.9-9.8 ft)

N<•<•a11a Zem/11•
au- f.N.l

LoWEST TPviPFRATURI:. -70°C (-94°F)
on northeast tip of Greenland

WanJi
~

Franz fo

II

f

Lmd

(Ru s. Fed.
c;,·albard

Icebergs
Giant icebergs break off
glaciers in Greenland and
drift south into the North
Atlantic Ocean. They rise
up to 120m (400 fr)
above sea-level. As only
a fraction of an iceberg
shows above water, they
are a shipping hazard.
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Gree n l a nd
(Denmark)
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Murmansk
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Arctic peoples
About 800,000 indigenous people live
in the Arctic. The Yu'pik of Alaska are
parr of the Eskimo group that includes
Inuit in Canada and Greenland and Yuit
in Siberia. Many have given up nomadic
life and now live in villages. The Arctic
is the workplace of about 2,000,000
engineers and traders from the south.

Tromse •

EU R0 P f

Greenland

G REENLAND

~...~~ Although Greenland is

FA CTS

the world's largest island,
irs permanent ice cover means few
people live there. T he most populated
area is the southwest coast, where rhe
climate is less extreme than the bleak
centre. The island is a self-governing
territory of
Denmark.

CAPITAL CITI' Nuuk
(Godthadb)
ARl:A 2,175,600 sq km
(840,000 sq miles)
POPliU\TION 56.000
M AI N U\NGUAGF.S
Danish, Greenlandic
M AJOR Rtf IGION
Christian
C URRF NCY Dmish krone

Fishing
Cod, haddock, halibut,
and shrimp fishing are the
mainstay of Greenland's
economv. Fish-processing
factories freeze and can the
fish for export to Europe
and the USA.
Much of the
cod is mdde
in to fish fingers.

Northern lights
On ddrk nights, spectacular coloured
lights, or Aurord, can be seen in the
sky. Caused by electricity in the upper
dtmmphere, they are brightest in mid
wimer when rhe sun never rises dod
invisible in summer due to 24-hour sun.
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ARGENTINA, CHILE,

AND

URUGUAY

THE SOUTHERN PART of South America is occupied

by three countries: Argentina, Chile, and Uruguay.
Lying between the Pacific and Atlantic Oceans,
South America's southernmost point, Cape Horn, lies
only about I ,000 km (600 miles) from the northern tip of Antarctica.
Once part of the Spanish Empire, all three countries still show strong
European influences. Their vast mineral resources have resulted in
some prosperity, but all have agricultural economies and have suffered
under a series of unstable governments.
A

c

Physical features
D om inating the west of the
region, the Andes Mountains form
a rugged fro ntier berween Chile
and Argentina. The hot, hum id
land of the G ran C haco covers
the northeast, tu rning to rolling
grassland, known as pampas, in
the centre. So uth of this and the
arid plateau of Patagonia, lie the
windy islands of Tierra del Fuego.

D

2

Forming a barrier between Chile and
its eastern neighbours, Bolivia and
Argenrina, the vast Andes mountain
chain stretches for about 8,000 krn
(5,000 miles). Nearly half of its mighty
snow-capped peaks lie along Chile's long
eastern border with Argenrina, including
Mounr Aconcagua, an extinct volcano.
which, ar 6,960 m (22,835 fr). is the
highest peak in South America.

0
4

u

Atacama Desert
The hot Atacama Desert is one of the world's
driest places. It covers the northern 965 km
(600 miles) of Chile's long coastal strip. and
receives less than 13 mm (~in) of rain in a
ye.tr. By contrast. the Paragon ian Desert, in
the far south of Argentina, ne.1r Antarctica,
is a v.lSt, icy-cold expan~e of windswept rocks.

Pampas
Also known as the Entre Rios, the natural grasslands of the p.tmp.ts cover about 20 per
cent of Argentina and extend north into Uruguay, where three-quarters of the land is rich
pasture. Much of the ~ast pampas h.!S hot summers, w.trm winters. plentv of rain, .tnd
deep. fenile soil, making the area ideal for growing crops and for r.1ising cattle and sheep.

9

J\1estizos

We<t fa/klan

II

Falkland Is.
fU K )

Lar

12

Hu'r•l

\1ore th.tn three-quarters of the
people in this region descend from
Europeans. most of whom moved
from Spain or halv in the 20th
cenrurv. Many of the Europeans
intermarried with Native Americans
giving rise to mestizos. people of
mixed ancestrv. Like their ancestors.
most people are Roman C.ttholics
and are close to their extended
familie~. ,\1anv of them run
succe~~ful bminesses.
M an and child at an Easter festival

762mm
(30 in)

Regional climate
Chile's long. narrow shape gives it
an extremelv varied climate. Desert
and mountains in the north give
way to fertile valleys. with hot.
drv summers and mild. moist winters.
Argentina's southern Andean peaks
and P.n.tgoni.m glaciers have ye.trround snow; rhe north is hotter .md
wetter. Uruguav is mild and pleasant.
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Argentina

People
More than 89 per cent of
Argentina's people live in towns and
cities and most enjoy a high standard
of living. However, cirv slums, or
ori/las, illustrate the sharp contrast
between the country's rich and poor.
It was in the slums that rhe tango,
the traditional dance of Buenos Aires,
originated, in the late 1800s. Many
tangos contain lyrics rhar express rhe
frustrations of the immigrants who
came from Spain, lralv, Austria,
France, Germany, and Britain. The
tango is now famous worldwide

After Brazil, Argentina is
the second largest country
in South America. It is separated from
Uruguay by the Rio de Ia Plata estuary,
on which irs capital, Buenos Aires,
stands. Argentina is one of the wealthiest
countries in South America, with fertile
soils, a wealth of mineral resources, and
a skilled work-force. H owever, years
of political instability have left huge
overseas debts, which caused the
economy to collapse at the end of 200 1.

ARGENTINA FACTS
CAPI [AL CITY Buenos Aires
AREA 1,736,690 sq km
( 1.056,636 sq miles)
POPULATION 37 ,000,U00
MAI N LANGUAGE Spanish
MAJOR RELIGION Christian
C URRENCY Argentinian peso
-

LU-1: t:XPECIANCY 73 years

---

PEOPLE PER DOC lOR 3 70
GOVERNMENT Multi-parry democracy
---

-

ADULT LITERACY 97%

Couple dancing the tango

Food

Buenos Aires
Situated on rhe South Arlantic
coast, Argentina's capital has been
an imporrant trade porr since it
was founded bv the Spanish in
1536. Buenos Aires is a wealthy,
sophisticated ciry, with expensive
shops, fine avenues, and modern
buildings, as well as a spectacular
old cathedral. The ciry is the
centre of government, industry,
and culture. Almost 40 per cent
of Argentinians, numbering about
14,000,000, live in the metropolitan
capital, referring to it as "Baires".

14 per sq km
(3 5 per sq utile)

89%
Urban

11 %
Rural

High-qualiry beef, which is produced
throughout Argentina. is used as a
base for many local dishes, such as
empanadaJ, or savoury mince pastries.
Every restaurant has a barbeque grill,
or pari/kula. As a cheaper alternative
to meat, manv people ear small potato
dumplings called noquis, which were
introduced by Italian immigrants.

I Noquis

Government buildings

Newspapers
More rhan 180 daily newspapers
are published every day in Argentina.
Most are in Spanish, but English,
French, and German papers are widely
available. In rhe past, dictatorships
have imposed censorship on rhe
media, and today's government
withdraws adverrising from those
who do nor supporr irs policies.

Schooling
Farming
Agriculture accounts for about
60 per cent of Argentina's
exporr earnings. The country
is a major producer of wheat,
barley, and maize, which
flourish on rhe pampas, and
is rhe world's third largest
producer of soya beans. Fruit,
especially oranges, grows
well in rhe warm climate,
and grapes are produced
for wine-making.

,

Literacy is high in Argentina, and free-state
primary and secondary education is provided.
Schooling is compulsory for all children
between the ages of six and 14, and more
than one-third of all students go on to one
of Argentina's 45 universities. Buenos Aires
has the largest universiry in South America,
with 140,000 students.

Harv~ting

bar/q on the
firtile pampas

Theuwomm
work in a fishpacking plant
and must wear
hats for hygime.

Gauchos
Tough, independent gauchos.
or cowhands, have roamed
rhe pampas on horseback
for more than 300 years,
rending carrie and horses.
Modern gauchos work
mainly on huge ~tancias,
or ranches, owned by
wealthy landlords, where
they rear animals and
mend fences.
Gauchos are
experrs in handling
herds and are rhe national
heroes of Argentina.
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Industry
About 30 per cent of rhe labour force works in
industry. Textiles, food production, and chemical
products dominate business. The country is selfsufficient in oil and gas, and rich in minerals.
1

Woo/un poncho, Falkland Islands
or cloak, for
Britain and Argentina have fought over ownership
warmth at night of the Falkland Islands, or Islas Malvinas, since the
British claimed the islands from the Spanish in 1833.
In 1982, an Argentine invasion of the islands was
overrhrov. n, and the British continue to hold them

The Falkland
Islands lie 480 km
(300 mius) east
ofArgrntina.

ARGENTINA , C HI LE, AN D U RU G UAY

Chile

Mapuche
Descended from the original
inhabitants of South America, the
Mapuche people are also known as
the Araucanians. About 675,000
Mapuche live in the central and
southern regions of Chile. They
follow the Roman Catholic religion
and speak their own language, as well
as Spanish. The Mapuche people
have fought for independence since
the 16th century and are still at
odds with the Chilean government
Q uechua and Aymara Indians also
live in the country, in the north.

A long and extremely
narrow country, Chile
measures, at most, only about
30 km (267 miles) wide.
\1osr C hileans live in cities
and towns in the C entral
\alley, between the low coastal
mountains to the west and the
toweri ng Andes on the east.
The cold, stormy southern
coast is flanked by thousands
of islands, whose waters provide
rich fishing gro unds. Chile has
a strong economy rooted in
irs natural resources: minerals,
frui t, sea products, and t im ber.

AREA 748,800 sq km
(289,112 sq miles)

---·---

POPI LATION 15,200,000
MA IN l.ANt..UALE Spanish

------

·- - - - - -

MAJOR RELIGION Christian
C URRENCY Chilean peso

LIFE EXPECTANCY 75 years
-----PEOPLE PER DOCTOR 909
G OVERN'\tENl Multi-parry democracy
ADULT LITERACY 96%

Crabs ar~ put
into small
baskm.
20 per sq km
(53 per sq mile)

84%
Urban

16%
Rural

Th~ Chuquicamata
coppa mm~. 670 m
(2,200ft)

Santiago
Located in the heart of Chile, the
capital, Santiago, is a bustling,
modern city. The city and suburbs
house about five million people.
Santiago is known for severe traffic
congestion, and has one of the
highest taxi densities in the world,
with one per 100 inhabitants. About
3,600 km (2,236 miles) of PanAmerican Highway runs through
Santiago, bur high smog levels over
the city concern environmentalists.

Copper

Some of Santiago's 14,500 buses
on Avenue Campama

Chile leads the world in the
production of copper ore, of
which it owns about 20 per
cent of known reserves. The
Central Valley, which extends
for 1,600 km (994 miles), has
the world's largest underground
copper mine, located at El
Teniente. Chuquicamata, in
the bleak Atacama Desert, is
one of the largest open-cast
copper mines in the world.
The country also mines iron,
gold, and silver.

_....

de~p

Wine
Fishing

Vineyards first planted
by Spanish colonists
in the 1500s have
benefited from the
hot, dry summers in
the Central Valley.
Today, about 320,000
ronnes (350,000 tons)
of Chilean wines,
red from Cabernet
Sauvignon grapes and white
from Chardonnay grapes, are
exported all over the world.

Although less than one per
cent of the people work in
the fishing industry, Chile
leads the world in fishmeal
production. In a good year,
around 6,000 tonnes of
sardines, anchoveras,
mackerel, and salmon are
caught and processed.
Puma Arenas, on the Strait
of Magellan in the south,
is the industry's centre.

URUG UAY FACTS

Uruguay

CAPITAL CITY Montevideo

~

O ne of the smallest countries in South
~ America, Uruguay is also one of rhe
most prosperous and harmonious. More than
40 per cent of irs people, about 1,449,900,
live in Montevideo, the capital, chief port,
and largest city. The rest are scattered over
the vast lowland pastures. Uruguay has a high
tourist rare, mainly because
of irs sandy beaches
and fin e weather.

ARfA 174,810 sq km (67,494 sq miles)
POPULATION 3,300,000
MAI N LANGUAGE Spanish
MAJOR RELIGION Christian

------

C URRENCY Uruguayan peso

Wool
Three-quarters of Uruguay is rich, green
pasture that provides excellent grazing land for
irs 25,000,000 sheep and 10,000,000 cattle.
The land provides work fur
nearly half the population.
Uruguay is the world's
second biggest producer of
wool, and textiles made
from wool account for
about 20 per cent of
Uruguavan exports.

Hydroelectricity
More than 90 per cent of Uruguay's power
is generated through hydroelectricity. The
main hydroelectric plants are situated on
the country's major rivers, the Uruguay and
its tributary, the Rio Negro, which both
widen out into the Rio de Ia Plata
estuary. H uge turbines have been buih
across the rivers, so that as the water
rushes through, it turns the turbines
and makes electricity.

People
There are 11 times as many
sheep, cattle, and horses as
people in Uruguay. Most
Uruguayans are of Spanish
or Italian descent. They enjoy
considerable prosperity, largely
due to the wealth from earlier
cattle ranching in the country.
CHRISTIANITY

CHILE FACTS
CAPTIAL CITY Santiago

DANCE

D ESERTS

ENERGY

FAR.\1ING

GRASSLAND
WI LDLIFE

Hand-made scarf
NATIVE
AMERICANS

SOUTH AMERICA,
HISTORY O F

T EXTILES
AND WEAVING
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History of armies

ARMIES
FROM ANCIENT TIMES to the present day,
the role of an army has always remained
the same - to attack enemy territory and
defend the country from attack. Armies
usually work in close partnership with air and naval
forces. Throughout history, foot soldiers called infantry
have done most of the fighting, supported by troops on
horseback called cavalry. Today, cavalry have been
replaced on the battlefield by armoured tank units.

The world's fi rst armies,
raised in Assyria, Egypt,
China, and India, were illtrained, undisciplined
civilians fo rced to fight for
their leaders. The ancient
G reeks introduced
compulsory m ilitary service
and rigorous training for
their civilian army. Later,
the Romans established the
fi rst professional (paid)
army to protect irs empire.

Ancient Greece
Each Greek ciry-srate ·had its own
army. Greek soldiers were so well
regarded that other countries hired
them ro fight on their behal£

SAS survival kit

Modern army

/GilJ mllJk

.L:>

British SAS personal equipment

Q;

Combat troops fighting in the front line
need plenty of support. Engineers, for
example, repair damaged roads and bridges
to help troops cross rough terrain. O ther
support staff includes doctors and nurses
to treat wounded soldiers, caterers to feed
the army, and communications experts.

Miniature
harpoons

Wtre saw

Stu/fire!
lighter

""

Fire-kindling tin

Recruitment

Specialist units

In some countries, the
army is made up entirely
of volunteer recruits who
willingly join the army
for a fixed period of rime.
In other coumries. the
army is made up largely
of conscripts - that is.
young people required by
law ro spend a number of
ye.us in the army.

Most armies have units of troops
trained ro carry out specialist tasks,
such as reconnaissance missions and
sabotage raids behind enemy lines,
tackling terrorists, and rescuing
hostages. These units include the US
Army's Green Berets and the British
Special Air Service (SAS).

/W&istb~lt

loop

British Army
recruitment poster
British officer's
shoulder strap

Training

Officers

Modern we.1pons use advanced
technolog't. so troop~ need ro be nor just
physicallv fir but also able ro make splitsecond decisions and operate highly
complex computerized equ•pment. For
this reason. technical instruction is just
as important a part of a soldier's training
as exercise and parade-ground drill.

Sometimes, .1rmies are set
up by groups of people
struggling to overthrow
the existing governmem
or achieve independence
for their country or
region. Their supporters
call them freedom
fighters, but those who
oppose them call them
rerrori~rs. Such groups
ofren stage spectacular
bomb arucks ro gain
publicirv for their cause.

ARMOUR
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, Thigh strap
Reinforced
to~cap

An army needs a strong chain of
command. from the highest to the
lowest ranks, so that orders are passed
on quickly md clearly. Officers receive
training in leading .1nd inspiring their
troops. Officers' ranks are shown by
special symbols on their uniforms.

Non-combat roles

Terrorist armies

ARMS AND

Italian officer's
cap badge

When a nation is at peace, irs
army still has a vi ral role to
play. For example, when
natural disasters occur - such
as earthquakes, floods, or
fami nes - an army can bring
in med ical supplies and food, Peacekeeping
and restore communications To separate warring sides in a civil
war or to keep the peace once a
links and electricity and
ceasefire has been negotiated. the
water supplies. Armies can
United Nations (UN) often sends
also help to establish peace
multinational forces consisting of
troops from manv different armies.
in other war-torn countries.
COLD
WAR

F ELDALISM

GREECE,
o\""'CIE!'.IT

KN IGHTS AND
H ERALDRY

Ro~tAN

E\ 1PI RE

UN ITED
NATIONS

Crisis response
Armies need to react quickly and
dficiendy in rimes of crisis. Huge
c.1rgo aircr.1ft carrv supplies, trucks,
and even sm.11l tanks to the crisis
area, while passenger planes rake
troops and orher personnel.

WARFARE

WEAPONS

WARiiHIPS

Horm

A.RMS AND ARMOUR

Armour
A suit of armour had to protect
against weapons, yet it also had to
be comfortable enough to wear
all day. Different cul tures used
various materials, such as leather
or metal, to achieve these aims.

WARRIORS OF THE PAST attacked with slashing

swords, sharp spears, flying arrows, deadly axes,
and crushing clubs. All of these arms, or
weapons, could kill, so fighters protected
themselves with armour: tough coverings of wood,
leather, or metal. The invention of firearms in the 14th
century made armour useless, because metal plates thick
enough to deflect bullets were too heavy to wear. By the
16th century, arms and armour were strictly for show.
Modern soldiers may still wear shiny breastplates and
carry swords or spears on parade, but they swap them
for guns and bullet-proof vests on the battlefield.

Arms

Samurai,
1300s

Pauldron and
b~sag~w prouct
shouldrr and
armpit.

B~vor

proucts

low~r [au.

Japanese samurai
Samurai armour was
made of many small
metal or leather scales
laced together with
coloured silks. Armour
became more decorative
when firearms removed
its protective value.

A mau was ~ffictiv~
against piau armour.

The simplest arms - clubs - are extensions of a
figh ter's fist, delivering a knock-out punch from a
greater distance. Most hand arms, however, aim
to wound by cutting the body. Swords, daggers,
and lances do this for hand-to-hand fighting;
arrows and boomerangs do it from afar, killing or
injuring foes that may be almost our of sight.

Benin warrior
Soldiers of this great I ';thcenturv Mrican empire wore
heavily quilted garments as
armour. Light bamboo
shields were easy to carry and
protected warriors from
glancing blows from irontipped spears or javelins.

Four circular boss~s cov~r~d
th~ handk attachm~nt.

European knight
Knights wore chain mail Oinked
metal rings) to protect them. In
the 14th century. armourers
introduced metal plates (plate
armour) for extra protection.
European kn ight , 1300s

Benin bronze plaque

Defensive weapons
Shields are used for defence. Prehistoric
hunters mav have invented them as
camouflage when hunting. Later
fighters strapped shields to their left
arms to fend off sword curs. Wood
and leather shields were light, and
strong enough to deflect all bur a
direct sword thrust.

Full armour for a hors~
w~igh~d 34 kg (75 lbs). --..____

Tassks on h~adpi~u
proucud th~ hors~s
foe~ from Jlin ,

Spzk~

Italian horse
armour. 1570

_
'

--..____

Charm made
ofcopper bells.........._

Indian shield

_

Crescmt-shap~d

blade

Animal armour
African horse armour, such a
that of the Fulani people of
West Mrica, was quilted
corton stuffed with kapok.

heads
studd~d with gmlS.

Tabars, Indian
steel axes

~§~~~~~;~~~~~~~i~

wore
chain
mailhorses
acrossalso
the
During
battle,
flanks and around the head.
In Europe, metal horse armour
was expensive, and knights often
armoured onlv their horses' heads

1ig~r

Mughal dagger

Modern armour
Attacking weapons
Over the centuries, warriors have used various weapons for
different kinds of fighting. Sabres (curved swords) delivered the
deadliest cuts, bur straight swords were bener for thrusting
strokes Clubs and axes had to be heavy and sharp. yet
short enough to swing easilv. Small, easily hidden
daggers were often used for secret assassinations.
Shamshir, a classic Indian sabre
A BORIGINAL
AUST RALIANS

B ENIN
EMPI RE

E URO PE,
HISTORY O F

G UNS

Artificial fabric, such as nvlon.
provides soldiers and police
officers with more
protection than thick metal
armour. Bullet-proof vests
are made of 16 or more
layers of nvlon. A bullet
flattens when it hits the outer
layer; lower layers slow it down so
rhat the wearer is bruised, rather than
killed or seriously injured.
INDIA,
HISTORY O F

JAPAN ,
H ISTORY OF

M ETALS

Riot po lice
WARFARE

WEAPONS
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Emboss~d

Bird
feathers

Arms and Armour
~nts

Helmets

~ .or to
protect

pot~

_

·ts

h~adfrom

fau

sword
blade

Close helmet, fo use
:ournam ·nt Fr· n
57'\

Celtic Bronze helmet,
Britain lst cemun AD

Burgonet, an open-faced
blackened-steel helmet. 1590

Italian close helmet, with
air vents 16th centurv,

Ch~~k plaus
op n
outwa ds.

Morion , the helmet of the
Knights of Malta

Italian close helmet tor
use in t •urnament I )""0

German armet, a helmet
wt
heek platt:s, 1535

_Studs for
shouldrr strap

Gtlded close helmet, for
use in tournaments 1555

German burgonet, for
use in parad :s 1520

Corinthian-type Greek
helmet, 'th cenrury B

Breastplates
Mail shouldrr straps
wtth m~tal clasps

Steel breastplate blackened»
to withstand ·ust

Breastplate pecially
made fo a wealthy boy

Skirt
Lance rt!St
for tiltmg

Strap for
atta,hmg
m .a/ rkirt
Cuirass, or breastplate,
from the Napoleonic Wars

Indian cuirass or char
ania ('four mirrors I

Italian breastplate, made to
i it tte th d bier • .--o

S1lk overlaid with
chain mad

African breastplate, for
Fulani a valrvman

Italian cuirass, wtth skirr and rassets
to protect abdomen and thighs

Gauntlets, greaves, and sabatons

Gauntlets were riveted on to
lralv, late 1300s
leather gJO>,

Poinud

cuff

Gauntlet, with hinged
thumb plate, G.:rmanv 151 S
Indian arm guard. WJth an
extension to protect the hand

Articulated

Gothic gauntlet, 15th
cenrury Germanv

(joint~d)

plateJ

Italian gauntlets, to
pro tect the hands
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German gauntlet, v. ith jointed
plate arrached to :l ~ingle plate

el

Greaves and sabatons, for
protecting the let; and feet

Manifer made to fit
over the lefr gauntlet

Sabaton, or foot llimour, jointed for
maximum movement, .... 1550

ARMSTRONG, NEIL sec MOON • ARNOLD, EVE see PHOTOGRAPHY

ART, HISTORY OF

Early art

fROM THE EARLIEST TIMES, people all
over the world have expressed their
thoughts and feelings by making art.
Over the centuries, styles in the visual
arts (sculpture, painting, and drawing) have
changed. These differences reflect the changing
beliefs and traditions people held as their societies
developed. Materials have changed as well,
allowing artists to try new ways of reflecting the
world around them.

The earliest works of art usually
seem to have had a religious or
magical purpose: to represent a
god, for example, or to bring a
hunter luck as he
stalked animals.
Caves at Lascaux
These extraordinary pictures of
wild animals were painted in
French caves more than
17,000 years ago. The outlines
were painted by hand, and the
vivid colours were filled in by
spraying pigment through
tubes of bone.

Renaissance

Classical art

After the fall of the Roman Empire, Classical
art was considered roo pagan for the Christian
civilizations which began to develop in Europe.
By the 15th century, painters, sculptors, and
architects began to revive a classical tradition in
the arts, creating highly lifelike Christian works
of art. T his revival is called the Renaissance,
from the French for "rebirth". It began in Italy
and spread through Europe. Influential artists
included M ichelangelo {1475-1564).

Western European art stems directly from
the traditions of the ancient Mediterranean
world, and especially the art of ancient
Greece and Rome. In particular, sculpture
from these civilizations is remarkably
lifelike, or naturalistic, and concentrates
on the human figure.
Fresco from
Pompeii 1

Sumerian sculpture
A rich artistic tradition grew
up in anciem Sumer (now
southern Iraq) during the 3rd
millennium BC. This statue,
which shows a Sumerian ruler,
is carved from hard stone. It
represents the strength and
dignity of a good leader.

Roman wall painting
Most anciem paintings have not
survived. This one was preserved
by volcanic ash at Pompeii. It
shows figures from Roman
mythology, and was painted on a
wall m decorate the interior of a
Roman house.

Painted
vault gives
sense of
space.

Hermes
and Dionysus,
4th century BC

Hermes and Dionysus
This Greek marble statue
shows the messenger god,
Hermes, holding a baby
Dionysus, the god of wine.
The work displays a sure
knowledge of human
anaromy, such as the
structure of bone and
muscle. It also represents the
human body as an ideal form
at its peak of physical beauty
It is believed to be by
Praxiteles, the most famous ...~~!!!!:~~~~~~
ancient Greek sculpmr.

Mineral,
ground

Masaccio, The Holy Trinity, 1428

Perspective

Non-religious art

The Italian Tomaso
Masaccio (1401-28) was
the first painter to use
perspective since Classical
times. Perspective creates
the illusion that depth
exists behind the flat
surface of a painting.

During the Renaissance,
European paimers broke
with earlier tradition.
Religious subject matter,
such as scenes from the
Bible, was still important,
but artists also began to
record everydav events.

Jan Van Eyck, The Arnolfini Marriage, 1434

Early paint making

Egg tempera

Value of colour

The materials used to produce a
painting affect the way it looks. Before
oil paints arrived in the 15th century,
artists worked straight onto wet plaster
with tempera, a mixture of egg and
paint pigment. Oil paints, which
were more flexible and gave a
more realistic finish, soon
· became the favourite medium.

E{;g (either the yolk or both
yolk and white) provides a
strong medium for colours,
but is sticky and quick-drying,
so difficult to apply.

Certain colours, such as gold, have
always been more expensive than
others. Until the 17th century, dark
blue was the most costly because it
was made from lapis lazuli, a
semi-precious stone.

Egg
yolk

Oil paint
As a medium. oil has the
advamage of being slow to
dry, allowing artists to make
changes while they work.

Oil for binding paint pigment

Lapis
lazuli
Scaus weigh
pigment--
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Bernini

Baroque art
T he term '' Baroque" describes a style
of 17th-century European art. Rome,
the centre of the Catholic church, was
its birthplace. D u ri ng the 16th
century, the C hristian church split into
Roman C atholic and Protestant
fac tions. By the 17th century, the
C atholic church was using art to
spread irs teachings. To appeal to the
viewer, it promoted a style of art that
was theatrical and emotional. Painters
were encouraged to use light and
shade fo r dramatic contrasts, sculptors
to show figures in dynamic poses. To
achieve these effects, artists had to
develop great technical skills.

Dramatic
facial

love

Romanticism

Change in the 19th century

The early 19th century in
Europe is known as the
Romantic Age. It was, in part,
a reaction to 18th-century art,
which had emphasized balance
and order. Romantic artists
questioned the place of
human beings in the Universe.
T hey stressed the importance
of human emotion and the
imagination, and celebrated
the wild power of nature in
d ramatic landscape paintings.

From the m id- 19th century, artists broke
with the tradition established by earlier
generations. Where they were once told
what to depict by patrons, who paid them,
they now produced what they wanted,
and then tried to sell their work.

Friedrich, Wanderer among tht Mists, 1818

The lonely universe
The German arrist Caspar David Friedrich
(1774-1840) was spiritually inspired by
natural landscapes. There is an intense
mysticism to this painting, as a solitary
figure contemplates the mighty Alps.

Surrealism
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Lead whitt

Vermilion

Naples
yellow.

Cobalt
blue

fhis school of painting grew up
in France in the late 19th
centurv. Artists such as Camille
Pissarro 0830-1903), Claude
Monet (1840-1926), and
Auguste Renoir (J 841- I 919)
painted their impressions of a
brief moment in time, in
particular, the changing effeas
of sunlight. They were criticized
at first, for viewers expected
paintings to look more detailed
but have been verv influential.

landscape,
shrouded in mist
conveys the
strength and
mystery of nature.

During the 20th century, artists explored
new theories about the world, religion, and
the mind. They asked the public to
confront things that they m ight wish
to ignore, and explored many different
styles. After nearly 2,500 years, the grip
of C lassical art seemed to have been broken.

Selection of colours
from Renoir's palette

Impressionism

A powerful

20th-century art

During the 1920s, the
famastical arr made by the
Surrealists explored theories
about the way the brain works.
New ideas had suggested that
people comciously only used a
tiny parr of their brains, and
that they were unaware of
subconscious activity, over
which they had no rational
control. The bizarre.
dreamlike paintings of
Surrealists, such as the
Spanish artist Salvador Dali
(1904-89), were inspired
by these ideas.
Salvador Dali

The Italian painter,
sculptor, and architect
Gianlorenzo Bern ini
(1598- I 680) was an
outstand ing influence
on Baroque art. He had
an exceptional ability
to convey great
emmion and drama
in stone, designed
to inspire those
who saw his work
to greater faith.
This sculpture
depicts the vision
of St. Teresa, in which Caravaggio, The Callhzg of St. '11atthew, c. I 598- 99
an angel pierced her
with an arrow.
Light and shade
The Italian painter Michelangelo Caravaggio
(1573-1610) shows the moment when Christ calls
Bernini, The ecstasy of
Matthew to become a disciple. A ray of light
St. Teresa. 1652
illuminates Matthew, but Christ is hidden by shadow.

Abstract art

Ambroise Vollard

Abstract artists do not represent
objects from the evervdav world.
Colour and shape alone suggest
ideas or emotions. In this wav.
abstract art is like music: neither
describe anything that can be
defined in words, but both can
be expressive and moving. The
artists Jackson Pollock (1912-56)
and Mark Rothko (1903-70)
are two of the most famous
abstract painters.

The French art dealer Ambroise
Vollard (1865-1939) made a living
buying, selling. and exhibiting
modern art. He gave early 20thcentury artists unprecedented
financial and creative freedom to
paint as they wished. Artists such as
Paul Cezanne and Henri Matisse
achieved success in Vollard's gallery
in Paris in the 1900s.

Jackson Pollock, TIJe M oon,
Woma11 cuts the circle, 1943

Modern art
Much modern art is
specially created to be
seen in a museum or
gallery, and not for
houses, palaces, or
churches a~ in the past.
It often prefers to
baffle, tease, and
provoke its audience,
rather than make its
meaning obvious.
Yoki Terauchi, Air Castle, 1994
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16th-century
M ughal
manuscript

Art in Mrica

Asia

'\frican art has a long trad ition, although
a lack of written records make its history
hard to trace. Sculpture and masks are
major art forms. Most art seems to have
been made for religious or ritual
purposes. Wood-carvi ng and
bronze-casting techniques were
highly developed.

Traditionally in Asian art, the symbolic
Vividly
meaning behind the subject of a painting,
colouud
sculpture, or carvi ng is more important
than the illusion of realism . In China, fo r
High
instance, landscape paintings are stylized
uvaof
tktai/ __
to express the ideals of religious thought:
natural harmony, peace, and grace. In
China and Japan, calligraphy was seen as Bri~fpoetic
tkscription
a high form of art. The inscriptions are
ofth~ scm~
usually of short, poetic situations.

Sculpture
The rich tradition of sculpture in
West Africa begins with the pottery
figures made by the Nok people
from 500 BC. Around the 13th
century AD the Ife of Nigeria began
to cast outstanding bronze heads
and figures in a highly realistic
srvle. These may have
influenced sculptures made
in Benin, N igeria. from the
16th to l 9th centuries.

Miniatures

lfe scul ptu re, 13th centu ry

VI asks

T ang Yin. Dreami11g ofImmortality in a Thatched Cottage, M ing dvnasty

-\frican masks may represenr a
spirit or ancestor, or be purely
decorative. Their meaning
comes from the masquerade
dance, drama, and music) of
which they are a pan. Wood,
beads, ivory, and shells are
rmportant materials. This
capped mask, carved in a bold.
vital style, is from
Cameroon.

Chinese landscape

Wooden mask
20th century

In China, the an of
painting developed from
calligraphy. Landscape
artists painted on paper or
silk. using brush and ink
They did not paint from
real life. The flow and
vigour of the brush strokes
were more important.

Native American art

Hokusai
Katsushika Hokusai ( 1760-1849)
is perhaps the best-known japanese
printmaker. His famous wood-cuts
include landscapes as well as scenes
of daily life (called ukivo-e). Th.ey are
dramatically coloured and composed.
Th~ Gr~at Uav~

Berween AD 400 and 1680.
the people of Easter Island
carved huge heads. up to
12m (40ft) high. from
volcanic rock They
commemorate the divine
ancestors of tribal chiefs.

Totem poles
Complex in design, and carved
with great skill, totem poles
showed the status of manv
Native North American chiefs.

Timeline

30,000- 10,000 BC
Cave paintings made
in France.

Pacific art
C ontacr '" ith European Ch ristian cultures
from the 18th century onwards had a
destrucrive cftect on ancient local lifestyles
in the Pacific islands. M uch an has been
lost, c:1lthough some remarkable sculptures
have survived, due ro their durability.
\X'ood and stone carvings, bc:1rk cloth
paintings, spirit masks, and
intricc:1te body tatroos are
among the important
art forms of the

Sand paintings

Statu~sfou

In the Southwest, Native North
Americans trickled coloured
sand and ground stones on to
a smooth background to create
temporary symbolic paintings
with a ritual importance.

out to sea.

c.SOO BC Lifelike human
figurines produced by the
Nok in West Africa.

30,000 BC Earliest
known works of art
produced.

ofKau•agawa. 1831

Easter Island statues

Soph isticated Native American societies,
such as the Aztec and Maya in Mexico
and the Inca in Peru, created d istinct
artistic and architectural styles. N early
3,000 years ago, nomadic peoples in
North and South America marked aweinspi ring "sculptures" on ro the land, or
created vast earthworks whose shapes can
only be seen from high in the air.

During the M ughal Empire (16th-17th
centuries), figurative miniature painting
flourished in India. These were richly
coloured and exceptionally delicate. This
illustration comes from a contemporary
chronicle of the emperor's exploits.

100 BC-AD 300s
Roman empire
spreads Classical
art around Europe.

A FRICA,
HISTO RY OF

Greece,
520 8(.

A RCHITECTl'Rf

Statues,
Easter
Island

Navajo sand painting represents
figures from Navajo mvthology.

6 18-907 Tang
dynastv, China: great
tradition of landscape
painting develops.

16th century
Mughal dvnasty
holds power in
India.

I 5th centurv
Beginning of the
Renaissance in Europe.

17 th centUI)
D utch Golden
Age of painting.

l860s-90s
Impressionism
develops in France.
It is very influential.

PAINTI NG A'IJD

PHOTOGRA PHY

MONET

NATIVE

A~Eru CANS

DRA~N G

19th century
Photography
invented.

19thpaints
PICASSO

20th century Time of
incredible diversity of
styles in the visual arts,
including Cubism
(l907-l920s), abstract
art (1910-50), surrealism
(1920s), and Pop An
(mid-1950s).
RENAISSANCE

S CULPTURE
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ARTHROPODS

Types of arthropod
Arthropods vary in size, from mi nute
creatures a fraction of a millimetre long
to outsized sea dwellers several kilograms
in weight. T here are four main types
of arthropod - insects, arachnids,
crustaceans, and myriapods. Insects are
the largest group, accounting for almost
90 per cent of all arthropods.

MORE THAN ONE MILLION species

of arthropod exist, making them
the largest group in the animal
kingdom. They live in almost
all habitats, from mountain tops to the
ocean depths. Arthropods are invertebrates
-animals without backbones. They
come in many shapes and sizes,
from tiny mites to large crabs.
Their bodies are divided into
segments, and they have distinct
heads with antennae or eyes.
Arachnids
Rigid exoskeletons encase their
Arachnids include spiders, scorpions, and
bodies, but flexible leg joints
mites. They have eight legs; scorpions use the
front pair as claws. Spiders and scorpions are
allow them to move around, and carnivores that live mainly on land. Spiders
often kill their prey with poisonous fangs;
give them their name.
scorpions use their venom-filled sting.
Exoska~tons

art matk
mainly
ofth~

Exoskeleton
of a fiddler crab

substanu
chitin.

Exoskeleton
The exoskeleton of an
arthropod is a tough
outer layer covering the
entire body, including
the eyes, antennae, and
legs. It protects and
supports the muscles
and soft organs within
the body and helps
to retain moisture.

Moulting and growth

An emerging adult
grasshopper has
cracked open its old
exoskeleton and is
starting to wriggle its
body free, headfirst.
Before this final moult,
the nymph will already
have been through
four previous moults.

Feeding

Adult is
almost
fruoftht
nymph's skin.

spun around

Herbivores
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Garden spider feeding on a wasp
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Crustaceans include crabs, shrimps,
and lobsters. Most live in the sea
or in freshwater and have five
pairs of legs. Lobsters and crabs
have very thick exoskeletons and
some grow extremely large.

Reproduction
Breeding habits are very diverse
among arthropods. Fertilization
may take place inside or outside
the female's body. Normally, eggs
are laid; some are guarded,
others are hidden and left alone.
The young of some arthropods,
such as garden spiders, are tiny
versions of adults called nymphs;
others start life as larvae and
look different from the adults.

Moulting is now
complete. The adult rests
while its new exoskeleton
hardens and its wings unfurl.
Its old exoskeleton, now empty
and brittle, still dings to the twig.

I

Some arthropods, such as chafer beetles,
eat only plant matter. Adults feed on stems,
leaves, and buds, while larvae eat plant roots.
Field chafe r beetle

Crustaceans

3

Many arthropods feed on other
animals. Garden spiders, for
example, feed mainly on insects.
Some meat eaters also eat dead
animals and are called scavengers.
Sand crabs scavenge on dead
birds and other debris found
on the beach and seabed.
~b

Insects are the most diverse group
of arthropods. They live in all
kinds of land and freshwater
habitats. All adult insects have six
legs, and most have wings - they
are the only arthropods that can fly.

Adult waits as
blood pumps into
its wings bt[ort
it flies away.

Carnivores

Arthropods feed on all kinds of plant and
animal matter, both living and dead. Some
arthropods, such as praying mantises,
have pincers to gather food ; others use
their front legs. Many have cutting
and chewing mouthparts, while those
that feed on flu ids, such as true bugs,
have mouths modified for sucking.
Small aquatic arthropods eat by
filtering food particles from water.

Insects

Broadbodied chaser
dragonfly

Old, empty
ncoskanon

1

Myriapods

European lobster

The adult has
pulled its legs and
most of its body out
of the old skin. It is
already expanding in
size, now that it is
free from its confines.

Moulting

Two pairs of
ugs on tach
body s~gmtnt

Myriapods
include millipedes
and centipedes. T hey
have more legs than other
arthropods - as many as 200
in some species. Their bodies
Largt compound
ryt helps it to catch are long and tubular. They live
in the soil or among leaf debris.
prry in flight.

2

Exoskeletons are fixed in size. In order to grow, an arthropod
must shed, or moult, this rigid layer. Its body then rapidly
expands before a new exoskeleton hardens in place of the
old one. Moulting is pan of a process called "incomplete
metamorphosis". This is where the young, called
nymphs, emerge from eggs looking like tiny adults.
They moult many times before reaching adult size.
In "complete metamorphosis", the
animal changes form as well as size.

Asian giant
millipede

CRABS AND OT H ER
CRUSTACEANS

Defence

Stings and pincers

As arth ropods are generally small
in size, they are the target for a
great many predators. T heir hard
exoskeleton, which acts as a tiny
suit of armour, provides the fi rst
line of defence. Some arthropods,
such as pill millipedes, take a
passive form of defence and roll
up into a ball if danger th reatens.
Other arthropods have special
protective weapons; including
stings and pincers. Many ant
species have glands on their
abdomens from which they secrete
formic acid to drive off enemies.
F LIES

GRASSHOPPERS
AND CRICKETS

Cluster of young garden spiders

INSECTS

Some arthropods have pincers
and stings which they use
to defend themselves
Sting
against attackers.
Scorpions also
use their large
pincers to catch
animals. They
then use their
venom-filled
stings to
paralyze
their
prey.

Fat-tailed scorpion
POISONOUS
ANIMALS

S PIDERS AND
SCORPIONS
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Physical features

ASIA
STRETCHING from the frozen
Arctic to the equator, Asia is
the world's largest continent. It
is also a continent of extremes,
containing the world's highest point, Mount
Everest, as well as its lowest, the Dead Sea. China
has the world's greatest population, while Asia's
largest country, the Russian Federation, extends
into Europe. Asia is separated
from North America by the
Bering Sea, and from
Europe by the
Ka ra
Sea )
p
Caspian Sea, Turkey,
and the Ural
Mountains.
In the southeast,
it breaks into a
mass of tiny
o
islands.
~ \J ~
~r naya

Ztmlya

Much of Southwest and
Central Asia is covered with
barren desert, such as the
Gobi and Syrian deserts.
The Himalayan Mountains
separate the bleak north
from the fierce heat of the
Indian su bcontinent and
the tropical rainforests of
Southeast Asia. Asia has
many great rivers, including
the Huang He, Mekong,
and Indus, flanked by fertile
plai ns and valleys.

Lake Baikal
Siberia, the northern region of Asia, has
the oldest, deepest, and eighth largest lake
in the world. Lake Baikal, which contains
more than 20 per cent of the world's
unfrozen fresh water, reaches a depth of
1,637 m (5,371 ft). It covers a total area
of 31,468 sq km (12,150 sq miles).
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Himalayas
The snow-capped Himalayan Mountains,
the highest range in the world, form a
massive natural barrier between the Indian
subcontinent and northern Asia. They were
pushed up millions of years ago when the
Indian plate collided with the Eurasian plate.

S RI
LANKA

INDIAN OCEA N

Island countries
Two Southeast Asian nations,
Indonesia and the Philippines,
have more than 20,000 islands
between them. Most were formed by volcanic
activity in the ocean, and the region has active
volcanoes. Southeast Asia is prone to earthquakes.

EAST
TIMOR

Timor

s

A
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AUSTRALASIA

ASIA FACTS
AREA 44,680, 718 sq km
(17,251.315 sq miles)
POPULATION 3,700,700,000

Cross-section through Asia
From the Indian Ocean, the land rises to
the Vindhya Range in central India
descending to the Ganges Plain, watered
by the H imalayas. In the east,
the mountains drop to the
Vmdhya

~:e~e~!:ns:~.~~!n~~~~:ss / &ng~

Peninsula juts out near
japan in the
Pacific O cean.
to

Indian Ocean/ A

Gangu
Plain

Mt.

Hzmalayas,

Nepal

Great Plam
of China

Kor~an

---N t; MBER OF COUNTRIES 49
--------BIGGEST COUNTRY Russian federanon
SMALLEST COUNTRY Maldives
H IGHEST POINT Mr. Everest
(China/Nepal) 8,848 m (29,029 ft)
loWEST POINT Dead Sea shore (Israel}
400 m (1,3 12 ft) below sea-level
---- ---loNGbT RIVER Yangtze (Chang Jiang}
(China) 6,380 km (3,965 miles)
BIGGEST IAK£ Caspian Sea
378,400 sq km (146,100 sq miles}
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Climatic zones

Tundra
In the binerly cold and
treeless tundra region of
Siberia, the subsoil remains
frozen - a condition
known as permafrost.
With temperatures of less
than -l0°C (l4°F) and
covered by snow for six to
ten months of the year, the
topsoil thaws only briefly
in" the summer. The tundra
has rich mineral resources.

Asia has every kind of climate
and landscape. In the far north,
Siberia is covered in tundra,
where part of the ground is
permanently frozen . South
of the tundra are con iferous
fo rests and open grasslands
{steppes). C entral and
southwest Asia are mostly
desert and mountains, while
the east has deciduo us forests.
Tropical rainforests cover much
of the sou th and southeast.

Moss~s. lichms, and a
ftw flowers app~ar bri~fly
during th~ warmer months.
Th~ supp~s

au the Asian

~quivalmt of th~ pampas
and prairi~s of th~ Americas

,

Taiga
The Siberian taiga, which
lies to the south of the
tundra, is the world's
largest coniferous forest.
The main trees are spruce,
fir, larch, and pine. In the
spring, much of the taiga
becomes flooded as the
lower reaches of the northflowing rivers thaw, while
their mouths remain
frozen. In summer, some
ground remains swampv;
in winter it freezes.

Harsh conditions mak~ tr~~s
stunted and sparse. Ice and snow
cov~r the regzon for half th~ y~ar.

Dun~s form

in

as sand drifts
wind.

Temp~ratur~s averag~ 2l°C
(70°F}, with 2.000 mm
(79 in) of rain P" y~ar.

th~ pr~vailing

/

Steppes
The wide. open grasslands that cover Mongolia and
southern Siberia are known as the steppes. Livestock is
grazed on these broad. treeless plains, which, in places.
merge into semi-deserr. The soil is mostly fertile and, with
irrigation, many areas have become productive farmland.

Takl imakan
Desert, C hina

1

Trees los~ th~ir kav~s in
wint" as a means ofproucting
th~mulv~s from wind and cold.

Asia has borh hot and cold deserrs, as
well as many regions of semi-desert where
animals can be grazed. Middle Eastern
deserts are hot and dry all year. with cold
nights. The Gobi and Taklimakan deserrs
of Central Asia have scorching summers,
bur are binerly cold in winter.

Wetlands
Mangrove swamps are found along many
coasts of southern Asia, from India to the
Philippines. The mangrove trees have
long, spreading roots, producing a forest
that looks as if it is on stilts. Logging and
pollution are destroying many mangroves

Mmzgrov~

roots h~lp
stop coast ~roding
in storms.

Deciduous forest
Asia has comparativelv few broadleaf
forests of deciduous trees that shed
their leaves in winter. They occur
mainly in eastern Asia, including
China. Japan, and the Koreas, or
in cooler upland areas, such as the
mountains of Nepal.

People

Resources

Asia contains two-thirds of the
world's population, and the birth
rate is still rising in many countries.
Most people live in the southern
and eastern regions and in the
fertile river valleys. Many are farmers,
although increasing numbers are
moving into expanding cities in
search of work.

Asia's natural resources include
farmland, which provides work for
60 per cent of the people, and the
fishing grounds of the Pacific Ocean
Minerals include oil and natural gas
from the Gulf States, as well as
bauxite, copper. coal, diamonds,
gold, iron. lead, manganese,
mercury, tin, and titanium.
Israeli boy

•
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Tropical rainforest
There are tropical rainforests in India, ~outheast Asia, and
the Philippines. They flourish on the southern slopes of the
Himalayas, and in Burma (Myanmar), the Malav Peninsula,
and the western part of the island of Irian Jaya. Home to
40 per cent of all plant and animal species, the world's
rainforests are threatened, as people cur down trees for
the timber industry and to dear space for farming.

AsiA,
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Vietnamese girl Japanese boy
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AsiA IS THE WORLD'S LARGEST continent and the
birthplace of the world's earliest civilizations, such as
those of the Sumerians, China, and India. The emergence
of these civilizations had a profound impact on history,
both ancient and modern, as did the emergence of three major
world religions: Hinduism, Buddhism, and Islam. Colonial
interference affected Asia's development over the centuries, but
after decades of independent growth, today's Asian economies are
booming. There are still conflicts, however, and those in Southeast
Asia and the Middle East tend to affect world politics.
•
Tjpically til~d
Samarkandian
roof........_

Central Asia

\1iddle
East

Early development
Early civilizations in Asia were largely isolated from each
other and from the rest of the world by barriers of deserts
mountains, and oceans. Only the Middle East had strong
connections with Europe. Therefore, Asian civilizations
and cultures developed independently for thousands of
years. O ver time, major civilizations, such as those of
India and China. began to affect other Asian countries.

For centuries the only rravellers in the inhospitable
landscape of Central Asia were traders using the Silk
Road. In 1398, the Mongolian warrior T imur {13361405) swept down from the steppes and
founded a Central Asian empire.
Samarkand
In 1369, Timur moved his capital to the
prosperous city of Samarkand, in modern
Uzbekistan. The city experienced a golden
age and became the architectural jewel of
Central Asia as Timur and his descendants
built palaces, astronomical observatories,
and Islamic colleges. In the early I 'iOOs,
nomadic Uzbeks attacked the city.
Uleg Beg Medrasa, Uzbekistan

Padmasambhava
A legendary sage and yoga expert from
Swat, modern Pakistan, Padmasambhava
founded Tibetan
Buddhism. He and his
consort, Yeshe Tsogyal,
arrived in Tibet in
747, and established
the firsr Buddhist
monastery. The sage
then spent his life
writing and
lecturing
on the
religion.
Semi-pr~cious
ston~s

The Sumerians of western Asia
evolved the world's first civilization, but it was the early civilizations of
India and China that affected Asia the
most. T heir religions had special impact:
Hinduism (the religion of the people of
India) and Buddhism {founded by
Siddhartha Gautama and one of the three
great religions of China) spread over Asia.

D how leaving Muscat, Oman

Koguryo dynasty
Bv the 7th century China's influence was
increasing, and Chinese monks converted
Korea to Buddhism. The Kogurvo rulers
(lst century BC-AD 7th century) encouraged
the spread of Buddhism. From Korea, the
missionaries went to Japan, which adopted
not only Buddhism but also Chinese script,
architecture, and culture.

Kogyuro
openwork cup

Chola dynasty
From 850-c.l200, a powerful dvnasty known as the Cholas began to
dominate much of India. Thev built many Hindu temples and spread their
religion to Sri Lanka. They extended their nJ.val power over the seas of
Southeast Asia, and this helped spread Hinduism as far as Sumatra and Bali.

For 1,000 years, India was the major shaping
force of this region, and provided a mould
for Southeast Asian culture, art, and
religion. Its influence declined after c. 1300.
From c.300, Indian traders sailed to
Thailand, Mala\Sia, Indonesia, and
the Philippines. From the 1200s.
Arabian merchants spread Islam
along sea trade routes. From c.l500,
the region also traded with Europe.

Kushan Empire
In c. 170 BC, a northern Chinese dan, the Yuezhi, moved
west ro Central Asia. By the 3rd century AD, they had
founded an empire that stretched from eastern Iran to the
Ganges in India. The Kushans conrrolled fertile river valleys
and were at the centre of the silk trade. They encouraged
Buddhism and religious art, but declined in the 4th century.

Ancient civilizations

Southeast Asia

Sea routes

Swat,
Pakistan

Siam
Over centuries. waves of migrants from the
north entered Siam (Thailand), and intermarried "ith the native tribes. In the 13th
centurv, one tribe, the Thais, unified Siam
into a single nation with one monarch
and one religion - Buddhism.
Thai tribal
woman

A H indu tem ple in Bali, Indonesia, attests to the
great influence of the Chola dynasty.
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Trade and culture
D uring the 17th, 18th, and 19th centuries trade thrived,
though some Asian countries were closed to outsiders.
Russia and European countries bought silk, tea, and
porcelain from China India traded with the world, and
was famous for its handmade textiles, such as "paisley",
which was a traditional Indian pattern. During this
period, Western powers became increasingly interested
in annexing Asian territories for trade purposes.
Great Game

Manchu Dynasty

Asian resistance

China's Manchu Dynasty (1644-1911) was expansionist,
and spread its culture by acquiring other territories, such
as Mongolia (1697), Tibet (1751), and eastern Turkestan
( 1760). At home, however, economic conditions worsened.

In the 17th and 18th centuries
China, japan, Korea, and Siam
(Thailand) resisted European
expansion. China confined
European trade to Macao and
Canton, Japan traded only
with Holland at Nagasaki,
and Korea remained closed
to the west. ln 1688, a
revolution in Siam ended
French attempts to gain
influence in Bangkok.

a sacrtd
f/owtr.

Grand Palace,
Bangkok

During the 1800s, Russia
expanded into Central
Asia. The British
feared the Russians
were aiming to take
over India, and both
sides began to spy
on each other. The
British called this the
Great Game; to the
Russians it was known as
the Tournament of Shadows.
M ountains of Lake Baikal, Russia

A rich woman's silk robe, 19th century

Conversion of the Philippines

Nineteenth-century colonization

In the late 1500s, the Spanish colonial
government encouraged Filipinos to become
Roman Catholics, and gave financial
support to missionaries. By the
18th century, most Filipinos in
towns and lowland areas had
convened to Catholicism.
The island of M indanao,
however, embraced
Islam, which was
brought to them by
Muslim traders.

In the 19th century, European powers colonized
much of Asia. The British rook
over Burma, Malaya, North
Borneo, and Hong Kong; France
dom inated Indochina; the Dutch
controlled Indonesia; and Russia
annexed C entral Asian provinces.
Britain
Russia
France

Paoay church, llocos
Norte Province,
Philippines

Netherlands
japan

Golden East

RamaV

As Europe gained in military and industrial strength
in the 19th century, it expanded, and Asia became
a rich source of food and raw materials. European
planters developed tea, coffee, and rubber plantations,
founded tin mines, exploited Asian timber, and
prospected for gold, silver, and precious stones.

Chulalonkorn (18531910) became Rama V.
King of Siam, in 1868.
H e travelled widely
throughout Asia, and
was determined to
strengthen his country
by a process of
modernization. In the
1880s, he created a
modern army, civil
service, and education
system. Although
Thailand lost some
provinces to Britain
and France, it managed
to preserve its prestige
and independence.
The Icing and queen of Siam

Engraving of Anglo-Burmese wars, 1824

Anglo-Burmese wars
In 1886, Burma lost its independence to Britain after
a series of wars. This takeover was strategic rather
than trade-based: the British wanted to prevent the
French from gaining too much influence in Asia.

Imhan tea

Rebellion
From the 1850s, there were rebellions
against European interference in Asian
affairs. In 1857, the Sepoy Rebellion rook
place in India, and, in 1900, there was the
Boxer Rebellion in China. Both revolts were
protests against western strength and
culture. T hey were crushed by western
or colonial government forces.
Cover of Lt Pttit Parisien, 1900, "D eath to Foreigners"
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Vietname~e

mahogany

Timeline
4000-c.2500 BC The world's
earliest civilization flourishes in
Sumer, western Asia.
c.2500 BC Indus Valley period,
India's earliest civilization.
1800 BC Shang period: China's
earliest civilization starts to build
its first cities.

ARCHITECT URE

c.330 BC Alexander the Great
destroys the Persian Empire.
138 BC First recorded journey
on the Silk Road.
c.50 Buddhism reaches China
&om India.
206 BC- AD 220 Height of the
Chinese Han Empire.
CHINA,
CONFUCI US
HISTORY OF
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Living

World War II

Growth of nationalism
After World War I, Asian
nationalism (a belief in
independence) grew. In
I 918, Arab leaders overthrew Turkish rule. The
desire of j ews to create
an independent state in
Palestine gained support.
By 1933. 238,000 jews
had serried in Palestine,
and, in 1948. the state of
Israel was created.

In 1941-42, Japan occupied Burma,
Indochina, and Indonesia. After the
horrors of occupation, these areas rejected
all foreign rule. In China, communist
guerrillas resisting the Japanese, gained
popular and political support.
Two war veterans on the Death Railway,
River Kwai. T hailand. 1990s

Death Railway

jewish settlers in Palestine, 1930s

D uring World War II, the Japanese built a railway to
link Burma and Thailand to supply Japanese troops in
Burma. Many thousands of Asian labourers and
Western prisoners died from malnurrition, disease, and
exhaustion building the 420-km (260-mile) railway,
and it became known as the Death Railway.

Dragon economies

US troops carrying
wounekd soldi~rs
from a "chopp""

Communist Asia
In 1949, the communists established
the People's Republic of C hina - the
world's largest communist state.
In 1954, the North Vietnamese
created an independem
comm unist state. From
the 1960s, communist
movements in Indonesia
and Malaysia threatened to
overthrow existing governments.

In the 1980s, Singapore, Taiwan, Hong
Kong, and South Korea used their welleducated populations and high investment
to become prosperous "dragon" economies.
In the 1990s, Thailand, Malaysia, and
Indonesia also developed rapidly.

Taiwanese factory

Taiwanese exported goods
Taiwan traditionally exported agricultural products, such
as sugar, pineapples, and bananas; bur by the 1980s it
also exported advanced electronic products, such as
personal compurers, televisions, and portable phones.

Khe
San h .

Middle East conflicts

Vietnam War

Since 1948, Arab-Israeli territorial
conflict, such as the war of 1973 (when
Egypt and Syria attacked Israel), has
dominated the ~fiddle East. There
have also been contlicts between Arab
countries. such as the Iran-Iraq war
(1980-88). Although the oil boom
has helped this situation by lessening
poverrv. the situation in the Middle
East remains unstable

From 1954, communist N orth
Viernam sought to reunite with
non-communist South Viernam
by force. Originally a civil war, the
Viemam War escalated into an
international conflict with the
gradual intervention of the United
States in the 1960s. Following
defeats and heavy casualties. the
USA agreed to withdraw in 1973.
In 1975, northern forces unified
both halves ofViernam.

Oil rigs, M iddle East

Timeline

1397 M ongols invade India.

c.6 I8-907 The sophisticated
Tang dynasty dominates China
1211 Mongol warrior Ghengis
Khan invades China.
1300s Silk Road is shut.
1368 Mrng dynasty expels
Mongols from China.

EM PIRES

c. l 488 Ming emperors rebuild the
Grear Wall of China.

1350-1460 Collapse
of Khmer Empire,
Cambodia.

1526-1707 Domination
of Mughals in India.

1453 Fall of
Constantinople
to the Turkish
Ottoman Empire.

1600- 1614 British,
French, and Dutch form
East India companies
Toy d og, Thailand, 1926

ExPLORATION

GANDHI,
MOHANDAS
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Chaim Weizmann
Weizmann (1874-1952) was
born near Pinsk in Belorussia
and studied chemistry in
Switzerland. In his youth he
became a passionate Zionist
and eventuallr was made head
of the World Z ionist
Movement. After World War
II, Weizmann campaigned for
the creation of Israel, and in
1948, became the state of Israel's first president

1736-96 Manchu China
prospers under Emperor
Qianlong.

1907 Anglo-Russian
agreement ends the Grear
Game in Central Asia.

c.l750 Cultural and
artistic peak in Japan.

1949 Chinese Revolution
1950-53 Korean War.

175"7 British rake control
of Bengal, India.
1839-42 First Opium War.

JAPAN,
H I5TOR\ OF

M UHAMMAD

19 54-75 Vietnam War.
Toy robot, j apan, 19 56
P ERSIAN
EMPIRES

WARFARE
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MAINLY ARID DESERT and
Physical features
Much
of Central Asia is covered
mountainous, Central Asia
by rwo hot, dry deserts: the
is made up of five countries.
Karakumy and the Kyzyl Kum.
The Silk Road, an ancient
T he rest is largely rugged
mountain chains. There is a
trade route between China, the Middle East,
small area of farmland, which
and Europe, once passed through the region,
has been extended by irrigation.
boosting the textile industry, and making
handwoven rugs from Central Asia
world famous. From 1922 until 1991
the whole area, apart from Mghanistan,
was part of the Soviet Union. Under
communist rule, the countries were
partly modernized. Today, however, as
independent nations they face an uncertain
future. In 200 1 Afghanistan was linked
Karakumskiy Ship Canal
to the terrorist attacks of September 11 The
Karakumslciy Ship Canal is being built
from the Amu Darya, one of Central Asia's
in the USA and was devastated by
main rivers, across the Karakumy Desert.
It will link the river with the Caspian Sea,
US-led reprisal bombings.

KyzyiKum
The name Kyzyl Kum means "red sands".
This desert region lies south of the Aral
Sea, between the rivers Syr Daria and Amu
Darya, mostly in Uzbekistan. Few people
apart from nomads live here. Much of it is
covered by low hills and sandy wasteland.

Tien Shan
The literal translation ofTien
Shan is "Heavenly Mountains".
This range of ice-capped peaks
runs for about 3,000 km ( 1,864
miles) from eastern Kyrgvzstan
into China. The highest point is
Pobeda Peak, 7.439 m (24,406 ft).

1,400 km (870 miles) away.
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----r-Nomads
Many Central Asian people are
nomads who roam the land with
their animal herds, constantly
searching for new pastures. They live
in traditional tents usually made of
animal skins. Their animals - mainly
sheep and goats - provide them with
meat, milk. skins, and wool. some of
which they selL
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Regional climate
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Most of this region is cold in winter
and verv hot and dry in summer.
Rainfall is uniformly low, which
hampers farming. The mountain
regions are always cooler than the
lowlands, and many of the peaks are
permanently cmered bv snow and ice

ASIA, CENTRAL

Turkmenistan

T URKM ENISTAN FACT S

Only two per cenr
of Turkmenistan's
arid land can be farmed .
Wirh irrigation, cotton, fruit,
wheat, and vegetables are
produced. Many people live
in nomadic rribes, and there
is much inrerrribal tension.
T urkmenisran is rhe world's fifrh
largest producer of natural gas.

SaddJecloths

CAPITAL CITY Ashgabat
---

AREA 488,100 sq km (188.4 55 sq miles)
PoPULATION 4,500,000
MAIN LANGUAGES Turkmen, Russian
M AJOR RFIIGION Muslim
C URRENCY Manar

Akhal-Teke
Known as the
"wind of heaven",
Akhal-Teke racehorses have been
bred in the somh of
the Karakumy Desert
for centuries. Fast,
hardy, and well suited w
the hm, harsh climate,
Akhal-Tekes compete in
traditional horse races at
the Ashgabat hippodrome.

Uzbekistan

Carpets

Cotton

For centuries, Turkmenistan has produced beamiful,
velvetv carpets in deep, wning shades of red, brown,
and maroon. Women hand-knot each carpet using
line wool from karakul sheep. They make several
sizes, including khali {large), msi (door rug), as well
as weaving curtains, sacks, bags, and pouches.

Uzbekistan is the world's
fourth largest producer
of cotton. However, the
irrigation system used w
water crops has seriously
depleted the Aral Sea.

Kyrgyzstan
Dominated by
rhe arid Tian Shan
mountains, Kyrgyzstan is a
mainly rural counrry. Only
seven per cent of rhe land is
cultivable. Half is used for
growing fodder for livesrock
rhe rest supporrs
vegetables, wheat,
fruit, corron,
and tobacco.

UZBEKISTAN FACTS

Although 80 per
cenr of Uzbekistan
is covered by d ry steppe and
deserr, irs areas of ferrite land
and resources of o il, gas,
gold, copper, and coal make
ir one of Cenrral Asia's
wealthier countries. Fruit,
silk cocoons, and vegetables
are exporred ro Moscow.
Uzbekistan has rhe world's
largest single gold mine.

CAPITAL CITY Bishkek

The poorest of
the form er Soviet
republics, Tajikistan has been
rom by civil war ever since
independence. T he main
confl ict is between ethnic
Tajiks, who make up about
two-thirds of the population,
and Uzbeks, who make up
one-quarter. Tajikistan has
rich mineral resources.

M AI N LANGUAGE Kyrgvz, Russian
MAJOR RELIGION Muslim
C URRENCY Som

M AIN LANGUAGI:.S Uzbek, Russian
MAJOR RELIGION Muslim
C uRRENLI' Som
Th~ Tillya-Kari is
an Islamic s~minary
in R~gistan Squar~.

An intricate mosaic
covas building.

Home w 370,000 people, the ancient city of Samarkand
was once the centre for trade in silk from China. Today
the manufacture of silk and cotton textiles is still the city's
main industry. Samarkand's Registan Square contains
some magnificent 14th-century Islamic architecture.

Tajikistan

PoPULAliON 4,7'\4,000

(172,741 sq miles)
PoPULATION 24.300,000

Samarkand

K YRGYZSTAN FACTS
AREA 198,500 sq km (76,640 sq miles)

C APITAL CITY Tashkent

AREA 447,400 sq km

TAJ IKISTAN FACTS
CAPITAL CITY Dushanbe
AREA 143,100 sq km (55,251 sq miles)
PoPULATION 6,200,000
MAIN LANGUAGES Tajik, Uzbek
-----M AJOR REIJGION Muslim
C URRENC'r Somoni
Watermelon

Gold

People

Resources

The population of
Kvrgyzstan is made up
of 57 per cent Kyrgvz
people. The rest are
mainly Russians and
Uzbeks. Many Russians
are leaving as a result of
the strong nationalist
feelings that have grown
in the country since
the end of Soviet rule.
Ethnic tension also
exists with the Uzbeks.

Gold and mercury are
mined for export, as
well as smaller amounts
of other minerals.
including iron ore, tin,
lead, copper,- zinc, and
bauxite. Kyrgyzstan
also has reserves of oil,
coal, and gas, and its
many rivers and lakes
give it great potential
for hydroelectric power.

Afghanistan

-

Uranium
Tajikistan has 14 per cent of the
world's urani um, used as nuclear fuel.
It is a major export, bm the end of the
nuclear arms race has reduced irs value

AFGHANISTAN FACTS

Taliban
An Islamic sect called the Taliban rook
power in 1996 and created a hardline
regime which banned many freedoms.
Women suffered heavily under Taliban
rule as they were forbi dden w receive
an education, hold a job, or show their
faces in public. The Tali ban fled power
in 200 I during western war reprisals
for rhe September 11 terrorist attacks.

M ghanisran has a long hisrory
of war. After years of civil strife,
Afghanistan was furrher destroyed by a USled 'war on terrorism' in 2001-02. Pashtuns
are the majoriry ethnic group. M ghanisran
is one of the world's poorest countries.
A SIA,
HISTORY OF

Farming

DESERTS

FARMING

HORSES

ISLAM

MOUNTA1T'I<S
\.<'JD VALLEYS

Only about six per cent of Tajikistan is
suitable for farming. The main farming areas
are in the northwest, near Khudzhand, and the
somhwest, south of Dushanbe. Melons, grapes,
and peaches are grown in fertile soils washed
down from the mountains into the valleys.

N UCLEAR
POWER

C APITAL CITY Kabul

AREA 6'52.090 sq km (25 1,770 sq miles)
PoPULATION 26.800,000
\1AIN LANGUAGL<; Persian, Pashro
M AJOR Rl:LIGION Muslim
C uRRENCY Afghani

ROCKS AND
MINERALS

T EXTILES
AND WEAVING

TRADE AND
INDUST RY
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ASIAN WILDLIFE

Temperate forest wildlife
Asian temperate woodlands are rich in
species of broadleaved trees. Summers
are mild, bur winters can be cold,
and after the leaves have fallen, there
is linle food or shelter. Some animals
migrate or hibernate; others, such as the
Japanese macaque, are adapted to the cold.

ASIA STRETCHES FROM the frozen
Arctic in the north to the warm
tropics in the south. Although
much of Asia is undulating plain,
it also boasts the awesome mountain range of
the Himalayas. Much of the interior receives
Monkry
~ating
little rain, but parts of India hold
snow
the world record for annual rainfall. This
continent of contrasts provides many
habitats, each with its own characteristic
Thick,
shaggy
plants and animals. Many of the world's
coat
best known endangered species, such as
giant pandas and tigers, live in Asia. But
Japanese macaque
many less publicized, smaller animals
Living throughout most of japan, the Japanese
macaque lives in a more northerly climate than
and plants are also threatened by the
any other monkey. In winter it grows a thick
coat for protection, and some troops sit in
steady spread of human populations.
hot springs to avoid the chill of a snowstorm.

Japanese emperor butterfly
O nly the male japanese emperor has an iridescent
purple sheen, but both sexes have spotted wings.
This pattern breaks up their o utline, making it
dtfficult to see where they land on sunflecked foliage. T heir caterpillars are
leaf green, to camouflage them
on the leaves of celtis trees,
on which they feed.

Roots, buds, and shoots form its winter diet.

Purpk
iruksunc~

ofmak

Rainforest wildlife

Whiu spots

Saltwater crocodile
Large reptiles, such as saltwater crocodiles, lie
out on the shores of rainforest rivers in the
morni ng sun to warm up their bodies. Later
on, when the Sun gets too hot, the crocodiles
return to the water to cool down.

Asia's rainforests are warm all year
round, bur they do have short
dry seasons. They are festooned
with lianas and epiphytes. The
rainforest provides homes for
animals at ali levels, &om fruit bars in
the canopy to tigers on the forest floor.
- - Long a~rial roots

Th~ pap~ry orang~
mclos~

lanterns
b~rrus

1

Banyan tree

Tiger

Some Jig trees, such as the
banyan tree, stan life as a
tiny seedling that grows in the
crown of another rainforest
tree. The banyan tree sends
aerial roots down to the
ground, that enmesh
and kill the host tree.

T he tiger spends much of
its day roaming through its
rainforest territory, stalking
prey. Tigers love water,
and to avoid the heat
of the day, they cool
down by basking
in shallow pools.

With its loud call and noisy wingbeats, the
rhinoceros horn bill is a very noticeable
rainforest inhabitant. It uses its huge bill
with great dexterity to pick fruit and kill prey.

Grassland wildlife

Tawny eagle
The tawny eagle nests in shrubs and
trees by watercourses. It flies long
distances over steppes and semi-arid
deserts in search of food. The tawny
eagle is a skilful hunter, but it
increases its chances
of getting enough
food by feeding
on carrion and
stealing other
predators' prey.

Asia has both tropical savannahs
and vast plains of temperate steppes,
with hot, dry summers. However,
grasses and drought-resistant shrubs
do grow there. Large animals have
adapted to conserve moisture; smaller
ones shelter in burrows.
Saiga antelope
Chinese lantern
is a drought-resistant
plant. Its roots spread
deep into the soil to
reach any available
water. New shoots
appear each spring,
that bear flowers
and edible fruits.
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Herds of saiga
antelopes migrate south
in winter to escape severe
weather. They return nonh
in summer, when the grasses
are more plentiful. Saigas have a
mucous-lined sac in the snout
that warms inhaled air in
winter and fLlters out dust
in the hot, dry summer.

,,

Hook~d

- - . / b~ak (or
uanng
fosh of
prry

~

Eagk has push~d offground
to launch its~lf into th~ air.

ASIAN WILDLIFE

Mountain wildlife

Himalayan griffon
The H imalayan griffon is a large, aggressive vulture
that soars over some of the highest mountain slopes in
search of food . T he d iet of vultures is almost entirely
restriaed m carrion. The H imalayan griffon's powerful
hooked bill is strong enough to rip open the leathery
hide of a dead yak to feast on the entrails

The steep crags and valleys of the Himalayas
provide many refuges for wildlife. Forests on the
lower slopes give way to high altitude meadows
and snowfields. Animals of the higher slopes,
such as the yak, are adapted to survive the
winters; others migrate to warmer, lower slopes.

Hooked beak helps
pull apart
prry.

Sharp spines on head --and neck provide
protection.

Yak

Rhododendron
When in flower, rhododendrons set
the mountainside ablaze with a riot
of colour. Their £iny seeds are
readily spread by wind or water.

Domesticated for centuries, the yak is still found
living wild in some partS of its mountain range.
With its long, shaggy coat, a yak can survive
temperatures as low as -40°C (-4QOF). It grazes on
whatever plants are available, including mosses and
lichens, and can use snow as a source of water.

Armoured pricklenape agama
This lizard lives in the treemps in
mountain forests. Its greeny-brown
scales conceal it among twigs and
leaves. Pricklenape agamas have sharp
claws that give them a sure grip, as rhey
run and leap through the branches.

~onhern

Boreal forest wildlife

bat

In summer, this hardy bar

Norway spruce
Narrow-crowned spruces are
a characteristic feature of
the taiga. Snow slides easily
from their curved branches
without breaking them.
Norway spruce grows at
rhe western reaches of the
taiga, soon giving way to
Siberian spruce. The seeds of
both trees provide food
for birds and rodents.

Just south of the Arctic tundra is a vast
forest of conifer trees. In Asia, this boreal
forest is called the taiga. Wildflowers,
and animals such as the sable, are
adapted to exploit the brief summers
and withstand the long, harsh winters.

forages for insects in the
forest and even up into the
-\rcric Circle. To survive the
winter it hibernates in caves
or buildings. Its distribution
is dictated by the availability
of suitable roost sites.

Fur for warmth

Sable
T he sable hunts all year round fo r nestlings
and rodents. It also eats shoots and berries if
prey is scarce. The sable sleeps, shelters,
and gives birch in
hollow logs or
tree holes.

I

Thick for covers the
whok body and
even the soks
ofthe feet.

Desert wildlife
~ot

all deserts are hot all year round. Temperate
deserts, such as the Gobi in Central Asia, have
scorching hot summers, but icy cold winters.
Nights are cold even in summer, as there is
no vegetation to trap the heat. To survive
here, animals must be adapted both to the
dry environment and extremes of temperature.

Few of these desert creatures remain in the wild. A Bactrian
camel has a very thick woolly coat to protect it from severe
cold in winter. Fat stored in twO humps on its back enables
it m survive with little food or water for long periods of rime.

-

To find enough food, including
voles, lemmings, and other
small rodents, rhe great grey
owl hunts by day as well as night.
It may travel far to a good source
of food, but returns to the dense
boreal fores t to breed. It chooses
a secure nest site in a tree, or may
use another large bird's old nest.

Onager

Mongolian gerbil

O nagers live in small herds in the
desert. There is little vegetation
here for grazing animals, but the
onager can cope with eating
mugh desert grasses and straw.
Wolves, although uncommon,
are their main predators.
To defend themselves,
onagers can run fast
for long distances.

Like many small desert animals, these
gerbils escape from temperature extremes
by digging underground burrows. Living
below ground also helps to conserve bodily
moisture. Gerbils nibble roots, shoots. seeds,
and buds, and drink water if it is available.
In a drought, they can get
sufficient moisture
from the early
morning dew
on their food.

Almost all-round vision
helps them to spot danger. "'-._

Bactrian camel

•

Great grey owl

AsiA

BATS

BIRDS OF
PREY

Pak forfor . . . . _
camouflage
in desert

B UFFALO AND OTHER
WILD CATrLE

CAMELS

D EER AND
ANTELOPES

LIONS AND
OT HER WILD CATS

RATS AND
OT HER RODENTS

TREES
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ASSYRIAN EMPIRE

~~ ""'--'

THE GRAND CITY OF ASHUR, beside the Tigris river in
northern Mesopotamia (present-day Iraq), developed as
an important trading centre; by 2000 BC, it had become
111
~~---.;==----=--- the capital of a great Assyrian kingdom. From 1400 BC,
Assyrian armies were marching north and west to secure trade and obtain
booty and tribute. Feared for their military strength, they soon came to
dominate the Near East. Assyrian kings built several capital cities after
Ashur, of which Nimrud and Nineveh were the most magnificent.
Assyrian civilization and culture, however, were heavily influenced by
Babylonia to the south, and it was the Babylonians who eventually
absorbed the Assyrians into their empire.

l ~'
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0 t-.lineveh: • N imrod
editerranean,l
•
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Sea
..., Ashur
Or;...

Extent of the empire
The greatest extent of the empire was
reached in the 7th century, when the
well-equipped soldiers of King
Ashurbanipal conquered and held
lands from Egypt to Iran. Assyrian
governors controlled the provinces.
They were expected to send taxes
back to the Assyrian capital and
recruit soldiers
Bronze armour
for the army.

Army
T he Assyrian army was the most
efficient fighting machine of irs time,
and irs reputation alone was ofren
enough to frighten rebellious states
into surrender. At first, the army
consisted of native Assyrians, bur
Tiglath-Pileser III (745-727 BC)
recruited men from other areas of
the empire. T hey were armed with
iron helmets, armour, spears, swords,
and shields. The Assyrians also
used chariots and siege engines
(battering rams on wheels), the most
advanced weapons of the rime.
Nimrud and Nineveh
By 900 BC, the city of
Ashur was overcrowded.
Nimrud was built in the
9th century BC; N ineveh
was constructed in the 7th
century BC. These cities
were famous for their
splendid palaces
and temple.~.
Exotic an imals
from all over the
empire, such as
elephants and lions,
filled the wildlife
parks and gardens
that surrounded the
city of Nineveh.

Timeline
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I Assyrian official

I Kmg Ashurnasirpa/ II

Politics

Art and literature
Brightly painted, stone-relief carvings,
the most spectacular of all
Assyrian art
forms, decorated
palace walls from
900 BC. Artists
decorated royal
furniture with
carvings of real or
mythical animals,
such as sphinxes.

Queens of Assyria
Some Assyrian queens were
so powerful they became
legendarv. O ne such,
Sammurammat (Semiramis),
dominated coun for 42 years
in the 9th century BC. Some
royal jewellery has been
found in tombs at N unrud.

701 BC Sennacherib
leads his army to
Jerusalem from his new
capital at N ineveh.

87 9 BC Ashurnasirpal II
builds a new capital at
Kalhu (Nimrud).

1900 BC, Assyrians establish
trading colonies in Anatolia
(modern Turkey).

744-727 BC King
T•glath-Pileser III
creates an empire.

689 BC Sennacherib
destroys Babylon.

1250 BC Kings of Assyria
campaign as far as the
Mediterranean and Babylon.

72 1-70 5 BC
Sargon II builds capital at
Khorsabad (Dur-Sharrokin).

664 BC Ashurbanipal
attacks and conquers
Egypt.

-

ARMs AND
ARMO UR

Stone relief of Assyrians attacking a
town on the Euph rates river

At his coronation, the Assyrian king swore to
expand the empire. The Assyrians believed their
god Ashur (afrer whom the fi rst city was named)
chose each king, so he had absolute
power. H e appointed all the
governors of the various parts of
his empire, led the army, and was
responsible for all the temples.
The king demonstrated his power
and wealth by many ambitious
building projects. A network of
spies reported to the king on all
matters within the empire.

2400 BL The city of Ashur
dominates trade routes.

•

Siege engine

(r.883-859 BC)
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G old earring

BABYLONIAN
EM PIRE

HITTITES

PHOENICIANS

Ivory winged sphinx

61 2 BC Median
and Babylonian armies
destroy N ineveh.
609 BC Crown prince
Nebuchadnezzar of
Babylon finally defeats
the Assyrians.
606 BC The Medes from
Iran sack Nineveh.
S u MERIANS

WARFARE

Sennacherib (r.70468 I BC), a strong
king, spent many
years building
N ineveh. He
established conuol
over the coast of
the Mediterranean,
and destroyed
Babylon, but he
was murdered by
his jealous sons.

ASTEROIDS see COMETS AND METEORS
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Astrology and astronomy

ASTROLOGY
FOR CENTURIES, people have

believed that the position of the
stars and planets has an influence
on human life. The study of this
influence is known as astrology. It began about
4,000 years ago in Mesopotamia (modern
Iraq) and eventually spread throughout the
ancient world. In most cultures astrology was
regarded as a science, and many rulers even
used astrology when making important
political decisions. Today, although there is no
scientific proof for its accuracy, many people
still believe in astrology.
This

Ari~s

t43

The scientific study of srars and planets
is known as astronomy. For thousands
of years, astronomy and astrology were
closely linked. From rhe 17rh century
onwards, however, leaps in scientific
knowledge resulted in astronomy
becoming increasingly imporranr, while
belief in astrology began ro wane.

Taurus

l

c~mini

An early telescope
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Casting a horoscope

r~pr~unts th~

To draw up your horoscope, or binh
chan, astrologers need to know the
exact dare, rime, and place of your
binh. They then use careful
ulcularions to plot the
position of the Sun, Moon,
and planets. Astrologers claim
that they can interpret the
fi nished horoscope to
reveal your character.

horizon at th~
tim~ ofbirth.

h

Twelve signs of
the rodiac

Astrological map showing the
view of the universe in 1660.

Th~

chart is
divitkd into 12
hous~. on~ for
~ach zodiac sign.

'Complicaud
calculations
ar~now

don~

with
calculators.

Celestial spheres

Signs of the zodiac

Ancient astrologers believed that the
Universe was a gigantic sphere, with
the Earth at the centre and rhe stars
circling around it. They divided this
sphere into 12 sections, each of which
was named after a constellation of
fixed stars - the signs of the rodiac.

Each sign of the rodiac takes irs
name from ancient mythology.
Early astrologers chose names
to suit the shapes formed by the
constellations - the stars that
make up Leo, for example, were
thought to resemble a lion.

Fortune telling

Astrological wheel
C hinese astrology
features 12 animals,
and each represents a
different personality rype.
For example, people born
in the year of the Snake
are said to be sociable,
confident, and energetic.
Th~ black and whit~
bands r~pr~mt th~
Univ"s/s balancing
fo rm ofyin and yang.

~

it
A;
ft'~ll

Aquarius

~

~
Pisus

The role of chance

People's desire ro see into the future
has given rise to many different forms
of prediction, which vary from culrure
ro culture. They include crystal ball
gazing, dream interpretation,
palmistry, divination sricks, raror
reading, runes, numerology, and rhe
I Ching, an ancient Chinese oracle.
Consulting a
takr
in Hong
Kong

M any fortune-telling systems use
dice, coins, or cards to introduce
an element of randomness.

Throwing diu is
an anci~nt
way of
making
.•
pr«..ictions. ••

:-:

fortun~

The five elements

Each animal sign
is /ink~d to on~ of

CJ Wilt~r

th~ fiv~ ~kmmts.

-

-

Eanh -

W0od

Fir~

I Ching coins

Gold

Chinese horoscopes
Unlike Western astrology which is
based on rhe movemenr of rhe Sun and
planers, Chinese horoscopes are based
on rhe cycle of rhe Moon. Each
Chinese year is named after a different
animal - rhe Rar, Ox, Tiger, Rabbir,
Dragon, Snake, Horse, Ram, Monkey,
Rooster, Dog, and Pig.

Associations
Each astrological animal
is associated with a certain
food. colour, and symbol.
The Rat's symbol is the
set of balances, irs colour
is black, and it is linked
with salty-tasting foods.

Palmistry

Tarot cards

Each person's palm is unique, with its
own distinctive pattern of lines Palm
readers beheve these markings reveal the
owner's character, past and future. As
w ell as both palms the palmist
~~
examines the fingers and nails.
Palmistry hand

Tarot cards are fuund
worldwide. They can be
dealt in many different
ways, and are thought to
answer specific questions,
or be a guide to the future.

AsrR.oNO\fY
•
-

CHINA,
SciENCE,
HISTORY OF HISTORY OF

STARS

SUN AND
SOlAR SYSTEM
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Living in space

AST RONAUTS

Daily life for an astronaut includes all
the usual things, such as breathing, eating,
sleeping, and going to the bathroom.
The big difference, however, is living in
weightless conditions. Sleeping astronauts
float around the spacecraft
unless tethered down,
and using the toilet
has to be carefully
controlled.

MORE THAN 350 PEOPLE have
travelled into space; 26 on
missions to the Moon and the
rest in orbit around Earth. For
journeying into space, astronauts must be
physically and mentally fit. They must also
be trained to prepare them for living and
working in the hostile environment of space.
Prmur~ h~lm~t

MMU
To fly free from the spacecraft,
an astronaut wears a powered
backpack, the Manned
Manoeuvring Unit (MMU). Mini
nitrogen thrusters, operated from
arm rests, propel the astronaut at
about 20 m/s (65 ftls).

Spacesuit
When asrronaurs work outside
the spacecraft, they need to
wear a suit that keeps their
Visor
Cap
body at the correct temperature
Communicatiom
and protects them from fasth~ads~t
moving m icrometeoroids. The
Communicatiom
suit must also provide oxygen
for breathing and be pressurized input sockd
because there is no air or
atmospheric pressure in space.

~·

Working in space
Each m ember of a space crew
has specific tasks. These may
include flying the craft,
releasing a satellite into orbi t, or
resting new equ ipment. The
weightless co nditions of space
mean that astronauts can also
perform experiments nor
possible on Earth.

M~al tray

""'f>p<d '"

Meals on the space shuttle
are prepared from 70
different foods and
20 drinks. The meal
tray is strapped
down and the food
eaten with the hand
or cutlery. Liquids are
sucked from cartons

'1-acuumpack

~~~r

ink t and

outkt

Rubb~r grips
stop iums
floating
away.

Space toilet

Wrist clamp

Apoi.bJ 9 spacesuit
Urin~

tramfor

conn~ctton

_lnugrat~d th~rmal

Astronauts outside the
spacecraft "go m the toilet" in
their spacesuit, where the
waste materials are collected.
Inside the craft, they use a
space toilet, making sure they
are fi rmly strapped to the seat.
The waste is sucked away by
the toilet and collected in a
secure unit.

IRubb~r suction cups

microm~uoroid

Snap-on
fasuning

Suction shoes
Staying in one place in
a spacecraft can be a
problem. Suction-cup
shoes allow astronauts
to get a better grip.

Lunar

Repair work

Endurance record

O nce a satellite is in
space it is left to work
on its own. But
occasionally one needs
repairing. The cargo
bay of the space
shuttle is equipped
with a robotic arm,
which specially trained
astronauts use to
recover the satellite.
They can then repair
the satellite and release
it back into orbit.

Most astronauts spend only a
few days in space, but some
stay for months. Russian
cosmonaut Sergei Avdeyev
holds the overall endurance
record (748 days). Russian
Valeri Poliakov holds the
record for longest single stay
(438 days).

An
astronaut,
anchored
to a foot

Poliakov

Space animals
H umans are not the only
space travellers; early ones
included dogs, rats, and
mice. Animals are no longer
sent into space alone, but
flies, frogs, and tadpoles
occasionally accompany
human astronauts.

Experiments
Astronauts have
carried out many
experiments in
space. These include
observing how living
things such as bees
are affected by
weightlessness.
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Space food

kg\

wrapp~d food \

Yuri Gagarin
The first person m fly imo space
was a Russian, Yuri Gagarin
(1934-68). His flight on 12 April
1961 mok him once around the
Earth and lasted 108 minutes. No
one knew how the space flight
would affect a human, so
Gagarin's
spacecraft,
'1-Dstok I, was
controlled from
the ground.

Astronauts need
daily exercise to
keep fit in the
weightless
conditions
of space.

Chimpanzee Ham returned safely from his 1961 flight.
ExPLORATION

GRAVITY

HEALT H AND
FITNESS

MOON

ROCKETS

S PACE
EXPLORATION

ASTRONOMY

Astronomers' tools

ASTRONOMY IS THE STUDY OF SPACE and everything

it contains. It is a subject that has been studied since
ancient times when humans used their eyes to gaze
out at the stars and planets. Today's astronomers use
sophisticated equipment to collect information about space
and how the Universe as a whole works.
Kitt Peak
Observatory

Th~ larg~st

optical t~kscop~
at Kitt P~ak is th~ 4-m
{13-ft) Maya//.

Astronomers collect data from space by
analysing a range of electromagnetic
radiations; light and radio waves as well as
other wavelengths such as X-ray, infrared ,
and ultraviolet. Astronomers use specialized
telescopes with various attachments for
collecting and studying the data.
Telescope
The finest and most
powerful telescopes use
one or more mirrors m
collect light from a distant
object and form an image.
Electronic devices or
photographic plates rather
than the eye collect the
data. O ther attachments,
such as spectroscopes and
photometers, help analyse
light emitted by stars.

Observatories
An astronomer's telescopic equipment
is housed and used in an observatory.
The atmosphere distorts light and
other radiations from space, so
many observatories are located
at high altitudes.
Space observatory

Cam~rasand

Hubble Space
Telescope

Telescopes in space
collect data 24 hours a
day and transmit it
back to Earth. The
H ubble Space Telescope,
launched in 1990,
orbits Earth, collecting
data &om optical and
ultraviolet wavelengths.

Optical observatory

Radio observatory

The world's biggest optical observamries are on mountaintops, away
from city lights and where the atmosphere is dear and dry. The Kin Peak
National Observatory, which has 22 major telescopes, is on a 2,1 00-m
(6,900-ft) mountain in Arizona, USA. Observatories sited in such
inaccessible places need support services for the astronomers and their
equipment, including accommodation, workshops, and transport.

Radio waves are largely unaffected by the
atmosphere, so radio telescopes can be sited
vinually anywhere. The 305-m (1,000-ft)
Arecibo radio dish (above) is in a natural
hollow on the island of Puerto Rico It is
the world's largest single radio dish.

Astronomer
at work

Anunna
forsmdmg
data

Antmna for
smding data

Space probe
Lantkr
untkr

Objects in the Solar System
have been studied at close
hand by space probes.
Instruments perform a
host of investigations,
including making
detailed images of planets
and their moons, and
analysing what they are
made of. Two identical
Viking probes investigated
Mars in 1976.

cov~r

Observation
Only a &action of an astronomer's rime
is spent observing. Instead, most of the
data comes from observations made and
recorded by other astronomers on big
telescopes, or &om automatic
equipment on space probes. The
observations are used to help build
theories or to confirm an established
theory, such as how stars form.

Most astronomers
specialize in one area
of research, such as
planetary geology,
interplanetary d ust,
stellar development,
galaxy formation, or
quasars. Whatever the
subject, an astronomer
can be fo und in one
of two main locations:
in universities and
observatories.

Data collection

Charge-coupled
device (CCD)

TheCCD, an
electronic chip
that records data
&om space, can
collect enough
data in a few hours
to keep an astronomer
busy for years.

Analysis

Timeline

Data can be collected
directly on to a
computer and then
transferred m other
computers for analysis.
Computers can process
images and handle
large amounts of
information much
more quicklv than
an astronomer.

1609 First use of the
telescope for the
systematic study of space.
1781 D iscovery of
Uranus doubled the
diameter of the known
Solar System

-

•

Solar
pan~/

Vtking probe

Fred Hoyle
The British astronomer Fred Hoyle
(1915-2001) helped to solve some
of the most baffiing questions
facing 20th-century astronomers.
A major breakthrough was
explaining nucleosynthesis - how
chemical elements are produced
from the hydrogen inside stars.
He also wrote science fiction novels.

1923 Astronomers
observe galaxies other
than the Milky Way.

1863 Analysis of
starlight shows stars
are made of
the same
elements
as those
on Earth.

ATMOSPHERE

Uranus
GAlAXIES

Quasar

1963 Q uasar
Supernova
is discovered.
1999 Hubble telescope
sights 18 other galaxies up
1987 Supernova
to 65 million years away.
1987A explodes.

SPACE
EXPLORATION

STARS

T ELESCOPES

UNIVERSE
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AST ROPHYSICS see PHYSICS
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ATHLETICS

Pok vault

Tripk jump

Hammer and discus Long jump

stupkchase

THIS POPULAR SPORT takes place
mainly in a stadium where it
is divided in to two main
categories: track and field.
Track includes running and hurdling races;
field includes jumping and throwing. Some
athletics events involve more than one
discipline - 10 in the decathlon for men;
seven in the heptathlon for women. Other
events are road and cross-country running.
Major competitions are the Olympics and
world and continental championships.

Athletics stadi urn
In an athletics stadium, rhere
is a 400-m (437-yd) running
track, usually marked with
eight lanes. The field events
rake place in special areas on
rhe grass area inside the track.

The I 00-m sprint,
100-m hurd/a, and
I 10-m hurd/a are
the only races run
in a straight line.

The finish
line is in
the same
place for
all races.

Track events

Jumping events

Racing takes place on the
flat and over hurdles.
Competitors in events
up to 400 m have to stay
in their lane for the
whole race. The 800 m is
run in lanes un til the
end of the first bend.
A photo-finish camera
is used to determine
fi nal places. and runners
are timed to 0.01 seconds.

T here are four jumping
events. In the high jump
and pole vault, the bar is
gradually raised.
Competitors are
el iminated if they have
three consecutive failures.
In the long jump and
triple jump, co mpetitors
have a set number of
attempts, the best one
counting. T he triple jump
is a hop, srep, and jump.

Weights in the base
ofthe stand keep
the hurdk upright. \.

Hurdling

Carl Lewis
In 1984, American Carl Lewis
(b. 1961) won Olympic golds in
the I 00 m, 200 m, 4-by- I 00-m
relay, and the long jump. He won
five more gold medals in later
Olympics and
retained his longjump title three
rimes (1988-96),
becoming only rhe
second athlete in
history to win four
golds in one event.

Athletes have to negotiate 10
hurdles in all the races 100 m for women, II 0 m for
men, and 400 m for men and
women. In rhe 3,000-m
steeplechase, runners take four
hurdles and the water jump
on each full lap. They all use
the same, fixed hurdles

shot put

1

Running
Races on rhe track range from
100m ro the 25-lap 10,000 m.
Runners use starting blocks for
races from I 00 m to 400 m.
There are rwo srandard relay races:
4 by 100m and 4 by 400 m, wirh
team members passing a baton.

&as around bends
have a sraggered
start which means
athktes do not start
in a straight line.

Pole vault
Poles, usually made of
fibreglass, may be of any
size. The vaulter plants the
pole in a sunken box at the
end of rhe run-up before
taking off. The pole bends
and then straighrens as rhe
vaulrer tries to clear the bar
feet first, releasing rhe pole.

Long jump
Competirors must take off
before the end of a
wooden take-off board
sunk into the run-up. The
jump is measured from rhe
end of rhe board to rhe
nearesr part of the sand
disrurbed by rhe
competimr wirh any parr
of the body, hands, or legs.

Throwing events
In the shot put, discus, and hammer, competitors
throw from special circles. In the javelin, they throw
from behind a curved line at the end of a run-up.

Javelin distances are measured m
where the tip firsr hirs the ground.
It does not have to stick.

jump

Shot is a metal sphere weighing
7.26 kg (161b) for men and
4 kg (8.8 lb) for women. his
"pur" with one pushing action.

The marathon
This road race is 42.195 km
(26.2 miles) long. Some major races
srarr and finish in rhe stadium. It
derives from rhe Battle of Mararhon
in 490 BC, when a messenger ran to
Arhens with news of rhe Athenian
victory over the Persians.
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Hammer is a metal
sphere fixed to a handle
by steel wire. Most people
turn three or four times
before releasing the hammer.

•

GREECE,
ANCIENT

Most high
jumpers use the
Fosbury tlop technique,
which involves turning at
take-off to pass head first
and face up over the bar.
Competitors are not
allowed to take off from
both feer rogerher.

D iscus has a meral rim
wirh a weight at the
centre. Like rhe hammer,
rhe discus is thrown from
a cage for safery reasons.

HEALT H AN D
FITNESS

H UMAN
BODY

O LYMPIC
GAM ES

OWEJ NS,

ESSE

S PORT

ATLANTIC OCEAN

ATLANTIC OCEAN FACTS
AREA 82,442,000 sq km
(31 ,831,000 sq miles)

THE ATLANTIC IS THE WORLD's second biggest
AVERAGE DEPTH 3,660 m (12,0U0 ft)
GREATEST DEPTH 8,648 m (28,372 ft)
ocean, covering about one-fifth of the Earth's
Puerto Rico Trench
------surface. It separates the Americas in the west from
LENGTH 16,000 km (9,900 miles)
Europe and Africa in the east. The Arctic Ocean
GREATEST WIDTH 8,000 km
(4,900 miles)
lies to the north, and Antarctica to the south. There are several seas
around the edges of the Atlantic, including the Baltic and the
Mediterranean seas in the east, and the Caribbean Sea in the
Physical features
west. The Atlantic contains some of the world's richest fishing The waters of the Atlantic are never still bur
move in huge belts of water or currents, such
grounds, but is also the most polluted ocean because of the
as the Gulf Stream, which affect the world's
industry around its shores.
climate. The currents can be as warm as 30°C
(86°F) or as cold as -2°C (30°F). Many of the
islands in the Atlantic are volcanic and lie on
the Mid-Atlantic Ridge. The largest islands
are Greenland and Iceland, bordered by the
Greenland Sea in the north Atlantic.
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Gulf Stream
Al£hough the Scilly Isles
lie just off the coast of
Britain, in the northern
Adantic, winters there
are mild due to the
influence of the Gulf
Stream. This warm
current, which flows
at abom 9 kmh
(5.6 mph), stans in
the Caribbean Sea,
circles the Gulf of
Mexico, and then heads
north and east. Winds
that blow over it pick
up heat and raise the
temperature of northern
Europe, keeping ports
free of ice in the winter.
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An underwater mountain chain called the M id-Atlantic Ridge
runs down the middle of the Atlantic, where the ocean floor
is splitting. Lava oozes up from the seabed and hardens,
forming the mountain range. Many of the peaks surface
as mid-ocean islands, such as Ascension Island. The ocean
is growing wider at a rate of about 4 em (1.5 in) a year.
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Fishing
Although Atlantic fish stocks have run low over the past
20 years because of overfishing, salmon fishing is a thriving
industry, and salmon hatcheries are increasingly common.
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ATLANTIC OCEAN

Iceland

Physical features

~ The island country of Iceland lies

iiiiiiiii far north in the Atlantic, midway
berween Europe and North America, and
is increasingly important for international
communications. Its position on the
Mid-Atlantic Ridge means it has many
volcanoes and is prone to earthquakes.
Iceland has been a republic since 1944.

Iceland is a land of fi re
and ice, where steaming hot
volcanic springs bubble up
through glaciers. The centre
consists of uninhabitable
plateaus and mountains
In the south are farmlands.
There are many rivers, lakes,
and spectacular waterfalls.

Climate
O wing to the Gulf
Stream, Iceland's
southern lowlands
are mild and breezy,
and snow is rare.
The north is colder,
but less windy.

CAPITAL CITY Reyk-'-ja_vik
_· - - - - - AREA I00,250 sq km (38,707 sq miles)
PoPULATION 28 I 000
------MAIN LANGUAGE Icelandic

Volcanoes
The island of Little Surtsey is a volcano
that rose from the sea close to Iceland
in spring 1965, but disappeared again
the following winter. Mainland Iceland
has at least 20 active volcanoes that
could erupt at any time.

(34 in)

Every year, thousands of people
visit the Blue Lagoon, to swim
in this natural pool of healing,
geothermal, mineral-rich sea
water. Vast resources ensure that
hydroelectric and geothermal
power stations meet almost all
of Iceland's electricicy needs.

24%

Land use
The Icelandic people live in the more fertile coastal
areas where 11 per cent are employed in farmi ng, mainly
raising sheep. Only about one per cent of the land is used
for growing crops. No-one lives in the rocky centre.

Fishing
Iceland relies on exporting fish
to pay for all the necessities of
modern living, which are imported
from abroad. Fishing and fish
processing are Iceland's leading
industries and employ around
20 per cent of the labour force.

Reykjavik

People
The firs t settlers in Iceland arrived from
Norway in the 9th century. Today, Iceland
boasts a classless sociecy, and around 80 per
cent of Icelanders own their own home. Most
people live in towns where the standard of
living is high, with extensive social securicy,
health services, and free education.

Brightly coloured houses in Reykjavik's old town

Cape Verde

CAPE VERDE

-

FACTS

The volcanic Cape Verde islands

~ are divided into the Windward

and Leeward islands. They lie in the
Atlantic, off Africa's west coast. Until
1975, they were a Portuguese colony.
Poor soil and lack of fresh water
mean that Cape Verde needs
to import 90 per cent of
irs food.

CAPITAL CITY Praia
AREA 4,030 sq km
(1,556 sq miles)
POPULATION 4 28,000
MAIN LANGUAGES
Portuguese,
Creole

ARGENTINA, CHILE,
AND URUGUAY

C LIMATE

3 per sq km
(8 per sq mile)

91 o/o
9%
Urban Rural

A dan tic Islands
The Atlantic O cean contains hundreds of
islands. Some, such as the British Isles,
are parr of a continent. Others, like the
Azores and the Canaries, are volcanic.
Ascension, Bermuda, St Helena, and
other small islands are the summits of
undersea mountains and volcanic in origin.

MAJOR RELIGION
Christian

Sao Nicolau

The Falklands, with
an area of 11,960 sq
km (4,617 sq miles), are
a British dependent territory off the coast of
Argentina - which calls them Las Malvinas,
and claims ownership. Until oil was found in
their waters, most people were sheep farmers.

The island of Sao N icolau
in the W indward Islands has
many Portuguese colonial-scyle
buildings. Most of the people
here are Portuguese-African
Creole. Where they can, they
grow bananas and sugar-cane.

The Canary Islands off northwest Africa are
governed as two provinces of Spain. Popular
with tourists, the seven islands and six islets
have a total area of 7,270 sq km (2,807 sq
miles), and a population of 1,630,000.

C URRENCY
Cape Verde
escudo

90 -

PEOPLE PER DOCTOR 307
GOVERNMENT Multi-parcy republic

Geothermal power
Farmland

•

LIFE EXPECTANCY 79 years

Europe's largest ice-caps cover over
one-tenth of Iceland. The biggest is
Vatnajokull, which covers an area
of8 , I 33 sq km (3,149 sq miles)
in the southeast of the country.

860mm

Barren
75%

MAJOR REUGION Christian
C URRENCY Icelandic krona

ADULT liTERACY 99o/o

Glaciers

Butlt-up 1%

Heated by
geothermal water
from boreholes,
Reykjavik is a clean,
modern cicy, and
home to about
100,000 people.
It is a busding hub
of culture, industry,
commerce, and
government.

ICELAND FACTS

CONTINENTS

ENERGY

Canary Islands

F ISHING
INDUSTRY

GLACIATION

ISLANDS

O CEANS
AND SEAS

TUNDRA

VOLCANOES

ATLANTIS sec MITHS AND LEGENDS

ATMOSPHERE

Layers of the
atmosphere

could not exist without Earth's Saullit~
atmosphere. The atmosphere is a colourless,
tasteless, odourless blanket of gases that surrounds
the Earth. It gives us air to breathe and water to
drink. As well as keeping us warm by retaining the Sun's heat,
it also shields us from the Sun's harmful rays. The atmosphere
is approximately 700 km (440 miles) deep, but it has no
distinct boundary. As it extends into space, it becomes
thinner, eventually fading out. Human activity is upsetting
the atmosphere's natural balance, with damaging results.

The atmosphere is divided into five
different layers. The composition
of gases varies within these layers,
as does the temperature which
drops in the troposphere, the
lowest layer, and rises in the
stratosphere above.

LIFE ON EARTH

Argon

0.93%
Carbon
dioxide

0.03%
Other gases

0.04%
Pie chart showing the
composition of the atmosphere.

In the thermosphere, gases are very
thin but they absorb ultraviolet light
from the Sun, raising temperatures
ro 2.ooo·c (3,632"F). The
ionosphere (layer within the
thermosphere) is made of gases
electrically charged or ionizc:d
by the Sun's light. Radio signals
can be bounced off these
ionizc:d gases.

Aurora - lights
in th~ night slty,
possibly caus~d by
charg~d partick s
fro m th~ Sun
striking atoms. -

Composition of the
atmosphere
Earth's atmosphere is made mainly
of two gases - nitrogen and oxygen.
It also contains small amounts of
argon and carbon dioxide, with tiny
traces of other gases. The oxygen is
made primarily by green plants,
which maintain the balance of gases.

'\,_ Exosphere is the outer layer of the
atmosphere. Here lighter gases
drift into space.

Spac~

shuttk
M~uorit~s

Stratopaus~

th~

is

In the mesosphere, gases are
so thin that temperatwes
drop rapidly with height to
less than -IIO"C (-166"F),
but the air is still thick
enough to slow
down meteorites.

boundary
b~tw~m

stratosphn-~

and
m~sosphn-~.

Ozone layer

Sonar

balloon
The thin layer of ozone gas within the stratosphere protects
us by absorbing harmful ultraviolet rays from the Sun. But
build-up of man-made gases called chlorofluorocarbons
(CFCs) has depleted the ozone layer, and holes have
Tropopaus~
started to appear in it every spring over the poles.
bortkrs
troposphn-~

Greenhouse effect

and stratosphn-~.

Carbon dioxide and other
gases in the atmosphere
act like glass in a
greenhouse:, trapping
the Sun's heat. This
"greenhouse: effect"
keeps the Eanh warm.
But human activity, such
as bwning forests and
running cars, releases too
much carbon dioxide into the
air and may cause: global warming.
Ozon~ hok ovtT
Antarctica is shown as viokt and pink

Oxygm uudin
burning fossil fo~ls
Oxygm givm off

Ozon~ lay~r
shi~lds th~

Earth
from dang~rous
radiation.

Some aerosol sprays
we CFC gases.

/

A larg~ amount
ofoxygm is
stor~d in th~

Oxygm givm off
Oxygm
us~d up
by marin~
animals

by plants and trus

Oxygm us~d up by
humans and amma/s

-

I

Troposphere extends about
12 km (7.5 miles) above the ground and is
the only layer in which living things can survive naturally.
It contains 75 per cent of the atmosphere's gases, water
vapour, and douds. C hanges here create the weather.

Oxygen cycle

atmosphn-~.

by marin~ plants

Stratosphere contains
19 per cent of the
atmosphere's gases, but
little water vapour. It is
very calm so airliners
fly up here.

Gases continually circulate
between the atmosphere and
living things. Animals breathe
in oxygen to help them release
energy from food, and breathe
out carbon dioxide. Green plants
release oxygen back into the air
and take in carbon dioxide as
they absorb energy from the
Sun. Oxygen is also used in the
burning of fossil fuels.

CLIMATE

fORESTS

GASES

LUNGS AND
BREATHING

James Glaisher
English meteorologist James Glaisher
(1 809-1 903) was one of the many
balloonists who, during the 19th century,
took great risks when they ascended to
extraordinary heights to discover more
about the atmosphere. Glaisher went
up almost 12 km (7. 5 miles) into the
troposphere without oxygen or
p rotective clothing. Such research led
to the d iscovery that air becomes
cooler with altitude.

PlANETS

POLLUTION

SUN AND
SOLAR SYSTEM
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ATOMIC CLOCK sec TIME

ATOMS

AND

MOLECULES

Nucleus of carbon12 atom

Six

TINY PARTICLES CALLED ATOMS

are the basic building blocks
that make up everything
around us. Forces called bonds
effectively "cement" the atoms together.
A molecule is a cluster of atoms linked
by bonds. There are just over a hundred
different types of atom, which are
themselves made up of even smaller
"subatomic" particles, such as protons,
neutrons, and electrons.

Atomic structure
The centre, or nucleus, of an atom contains
particles called protons, which carry a
positive electric charge, and neutrons, which
carry none. Arranged around the nucleus in
layers called shells are negatively charged
particles called electrons. The atom has no
overall charge, because it contains equal
numbers of electrons and protons, so the
posi rive and negative charges are balanced .
Nuckus

Neutron

Six
neutrons

Isotopes
All the aroms of an element have
the same number of promns in the
nucleus, bur some amms, called
isotopes, have different numbers of
neutrons. For example, the carbon
isorope carbon-12 has six prorons
and six neutrons, bur rhe isotope
carbon-14 has rwo extra neutrons.

(gr~en)

Quarks

Ekctron

Both neutrons and promns
consist of rhree smaller particles
called quarks, sruck rogethc:r by
riny particles called gluons.
Q uarks, in rum , may contain
even smaller particles.

sh~lls

Electron shells and valency
Atoms can have up to seven shells of electrons.
An atom with eight electrons in irs outermost
shell is very stable. Bonds form when atoms
gain, lose, o r share electrons in order to achieve
this stable arrangement. An atom's valency is the
number of bonds it can fo rm with other atoms
When sodium
bonds, it loses
an atom,
l~aving an
out~r sh~/1 of
~ight ~l~ctrons.

A carbon
atom can
form up to
four bonds
with oth"
atoms.

Sodium
(3 shells, valency I)

...______ Sodium atom
los~s ~lectron.

When an electron
transfers from o ne atom
to another, the atoms
become charged particles
called ions. T he atom losing
the electron becomes a
positively charged ion, and the
atom gaining the electron
becomes a negatively charged ion.
The force of attraction between the ions'
opposite charges is called an ionic bond.

Ekctron
transf"s
b~twun

atoms.

Double bonds

A covalent bond fo rms when two atoms
link up by sharing electrons. Each arom
supplies an electron, and the pair of
electrons orbits the nuclei of both atoms,
holding the atoms together as a molecule.

Sometimes atoms form
covalent bonds by sharing
rwo pairs of electrons. This
is called a double bond. A
triple covalent bond forms
when atoms share rhree
pairs of electrons.

Atoms

Covalent bonds

shar~four
~kctrons.

covaknt
/bond

Chlorin~

atom gains
~kctron.

Formation of ionic bonds
in sodium chloride: (NaCI)

Linus Pauling
The American chemist Linus Pauling
(I 90 I -94) won the 1954 Nobel Prize
for Chemistry for his work on chemical
bonds and the: structure of molecules.
H e calculated rhe energies needed ro
make bonds, rhc: angles at
which bonds form, and
rhe disrancc:s bc:rween

Methane:
molecule
(CH4)

Covalent bonds

~kctrons form

Chemical formula

Carbon
atom

Inside a neutron

Twoshar~d

Scientists use a kind of code called a
chemical formula m describe: a substance.
The formula uses letters and numbers m
show which elements are present in the:
substance, and in what proportions.
Methane:, for example, has a chemical
formula of CH4, which shows that it
contains carbon (C) and hydrogen (H),
combined in the ratio
of one carbon
atom to every
four hydrogen
atoms.

Hydrogen atom
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Atom of carbon- 12 cut in half

Carbon
(2 shells valency 4 )

Ionic bonds

, Ekctrons mov~
around th~
nuckus in paths
calkd orbits.

won rhe
1962 Nobel
Peace: Prize
for his efforts
to stop the
testing of nuclear

thr~~

hydrogen atoms.

two oxygen
atoms.

Bonds between molecules
The molecules of covalent compounds
are hdd together by weak bonds called
Van der Waal's forces. Some hydrogencontaining compounds, such as water,
have stronger forces called hydrogen
bonds between their molecules. In
water, these bonds form because each
oxygen atom in a water molecule: is
attracted ro hydrogen atoms in rwo
nearby molecules.
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E LEMENTS

MIXTURES AND
COM PO UNDS

N UCLEAR
POWER

RADIOACTIVITY

AURORA see MAGN ETISM • AUSCHWITZ see HOLOCAUST

AUSTRALASIA AND OCEANIA
Physical features

AUSTRALIA, New Zealand,
Papua New Guinea, and the
nearby islands are collectively
called Australasia. The wider
area known as Oceania also includes the island
groups of Melanesia, Micronesia, and Polynesia
and spans a huge area in the South Pacific Ocean.
Australia is the largest country and a continent in
its own right. Although many Pacific islands were
once European
colonies, the
region now has
closer trade links
with Asia.

Australasia and O ceania include
a wide range of landscapes,
from tro pical rainforest in
northern areas to the arid desert
of central Australia. Many
islands are volcanic, with sandy
beaches, high mountains, and a
constant threat of earthquakes.

Coral islands
Many of the thousands of tiny islands
in O ceania are me: peaks of undc:rsc:a
volcanic mountains that are just
breaking me: surface of the: Pacific
O cean. Reefs of coral. teeming
with tropical fish, often build up
close: tO the: islands' sandy shores.

!'loorthern
Is

M ari~na

L.

Geysers

CelebeS e 11

Thc:se occur in New Zealand
where hot rock heats water in
an underground chamber. As
the watc:r boils, a fountain of
scalding water and steam shoots
500 m (1.640 ft) into the air.
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Tall pinnacles of
limesrone rise from the
~and in parts of Australia's
hot, dry Western Desert.
These unusually shaped
rocks have been sculpted
by the eroding action
of plant roots and
harsh winds over
the last 25.000 years.
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Cross-section through Australasia
Australia is a largely
Indian
flat continent, with low
mountains in the southwest
and a desert centre:. The
highest mountains are the Great
Dividing Range in the east. The
Pacific Ocean between Australia
and New Zealand dips to
5,000 m (16,405 ft). The
Southern Alps run down
New Zealand's South Island.

A

A USTRALASIA AND
OCEANIA FACTS

N~w

Gr~at

z~aland

Gr~at

Flmtkrs

Dividing
Rang~

South
Pacific
Ocean\

South~rn

Alps

AREA 8,508,238 sq km
(3,285,048 sq miles)
POPUL\TION 29,700,000
NUMBER Of COUN fRIES 14
H IGHEST POINT Mt. Wilhelm (Papua
New Guinea) 4.509 m (14,794 ft)
loNGEST RIVER Murray Darling
(Australia) 3,750 km (2,330 miles)
B IGG~ T

Approximatdy 6.300 km (3.91 5 m iles) from A to B

B

L\KE Lake Eyre: (Australia)
9.583 sq km (3,700 miles)
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Climatic zones
With a wide range of landscapes and spanning
such a vast area, Australasia and Oceania
experience many different climates. Northern
Australia and Papua New Guinea are always
hot with wet and dry seasons, the east has hot
summers and mild winters, and the centre is
dry desert. New Zealand is mild and damp.
The most westerly of the Pacific islands have
a wet, tropical climate.

(!

Tropical
rainfomt

'-:·
D~cidUIJus

woodland
Mountain

Small, stunuJ
shrubs

AJUr rain, Jlowm
bunt into bloom

Tropical rainforest
Steamy tropical rainforest covers most of the: Solomon
Islands, the: mountains of Papua New G uinea, and parts
of northern Australia. O ften shrouded in mist, these
dense:, lush forests are a haven fOr wildlife: and contain
more: than 600 species of tree. As a measure to p rotect
the environment, logging is controlled in Queensland.

Scrub
At the: edges of the: four major deserts that make up
the: interior of Australia are areas of arid brush where
there: is little, often unreliable, rainfall. T hese areas
support coarse grass, scattered shrubs, and low trees.

Grassland
Australia contains vast areas of dry, open grassland,
known as the: "outback". The: bc:st grazing land for
cattle and shc:c:p is in Q ueensland and New South
Wales. Scarce surface water is supplc:mentc:d by
underground water from artesian wdls. Lush grassland
covers the eastern side of New Zealand's South Island.

Sandston~ is worn smooth
and rouneud by "osion.

Eucalyptus woods
Many kinds of gum
tree, also known as
eucalyptus, grow in
Australia. There is a
species of gum tree
for virtually every
environment, from
cold, damp mountain
tops to hot, dry inland
areas. G um trees are
evergreens, with
leathery leaves.

Narrow kav~s hang

down to avoid drying
out in

th~

hot sun.

Coastal climate

Hot desert

The: coastal strip between
Brisbane and Melbourne in
southeast Australia is backed
to the west by the: peaks of
the: Great D ividing Range,
including the Australian
Alps. Warm breezes blow
in from the Pacific O cean,
bringing rain to this green
and fertile region. The long,
sandy beaches and mild, pleasant
climate make this the: most
populated region in Australia.

The spectacular red Olgas rocks rise: unexpectedly out
of the arid flat expanse of Australia's scorching central
desert. Siruared near Uluru (Ayers Rock), this giant mass
of boulders fO rmed more than 570 miUion years ago
and gradually eroded during the past I SO million years.

Deciduous woodland
The west coast of New Zealand's South Island is covered
with deciduous woodland. Here, oak, beech, and h ickory
trees thrive in the mild, damp climate.

Pownfol wav~s
long.
sandy b~ach~s.

Beech forest in New Zealand's
Fiordland National Park

cr~at~

People

Resources

The earliest inhabitants of Australasia
were: the Aboriginals of Australia, and
the Polynesians and Mdanesians
from the Pacific islands. White
Europeans began colonizing
Ausualia and New Zealand
in the late: 1700s. Since the
1970s, Australia has allowed
many other peoples to settle:
there, including Chinese,
Cambodians, and Vietnamese:.

Land is a major resource for
Australia and New Zealand and is
used extensively for grazing cattle
and sheep, and for growing wheat.
Australia is rich in minerals and leads
the world in the production of bauxite
(aluminium ore), diamonds, and lead
ore. The main resources of the:
Pacific islands are fish and
coconut p roducts, such as copra,
coir (rope), and matting.
Austral ian schoolchildren

'
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DESERTS

EARTHQUAKES

FORESTS

ISLANDS

PACIFIC
OCEAN

TREES

VOLCANOES

AUSTRALIA
A COUNTRY and at the same
time a continent, Australia
is an ancient land mass, and
the smallest, flattest, and,
after Antarctica, the driest continent. It is
the world's sixth largest country yet only 18.9
million people live there, mostly along the
coast as the centre of the country consists of
desert or semi-desert - the outback. Australia
consists of six states and two territories. It has
strong trade links with Europe, the USA, and
Asia and makes significant contributions to
international affairs. The population consists
of a wide range of ethnic groups, making
Australia a truly multicultural society.
A

- ,-

B

c

A UST RALIA FACTS
CAPITAL CITY Canberra
---------------AREA 7,61 7,930 sq km
(2,941 ,283 sq milc:s)

Physical features
The centre of Australia is covered
by a vast, flat, arid plain called
the outback - one of the hottest
places on Earth. Around the
coast are tropical rainforests,
snow-capped mountains, and
magnificent beaches.

POPUL\TION 18,900,000
MAIN L\NGUAGE English
MAJOR RELIGION Chrisuan
CURRENCY Australian dollar
LIFE EXPECTANCY

79 yc:ars

Pt.OPLE Pt.R DOCTOR 400

GOVERNMENT M uld-party democracy
ADULT U TERACY

99%

Great Barrier Reef
Green Island forms part of the Great Barrier
Red; which stretches 2,000 km (I ,243 miles)
along the northeast coast of Australia. Its
coral is formed by layer upon layer of riny
anemone-like crearurc:s, making ir the largest
living thing on Earth. Thousands of tourists
flock to see it each year, attracted by the: dear,
warm waters and more: than 1,500 species of
fish. Recent fears rhar divers and swimmers
may be: damaging the reef have led tO ir
becoming a protected World Heritage Area.

D

Uluru (Ayers Rock)
This giant block of red sandstone rhar
risc:s from the desert is more rhan 2.4 km
(1.5 miles) long. O nce known as Ayers Rock,
Uluru, meaning ugrear pebble", is the original
name: givc:n ro it by the Aboriginal people,
who regard it as sacred.

3

~
I

6

Great Dividing Range
The Grear D ividing Range is a series of high
plateaus and low mountains that extends
down rhc: east of Australia. lr shields rhe arid
interior of rhc: country from the rain-bearing
douds that blow in from rhe Pacific O cean.
In winter, snow covers rhe higher peaks, and
people: can ski thc:re.

7

Canberra
Founded in rhc: early
20th century, Australia's
capital, Canberra, is
home to about 300,000
people. Ir is primarily a
cemre for government
and has few industries.
Official buildings
include Parliament
House, rhe Australian
National University, rhc:
National Library, and
rhe National Gallery.

D~s~rt47%

~tland

For~st

I%
1

5.5%

Built-up

Climate

ParLamc:nr House

Most people live:
in the rc:mpc:rate
zones that occur
within 400 km
629mm
(249 miles) of the:
(25 in)
coast in the: east and
southeast, and around Pc:rth in the: west. The:
interior, west, and south are arid. The: north
is hot, humid, and tropicaL

0.5%

Farmland 7.5%

\Grassland
38.5%

Land use
Most of Australia's intenor is inhospitable dc:sen.
Sheep and cattle arc: reared in the east and north
of the: country, and wheat is grown in the fertile
southwest and southeast. Australia has rich mineral
dc:posirs, many of which are in the barren interior.
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People

Leisure

Aboriginal people, Australia's
first inhabitants, make up
only about four per cent of
the population. The rest are
of mainly European origin,
descended either from British
settlers, or from Europeans
who emigrated to Australia
after 194 5. Recent years have
also seen an influx of Asians

Australians love the outdoors. Because
most live near the coasr, many people
enjoy water sports such as swimming, skindiving, surfing, and sailing. Cricket is a
popular spectator sport, as are rugby and
the unique Australian Football.

2 per sq km
(5 per sq mile)

8 5%
Urban

15%
Rural

Multicultural society
Australian society refleclS the many different
nationalities who have senled in rhe country.
Aboriginal people:, English, Irish, and
Central and Easrc:rn Europeans have all
made their m ark, and since immigration
restrictions were lifted in 1972 rhe arrival
of Chinese, Indo-Ch inese, and Indonesians
has added new influences. Diverse languages,
cuswms, foods, and festivals combine £O
make Australia a varied and exciting society.

Australian Football

Surfing

Farming

The crashing waves of Australia's c:ast coast anracr
thousands to try their luck at riding the sur£ The aptly
named Surfers' Paradise, in Q ueensland, is a favourite spot.

Less than five per
cent of the labour
force are farmers,
yet over half the land
is used for grazing
cattle and sheep.
Grapes and cereals
are also grown.

One of Australia's national
winter sports is Australian
Football. It was invented
in the 18 50s and is based
on Gaelic Football.
Besides Australia, rhe
only other country where
it is played is Papua
New Guinea.

~-~...".

Food

Livestock
Beef cattle roam the Australian ourback,
grazing on dry grass and drinking water
drawn from artesian wells. They are raised
on vast carrie stations mainly for their
meat. Australia has seven times more
sheep rhan people. They produce
around one-third of rhe world's wool.

Traditionally, Australians are a
nation of meat-eaters. They love:
plain foods, such as fried eggs and
grilled steaks that arc: cooked on
rhe barbecue Bur the influx of
people from mainland Europe
and Asia has brought a wide range:
of cooking ideas from China,
Greece, Indonesia, and lraly.

Cereals

Grapes

Although less than four per cent of
rhe land is suitable for f.trming cereal
crops, Australia grows barley, miller,
oars, and rice, and ranks highly in world
production of wheat. Other crops include
sugar-cane. fruit, and vegetables.

The gentle climate of parts of sourhern
Australia is ideally suited to growing
grapes for winemaking. The Australian
wine indusrrv has grown by leaps and bounds in
recent years, now producing about 450,000 tonnes
(495,000 tons) of wine: a year. M uch is exported.

Transport
With such a huge territory, and the
nearest countries so far away from major
population centres, Australians rely heavily
on air transport. Buses, cars, and trains are
used fo r short distances in the cities. Trucks
carry most intercity freight by road.

Industry
Australia has a stro ng min ing
industry, and is a major exporter
of coal, iron ore, bauxite, lead ,
gold, copper, and diamonds.
About 16 per cent of the
labour force works in
manufacturing, and twothirds are employed in
services such as banks,
tourism , and government.

Diamonds

Heavy loads are often transported
across rhe outback by road train.
These huge trucks may pull five
or six trailers over vast distances,
on deserted roads.

Gold

Flying Doctor

Gold and diamonds
Australia is one of rhe world's
top gold producers and
exports more diamonds
than any other country.
Most of rhe diamonds are
not gem quality and are used
to make industrial cutting wols.
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Tourism

\ Quartz
AUST RALIA,
HISTORY O F

The: spectacular scenery of rhe Hamersley Range in
Western Australia is popular with tourists, mostly from
Japan, New Zealand, and Sourheasr Asia. About five
million visitors visit Australia every yc:ar, providing a
welcome addition w rhe country's foreign earnings.
CARS
AND T RUC KS

CONT INENT S

C o RAL
REEFS

The Royal Flying Doctor
Service was founded in
1928 w bring medical
help to people living in
lonely homesteads in the
outback. Doctors are based
at special stations where
emergency callers can
contact them by radio and
receive treatment quickly.

DESERTS

FARM INt.

ROC KS
AN D MINERALS

SPORTS

I AUSTRALIA,

HISTORY OF

fOR MOST OF THE LAST 40,000 years,
Australia was inhabited only by Aboriginal
peoples. The Aboriginals were Asian in
origin and created a rich culture based on hunting and food
gathering. Their peaceful existence was destroyed by the arrival
of Europeans in the late 18th century. The first settlers were
convicts sent from crowded British prisons, but later farmers and
miners drawn by the wealth of the country joined them. In 190 1,
Australia became an independent nation, sending troops to fight
in both world wars. Today, it is a multicultural country with a
rich economy and close ties with Asia, America, and Europe.

Paddles for Aborig;nal canoe

First inhabitants
The first people ro inhabir Australia were
the ancestors of today's Aboriginals. T hey
reached the country about 40,000 years
ago after sailing across the shallow seas
that then separated Australia fro m Asia. As
sea-levels rose, they moved inland, using
stone axes to clear trees to build shelters of
wood and bark.
Ouuigger canoe: from Q ueensland

Early sightings
In the 17th century, Span ish
sailor Luis Vaez de Torres and
Dutchman Willem Jansz explored
the islands of Asia and the Pacific.
Unplanned landings took place
as ships were blown off course.
In 1642-43 Dutchman Abel
Early map of Ausualia
Tasman sailed round Australia
wirhour catching sight of it. He landed on an island
he named Van Diemen's Land, now called Tasmania.

The 19th century
Some 90 years after the arrival
of Cook, the major settlements
were all on the coast, and few
people travelled inland. The first
explorers mapped rhe Murray
and Darling rivers in rhe southeast, while others tried to reach
the hearr of Australia.
Crossing the continent

Sun e~ or's

chain used
to measure:
land. 1800s

The Ropl Sociecy of Vicmria decided ro
send an expedition ro cross the continent
from south £O north. Irishman Robert
O'Hara Burke and Englishman William J
Wills completed the nip in 1861, but died
on the return journey. In Juh I862 their
ri\·al, John Stuart, completed a similar
journev, una\\are that Burke and Wills had
beaten him ro it. He died in the auempr.

Convict transportation

Botany Bay
In 1770, the British
explorer Cap£ain
James Cook sailed
imo an inlet in
southe:IS[ern Ausualia.
He named the place:
BO£any Bay and
claimed the emire east
coast of Ausualia for
Britain. Joseph Banks,
one of the ship's naruralists,
sketched and colleC£ed hundreds
of plan£S, that had nevc:r before
been seen bv Europeans.

In I 787, the British
decided to uansporr
(ship our) convicts £O
Ausualia. The first
fleet, containing
7
'l9 convicts,
arrived in Botanv
Bay in 1788. A
penal seulemenr
was established
at nearbv Svdney
Cove, in Port Jackson.
Transportation finally
came £O an end in 1868.

Convicts w~r~ oftm uud as s~rvants.

Gold rush

Ned Kelly

The discovecy of gold in 18'l I
brought a ru~h of fortune-hunters.
Bv 1860. the population had
gro\\ n from 200.000 in 1840
to I. I million. and Australian
gold accounted for 39 per cent of
the world's total output.

Throughout the 19th century,
parts of Australia were lawles~.
One of the most nowrious
outlaws, or bushr.mgers, was Ned
1\.ellv (I8'l5-80), who led a gang
of robbers. The gang killed three
policemen in I 878 and robbed
several banks before Kellv was
caught and hanged in M~lbourne
in I 880. His fight against the
authorities
made Kelly
a national
folk hero.

P.-ospectors' camp. Victoria

Growth
The colonies prospered in the:
last vears of the I 9th century.
Industrv grew quicklv, especially
in areas such as consuuction and
manufacturing. Social policies
were fof\\ard-thinking: for
example, education for all was
an earlv goal; trade unions were:
organized in manv areas.
Banner for trade union

______________________________________ _j
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Independent nation
In the early days, Australia consisted of
six separate colonies. Each had irs own
administration but was subject to rhe
sovereignty of Britain. As the agricultural
and m ining ind ustries grew in strength. the
six colonies began to work closely together.
In 190 1, Australia gained its independence
from Bri tain, and a federal government for
the entire country was established with its
capital in Mel bourne. Today, the fe deral
capital is at Canberra.

Australian and Nev. Zealand
forces fought for Britain in
the Boer War (I 899- I 902)
in South Africa and in
both world wars. They
fought wgether as the
Australia and New
Zealand Army Corps
(ANZAC), making a
contribution out of all
proportion to their
size. They
suffered
huge
casualties,
but rhe
effort forged
a strong
sense of
national
identity.

Gallipoli
On 25 April, 1915, AN ZAC forces landed at
Gallipoli at the approaches £O rhe Black Sea,
Turkey. Thev hoped w rake Constantinople
(modern-day Istanbul) and
force Germanv's World
War I allv, Turkey, out of
the war. T he men showed
extraordinary courage and
spirit, but rhe campaign
was a disaster. No
important gains were
made and more than
I I ,400 AN ZAC
troops lost their lives.

I

Modern Australia

ANZAC forces
Anzac
Monument,
Sydney

After World War II, Australia continued irs
mil itary alliance with the USA. The country
sent troops to fight with the Americans in
Korea during rhe 1950s and Vietnam in the
1960s. In recent years, those ties have
weakened, and Australia has increasingly
turned towards Asia, in particular Japan, for
trade and investment. Today, Australia is an
important trad ing partner with most of the
powerful East Asian economies.
National symbol
Sydney Opera House,
with irs bold concrete
roofs, has become the
most widelv recognized
symbol of Australia

I

Australian republic?
In 1992, the prime minister, Paul
Keating, said he wanted rhe country
be a republic by the year 2000, with
an Australian as rhe head of state,
instead of the British monarch. However,
a referendum held in I 999 defeated any
such proposals.

Gallipoli m emorial

Chinese festival, Svdney

Dominion status
When Australia became
independent in 190 I, it
remained a Dominion of
the British Empire and
kept dose links with irs
former ruler. But many
people had few ties to

Th~

hekration
Flag was
based 011
the stau

flag of

rhe old "Mother

New South

Country". The threat
of Japane~e invasion
during World \X'ar II
led w closer links with
the USA as the onl\
power that could
defend Australia.

Federation
Flag

Immigration
In I 902, the government passed the
Immigration Restriction Act ro limit
Chinese immigration. The act
required senlers ro speak a
European language. and began a
White Australia policy that lasted
until the 1970s. Britons, Greeks,
and Italians flooded into Australia
in the 1950s and 1960s, bur
immigration from Asia later increased.
Scottish emigrants leave for Australia.

Timeline

1828 Charles Srurt begins

c.40,000 BC Aboriginals
arrive in Australia.

w explore Murrav and

Darling rivers.

1642-43 Tasman names Van
Diemen's Land (Tasmania).
1770 Captain Cook
lands at Botany Bay.
1788 First British convicts arrive.
.ABORJGI NAL
AUSl RAl lANS
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Wallaby
CRIM E A'\10
PUN ISHM ENT

1851 Gold discovered in
Victoria and New South
\\-ales.

Skvscraper, Sydne)

Multicultural
Australia
Modern Au~tralia is a
multi-racial stare with
large Chinese and
Greek populations.
However, the
Aboriginals are
fighting a long
campaign to be
included in society
and to secure their
land rights and
civil liberties.
Sailing in
Sydney Harbour

Sports excellence
One way in which Australia has expressed irs national
identirv is through sporting activities. There have been
notable successes in sports as diverse as cricket and
yachting. For example, in 1983 Australia overturned a
century of US yachting dominance bv winning the
America's Cup. Svdney was chosen as the sire of the
Olympic Games in 2000.

Aboriginal
digging sticks

1970s White Aumalia
policy abolished.

1860-61 Burke and
Wills cross Australia
from south ro north.

1901 Australia becomc.:s
self-governing dominion
in the British Empire.

191 4-18 60,000 Australians
are killed fighting for Britain
in World War I.

1868 Britain abolishes
rhe transportation
of convicts.

1902 Immigration
Restriction Act establishes
the White Australia policy.

1917 Parliament meers for
rhe first rime in rhe new
federal capital of Canberra.

CooK, JAMES

ExPLORATION

OPERA

PREH ISTORIC
PEOPLE

I 993 Aboriginal land
rights recognized by law.
2000 Olympic Games
held in Sydney
200 1 Fierce bush fires
cause Immense damage.

WORLD WAR I

WORLD WAR II

AlJSTRALIAN WILDLIFE
by
water for more than 30 million years,
resulting in the evolution of many
unique animals and plants. Half of
all marsupials, such as the koala and kangaroo,
live only in Australia, along with the platypus
and echidna, the world's only egg-laying
Emu
mammals, or monorremes. Much of
Emus are large Hightless birds rhar can
run at up to 'lO kmh (30 mph), although
\ustralia is desert or scrub. The animals
they usuallv walk. They cover large
and plants that live here are adapted to
distances in search of grasses, fruit.
and flowers. Thev also ear insects.
the hot, dry conditions.
Males incubate rhe eggs and guard
the young after rhev hatch.
Porcupine grass
There are also areas of As
irs name suggests, porcupine
uopical and temperate grass is a spinv plant rhar grows
in circular tussocks. It is adapted
forests, which contain
ro dry desert conditions by
having a thick outer covering
the greatest diversity
(cuticle) to reduce water loss,
and by having deep roots ro
of life in Australia.
reach water in rhe soil.
AUSTRALIA HAS BEEN ISOLATED

Desert wildlife
Australia's hot, dry, desert interior makes
up half the continent. D rought-resistant
vegetation, such as porcupine grass
and acacias, grow here, providing a
refuge for birds and insects. Many
desert mammals rest in burrows by
day to avoid the heat.
Galah
The galah, or roseate
cockatoo, is one of rhe
most common parrots
in Australia. Large Hocks
of these birds are found not
onlv in drv areas bur also in cities.
Galahs ear seeds, leaf buds, and insects.

Thorny devil

Spines protect

This lizard's scales are drawn our
into long spines. When temperatures
fall at night, valuable water condenses
on the spines and runs down tiny
grooves towards the mouth.

\fulgara
carnivoroU5 marsupial (pouched
mal) eat~ insects and small
w:r- rates, such as mice and
liiz:aris. It bites and shakes
m prev to kill it. 1 he
digs hurrows
• sand in
which it
ters to escape
midday sun.

Scrub and grassland
\vildlife

Bottle tree

Covering about a third of Australia,
scrub and grassland are hot and dry
~ summer and cooler in winter.
Occasional downpours of rai n are
o:ploited by plants that rapidlv
bloom and produce seeds, and animals,
such as frogs, that emerge to reproduce.
Short -beaked echidna
The short-beaked echidna is an egg-laying mammal
•d in Australia, Tasmania, and New Guinea.
uses irs sticky tongue ro extract
and termites from their
Male checks mound
8CStS. If threatened, the
temperature with
echidna rolls into a
his beak, and by
ball, or digs down
moving vegetation.
o the soil.

Mallee fowl
The male mallee fowl builds a
mound of vegetation and soil
in which the female lavs her

Water-holding frog
This frog survives
drought by burrowing
into the ground, and
forming a thin laver
of skin around itself
to conserve water It

Water zs stored
in bulbous
trunk.

These large trees get
their name from their
boule-shaped trunks.
The swollen trunk stores
water that helps the tree
survive periods of
drought. The tree also
provides food for many
animals. including
insects, and shelter for
some birds and mammal~.
Other vegetation
common in scrubland
include~ dry grasses and
dwarf eucalyptus .

Kultarr
This small, mouse-like marsupial
is nocturnal. It has large eyes to
help it see in the dark, and to
catch insects and spiders. It
moves by springing off irs long
hind fee t and tail and landing on
irs from feet. During the dav rhe
kulrarr shelters in logs. hollow
stumps, and burrows.
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Temperate forest wildlife
T he temperate forests of sourh and east
Austral ia are hot and d ry in summer,
and cooler and wetter in winter. T hey
are home to birds, such as parrots and
kookaburras, marsupials, including the
koala, and a variety of reptiles and insects.
Many trees found here, such as eucalvptus
and mountain ash, are unique to Australia.
Kookaburra
The kookaburra is the largest member of the kingtlsher
family. It is rarely found near water, however, prderring
open woodland. Koo kaburras swoop down from a tree
branch perch to pounce on insects, lizards, snakes, and
small birds and mammal!>. T hey defend their territory
by making loud cackling calls that
sound like human laughter.

Bright yellow flowers provide food
for zmects and other ammals.

Silver wattle
The silver wattle, also
know n as mimosa, is
a common plant in
temperate forests.
T hese rrees, with thei r
characteristic silver-grey
leaves, can withstand
d ry periods as well as
exploit the wet season.

Lyre bird

M ale lyrebird
sings a loud
territorial song,
mim icking other
birds and
anzmals. __.-

These ground-living birds use their large
clawed feet to turn over stones and break
open logs. in search of insects. The male
lyrebird has a long tail shaped like a lyre, an
ancient musical instrument.
He perfo rms courtship
dances ro attract females
by vibrating his rail
over his back.

Duck-billed platypus
Koala

fhis unmual-lnoking animal
is an egg-laying mammal, or
monotreme, that lives near rivers.
The platypus feeds underwater o n imect
larvae and other food found by probing
the stream bottom with its sensitive bill.
It hums mainly at night, spending most of
the day in a burrow dug in the stream bank

Koalas are bearlike marsupials rhar
teed on the leaves of
eucalyptus trees. They ear
mainly at night, spending
most of the day resting or
sleeping in rhe fork of a tree.

Koalas spend most --oftheir time in
eucalyptus trees, using
their sharp claws and
strong legs to climb
through the branches.

Tropical rainforest wildlife

Tree kangaroo
The tree kangaroo is a marsupial
adapted for life in the trees, by having
rough paw pads and lo ng claws
for gripping. Irs diet consists
mainly of leaves and bark,
but it sometimes descends
ro the ground to feed on
shrubs and seedlings.

D espite occupying only a tiny part of
northeastern Australia, the rainforests
contain one-third of Australia's frog
and marsupial species, and two-th irds
of its butterfl ies. The wide variety
of ferns and trees, such as breadfrui t
trees, provide shelter and food for these
animals, and many birds, bats, and insects.
Trigger plant

Rainbow lorikeet
These brightly coloured
parrots live in screeching
flocks of u p to 20 birds
in the upper rainforest
canopy. They feed on
pollen, nectar, flowers,
seeds, and fruit.

Fangs are 1 em
(0.5 in) long so they
can inject venom dup
into their victims.

W hen a bee lands o n a
trigger plant flower, the
anther - the flower's male
parr - bends outwards ro
d ust pollen on rhe bee's
hairy back. When the bee
visits another Hower the
pollen sticks to rhe stigma rhe female part of the
flower, therebv pollinating it.

faipan
This forest snake is active in the
earlv morning and eveni ng, and
feeds mainlv on rats and other
small mam.:nals. r he raipan is
one of the world's most poisonous
snakes; a bite from its long fangs is
often fa tal for humans. Taipans normally
retreat and hide when people app roach, bur
they will become aggressive if threatened.

Queen Alexandra's birdwing
Found in New Guint:a, this is the
largl!>t bunedl v in the world. The temale
is larger than the male and has a wing~pan
of up to 28 em (I I in). Queen Alexandra's
birdwing Hies in the sunlight of rhe upper
c.mopy. where it feeds o n flower nectar.
A L"STRALIA
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BIRDS

B lJITERFU ES
AN D \10THS

C A\10LFLAGE
AN D CO LO UR

FLIGHTLESS
BIRDS

FROGS
AN D TOADS

Brown colomtion
provides camouflage for tazpan.
KAN GAROOS AND
OTHER MARSUPIALS

REPTILES

TREES

AUST RIA see SWITZERLAND AND AUSTRIA • AVOGADRO, AMEDO see GASES • AZERBAIJAN see CAUCASUS REPUBLICS

Rise of the Aztecs

AZTECS
Tczochtit/Jn "

The Aztecs were one of
many tribes who invaded
the Valley of Mexico soon
after the collapse of the
Toltecs in the late 12th
century. They dominated
the valley after 1438.

)

A GREAT IMPERIAL
power, the Aztecs came
to dominate the Valley of Mexico
in less than a hundred years. Egged on by bloodthirsty
gods, they were a warlike people, outstanding for their
military skill and well organized society. By the time
the Spanish conquistador Hernan Cortes (1485-1547)
arrived in 1519, the Aztecs and their allies were rulers
of some 25 million people.
~ M exico

Tenochtithin
A city of canals and
narrow streets, the Aztec
capital was built on an
island in Lake Texcoco. It
was linked to the land by
three narrow causeways.
The city was home to
200,000 people - four or
five rimes larger than any
European city of the time.
M ost people lived in small
houses in the narrow
streets surrounding an
area of temples - the
Great Precinct.

Human sacrifice

Subject peoples

When rhev won a war, rhe Aztecs killed
many prisoners as offerings to their gods.
Aztecs believed that human
sacrifices were necessary
in order for the
universe to
continue.

The Aztecs ruled over a
network of city stares.
Subject peoples made
regular payments to their
Aztec overlords, in rhe
form of maize, cacao, or
cotton. As long as this
"rribure" was paid, the
peoples of the Valley of
Mexico were left to govern
themselves and to keep
their customs.

Dish for
human
heart

Aztec society
Commoners lived in small mud houses and grew crops
on the marshes. They dressed and ate simply. The
nobles were warriors, tribute collectors, and judges;
they were rewarded for their services with land.
Chiif

Great Precinct
The cenrre ofTenochritlan was
dominated by rhe Great Precincr,
surrounded by a wall decorated
with huge serpent heads. Inside the
enclosure were the temples of the
leading gods. A skull rack displaved
the heads of countless victims of
human sacrifice.

Customs
Aztec customs included an
elaborate naming ceremony
for newborn babies.

School
teacher

Aztecs on the eve of conquest

Montezuma II

Conquest of the Aztecs

By the early 16th century, the Aztec empire was showing
signs of weakness. Shortly before the arrival of Cones,
priests and nobles were worried by a series of omens that
seemed to forecast Aztec decline. These omens included
the rumbling of the volcano Popocatepetl.

The emperor Montezuma II
(c.I466--1520) was unsure
if Cones was Querzalcoarl,
and did not repel the Spanish
when they arrived. Cones
and his small army got as
far as the capital, and
Montezuma welcomed
them there. Bur the Spanish
seized the emperor and took
him hostage. Montezuma
died in

In April 1519, Cortes founded Veracruz on the
coast of the Gulf of Mexico, inside the Aztec
empire. With his army of 600 men and 16
horses, he advanced towards Tenochtidan, fo rging
alliances with Aztec enemies. By August 152 1,
the Spanish had occupied Tenochtidan, after
laying siege with the help of many local soldiers.

Quetzalcoatl
The Aztecs believed that the god
Querzalcoarl had been driven from
his kingdom and would return ro
begin a golden age. When Cortes
arrived, rhey thought he was the
god. Bur rhe noise of Popocareperl
seemed to be an
omen of defeat.
Popocatepetl

Quetzalcoatl. the ftathered serpmt

-

Defeat by T1axcala
The growing rhirsr for
human sacrifice led Aztecs
to wage constant war on
the neighbouring
Tlaxcalans. Four years
before the arrival of
Cones, the Tlaxcalans
inflicted a heavy defeat on
the Aztec armies, greatly
weakening rhe empire.
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Aztec life
Everyday items
Adze was a woodworker's tool

Bowl is decorated with bold
patterns in two colours.

Water jar is made of glazed
earthenware and has a narrow neck.

Axe heads were often made of copper:
they originallv had wooden handles

ab~tract

Flute made of bone could
play simple runes.

Ritual items
Tools had
blades of flint
or obsidian,
often with
wooden
handles.

Feathered cloak was worn
by priest or warrior.

Flint knives

Obsidian hooked knife

Mask may be made from
skull of sacrificial victim.

G reenstone mask\\~ left
as an offering to the gods

•

Club with obsidi..m blades

Flint knives may have
been u~ed to kill
sacrificial victims

Rnual vessel was used
in the temple.

Spear with obsidian blades

Aztec people
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Sluv~s

in

form of
~agk's

wings

Cf=,, ·
with broom

Weaver

carrying
rushes

Girl grinding maize
Mother and babies

Young woman

Eagk's talons
on kg-guard
~

Boatman

Boatman

Carpenter

.~~
4t;J~
~

Musician
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Schoolmaster

Jeweller

Eagle warrior

Goldsmith

Featherworker

Messenger

BABBAGE. CHARLES see COMPUTERS
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ON THE EUPHRATES RIVER, 4 ,000 years ago, an ancient
settlement became the most magnificent city in the Near East.
Klrssites
•
Babylon
This city was Babylon, and when Hammurabi conquered
Mesopotamia, he established his capital there. Over centuries,
'\u~
Babylonian fortunes rose and fell, as the city was invaded by
the Hittites, Kassites, and Assyrians. The Assyrians destroyed
The first Babylonian Empire
By about 1770 BC, Hammurabi had
Babylon in 689 BC. In 612 BC, the Babylonians retaliated by
conquered most of Mesopotamia. Babylon
was establi~hed as the capital of the south for
conquering the Assyrians, and again making their city the
the duration of the Babylonian Empire.
world's greatest. Babylonia's splendour
Kassites
continued after the Persian Empire
Between 1600 and 1190 BC, people called the Kassites
ruled Babvlonia. They are best known for their
absorbed it in 539 BC.
boundary stones (kuddurus), which marked

-~

propeny divisions and recorded gifts of land.
These were often decorated with divine
svmbols. After the end of Kassite rule,
Babvlonia fell into a long period of chaos.

King Hammurabi
Mesopotamia's wisest king, Hammurabi (r.179217 50 BC), followed ancient tradition by issuing
laws to protect his subjects. Using cuneiform
script, he had 282 laws carved on a black stone
pillar. T he empire he founded collapsed in
1595 BC, when Hittites from Anatolia looted
it. The Kassites from the mountains to the east
of Babylon then invaded and took over.

Persian Empire
In 539 BC, the Persian king Cyrus II
took over the Babvlonian kingdom,
and made Mesopotamia part of his
empire. His son Cambvses was usurped
by Darius I, also called "the Great", under
whom the empire reached irs greatest extent.

Literature and art

1Darius I (522-486)
introduced coinage.

Science
Babylonia was famous as the home of
scientists and scholars. Babylonian
astrologers srudied the movements
of planets and srars. recorded their
findings on dav tablets, and used
these to predict rhe furure. Many
texts are so derailed that modern
asrronomers can dare ancient evenrs
from them. Ancient Greeks and
Romans used rhe Babylonian system
for naming planers.

The Babylonian Empire was world-famous for its great artistic
and literary achievements. Literature such as the legendary epic
of Gilgamesh, a Sumerian hero, was written on clav tablets in
cuneiform. Artistic splendours included terracona plaques, superb
sculpture and glassware, and , above all, the lavish and decorative
entrance to the city - the Ishtar Gate and Processional Way.
The Ish tar Gate, one of Nebuchadnezzar's
most spectacular structures, was made
from day bricks, which were moulded
and b rilliantly glazed with colour.

Venus
tablet. Kish

Cuneiform script
Magical spirit

Religion
_ Fortified tower

Supped
battlement/

The Babvlonians inherited their religion from
the Sumerians They believed that gods and spirits
com rolled every aspect of the world. These
included Anu, the sky god. who gave birth to
some of rhe most important deities, including
Ish tar. goddeo;s of love and war (represented by rhe
planet Venus). and Ea, god of wisdom and fresh
water. Ea was the father of Marduk. the god of
Babvlon. who created rhe world and made
humans bv mixing earth with divine blood.

Nebuchadnezzar
After the Babvlonian king Nabopolasser defeated the
Assvrian enemv. his son Nebuchadnezzar (r.605-562
BC) rebuilt the devastared Babvlon on a grand scale.
His works included the fabulous lshrar Gate. and a
temple and ziggurat rower. According ro Greek
tradition. he also built the Hanging Gardens for
his homesick wife. and these became one of the Seven
Wonders of the World. In 596 BC, Nebuchadnezzar
anacked the kingdom of Judah. Ten years later he
rerumed, sacked Jerusalem, and took the Jews into exile in
Bdbvlon. They were nor releast:d until the reign of Cyrus I I.

Bull, symbol of
Adad, god of
the weather

-
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BADGERS, OTTERS,

AND

SKUNKS

THESE THREE GROUPS OF ANIMALS are all members
of the weasel family - Mustelidae. Their main
characteristics are a long, low-slung body, short legs,
and five toes on each foot. They are carnivores, although badgers have a
mixed diet. The honey badger is especially fond of honey, as its name
suggests. Most mustelids discharge a thick, oily, powerful-smelling fluid
called a musk from their anal glands. They use this mostly to send scent
messages to other members of the species, usually with their droppings.
Long, smped

Short tail

Long coarse hairs over
a dense underfor,

Badgers
All badgers are thick set
with very powerful legs
which they use to fo rage for
food and to dig their often
extensive burrows. T hey are
nocturnal animals, spending
the day underground with
others of their social group.
There are eight species of
true badger, plus the honev
badger, which is classed in a
sub-family of its own.

A badger eats meat and plants, and its
large canines and broad molar teeth are
ideal for this diet. Its jaw muscles are
fixed to a rigid bone on the top of the
skull, giving the animal a powerful bite.
Badgers have a
good sense ofsmell.

~

""
Forepaw
print

Hind paw
print

Paws

Eurasian badger

A Eurasian badger's track is
unmistakable Each foot has
five toes with a kidnev-shaped
pad behind. The front claws
usuallv leave marks because
rhev are long.

This is the largest badger and has
the widest distribution. Females
give birth to up to four cubs in
February. These are weaned at 12
weeks, when they can forage
for themselves.
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Badger setts

Otters

Paws

These semi-aquatic
mustelids occur outside
the polar regions in every
conti nent except Australia.
Some species are exclusively
sea creatures, some use only
fresh water, and others use
both sea and fresh water.
M ost have sleeping dens,
or holts, on land.

European river otter

Although all otters swim,
not all have webbed feet. For
example, the European otter
has a large amount of
webbing. The Asian shortclawed otter has little
webbing and uses
its paws to find
• food by touch.

During the day, badgers live
underground in a complex
system of tunnels and
chambers called a sett. A
main badger seu is easily
recognized by the entrances
with piles of soil outside.

Fur
An otter's codt consists of two
layers. A thick under-ldver of
fine hairs trdps air for warmth,
and longer, waterproof guard
hairs keep the underfur dry.

Honey badger
The African honey badger,
also known as the rate!,
has a thick, loose skin.
Predators can find it diftlcult
to pierce its skin, and the
badger can twist around
inside its skin and bite back

Movement
With their long back and
heavy tail, otters can look
clumsy on land. In the
water rhev are graceful
swimmers, propelling
themselves forward by
moving their hindquarters
and rail up and down.

Sprainrs
Otters secrete a
powerful scent.
They mark their territory
by leaving their droppings.
called spraints, which
smell of this scent, on
high points such as rocks.
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Skunks

E URASIAN BADGER

There are 13 species of skunk,
which all occur in the Americas.
They are best known for their
ability to squirt a foul-smelling
fl uid from their anal glands.
They aim this fluid at the eyes
of an enemy, and it can cause
temporary blind ness. Skunks
search fo r insects and other small
an imals to eat, mainly at night.

Seti:NTIFIC NAME Meks meles

-

•

ANIMAL
BEHAVIOUR

O RDER Carnivora
fAMILY Musrelidae
D ISTRIBUTION Europe and a wide
band across Asia
black and whire coat
markings. Like the
yellow and bla~k
stripes of a wasp.
these warn would-be
predarors of danger.
LAKE AN D RI VER
~1LD LIFE

NoRT H AM ERICAN
WILDLIFE

H ABITAT Mainly lowland farmland
and woodland
D ll:.T Worms, insects, birds, and other
small animals, fruit, cereals, fungi
SI7E Length: I m (3.3 ft)
Ll FE.'>PAN

About 7 years

PoLLUTION

WEASEL~ AND

MARTENS

BAHAM A~

Formerly known as BALKAN

see CARIBBEAN

o

BAH RAIN see GULF STAlES

o

BALANCE see EARS AND HEARING

STATES

SOUTHEAST EUROPE
SLOVENIA, CROATIA, Bosnia
and Herzegovina, Yugoslavia,
Macedonia, and Albania al1 lie
in Southeast Europe. Ruled by
Turkey for nearly 500 years, all the countries, with
the exception of Albania, were united as Yugoslavia
in 1918. It was, however, an uneasy peace, and, in
1991, Yugoslavia split up as a result of rival ethnic
and religious tensions. War broke out, lasting until
1995. Since then, fresh conflicts have occurred and
the region is still struggling to recover from war.
B

c

D

E

F

Physical features
The western region of Southeast Europe
is made up of limestone plateaus and steep
mountain ranges separated by forested
valleys. In the northwest of the region
are the flat plains of the River Danube.

Mountains

870 mm (34 in}

Regional climate
The inland plains and the coastal strip have
a temperate continental climate, with hot
summers and cold winters. Snow falls in
the mountains in winter.

G

Mixed forests of deciduous trees and
conifers cover the mountain slopes that
dominate the north of the region. The
Dinaric Alps are barren limestone ranges,
or karst, that rise to about I ,800 m
(5,905 ft) along the Adriatic Sea coast.
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The strip of land that runs
down the Adriatic coast is
narrow, and in places rhe
mountains of the Dinaric Alps
rise steeply from the sea. The
landscape is mostly barren rock,
with sparse vegetation. In winter,
snow covers the cliffs. bur
summers are hot. The coast is
prone m the bora, a strong, cold
wind that blows off the land.
More than 600 islands lie along
the Croatian pan of the coast.

- -t-

~- -+7

Ethnic groups
Ethnic tensions and religious differences mainly
between Christian Serbs and Croats and Muslim
Bosnians in the region led to much bloodshed
in the war of 1991-95. Abour 40 per cent of
people belong ro Eastern Orthodox Churches,
and 30 per cent are Roman Catholics. The rest
Bosnian Muslim
are Muslims, mostlv
living in Bosnia
praying for her son
and Albania.
killed in the war.

c

E

Iron Gate

Omd~!
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The Iron Gate is a 3-km
(l-mile) long gorge on the
River Danube that runs
along the border between the Yugoslavian state of Serbia and
Romania. The gate marks the point at which the river breaks
through between the Carpathian and Balkan Mountains. In
1896. the Sip Canal was constructed ro improve navigation,
and, in 1972, a dam for hydroelectric power was completed.
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Form~rly

known as Balkan

Stat~s

SO UT H EAS T EUROPE

Slovenia

SLOVENIA FACT S

Historically and geographicallY,
Slovenia has more in common
with Austria than with other neighbouring
states. The country was ruled by Austria for
almost a thousand years. Slovenia has many
small farms and thriving businesses. Despite
economic problems caused by the conflict
in areas to the south, it is the region's
wealthiest country.

CAPITAl LITY Ljubljana
AREA 20,250 sq km (7,820 sq miles)
POPULATION 2,016,000
MAIN lANCUACE Slovene
MAJOR IU:UCION Christidn
C URRENCY Tolar

People
Resources
Slovenia mines mercury, lead, oil,
and zinc for export. There are
also deposits of brown coal
and lignite, bur they are
poor quality and difficult
to enract. O ne-third of
the country's energy comes
from a nuclear plant in Krsvo.

About 90 per cent of the
population are Slovenes who have
kept their language and traditional
culture despite centuries of
Austrian domination. Wages are
higher than in other Balkan sratt:s,
and standards of education are
high. One in seven Slovenes lives
in the capital, Ljubljana, which has
textile, electronics, chemical, and

Tourism
Slovenia is slowly rebuilding
its tourist industry, which
suffered as a result of the war
in Bosnia. Skiing. spa resorts,
and lakeside scenery attract
many visitors to the Alps in
the north of the region.
Lak~

Bkd is a popular tourist tkstination.

Mercury ore

Croatia

Adriatic coast
Croatia's Adriatic coast
has sandy beaches and
hund reds of offshore
islands that once attracted
up to 12 million tourists
every year. However, the
outbreak of war in 1991
abruptly halted all murism.
The country still has a
thriving fishing ind ustry,
with an annual
catch of about
25,000 tonnes
(27,500 tons).

Ruled by Hungary for more than
800 years, Croatia became part of
Yugoslavia in 1918, gaining independence
in 1991. Croatia's economy was damaged
by the war with neighbouring Bosn ia, but
it is fortunate in having important ports
and rich resources, including oil, coal, and
bauxite. The tourist industry is recovering.

CROAT IA FACTS
CAPITAL CITY Zagreb
AREA 56,540 sq km (21,830 sq miles)
POPULATION 4,500,000
M AI N LANCUACE Croatian
MAJOR RELIGIONS Christian
C URRENCY Kuna

Flax
stalks

Zagreb
The cultural and industrial capital of Croatia is Zagreb,
which grew our of rwo medieval senlements on the River
Sava. The city has museums, art galleries, 13th-century
build ings, and cathedrals, such as St Mark's and St
Stephen's. Most people travel around by tram and bus.

BOSNIA AND
H ERZEGOVINA FACTS

Bosnia and H erzegovina
~

In 1991 , bitter fighting broke
~ out in the twin states of Bosnia
and Herzegovina between the Roman
Catholic Croats, Muslim Bosnians, and
Orthodox Serbs. In all, about 300,000
people were killed, more than 2,000,000
fled the country, and many historic cities
were devastated. A delicate peace has
prevailed since 1995.
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Fields of flax are cultivated in the fertile river
valleys of norrhern Croatia. Flax fibre, which
is obtained by crushing the stdlks of the plant,
is woven into linen and canvas, and its seeds
vield linseed oil. Apricots, grapes, and plums
are also grown in northern Croatia.

CAPITAL CITY Sarajevo
AREA 51,130 sq km (19,74 1 sq miles)

PoPULATioN 4,000,000
MAIN LANCUACE Serbo-Croar
M AJOR RELIGIONS Christian, M usli m
C uRIU:NCY Markar

Farming

Muslims

Sarajevo

D uring the war, Serbs from
Bosnia forced Croats and
Muslims out of areas they
regarded as their own.
Thousands were killed, and
many Muslims fled abroad.
In 1995, a peace agreement
split the country into rwo
provinces: Bosnian-Serb
and Muslim-Croat.

Straddling the River M iljacka, Sarajevo is
the capital of Bosnia and Herzegovina. Under
communist rule the city was transformed from
a sleepy, Islamic town to a bustling, multicultural industrial centre. D uring the
civil war, however, it was shattered
by 2,000,000 shells, which killed
tens of thousands of people. Serbs
attacking the city were forced to
withdraw in 1995.

Bosnia and Herzegovina's main
farming region lies·in the
southwest. The area has
fertile, well-watered
soil and hot, dry
summers. Crops
include citrus
fruit, grapes, maize,
pomegranates, figs,
olives, rice, and
tobacco. Sheep are reared
on the upland areas.

Formt!rly k 11ow11 as Balkan Staus SO UT HEAST EU ROP E

Yugoslavia

Food
A favourite Yugoslavian
dish is raznjici, which is
made of cubes of lamb
grilled on skewers and
served with yoghurt.
Djuvetsch, meat with rice
and vegetables, is also
popular. The favourite
national drink is slivovitz,
plum brandy.

Two of the former Yugoslavia's
states, Serbia and Montenegro,
kept the name Yugoslavia in 1992. As a
result of the part Serbia played in helping
Serbs fight in Bosn ia and Croatia,
many countries imposed sanctions
and refused to trade with the new
Yugoslavia. Its disgraced former
president Slobodan Milosevi c was
called to a war crimes tribunal.

!
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Y UGOSLAVIA FACfS
CAPITAL CITY Belgrade
AREA I 02.350 sq km (39, 506 sq miles)
POPUL.ATION 10.600.000
M AJN L.ANCUACJ Serbo-Croat
M AJOR RELJCJON~ Christian, Muslim
Cl 'RR~ N CY Yugoslav dinar

Tourism

Sveti Sufon was onu
a popular tourist
destination.

Before the war, the beautiful
beaches and historic
towns and villages on
Montenegro's coast
attracted millions
of tourists. However,
many beauty spots
have been devastated.
Yugoslavia only received
150.000 visitors in 2001
and is trying w rebuild its
shattered tourist industry.

People
The people of Yugoslavia speak
Serbo-Croat, which they write
in the Russian-like Cyrillic
dlphabet. The largest
minority group is Albanian
(17 per cent). Most people
belong w the Serbian
Orthodox Church.

Macedonia

M AC EDONIA FACTS

Lakes
Lake Ohrid and Lake
Prespa in southwestern
Macedonia are two of
Europe's most beautiful
lakes and, in peaceful
times. thev attract
visitors for the scenery
and the fishing. Ohrid
is 294 m (964 ft) deep.
Underground channels
link the two lakes.

The official name of the country
is the Former Yugoslav Republic
of M acedonia to appease the Greeks,
who have a province called M acedonia.
Land-locked, it is self-s ufficient in energy.
with efficient metal, chem ical, textile, and
food processing industries. Ai r pollution
is a serious problem . Renewed ethnic
conflicts broke out in 2001 .

CAPITAL CITY Skopje
AREA 25,713 sq km (9,925 sq miles)
P OPULATION 2,093,000
MAIN L.ANCUACES Macedonian,
Serbo-Croat
M o\JOR RELIC IONS Christian, Muslim
C URRENCY Denar

People

Skopje
Despite having been destroyed four times
by earthquakes, most recenclv in 1963,
Macedonia's capital. Skopje, is the hub o f
the country's communication s and industry.

Albania

The largest group of
people is made up
of Eastern O rthodox
(Christian) Slav
Macedonians
who account for
two-thirds of the
population. Manv
ethnic Albanian
refugees arrived
from Kosovo in 1999.

ALBANIA FACTS

Farming
About 24 per cent of
Al bania is cultivated. Wheat.
maize, potatoes and other
vegetables, fruit, and sugar
beet are the main crops.
Sheep, goats, and cattle
are reared for meat and
milk, and donkeys are
bred for transport.

From 1944 to 1991 , Albania
was a one-parry state with the
most rigid comm unist regime in the
world. Ir is now a democracy, but in 1997
there was a severe economic crisis. Tirana,
the capital, was founded in the 17 th
century and has light industry as
well as government buildings.

CAPITAL CJn' Tirana
AREA 28,750 sq km (II, 100 sq miles)
PoPUL.ATJON 3. 100,000
MAIN L.ANCUACE Albanian
MAJOR RELICJONS M uslim, Christian
C URRENCY Lek

Transport
Communications are
difficult in this rugged
land. There are only
440 km (273 miles) of
rail lines, and 7,450 km
(4,630 miles) of roads,
60 per cent of which
are dirt tracks. There
is only one car for every
50 people. Horses and
carts are the main
means of transport.

People
As a way of making the
population grow rapidly, the com munist government
encouraged men and women to have large families.
Under communism, Albania was the only official atheist
state and, even today, many people are non-believers.
CHRISTIANITY

EMPIRES

E UROPE,
HISTORY OF

FARMING

FISHING
INDUSTRY

I SlAM

LAKES

TEXTILES
AND WEAVING

TRADE AND
INDUSTRY
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BALLET

Armsopm
wide

beautiful of
On~ arm
up, th~
arms
the arts, ballet is a combination
other out
up
to th~ side
of dance and mime performed
to music. Many bailers tell a
First position Sewnd position Third position - one Founh position
Fifth position
story; others are abstract and
heels together,
heels apart, feet
foot crossed halfway
(crossed)- one foot - Feet crossed
rurned out.
feet turned out.
in front of the other.
in from of the other. and touching.
experiment with form and movement.
Ballet began in Italy. It was taken to
Ballet positions
Benesh notation
France in 1533 by Catherine de
Every step in ballet makes use
For ballets to survive, the
Medicis, a member of a famous Italian
steps must be wrinen down,
of the basic positions. It was at
or notated. One of the most
L'Academ
ie
Royale
de
D
anse
family, who married a French prince.
popular notation methods
rhar the five basic positions of
was devised by Rudolf and
In 1661, Louis XIV founded the first
rhe feet were establ ished. To
Joan Benesh in the late 1940s.
ballet school, LAcademie Royale de
Symbols represent the positio~
achieve them , rhe whole leg has
of the hands and feet.
turned
our
from
rhe
hips.
ro
be
Danse. Today, children learn the basics
The position of rhe arms is
Each lin~ "Pr~smts a part of
+
in ballet schools around rhe world.
th~ body: top of kad;
known as port de bras.

~

ONE O F THE MOST

shoultkr; waist;

Romantic ballet

Ballet in Russia

In the early 1800s, the Romantic
Movement, with irs fascination
with the supernatural, affected all
the arts. One of rhe most important
men in 19rh-cemury ballet was the
choreographer August Bournonville
H is ballets were influenced by his
years in Paris where Romantic
ballet began.
Marie Taglione
Taglione (180484) was an
Italian ballerina
who created
the role of La
Sylphide, She
perfected the
arr of dancing
on the tips of her
toes, or ~n point~.

N ijinsky

The Ballets Russes

Classical ballets all contain dazzling
dances for the hero and her- ine
to perform together.

In 1847, French dancer Marius
Peripa went to Russia ro work
with rhe tsar's Imperial Baller
in Sr Petersburg. Wirh his
assistant Lev Ivanov, he created
Classical ballets - grand
lavish ballets in three or
fo ur acts, designed to
show off the
brilliant
techniques
ofrhe
dancers.

Many Russian choreographers and
dancers became bored with Classical
ballet. Organized by Serge Diaghilev
(1872-1929), they formed the Ballets
Russes and toured Europe. The
dancers included Vaslav Nijinskv
(1890-1950), famous for his jumps.

kn~~; floor.

Partn~rs
hav~

to trust

~ach oth~r.

T chaikovsky
Russian composer
PenTchaikovskv
(1840-93) wrote
probably the
most famous
ballet music of
all. He worked
with Marius Petipa
and Lev Ivanov on the
three great classical
ballets, Skeping
&aury (1890), Th~
Nutcracker (1892), and
Swan Lak~ (1895).

Moscow Citv Bal let
in Sleeping B uty

Giselle
most famous Romantic
ballets. The story follows
the romance between a
peasant girl, Giselle, and
Albrecht, a count.

Anna Pavlova

Ballet today

Russian ballerina Anna
Pavlova (1881-1931) was the
most famous dancer of her
time. She danced with the
Imperial Ballet, and also
toured with the Ballets Russes
She formed her own company
and toured all over the world.

Almost every country has irs own ballet
company. The dancers perform Romantic
and Classical bailers, bailers created by the
Ballets Russes, and rhe works of more
modern and contemporary choreographers.
New York City Ballet
The New York City Ballet (left)
was founded by the Russian
choreographer George Balanchine
(1904-83). This is his ballet Apollo.

The Royal Ballet
Britain's Royal Ballet started as the VicWells Ballet in 1931. It often dances
works by past artistic directors Frederick
Ashton and Kenneth MacM illan
ART, H ISTORY O F
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DANCE

DRAMA

jAZZ

M USIC

M USICAL
INST RUMENTS

O PERA

Ashton's
Tales of
B~atrix

Potter
S T RAVI NSKY
IGO R

BALL GAMES

Batting
gloves

A WIDE VARIETY OF BALL GAMES is played around the
world with all shapes and sizes of ball; on pitches,
courts, courses, and tables; by teams and by individuals.
As well as various football games and racket games,
there are bat-and-ball games such as cricket and baseball, stick-andball games such as hockey, hurling, shinty, and golf; and billiardtable games such as pool, snooker, and billiards. Other ball games
include basketball, which involves throwing a ball up and into a
small hoop, volleyball, in which the ball is hit over a high net, and
bowls, in which balls are rolled along the ground. Sightscr~m h~/ps
th~

Bat
made of
willow

batsman s~~
th~ ball.

Cricket
T his game is played between two reams of I I , one
ream bowling and fielding against two on rhe barring
side. The batsmen score runs
by runn ing between rhe
wickers or hin ing rhe
ball over rhe boundary.
The fielding side may
dismiss rhe batsmen in
several ways, including
bowling ar and knocking
over the wicker wirh rhe ball.

Cricket field

Cricket equipment

The field is usuallv ovdl bur its size
varies. The boundary is marked by a
rope or whi te line. The pitch, situated
at or near the middle of the field,
measures 20. 12 m (22 yd) between
wickers and .3.05 m (I 0 fr) across.

Cricker is played with a hard ball, and
many players wear protective clothing.
The wicket-keeper and batsmen wear
special gloves and strapped-on legpads. Batsmen and close fielders may
wear helmets with face-guards.

Catcher's
glove with
hardball

This is played between two reams of l l. Each
player has a hooked stick, only rhe flat
side of which can be used fo r playing
rhe ball. T he object of rhe game is
to hit rhe ball into rhe opponents'
goal. Goals may be scored only
from inside a semi-circle called rhe
striking, or shooting, circle.

Baseball
Baseball is played between two
reams of nine which rake turns to
bar and field. A pitcher throws the
ball and rhe bau er an emprs to
hir ir and score runs by progressing
around fou r bases without being
ragged or fo rced our by a fielder.
The game has nine innings. An
inning is over when six batters rhree from each side - are our.

Ball,

Hockey

Hockey equipment
Baseball equipment
The catcher, who crouches behind
the bauer, wears a mask and body
padding. Bauers wear a helmer
and fielders wear a catching min.
The ball is made of cork wrapped
in yarn and encased in leather.
Outjiad

Players wear guards under rheir socks to protect their
shins and ankles. The goalkeeper wears a helmer with a
face mask, shoulder and elbow pads, padded gauntlets,
substantial leg guards, and "kickers" over the boors to
protect the feet when kicking the ball away.

Babe Ruth
The sensational hining of American
baseball player Babe Ruth (1895-1948),
brought crowds to bascbdll in the 1920s.
Originally a World Serieswinning pitcher with the
Boston Red Sox, he
joined the New York
Yankees in 1920 and
slugged record after
record, including 60
home runs in 1927 and
a lifetime total of714.

Hom~

piau

Hockey pitch

Jnjiad

Baseball field

Hurling

The field is mdde up of an infield, or
"diamond", and an outfield. A pitcher
throws from a mound at the centre of the
infield. which has a base at each corner. A
bauer stands at home base, or plare.

This is a I S-a-side game played with wooden sticks
called hurlevs, which are used to strike or carry a small,
hard ball. Goals are like soccer goals with extended
posts. Points are scored for hitting the ball under the
crossbar (three poinrs) or over it (one point).

The pitch measures 91.4 m
X 54.9 m (JOO yd X 60 yd).
Goals are 3.66 m ( 12 fr)
wide and 2.13 m (7 fr)
high. The shooting circles
are joined quarter circles
drawn from each post.
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BALL GAMES

Thi! playn- holds thl! ball
m both hands whm

Basketball
A five-a-side game, basketball allows free substitution from as
many as seven other players. T he aim is to put the ball into
the opposition's basket. Baskets, or field goals, are worth
three points when scored from outside the three-point
line, and two points when sco red from inside the line.

Players can pivot and
jump with the ball
as whl!n trying to
SCOT/! a "basket·:

~

~ ~ H igh-sitkd boots

...... .

Basketball court
A basketball court is 28 m
x ISm (91.8 fr x 49.2 fr).
The baskets stand 3 OS m
( 10 fr) above the ground.

Netball
Ball is made ofrubbn;
mcas~d in kathn-, rubbn-,
or synthi!tic maurial.

Basketball equipment
The main equipment needed for baskerball
is a ball and two baskets. Official rimekeepers use clocks to keep track of the many
time restrictions in the game, including the
five-second limit on a player holding the baiL

Volleyball

This seven-a-side game is
played by women and
girls onlv. The aim is to
rhrow the ball into rhe
opponents' net. Players
must stay in certain areas
of the court and may not
move with the baiL They
wear leners to show where
'
they should be.

Teams of six players aim to
score points by propelling
rhe ball over a net into
me opponents' court so
that they cannot return
it. Players can play rhe
ball with their hands or
any part of the bodv
above rhe waist. A team is
allowed three touches to hit
the ball over the net.

Following
through after

Golf
The aim in golf is to rake as few
strokes as possible to hit a ball a
certain distance into a cup set in
the ground. Players have a choice
of clubs with wh ich to strike the
ball. T he standard course has 18
holes of various lengths with
d ifferent hazards.

art! nutkd to
support thi! ankks
whm turning
and pivoting.

'

~

A moving
playa may~
tak~ one strid~
with the ball

Bowls and bowling
Flat-green bowls is played on a flat
lawn, or indoors on a carpet. Players
roll balls called woods, aim ing to
get them as close as possible to a
smaller whi te ball called the jack.
Ten pin bowling is played on indoor
alleys. At each turn, bowlers have
two goes to knock down as m any
pins as possible.

;

'

Tees

End of!
followthrough

G olf
balls

Wood

Cue-and-ball games

Playing a hole

G ames played on billiards and pool
tables include snooker and pooL
Players use a stick called a cue to
propel a wh ite ball on to coloured
balls ro knock them into a pocket,
o r pot them . Billiards is played with
three balls- one white cue ball for
each player and a red baiL

Holes range from about
90 m (100 vd) to SSO m Putter
(600 yd). The first shot is
played from the teeing
ground with either a
wood, which is ust:d for
long shots. o r an iron.
Irons are used for the next
shots until the putting
green is reached. when the
putter is used.

Iron

Indoo r
bowls

Flat-green wood

Jack

Golf equipment
Pool
Eight-ball is the
most widely
played variety
of pooL To win,
one player must
pot balls 1 to 7 in
any order and then
the 8, or black balL The
other player tries to pot balls
9 to IS and then 8. Players
rake turns. remaining at the
table until they fail to pot a
ball, or commit a fouL
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Snooker
Players pot a red for one point,
and men any colour for two to
seven points, depending on me
colour. The colours are replaced
until no reds remain and then
potred in order of their value.

Plavers are allowed up to
14 clubs, which they
carry in a bag or trolley.
Most players have three
or four woods. nine or
ten irons, and one putter.
The ball is supported for
the first st roke of each
hole on a small stand, or
tee. Players must wear
studded shoes.
fOOT BAll

"T
Bowling
ball

Pins

H EALTH
AND FIT r-. ESS

OLYM PIC
GAMES

Equipment

Woods for bowls
are weighted on
one side so rhar
they curve when
rolled. Bowling balls
have holes for me
thumb and two fingers.
The ten pins are cleared
and reset automaticallv.
SPORT

T ENNIS AN D OT H ER
RACKET SPORTS

Ball games - - - - -

Mad~ from wat~rprooftd

Balls

uath"

I
Softball

Baseball

Cricket

"Dimpus"
ball
fly straight.

In bowls th~ ball is
rolud towards the
target ball. _ _

h~lp th~

Golf

Football

Tennis

Rounders

Billiards

Table tennis

Squash

Boules

American football

Bowls

Equipment: polo, ice hockey

Thzckand
C.,
heavy, to h~lp
tkftnd goal ~ At.C.qo

rl

_ Poluplaym

....

Rigid plastic
with a foam
backing

Helmet, often with
a face guard
Elbow pad
and glove

Gloves, for grip

Malutis
about 1.22 m
(48 in) lung.

Matk
from

1

Helmet

uath~r

Boots

Ball often
matk of willow
Matk
from
wood

Ice hockey
puck
Polo mallet and ball

lv!ee guards are exrra
thick, for protection.

Ice hockey sticks

Ice hockey skate

Knee and leg pads,
for protection.

Being played
Softball bats must
be round, and no
longer than
86 em (34 in).

Bouus is also
known as p~tanqu~

Players must
only shoot,
dribbu, or
throw the
ball in
bask~tball. .

Th"~ ar~ sro~n
play~rs

Golfplaym
a club
to hit a
ball into a
small hou.

in a
netball t~am;
only two may
shoot goals.

us~

M~tal

bouu

Softball developed in the late
19th-century from indoor baseball

Netball is a
women-onlr sport.

Soules are aimed
a rarger ball.

toward~

Basketball is plaved bv rwo
reams of five pla\'ers each.

Golf is played over
a course of 18 holes
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BALLOONS see AIR~HIPS AND BALLOONS

BALTIC STATES AND BELARUS
Baltic states of
Estonia, Latvia, and Lithuania
occupy a small area on the
Baltic Sea coast to the west
of the Russian Federation. Belarus, formerly
known as "White Russia", sits between Russia,
Poland, and Ukraine. All four countries were
former Soviet republics; in 1991, after the
break-up of the Soviet Union, they
declared independence. Since then,
they have suffered high inflation
and environmental problems,
but are now working to
form a trade link between
eastern and western Europe.
THE THREE

Physical features
T he Bal tic states have a
flat landscape of plains and
low h ills, with forests and
swampy marshes. T here
are thousands of rivers and
lakes, of which the largest
is Peipus, at 3,626 sq km
(I ,400 sq miles), shared
between Estonia and Russia.

Baltic coast and islands
Esronia, Larvia, and Lirhuania all have coasrs
and pons on rhe Balric Sea, and ice covers
much of rhe sea in winter. Esronia has rhe
longesr coasrline, and rhe counrry includes
more rhan 1.500 islands rhar form a
barrier prorecring rhe Gulf of Riga.

Forests
Dense deciduous and coniferous foresrs
cover between 30 and 40 per cent of rhe
Balric region. Belarus is dominared by lakes
and rhick foresrs full of wildlife such as deer
and mink. The easr of Larvia is foresred.
Foresred Ganja River valley, Latvia

,.

2

t

Pripet Marshes

4

Covering a vasr area of southern Belarus, rhe Priper Marshes
are rhe biggesr wedand area in Europe. They srrerch for
40,000 sq km ( 15.000 sq miles), and are fed by several rivers
including rhe 8\·erazino and Dnieper. The soils of the Priper
are day or sandy, and large areas are warerlogged.

5
Regional climate

r-~

Esronia, Lirhuania,
Larvia, and Belarus have
cold winters and cool,
wer summers, because of
668 mm (26 in)
rheir locarion on rhe Balric
Sea. Heavv snow falls during rhe
winter rhroughour rhe region, panicularlv in Belarus.
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Esronia, Larvia, and Belarus
have large Rm~ian popularions,
who were resenled in rhe Balric
srares under communisr rule. This
has caused some racial rension
wirh ethnic peoples in Esronia
and Larvia. In Belarus, where
mosr people are Russian
speakers, and Lirhuania,
where 80 per cent are
erhnic Lirhuanians.
rhere is social harmony.
Folk dancer, Esronia

BA LTI C STAT ES AND BE LAR U S

Estonia

Latvia

ESTO NIA FACTS

The smallest and
CAPITAL CITI Tallinn
most northerly of
ARFA 45,I25 sq km (17,423 sq miles)
rhe Baltic stares, Estonia has
POPULATION I ,400.000
a long coastline and beautiful
M -\IN LANGUAGES Esronian, Russian
scenery that attracts many
M AJOR RELIGION Christian
tourists from Finland .md
C URRE'\ICY Kroon
Scandinavia. Under Soviet
rule, its rural economy was
transformed . It is now an industrial
nation, and m ost people live in towns.
Estonians are closely related to Finns
and speak a similar language.

=

LATVIA FACTS

Sandwiched in a
central positio n
between Estonia and
Lith uania, Latvia is a flar
country with about 12,000
rivers. M an ufacturing,
encouraged under Soviet
rule, is the basis of the
economy. Like the other
states in th is regio n,
Latvia suffered high
inflation during the
1990s. Farm ing, fishing,
and timber are valuable
sources of income.

CAPITAl nTY Riga
AREA 64,189 sq km (24,938 sq miles)
POPULATION 2,400.000
M AIN LANGL'AGF'i Larvian. Russian
M AJOR RELIGION Christian
C URRENCY Lar

Flax sums
ar~ us~d to

Farming

mak~

Larvia has a larger area of fertile
land than rhe orher Balric srares
Since independence. the huge
stare farms imroduced by rhe
Russians have been dismantled
and are no\li privatelv owned.
Mosr are dairy farms.

linm
fabric and rop~s.

Flax

Tourism
\1ore rhan one million rourisrs vi~ir Esronia everv vear.
The medieval buildings ofTallinn, Eswnia's capiral, are a
major anracrion, wirh a wealrh of historical monumems.
Summer reganas and boaring and vachring in rhe
sheltered waters of rhe Gulf of Riga are also popular.

Texriles made
from flax and
conon are
among Estonia's
leading exporrs. Flax
is harvested ar differenr
rimes for various purpo~es:
voung green srems make
fine dorh called linen;
wugher fibres are used
for ropes and mars.

Lithuania

LIT H UAN IA FACTS

Once a powerful
nation, ruling lands
rhat extended to the Black Sea,
Lithuania sits south of Latvia.
\1ost people live in the interior
of the country, working in
industry or farming. The short
coastline, fringed with sand
dunes and pine forests, is
fam ous for amber. Since
1991, there have been
disputes with Latvia
over Baltic Sea o il.

C APITAl CITY Vilnius
ARE-\ 65,200 sq km (21,174 sq miles)
POPLLATION 3,782,000
M -\IN LAI'.GUAGES Lithuanian, Russian
M -\JOR RFI IGION Christian
C L RRl:NCY Liras

Hill ofCross~s. n~ar Siauliai,
a shrin~ to honour th~ tkad

People

Wom~n

wear traditional
in Lan>ia's Rius
ofSpring Fmir,al
costum~s

Abour one-rhird of
Larvians are of Russian
origin and rhere are smaller
numbers of Ukrainians and
Belarussians. Jusr over half rhe population are erhnic
Lerrs, or Larvians, who ding ro their cultural heritage.
They celebrate many rradirional and religious festivals.

Belarus

B ELARUS FACTS

Land-locked , and
with few natural
resources, Belarus suffers
great poverty. In 1986, an
accident at the Chernobvl
nuclear reactor in the Ukraine
severely contaminated
farmland. Many areas remain
unsafe. T he shaky economy is
based on rhe manufacture of
machines, cars, chemicals,
and a large farming sector.
Unlike the other Baltic states,
Belarus has maintained dose
political and eco nomic ties
with Russia and is taking
steps to ser up a union.

C APITAL CITY Minsk
AREA 20-.600 sq km (80.I54 sq miles)
POPL LATION 10,320,000
MAIN LANGUAC;f', Belarussian, Russian
M -\JOR RFI IGION Christian
C L RRl:"iC\ Belarussian rouble

Ceramics
Belarus produces many beautifully crafred
ceramic and porcelain irems, such as vases
and ornaments. The counrrv is also known
for irs high-qualirv decorated glassware, made
by hearing sand wirh salt, limesrone, and old
glass, then moulding rhe molren liquid glass.

The Balric srares
produce rwo-rhirds of
rhe world's amber. rhe
fossilized sap of pine rrees. Amber is
used w make jewellery in shades of
yellow, orange. and deep gold.

Food
The national dish of Beloru~~ia
is drmziki, made from fried,
grared poraroes, and served wirh
sour cream and pickled berries
or beerroor. Soup made from
beerroor is also a popular dish.

Religion
By conrrasr w Esronians and Larvians,
who are mainly Proresranrs, Lithuanians
are mosrlv Roman Catholics. Thev
managed w keep their fairh even ~nder
Sovier rule, which discouraged religion.

•
-

CHRISTIANITY
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BANGLADESH AND NEPAL
NORTH OF THE BAY OF BENGAL, between India and Burma
(Myanmar), is Bangladesh, a poor but fertile country
whose low-lying land and repeated flooding has largely
dictated its fortunes. Nepal and Bhutan are small
Himalayan states, ruled by kings, but slowly adopting democratic ideas.
All three countries have a subsistence farming economy, and the majority
of the people, who are a mix of Muslims, Hindus, and Buddhists, live in
small, rural villages. Manufacturing industries are being developed.

Himalayas
Nepal lies in rhe highesr parr of rhe
Himalayas, a vasr moumain range
rhar srrerches 2.400 km (I 500 miles)
bemeen India and China. Mounr
Everesr, rhe world's highesr peak ar
8.848 m (29,029 ft), is parr of rhe
range and several orher peaks are
more rhan 6.000 m (19,685 fr) high.
including Ama Dablam in Nepal. ar
6.856 m (22.493 ft).

Physical features
Bangladesh is dom inated by a low-lving plain
created by soil caught up and carried on the
great Ganges River and its tributaries. Much
of the land is less than 15 m (50 ft) above
sea-level. By contrast, N epal and Bhutan sit
high in the mountains, with plungi ng forested
valleys watered by many rapid streams.
A

B

c

1,901 mm (75 in)

D

Regional dimare
Foresrs

E

[_--

Bangladesh has a hor rropical climare.
and monsoon winds bring heavy
floods ro 67 per cem of rhe coumry.
Sourhern Nepal and Bhuran are hor
and wer, bur rhe Himalayas are cold
and harsh. wirh much snow.

Abour 70 per cem of Bhuran is foresred. Deciduous foresrs,
which include hardwoods such a~ reak, grow in rhe sourh,
while rhick pine foresrs cover rhe sreep mounrains of
cemral Bhuran. Bangladesh's flar landscape rises in rhe
norrh and sourheasr ro form wooded hills.
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Large pans of cenrral and sourhern
Bangladesh are m.tde up of rhe flar
low-lying plains, formed bv rhe delra
of rhe rivers Ganges. Brahmapurra
Uamuna). and Meghna. As rhe rivers
splir continually in rheir journey sourh
rowards rhe Bay of Bengal. rhey become
a maze of channels rhar often flood.

7

8

H ydroelectricity
Bangladesh, Bhuran, and Nepal share
narural warer resources in rhe form
of hundreds of rriburaries of rhe Ganges
River sysrem. All rhree coumries have
harnessed rheir warers for hydroelecrriciry.
Bhuran's Chhukha Dam exporrs power ro
India, and rhere are plans ro consrrucr more
dams in rhe region. Nepal's Arun III
hydroelectric projecr was approved in 200 I.
v~r
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a y
Welding tu rbine wheel for hydroelectric
planr, Nepal
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BAN GLA D ESH AN D N EPAL

Bangladesh

B AN GLAD ESH FACTS

Formed in 197 1 when it
becam e independent of Pakistan ,
Bangladesh has a troubled political history.
Democracy was restored in 199 1, after a
period of military rule. Bangladesh has one
of the wo rld's highest population densities
and half of its people live in poverty. The
country's vast water resources provide
good farm ing cond itions, but floods
and cyclones wreak seasonal havoc.

C Arll Al CITY Dhaka
AREA 143.998 sq km (5';.598 sq miles)
POPUlATION 129.000.000
M -\I N I ANGL'AGI: Bengali
M AJOR RFIIGIONS Mmlim. Hindu
C L1RRENCY Taka

Stilt houses
Manv people live in houses rhar
are builr on srilrs ro prorecr
rhem from rhe frequem
floods. The coumry is
overcrowded. and abour
75 per cem of rhe people
live in rural communiries.
Mosr grow jusr enough rice ro
live on. and fish in rhe Ganges.

jute
Banglade~h is second only

ro India in rhe producrion
of jure. a rough fibre
used for sacking. rope,
and carpeting. The
coumrv provides abour
80 per cem of rhe world's
jure fibre. Jure producrs make
up 13 per cenr of Bangladesh's exporrs.

Dhaka

Textiles

The capiral, Dhaka. lies on rhe Buriganga
River. which links pons around rhe
coumry. This has made it a centre of
rrade and commerce. The cirv com ains
more rhan eighr million people. many of
whom live in overcrov..ded slums.

Mam· Bangladeshis work in rhe rexrile
indusrrv. wi th corron and silk rhe
coumry's leading fabrics. Readv-made
garments are the main producr. roralling
60 per cent of exporrs. Women are rhe
backbone of rhe rexrile indusrrv.

Silkworms spin a silky
thread up to 1 km
(0.6 miles) long.

I

N EPAL FACTS

Nepal

CAPITAL CITY Karmandu

t.,. The Himalayas and their forested
Cll... foo thills cover most of this landlocked country. Nepal was an absol ute
monarchy until 1991 , bur now has a
multi-party constitution. It is
o ne of the world's
poorest countries; the
people are m ostly
farmers whose crops
depend on the
monsoon rams.

AREA 140.800 sq km (54363 sq miles)
POPULATION 23,900.000
M AIN LANGUAGE N epali
M AJOR RELIGION~ Hindu. Buddhisr,
Muslim
C URRENCY N epalese rupee

Farming
Nepal is dependem on farming.
which, wirh foresrry, emplovs 90
per cent of rhe work-force. Rice.
maize, and sugar are grown on
terraces cur imo rhe moumainsides.

People
There is a wide variety of
peoples in Nepal. and most
arc of Indian or Tiberan
dcscenr. The Sherpas of
~ norrh are skilled, rough
mounraineers. Abour 90 per
c.em of Nepalese people are
Hmdus, who combine rheir
rdigion wirh Buddhism.

Trekking
Katmandu

Mounrain climbing and
rrekking in rhe Himalayas
auracr 4 50,000 visirors
ro N epal each year.
Tourism auracrs muchneeded income, bur
rhrearens rhe ecology.

Lving in a valley 1.370 m
(4,500 ft) above sea-level, ~epal's
capiral, Karmandu. is a city full of ornare
remples and shrines. Abour 400,000 people
live in the city, including rhe Newars of the
vallev who are famed for rheir wood carving.

H ind u holy man

Apricot

Bhutan

Crops
Less rhan ren per cem
of BhUl:m's land can be
culrivared. bur 90 per cenr
of rhe people make a living
from farming. Rice, maize,
and potatoes are rhe sraple
foods, and cash crops. such
as apricors, apples, chillies,
cardamom. and oranges,
for exporr ro orher Asian
coumries, are being
developed in rhe fertile
cenrral valleys.

A small, isolated co untry, Bh utan
is covered in forests and snowc::.apped mountains. Ruled by a monarch ,
known as the Dragon Ki ng, it is an
~alated state, though there are
plans for modernization. T hreequarters of the people are of
Tibetan descent; the rest are
'"epalese or Hindus. Farming,
fis hing, forestry, and smali5Cale industry provide jobs.
AsiA,

HISTO RY OF

B UDDHISM

DAMS

Chilli peppers

ENERGY

FARMING

HINDUISM

INDIA

I SLAM

MO UNTAINS
AN D VA LLEYS

B HUTAN
FACTS
CAPITAL CITY
Thimphu
AREA 47,000 sq km
(18.147 sq miles)
POPUlATION
2.100.000
M AI N LANGUAGE
Dzongkha
M AJOR RELIGIONS
Buddhisr. Hindu
C uRRFNLY Ngulrrum

RIVERS

T EXTILES
AND WEAVI NG
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BARBARIANS
To THE ANCIENT

'~1f. Consrarml~e
~.._,..,._""- -J

GREEKS, all foreigners or outsiders

were known as barbarians, but from the 3rd century
on, this term was increasingly applied to nomadic
mounted tribespeople from Asia, eastern Europe, and
parts of Germany, such as the Huns and Goths. Organized into
fearsome cavalry armies, these so-called barbarians caused havoc
in their search for land, and were finally responsible for the
collapse of the western Roman Empire.

Huns

Huns made bows
and arrows out of
strips ofbone.

H uns
Gorhs and Vandals
Avars

t

t__..,f

Go grazmg
pasturts

Who were the barbarians?
To mosr Europeans, barbarian rribes included Huns and
Avars (&om Asia), and Saxons, Vandals, and Goths (&om
Germany). Huns migraring &om Asia imo Europe caused
fear among rhe residem Germanic tribes, who rhen poured
in huge numbers across rhe Roman Empire's frontiers. In a
shorr time, this migrarion led ro rhe fall of rhe empire.

T he Huns were a nomadic Mongol people from the
high plains, or steppes, of C entral Asia who invaded
southeastern. Europe in c.370. Fierce in
battle and famous for their skill on
ho rseback, they conquered the
O strogoths and drove the Vandals
and other tribes westward .
Under the leadership of Anila
they reached their zenith,
ravaging the Bvzantine Empire
and invading G aul (modern
France). In the 5th and 6th
centuries, the White Huns, a
related people, raided Persia
{Iran) and northern India.

Catalaunian Plains
The Huns were deadlv in barcle as mounred
archers. Thev made shorr bows of bone, which
were lighr and easy rouse while on horseback.
They also foughr wirh sabres ar close quarrers.
Under Arrila, rhe Huns were vicrorious many
rimes, bur in 4 51, rhey were finally deteared by
rhe Romans and rheir allies ar rht: Caralaunian
Plains, Gaul (now Chalons-sur-Marne, France).

Hunting on the Steppes
by Chen Chii-Chung (~ung dvnastv)

Ostrogoths and Visigoths
AttiJa the Hun

T he O strogoths were a Germanic tribe
on the Black Sea who were related
to the Visigoths from the
Danube area. After the Roman
Empire fell in 476, the
Visigorhs adopted C hristianity,
and translated the Bible from
Latin into a "Gothic" script,
which was used for centuries
in German printing.

Anila (c.40G-453) became king of rhe
Huns in 434 joindy wirh his brorher
Bieda, whom he murdered in 445.
Anila unired his people inro a vasr
horde based in Hungary, rhen waged
campaigns ro win land and rribure
from rhe Roman and Bvzanrine
empires. Shorr and crafry, rhe socalled "Scourge of God" was cruel
-ro his enemies bur fair ro his own
people. He died - possibly of
poison - on his wedding nighr.

Gothic architecture
Many medieval churches and cathedrals were builr in
rhe Gorhic srvle. The highly decorarive derails, such
as gargovles, were believed by Renaissance arrisrs ro
be .. barbarous" when
compared wirh rhe
simpliciry of older
Roman buildings.
So rhe arrisrs named
rhem afrer rhe Gorhic
rribes rhar overran
Rome.
Notre-Dame gargovles,
Paris, France

Richborough Fort

Saxon shoulder clasp

Gold and garnet

Saxon purse lid
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"The barbarians drive us to the sea, and
the sea d rives us back to the barbarians;
one way or another we
d ie." So wrote a group
of 5th-cem&.uy Britons
to their former masters
and enamel
in Rome. The seafaring
Etched ,
barbarians threatening
snake
them were Saxons,
tksigns
Angles, and Jutes Germanic tribes of
Gold-skilled craftworkers
and farmers who
co nquered and settled
stretches of fertile
Britain from c.500.
Saxon buckle

The Romans builr bases ar
Richborough and elsewhere on
rhe sourheasrern English coasr in
rhe 3rd and 4rh cemuries. From
rhese fons they could see and
rry ro imercepr Saxon raiders.

Walls were
1.2 m (4ft)
thick.

-

Barbarians in the East
People beyond Europe also believed
rhar oursiders were barbarians. The
18rh-cemury Chinese looked down
on "foreign devils", and insisred rhar
all rrade berween China and me wesr
rook place only in rhe porr of Canton.
The Japanese acrually sropped any
foreigners from emering Japan for
more rhan 200 years, unril 1854.

I

ARCHITECTURE

ANGLO -
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ROMAN
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BASEBALL see BALL GAMES • BASKET BALL see BALL GAMES • BASQUES see SPAIN. HISTORY OF

BATS

Bat features

1,000 species,
bats are the second largest
order of mammals after the
rodents. They are the only
mammals that can truly fly. The name given
to their order is Chiroptera, meaning "hand
wings". When bats are resting, they hang
upside-down. Most bats are nocturnal. They
eat a variety of food, which they find either
by scent and sight, as fruit bats do,
or by using sound waves,
a process called
Wing is form~d by a
m~mbran~ st"tch~d
echolocation, as
.
.
ov~r th~ bon~s of th~
~
tnsect-eanng
fingm and forelimb. ~ ~
bats do.
WITH ALMOST

Types ofbat

~cholocation.

Bats har~ a dt~wed
thumb on the ~dge
of~ach wmg.

Tail is us~d for
balanu and for
braking in flight.

Fruir bars, or megabars, are also
sometimes called flying foxes.
They live in rhe tropical and
subrropical parrs of Africa, Asia,
and Ausrralasia. Mosr megabars
ear fruir. bur some also feed on
flowers, nectar, and pollen.

Cave habitats

Roosts
Bats need a variety of
places to roost, or rest.
At n igh r they rest
between bouts of
feeding and often serde
to eat large prey. During
the day. they need
somewhere to sleep
and groom. Females
choose a safe, warm
place to give birth.

Megabat~

Large ry~s
and nos~

Epauletted
fru it bat

1

In warm climares. caves provide daytime
and nurserv roosrs, where females give
birrh and look after rheir young. Bracken
Cave in Texas. USA, has rhe largesr colony
in rhe world wirh up ro 20 million bars.

Microbats

Long-eared bar

lnsut-eating bats hav~
ears, whrch are
ne~d~d whm the
animaluus
larg~

Greater horseshoe bat

Bats are divided into two groups. These
are the M egachiroptera, or megabars,
which are the old world fruit bats, and the
Microchiroptera, or microbats, sometimes
calied insect-eating bats.

Ears are almost as
long as th~ bat's h~ad
and body combin~d.

A bat's wing consists of an elastic
membrane of skin thar is stretched between
the elongated fi ngers of its front limb, and
back to its hind limb. Bats have lightweight
bodies and strong, clawed
toes with which they
ding to a suitable
support.

\ Fru-tai~d bats
in Brackm Cav~

The rerm insecr-earing bars
is a misleading name for
these bats. Many feed on
fruir, mear, fish, pollen, and
even blood, as well as
insects. Microbars live in
borh remperare and rropical
regions, bur in cooler
climares they hibernare or
migrare for rhe winter.

Echolocation

Hibernation
Bats need ro hibernare
somewhere cold bur
where rhey will be
prorecred from frost,
which wo uld kill rhem.
The place where rhey
roosr, called a
hibernaculum, also has
ro he damp so rhar rhe
bars do nor dry our.
Suirable sires incl ude
caves, loft spaces, and
rree holes.

Tree habitats
M icrobars often roost in rree holes,
such as old woodpecker nesrs, or
cracks caused bv storm damage. These
Honduran whire bars, also called rem
bars, build a tenr from large leaves.

How a horseshoe bat catches prey

To fi nd objects in the dark, a m icrobat
m akes bursts of high-frequency sound. The
sound bounces off objects, such as a moth,
and the bat pinpoints rhe moth's position
by listen ing to the returning echoes.

The bar's large, mobile ears
pick up vibrarions made bv
rhe movemem of an insecr's
wings. The bar can rell the size
of an insecr from rhe vibrarions

2

Natterer's bar

When the bar has
located irs prey, ir
scoops up rhe insecr in irs
wings. often earing
in midair.

3

Small ry~s

(((
Returning ~choes

(( ({
1/

The "horseshoe" on rhe bar's nose
focuses rhe sound imo a narrow beam
The bar sweeps irs head from side ro side
as it flies along. scanning for insects.

1

Broad
round~d

wings

u•ing membran~
to put food in
its mouth.
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BATS

Feeding
Bats have a wide variety of food sources. Most bats
eat insects and can consume huge amo unts in o ne
night. T he sm aller bats, such as pipistrelles, catch
tiny gnats and mosquitoes. Larger bats, such as
noctules and serotines, feed on cockchafers and
dung beetles. Some bats po unce o n prey that is o n
the ground, and pick insects off leaves. Fruit-eating
bats live mostly in the tropics, where thev have a
year-round supply of food .

Fishing bats
trail their long
Ugs in the water
to catch a fish.

False
vampire bar
The bat finds
its prry using
echolocation.

Fishing bars

Mear-earing bars

Some bars use echolocation to detect fish just
below the water's surface. Fishing bars have
long legs and rhev fly along the surface and
catch rhe fish with long, sharp claws.

Many larger microbars catch and ear mice, rars, frogs,
and lizards. False vampire bars from Asia and America carry
their catch to a suitable perch to devour ir. using their
thumbs and wing membranes to hold the heavy prey.
Some nectar-feeding bats hover above
the flower.""-..

Vampire bats
True vampire bars feed on
rhe blood of mammals or
birds. Using their razorlike incisor reerh, rhev
make a wound on an
ear or ankle. As the
blood flows, the
vampire bar drinks it
wirh a grooved tongue that
acts like a drinking straw.

Spectacled flying fox

Fruir bars

These bars squash ripe fruit against ridges on the
roof of their mourh. Thev spir our rhe rind and
large seeds rhar are difficult to digest. Fruit bars
sometimes ear the fruit in rhe rree where rhev pick
ir, bur they may carry ir to a safe roost ro ear.

Nursery

Young bats hang upsidedown whiu their mothers
go out to fted.

Like all true mammals, a fem ale bat carries her
young inside her womb until she gives birth .
Usually. only one bat is bo rn at a
time to minimize the extra
weight a pregnant female
has to carry in fl ight.
Females gather, often
in large numbers,
to give birth in
a nursery roost.

Glossophagine bar

Necrac feeders

Trees rhar are pollinated bv bats provide the animals
with nectar and pollen as a reward for rheir services.
The tongues of nectar-feeding bars have a brush-like
rip which rhe bars use to lap up the nectar and
pollen inside the flowers.

~

~

A large number of
bats together keep
each other warm.

FemaUs sucku their young
hanging upside-down. The
young cling to their mother
with their teeth and claws.

~ Most young bats cannot fly
until thry are three weeks old.
This nursery roost / " '
is in the roofofa
building.

Young bats are born p i n k /
and hairless, so thry need
warm surroundings.

\

GREATER HORSESHOE BAT

Ea<h ftm.U bm can
recognize the squeak
ofher own young.

SCI EN fiFIC NAME Rhinolophus
ftrrumequinum
O RDER Chiroprera
FAMILY Rhinolophidae

Ratsnake hunts
at night.

\
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T hrears and predarors
rhis red-railed racer from Southeast
Asia, also known as a mangrove
rarsnake. catches bars in the rops
of mangrove trees. Or her animals rhar
prey on bars include bar hawks, owls.
and cars. Some of rhe greatest
rhrears to the survival of bars
around the world are habitat
desrrucrion. pesticides, and
human vandalism. Many
species are in danger
of extinction.

D I'iTRIBL fiON Central and
southern Europe, North Africa
acros~ to Japan

Lacgesr and smallesr
The largest bar is a
Malavsian Hving fox which
can have a wingspan of up to
1. 7 m (5.6 fr). The smallest bar
is the bumblebee bar. also known
as Kini's hog-nosed bar. This rim·
animal is onlv about 30 mm (I in)
long and weighs onlv 2 g (0.07 oz).

C AVE
\\1LDLIFE

C ON SERVATION

HABITAT Woodland, pa~rure,
human serrlemems
D IET Insects
SIZE Length: 6-?cm (2.4-2.75 in)
LIFESPAN Up ro 30 years

HIBER"JATION

MAMMALS

W H ALES A"'D
D O LPH INS

Bats - - - - - During su~p. to~s
special locking
m~chanism to pr~r~nt
foiling.
hav~

Th~ bat hangs from a
branch with its strong,
hook~d claws.

Bats can grip

Mouse-tailed bat lives
in Africa and Asia.

Short-tailed leaf-nosed bar ears
bananas in South America.

New World frui t bat helps to spread
American tree seeds.

Short-tailed leaf-nosed bar
has an acute sense of smell.

Franquer's frui t bar is an African
bar that eats ripe fruit.

Yellow-shouldered bat teeds
on nectar pollen, and fruit.

Lesser horseshoe bat feeds
exclusivelv on insects.

Proboscis bat roosts in trees bv
streams: irs fur looks like lich;n_

Funnel-eared bat lives in South
America and roosts in caves.

\1exican fruit bat ears mostly
fruit bur will also ear insects.

_.,.._ _ Cfaw~d thumb on
th~ ~dg~ ofthe wing

Whiu

lin~.

which
to disguise
/bat in foliage.
h~lps

Spear-nosed bat has a welldeveloped sense of smell.

This sp~ci~s of
bat uus its wings
just two w~~ks
afur birth

Common vampire bat ha- o;aliva
rhat prevenrs irs ho~ts blood cloning.

W"'t1zgs ar~ fold~d
in whil~ th~ bat
ha f{S upsid~
down on branch

Borneo frui t bat has a distinct
long and fox-like muzzle.

Nocrule bat flit:s over fidds and
meadows. hunring tor largt: beerb.

\Vhire-lined bat often roosts
in the trunks of trees

\X'hire-lined bat hanging

This bat has a
strong senu of
smell to locate
fruit to ~at. It
also eats insects.
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Brown bMrs hat·~

BEARS

a larg~ hump of
muse/~ and fot.

____.-:;;;

------

...-

THERE ARE SEVEN different species of bear,
plus the giant panda which has recently
been classified as a primitive bear. The
polar and brown bears are the largest
meat-eating land animals alive today. All bears rely
heavily on their acute senses of smell and hearing to
find food and to locate predators. Bears that live in
cool climates hibernate in dens during the winter, but
those in warmer areas are active all year round.

Brown bears
There are nine subspecies of brown bear. The largest is the
Kodiak bear found on islands in Alaska. It may stand 3 .5 m
(12 ft) tall on its hind legs and is o ne of the most powerfu l
animals in N o rth America. The grizzly bear, also of North
America, has white-tipped fur, giving it a "grizzled'' look.
The o ther brown bears live in Europe and temperate Asia.

N orth
American
brown bear

Types of bear

Fishing
Bears of North America have a
rich source of salmon when
the fish swim up rivers to
spawn. The bears may stand in
rhe water and catch fish in the
air as they leap up a waterfall.
I
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Brown bear This bear lives across rhe
nonhern hemisphere, bur in small populations
only. lr has disappeared from many areas

l'•

"

. ".

Asian black bear feed ing

Bears belong to the o rder of mammals
called carnivores, m eaning m eat-eaters.
T hey catch and kill other animals for food
and eat carrion, but they will take almost
any ki nd of food they can fi nd, including
insects. About three-quarters of most bears'
d iet is plant material, such as fruits, n uts,
roots, and shoots.

Slorh bear A long-coated
bear from India and Sri
Lanka, the slorh bear ears
mainlv termites, which it
sucks up through irs lips.

Cubs
~pectacled

bear The

only South American
bear, this rare animal
lives on the wooded
slopes of the Andes.
It eats mostly plant
material. especially
fruit, bur will ear
meat if it is available.

Sun bear This bear from
south-eastern Asia is the
smallest bear. It has shon,
dense fur, with a yellow
mark on irs chest. It has a
long tongue with which it
licks up ants and termites.

A female bear gives birth to
her cubs in a den, where she stays with
them for up ro two or rhree months.
Each liner usuallv contains one to rhree
cubs. which are born helpless and
weigh only a tiny percentage of their
morher's weight. They develop
quickly but will stay with their
morher until nearlv full-grown. This
may be for a~ long as two or three
years in the case of the larger bears.
Female bears make good morhers and
will defend rheir cubs ferociously.

Paws

GRIZZLY BEAR

There are five clawed roes on a bear's
paws. The animals use their forepaws
ro gather food and manipulate small
food items. They can kill anorher
animal with one blow from a paw,
or use their long claws ro dig up
roots, and open insects' nesrs.

SCII:.Nl IHC NAMI
horribilis

Ursos arctos

O RDER Carnivora
FAMtn Ursidae
D IS rRIBUTI0'\1 Northwestern
Nonh America

Kermodes bear
Most American black bears
are black, bur some are
brown. beige, or blueblack. Small isolated
populations of white black
bears, called Kermodes
be-ars, live on the coast of
British Columbia. Canada.

HABITAT Mountains, forests,
wilderness
Po lar bear This
white-coated bear is
the most carnivorous
eating mainlv seals
and fish. It lives on
the Arctic coast.

A SIAN
WI LD LIFE
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Asian black bear An
agile climber, this
bear lives in woods of
sourh-easrern Asia,
from Afghanistan ro
China and Japan.

HIBERNATION

American black
bear Found acro~s
Nonh America.
this bear will raid
tents, cars, and
dusrbins for food.

NORTH AM ERICAN
WILD LIFE

D IET Almost anything, including
berries. leaves, roors, small
animals, fish, and carrion
SIZE Length: 1.8-2.8 m (6-9 ft)
Weight: 160-230 kg (350-500 lb)
LIFESPAN 25-30 years
PANDAS AND
RACCOONS

POLAR
WILD LIFE

BEATLES,

THE

rhythm guitar, Paul
McCartney played bass, George Harrison played lead
guitar, and Ringo Starr played the drums. Together
they formed The Beatles - the most famous and
influential group in the history of popular music. Their songs
dominated the 1960s, when people believed that music could
change the world, and the songwriting skills of Lennon and
McCartney have ensured that their music lives
on. Their songs still influence
many musicians today.

9

jOHN LENNON PLAYED

Early life
All four Beatles were born in the English porr of Liverpool
and plaved in various rock and roll groups in the late 1950s.
In 1960--61 John, Paul. George, and drummer Pete Best
plaved at the Star Club in the German port of Hamburg,
which taught them much about live performance. Back in
England, The Beatles played regularlv at Liverpool's Cavern
Club. In 1962 their manager, Brian Epstein {1934--67),
replaced Best with Ri ngo Starr as drummer.

Live performances
T he Bearles began by playing live in
clubs in and around Liverpool, UK.
T heir lively performances were an
exciting contrast to the staid and solid
players who dominated popular music
at the time. T he Beatles' reputation was
based on the songwriting abilities of
John Lennon and Paul M cCartney. At
firs t they both wrote traditional rock
and roll songs about friendship and love,
but as the pair developed, their subjects
became more varied.

Beatlemania
In January 1964, "I \Xant To Hold Your Hand" reached
the top of the American music charts. A new word,
"Beatlemania", entered the language as thousands of screaming
fans mobbed the group wherever they went. Within months,
The Beatles were the biggest music group in the world.

The Beatles play a football stad ium in the USA

Recording

Memorabilia

In 1966 The Beatles stopped performi ng live, and spent
more time in the studio. T here they experimented with
different instruments, such as string orchestras and
sitars, and with new recordi ng techniques. Their
masterpiece, Sgt. Pepper's Lonely Hearts Club Band, took
many months to produce and made use of techniques
such as tape-splicing and multi-track recording.
Plates with pictures of T he Beatles

The Beatles were one of the first bands
be featured on a host of souvenirs and
memorabilia. The four were
immortalized on everything
from mugs and T-shirrs ro
buttons, badges, posters,
and other souvenirs.
Manv fans bought
everything that
featured their
four favourite
musicians.

The last albums
By 1969 the group was tailing apart as conflicts grew
berween the four members and their musical interests
took different directions. Their last albums to appear
were Abbry Road (1969) and Let It Be, which was
released in 1970 but recorded before Abbry Road. The
Beatles disbanded later that vear. All four continued
their careers as solo musicians.

Please Please Me

Sgt. Pepper s

to

Toy guitar
with pictures
of The Beatles

T HE BEATLES
1940 John Lennon and Richard
Starkev (Ringo Starr) born.
1942 Paul McCartney born.
1943 George Harrison born.
1957 John and P.ml form first
group. The Quarrymen.
1962 First record wirh EMI;
Ringo Starr joins as drummer.

George Martin

1964 Beatles head charts in USA

British producer George Martin (b.I926)
produced almost all The Beatles' records, having
accepted their first demonstration tapes at EMI
in 1962. Martin was a record producer with a
background in both classical and popular
music. He helped The Bearles get the
most out of the recording studio and
the wide range of instruments used in
their records, translating many of their
ideas into polished musical form.

1 96~

Sgt. Pepper's Lonely Hearts
Club Band released.

1970 Let It Be released; Beatles
disband.
1980 John Lennon shot dead.
199- P.tul McCartney knighted.
The Beatles recording tracks for Let It Be
M USIC

ORCH ESTRA~

200 1 George Harrison dies.

ROCI\.
A'\I D POP

SOUND
RECORDING
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BEES AND WASPS

Features of bees and wasps

THEIR STINGS USUALLY bring these
insects to our attention. However, by
pollinating crops and killing pests,
-..
bees and wasps play vital roles in the
world we live in. There are 115,000 species ofbees
and wasps. Most, such as carpenter bees, are solitary,
but some, including the honeybee and common
wasp, are social insects, living in complex
colonies. People keep honeybees tn
hives for their honey and wax.

Bees and wasps are similar in appearance,
with narrow waists between rhe rhorax
and abdomen. Mosr species have two pairs
of wings and are excellent fliers. T hey have
two compound eyes and three small eyes,
giving them good eyesight. Bees are hairier
than wasps, and are normally herbivores,
while wasps are generally carnivores.
Compound
t'Jt'

"W1ist

Social bees and wasps have a queen
in their colonies which lays
eggs and runs me colony.
Honeybees have one queen
per hive; if rwo appear at the
same time they fight ro the
death. Queens prod uce queen
substance, a chemical that srops
full sexual development of the workers.

Common wasps' nests
have rhe texture of paper
Pupat" in and are made of chewedcocoons up wood, saliva, and water.
They are usually builr in
hollow trees or below
Holt' ground. O rher wasps, such
as oriental stenogaster
wasps, build nests our of
mud. Honeybee nests are
made of wax produced
Old worker
from glands on the bees'
wasps gather
wood. chew it abdomens. Wasp and bee
nests usually contain combs
up, mix in
saJiva, and use - layers of six-sided cells
the mixture to
in which rhe young grow.
build nest walls.

Life cycle of a honeybee

1

2

By about day 21 pupation is
complete and the new adult
bees have ro chew their wav out
of the cell. O nce the external
skeleron has hardened and they
are able ro walk, the bees begin
their tasks within the nest.

3

Food supplies
Wasps ear fruit and insects, which rhey also feed
ro their young. Adulr and larval bees feed on
nectar and pollen rhar rhe adults collect. Bees
do a dance ro rell other bees rhe location of the
flowers, and navigate rhere by using the Sun.

Fenilized

eggs develop
inro workers
and queens.
Unferrilized
eggs become
drones.

Worker wasps
spend me first week
of their adult life
cleaning rhe nest.
Once able ro fly,
they leave the nest
and hunt for insects
ro feed ro the grubs
(larvae) in me nest.

Colonies
Eggs a" glut'd
into ulls. as
tht'allsfaa
downwards.

Entranu
is bt'low.

Nest waJls
are striped because
the wood is collected
from many sources.

SociaJ wasps and bees live in large groups called colonies.
Each member of the colony has a specific duty and works
for me benefit of the whole nest. Wasp colonies may contain
more than one million individuaJs; bees' nests can exceed
70.000 in number, consisting of one queen, about 69,000
workers, and 300 drones. Both queen wasps and queen
bees run their nests; drones are fenile maJes who mate with
the queen and die soon alter; workers perform many tasks
from building the nest ro foraging for food. Drones appear
before swarming rime. This is when new queens leave me
nest, mate with the drones, and set up nests on their own.

Types of bee and wasp

HONEYBEE
SCIENTIFIC NAME Apis mt'lliftra
O RDER H ymenoptera
FAMILY Apidae
D ISTRIBUTION Worldwide

Pollen, nectar, and honey

-
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Bees carry pollen on hairs on their legs
and srore nectar in their stomachs. At
the nest, they regurgitate the nectar.
Water evaporates, concentrating
the nectar ro form honey.
Honey and royal jellv, a highprotein substance made by
workers, are aJso fed ro the larvae
ANIMAL

ANTS AND
TERMITES

7k::7z:r

and, in ra" cast'S fotal

Nests

wasp's
nest

Workers feed the larvae
honey, pollen, and royal jelly.
If fed extra roval jelly, larvae
become queens. The larvae grow
and moult, and on dav 5 they
spin a silk cocoon and pupate.
Workers seaJ the cell with wax.

_,

=~
Honeybee

The queen bee spends most
of her day checking cells
and laying single eggs in them.
She lays more than 2,000 eggs
a day when there is a plentiful
food supply. After 1-2 davs,
larvae hatch from the eggs.

Abdomen

Poison

abdomm

Workt'r

BEHAVIOUR

Only me femaJes of most
species of bees and wasps
have stings. The sting evolved
from the egg-laying tube.
Wasps have unbarbed stings
that they can use repeatedly
for defence or ro kill prey.
Bees have barbed stings that
cannot be extracted, causing
the bee to die. Consequently,
bees only sting if provoked.
Bee sting

Two pairs ofwings
for rapid flight

Queen

•

Stings

Parasitic bees

Hornets

Hunting wasps

HABITAT Nests are built in hollow trees
in the wild; also cultivated in hives

These solitary bees
abandon their eggs in
other bees' nests. The
young then destroy the
originaJ eggs and wan
to be fed bv the host.

Hornets are among
the largest of the
social wasps. They
live in large colonies
and defend their
nests aggressively.

These solitary wasps
paralyse other insects
with a sting and lay
their eggs on them.
The young hatch :md
feed on the live host.

SIZE Length: workers: 10-15 mm (0.40.6 in); queen: I S-20 mm (0.6--0.8 in)

ART HROPODS

EGGS

FLIGHT,
AN IMAL

FLOWERS

D IET Pollen and nectar from flowers

LIFESPAN Workers live for 2-3 months;
queen lives for 3-5 years

INSECTS

NESTS AND
BURROWS

WOODLAND
WILDLIFE

BEETHOVEN, LUDWIG VAN
in Bonn in 1770 to his death in Vienna in
1827, Ludwig van Beethoven's lifetime spanned a period of
revolution and transformation. Despite a tragically unhappy life,
beset with family problems and deafness, he
became the major composer of his time. His symphonies,
sonatas, and chamber music expanded the Classical forms,
introducing exciting new musical ideas that ushered in the
fiery Romantic style. Unlike previous composers, Beethoven
tried to remain independent, writing for himself rather than
for a single rich patron. Independence allowed him to
develop his own personal expressive musical style.
FROM HIS BIRTH

Early life
Beethoven was born in Bonn.
Germany. His childhood was not
a happy one. His father, himself a
musician, forced Ludwig to
practise and perform in public at
an early age, hoping he would
become a child prodigy. When
his mother died and his father
lost his job, young Ludwig had to
provide for the whole family.

Beethoven's b inhplace

Vienna
Beethoven's first visit to Vien na was
cut short by his mother's
illness, but he returned in 1792
to study with the composer
H aydn. H e soon established
himself as a pianist and reacher,
and sen led there for the rest of
his life. H owever, as his deafness
worsened , he suffered from depressions
and raging tempers, and withdrew from
social li fe. H e found consolation in
composing music which expressed both
his despair and his optimism and joy.

Performance
Until the onset of deafness,
Beethoven earned his living as
a teacher and performer. He
was a superb pianist, whose
emotional performances could
move his audience to rears. Many
of his piano compositions, especially
the sonatas and concertos, explore
the expressive capabilities of the
instrument and are amongst his
finest works.

In his late rwenries, Beethoven's
hearing began to fail. By 1820.
he was almost totally deaf.
Unable to hear what he was
plaving, he could not earn a
living from performing.
Instead he concentrated
on composing.

Notebooks
We can get a good idea of how
Beethoven worked by looking at
his manuscripts and notebooks.
They show how he revised his
work unril he was completelv
satisfied with it. He wrote
quicklv and furiouslY, often
crossing out and rewriting whole
sections of the music.

Ear trumpets

grand piano

The symphonies
Symphonies before Beethoven's rime were
orchestral works that foll owed a fai rly set
pattern, bur, in his nine symphonies,
Beethoven developed the form into a
large and expressive work. From the third
symphony. the Eroica, on, these works
became lo nger and more adventurous,
using new instruments and even vocalists
and a choir in the ninth symphony.

L UDWIG VAN B EETI-IOVEN
1770 Born in Bonn, Germany
1792 Moves ro Vienna, studies
with Joseph Havdn
1796 Begins to go deaf
-

Manuscript of the
Pastoral svmphony

-

Much of Beethoven's
music is for small groups.
such as the string quartet.
fhis chamber music was
often written for amateur
players, but Beethoven
found it provided an
ideal way of expressing
his new musical ideas.

This svmphonv is unusual
because it describes a scene: the
countrvside around Vienna
where Beethoven loved to walk.
It is full of the sounds of the
countrv, including imitations of
birdsong and a thunderstorm.

-

1803 Eroica symphony

Pastoral svmphony

Chamber music

--

1802 Write~ a letter, known as
the "Heiligenstadt Testament",
to his brothers, describing his
unhappiness about his deafness

Eroica svmphonv

1808 Pastoral symphonY

Beethoven originallv dedicated this
svmphonY to his hero Napoleon,
but was disgusted when N.tpoleon
proclaimed himself emperor. He
scratched out the dedication, but
kept the tide Eroica (heroic).

1809 Piano Concerto No 5, 'The
Emperor"

MOZART, \XOl FGANG
A\1ADEUS

M t:S1C

1824 Choral symphony
18 27 Dies in Vienna, Austria; some
10,000 people attend his funeral

M USICAl
INSTRUMENTS

NAPOlEON

ORCHEST RAS
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BEETLES

Features of a beetle
Beetles have three body parts - the
head, thorax, and abdomen. T hey
have compound eyes, and antennae
used for touch and smell. T heir
forewings have developed into hard
wing cases, or elytra, which protect
the hind wings. The wings, elytra,
and six legs are ftxed to the thorax.

THERE ARE AT LEAST 350,000

types of beetle. They make up
30 per cent of all animals and
40 per cent of all insects. They
range in size from the 2 mm (0.08 in) long
battle d' or beetle to the giant timber beetles,
beetle opens its
which grow up to 150 mm (6 in) long. Beetles 2 The
wing cases. These act as
stabilizers, similar to the rail
live almost everywhere, from hot deserts to
wings of an aeroplane. The
delicate hind wings unfold and
snowy mountain tops, but they are most
provide rhe main force in flight.
numerous in the tropics. They eat a wide
Elytra
range of food, including
rais~d
crops, and are considered
pests, but they perform
a valuable role by
breaking down dead
animals and plants
Large beetles, such as rhis
and returning B~~tle
cockchafer beerle, rake a few
1
often opens
seconds to get airborne. First
the nutrients
and shuts ~lytra
Wings unfurling,
rhe beetle pumps air into its
sron-al tim~
to the soil.
"ady to b~at.
body by expanding its abdomen
befo" taking off.
Wood-boring beetles
Some beetles remain as larvae
for many years. Jewel beetle
larvae may live in wood for
over 40 years. They ear rhe
wood, making tunnels through
it, leaving small holes.

I

.
I

1

·•

-

..,_

Reproduction

I

beak
larva

Ladybirds
Ladybirds are found worldwide.
They prey on small insects, such
as aphids and scale bugs. In this
way they are helpful animals to
have in the garden and can be
used to control pests instead
of using polluting chemicals.

-
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str~amlin~ th~ b~~tk

The cockchafer beetle pushes off with
irs legs and starts to bear its hind wings.
Within a few seconds the hind wings reach
the 200 beats per second needed for rakeoff, and the wing cases help to provide lift.
During flight, the beetle uses I 00 rimes
more oxygen than it does at rest.

3

Defence

Beetles' feeding habits, like beetles themselves, are
diverse. M any, including spider beetles, feed on
decaying leaf litter; others consume both living
and dead wood. Some beetles, such as tiger beetles,
actively h unt for live food. Scavengers, such as
hide beetles, feed on rotting vegetation,
dead animals, and dung. Some beetles, for Ladybird
ft~ding on
exampIe, rove beetIes, are even parasites, an aphid.
living on creatures such as bats.

•

Outstr~tch~d

hind kgs hap

Th~ b~nl~ clasps his
rival in his hug~ jaws
and tri~s to throw it
on its back.

and chang~s
into th~ adult.

Feeding

fo?

Fighting

M ost beetles undergo complete metamorphosis. Larvae hatch
from eggs laid by an adult female and are the mai n feeding stage
in a beetle's development. Once the larvae have finished growing,
they turn into pupae. Inside, they change, or metamorphose, into
the adult beetle that will eventually em erge from the pupa.

Jewel beetle

Wings b~at
during

M ale beetles often fight with each other over a
possible mate. They use their mandibles (mouthparts)
a!> weapons. Stag beetles have huge, but not very
powerful mandibles, which they use mainly to
impress rivals. Despite their size, the mandibles
do little harm. In this way, fighting
is more symbolic, and borh
beetles live to fight
and mate again.

M~alwonn ,

,._1

Cockchafer beetle

ART HROPODS

D ESERl
Wi l DliFE

Well-armoured external
skeletons and camouflage
protect many beetles from
predators. The bombardier
beetle has an ingenious
method of defence. h ejects a
hor mixture of potent chemicals
from irs rear with an audible pop.

COCKCHAFER BEETLE
Bombardier beetle

SciENTIFic NAME
M~lolontha m~lolontha

O RDER Coleoptera

Water beetles

FAMILY Scarabaeidae

Many beetles live in water. Diving
beetles use their oar-like legs to
push themselves through the
water after their prey. Whirligig
beetles scavenge for food that
floats on the water's surface. They
have special eyes that are split in
rwo. One half looks downwards
for fish, while the top half scans
the air for predatory birds.
GRASSLAN D
WILD LIFE

INSECTS

D ISTRIBlJTION Europe and western Asia
HABITAT Gardens and woods
D IET Adult feeds on sap and nectar;
the larvae feed on the roots of
plants, such as rose and oak
SIZE Larvae: 4 em ( 1.6 in) in length;
adults: 2-3 em (0.8-1.2 in) long
Whirligig beetle
WOODLAND
\X1 LDUFE

LIFESPAN Larvae rake about 2 years to
become adults; adults live for about
2-3 months

Beetles
Carnivores

Sabre-toothed ground beetles
fast-moving crickets.

G reat d iving beetles are the
tastest underwater insects

~ralk

Whiu~lytra
camouflag~ th~
b~~~~~

Rove beetles hum for small
carrion-eating animals.

\ iolin beetles are Rat and can
chase prev Into small holes

Common tiger beetles have
sharp jaws ro rip prev apart.

Tropical tiger beetles can
catch fast-moving prey.

Herbivores

on

whiu
sand.

Cl ick beetles make a clicking
sound when mey jump.

Malaysian timberworm
beetles have long heads.

Darkling beetles live in the
deserts of south-v.esrern Africa

Jewel beetles are usuallv

Tortoise beetle larvae hide
under their parents' wings.

bright and shim•.

longhorn beetles eat the sap
of plants: their larvae ear y,ood

C hafer beetles eat nectar, giving
them me energy to fly tasr.

Strong

kgshap
th~m

cling to

Lamelhcom beetles ear nectar
and sap, despite their huge jaws.

G olden beetles live only in
Costa Rica in Central America.

Weevils are beetles that have a snout, or
rostrum. with small biting jaws at the rip.

Malavsian frog beetles
feed on sweet plants.

Stag beetles are the
largest British beetles.
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BELGIUM

B ELGIUM FACTS
CAPITAL CITY Brussels

AREA 32.820 sq km (12,672 sq miles)

THIS SMALL, DENSELY POPULATED country in
northwest Europe borders France, Germany, and the
Netherlands. Its current borders were settled in 1919,
after World War I (1914- 18). Today, Belgium is
a highly developed industrial nation with a thriving economy. As
a founder member of the European Union since 1957, and of the
Benelux alliance (with the Netherlands and Luxembourg), Belgium
plays an important role in European and international affairs

POPULATION 10.200,000
MAIN LANGUAl..I:S Dutch, French, German
MAJOR RELit.;ION Christian
C URRENCY Euro
LIFE EXPECTANCY 78 years
PEOPLE PER DOCTOR 294
GOVF RI\!'.IF"'T Multi-party democracy
ADL LT UTERAO 99o/o

Ardennes Plateau

Physical features
In the norrh of Belgium is a flat
plain stretching from Flanders
to the Durch border. T he central
plateau is bounded ro the south by
the Meuse and Sam bre rivers. The
Ardennes Plateau extends into
Luxembourg and France.

The Ardennes Plateau covers
I 0,000 sq km (3,860 sq
miles) in southern Belgium,
Luxembourg, and northern
France. Crossed by deep
river vallevs such as the
Semois and Meuse, this
upland area is rockv and
heavilv wooded and has
spectacular limestone caves.

River Meuse
The Meuse flows slowly through gentle
farmland and steep-sided vallevs for 950 km
(590 miles) from its source in France, west
to east across Belgium, to the Dutch coast.

Jrc

-l8°C
(0°F)

(99°F)

2°C
(36°F)

l8°C
(64°F)

2

825 mm (32 in)

Land use
Much of Belgium is built-up
and denseh populated. Farmers
produc~ cereals, fruit, vegetables,
and sugar beet and raise cattle,
sheep, and horses. Belgium has
few natural resources and uses
over 60 per cent nuclear power.

3

Climate
The Belgian climate is generally mild,
bur the skies are often cloudy. Rainfall
is plentiful. especiallv in the mountains
of the Ardennes where winter snow
lingers. Summers tend to be short.

Forest

Farmland
58%

Built-up

7%

People
In southern Belgium people speak
Walloon, a dialect of French. In
the north people speak Dutch,
formerly called Flemish. A few
31 1 per sq km
people in the east speak German. (805 per sq m ile)

97o/o
Urban

3o/o
Rural

Brussels
With about a million inhabitants, Belgium's
capital, Brussels, is the centre of government
and trade. With rhree languages- Dutch,
French, and German- it is a truly
international city and the administrative
headquarters of the European Union.

Industry

Gothic buildings in Brussels' G rand Place

Belgium has highly developed business
and service industries, such as banking and
insurance. The once-thriving coal and steel
industries on the rivers Meuse and Sambre
are now in crisis and are
being rapidly replaced by
new industries producing
pharmaceuticals,
chemicals, electrical
equipment, and
textiles. Belgium
is one of the
world's largest
exporters of
Belg ian
chocolate, and
chocolates
produces fine beers.

-
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E UROPE

E URO PE,
HISTO RY O F

Luxembourg

6

E URO PEAN
U NION

FARM ING

~ T his tiny country
...... shares borders with
Belgi um, G ermany, and
France. Its people enjoy low
unemployment and Europe's
highest living standards. It is
known as a banking centre.

Finance
centre

L UXEMBOURG
FACTS
U I'ITAL CITY
Luxembourg

AREA 2,585 sq km
(998 sq miles)
POPULATION 431,000
MAIN LANGUAGES
French, German,
Letzeburgish
MAJOR RELI(,ION Christian
C URRENCY Euro

D espite its
tinv size,
Luxembourg
is a key member of the European Union. The
headquarters of the European Parliament and
the European Court of Justice are based in
Luxembourg City.
N ETHERLA NDS

TRADE AND
IN DUSTRY

WORLD
WAR I

BELIZE see CENTRAL AMERICA • BELL ALEXAN DER GRAHAM see TELEPHONES

BENIN EMPIRE

Empire boundaries

ESTABLISHED IN THE II TH CENTURY, Benin
was a powerful West African kingdom which
flourished in the forests west of the River Niger.
The wealth of Benin was based on trading:
trans-Saharan trade with African savannah
kingdoms, which linked the Benin Empire
with the Mediterranean and the Middle East,
and, coastal trade with Europeans. Benin's
obas, or kings, controlled the trade networks.
Immensely powerful, they lived in the royal
palace in the capital city of Benin. In 1897, the
British conquered Benin and ended the empire.

The Benin Empire was in
modern N igeria, where Benin
City now stands. Both it and
the modern republic west of
Nigeria take their name
from the old empire.
Benin City

T he empire of Benin was centred on the
impressive capiral. Benin City. A wide road ran
through rhe centre, and a huge earthenwork
wall surrounded rhe city. The wall acted as a
defence and would have taken some
considerable rime to build. hs size stood as a
symbol of the influence held bv Beni n's oba.
The city housed rhe oba's royal palace, and
areas called wards where rhe craftspeople lived.
Engraving of Ben in Gty

Craft guilds

Brass plaques
Carved plaques deco rared rhe
wooden pillars rhar supported rhe
oba's palace roof. T hey depicted
coun life and important events.
such as rhe presentation of gifts
from the oba to his courtiers.

Guilds of craftspeople, such as leather workers,
blacksmiths, drummers, weavers, carpenters, ivory
carvers, and brass casters lived in Benin City. The
brass casters formed one of the most important
guilds. They made the distinctive "bronze" heads
and plaques for the royal palace.
Only obas wore neck rings.

Benin "bronze" heads are
actually made of brass. They
commemorated dead obas and
their family members, court
ceremonies - even European
traders. Carved ivory adorned rhe
heads, which were kept in
shrines in rhe royal palace.

Oba flanked by rwo co urtiers

Carved human figures
Carvings often
told ofthe oba's
wealth and m ilitary strength.

Memorial head of an oba

For centuries, Benin
traded with African
kingdoms to the north,
including the Songhai
Empire. The arrival of the
Europeans in the 1400s
disrupted these traditional
relationships and established
new trading outlets.

Brass manillas

Ship. called a
caravel

In Benin, merchants used bracelet-shaped
objects called manillas to buy expensive
purchases, bur they used tiny, white
cowrie shells for smaller items.

British conquest
In 1897, in revenge for an anack on a
British parry. the British burnt and
looted Benin City. exiled the oba, and
brought Benin under colonial rule.

Merchants
Travelling by sea,
~·
Portuguese
traders bought
slaves, peppers,
d oth, gold, and ivory
from Benin, and paid wirh
manillas, cowrie shells, and guns.

Oba Ewuare the Great

Timeline

The warrior-king Ewuare (r.1440-80) rebuilt Benin
City and, under his rule, rhe surrounding territory
reached irs greatest exrenr. Ewuare also esrabhshed a
rrad irion of secure hereditary successsion.

11rh century Benin Em pire
founded in the forests of N igeria.
1450 Peak of Benin Empire.
1486 First European to visit Benin
is Porruguese explorer, Afonso
d'Aveiro; shortly afterward a Benin
chief establishes a trading store for
rhe Portuguese.

Ewuare's leopard-shaped arm ornament

Ivory carving
Ornately carved ivory rusks were
among Benin's luxury goods. All
trade in ivory was controlled by
rhe oba. If elephant hunters
killed an elephant, they had to
give one rusk ro rhe oba before
they could sell rhe o ther.

Obas and courtiers
wore ornamental
weapons on
ceremonial
occasions.

Bronze head

Trade

• Ben in City

-

•

AFRICA,
HISTORY OF

I '500s English, D utch, and
French merchants stan to
trade with Benin Empire.

Early to m id- 16th century
Ki ng of Portugal sends
Christian missionaries to
Benin to conven Oba Esigie,
and build ch urches.
Ben in ornamental sword
E\iPIRES

EXPLORAT ION

1688 Dutchman Olfert D apper
writes a history of Benin.
1700s Empire weakened by
succession snuggles.
1897 Britain rakes Benin City
by force.
1960 N igeria, including rhe o ld
Benin Empire, gains independence.
M ETALS

SONG HAl
EMPIRE
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BICYCLES AND MOTORCYCLES
FUN, AND ENVIRONMENTALLY

Parts of a bicycle

friendly, the bicycle is the simplest
form of mechanical transport. A
bicycle, or bike, is a two-wheeled
machine that converts human energy into
propulsion; a motorcycle, or motorbike, is a
bicycle with an engine. Modern motorcycles
are complex, with engine sizes ranging from
50cc (cubic centimetres) to more than 1,OOOcc.
In many countries, such as China, most people
travel or transport goods by bicycle. Across the
world, bicycles and motorcycles are used for
sport and leisure.

From a mountain bike to a racing bike, or a hybrid {a cross
between the two) all bicycles are built in a similar way. Designed
to be easy to pedal and comfortable, the weight is also important,
as it affects the speed at which the bike can be propelled.
Saddles are adjustable,
moving up and down
to accommodate
different riders.

Gears, operated by levers,
move the chain berween
different-sized gear wheels,
to change the speed at
which the wheels rum.
Frame, made from
metal rubes, to
support the rider.

Handkbars may b~
riding crouch~d

dropp~d for

Brakes are controlled by
pulling levers on handlebars, which force brake
blocks against wheel
rims to slow the
bicycle down.

Cannondale SH600, hybrid

Reducing drag
Drag is the resistance of air that
can slow down a bicycle or
motorcycle and irs rider. It
is reduced by creating a
streamlined shape for
the air to flow around some competitive
bicycle riders even
shave their legs to
achieve this
streamlined effect.

Spokes are arranged
to create a strong
but lighrweight
wheel.

T ime-trial bike

Tyres fined on a metal wheel rim
give a smooth, quiet ride over small
bumps; mountain bikes have fatter
tyres to handle rough and rocky terrain.

Parts of a motorcycle

Indicator and
warning lights

Like a bicycle, a motorcycle has a
frame, a rear wheel that drives it along,
a front wheel for steering, and controls
on the handlebars. Like a car, it has an
internal combustion engine and
suspension. The suspension supports
the motorcycle's body on the wheels,
and stops it being affected by the
bumping of the wheels on the road.
Two-stroke engine with
one cylinder. Larger
\
motorcycles have more
cylinders.
Fua tank\

.

to the chain wheel
are pushed to
rum the wheel.

rro

Smallmgm~

A motorcycle rider changes speed by
rwisring the right-hand handlebar grip,
and changes gear bv flicking a foot lever
up or down. The from brakes are
operated by hand, and the rear brakes
bv foot. To go round a corner, the rider
turns the handlebars and leans the
mororcvcle over.

Motorcycle instrumem panel

Lzghtw~zght
fram~ ,

1992 Yamaha FZR1000 Exup
Thr~~-spok~

alloy
rear wh~~£ supported
by suspenszon strut.

-
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AIR

\

Motorcycle ryres grip rhe road even when
the motorcycle leans over at corners. These
are smooth, rreadless, "slick" racing ryres.
CARS AND
T RUCKS

ENGINES AND
MOTORS

ENERGY

1839 Kirkpatrick
MacMillan, a Scor,
mvems a leverdriven bicycle.

1868 The Michaux
brothers add a
steam engine to a
bike, creating the
first motorcycle.

1863 The French
Michaux brothers
build the firsr
pedal-powered
bike, a velocipede.

1885 In
England, james
Starley makes
modem-style
bicycles.

fORCE AND
MOTION

sp~~d and

Small motorcycles used for short
journeys in towns and cities are called
mopeds or scooters. They have small
engines, so they cannot go very fast,
but are very economical. Mopeds,
restriaed to a SOcc engine, have pedals
which the rider can use on steep hills.

Front suspmsion

Timeline

for

Mopeds and scooters

Motorcycles have an instrument
panel in the centre of the
handlebars. Control switches
for lights and indicators
can be operated with
hands on the handlebars.

.

Wh~~l hub s~cum

th~ wh~a to fram~.

Riding a motorcycle
Engin~

\

MACHINES,
SIMPLE

1885 German Gottlieb
1901 The 190 I Werner
Daimler builds an engine- is the first practical roadpowered tricycle (below).
going motorcycle.
1914-18 Motorcycles used
extensively in World War I
1963 Dutchman Van
W ijnen designs what will
become the Ecocar - covered
pedal-powered transport.

MOTOR
SPORTS

POLLUTION

SPORTS

TRANSPORT,
HISTORY OF

Bicycles

Criterium racer allows the rider w pedal
round corners easily, especially in races.

5-speed Peugeot is a traditional
"ladiesn bike - withom a crossbar

Mountain bikes ideal for off-road
cvcling, have rugged frames and far ryres

BMX (Bicycle Motocross) bikes are used for
rough terrain and tricks, such as "wheelies".

Triple tandems have three sets of pedals for
three riders, linked by a chain to the back wheel
Pedicabs are pedal-powered
taxis. This one was made
in 1980, in Bangladesh.

Tricycles have
rhree wheels for
additional balance.

French Vdocar, 1933,
is a recumbent, which
allows the rider to sit
back while pedalling.

IGngcycle Bean, 1990,
is designed w reduce
drag for extra speed.

Motorcycles

Harley Davidson, 1942, was adapted for military
use, but was based on the civilian model

Heinkel Perle, 1956. has all the wires and cables
running from the handlebars through the frame.

BMW R75/5, 1971, is a wuring bike
that combines reliabilirv with comfort

Harley Davidson Knucklehead 61E. 1936, wok the lead
in American design; its engine resembled a clenched fist

BMW R/60. 1956. has links to vary the angle
berween the 'Steib" sidecar and the bike

Honda GLl500/6 Gold Wing, 1991. has a 1500cc engine, an
extra pair of cvlinders, and luxuries such as a cassette player.

--------

t--o

Harle\ Davidson Hydra Glide, 195 1. has a classic chopper
look with the machine stripped down w the bare essentials.

" Mod" scooters were popular m the 1960s: the more
mirrors and lights, the more fashionable they were.

Husqvarna Motocross TC6l0. 1992, is d r.tcing
mowrcyle, for driving through fields or mud.
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Origin of the Universe

BIG BANG
AN INCREDIBLE EXPLOSION called the
Big Bang is believed to have created
the Universe. Observations of galaxies
and heat radiation from space have
helped confirm this theory. Astronomers are now
working to explain exactly what happened from
the point of the Big Bang explosion which created
everything in today's Universe - matter, energy,
space, and time - to the present Universe with
its galaxies, stars, planets, and us.
Steady State theory

•

....

•

•

'-

~

•

•

At rhe Big Bang,
rhe Universe is
extremely small,
bright, dense,
and hor.

Big Bang theory
All maner and rime was created in rhe
Big Bang. The explosion sraned pushing
everything away and rhe Universe has been
<!xpanding ever since; and as the Universe
expanded, rhe temperature dropped. A
fraction of a second after the explosion, rhe
first tiny panicles began to form. Bv rh~
rime rhe Universe was rhree minutes old,
ir consisted of75 per cem hydrogen and
25 per cenr helium. Everyrhing rhar
exists now - galaxies, stars, Eanh,
and humans -was created from
these elements.

umperarure 10,000 rrillion trillion
degrm. Simpk particl~s form._

In rh~ !are 1940s and rhe 1950s, rhe Sreadv Srare theory
was as popular as rhe Big Bang theory. h proposed rhar
rhe Universe looked rhe same ar any place and ar any rime.
Although expanding. ir would sray unchanged and in perfect
balance. Material was being continuously created to keep rhe
densiry of rhe Universe consranr. As scientists found proof for
the Big Bang. the Steady Srare theory was largelv abandoned

\

One o f the most difficult problems facing scientists in the
20th century was to explain how the Universe was created. The
Universe is changing, but from what and to what? The Steady
State theory suggested that the Universe had no beginning or
end. The alternative, and now generally accepted, theory is the
Big Bang. It proposes that the Universe was created in an
explosion 15 billion years ago. From very small and simple
beginnings it has grown vast and com plex.

ump~rature

10 billion degrus.
Nuclei ofhydrogm and
haium form. ---

- 1 s~cond afur Big Bang
--3 minuus

umpn-ature 3.000°C
(5.500°F). Clumps of
gas form._

"
•

-

ump~rature -255°C
(-450°F). Quasars,
anc~stors of
galaxi~s. form. -

• •

• ' •

300,000 y~ars

-

A Sready-Srare universe now (lefr) and larer in rime (right). The
galaxies have moved apart, bur new ones (coded orange) have
been created ro rake rheir place. The densirv sravs rhe sam~

1 billion y~ars

-

3 billion
y~ars

Georges Lemaitre
In 1931, Belgian cosmologist Georges
L:mairre ( 1894-1966) was rhe first to
pur forward rhe theory mar the Universe
sraned from a dense, single unir of
material in a big explosion. The name
Big Bang followed in 1950, introduced
by Fred Ho} le, a British .astronomer and
supporter of rhe Sready Srare theory.

Three
billion years after
the Big Bang, rhe first
galaxies sran to rake shape. The
Milkv \X'av forms 2 billion vears larer

Expanding Universe
In the 1920s, analysing starlight
from galaxies showed that the
galaxies are moving away from
Earth. T his is true of galaxies in
every direction from Earth. O ver
time, the Universe is becom ing
larger and less dense. The idea
that the Universe started in an
explosion fro m a single point
grew out of observations that
the Universe is expanding.
Redshifr: !"he
fasrer a galaxy
is moving away.
rhe more rhe
wavelength of
irs srarlighr is
stretched, or
redshifred.
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ump~rature

Background radiation
The hear produced by rhe Big Bang has been cooling
ever since. lr now has a remperarure of -270°C (-454°F),
detected as microwave radiation from all over rhe skv.
The false-colour map shows variarions in rhe remperarure
300,000 years after rhe Big Bang. The blue (cooler)
parches are gas clouds, from which rhe galaxies formed.

More d isranr galaxies are speeding
away faster rhan closer ones. Their
light has a greater redshifr.
AST RONO MY

BLACK HOl ES

-270°C

(-454°F)

1

The /in~s are shifi~d
towards th~ red end~
ofthe sp~ctrum.

Li11~s on tlu spectrum
reveal a galaxy's spud

.............

forms inside rhe
Milky \X ay 10 billion years
after rhe Big Bang. About half a billion years
larer. Earth is creared from leftover material.

Univ~rs~

Future of the Universe

ocpmtds aft~r
Big Bang.

Nobody knows for certain what is
go ing to happen to the U niverse.
At present, ir is getting larger and
less dense. Most astronomers
believe there will be a time
when it stops expanding. But
there is disagreement about
what happens then: will the
Universe live on for ever, wither
and die, or start to contract?

starts to
shrink.

Big Crunch
The Univer~e may end in a Big Crunch if ir
srans to contract unril ir is hor and dense
once more. Bur even rhis may nor mean rhe
end of rhe Universe. The Rig Crunch might
be followed bv another Big Bang explosion,
and rhe whole process could start over again.
GALAXIES

GRAVIT\

STARS

"'-..... s~cond
Big&ng

T IME

UNIVERSE

BIKO STEVE see SOUTH AFRICA, HISTORY OF • BINARY SYSTEM see N UMBERS • BIOCHEMISTRY see CHEMISTRY

BIOLOGY

Classifying living things

at a running horse, you know
immediately that it is alive; a beach pebble, by
contrast, is non-living. What distinguishes the
two is life, or the state of being alive. Biology is
the study of life and living things, and it can be divided into
two main fields: zoology and botany. People who study
biology are known as biologists; the living organisms they
study range from animals such as horses to micro-organisms
such as green algae. All use energy obtained from food and
released by respiration in order to fulfil their natural processes.
WHEN YOU LOOK

Zoology

Branches of biology
Bird skeleton

Biology covers a number
of different studies.
Ecology examines how
living things interact and
\\here they live. Physiology looks at
how organisms work. Genetics is
concerned with how characteristics
mherited from one generation
pass to the next. Other branches
mclude anatomy, taxonomy,
microbiology, and parasitology.

Anatomists
study sk~ktom
to untkrstand
how an organism
functions.

\nato my
-\natomy is rhe srudv of the srrucrure of living
cxganisms. Anaromisrs invesrigare rhe shape
.Hid form of rhe parrs rhar make up organisms.
11115 analysis allows rhem ro work our rhings
such as how bars and birds are able ro A\.

Zoology is the branch of
biology that is concerned
with the study of animals.
Animals are an amazinglv
diverse group of living
organisms and encompass
everything from sponges,
spiders, and earthworms
to lobsters, cats, and
chimpanzees. Zoologists
study the structure of
animals, how thei r bodies
fun ction, and how they
Jive and behave in their
natural environment.

'Lcro-organisms are living rhings rhar are roo small
10 be seen wirhuur a microscope. Microbiology is
dw! srudy of all aspecrs of rhe biology of rhese riny
isms, which include bacreria, viruses, prorisrs,
some types of fungi such as yeasr~.

Mon~ra

5500
Protista
65.000

Lormz

P~tri dish~s

contain
control
sampl~s

Magnified Aea image
Biologist ar
work in a
laboraror)

Fka us~s n~~dk-/ik~
mouth part to suck blood.
ANIMA L
BEHAVIOL R

Planta~
400,000

Ducklings imprinud on Lormz
insuad oftheir moth~r.

Ethology

Biologisrs are rrained in all branches of biology. bur
usuallv focus on one specific area. Their research mighr
involve observing animal behaviour. invesrigaring planr
phorosvnrhesis, or srud,·ing ecosystems.

live in or on anorher
.ism and exisr ar irs
apense; rhe srudy of
ites is called

-.r s mresrine.

\

The srudy of animal behaviour is called erhology. Ausrrian
zoologist 1\.onrad Lorenz (1903-89) helped esrablish rhe
science of erhology. He discovered impriming. a rapid
learning process rhar occurs early in life. Imprinting ro
food, surroundings. or morher, happens insrincrively
during a shorr, fixed rimespan early in life.

Work of a biologist

~ires

are
ires rhar
blood
rheir hosr.

Fungi/
81,000

~-

Kew Gardens,
Londo n,
England

l

Compound
microscope

Parasitology

--

Animalia 1.311,589

Botany is the srudy of plants. Plants are diverse
organisms, encompassing everything from
mosses and ferns to trees, cacti, and flowers.
They make rheir own food by a process called
photosynthesis which transforms su nl ight into
energy. Botanists are concerned with all aspects
of the structure, function, and ecology of planrs.

The science of classifYing
rhe millions of living rhings
inro groups of relared
organisms is called raxonomy
Scienrisrs called raxonomisrs
idenrifv and name organisms,
and rhen group rhem
rogerher according ro rhe
characrerisrics rhey share
and rheir common ancesrrv.

\licrobiology

Number of lifeforms
in the world

Botany

Taxonomy

Case displays buuerAies and morhs

There are around 2 million species of living
organisms, and biologists classifY them into
groups. The largest and most general group is
called a kingdom. There are five kingdoms:
Monera {bacteria), Protista {protozoa and algae),
Fungi, Plantae (plants), and Animalia (animals).

E COLOGY AND
ECOSYSTEMS

GEN ETICS

MIC ROSCOPIC
liFE

PARASIT E.',

Rachel Carson
In 1962, rhe American marine
biologisr and wrirer Rachel Carson
(1907-64) published a book called
Th~ Siknt Spring. In ir, she warned
rhar rhe indiscriminate use of
pesricides and weedkillers was
poisoning rhe narural world. Her
pioneering book Wd.S
fundamenral in
srdrring rhe
environmenral
movemenr
and in
making
ecological
intormarion
accessible ro
rhe public.

PHOTOSYNTHFSI ~

PLANTS
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Wings almost touch
during the upstroke.

BIRDS
IN THE LIVING WORLD, only birds, insects, and bats are
capable of powered flight. Birds are the largest and fastest of
these flying animals, and are the only ones that have feathers.
There are about 9,000 species of bird, and they live in a
huge range of different habitats - from deserts to the open oceans.
They eat a variety of food, which they find mainly by sight. All birds
reproduce by laying eggs. Most look after their
Pigeon in flight
young until they can fend for themselves.
Flight ftathers
are spread out
as the bird
prepares to land.

Bird features
Birds have a lightweight skeleton and their
feathers give them a smooth outline, which
helps them move easily through the air.
They do not have any teeth, but they have
a hard beak instead. Birds use their beaks
for eating, and also for many tasks that
other animals carry out with their front
legs and feet, such as grasping items, or
tearing up food.
Internal air space with
reinforcing struts

Wings
The bones in a bird's wing are similar to
rhose in a human arm. Most birds use
their wings to fly. Strong muscles pull the
wings downward when the bird flies; other
muscles fold them up when nor in use.

Legs and feet

Beak

A bird's feet and lower legs are
usuallv covered with scales.
Muscles that move them are
dose to the body. The feet are
shaped according to their use.

A bird's beak is covered with keratin
- the same substance that makes up
human fingernails. The keratin
keeps growing so rhar the edges of
the beak do nor wear away.

Bone structure

Skeleton

Most of the larger bones of a bird are hollow,
which saves weight. They contain air spaces
that connect ro the special ;ur sacs the bird
uses when it breathes. Some diving birds
have solid bones ro make diving easier.

Birds have fewer bones than reptiles or
mammals, and many of rhe bones are
fused together. A large flap called the keel
sticks our of the breastbone and anchors
rhe muscles rhar power the wings.

Breeding colours

Feathers

Male birds ofren have
bright colours which
arrracr mares. In some
species, these colours
disappear at the end of the
breeding season when the
birds moult and a new set
of fearhers grows. In other
species, such as pheasants,
rhe colours are permanent.

Birds use their feathers to fly, and also to keep warm and
dry. Each feather is made of fine strands called barbs that
carry rows of smaller barbules. In some feathers, the
barbules lock together with hooks w produce a
smooth surface needed for flying through
the air. In others, they stay partly or
fully separate. These fea thers are
soft and fluffY for warmth.
Curved tip with
interlocking
barbules

\\

Continuous
curved surfoce

Microscopic
hooks lock
barbules
together.

A hollow quill
anchors the feather in
the birds skin.
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Down feathers

Body feathers

Flight feathers

T hese shorr fluffv feathers do
nor have hooked barbs. They
form an insulating layer next
to a bird's skin. They trap air,
which helps to stop hear from
escaping from the bird's body.

The rips of these feathers
overlap like riles on a roof.
giving rhe bird a smoorh
shape. The fluffv base of
each fedther is close to rhe
body and helps ro save hear.

These feathers are strong bur
flexible. They provide lifr
when the bird is airborne
Birds have to preen them
carefullv ro keep them in
good condition.

Tail feathers
A bird uses irs rail feathers
for steering and braking. Some
male birds have long or
brighrlv coloured rail feathers
These play an important parr
in courtship.

BI RDS

.

Birds lay their eggs either directly on the
ground or in a nest. One parent - or both keep the eggs warm by sitting on them, or
incubating them. Young birds hatch from
eggs at different stages of development.
Some can look after themselves almost
immediately; others rely on their parents
for food and protection.

C Monocular vision

II

Binocular vision

Raven

Most birds hav~ a
rav~n.

Snipe

Helpless young

Well-developed young

Foster parents

Birds' eggs have a hard
shell. Ground-nesting
birds often lay eggs that
march their background
Birds that nest in uees
often lay plain eggs.

Tree-nesting birds usually
produce poorlv developed
young without feathers.
The young stay in the
nest until they are ready
to feed themselves.

The young of most groundnesting birds can feed
within hours of hatching.
They soon leave the nest
and follow their

Brood parasites are birds
that trick others into raising
their young. Here a reed
warbler is feeding a cuckoo
that hatched in
its nest.

Owl

Senses

...........

For most birds, vision is by far the
most important sense. It guides
them to their food and helps them to
avoid their many enemies. Hearing
plays a part in helping birds to
communicate, and is important to
birds that hunt in the dark. The sense
of smell is far less vital to birds
than it is to many other
animals, although some
birds, such as the kiwi,
use it to find food.

-

' --~'$'-''

Crane
Vision
Birds that hum, such as owls, have eyes at the from. This
restricts their field of view, bur they can judge distances
accurately. Shorebirds, such as the snipe. have eyes at the side.
They can spot danger in any direction, including behind.

Like most birds, a crowned crane has keen eyesight.
Its eyes are so big that thev almost meet in the
centre of the skull. Its ear openings are at the base
of its crown, but they are hidden by short feathers
Its nostrils are in its beak.

A pig~on's wings allow
good mano~uvrability
whm octmtkd, and fast
flight whm partly clos~d

Flight
T his complex way of
moving requires superb
co-ordination. Some
birds stay airborne
almost entirely by
flapping, but others hold
their wings out and glide
through the air, using
the natural curve of their
wings to provide lift.
During flight, a bird
adjusts the shape of its
wings to alter its speed
and height.

A kmrrl's larg~ wings
provitk lift as th~ bird flaps
th~m non-stop whik it
hov"s in th~ air.
A grous~'s wings ar~ shap~d
for load-b~aring rath~r
than spud. A grous~ fli~s
only in short bursts.

AN IMAL
BEHAVIOUR

\

\ \0-·f
spiky ftathm

Crowned crane

Feeding and diet
Birds spend much of the time
looking fo r food . To be able to
fly, birds need food that provides
them with lots of energy. Many
of them eat small animals, which
they catch either on land, in the
air, or in water. Others visit
plants and eat fruits, seeds,
nectar, and pollen. Some have a
mixed diet. Unlike mammals,
only a few birds eat grass or the
leaves of other plants.

Fish eaters
The great blue heron catches
fish bv stabbing them wirh irs
beak. Other fish eaters snatch
their prey with talons, divebomb them from above, or
chase them through the water.

A p~r~grin~ falcon's skntkr
- - - - wings partly fold up whm
it div~s out ofth~ sky on to
its prry.

Largest and
smallest
The world's heaviest
bird is the ostrich. It
weighs up to 125 kg
(275 lb). This is abom
80,000 times heavier
than the rare bee
hummingbird.
the smallest
bird. This
tiny bird's
eggs are
the size
of peas.

•-

Eggs

cr_ Blind spotr
;.J

-~. -~'·(J .
I

1

\ --

'

\

fi~ld of vinv lik~

that of a

I

I

Breeding

Th~ flightkss

Wing shapes

rh~a com~s

Birds have evolved a variety of wing shapes
that enable them to fly in different ways.
Some wings provide lots of lift but do not
work well at speed. O thers create as little
friction as possible when they cur through
the air, allowing a bird to fly faster.

from South
Am~rica. "-..

Seed eaters
Different birds ear
different seeds.
They usually crack
open the seed's husk
before eating the
food inside. The
goldfinch is a
typical seed eater.
It feeds on thistles.

Flightless birds
D uring the course of evolution, some birds
have given up being able to fly. Flightless
birds do not need a light body, and although
some are quite small, they include the
biggest birds that have ever lived.
B IRDS
OF PREY

EGGS

FLIGHT,
ANIMAL

FLIGHTLESS
BIRDS

N ESTS AN D
BURROWS

Insect eaters

Meat eaters

Insect-eating birds
search for their food on
the ground or on plants,
or snap it up in mid-air.
The goldcrest often
feeds high up in trees.
Like other small insect
eaters, it is expert at
sponing insects hidden
on leaves or bark.

Many birds ear small
animals, but owls and
birds of prey specialize
in hunting larger
animals, such as
mammals, reptiles, and
other birds. A hooked
beak allows them ro
rear up their food
before swallowing it.

OwLs AND

SKELETON

SONGBIRDS

NIGHTJARS
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- - - - - - - - - - Birds
Fish and meat eaters

Black-crowned night
heron hunts for fish
mainly after dark.

Spectacled owl has keen
eyesight and hearing for
catching small animals.

Inca tern flutters in the air
before diving down m snatch
fish from the surface of the sea

Harris's hawk uses its
hooked beak to tear off
meat before swallowing it

Flamingo feeds wirh irs
head down, trailing irs
beak through the water

Kookaburra is a member of
the kingtisher family and feeds
in woodland and forests.

Seed eaters

African pygmy goose uses
its brodd beak m collect
seeds floating on the water.

Patagonian conure lives
in open grasslands of
Argentina and Chile.

Mourning dove feeds
on the ground in
Norrh America.

Eurasian goldfmch has a
fine beak and extracts
seeds from flowers.

Common waxbill is a
common African finch that
feeds in open grassland.

Sparrows have short, stout
beaks that can crack the
husks from small seeds.

Striated yuhina of Asia picks
insects off leaves, and often
searches under the leaves.

Racquet-tailed roller
often feeds on ants and
termites from the ground.

Insect eaters

Kentucky warbler has a
narrow beak, ideally shaped
for picking up small insects.

Ochre-belLed flycatcher
chases after insects and
catches them on the wing.

Flycatchers wair on a
perch for insects to fly by
that they can catch.

Didric cuckoo of Africa
specializes in feeding on
hairy caterpillars.

Nectar eaters

Blue-crowned hanging parrot has
a brush-ripped tongue that helps
ir to collect nectar and pollen.

Eurasian bullfinch feeds on
buds as well as fruit, using
irs short powerful beak.

Duyvenbode s lory feeds on
flowers of New Guinea forest trees,
lapping up nectar with irs tongue.

Bearded barber feeds mamly
on figs. and uses irs heavy bill
to dig nest holes in wood

Yellow-fronted woodpecker
feeds on frui t. probing deep into
flowers m reach their nectar.

Chestnut-eared aracari uses its
long bill to reach for fruit on
the end of long branches.

Rufous hummingbird
pumps nectar into its
mouth with its mngue.

Fire-tufted barbet of
Malaysia eats insects
as well as frwt

Booted racquet-tail has quire
a short beak, and feeds at
flowers with spreading petals.

Splendid glossy starling
gathers in isolated trees
thar carry ripe fruits.

Long-tailed starling
searches for frui t in
trees along forest edges.

Mixed food eaters

Eurasian jay feeds on acorns in
autumn and winter, bur many
foods during rhe rest of rhe year.
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Alpine chough eats small
animals and seeds, and also
scavenges animal remains.

Blue magpie ears seeds and Swainson's thrush eats
Red-capped manakin hovers Red-throated ant tanager
insects, spiders, and fruit, in front of plants to ear the
catches flying insects and
fruits, and small animals
including lizards and snakes. particularly in winter.
fruit, and also ears insects.
also ears fruit.

BIRDS OF PREY

At the end ofa dive,
the folcon opens its
wings to slow down. "'-..

MOST BIRDS OF PREY, INCLUDING EAGLES, hawks, and falcons, kill and

Long broad
wings with
finger-like

tips~

eat live animals. They soar high above the ground or dart among trees,
using their excellent eyesight to search for their prey. Once they spot a
victim, they attack with their sharp talons, then tear up their food
with their hooked beaks. Not all birds of prey feed in this way.
A few species eat unusual foods, such as snails or nuts.
Vultures eat carrion - animals that are already
dead. They often wait for another animal to
make a kill and then swoop down to
the ground to feed on the
remains of the carcass.

The falcon
. / controls its
flightby
moving its long
wing feathers.

,
/

Eyes
Birds of prey have superb
eyesight for spotting prey
on the ground from high
up. Their eyes face
forwards, which makes the
birds good at judging
distances. This is essential
for a bird such as the
tanner falcon, because it
has to know exactly when
to brake as ir hurtles
toward irs prey.

Beak
Birds do not have teeth, so they cannot
cut meat into pieces before they swallow
it. Instead. birds of prey rear up their food
with their beaks. Despite the ferocious
appearance of a bird of prey's beak. it is
hardly ever used as a weapon.

Witkly spread flight
ftathers brake the folcon's
flight as it makes an attack.

Bird of
prey features
With their forward-facing eyes, sharp
claws, or talons, and hooked beak,
birds of prey are perfecdy adapted
for hunting and feeding on
meat. Most species have
fea thers covering the upper
legs. These are for warmth
and protection.

Talons
T his falcon lives in desert
and savannah areas of
southern Europe, Africa,
and the M iddle East.
Like other falcons, it
catches prey by folding
its wings back and falling
on it in a steep dive.
Falcons also attack birds
in mid-air by diving on
them from above.

Birds of prev have large
feet with long roes. Eacb
toe ends in a talon,
which stays sharp by
flaking into a point as it
grows. The birds use
their talons to kill food,
and carry it away. Many
species can lift more than
half their own weight.

Chukar
partridge
is prey of
the falcon.

Hovering
Kestrels hover dose to the ground while looking for
prey. This uses a lor of energy, bur the kestrels can
dive quicklv on anything that moves below them.

narrow
wings

Flying styles
Most large birds of prey,
such as eagles, look for food
while soaring on currents of
rising air. This uses little energy,
allowing the birds to fly long
distances every day. Smaller species,
such as hawks, usually fly in short
bursts. Kestrels are unusual in
being able to hover in the air.

Flight path
of goshawk

Broad,
rounded wings- ....... . . . . .

Soaring
Eagles. buzzards, and vultures soar
by riding on currents of rising air.
They sp iral around slowly as they
soar upwards. keeping their wings
straight and steady.
Flight path
of eagle

Low-level flight
Hawks usually hum by
flying in short bursts. They
are highly manoeuvrable,
and can swerve berween
trees and over hedges,
using surprise to catch
small birds.
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Roosting

Vultur~ guards
carrion whik
companzon

These turkey buzzards &om Nonh Amenca have garnered
m a tree to roost, or settle for rhe night. Many vultures
roost high in trees or on rockv ledges.
because rhis makes ir easier for rhem to
rake off and become airborne when
rhe day begins.

Vultures feeding on carrion

Bar~

for

W ith a wingspan of more rhan
2.5 m (8 fr), this huge vulrure soars
high over open country in southern
Europe, Asia, and Africa. Like most
orher vuhures, it has a bare head and
neck. If it had long feathers, they
would become soaked with blood
when it feeds, as ir rears rhe meat
from inside a carcass with irs beak.

head and neck
ofcunning

eas~

Specialist eaters

Feeding
Vultures have keen eyesight.
If one vulture spots a carcass,
and drops down to feed,
others quicklv follow. Soon
vultures arrive from all
around. The largest and most
dominant species feed first,
leaving the smaller species
to fight over rhe scraps.

Egyptian vulture

•

D uring millions of years of
evolution, some birds of prey have
developed h ighly specialized d iets as
well as specific techniq ues to deal with
their food . Most of these specialist feeders
eat animal food , bu t a few are vegetarians.
Some species of bird have learned to live
alongside h umans, particularly in urban
environments, and they eat the variety
of food scraps that people throw away.
Egyptian vulture
Lightly built
with long wings

Carrion eaters
Instead of h unting live an imals, vultures feed
on the remains of ones that are already dead,
carrion. Vultures live in open places, such as
deserts, grasslands, and mountains, and fi nd
their food by soaring and looki ng for animal
carcasses from the air. Vultures have large
beaks, but their talo ns are weak.

Secretary b ird

The Egyptian vulrure is one of onlv a
few birds rhar uses tools to obtain food.
Ir ears ostrich eggs, which it breaks open
by picking up stones and hurling
rhem against rhe shell until ir breaks.
As well as in Egypt, ir lives in orher
parts of Africa, Europe, and Asia.

Ey~sfou

to
sitk insuad
of th~ fro nt.
th~

Slzm, athktic build for
hunting on th~ ground
in opm country
hath~ry

quills, lik~
thou one~ us~d fo r
writing, giv~ th~
s~cretary bird its nam~

Long tail ftath"s
provuk balanc~.

Brightly
s~cretary

Snail kite

bird
rais~s its crest
ofblack
ftathm
to attract /
amau . /

Palm-nut vulture

The snail kire lives in marshy
places from rhe southern USA ro
Argentina in South America. lr
feeds almost entirely on freshwater
snails, which ir snatches from the
warer with one of irs feer. It rhen
hooks our rhe snail's body wirh irs
long slender beak.

The diet of rhis African vulture is
based mainly on rhe fruits of oil
palms, bur ir ears some small
animals. Unlike other vultures,
ir does nor have to fly long
distances in search of food. and
spends mosr of irs rime in rrees.

Secretary bird

Largest and smallest

-
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foe~

LANNER FALCON

This highly unusual bird
of prey from Africa hums
on rhe ground. Ir has long
strong legs, and kills animals
by stamping them to death.
The secretary bird often
feeds on snakes, and when
anacking uses irs wings
like a shield ro protect itself.

The Andean condor is the largest bird of
prey, wirh a wingspan of more rhan 3 m
(I 0 fr). h is a carrion earer. The smallest
birds of prey are pygmy falcons and
falconers, which feed mainly on flying
insects. Some are o nly 15 em (6 in) long.

colour~d

F LIG H T,
ANIMAL

MOUNTAIN
WILDLIFE

Tough scaks
prouct th~
kgsfrom
poisonous
snak~ bius.

SCIENTIFIC NAME Fa/co biarmicus
O RDER Falconiformes
FAMI LY Falconidae
DI~ I IUBU liON

Southern Europe,
Africa, and rhe Middle East

H ABITAT Scrub and deserr
D IET Birds, small mammals, and
lizards
SIZE Lengrh, including rail: male 37 em (14.5 in); female- 47 em
(18.5 in)
LIFF.SPAN About I 0 years

Birds of prey- - - - - - - - Eagles, hawks, and falcons
Larg~

broad

Common kestrel hovers to find
irs prey, instead of chasing it
like mher falcons.

Tail is fonn~d out
to provitk lift as

Ux ""'"' ho~. \

Asia. h flies over
forests and often
snatches birds
from their nests.

feeds on insects.

Go lden eagle lives in
remote places throughout
the northern hemisphere.

Harris's hawk sometimes
hums in groups, which is
unusual for a bird of p rey.

Imperial eagle is rare h
lives in Spain, eastern
Europe, and Asia.

Caracara has long legs
and roes that enable ir ro
hunt on the ground.

Peregrine falcon is
the fastest bird in
the world

Baraleur is almost tailless.
This African eagle has an
unusual zigzagging flight.

Vultures
Black vulture lives in the Americas.
Like the turkey vulture, it has
slender legs and roes.

Collar of whiu
around

ftath~rs

Turkey "ulture has an immense range,
stretching from Canada ro Tierra del
Fuego ar the rip of South America.

th~

\'of<ix~k

U'orn ftath~rs
will b~ r~placed
whm th~
vultur~ moults

Andean condor is
rhe largest bird of
prey. As irs name
suggests, it lives in
the Andes Mountains
of South America.

' Fat ar~ too w~ak for
catchzng food

\Vhite-backed vulture
has only a few feathers
on irs neck and a bare
head like all vultures.
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BLACK DEATH

Progress of the plague

IN THE 14TH CENTURY, a deadly epidemic
swept the world. The Black Death, as it
became known, was bubonic plague, a
terrible disease that begins with fever, causes
agonizing black swellings in the glands, and leads to
death, usually within a few days of infection.
Millions died. Terrified people fled infected areas
and carried the plague with them. In towns the
doors of plague carriers were marked with crosses to
warn others to keep away. The dead were collected
in carts and buried in mass graves. In Europe about
one-third of the population died; a similar number
probably died in Asia.

The plague reached the Black Sea from Asia in 1346. From
there, it was carried by Italian traders to ports on the
Mediterranean. It then spread up rivers and land routes into
northern Europe. By 1350, most of Europe was affected.
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Black Sea
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c.l351

Prague
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1349
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D~c

Plague-free areas

1348

fun~

Some areas, such as modem-day Poland
and M ilan, escaped rhe plague, bur
the reason for this is srill a mysrery.

D~c

1348
1347

Disease carriers

Effects of the plague

Plague is caused by a bacterium that lives on
rodents. The disease was caught by black rats in
Asia, which then colonized ships to Europe
and spread the disease among people there.
An infected person could also pass the
plague through the air, by coughing.

The disease was so widespread that many
left their families and took to the road to
try to escape death. Some thought the
plague was God's punishment for the sins
of people, and mercilessly whipped themselves in the streets to show repentance.
Labour force
By the end of the 14th century, me smaller populacion
of Europe meam mar life was bener for those who had
survived. Because there were fewer
20M
peasants, they gm higher wages and
there was more food to go around. But
recurring peasanr rebellions showed thar
they srill had grievances.

0

5

Plague bacterium

Flea carriers

Animal carriers

Human carriers

The bacterium is called
Yt'r.finia pmis, after
the Swiss biologist
Alexander Yersin, who
discovered ir. Ir is
common in wild
animals such as field
mice, ground squirrels,
and marmots

The plague bacterium lives
in the digesrive sysrem of a
flea, and causes a blockage
there. When the flea feeds,
the blockage makes it
vomir the newly earen
blood back om o its hosr,
along with plague bacteria,
which then infect the hosr

The black rat lived in row ns
and on ships and scavenged in
food srores and rubbish heaps.
Rats carry fleas, and when
p lague-carrying rats died of
the disease, rheir fleas searched
for other hosts. If these new
hosrs were people, they, roo,
caughr the plague.

The plague turned imo an
epidem ic so rapidly because
human navellers helped
sp read ir. Mongol nomads
and Asian merchanrs carried
it across Asia. The rraders of
the grear Italian cities, such as
G enoa and Venice, carried ir
around Europe in their ships.
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Population decline
When Pope

VI .,ked how

m any people had d ied from the p lague
he was rold ar leasr 20 million
people in Europe, and I 7
W m illion in Asia. In comparison,
around 8 m illion sold iers
~
died in World War I.
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2 million
dead

Death Warl

Dealing with the plague

Tombs

Some people tried to fend off the plague by using
herbal remedies, bleeding by leeches, fumigation , and
even bathing in urine. A
14th-century poem,
called the Dance
of Death (which
states that death
comes for people of
every rank) was

D uring the plague, peop le
faced death every day.
D earh is often realisrically
shown on I4rh-cen rury
wmbs, where images of
skelerons and decaying
corpses are common.

Chamries

.

... .,

'

'

People often lefi: money for

l

often enacted and
~= :::.!:=r:ir
'i
'
painted, to remind
said in special chapels
....
people that death inside churches known as
d th 1
chantries. This chanuy is
an
e P ague on corpses in mass graves
ar W mchesrer, England.
cowdstr&eat ----------------------------------------------------------------------any time.
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BLACK HOLES

.

ASTRONOMERS HAVE SPENT much

'

time analysing how stars form and
how they develop. One problem
was to explain what happened to a
massive star at the end of its life. In 1967, the
term "black hole" was used to describe one type
of object that is left when a massive star dies.
Four years later, Cygnus X-1 was found,
Evmt
the first candidate for a black hole.
honzon -

... _

Stellar collapse
Graviry increases
as the core of rhe
dying star shrinks.

Black holes appear black because nothing, not even light,
can escape from their powerful gravity. Astronomers
cannot detect them directly, but can "see" them because
of the effect their gravity has on everything around them,
such as gas from a nearby star. The boundary of the
black hole is called the event horiron. Material pulled in
towards the hole is swirled around by the gravity,
forming a disc, before crossing the horiron.

rravel almosr ar rhe speed of
lighr, as rhe core approaches
rhe size of rhe evem horizon.

Clos~

to

th~

Massive stars can end their lives in
an explosion, called a supernova,
that leaves behind a central core. If
the core's mass is more than that of
three Suns, it becomes a black hole.
Gravity forces the core to collapse. As
the core shrinks, its gravity increases.
At a certain point it reaches a critical
size, that of the event horizon.

Anything rrying ro

~cape the gravity musr

,..- ....

"- ... '

B

A massive star ends irs days
in an explosion, leaving a very
dense core thar then collapses.

Detecting a black hole

,.,

• ,I

Once rhe core is smaller rhan rhe evem
horizon, nor even light can escape.

T he core cominues collapsing unril ir
rakes up virruallv no space. The star is
a singularity, a poim mass of infinirely
high density inside a black hole.

Gravity
Black holes have incredibly strong
gravity which pulls in anyt:hing
thar comes dose enough.
~ Anyt:hing pulled in
l
beyond the evem
horizon will be
~ squashed ro near
infinire density and
never escapes.

black hok,
with h~at.

th~ gas glows

Entering a black hole
Ar t he srarr of rhe
fall, everything
ap pears normal.

1

Accretion disc

Astronaut

The marerial that swirls
around a black hole
forms a rapidly spinning
accretion disc. As the
marerial is pulled closer to
the hole, ir travels fasrer and
fasrer, and becomes very hm
&om friction. Close ro the
hole, the marerial is so hor ir
emirs X-rays before crossing the
evem horizon and disappearing forever.

Galaxy NGC 4161 in
rhe consrellarion of
Virgo has whar
appears ro be a huge
accrerion disc - 30
million lighr years
across- swirling
around a huge black hole.

Supermassive holes
Some galaxies have very active centres that
give out large amounts of energy. An object
of powerful gravity, such as a supermassive
black hole, could be the cause of the
activity. Such a hole would be a hundred
million times more massive than the Sun.

""

b~com~s

distort~d. '\

no lighr or other
radiarion can escape, and
a hole because nothing thar
crosses the evem horizon can get our

Inside a black hole
Space and time are h ighly distorted
inside a black hole. Anyone
unlucky enough to fall into one
would be stretched to resemble
spaghetti, as gravity pulled
more on the feet than the
head. An observer watching
the person fall would also
the asrronaut.
see time running slower as
C lose ro the
the person fell towards
hole, he is
the event horizon.
rom aparr.

-

•

FRICTION

GAlAXIES

GRAVITY

As rhe asuonam
approaches rhe hole, he
srarrs ro be srrerched.

2

Lighr is also suerched
ro a longer wavelength so
the asuonaur appears redder.

3

Roger Penrose
The English marhemarician Roger Penrose
(b. 1931) rheorizes on the narure of space and
rime. H e has shown rhar a massive collapsing
srar inevirably becomes a black hole, and rhar
all black holes have a singularity
- a poim, occupying virtually
no space, thar comains rhe
emire mass of the dead
star. Penrose believes
the singularity is
always hidden
by an evem
horizon.

STARS

SUN AND
SOLAR SYST EM

UNIVERSE
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BOLIVAR,

SIMON

SIM6N BOLIVAR WAS the brilliant and charismatic
leader who led South America to independence
from 400 years of foreign rule. Together
with other generals, he overthrew the Spanish
in JUSt 12 years. k president of the federation of Gran
C olombia, he wanted to rule the whole continent, but this
dream came to nothing. To this day, he is still known as
"The Liberator", and one of the South American nations,
Bolivia, is named after him.
Bolivar's storms to
victory at the Battle
ofCarabobo

Fighting for independence
At the start of the 19th century, all of South
America, except Brazil and Guiana, was
under the rule of the Spanish king
Ferdinand VII. M any South
Americans resented this and wanted
to govern themselves. In response,
independence movements broke
out all over South America.
Bolivar, keen to work in the
independence movement, returned
to South America and fought the
Spanish in Venezuela.

Bolivar was born into a
rich family in C aracas,
Venezuela, in 1783. His
parents died when he
was young, and he was
educated by private
tutors such as Simon
Rodriguez, a teacher who
taught him about European
ideas, such as liberty.
Bolivar in Europe
In 1799, Bolivar was sent
m Madrid to live with
relatives and improve his
education. While in
Europe, Bolivar learned
of an anempr in 1806 by
Francisco de M iranda m
liberate Venezuela from
Spanish rule. The rebellion
failed, bur inspired Bolivar
to fight for independence.
Ferdinand VII of Spain

First republic
In I 810, Francisco de Miranda returned
from exile in Europe and was made
president of rhe new republic of
Venezuela. In I 811, it became
the first South American
country to declare
independence from foreign
rule. Bolivar joined the rebel
army, bur the republic
collapsed. He carried on the
struggle, going to Colombia to
fight the Spanish there.

Ecuador and Peru
In 1822, one of Bolivar's most talented generals, Antonio Jose de Sucre,
defeated the Spanish at Pichincha m win Ecuador's independence. Two
years later, Bolivar made a deal with the Argentinian liberamr Jose de San
Marrin, whose forces were active in Peru. As a result, Sucre defeated the
Spanish at Ayacucho, bringing independence to Peru. As a result of
Bolivar's influence another large area of South America was liberated.

The L1berator
From 1811 onwards. Bolivar was
the focus of independence
movements across South
America. In 18 13, he defeated
the Spanish and entered Caracas,
where he was given the ride of
"The Liberator". In 1819, he pur
together an army of 2,500 men
and marched them across the
continent to Boyaca, Colombia.
He won the resulting ban le, and
Colombia gained its independence.

At a congress held at Angosrura, now Ciudad Bolivar,
Bolivar was elected president of Venezuela. The
congress also proposed the formation of Gran
Colombia, a federation that included present-day
Venezuela, Colombia, Ecuador, and Panama. Berween
181 9 and 1822, Bolivar won a series of victories
against Spain, confirming the independence of
Colombia and Venezuela, and liberating Peru.

Bolivia

SIMON BOLIVAR

In 1825, Bolivar dispatched Sucre to
conquer Alto Peru, in west central South
America, which was still under Spanish
control. Once the Spanish were defeated,
the newly
independent
country was
named Bolivia in
honour of the
Liberaror. By now,
every South
American state
except Uruguay
had won its
Bolivar's starue at government
independence.
buildings, La Paz, Bol ivia

1783 Born in Caracas, Venezuela.

1
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1799 Sent m Europe.
1811 Venezuela declares irs
independence; Bolivar becomes a
m ilitary leader.
1812 First republic is deteared.
1813 Bolivar enters Caracas as "The
Liberamr", bur is soon defeated.
1819 Angostura Congress.
1819 Bolivar wins Baule of Boyaca
m win Colombian independence.
182 1 Bolivar wins Baule of Carabobo
m win Venezuelan independence.
1822 Ecuador win:. independence.
1825 Bolivia named in his honour.
1830 Dies of ruberLUlusis.
SoUTH AMERICA,
HISTORY OF

SPAIN ,
H ISTORY O F

BOLIVIA AND PARAGUAY
~

BOLIVIA AND PARAGUAY are the only landlocked countries in South America. They are
also two of the poorest in the continent, reliant
on their neighbours for access to the sea. In a
bitter war (1932- 35) between them over ownership of the
Gran Chaco, Bolivia lost, but both countries suffered political
turmoil. Under Spanish rule between the 1530s and 1820s,
Bolivia and Paraguay still bear its legacy: Spanish is an official
language, and more than 90 per cent of the region's population
is Roman Catholic. Many people farm and, in Bolivia, some
grow and sell coca for cocaine, a drug that the government has
taken steps to banish.

Aymara
The Aymara are a group of native South Americans
who have farmed on the Bolivian Altiplano for
hundreds of years. strongly resisting cultural change.
With the Q uechua. another native group. they
make up more than half of Bolivia's population,
but suffer discrimination and do not contribute to
politics or the economy. The state has successfully
persuaded many Aymara to move into towns.

A

Physical features
The Altiplano dominates the west of Bolivia,
while the east is covered by a lowland plain
called the O riente. Paraguay is divided north
ro south by the Paraguay River. In the west is
the G ran Chaco, a region of grass and scrub;
the east is covered in grassy plains and forests,
and drained by the m ighty Parana River.
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Altiplano
.<\t about 3,800 m ( 12,467 ft) above sea-level, the Altiplano,
a vast, windswept, almost treeless plateau, lies between two
ranges of the Bolivian Andes. Despite its cold, arid climate,
more than half ofBoli\ia's population lives here, growing
a few crops and rearing animals such as llamas and alpacas.

7
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Gran Chaco

Lake Titicaca
The dear blue waters of Lake Titicaca
cover 8,288 sq km (3,200 sq miles)
J.t a height of 3,810 m (12,500 ft)
.1bove sea-level. making it the highest
navigable lake in the world. It is the
l.tst surviving stretch of an ancient
inland sea known as Lago Ballivian.

The flat. drv plain that
covers southeastern Bolivia
and northwest Paraguay
is called the G ran C haco.
Since so few people live in
this region of coarse grass,
thorny shrubs, and cactus,
a wide range of plants
and animals thrives here.

9

10

Regional climate
Bolivia's Altiplano has a cool, crisp, dry climate.
The eastern part of the country is warm and
humid, as is most of Paraguay. The Chaco is
hot, with 50-100 em (20-40 in) of rain a year,
although it often has droughts in winter.

1890 mm

(14m)

14 1

BOLIVIA AND PARAG UAY

Bolivia

Music
Bolivian music has lncan, Amazonian,
Spanish, and African influences. Rural
Aymara orchestras are often composed
entirely of panpipes. called chuqui. O ther
instruments include d rums, flu tes, and the
phututu, made fro m a cow's horn.

The highest and most isolated nation
in South America, Bolivia is named
after Simon Bolivar, who, in the 1800s, led
wars of independence against the Spaniards.
D espite rich natural resources, exporting is
difficult because of Bolivia's position. About
half the people are Native Americans; the
rest are Spanish or of mixed blood.

BOLIVIA FACfS
CAPITAL CITIES La Paz, Sucre
AREA I ,0~8 .580 sq km
(4 14,162 sq miles)

·----

POPULATION 8,300,UU0
MAIN LANGUAGES Spanish.
Quechua, Aymara

--------

Mo\JOR RELIGION Christian
CURRI:.NCY Boliviano

Pipts
art madt
from a
local rttd.
Thtlongntht rttd. tht
tktptr tht sound.

La Paz
Although Sucre is Bolivia's official capital, the
country is governed from La Paz, which also
has capital status. At 3.631 m (11,913 ft)
above sea-level, La Paz is the world's
highest capital and Bolivia's largest city,
with a population of about 2.515,000,
of whom over half are Native Americans.
La Paz has chemical and textile industries,
but unemployment is generally high.

Deforestation
Tropical rainforests in Bolivia are being cut
down at the rate of 2,000 sq km (772 sq
miles) a year, mostly for cattle ranching or
growmg coca for cocaine. Chemicals used
in the man ufacture of cocaine are discharged
directly into the rivers of Amazonia, many
of which have high pollution levels that
damage plant and tree life.

Metal mining
Bolivia is rich in mineral deposits. Its tin mines
lie high in the Andes mountains and it is
the world's largest producer of tin. It is also a
leading exporter of antimonv and silver. Other
mineral deposits include zinc, gold. and lead.

Barley

Crops
Bolivian farmers living on the
Altiplano grow potatoes, soya beans,
barley, and wheat for themselves and their
families. Rice, maize, bananas, and plantains
are grown in the lowlands. Cash crops include
sugar-cane, cocoa beans, and coffee, although
the profits from illegal coca crops greatly
exceed all legal farming produce combined.

PARAGUAY FACfS

Paraguay
The Paraguay River, from which the
country takes its name, divides the land
in two. To the east fie the fertile hills and plains that
are home to 90 per cent of the people. The vast
majority are mesti:ws, people of mixed European and
Native American ancestry; the rest are Guarani' or
Europeans. To the northwest is the Gran Chaco,
large areas of which Paraguay won from
Bolivia in the 1930s. Only
five per cent of the
people live in the Chaco, Beef
The main ind ustry in Paraguay's Gran Chaco is cattle ranching.
including 10,000
Herds of animals roam the flat grasslands, tended by skilled
Mennonites, farmers of Paraguayan cowboys called gauchos who round the cattle up
German descent who
on horseback. The farms are called tstancias and are some of
the only buildings in this open landscape.
rerain their culture.

CAPITAl CllY Asuncion

AREA 406.750 sq km (157,046 sq miles)
POPULATION 5.500,000
MAIN LANGUAGES Spanish, G uaram
MAJOR RELIGION Christian
C URRENCY Guaram

ltaipu Dam

Maca

\X ith a reservoir 3.250 sq km
(1,255 sq miles) and 220 m (722ft)
deep, the ltaipu D am, on the Parana
River was undertaken as a joint project
with Brazil. It provides water
for the world's largest
hydroelectric plant
and generates enough
electricity to make
Paraguay selfsufficient in energv.

The Maca are a small ethnic group
who follow a trad itional lifestyle in the
Gran Chaco. They make a living from
farming. Maci women also weave bags
and doth for the tourist trade.

Dam gtntratts
13.320 mtgawatts of
tkctricity - enough to
supply New York City.

1
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C HRISTIANITY

DAMS

D RUGS

EN ERGY

FARM ING

M usic

N ATIVE
AM ERICANS

Jesuits
In 1588, Spanish missionaries from the
Jesuit order of the Roman Catholic Church
arrived in Asuncion. They converted the local
Guaram people to C h ristianity, and taught
them trades such as weaving. The
Jesuits built large stone ch urches.

ROC KS AND
\1IN ERALS

Exports
Soya-bean flour and cotton
make up around '50 per cent of
Paraguay's exports. T he country
also sells timber from its forests
vegetable oils, and processed
meat. Leading trading partners include
Brazil, Asgemina. and the Netherland>.
SOUTH AM ERICA,
HISTORY O F

T EXTJLES
AN D WEAVI NG

BOMBS AND MISSILES see WEAPONS • BONES see SKFLETON

BOOKS
books are a vital
record of human life and achievement. They store the
thoughts, beliefs, and experiences of individuals and
societies, preserving them after the author's death. There
are many kinds of books, from religious works, such as the Qur' an,
and non-fiction, such as dictionaries and educational books, to
fiction such as plays and stories. The Chinese invented printing
m the 9th century; it arrived in Europe during the 15th century.
Printing made it possible to mass-produce books, and knowledge
\Vas spread more widely. Today, publishing is a global industry.
FROM ENCYCLOPEDIAS TO NOVELS,

Artist's
pencil
roughs

Early C hi nese book, made of fragile bamboo strips

Early books
T he fi rst books were not made of
paper. Long befo re 3000 BC, the
Sumerians wrote on d ay tablets.
Around 1300 BC, the C hinese began
making books from bamboo strips
bound together with cord.

Making books
Much preparation goes into making books
and some take several years ro produce.
For example, making an encyclopedia
will involve a team of people
that includes authors,
editors, designers, picture
researchers, illustrators,
photographers, and IT
experts, as well as printers.

Finish~d pi~c~s

ofcolour
~
artwork__ ' \\

~ -·- ·
Th~ colour proof bifor~
uxt is added to pag~

-·-\

Transparmci~s

ar~ a

Paper

Ill ustra tio n

Author

The designer draws a detailed plan,
showing the position of each illustration.
The artist makes rough sketches. which
are checked. then paims each picture
separatelv. The artwork is photographed.
and carefully positioned on the page using
a computer, umil the design is perfect.

The author is the first person to
start work, researching and writing
the contems of the book. The
aurhor advises the designer on
suitable images for the book and
works closely with the editorial
team throughour the project.

The spin~ of th~ book holds
in plac~. \

high-quality

t~ pag~s

imag~ format.

CD Roms
There is a limit to how big any book
can grow before it becomes too heavy
and cumbersome to be practical. Now,
modern technology is developing compact
alternatives ro traditional books. One CD
Rom can comain as much text as a shelf
of encyclopedias. Text and pictures from
CD Roms can be read and transmitted
by computer.

Th~ ~ditor checks
t~

author's Uxt
for misrak~s and
adjusts kngth of
t~xt

if n~c~ssary.

Text

Finished book

Pictur~s

The text is edited on a computer screen, and then
produced as a page called a proof. The proof is
matched with the artwork to make sure that words
and images fit exactly, before going to the printer.

At last the book is finished, and fined with a hard
cover and a protective jacket. It is now readv to sell.
An illustrated book may take several years to make,
although new technology is speeding up this process.

toct ar~

Timeline

Paperbacks
A paperback book contains
the same text as a hardback,
but has a soft cover. The first
modern paperback books were
published in London by
Penguin, in 1935, priced
sixpence. They are far cheaper
than hardbacks, and many more
people can buy them.

C HILDREN' S
LITERATURE

The anciem Egyptians
wrote on scrolls made from
papyrus, which grew by the
River N ile. Later civilizations
in the Middle East wrote on
parchment made from animal
skin. Modern paper was probably
invented in China around AD
I SO. It was made by pulping flax
fibres, then flattening and drying
them in the sun. The Chinese
kept this process a secret for SOO
years before rhc:y pa~~c:J it uu tu
the rest of the world.

COMPUTERS

c. 28 5 BC Egyptian
pharaoh Ptolemy I
establishes a library
at Alexandria, Egypt.

p~rftctly
inugrat~d.

c. l440 Johannes Gutenberg
invents the metal type.

300s Books with
pages first invented.

AD

Gurenberg Bible

DRAMA

EGYPl,
ANCIENT

and

L ITERATURE

CD Rom

1789 French Revolurionaries
proclaim the fundamental
public right to print without
fear of censorship.

19 35 First paperback books
published for mass market
by Penguin in UK.

I 7 96 Lithography (a
technique for printing
illustrations) invented.

1980s Electronic books
for the compurer published
m CD Rom format.

181 1 First totally mechanized
printing press invented, USA.

1990s Books first
published on the Internet

POETRY

P RINTI NG

WRITING
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COMRAf WORTS

BRAIN AND NERVOUS SYSTEM
~

EVERY THOUGHT YOU HAVE, every emotion you feel, and

~l:

every action you take is a reflection of the nervous system
at work. At the core of the nervous system are the brain
and spinal cord, known as the central nervous system
(CN S). The most complex part of the C N S is the brain;
this constantly receives information from the body, processes it,
and sends out instructions telling the body what to do. The C N S
communicates with every part of the body through an extensive
network of nerves. The nerves and the CNS are both constructed
from billions of nerve cells called neurons.
If

Nerves

Inside a nen.e

l
.

Nerves fo rm the "wiring" of the
nervous system . Each nerve consists of
a bund le of neurons {nerve cells) held
together by a tough outer sheath.
Nerves spread out from rhe brain and
spinal cord and branch repeated ly to
reach all parts of rhe body. Most
nerves contain sensory neurons that
carry nerve impulses towards rhe
CNS, and motor neurons that carry
nerve impulses away from the CNS.

......\"(

~

Motor
nroron

nl'rv~s

Out~r
sh~ath

ofth~

nl'rve

Ci'/1

I

body

Association
neuron

Dmdrit~

I
Axon of
n~uron

Sensory
neuron

Nt'uromuscular
junction

'-Axon of
motor

l

Dirl'ction

Touch s~nmr
in skin

controls the
muscles
in me leg
and foot.

conrrols the
muscles of the
calf and foot.

Reflex actions

is
afilammt
that carri~s
signah to
Cl'/l body.

ofn~rvl'

impulsl'

Nroromuscular junction is
a synaps~ ~twun a motor
n~uron and muscle fibrl'.

Motor
neuron

s~nsory

Nerve impulses

~ Sciatic nerve

The nervous system is
made up of rhe CNS and
the peripheral nervous
system, which consists of
the nerves. The peripheral
nervous system has rwo
sections: the somatic system
which controls voluntary
actions, and the autono~ic
nervous system which
controls automatic
functions such as heart rare.

~

n~uron
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Sacral

Sacral plccus

Synapsl'

V

Thoracic
nl'rv~s

n~rV['S

Neurons

I

Spinal cord
relays
information
to and from
the brain
and the rest
of me body.

Lumbar pi xus

Bundle

Nerve endings

Nerve impulses are the "messages"
that travel at high speed along
neurons. Impulses are weak
electrical signals that arc generated
and transmitted by neurons when
tht:y are stimulated. The stimulus
may come from a sensory nerve
ending, or from an adjacenr
neuron. Nerve impulses travel in
one direction along me neuron.

n~TVL'S

Lumbar

Ar the ends of sensory neurons there are
nerve endings called sensory receptors. If
you touch an object, a sensorv receptor in
me skin is stimulated , nerve impulses
travel to the brain along the sensory
neuron, and you feel the object. In this
way, visually impaired people can "read"
me Braille language with their fingertips.

Neurons are long, thin cells
adap ted to carry electrical
signals called nerve impulses.
T here are rhree types of
neurons: sensory neurons,
motor neurons, and
association neurons. The
most numerous are
association neurons, which
transmit signals from one
neuron to another and are
found only inside rhe CNS.

Brain is the body's
conrrol and coordination cenrre.
c~rvtcal

nl'rvl's

Radial nerve
conrrols rhe
muscles m the
arm and hand

s~nsory nl'UTOn\

/
/

1N~rv~ impuh~

stimulat~

muscle
fib"s to contract.

Smsory
nroron

Synapses
A synapse is a junction
between two neurons
At a svnapse, neurons do
not touch. Instead, there
is a tiny gap. When a
nerve impulse reaches a
synapse it triggers the
release of chemicals,
which travel across the
gap and stimulate
the second neuron to
generate a nerve impulse.

Santiago Ramon y Cajal
Spanish anatomist Santiago Ramon y
Cajal (1852-1934) pioneered the
study of the cells mat make up the
brain and nerves. He developed
methods for staining nerve cells
so they could be seen clearly
under the microscope. His
work revolutionized the
examination of brain tissue.

BRAIN AND NERVO US SYST EM

Grey and white matter

Brain

Each cerebral hemisphere has two layers. The
outer layer, the cerebral cortex, consists of grey
matter containing cell bodies of neurons that
form a communication network. The inner layer,
or white matter, consists of nerve fibres that link
the cerebral cortex to the other parts of the brain.

T he brain is the body's control centre. Your brain enables
you ro think and to have a personality, and also regulates
all your body processes. It has three main regions: the
forebrain, the cerebellum, and the brain stem. The forebrain
consists of the cerebrum (which is made up of two halves or
hem ispheres), the thalamus, hypothalamus, and the limbic
system , wh ich controls emotions and instinctive behaviour.
Thalamus relays
information about the
senses to the cerebrum. \

Cerebrum is the
site of conscious
thought.

Th~

two

Right
Section through brain t issue

------ -

c~r~bral

h~misp~res

ur~bral

hemispher~

are join~d

by a band called t~
corpus callosum.

Hypothalamus
regulates body
temperature,
thirst, and
appetite.

L1f c~r~bral
' hemisp~r~

Left and right brains
The left cerebral hemisphere controls
the right side of the body, and the right
cerebral hemisphere controls the left
side of the body. Although both
hemispheres are used for almost every
activity, each hemisphere has its own
specialist skills. In most people, the left
hemisphere is involved in spoken and
written language, mathematical
ability, and reasoning, while the right
hemisphere controls the appreciation of
art and music, insight and imagination,
and shape recognition.

c~r~bral

-

co rt~x

is

th~ out~r

lay~rofth~
cer~bral
h~mispher~

Association
nroron in brain 1

I Glial cell

Brain cells

~ Pituitary gland

Cerebellum
co-ordinates
movement and
balance.

functions, such as
breathing and heart rate.

Brain areas

Basic

Certain areas of rhe cerebrum are
involved with particular body functions.
T hese areas can be highlighted on a
brain map. Motor areas of the brain,
such as the speech and basic movement
areas, send our instructions to control
voluntary movement. Sensory areas,
such as the hearing, taste, smell, touch,
and vision areas, receive information
from sensory receptors around the body.
Association areas, such as the frontal
lobe, deal with thoughts. personality,
and emorions, analyse experiences, and
give you consciousness and awareness.

mov~mrntJ

rod

Gage

Personality
T he frontal lobe of the brain
plays a major role in deciding
personality. T his was shown
by the case of an American
worker called Phineas Gage.
In 1848, an accident sent a
metal rod through Gage's
cheek and frontal lobe. He
survived bur his personality
changed from being friendly
lO being aggressive.

Touch and
othrr skin

H~aring, sm~ll.

and tasu
Brain st~m

and muscle
co-ordination

T he brain consists of hundreds of
billions of nerve cells. Many of these are
association neurons that are constantly
receivi ng and transmitting nerve
impulses. Any one of these neurons can
have links to over I ,000 other neurons,
producing a complex network. The brain
also contains other nerve cells, called glial
cells, which hold the neurons in place.

Brain waves
T he brain's neurons are constantly
sending our and receiving nerve
impulses. This process produces
electrical signals that can be
detected using a machine called
an electroencephalograph (EEG).
Electrodes linked to the EEG can
be attached to a person's scalp in
order to record the brain's
electrical activities as a series of
patterns called brain waves.

Spinal cord
T he spinal cord relays information
between the brain and rhe rest of the body,
and is involved in many reflex actions.
It is a flattened cylinder of nervous tissue
about 43 em (17 in) long and as thick
as a finger. It runs from the base of
the brain to the lower back,
surrounded by the backbone.
Spinal nerve
relays nerve
impulses to
and from all

Section of
spinal cord

Sleep and dreams
As you sleep, you move repeatedly
between phases of light REM (rapid
eye movement) sleep and phases of
deeper N REM sleep. These shifts can
be detected using an EEG.

Grey matter relays
information between spinal
cord and spinal nerves.

~ b.........'lliiiiiiiiifilliiiiii...,Jijiiil!!illiiiiiiiiiii;

partsof bod~

Spina/ganglion
C ELLS

EYES

AND
SEEING

HORMONES AND
ENDOCRINE SYSTEM

H UMAN
BODY

M u s c LES AND
MOVEMENT

Pierre Paul Broca
French anatomist and surgeon
Pierre Paul Broca (1824-80)
demonstrated that a specific
region of the brain controlled a
particular body function. Broca
found that a small area coordinated the muscles in the
mouth and throat that produce
speech. This area is now
called Broca's area, or
the speech area.
Broca made his
discovery when
treating a patient
who could not talk
after damage to
part of his brain.

SKIN , HAIR,
AND NAILS

SM ELL AND
TASTE
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BRAZIL

BRAZIL FACTS
CAPITAL CITY Brasllia

in
South America, Brazil is a land
of opposites. Watered by the
second longest river in the
world, the Amazon, it has the world's largest
rainforest, arid deserts in the northeast, and
rolling grassland in the south. Crowded cities
contrast with remote areas that have never been
explored. The country has many well-developed
industries and a huge, successful agricultural
base, but many people live in poverty. Brazilian
society is a vibrant, diverse mix of cultures.
THE LARGEST COUNTRY

Physical features

AREA 8,511,970 sq km
(3,286.472 sq miles)

The Amazon Basin and its
forests, some mountainous,
occupy northern Brazil.
The southeast is a region
of plateaus that vary from
sunburnt arid scrublands
to rich fiel ds and pastures.

POPULATION 170,000,000
---MAIN LANGUAGE Portuguese
MAJOR RELIGION Christian
C uRRENCY Real
LIFF EXPECTANCY 68 years
PEOPLE PER DOCTOR 769
GoVERNM ENT Multi-party democracy
ADULT LITERACY 85%

Highlands
The Brazilian H ighlands extend from the Amazon Basin to
the coast, rising to 3.000 m (I 0,000 fr). About 60 per cent
of the country is dominated by the plateau, where landscape
ranges from tropical forest to dry, rocky desert.

F

A

2

3 •

in dense rainforest. The River
Amazon, 6,448 km (4,007 miles)
long, runs through the north of
Brazil, giving life to more than
40,000 different species of plants
and animals in the forests.

4

5
41°C

-4°C
(25°F)

---+-------1 (106°F)

22°C
(72°F)

18°C
(64°F)

6

1,600 mm
(63 in)

Climate
All excep t the extreme south

Brasilia
Brazil's modern capital city. Bras1lia,
lies on the extreme northern edge of
the plateau region. Purpose-built in the
1950s on the site of a felled rainforest,
the city replaced Rio de j aneiro as
capital. Its inland position has helped to
develop new areas awav from the coast.
There are many imaginative, futuristic
buildings, including the
spectacular cathedral.

500

Buzlt-up 0 3% \

of Brazil lies in the tropics, so
temperarures are always high.
The Amazonian rainforest
receives about 4,000 mm
(157 in) every year. By contrast,
droughts are common in the
northeast corner. Farther south,
summers are hot and winters
can be cold with frosts.

I Farmland 10%
Destrr
29.7%

For~sts ------

ATLA-f'VTIC

59.5%
Wetland 0 5%

OCEAN
11

Bras1lia Cathedral
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Land use
Thick forests cover the majority of the land. but are being
cleared at an alarming rate to make way for farmland and
roads. The fertile southeast, especially around Sao Pau1o,
is permanemlv farmed. Much of the land is desert

BRAZI L

People

Leisure

Brazilian people have a wide
background, and there
brge groups of African,
pean, and Asian origin.
The original inhabitants of
form only a tiny percentage
population. Many families
right kn it, fiercely loyal, and
-,: Roman C atholics. The
· riry live in towns clustered
g rhe southeastern coast.

The mainly Roman C atholic people of Brazil celebrate
many religious festivals, such as the Rio and Bahia
carnivals. Sporrs, including football , basketball, and
water sports along the coast, are the chief leisure
activities fo r millions of Brazilians. T he samba, one of
the world's most popular dances, originated in Brazil.

me

Rio Carnival
Known as one of the
world's largest and most
spectacular festivals. the
Rio Carnival, in Rio
de Janeiro, is held just
before Lent every year.
During the carnival,
processions of brightly
decorated floats, and a
myriad of colourful
singers, musicians, and
dancers with imaginative
costumes. fill the streets.

Indian groups
(

A:
!0 per sq km
,2 per sq mile)

81 %
Urban

19%
Rural

Some native Brazilians
still live in the rainforests,
following traditional ways
oflife. However, about
14 groups now shelter in
Xingu National Park. set
up when their forest home
was destroyed.

Football
Many Brazilians have a
passion for football, either
as players or spectators.
The national team has
won the World Cup more
times than any other team
Its star player, Edson
Arantes do N ascimento,
known as Pele, was the
world's leading player in
the 1960s and is regarded
by fans as a living legend.

Forest products

Farming

The plants and trees of the Amazonian
rainforest have long been used for food,
housing, and medicine by the people
who live there. Some of these, such as
rubber and Brazil nuts, are now known
world-wide. Other lesser-known plants
are quinine, taken from chinchona bark
and used to treat malaria; ipecacuanha,
an ingredient of cough medicines; and
curare, once part of an arrow poison.
now a life-saving muscle
relaxant used in operations.

Bcazil has im mense natural resources. About
~.:! per cent of the labour force works on the
d, growing all Brazil's own food, with a
..st surpl us fo r exporr. The best farm land
as around Rio de Janeiro and Sao Paulo,
-here water is plentiful and the
d.Jmate is frost-free. About ISO
million cattle are reared on
e ranches in this region.
Orange

Meat production

Coffee

Brazil is one of the world's largest producers of beef and
veal. Cows graze on the rich, green pastures of central
Brazil. Large areas of tropical rainforest are cleared to
create new cattle ranches, but the soil is soon exhausted
and more forest has to be felled.

nuts

Transport

Crops
Brazil is a leading producer of cocoa beans,
coffee, oranges, and sugar-cane, and one
of the world's largest growers of soya
beans and bananas. About 22 per cent of
the world's coffee comes from Brazil, and
millions of oranges are picked every year.
These crops grow successfully in the warm,
fertile soils of central and southern BraziL

A vast network links Brazil's main
centres, but of the 1,660,3 52 km
(1,031 ,693 miles) of roads, only
nine per cent are paved. Brazil has
one of the world's largest national
air networks. C ities with rapid
growth, such as Sao Paulo, are
expanding their subways.

Industry
The manufact uring industry
employs about 15 per cent
of the Brazilian work-force.
\fachinery, textiles, cars,
food products, industrial
'-hemicals, and footwear are
me main exporr products.
Brazil has large mining, oil,
and steel industries, but has
suffered high inflation.

•
-

CHRISTIANITY

"Green" cars
Mining
Brazil is a leading producer of gold, manganese, and tin
ore. T he country is noted for its precious stones, such
as amethysts, diamonds, and topaz, but the q uest for
rnineral wealth has led to much forest destruction.

CRYSTALS
AND GEMS

FARMING

F ESTIVALS

FOOTBALL

South America's top steel
maker, Brazil ranks highly
in world production. T his,
and cheap labour, have
attracted many car makers
to invest in the country.
FORESTS

NAT !VI:.
AM ERICANS

About one-third of all Brazil's cars are run on
so-called "green petrol", or ethanol. which is
made from fermented sugar-cane. Because it
produces less carbon monoxide than petrol
when it is burned. it is less harmful to the
environment and is reducing pollution.
RIVERS

ROCKS AND
MIN ERALS

SOUTH AMERICA,
H ISTORY OF
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BREATHING see LUNGS AND BREATHING • BRECHT BERTOLT see DRAMA

Types ofbridges

I BRIDGES
across rivers and valleys,
bridges are some of the most spectacular
structures engineers have ever created. They are
also some of the most useful, because bridges can
speed up journeys by cutting out ferry crossings, long detours,
steep hills, and busy junctions. The first bridges were
probably tree trunks laid across streams. Wooden beam
bridges and stone or brick arches were the main types of
bridge from Roman times until the 18th century, when iron
became available to engineers. Most modern bridges are made
of steel and concrete, making them both strong and flexible.
C U RVING MAJESTICALLY

Pylon

Building a bridge

The foundations are laid, and the
two pylons are erected The
concrete side spans, which will Link
the bridge to the shore, are assembled.

1

Cahl~s

The deck sections are hung from
cables attached to the pylons, and
the bridge begins to stretch across the
river from each shore.

2

The central deck spans are lifted
by crane off river barges, welded
into place, and attached to cables.

3

A cable-stay bridge is a type
of suspension bridge with a
deck hung from slanting
cables that are fixed to pylons
instead of the ground. Once
the pylons are in place, the
bridge is built outwards in
both directions from each
pylon. This ensures that the
fo rces on the pylons balance,
so that there is no danger of
the pylons collapsing.

Crant _ __~
23 pairs ofcables attach
to tithtr sidt ofpylon.

4

When the last deck
section is in place, the
bridge is complete. The
cables transfer the weight of
the deck to the pylons.

Model of the Pont
de Normandie

Bridgt carrits 4
/ants oftraffic

On a journey, you may see many different
shapes and sizes of bridge, but rhere are really
only a few main types: arch bridges, beam
bridges, cantilever bridges, suspension bridges,
and cable-stay bridges. T he type of bridge used
depends on the size of the gap it must span,
the landscape, and traffic that will cross it.
Arch bridge
The arch is used to build
bridges because it is a
strong shape that can bear
a lor of weight. To bridge
a wide gap, several arches
of stone or brick are
Linked together.

Beam bridge
In a beam bridge, the
central span (or beam) is
supported at both ends.
Very long beams are
impractical, because they
would be liable to collapse
under their own weight.

Cantilever bridge
A beam fixed at one end
and suerclung out over a
gap is a cantilever.
Balanced cantilever bridges
have several supports, each
with two beams that reach
our from either side.

Suspension bridge
The deck of a suspension
bridge hangs from cables
slung over rowers and
anchored to the ground at
each end of the bridge.
Such bridges have spans of
up to I km (0.62 miles).

~ Pylon of rtinforud concrttt

Dtck is 52 m
( 170 ji) above wattr.

Pitrs support
sidt spans

English engineer lsarnbard Kingdom
Brunei (1806-59) was a genius of
bridge design.
Brunei designed
and built two
of the earliest
suspension
bridges. He
also planned
and built
railways and
several huge
steamships.

coated in plastic to
prtvtnt rusting.

Foundations ofpylons
txtmd 50-60 m
(164-197 ji) below ground.

Aqueducts

Timeline

Nor all bridges carry roads or
railway tracks. An aqueduct is a
bridge that carries water. The
Romans built aqueducts to supply
water to the baths and drinking
fountains in their cities. More
recent aqueducts carry canals over
steep-sided valleys in order to keep
the canal level. This avoids having
to build long flights of locks.

200 BC Roman
engineers build
arch bridges of
stone or wood,
and aqueducts.

-
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Isambard Kingdom
Brunei

Aqueduct on the River Dee, Wales

B UILDING AND
CONSTRUCTION

IRON AND
STEEL

RivERS

I779 The first
bridge made of cast
iron is built at
lronbridge, England.

RoADs

ROMAN
EMPIRE

1883 In the USA, New
York's Brooklyn Bridge is
the first bridge to be
supported by steel
suspension cables.

1932 Australia's Sydney
Harbour Bridge opens,
carrying a road and rail
tracks suspended from a
huge steel arch.

1930 ~witzerland's
Salginatobel Bridge is
constructed of reinforced
concrete (concrete
strengthened with steel).

1998 The Akashi Kaikyo
suspension bridge over
Japan's Akashi Strait
has the longest main
span in the world.

SHIPS AND
BOATS

Sydney Harbour
Bridge, Ausualia

TRAINS AND
RAILWAYS

TRANSPORT,
HISTORY OF

T UNN ELS

BRITISH EMPIRE see EMPIRES• BROCA, PIERRE PAUL see BRAIN AND N ERVOUS SYSTEM

BRONTE SISTERS
THREE OF THE FINEST writers of the 19th
century, Charlotte, Anne, and Emily
Bronte, were brought up in solitude
in a small town in northern
England. In spite of many difficulties,
including being far away from the world of
publishing in London, they produced some
of the most popular novels of the period.
The books portrayed characters with a new
frankness and showed how difficult life could
be for women of that era. Their stories still
enthral readers of today.

Haworth parsonage
The Bronte sisters were brought up in rhe small
town of H aworth in Yorkshire, northern England.
T hei r father was the curare (priest} at the local
church, so they lived at the parsonage (clergyman's
house}. It was a grim stone building, with a view
over the graveyard.
Bronte family
Charlotte, Emily, and Anne
lived with their father, Patrick
Bronte and their brother,
Branwell. Their mother,
Maria, died when the children
were young and rwo other
children died in infancy, so the
sisters were brought up by
their aunt. They had a lonely
life. They mixed linle with
other children and had to
make their own enrerrainmenr

Education
Charlotte and Emily were sent away to
Cowan Bridge school. The conditions were
poor and made Charlotte ill. Lowood
school, in Jane Eyre, is based on her time
there. All three sisters later worked as
teachers, or governesses - one of the few
jobs then open to educated young women.

Manuscripts and iUustrations
completed by the Bronte
sisters in their teenage years.

Pottry manuscript
by Charlottt Bronti at
around tht agt of 14
Cowan Bridge school

Angria and Gondal

Novelists
In 1846, the Brontes started to get their works
published. They began with a volume of poems, but
only rwo copies were sold. In the following rwo years
Emily's Wuthering Heights, Charlotte's jane Eyre,
and Anne's Agnes Grey were published. At the time
It was not though t proper for the daughters of
clergymen to write
fiction, so the sisters used
pseudonyms (false names),
\\ l TUEI: IXG II EIGDTS
to keep their identities
~cret. Many people
bought the books and
wanted to know more
about the authors.

Jane Eyre
Charlotte Bronte's first
novel tells the story of Jane
Eyre and her struggle to be
an independent woman in
a hostile society. Working
as a governess, she falls in
love with her employer, M r
Rochester. only to discover
terrible secrets in his past.
The novel was considered
radical in irs time.

BOOKS

CHRISTIANITY

CHARLOTTE BRONT E
1816 Born Yorkshire, England.

Wuthering Heights
Emily Bronte's novel follows
a series of tragic relationships
through different generations
and is especially famous for
its depiction of Catherine
and H eathcliff. Set against
the Yorkshire countryside,
the novel deals with
contemporary issues of social
change and industrialization.

BeU brothers
The Bronre sisters published
lheir books under three male
names - Acton, Currer. and Ellis
Bell, the initials of which
matched those of the sisters' own
names. To begin with, even their
publishers did not know who the
Bell brothers" really were.

To amuse themselves in the
bleak moorland rectory, the
Bronte children invented rwo
imaginary lands. called Angria
and Gondal. They wrote many
stories and poems about rhese
lands, which were peopled
with heroes and heroines who
lived exciting and tragic lives.

D ICKENS
C HARLES

fi LM AND
FILM-MAKING

L lH.RATU RE

1822- 32 Educated at Cowan Bridge
School and Miss Wooler"s School,
Roe Head. Yorkshire.
1846 Publishes her poem_s._ _ __
184"" Publishes ]ant Eyr~.
1849 Publishes Shirlry.
1853 Publishes Villettt.
1854 Marries Arthur N icholls.
1855 Dies.
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BRONZE AGE

Stont wristguard with gold scrtws
. / Copptr daggtr bladt

IN ABOUT 3000 BC, prehistoric
people began to use bronze - an
alloy of copper and tin - instead
of stone, to make weapons and ornaments.
The dates for this development, which is
known as the Bronze Age, vary from culture
to culture, but the earliest bronze workers
probably lived in Mesopotamia (modern
Iraq). These people initially used pure
gold and copper, which were easy to
hammer into shape, before discovering
how to make bronze. They were also
responsible for developing the world's
first civilizations. The Bronze Age
was followed by a time when people learned
to smelt and shape iron ore to produce
stronger tools and weapons. This period
is known as the Iron Age.

The first
metalworkers
In the early days of rhe
Bronze Age, metalworkers
used gold, copper, and
bronze for luxury items,
or for high-status
weapons, such as the
dagger in the Barnack
grave, England. People
still made tools from
stone, because stone was
harder than bronze.
-

The Bamack grave, c. l800

Pott~ry b~ak~r fo r us~
afi~rlift

in tht

BC

Prongs fo r lifting
a cauldron

m~at .from

Flesh hook

Copper

Making bronze

Casting

People learned how to
extract metal from ores
by heating the rock.
The metal could then
be used to make useful
or decorative objects.

Bronze Age people cast objects by pouring
hot, molten bronze into a mould. When the
metal had cooled and set, the mould was
opened, revealing the finished item. C asting
was used to produce decorative items.

Ore
This common type of
copper ore was fairly
easy for people ro
spot on the ground.
~flow
Blu~

chalcopyriu

borniu

holes.
Tht mould

Cast

wascar~d

pin

Stone mould

Mould
This is one half of a stone
mould for casting pins. It was
made in Switzerland, c. I 000
BC. To use the mould. the two
halves were fastened wgether,
and metal poured in through
the holes ar the rop.

EArly metalworkers
discovered how to
1dd molten tin to
copper to m.tke
bronze. Liquid
bron1e v..ts poured
into round mou!J, .1nd
left to set. 1 he hlud,\ of
brome were c.tllcd ingots.
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3800 BCThe
earlie!>t known
metal objects
are produced
bv smelting.
Copper is the
main mual
smelted in Tepe
Yahy.1. lr.lll.

Cast pin
Bronze pins like this v.ere
cast in the stone mould.
The mould used to m.tke
this pin was caned to
cre.ue the deliCdte p.mern
on the pin-head.

3000 8( Bronze objects are
used throughout western Asi.t,
where copper is being
combined with tin.
2500 BC Bronze is used in
the cirie\ of Mohcnio-Daro
.1nd H ar.1ppa. lndm Valley.

-

Danish
bronze
sv.ord

Pins
fastened
clothing
before
buttons
were
mvented

to th~ shapt
ofth~ it~m. -

Timeline
Ingots

Bronze swords were sometimes cast, although they were stronger
when the bronze was beaten into shape. This Danish sword is
polished to show the original golden colour of bronze.

metal was
pourtd
through

Smelting
To extract the metal,
Bronze Age people
he.ued the ore to a
high temperature.
When the metal in
the ore re.tched
melting point. they
colleLted it in a
round. stone crucible.

The royal fam ily of the city of Ur in Mesopotamia used
copper for jewellery, as well as for everyday items, such as
this flesh hook. They used gold to make beautiful vessels
for special occasions.

GREECE.
ANCI ENT

Bronzeware
Bronze v..as prized for its beduty. ln Europe. the
nob les liked to wear bronze jev.dlery. such a~
bangles and pendants, and bronze pins in their
clothing. Bronze swords were high-~tatu~ v..c:.1pons.

2000 BC Bronze-v..orking
comes to the civilizations
of the M inoans on Crete
and the J...hceneans in
m.tinl.md Greece. These
Aegean cultures trade
in Europe for copper
and tin.
INDUS VA Ll EY
CIVILILATION

M ETAL'>

l'JOO BC
Iron Age
stans in
v..estem Asian
areas such as
Turkey. lran.
and Ir.tq.

MINOANS

Shaft-tube axe. H ungary
1800 BC Bronze Age
reaches European areas,
such as modern Slov.1kia .
POl TF RY Al'. D
CERAMIO

SlON lAG E

800 IK Farl} Iron
Age stan~ in
central Europe.

Sl

M E RIA N~

BRUNEI see MALAYSIA AND SINGAPORE • BRUNELLESCHI see ARCHITECTURE

BUDDHA

Early life
According to tradition,
Siddhartha was born
while his mother,
M aya. was on her way
to visit her parents. She
died soon afterwards.
His fa ther was told that
the boy would become
either a great ruler or a
Buddhd. The king was
afraid that Siddhartha
would leave the court
to become a holy
beggar, so confined
him to the palace
grounds. But
eventually he left to
search for the true
meaning of suffering.

BUDDHISM IS A WORLD faith that has changed
the lives of millions of people. It began in Sakya,
a small kingdom in northeast India. The founder
______,
of Buddhism was a prince, called Siddhartha
Gautama, but today he is known simply as the Buddha,
a title meaning "the enlightened one". When he was a
young man, Siddhartha began a search for an
understanding of suffering. By
the end of his life he had
Siddhartha,
become the Buddha,
lau r calkd
th~ Buddha
founded the Buddhist
faith and already
Teaching
had many followers.

Maya,

When Siddhartha left the palace, the
suffering he saw around him made him
decide to become a holy man. He spent
six years depriving himself of food and
sleep, and learning about spiritual
matters. Eventually he realized that
this made him too weak for deep
reflection, so he meditated under a tree. Here
he made rhe breakthrough to an understanding
of the truth known as enlightenment.

of rh~ Buddha

Sarnath
At Sdrnath, near Varanasi. the
Buddha preached his first
sermon to five men who had
previously sought enlightenment
with him. He taught them that
suffering is caused by desire, and
to end suffering they must give
up desire. Sarnath becdme the
sire of one of the greatest
Buddhist shrines.

After experiencing enlightenment, the
Buddha set our to reach others what
he had learned. Many were converted,
and the Buddha sent them away as
wandering missionaries. Later, the
Buddha returned to his father's court
to teach his own people what he had
learned. H is father
was among the first
to be converted.

Enlightenment

moth~r

Bimbisara
Even during his own lifetime, the
Buddha commanded so much
respect that many people left
their homes to tollow him and
form orders of monks and nuns.
When King Bimbisara gave the
Buddha a generous gift of
land- "the gift of the
bamboo grove" - Buddha's
followers built the first
Buddhist mondStcry there.

Temptations
While Siddhartha was
meditating, a demon named
Mara sent his beautiful
daughters to tempt him from
his chosen path. Mara also
whipped up a storm and
hurled thunderbolts at
Siddhartha. But the young
man carried on meditating,
unmoved. He meditated for
a whole night before
understanding the truth.
which he cdlled dharma, and
re.1ching peace, or nin•anu,
in his heart.

1
\

King Bimbiwra

THE B UDDHA

Death of Buddha
Pilgrim

B l'DDHIS\1

CHI I': A

IN DIA,
HlSlOR't OF

Earliest records of Buddha's life were
written more th.m 200 years .1frer
he died. so detdil~ .Jre h;,ud to verify.
The following ddtes .ue accepted hy
mo~t aurhorities.

Later life
When the Buddha was 80 years old, he
ate some food that had been accidentally
poisoned , and d ied at Kusinagara in India
amongst his disciples. Many people came to
pay homage to him. His body was cremated
and the remaining bones were placed under
stone mounds that have since became holy
places of pilgrimage for Buddhists.
MAl R'tA"'
F\ ll'IR£

M ONASl FR IES

S63 BC Siddhartha Gdur;tmd, ~on
of King Suddhnd.1n.1 of the
~.tk)d. horn in northe.1st lndi.1.
--- -----533 sc Siddh.1nh.1 ledve~ hi~ fathers
court to become d holy m.m.
Siddharrha .111.1im
becomes
the Buddha.

S17

8\

~·nlightt'nment ..md

483 BC Ruddha dies .u Kmin.Jg.ud.
in Outlh. Indid.

SHRINFS
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BUDDHISM

Teachings

was founded
by an Indian nobleman called
Gautama Siddhartha in the 6th
century BC. Gautama, who became
known as the Buddha, or the "Awakened One",
told people how to achieve fulfilment. He
taught that fulfilment is reached by meditation,
wisdom, and correct behaviour in all aspects of
life. Buddhists also believe in reincarnation, in
other words that a person can be reborn after
death. The Buddha is revered by his followers,
but not worshipped as a god. For this reason,
Buddhism exists side-by-side with other
religions in many countries. There are probably
some 320 million Buddhists worldwide,
although the majority are in Asia.
THE BUDDHIST FAITH

The Buddha taught the Four Noble Truths,
which explain the Buddhist attitude to
suffering and how fulfi lment can be achieved .
The Truths say that suffering is always present
in the world; that the human search for
pleasure is the source of suffering; that it is
possible to be free from these desires by
achieving a state called nirvana; and thar the
way to nirvana is through the Eightfold Path.
Pictur~s

In

in

~ach r~alm,

circk rro~al

kips th~
h~ingr
th~.

Ceremonies at Buddhist temples are usually
simple. T hey involve reciting extracts from
Buddhist scriptures and making offerings
to the Buddha. A monk may give a
sermon. Some Buddhist rituals also involve
candle-lit processions and m usic-making.
The Buddhist year is enlivened with
festivals, most of which take place at full
Moon. The mosr famous festival is Wesak.
at New Year, which celebrates the birth,
enlightenment, and death of the Buddha.
Hand gestures on a statue of the Buddha

Th~Buddha's

topknot is a sign
ofhis prinuly
wisdom. - - - - - , u•

His fou has th~

Buddhists believe in the law of karma
According to this law, good and bad
actions result in fitting rewards and
punishments, both in this life and in later
rebirths. The Wheel of Life is a symbol
of rebirth. When people die, they are
reborn in to one of irs six
realms of existence.

Offerings
Buddhists regularly make offerings to the Buddha, such
as flowers and food. Burning incense or candles and
scattering petals around the Buddha"s statue are ways
of making an offering that also beautifies
the temple. The light of the cand les is
the light of the Buddha's great wisdom,
and the smoke from incense wafts the
truth of the doctrine towards the devotees.

of m~ditation.

I "his g~stur~ shows
th~ Buddha
activ~ly turning
th~ Whul of Law.

Colour~d

Candles

chang~dfor
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Lotus flowers

Meditation

Buddha
an
approaching
P"son.
r~assur~

Statues of the Buddha are kept in temples
and homes to inspire Buddhists to live as
he d id. Buddhists bow before the srarue
to show their respect. T hey also carry
out the ceremony called
"Going for refuge"', in
which they recite rexrs
rhat show their dedication
to rhe Buddha, to his
reaching (the Dharma),
and to the community of
Buddhists (the Sangha).

Incense

sash is

Th~

The Buddha

l

_ Ey~s cast
down show
that h~ is

~ach s~ason.

Buddha touch~s
as witn~ss to
his worthinm for
Buddhahood.

~1

Long~ar

symholiu
his nobility.

~arth

~

s~r~n~ ccpr~sion

loh~s

Th~

The Eightfold Path
The Path teaches that the way Buddhists
lead their lives should be correct in eight
important aspects: understanding,
though t, speech, action, means of
livelihood (work), effort, recollection,
and meditation. The eight-spoked Wheel
of Law shown above represents each of
the eight stages of the Path.

Karma

Thr~~ animals
in tk untr~ ar~
symbols of ignoranc~.

Rites and ceremonies

a

Buddha-figur~

th~ irm~r

Buddha's
cross-l~gg~d

position is
calkd th~

Buddhists meditate in order to purify their
minds and free themselves from thoughts about
material things. In this way they hope to achieve
~perfect mindfulness", one of the stages in the
E ghtfold Path. O ne way in which thev
meditate is to concentrate on feeling their
breath going in and out. This empties the mind
of selfish thoughts, making the person calmer
and the mind clearer.

BUD DHISM

Branches of Buddhism
From its beginnings in India,
Buddhism spread around eastern and
Southeast Asia, where the majority of
the world's Buddhists still live. There
are also Buddhist communities in
other parts of Asia, and in the West.
Buddhism has two main strands Mahayana and Theravada - but other
forms of Buddhism with distinctive
features have also developed.

Mahayana

Tibetan Buddhism

This form of Buddhism prevails
in China, Korea, Japan.
Mongolia, Nepal. and Tibet. A
follower's first aim is to become a
Bodhisattva, an enlightened being
who does not pass into nirvana
but remains in this world in order
to help orhers to enlightenment.
Mahayana Buddhists therefo re
place a high value on charity.

A form of Mahayana
Buddhism is found in
Tiber. Here, special value is
placed on the Buddhist
virtues of meditation
and wisdom. Tibetan
Buddhists have their own
rituals, such as repeating sacred
sayings. or mantras. Since rhe
C hinese invasion ofTibet in
the 1950s, few Buddhist
monasteries remain in Tibet

Monks ar~ givrn
offirmgJ of
food by
____.locals.

T heravada
This branch of Buddhism is closest to rhe
teachings of the Buddha himself. It is
dominant in Southeast Asia (Burma,
Cambodia, Laos, Sri Lan ka, and Thailand).
Theravada Buddhists revere the Buddha and
do not worship orher figures. They aim to
become "perfected sai nts~ by following the
Eightfold Path and tend to believe that
people can reach the state of nirvana only
through their own efforts.

Monasticism
Buddhist monasteries began
when the Buddha's followers builr
permanent settlements to live in
together during the rainy season.
Today there are many monks (and
some nuns) who devote their lives
to explaining the Buddha's teachings
and setting an example by the way
they lead their lives.
Shavrn h~ad
shows th~ monk
has rrnounud
worldly

Th~monk's

vaniti~.

m~ditativ~ pou
sugg~sts p~au

r~lationship

b~tw~rn

monks and
lay p~opk.

Sharpening
stone

II
1\

Zen
This fo rm of Buddhism
originated in C hina and spread
to Japan in about the 13rh
cen tury. Zen Buddhists aim to
lead a simple life, close to
nature, using everyday actions
as a means of meditation. Zen
Buddhists med itate in a way
that tries to see beyond logical
patterns of thought and
preconceived ideas.

Alms bow/lid is also
uud as a piau.

Razor

a prayu
a mantra
that th~ monk
r~p~ats wh&
spinning th~ wh~~~wh~a is

Chinese Bodhisattva head

Sacred texts
Buddhism has sacred texts made
up of sayings and sermons, many
of them attributed to the Buddha.
One of the most important books
of writings is the Dharmapada,
which forms part of the Pali
Canon, the oldest collection
of Buddhist scriptures.

J
Needle
and rhread

lnsid~

Water
strainer

Living as a monk
Monks live apan from their
families and have few personal
possessions. T hey rely on gifts
for survival. carrying alms bowls
into which people place food.
They obey strict rules. They
must avoid entertainments in
which rhere is singing or
dancing, give up decorative
clothes, and eat only at set rimes.

In Tibuan-styk librari~s. manuscripts ar~
cloth and plau d buwu n boards.

wrapp~d in

Alms bowl

and stability.

Belt or girdle

Temples

library in Shcy Monastery, Ladakh, India

The religious buildings of Buddhism vary widely
in their shape and decoration, from Japanese
pagodas to Thai wars. But all contain
statues of the Buddha. The statues act
as a focus for devotion and for
offerings. People go to the temples
to carry out acts of private
worship and for special
ceremomes.

Wat Brnchamabophit,
in Thailand's capital,
Bangkok, is known as
th~ marbl~ t~pl~.

_

Supp~d

roofi rymboli:u

stag~s ofspiritual
d~vaopmrnt.

Dalai Lama
The Dalai Lama is the spiritual and political
leader of Buddhists in Tibet, who believe
that each Dalai Lama is a
reincarnation of the previous
one. The present Dalai Lama.
Tenzin Gyatso, was born in
1935. In exile since 1959
following the Chinese
takeover, he is still Tibet's
most important leader.

AsiA, H ISTOR\
OF

B UDDHA

D~votus

gath~r

with th~ir
offirings in
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ofth~
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BUFFALO AND OTHER
WILD CATTLE
THE FIVE SPECIES OF BUFFALO, and all other
cattle, are members of the family Bovidae .
They have split, or cloven, hooves, and both
sexes have horns which they can use to defend
themselves. The animals also gain some protection from living
together in herds. Only the anoas are solitary animals. Cattle
were among the earliest animals to be domesticated. The Asiatic
buffalo, yak, banteng, and gaur all have a domesticated version.
Loss of habitat, hunting, and diseases have drastically reduced
the world's wild cattle. No fewer than nine of the eleven
species are in danger of extinction.

Broad
hoov~

support

th~

w~ightof
th~

huffolo.

African buffalo

Plai ns bison

American bison
The head, neck. and
forequarters of the American
bison are covered with long
hair, which, with the large
hump, makes rhe forequarters
dppear much bigger than the
hindquarters. The horns are
short and curved, and are
grown by both sexes.

Oxen
fhe group of wild
cattle commonly called
oxen contai ns fo ur
species - the yak, the
banteng, the gaur, and
the kouprey. Domestic
carde also belong ro
this group. Mosr
breeds of domesric
catrle are descended
from rhc now-extinct
aurochs, which at one
time inhahited rhe
plains and woodlands
of Europe and Asia in
grear numbers.
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T he buffalo is rhe only species of wild canle found
in Africa. C ape buffalo bulls are up ro 1.5 m (5 fr) ar
rhe sho ulder and weigh more rhan 816 kg (1,800 lb).
T heir horns have a span of up ro 1.5 m (5 fr) and form
a massive helmer, or boss, across rhe head. A smaller subspecies, rhe forest buffalo, lives in equatorial forests.

Often wrongly called buffalo, there are rwo
species of bison. T he American bison is a grassland animal which appears in rwo forms - rhe
plains bison and rhe woods bison. The European
bison , or wisent, is a forest dweller. Bison are
massive animals standing more rhan 1.5 m (5 fr)
rail and weighing more rhan 9 10 kg (2,000 lb).
Asiatic buffalo
European bison
The wisem lives in Poland's
Bialowieza Forest. It is taller
tha n the American bison and
has a longer. less barrel-like bodv,
and longer legs. Irs hindquarters
are also more powerfully built.

Yak
Largest of the wild
cattle, the wild yak
lives in herds high up
on the Tibetan Platedu
in Central Asia. To protect
them agdinst t he bitterly
cold climate, yaks ha"e
long. shaggy black hair
reaching dl most to the
ground. with a thick
undercoat.

There are four species of
Asiatic buffalo - the water
buffalo (shown here), rhe
lowland and mountain
anoa, and the tamarau.
The water buffalo occurs
in a domestic and a wild
form, but only a few wild
herds survive. Its horns are
semi-circular and sweep
outward and backward.

Largest and smallest
W ild cattle range in size
from the wild yak. which
is more than 2m (6.5 ft)
high at the shoulder, to
the mountain anoa. " hich
is no more than ..,6 em
(30 in) high.
M ozmrain

Banteng

01100

Found in Southeast Asia,
Java. and Borneo. the
bameng is a shy animal.
Females and voung are
a brick-red colour: adult
males are black.
D FER AN D
ANTELOPES

Endangered tamarau
Confined to the
highlands on rhe island
of M indoro in the
Philippines, this
dwarf buffalo has
been relentlessly
hunted. Only about
I 00 survive today.

CAPE BUFFALO
SCIE"-TIFIC 1'\A\iE 5 cu us ca./fi_r__
O RDFR Artiodanyla

I

FA"'ILY Bovidae
D ISTRIBt, TIOlll Africa. south of the
Sahara
HABilAT Grassland and woodland
~avannahs. but seldom f.u from water
D IFT Mainly grass, occasionally
~upplcmentcd wi th foliage

Sl/f 1.5 m (5 frJ at the ~houlder

Lll ~ WA '\: About 20

FARMI:-o:G
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BUGS

Features of a bug
Nl bugs have specialized mouthparts with cutting implements
for piercing, and needle-like sucking tubes held within a
protective sheath. Some bugs, such as lantern bugs, have
their membranous wings exposed when at rest; orhers
have forewings that are partially thickened and
used not for flight, but as a protective cover
for the delicate hind wings.

THE WORD BUG is often used
to describe any crawling
insect or a disease-causing
germ. The true bugs are a
group of insects that have long feeding
rubes specially adapted for sucking fluids
out of plants and animals. Bugs, such as
shield bugs, are often brightly coloured,
and, as a group, they are remarkably varied
in shape. There are about 55,000 species
of bug, including large solitary insects,
such as giant water bugs and cicadas,
and tiny creatures, such as scale insects,
bedbugs, and aphids. It is the smaller
b ugs, such as greenfly and leaf hoppers,
that create problems for farmers because
of the severe damage they cause to crops.

...
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Parthenogenesis
\phids such as greenfly
and blackfly, muhiply
rapidly, because they
can reproduce wi thout
mating. Females produce
a succession of identical
female offspring from
unfenili1.ed eggs. each
of which later produces
more of the same. This
i~ cdlled parthenogenesis.

For~wings

overlap at

/

Spin~s on hind kgs
ar~ uud for define~.

Assassin bugs

Reproduction

Feeding

Bugs attract a mate in many ways, such as
giving off scent, or vibrating the surface of
water. Male cicadas attract females wirh
their loud song, produced by drum-like
organs on the abdomen. During mating,
male and female bugs are often
attached for hours. Females usually
lay hundreds of eggs. These
hatch into nymphs tiny versions of their
parents- and moult
many rimes before
reaching adult size.

Bugs use their mouthparts to cut a
hole in their food and pierce the soft
pans inside. They inject enzymes
and digestive juices through a pair
o f tiny tubes to break down solids
and suck up the resulting flu ids.
In rhis way, predatory bugs, such as
assassin bugs, can suck their victims
dry. Bedbugs are parasites that suck
the blood of birds and mammals.
including humans. Some bugs
feed only on plant juices.

Assassin bugs are carnivores. Most
prev on other invertebrates, such as
millipedes. Some steal prey already
caught in spiders' webs. Assassin
bugs can squirt toxic saliva
at would-be predators.

Fuding
tuk

Assassin bug
fuding on a cockroach.

Shield bugs
Shield bugs are found
virtually worldwide. They
are also called stink bugs,
as they can give off a bad
smell. Females protect their
eggs and young from attack.

Defence

Leaf hoppers
Leaf hoppers dre herbivores. They
are often considered pests as they
cut holes in the leaves of plants, such
as cotton plants, to suck out the
sap. thereby weakening the plants.

\ Young shi~ld
bug nymphs b~ing
guard~d by th~ir moth~r.

Water bugs

Tree hoppers

Small bugs face many enemies from
ladybirds to birds. To derer would-be
artackers, bugs have evolved a range of
defences. Some bugs. such as tree hoppers,
have developed elaborate camouflage; others,
<>uch as stink bugs, give off bad smells. T he larvae
of spittle bugs. also known as frog hoppers. hide
within a frothy substance called cuckoo spit.
Aphid<> emplov ant<> to protect them by p rovid ing
their guardians with a nutritious sugarv secretion.
ARTH ROPOD.\

CA\fOt:FlAGE
A..~D COLO L:R

mt.

Tru

hopp~rs

camouflag~

thnmaus with
proj~ctions of
cuticl~ that
r~Jt'mbl~

Some bugs live in water. Pond ,katers
skim over water on their daimv legs,
while water boatmen dart below the
water u'iing paddle-shaped limbs.
Underwater bugs come to the surface to
breathe, or carry around an air bubble.

thorm.

SCIENTIFIC NAME
Graphoc~phala coccin~a

O RDER Homoptera
f AMILY Cteadellidae
D ISTRIBUTIOI\ Eastern USA and
eastern Canada
H ABITAT Meadows and gardens
D IET Plant juices
SIZE Length 8-11 mm (0.4-0.5 in);
wingspdn 12-16 mm (0.5-0.6 in)
-

-

LIFESPAI' Adults: up to 4 months

FAR.\-HNG

F LIGHT,
AM\-1AL

)!'.SECTS

LAKE AN D

RIVER
WI LDLIFE

PARASITES

P LANTS,
DEFENCE
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BUILDING AND CONSTRUCTION
is a permanent
structure with a roof and four walls.
Buildings come in a huge variety of shapes,
sizes, and appearances - from skyscrapers
and factories to schools, hospitals, houses, and garden
sheds. Despite these differences, all buildings have the
same basic purpose - to provide a sheltered area in
which people can live, work, or store belongings. The
engineers, surveyors, and construction workers who
plan and build these structures also work on other
projects, such as roads, bridges, dams, and tunnels.
THE SIMPLEST BUILDING

Anatomy of a building

Early building
Since the beginning of history, people
have built shelters to protect themselves
fro m the weather, wild animals, and
their enemies. The first buildings were
simple, single-storey structures made of
materials such as wood, stone, and dried
grass and mud. The first large-scale
stone constructions were temples for the
worship of gods and goddesses, and
palaces in which powerful leaders lived.
About 6,000 years ago, people
discovered how to bake clay bricks. In
time, engineers developed new building
methods that enabled them to build
higher and lighter structures.

,,
........
,l"}._
1
..

~ Walls ar~ Tnlllk from mud and

Ancient tower-house, Sana, Yemen

bricks dri~d in

th~

Suns

h~at.

Roof

Most buildings have certain features in common, such as walls, a
roof, and floors. A large modern building, such as this airport
terminal, also has a strong internal frame. Underneath this are the
solid foundations on which the whole structure rests. The building
is equipped with services, such as electricity and water supplies, as
well as escalators, stairs, or elevators to give access to different
storeys, and fire escapes that enable people to leave the building
rapidly in the event of an emergency.

A roof is a proteaive covering over
a building. Roofing materials
include thatch, clay tiles, slate, glass,
and steel. Roofs in wet climates are
shaped to make rainwater run off,
in cold countries, they slope steeply
to stop snow from building up; and
in dry climates, they are often flat.
Sloping roofs are held up by
supports called roof trusses.

Kansai Airport, japan

Glass wall lm
in a lot oflight.

\

shmysu~J

pantIs.

Floor
rtsts on
columm,
which ar~
part of
fram~.

A building's foundations spread its
huge load evenly into the ground, stopping
the building from sinking under irs own
weight. Pile foundations are columns that
rest on hard rock; raft foundations are
concrete platforms that rest on soft rock.
The foundations form the base on which
the building's frame is constructed.

Walls and floors
Internal frame
The "skeleton" of a large building is irs
internal frame, which supports the roof,
the walls, and the floors. Frames can be
made of wood, steel, or reinforced-concrete
columns and beams joined together.

Structural engineers
Long before the construction of a
building is underway, structural
engineers begin working on the design
of the building with an architect.
They calculate how strong the
building's structure needs to be and
d raw up detailed plans, usually on a
computer. When the building work
commences, they make sure that
everything happens safely, on time,
and within the fi nancial budget.
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Foundatzom cctrnd
und~rground.

s~roiu machin~ry.

In a house, the walls - which may be made of wood,
stone, or brick - are strong enough to hold up the
floors, ceilings, and roof trusses. In a larger structure,
however, the frame supports the building's weight, and
the walls simply hang from the frame. The floors in a
large modern building are reinforced-concrete slabs.

Surveyors

Structural engineer on a building site

Accuracy is extremely
important in construction
work if rhe completed
building is to have vertical
sides and level walls, and be
structurally safe. Even small
errors in the design or
assembly can result in parts
nor fitting together properly.
People called surveyors check
the building at every stage of
its construction, using special
instruments, such as
theodolites and spirit levels, to
rake accurate measurements.

\ T heodolite is an
instrument that measures
angles to find distances
lengths, and heights.

Surveyor
using
theodol ite

BUILDING AND CONSTRUCTION

Building sites

Building materials

The different stages in the construction
of a large building must always take
place in a certain order, starting with the
preparation of the site. Materials and
machinery must arrive just when they
are needed: if they are too early, the site
may get too crowded; if they are too
late, the building work may be delayed.

Some building materials, such as steel, concrete, and
bricks, are structural - that is, they make up the basic
structure of the building. Other materials, such as
ceramics and glass, are mainly decorative. Traditional
materials, such as stone and wood, have been used
for many centuries and are often found locally.
Building site
materials

Stu/ rods fo r
rtinforctd
concrttt

Site clearance and excavation
The building site must fi rst be cleared, which may
involve demolishing other buildings, removing
vegetation , and levelling the site. Holes are
excavated (d ug) for the foundations and basement.

\%odm
plAnks for
scaffolding

Foundation laying

Concrete and steel

The next stage is to build the foundations. This
involves d riving steel beams, called piles, into the
ground, or pouring liquid concrete into a deep pit
to form a solid base that will support the building.

Most modern buildings contain concrete,
steel, or a com bination of both. Concrete
is a mixture of cement, water, and small
stones (called aggregate) that hardens like
rock when it sets. Steel is iron that
contains a tiny amount of carbon.
Concrete strengthened by steel rods is
called reinforced concrete.

Frame building
The building's frame soon rises
from the foun dations. The
frame is buil t either by bolting
together steel beams, or by
pouring concrete into moulds
crossed by steel rods. A shell of
metal poles and wooden planks,
called scaffolding, is temporarily
erected around the building so
that workers can reach all parts.

Compkud
building is
rtady fo r ust.

Completion
With the frame in place, work startS on
the floors, walls, and roo£ Services such
as water and waste pipes, heating and
air-conditioning ducts, and electricity
and telephone cables are installed on
each storey. Finally, the windows are
inserted. and the interior is decorated

Backhoe

-

Bricks

Some houses have floors made of
wooden planks and wooden beams
for roof trusses. Scaffolding may
have walkways of wooden planks.

Blocks of hardened clay, called
bricks, are laid in rows and
joined together with mortar a m ixture of cement and sand

Many buildings throughout the world are built from materials that
occur naturally in the surrounding area. These local materials may
include straw, mud, stone, wood, and even animal dung. T hey can
do just as good a job as modern man ufactured materials, which are
usually more expensive and
Duorativt
have to be imported
_...-/ woodm hatttns
from elsewhere.

Thatch is matk
ofinttrillu d
hundks of
straw (drit d
grass or
ruds).

Ruds

Mna/

Hand tools

Bricklayer's tools

Each tradesperson involved in
building and construction uses
special tools. A bricklayer, fo r
example, uses a trowel to spread
mortar on to bricks, a plumbline
to ensure that a wall is vertical,
and a spirit level and a set square
to check that it is horizontal.

rods
ucurt
hundks.
Cutaway
of a
thatched
roof

Construction plant

Construction workers

Powerful machines, such as cranes and cement
mixers, can do jobs in a few m inutes that
would take manual workers hours or even days.
O ther machines include pile-drivers to
hammer steel piles into the ground,
bulldozers to level building sites,
and excavating diggers.

People from a wide range of trades with many
different skills will work on a building before it
is finished. T hese tradespeople include
welders, bricklayers, electricians,
carpenters, plasterers, and plumbers.
For safety reasons, construction
workers often wear
hard hats and other
protective clothing,
such as goggles.

Wide shovtl
tool scoops
up soil

•

ARCHITECTURE

--·

Wood

Local materials

Equipment
Some of rhe tasks on a
building site, such as plastering
a wall or laying bricks, are
done by tradespeople using
hand tools. Other tasks, such
as erecting the building's
frame or lifting heavy
objects, may require large,
specialized machines.
Together, these machines are
known as construction plant.

Types of concrete

BRIDGES

CHURCHES AND
CATHEDRALS

DAMs

Wtlda wtaring saftty
visor and glovts

HousES

AND HOMES

IRON AND
STEEL

ROADS

TUNNELS
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BUTTERFLIES AND MOTHS
feeding
tube set butterflies and moths apart
from other insects. Together, they form
a single group of about 170,000 species, of which 90
per cent are moths. Both have four stages to their life
cycle in which they change from a caterpillar to an
adult with wings. They feed on plants, and rely on
camouflage, irritating hairs or spines, or Th~ front and hack wings o f /
a moth ar~ hook~d toguh~r.
poisons in their body for
protection against
predators.
SCALY WINGS AND A COILED

Wing scales
Scales on the wings
contain coloured
pigments. Some scales
produce colours by
reflecting the light.

Scales ov~rlap lik~
th~ tiles on a roof/

Moths
Most moths fly at night. T hey tend to
have drab colours, and have a fatter
body and longer, narrower wings than
butterflies. When resting, moths usually
hold thei r wi ngs open or fold them flat
over their back.

Swallowtail
butterfly

hav~ ~ ~

Moth antrnnM
a
larg~ surfoa ar~a for
picking up sants. :__.----

Butterflies
In most cases,
butterflies are more
brightly coloured than
moths and have a
thinner body. Unlike
moths, they hold
their wings upright
when resting. T he
front and back wings are
loosely joined together
by a lobe on the back
wing that grips rhe front
wing. Butterflies are
usually active by day
rather than by night.

Henry Bates
Henry Walter Bates
( \825-92) was a British
naturalist and explorer who
studied camouflage in
animals. He found that
some harmless insects
look the same as a
poisonous insect
so that predators
leave them
alone. This is
now called
Batesian mimicry,
after Henry Bates.

Feeding tube

Wings

ar~

matk ofa tough
supporud by a
n~twork of rigid v~ins.

m~hran~

Insects use their anten nae
for smelling, touching, and
tasting. Butterfly antennae
are dubbed; moth antennae
range from single strands to
feathery branches.

Life cycle
Butterflies and moths start
life as an egg, which hatches
into a caterpillar. This feeds
and grows until it rurns
into a pupa. The adult
develops inside the pupa.
This process of change is
called metamorphosis.

I

Pup• pro<m>

dev~loping adult.

Bumrfly pumps
blood into its
wings to ~xpand
and stiffin th~.

Defence
To escape from predators,
butterfl ies and moths often
fly away or hide. Some have
irritating hairs or spines, or
are poisonous. Bright
colours may warn predators
that a butterfly or moth is
poisonous. Poisons often
build up in a caterpillar
from the plant it eats. These
then remain in the adult.
Wing colour
When a buttert1y is resting,
onlv the underside of its
wings shows. T his is often
coloured for camouflage.
The colours of the upper
side help to attract a mate.
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Antennae

Adult butterflies and
moths suck up liquid food,
such as flower nectar,
through a tube called a
proboscis. A few moths
have no proboscis because
they do not feed as adults.

Adult

SWALLOWTAIL BUTTERFLY
NA.~ E

Papilio palinurus

Camouflage

Eyespots

SCIENTIFlC

Many butterflies and
moths blend in with their
surroundings at some
stage of their life cycle.
Camouflaged like this,
they may escape predators.

False eyes on the wings
can startle predators or
stop them from pecking
the real eyes. A damaged
wing is not as serious as
an injury to the head.

O RDER Lepidoptera
FA.~ ILY

Papilionidae

DISTRIBUTION From Burma to the
islands of Borneo and the
Philippines in Southeast Asia
HABITAT "tropical rai nforest

Mimicry

lJIET Flower nectar

Some butterflies and moths gain
protection by looking like another
species of butterfly or moth. The
top b uttert1v shown here is
poisonous; the bortom one is not.

-

t

SIZE Wing span: 9.5 em (3.75 in)
Varies (The ad ults of most
burrerflies live for only a few weeks
or months)

LIFESPAN

CAMouFLAGE
AND COLOUR

INSECTS

FLIGHT,
ANIMAL

Butterflies - - - - - - - - - -

Brown-veined white

Japanese emperor

Great orange tip
Great spangled fritillary
Common blue

Peacock

Small copper

Chequered
skipper

Hewitson's
blue hairstreak

Cairns
birdwing

Moths - - - - - - - - - -

Owl moth

Magpie moth

.~- .

-

Hoop pine moth

I
.

Garden tiger
Giant agrippa

Hornet moth

Oakeggar
Verdant
sphinx

Madagascan
sunset moth

Pale tussock

Hieroglyphic moth
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BYZANTINE EMPIRE
Rome •

IN 395, THE GREAT ROMAN EMPIRE split into eastern and

Constantinopk
'{Bvzantiumt

western sections. The western half- still called the
Roman Empire - was centred on Rome. The eastern
half became the Byzantine Empire with its centre at
Extent of Byzantine Empire, c.S65
Constantinople. The Greek character - in language, customs, and Because of its fab ulous wealth, superb
shipbuilding facilities, and strategic position between Asia
dress - of Constantinople contrasted with Latin Rome. Despite
and Europe, the Byzantine Empire was under almost constant
siege by its powerful neighbours- Persia, Arabia, Turkey, and
efforts on the part of emperors to reunite the two halves of the
some states of the Christian west.
old empire, the Byzantine Empire gradually grew away from
Rome. The Roman Empire collapsed in 410, but the Byzantine
Art and religion
Empire existed until1453 when the Ottoman Turks captured it.
Byzantine churches were famous for their
Mosqu~

Byzantium to Constantinople
The ancient Greek port of Byzantium srood on
the Golden Horn, a strip of land surrounded
by sea on three sides. Constantine the Great
(c.274-337) re-designed the city and re-named
it Constantinople in 330 AD. Soon it was one
of the world's most beautiful cities.

interiors, which were lavishly decorated on a
huge scale, with painted icons and intricate
mosaic images of Christ, the Virgin, and saints.
Icons
In the 8th cenrury, the empire was racked by arguments
over whether it was idolatrous to worship beautiful religious
statues and paintings, known as icons. Finally in 843, it was
declared to be legitimate, and their production increased. Later,
icons were portable, and collected by Renaissance artists

Bndgc over the Bosporus Strait, linking Asia and Europe

Great Schism

East versus west
By the 9th century, the Byzantine form of
Christianity was changing from the western,
or Roman, form. Greek had replaced Latin as
the official language, and the Roman pope and
Byzantine patriarch argued over church ritual.
However, they were united in their fear and
hatred of the non-Christian Turks and Arabs.

In I 054, representatives of
the Roman and Byzantine
churches excommunicated each
other. This religious split, or
schism destabilized political
links between east and west,
and caused mutual
suspicion and hostility.
Orthodox priest

Hagia Sophia
The biggest church in the eastern
empire, H agia Sophia was built in
only five years (532- 37). The
O rromans converted it into a
mosque in the 16th century,
and today it is a museum.

Fall of Constantinople
Constantinople was conquered
twice: once by the west and
once by the east. ln 1204, it
was ransacked by Christians on
their way to the Holy Land. In
1453, O ttoman Turks overran it,
and it became a Muslim stronghold.

Byz.anrine artists presst:d.
cubes of tinted glass, marble,
or precious stones into
beeswax or lime plaster to
make a mosaic. The artists
often decorated the images
with gold and silver leaf

Fall of Constantinople, 1453

Christ Pantokrator, ll th century

Timeline
395 Roman Empire
divided into west (Roman)
and east (Byzantine).

519- 34 Justinian I
introduces his
Roman Law Code.

976-1025 Basil II, known
as "the Bulgar-slayer",
gams more land than any
emperor since Justinian I.
1054 Great Schism:
Byzantine church
breaks with the
Roman church and
forms the Eastern
O rthodox church

867- 1056 Empire
reaches its peak.
T he Good Shepherd
mosaic, 5th century

-
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ART,
HIST ORY OF

CHRISTIANITY

0rTOMAN

EMPIRE

I 096 First Crusade:
European army joins
Byzantine army at
Constantinople.
1204 Fourth Crusaders
sack Constantinople.
1453 O rroman Turks
capture Constantinople,
ending the empire.
P ERSIAN

ROMAN

EMPIRE

EMPIRF

Emperor Justinian I
Justinian I (r.527-565), expanded the
empire in the west by conquering
North Africa, southern Spain, and
Italy, while holding off the Persian
threat in the east. In addition
Justinian built Hagia Sophia, and
his Codex Justinianus, or Roman
Law Code, still forms the basis of the
legal system in many European countries.

CABOT, JOHN see NORTH AMERICA, HISTORY OF • CACTI see DESERT WILDLIFE

CAESAR, JULIUS

Early life

general and ruler of
the Roman world. He is one of the most famous,
and controversial, figures in history. He transformed
the Roman world, expanding Rome's territory into
Gaul and suppressing many revolts. He was a fine administrator,
reforming the Roman calendar and Roman law and bringing
strong government to the republic. Caesar was also a great
writer and orator. But he could be unscrupulous in pursuit of
his own interests, and made many enemies during his career.

Caesar was born in Rome in
about I 00 BC. A member of a
rich family, he had a successful
military and political career,
rising through various offices
to become Pomifex Maximus,
or high priest, in 64 BC.
In 61 BC he became
Governor of Further
Spain, one of the most
important jobs in the
Roman republic.

jULIUS CAESAR WAS A BRILLIANT

Triumvirate

Pompey
Gnaeus Pompeius Magnus
(I 06-48 BC), known in
English as Pompey, was
a Roman general who
conquered Palestine and
Syria, and did much to get
rid of opposition to Roman
rule in Spain and Sicily.
Although he was a member
of the triumvirate and he
married Caesar's daughter,
he was always Caesar's rival.

In the years leading up to 60 BC , rival
politicians competed to gain power.
Order was restored when Caesar, the
financier Marcus Crassus, and the army
commander Pompey set up a three-man
committee, or triumvirate, to rule Rome. In
59 BC, the triumvirate allowed Caesar to be
elected consul, one of the rwo m agistrates
who held supreme power. As consul, Caesar
strengthened and reformed the government.

Gallic wars
From 58-50 BC, Caesar waged a series
of wars which led to the incorporation of
Gaul (modern France and Belgium) into
the Roman republic. Caesar displayed
great m ilitary ability in the G allic Wars,
and was ruthless with
any tribes who tried
to resist conquest.
Caesar recorded his
achievements
in his famous
memoirs of
the campaign.
Roman legionary's helmet

Pompey the Great

Civil war

Roman catapult bolts

Caesar as
soldier

Ca~sar cross~s

Pharsalus

th~

Caesar showed his
military skiUs when,
in 48 BC, he defeated
the much larger army
of Pompey near the
Greek town of Pharsalus.
Caesar's strategic sense
and better location
enabled his small force
to overwhelm Pompey's
army. which was routed.
Pompey himself fled to
Ero pt. where he died.

Rubicon.

Battle of Pharsalus

Dictator

Assassination

In 45 BC, Caesar was appointed
dictator for life. H e reformed the
living conditions of the Roman
people bv passing new agricultural
laws and improving housing. He
also made the republic more
secure from its enemies.

-

•

ARM IES

Despite his reforms. Caesar's dictatorial
rule made him enemies in Rome. On
15 March 44 BC - the Ides of March Caesar was stabbed to death in the
senate house by rival senators. including
Cas~ius and Brutus. But his work lived
on in his great-nephew and adopted
son, Octavian. who became emperor.

fRAN CE,
H ISTORY OF

J ULIUS CAESAR
c I 00

BC

Born in Rome.

80

First military service in
Turkey.

60

BC Forms triumvirate with
Crassus and Pompev.

59

BC

BC

58-50
50

Elected consul.
BC

Conquers Gaul.

Roman senate declares him
an enemy of the people.
BC

49 BC Starts civil war against
Pompey.

Assassination of Caesar
ITALY,
HISTO RY OF

Cleopatra
Caesar followed Pompey to Egypt and
remained in the country after Pompey's
death. He befriended and lived with
Cleopatra, queen of £ro'Pt· and helped
establish her firmlv on the throne. When
Caesar returned to Rome in 47 BC,
Cleopatra came with him. After Caesar's
death. the Egyptian queen had twin sons
with the Roman soldier and politician
Mark Antony (c.Bl-30 BC}.

After the death of Crassus in 53 BC , rivalry berween Caesar and
Pompey reached new heights. Pompey became sole consul in 52 BC
and, with the support of the Roman senate (parliament), declared
Caesar an enemy of the people. In 49 BC , Caesar crossed the Rubicon,
the river dividing Italy from Gaul, and marched on Rome in triumph.
In 48 BC he defeated Pompey. By 45 BC , Caesar had removed all
opposi tion, becoming master of the Roman world .

ROMAN
EMPIRE

48

BC Defeats Pompey and follows
him to Ero pt.

44

BC Assassinated in the senate in
Rome bv rival senators.

UNITED KING DOM,
HISTORY O F
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CAMELS

~\1BODIA,

AND LAOS

Features of a camel
Camels are the largesr of the even-toed mammals,
sranding up to 2.4 m (8 ft) at the shoulder. T hey
have long legs, and walk at an ambling pace.
Camels have a split upper lip, which allows them
to eat dry, spiky plants. T hei r lips and upright
heads have given camels a reputation for arrogance.
In reality this is nonsense. H owever, camels may
spit at, or bite, humans if annoyed or frightened.
D uring the mating season, male camels often fight,
biting their rivals when competing for females.

camels can
withstand extreme conditions. There are two main
types: the one-humped dromedary, which lives in
Africa and Arabia, and is usually domesticated;
and the two-humped Asian Bactrian, some of which still roam
wild in the Gobi Desert. Closely related to camels are four
animals without humps - llamas, alpacas, guanacos, and
Hump
vicunas. All six species, called camelids, belong to the
Contrary to popular belief, the camel's
hump is nor filled with water, bur is a fat
artiodacryls, a group of herbivorous, evenThick fur keeps camel
srore that provides the camel with energy
warm during cold desen
toed mammals that also includes cattle.
when food is scarce. Because fat is stored
WELL- SUITED TO DESERT LIFE,

nights, and helps prevent
merheating in the day.

Feet

in the hump. there is less far under the
rest of the skin enabling the camel to
lose hear more easilv in hot conditions

Split
uppt'T/ip

Camels' feet have lWO roes
joined by a web of skin;
underneath is a soft, flexible
pad rhar splays our when the
camel walks. The camel's
feet are very wide, and
thi~. together wirh the
pad, prevents the camel
from sinking into sofr
sand and enables
it to walk over
rough terrain.

H ead of dromedary camel

Eyes and nostrils

Long, curved
neck, allows
camel to
reach desert
vegetation.

Ships of the desert

.

'

,

r

'
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Salt-laden caravan, Taoudenni, Mali

Types of camelid
Related to camels are two species of
domesticated camelid, the llama and
alpaca, and two wild species,
the vicuna and guanaco:
all live in or near the
Andes mou ntai ns in South
America. Small herds of
guanaco feed on grass and
shrubs in shrubland and
savannah up to heights
of 4,250 m {13,900 ft), Vicuna
Vicunas, rhe smallest of
from southern Peru to the camelids, live in family
groups at high altitudes.
southern Argentina.
ASIAN
WI LD LI FE
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Camels have long eyelashes
that protect their eves
from fierce sandstorms and
enable them to see under
difficult conditions. They
can close rheir slit-like
nostrils to reduce rhe
amount of sand and dust
blowing up rhe nose, and
minimize moisture loss
from the nasal caviry.

Water loss

Camels are the only animals that can carry heavy loads
long distances in extreme heat and with little water.
Nomadic peoples survive in deserts bv using camels
as pack animals. as well as for meat, milk, and skins.

' .

Slit-like nostrils

Long rye
lashes

Camels can exist for long periods without water,
but make up the loss quickly when water is
available. Camels are also adapted to reduce
water loss by prod uci ng d ry faeces and small
amounts of syrupy urine. In addirion, their body
remperature can rise to 40.5°C (1 04.9°F) during
the dav, red ucing the need to keep cool bv
sweating, a process that also causes water loss.

Within 10 minutes,
camels can drink
sufficimt watt'T to
make up huge losses.

During long periods
without drinking, a
camel can lose 40 per cent
ofits body mass as water.

D ROM ED ARY CAM EL

Vzcunasart'a
protected spmes.

SLIENTIFIC NAMl: Came/us drometfanus
O RDI:.R Artiodacryla
f A."flLY Camelidae
D l'>TRIBL TIOI' Domesticated in North
Africa, Middle East, southwestern
Asia; feral populatiom in Australia
HABITAT Desert
------

D l~

r Anv rvpe of desert vegetation,

including thorny lWigs and salry
plants that other animals avoid

Alpaca

Llama

The highland peoples of Peru
and Bohvia breed alpacas for
their long, soft wool.

Llamas are used as pack animals to carrv
loads of up to 100 kg (2.:!0 lb), at altitudes
of 5.000 m ( 16.400 ft) over long dmances.

DESERT S

D ESERT
WI LDLI FE

MAMMALS

SIZE Head and body length 3 m
(10ft); shoulder height 2m (6.5 ft);
weight up to 600 kg (I .320 lb)
LIFE~PA"'

PIGS AND
PECCARIES

Up to 50 years
SOUTH AMERICAN
WI LDLIFL

C~AMERAS
A LIGHTPROOF BOX with a
hole or lens at one end, and
a strip of light-sensitive film
t the other, is the basic component of a
uaditional camera. To take a photograph,
rhe photographer points the camera at an
object and presses a button. This button
'ery briefly opens a shutter behind the
lens. Light reflected from the object passes
through the lens and on to traditional film
or a digital chip to produce an image.

1

T he quality of a photograph is
controlled by adjusting rhe fil m
and shutter speed d ials, flash, and
aperture scales. This is because
the final image wi ll depend on the
type of film in the camera, the
amount of light that enters rhe
lens, and the length of time that
the fil m is exposed to light.

Self-timer

Lens

l~ver

r~uas~

35mm cameras

button

The most popular cameras are the 35mm.
named after the width of the film they use.
These cameras are small and easy to manage.
Thev oti:en have in-built features, which
adjust automatically to variations in light
and distance, to ensure that a clear
photograph is taken every time.

Lens
Conn~ctzon

Shutter and
film sp~~d dzal

Film r~wmd
knob,

for fozsh

Digital cameras

Dzstanu
/scau

D igital cameras contain no fil m.
Instead, the image is captured on
a photosensi tive chip. Photos are
displayed instantly on a screen
on the camera and can be deleted
if nor liked. Images can be loaded
into a computer and printed out.
Com puter imaging

Images ar~ set

Parts of a camera

Shutt~r and film spe~d dial

Shutur rt'Uas~
button\

--........Lens
Movable

A mi rror sends light
from the lens to the
viewfinder while the
shutter is closed.

fozsh
head_

Some cameras can also

an image has been
to high or low
r~cord tiny video clips.
on a digital camera, quality. ,
un then be fed into a
~... ~..-----~111!11-...,_1!!...
purer. From here it
printed out on photo
or sent over the
cmet. Special software
-s the picture to be
ipulated and gives
d.t photographer a lot of
uol over the image.
Batteries insid~
D igital camera
supply power.

sensor~

Single-lens reflex camera
Flashes
A Aash provides the extra light
needed for taking pictures after dark,
or in d im conditions. The Aash is
electronically controUed to go off at
the moment the shutter opens.

-

-

Unlike other cameras, the view
through a single-lens reflex (SLR)
camera is that of the acrual image that
is recorded on the film. Mirrors in the
viewfinder correct the upside-down
image sent from the lens.

--

-

Lenses

Telephoto

Differe nt lenses achieve
different visual effects. A wideangle lens allows more of rhe
scene to appear in a photograph
than a normal lens. A telephoto
zoom lens can take a close-up
shot of a distant object. T he
fis heye ler.s distorts images for
Jramaric effect. T hese lenses
are detachable from the camera.

t•~

...

Mil

lk

~--

.·'

-·~

Film types
Today, plastic film comes in various sizes and speeds,
in a colour or a black and white format, packaged as
rolls or plates. The speed. given in ASNISO or DIN
numbers, indicates how quicklv the film reacts to
-light. A new device, the Electronic Film
Svstem, fits into a 35mm camera and
holds up to 30 digital images which
can be transferred to a computer.

N ormal lens
...

As the shutter is
released, the mirror
slips up allowing the
light to reach the
film (shown by rhe
dotted line).

'

Fisheye lens

IJ Omm film

George Eastman

Timeline

o\n American inventor. George Eastman
1854-1932), formed the 1\.odak
company. In 1884, he produced the first
roll film and in 1888 the first
box camera, making
photography an accessible
hobby. In 1889, he used
clear celluloid film on

4th century BC The
"camera obscura" is
developed; it consists of a
darkened room into
which an image is
projected.

F ILMS AND
FI LM ~MAKING

G LASS

3 Smm fil m

Plate film

1822 Frenchman
Joseph N iepce rakes
the first photograph
on a sheet of pewter,
coated with bitumen.

1839 William Fox
Talbot, an Englishman,
invents a process that
allo"Y.s photographs to
be copied

1948 American inventor
Edwin Land developes
the first instant camera,
which is marketed by the
Polaroid Corporation.

1986 Disposable
camera launched.

1839 N iepce's
colleague, Louis
Daguerre, announces
process for recording
images on copper.

18 95 The Lumiere brothers
of France patent their
original camera/projector
using celluloid film with
sprocket holes at the edge.

19'i6 A camera that
records onto reel-to-reel
magnetic videotape,
rather than plastic film,
is invented.

1992 The jpeg,
a compressed file
format tor storing
digital images, is
introduced.

INVENTIONS

L IG HT

PHOTOGRAPHY

PLASTICS
AND RU BBF R

1980s First digital
cameras prorotyped.

T ELEVISION

VIDEO
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Stills cameras
Image projected upside down

Upperkns
is for
viewing • ..-.-••11111

Box made

Early cameras
Shutter
operated

by a cor~

Daguerreotype camera of
mid-!800s was the first
model sold to the public

Fox Talbot's camera of
18j5 required exposure
times of over an hour.
Shutter and
film speed
dial

Shutter reuase

Kodak Autographic
Special of 1918 was an
early roll-ftlm camera.

Brownie H awkeye of the
1940s reflected the new
use of plastic in design.

Ensign of the 1930s, with a
side viewfinder: was popular
in sports photography.

Zoom
controlled
by motor

35mm cameras
;

Manual SLR camera needs
to be tocu~ed and wound
on manually.

Auwmatic SLR camera has
an automatic film-loading
and wind-on mechanism.

.

.

1950s Duaflex was modelled
on rhe superior twin-lens
cameras of the rime.

~

Basic compact camera has
a fixed length lens and
built-in tlash.

Advanced compacts are
often fined with a zoom
lens, giving exrra Aexibiliry.

Leica cameras were the
first to me the smallformat, 35mm film.

Waisr-level viewer anachment
allows photos robe taken &om
waist heighr.

Medium- and large-format cameras

6 x 4.5 em camera is
a ~mall, light, mediumformat camera.

6 x 6 em camera produce.
a square image and is used
by many professionals.

Direct vision camera has
rangefinder focusing lenses,
reducing size and weight.

Large
viewfinder

6 x 7 em camera produces
a rectangular image ideal
for landscape photographv.

6 x 9 em camera produces
large images rhar make
very clear enlargements.

Large-format camera
uses individual sheets
of film for each image.

Built in flash

Special cameras
Bellows camera
allows for a very
wide range
of image
magnifications.
Film exit slot

Underwater camera has
large easy-to-read dials for
me deep underwater.

Panoramic camera rotares
to take view ot up to
360° in one exposure.

Movmg bdlows along
track alters magnification

Polaroid camera produces
a finished phow seconds
afrer taking rhe picrure.

Disposable camera is
simple and light, and 1s
used only once.

Movie cameras
Debco pavro W.!S an
earh mov1e ~.-amera
The handle \\.1~ turned
to starr tllming.

Marev's ritle i~ 1 camera
;haped like a ritle, \\ith
the lem in the barrel

Trigger workr like
a shutter re ase
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Technicolor threestrip camera
produces good, but
expemi\e films.

~rill

photograph~

in rapid

success1on.
Images are
recorded

Magazines
hold three
strips offilm
upar. te/y

Afatt-box keepc stray
f,ht out ofthe uns

Cine 8 takes

Camcorders are hand-held
video cameras used by
many individuals.

CAMEROON see AFRICA, CENTRAL

CAMOUFLAGE AND COLOUR
Types of coloration

different
colours, shapes, and patterns
that help them survive. Some,
such as birds-of-paradise,
are brightly coloured to attract a mate;
others, such as the fire salamander, use
~olo ur to advertise that they are poisonous
ro eat. Animals, such as lapwings and
olar bears, are camouflaged - coloured
Bright
colours of
or patterned - in such a way that they
maumake
him stand
blend with their surroundings.
Camouflage helps animals to hide
-om predators, but it can also help
predators to creep up on their prey.
ANIMALS HAVE EVOLVED

Coloration falls into two main categories: cryptic
and phaneric. Cryptic colours and patterns
help an animal to remain concealed, thus
helping protect it from enemies, or
assisting in the capture of its prey.
The factors that cryptic species
suppress- colour, m ovement,
and relief- are exaggerated
in phaneric species.
Phaneric coloration
makes an animal stand
out. It can include the
conspicuous d isplay
of brilliant colours,
shapes, and actions,
as demonstrated
by birds-ofparadise.

hatched lapwingr
colour

Cryptic coloration
Cryptic coloration is common among birds.
The plumage of many desen species blends
perfectly with the ground colour of their
habitat. Birds of the forest canopy, such
as parrots, are frequently green to
match the dense foliage in which they
live. Not all members of the same
species are of cryptic colours. Sometimes
the female or nestlings, which are generally
in greater need of concealment, may be of
cryptic colour, while the male is conspicuously
coloured w attract a mate.

C amouflage

Red-headed
gould.ian finch

Phaneric coloration used by animals such as
macaws and mandrills makes them stand out and
be noticed. It is used berween male and female
in counship displays, berween parent a!ld
young and members of a group for purposes
of recognition, berween rival males in threat
displays, and berween predators and prey
as warning signals, bluff, or to deflect
attack. Long ear- and head-plumes,
fans, elongated tail feathers,
wattles, and inH.uable air sacs are
all used to attract attention.

Disruptive coloration

Mimicry

Irregular patches of contrasting
colours and rones of an
animal's coat diven attention
away from the shape of the
animal, malcing it harder to
recognize. Tigers and giraffes
show disruptive coloration.

Mimicry is an extreme form of concealment. It occurs
when a relatively defenceless or edible species looks like an
aggressive or dangerous species. The mimic not only takes
on the appearance of the objecr it is mimicking, but also
adopts its behaviour, assuming characteristics that are
completely alien to it. For example, harmless milk snakes
resemble poisonous coral snakes so thar orher animals will
not attack them. The monarch, a poisonous butterfly,
is mimicked by a non-poisonous species,
Hypolimnw, which is
indistinguishable from it.

concealment to be
· e, the colour and
em of an animal's
or skin must relate
to its background.
bird's colour often
onizes with its nesring
• ments; some ground.ng birds choose a nest site
surroundings of similar colour
·r eggs as an aid to concealment.
:...rr and posture can be a highly
· e form of camouflage. The many
of concealment include d isruptive
tion, disguise, and immobility.

Tiger camouflaged in long grass

Disguise
Cryptic coloration aims to
disguise rather rhan conceal. The
combination of colour, form, and
posture can produce an almost
exact replica of a commonplace
object associated with the habitat
Stick insects, for example,
resemble small rwigs, while
nightjars, when lying down, look
like stones or wood fragments.

Immobility
Effective camouflage is possible only
if an animal remains stilL Many
animals react to danger by freezing.
For example, if confronted with
danger, reedbuck crouch down
with their necks outstretched, and
by remaining motionless, become
hard to distinguish from their
surroundings. Some birds, panicularly
ground-nesting birds such as nightjars,
squar down to reduce the shadow they make.

Milk snake

- Milk snakes have smpes
ofthe same colour as
coral snakes, but in
a diffirent order.

Assassin bug

Assassin bug covered in debris by
termites' nest ,
Many species of assassin bugs resemble the
insects on which they feed. This enables
them to get dose to their prey without being
deteaed, before seizing it and injecting a roxie
fluid. One species of assassin bug. Salyavata
variegata, lives in termite nests. It camouflages
itself by covering its body in debris, including
the bodies of termi[es, and then enters the nest,
unnoticed, to feed on the inhabitants.
Termite \
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Social displays

Signalling
Signs and signals help animals to maintain contact,
preserve the social hierarchy, and intimidate rivals
and enemies. The signals have to be conspicuous
and unmistakable. The ring-tailed lemurs of
Madagascar raise their long black-and-white tails
to waft seem at their rivals, and to enable all
members of a group to maintain contact. The
black rings encircling the cheetah's white-tipped
tail enable the cubs to follow their parent, which
would otherwise be invisible in the long grass.
The young of ringed plovers ha,e a white neck-band
which helps the parents keep the brood together.

Social displays take many different forms, from threat
display to courtship and bonding. Both cuttlefish
and octopuses can change colour; they darken
and flash different colours to intim idate rivals or
enemies. T he male Uganda kob, a type of antelope,
establishes territorial breeding grounds bv displaving
along the bou ndary of his territory. Lowering his
head, he makes a mock arrack with his horns. T his
warns rival males to keep our of his territory, while at
the same rime, induces other females to join his harem.

Strongftathm at the rear,
attached to muscles, are used to
raise the long
ftathers.

Courtship
Manv animals use courtship displavs to attract a mate.
The fiddler crab, for example, waves its outsize claw,
the elephant seal inflates its nose, and the
grouse spreads its tail and inflates its air
sacs. Among the most impressive
courtship displavs are that of the male
peacock, which spreads his brilliantlv
coloured tail plumage, and the
elaborate rituals of birds-ofparadise and bowerbirds. These
involve vibrating the bodv,
fJllning feathers, puffing
out plumage, decorating
nesting areas, and
calling loudlv.

Tailftathm
overlap and
rest on the
ground
when

relaxed.,

Peacock

Male calls as he
starts to display.

Peacock starting to
erect tail plumage. /

-~

/

Warning signals

Henry Walter Bates
The English naturalist and
explorer, Henrv Bates (1825--92)
spent II years exploring the
Amazon, returning with 8.000
species of previously unknown
insects. In I86I, he published a
paper on mimicry which made
an important contribution ro
the theory of natural selection.
He suggested that some
harmless insects looked like
harmful ones to discourage
predators from attacking rhem.

-
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Animals use m any methods to frighten off
other animals. Warning colours make prey
appear unpalatable to discourage predators.
Many poisonous and venomous animals do
not need to be camouflaged; they advertise
themselves with bright coloured patterns of
red, yellow, and black, which are recognized
warning colours. Skunks' black and
white coats warn they can
squirt foul-smelling spray.

B IRDS

B UG S

Some Arctic animals, such as the polar
bear and snowy owl. remain white
throughout rhe year; others undergo a
seasonal change. In far-northern latitudes
the stoat becomes completely white in
winter. except for the rip of irs rail, which
remains black. In the warmer parts of its
habitat. ir can retain its russc:r coloration,
become pan-coloured. or change to white
as needed. This abilitv to change colour
provides rhe stoat wirh effective
camouflage throughout the year.

False warning
Many animals emplov bluff as a
means of defence. In birds, this
mav take the form of flufling up
feathers. spreading wings. and
clacking beaks. Manv frogs and
toads blow themselves up
to make them appear
larger; the hav.kmoth
caterpillar looks like a
snake to intimidate
enemies; and the
Australian frilled
lizard ereets its frill
and hisses loudly to
imimidare intmders

I

Seasonal change

D EER A]'.; D
ANlELO PES

FROGS AND
TOADS

Stoa t with dark summer coat

Hawkmoth
caterpillar
European
common toad
LIONS AND OTHER
WILD CATS

Stoat with pale winter coat
MONKEYS AND
OTHER PRIMAT ES

OWLS

AND
N IGHTJARS

PoisoNous
ANIMALS

SNAKES

CAMPING AND HIKING
ONE OF THE MOST popular types of
ideal
holiday, camping offers people the An
campsite
chance to enjoy the great outdoors
at close quarters. For many people,
their first experience of camping is as children,
~erring up a tent in their own back yard.
But it is also a popular activity with
adults, who enjoy getting away from
cities to explore the countryside,
and perhaps even learning survival
kills in the wild. Camping offers the
ireedom to choose to stay at one
~ampsite through a holiday, or to
Choosing
. . r up camp at a different site each
a campsite
night. Whatever the type of
Manv campers stay on organ ized
oliday, it is important to take
campsites with shared cooking and washing
te appropriate clothing, food,
facilities. T hose who prefer to camp "in the wild"
for h igh, level, dry ground on which ro pitch a
look
m d equipment.

rem . The best campsites are sheltered from the wind ,
and not too close ro any rivers or dams.

fiK ingredients

Making a teepee fire
Fires provide warmth and a means of
cooking, but they can also be dangerous.
Campers must make certain that a fire is
permitted, safe, and will nm harm their
tent or the surroundings. They are especially
careful if a strong wind is blowing.

Keep a torch
at the head
ofthe
sueping
bag. -

Unpack things
only as needed
_ The head ofa
skeping bag should
foce the door.

The camper gathers
the fuel he or she
needs (ranging in size
from twigs to branches),
cuts out a square of
turf. and puts a layers
of sticks in the hole.

1

ing

provide
shelter from
the wind.

' River is a source of
water for drinking
and washing.
"\ Ground is uvel and there is
no ddnger offlooding.

Living in your tent
There is very little room inside a tent, so campers
need to be well organized, or they may lose things
and be uncomfortable. To stop damp seeping in
&om the soil under a sleeping bag. campers put a
waterproof sheet on the ground beneath the tent.

Things to take camping
It is better to take only the basic items of equipmem
camping. These include all the tools needed to set up
a camp. as well as cooking and eating utensils. In
addition, campers should take hard-wearing clothes
ro protect them against all types of weather.

The camper then
balances four sticks
to meet at the top in a
teepee shape, making
sure the teepee has
enough space for
tinder inside the sticks

2

Gradually, the
camper adds more
sticks, making the
teepee as sturdy as
possible, and puts some
tinder. such as leaves
and dry grass, inside.

3

Binoculars

~,,

Torch

.:::::

Swiss army knifi
Sroling kit

Having set light to the tinder,
1
-r dte camper gradually adds
tinder, then twigs and
pieces of fuel. He or
takes care not to
k the teepee
When the
~ burns, it will
ose and create
rs that can be
~ fOr cooking.

Match~;

II\

w
•··-

. __ ..
,.

J
oyzpassl

Plastic plate
and bowl

\

,Cutkry
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CAMPING AND HIKING

Food and water
For healthy eating, campers aim to
maintain a balanced diet, including
fruit and vegetables, bread, and food
containing protein, such as fish and
meat. If it is difficult or impossible for
campers to buy food while they are
away, they take tinned or freeze-dried
foods, which will not perish. Campers
should only d rink water fro m
approved sources. If
Kupwaur
necessary, they take
containn-s
water purifiers or a
spotussly
portable water filter.
cuan.

Meals for a day on the trail

Fru:u-dri~d ~

When campers are going on a long hike, they
plan their meals before they set out, sorting
food into labelled plastic bags. They eats
main meals ar the stan and end of the day,
and nibble snacks during the day for energy.

meal is
dehydrated,
uaving th~
uxtur~ of
food intact.

Dried foods
D ried meals are
useful for hikers. They
are portable and are prepared
simply by adding hot water.
This saves time and fuel. If
meals are prepared in their
Rzc~
bags and resealed, hikers
can eat them on the trail.

Curry-

Food for travelling

Foil
bags

Egg
-

;

fl

I

1
,

\

\
I~!

••

Boiled sweets

~ ··.
Peach
juice

Portable foods
To keep their backpack
easy to carry, experienced
campers put as much of
their food as possible into
bags. When they do rake
tins, these are small enough
for the camper to eat the
contents in one go.

~~--

.

. .• ;; r ~

-
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-
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Canoe hiking
In some parts of the world, people can
go hiking in canoes. They travel along
rivers and spend the nights camping
on the riverbank. Where the river is
too dangerous for canoeing, they move
to the land and carry their canoes. The
canoes used are light and easy to carry.

Sardines

Salami

Caravanning

Hiking

A popular alternative to camping is
caravanning. C aravans are small,
compact homes on wheels, which can be
towed by a car to a campsite. They are
more comfortable to live in than tents.
Most have stoves, beds, and toilets, and
some may even have refrigerators and
showers. Some
campsites have
permanent, fixed
caravans that you
can rent for a
hol iday if you do
not have your own.

Walking through the countryside, for a
few hours or for up to several weeks, is a
form of exercise enjoyed by people of all
ages. Hikers walk in groups, so that if an
accident occurs, at least two can go for
help together, and one can stay with the
injured member of the party. Hikers
should be fully equipped for the sort of
journey they are making and should
tell someone where they are going.

Tent pous
andp~gs

in the
bag

sam~

Th~ pack

Windproof
with
a hood.

so hl'avy
itt'mS stay
at th~ top.

Ihamm~r

Sleeping
bag at th~
bottom.

jack~t

Ia

Shoultkr
straps can be
adjusud to fir.

is k~t foil

Mountain walking
The most difficult and
dangerous form of hiking is
mountain climbing.
Mountain clim bers
enjoy testing their
st rength and skill on
steep rock faces. They
need to be particularly
fit, and use special
Crampon
climbing equipment.

Backpacking

Using a compass
Hikers rake a map and a compass
when they go on a long walk, so
that they can follow the route and
not get lost. A protractor compass,
shown here, is popular because it is
light, reliable, and accurate.
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A comfortable way
to carry belongings,
backpacks range from
light day packs to
large packs that have
space for everything
needed for several
days' hiking. They
sit as high as possible
on the shoulders, to
distribute weight.

-

•

ENERGY

ExPLORATION

F IRE

How to pack a backpack
To keep the contents of a backpack
dry, line it with a plastic bag and put
everything in separate plastic bags.
Pack the lighter, bulkier things at the
bonom and the heavier things at the
top. Spare clothes can be packed
down the back to protect the spine.
FIRST

AID

FooD

HFALTH
AN D FITNESS
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CANADA

CANADA FACTS
CAPITAL CITY O ttawa

country, Canada
covers the northern part of the North American
continent and is made up of ten provinces and three
territories. Canada borders Alaska and the Pacific
Ocean to the west, and the Atlantic Ocean to the east. Winters in the
northern third of the country, much of which lies within the Arctic
Circle, are so severe that very few people can live there. About 80 per
cent of Canadians live within 320 km (200 miles) of the US border.
Canada has huge forests, rich mineral resources,
and open, fertile farmland.
THE WORLD's SECOND LARGEST

AREA 9.220,970 sq km
(3.560,217 sq miles}
-- - - - -----POPVLAI IUN 31,100,000
MAIN LANGUAGES English, French,
Chinese, Italian, Native American
MAJOR RELIGION Christian
C URRENCY Canadian dollar

LIFE EXPECTANCY 79 years
PEOPLE PER DOCTOR 476
G OVERNMFNT Multi-party democraq
-ADULT LITERACY 99%

Built-up
For~I

Ottawa

871 mm (34 in)

Covered in lakes, rivers, and forests,
Canada has one-rhird of the world's
fresh water. Frozen islands lie in the
Arctic, high mou ntains in the west,
and vast prairies in the south.

Canada's capital sits on the south
bank of the Ottawa River, and
has a population of 921,000.
The city has clean, wide streets,
many lined with parks. The
Rideau Canal, part of a complex
of lakes and canals linking
Onawa with Lake Ontario,
freezes in winter, becoming
the world's longest skating rink.

~

59%

Physical features
Climate

Wetland Grassland
12%/1%

05%,

Barr~n

-.....Farmland
5%

5.5%

Most of Canada has a continental
climate with long, bitterly cold winters
and hot, humid summers. Coastal areas
are generally mild, especially the Paofic
west coast. The glaciers and ice-caps of
the north are permanently frozen.

Tundra
27%

Land use
Canada's vast prairies are used for growing
wheat. The forests support a thriving
timber industry. O nly five per cent of
Canada's land area is cultivated.

Rocky Mountains
The snow-capped Rocky
Mountains dominate
western Canada.
extending south into the
USA. Canada"s highest
mountain is Logan, at
5,959 m (I 9.551 ft).

3

Baffin Ba11

Parry I s.

Skating on the Rideau Canal
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CANADA
I
•

People

Leisure

Mosr C anadians have European
ancestors who emigrated to
C anada from rhe U K. France,
Germany, Scand inavia, and
lraly. T here are large n umbers of
Ukrainians, Indians, and C hi nese.
The indigenous peoples of
C anada form abour four per cenr.

M any C anadians enjoy
ourdoor acriviries. In rhe
summer, people sail, rafr,
canoe, or simply en joy one of
C anada's many well-kepr parks.
T he major specraro r sporrs are
hockev, baseball. and foorball.

I
II

Calgary Stampede
One of the world's largest rodeos,
the Calgary Stampede attracts
one million visitors every year.
Held in Julv, rhe 10-day rodeo
is an exciting recreation of the
Wild West. People dress up in
cowboy outfits and trv their
luck at calf roping. chuck wagon
racing, and bronco riding.

Winter sports
Inuit

3 per sq l.m
(8 per sq mile)

77%

23°o

Urban

Rural

The Inuit are one of the country's indigenous
groups, and almost 50,000 Inuits live in
northern Canada. One-quarter are settled on
Baffin Island, in the east Arctic, and speak their
own language, lnuktitut. In 1999 the Inuit
homeland of Nunavut was made a territory.

!!

Plentiful snow makes ~kiing and iceskating popular with many Canadians.
Ice hockey is plaved evervwhere, from
frozen backyards to national
stadiums. Calgary hosted the
1988 Winter Olympics.

Hardwood
stick

Farming

Transport

Five per cem of C anada's land
is arable, and rhe coumry is a
top expo rter of whear, oars,
maize, and barley. Foresr
prod ucts and fish are also key
exporrs. C arrie and pigs are
raised on rhe pastures of rhe
sourheasr. T hree per cem of
rhe work-force are farmers.

The 8.000-km (5,000-mile) Trans-C anada
H ighway links rhe easr and west coasrs. T he
Sr Lawrence Seaway provides rrade links for
rhe eastern provinces. A vasr air nerwork,
railways, rivers, and
rhe lakes are also
used for rransporr.

Niagara Fruit Belt
The land between Lakes Ontario and Erie
is called the ''Niagara Fruit Belt'" because
the soil and climate are ideal for growing
soft fruit, such as cherries and peaches.
Apples and cranberries flourish in
British Columbia. In the
east, the maple tree,
whose leaf is Canada's
national emblem,
vields rich S) rup.
a favourite sened
with sweet pancakes.

St Lawrence Seaway
Opened in I959, the St
Lawrence Seaway links
the Great Lakes with the
St Lawrence River and
the Atlantic. Over 725 km
(450 miles), a series of
locks enables ocean-going
ships. from all over the
world, to sail inland.

Maple
leaves

Wheat
Canada's main cereal crop is wheat, and on the
eastern prairies, around Saskatchewan, wheat farming
is a wav of life. About half of the 29,870.000 tonnes
(32,930,000 tons) grown everv vear are exported.

Industry
The cem re of C anada's ind ustry
is ar rhe wesrern end of Lake
O mario, a region known as
"rhe Golden H orseshoe".
Canadian factories process
foods, assemble cars, and make
sred , chemical products, and
paper. The service industries
are rhriving, and ro urism now
employs one in ren C anad ians.

Snowplough
Canada's long, cold winters bring heavy snow and ice to the
countrv, making travelling by road difficult and dangerous.
Snowploughs work through the day and night to keep roads
clear. Most Canadian roads are wide to allow
room for snow to be piled up on either side.

Mining
Minerals have been one of the major
factors in the growth of Canada's
economy. The country is the world's
largest producer of zinc ore and uranium,
and second of nickel and asbestos.

Quebec
At the heart of French Canada, Q uebec
City has many stone houses and 17thcenturv buildings. and its old town was
declared a World Heritage Site in 1985.
The province of Quebec is home to
nearly 7,500.000 people. More than
three-quarters of the people are of French
descent, and keep the French language
and culture alive. There have been many
attempts by the province to claim
independence from Canada.

Forestry
Canada's abundant forests have made
it the world's second largest exporrer of
softwood (fir and pine) and wood pulp.
Ten per cent of Canada's labour force
work in the lumber industry, where
timber is used as a raw material. British
Columbia, Quebec. and Ontario are
the major timber-producing provinces.
C ANADA,
HISTOR'I OF
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First Canadians

FoR MOST OF ITS history, Canada has been
home to Native Americans and Inuits. They
were descendants of the first people to settle
there during the Ice Age, and built advanced
cultures based on hunting and trapping fish and animals.
In 1497, the first Europeans visited the country, establishing
settlements in the early 1600s. In the 18th century, French
and British armies fought for control of the entire country.
T he British won, but a sizeable French community has
remained in Quebec to this day.

Fur trading

Tratkrs travelled by canoe m
ordt'T to reach the trading post.

Missionaries built churches
to convt'rt Native
Americans.

European settlers were
anracted to Canada by the
\\-ealrh to be made from
furs and skins of animals
rrapped in the forests.
The English-owned
Hudson's Bay C ompany,
established in 1670, and
oilier trad ing companies set
up fortified trading posts to
uade furs and other goods
~rh local Indian tribes.
Quebec (established 1608)
and Montreal (1 642)
oecame important
entres of the fu r trade.
Tradmg post

Houses and walls wrrr butlt
of wood.from the forests.

In 1867, Canada became
an independent domin ion
(nation) within the British
Em pire. At first, the new
country consisted o nly of
parts of Ontario, Quebec,
and two provinces on the
Atlantic coast. Graduallv,
the other provinces joined .
By 1905, most of Canada
had joined the Dominion.

1534-3 5 Jacques Cartier explores the
Gulf of Sr. Lawrence for France; then
discovers the St. Lawrence River.
1605 French establish the first
European colony at Port Royal,
'l'ova Scotia.
ExPLORATION

The French sea captain Jacques Cartier
(1491-1557) was hired by Francis I of
France, co look for a norrhwest passage
to China round the north of America.
In I "i34. he sailed imo the Gulf of St
La\\ renee, and, in I 535. discovered the
St Lawrence River. As he sailed up the
river, he stopped at rwo Indian 'illages Stadacona (modern Q uebec) and Hochelaga
(Montreal). As a result, French immigrants
began to senle b~ the St Lawrence River.

Capture of

Independence

Timeline

Jacques Cartier

Quebec

Wigwams made ofbtrch
wood covaed with skins or bark.

I 97 John Cabot, an lralian sailor.
clai ms Newfoundland for Britain.

The first inhahitams of Canada were peoples from
norrhern Asia who crossed a land bridge from
Siberia and moved sourh through
America more than 20,000 vears ago. The
Inuits li,ed in the Arnie regions, while
other N.uive American peoples occupied the
plains and coastal areas. They all developed their
own distincrive cultures. For example, the tribes of
the northwest coast recorded their familv history
on corem poles, carving our representations of rhe
family spirits on the trunks of cedar trees.

1-54 French and Indian War
berween Britain and France.
France forced to relinquish
Quebec to Britain.

Canadian government poster

1989 U K transfers all power relating
to Canada in British law.
1998 Government
apologises co Native
Americans over land.

1949 Founder member
of N ATO
FRANCE,
HISTORY O F

Immigration
At the end of the 19th century, Canada's economy expanded
and rwo transcontinental railways improved
communications. Canada
became an attractive place for
European emigrants, and
berween 1891 and 1914. over
three m illion people came to
Canada in search of work and a
new life. Canada's governmenr
encouraged Europeans to
emigrate, promising future
citizens health and wealth in
their new home.

1968 Quebec Parrv ~ormed to
demand independence for Q uebec.

1846 Oregon Trearv
confirms present borders
with USA

Canadian flag

NATIVE AMERICANS

In 1759, British
forces led bv
General James
Wolfe attacked
Quebec, capital
of the French
colonv of New
France. Wolfe
captured the city
arriving from
the Gulf of Sr.
Wolfe's flotilla arrives in Quebec
Lawrence with a
flotilla of 168 ships that carried over 30,000 men.
However, both he and the French commander,
Louis, Marquis de Momcalm, were killed. All of
French Norrh America came under British comrol.

NORTH AMERICA,
HISTORY O F

Quebec
Canada recognized borh its
Engli~h- and French-speakers as
equal, bur in the 1960s, many
people in French-speaking Quebec
began to press for their province
co become independent. In 1982,
Q uebec was given the status of a
"distinct society", but referendums
seeking independence were
defeated in 1980 and 1995.
UNITED KINGDOM ,
HISTORY OF

UNITED STATES,
HISTORY O F
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CANARY ISLANDS see ATLANTIC OCEAN • CAPE VERDE ISLANDS see ATLANTIC OCl:AN • CAPITALISM see GOVERNMENTS AND POLITICS

CARIBBEAN
HUNDREDS OF ISLANDS lie in the Caribbean
Sea, east of the USA and Central America, and
stretching west into the Atlantic Ocean. These
Caribbean islands, also known as the West
Indies, take their name from the Caribs, the original inhabitants
of the region, until the Spanish arrived in 1492. Most islanders
today are descendents of Mrican slaves brought to work in
plan rations between the 16th and 19th centuries. The islands
have a tropical climate, turquoise waters, and fine beaches,
and have developed a booming tourist industry. However,
many people are poor and live by farming.

Physical features

Coral islands
The warm, rropical seas of
the Caribbean provide ideal
conditions for corals. Some
of the Caribbean's volcanic
islands, such as Barbados
and the Cayman Islands,
are fringed wirh coral reefs,
which prorecr rhem againsr
the lashing waves. The 700
islands and 2,300 islets of
the Bahamas are emirely
builr up of coral, which
can be viewed from rhe
bridge thar links Nassau
wirh Paradise Island.

Long, sandy beaches, tropical
seas, and fine natural harbours
have earned the Caribbean
islands a reputation for beauty.
Most of the islands are forested
and mountainous. Some are
volcanic in origin, others
are founded on coral reefs.
Hurricanes, earthquakes, and
active volcanoes shake parts of
the region from time to time.

G
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Lorg I.

Turks&
Caicos Isla n41 ~
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5

T he earliesr inhabirams of
rhe Caribbean islands were the
Siboneys, who migrared from
Florida ro the Bahamas, and the
Narive Americans of rhe Carib
and Arawak groups. Some Caribs
survive in Dominica, bur mosr
people are descended &om black
African slaves, or from rhe whire
Spanish seu lers of the 16th
cemury, or a mix of the two.
Cuban women of mixed race

6

8

Hurricanes
Powerful rropical storms called hurricanes sweep the
Caribbean between May and O crober every year, often
causing grear damage and economic hardship. They begin
as rhunderstorms thar are whipped up by high winds and
warm warers ro form desrrucrive srormclouds, swirling
around a single cemre ar up to 360 kmh (220 mph). The
violem winds and rorremial rain can lasr for 18 hours.

Regional climate
The counuies of the Caribbean
all enjoy a warm, rropical
dimare. Moumainous islands,
such as rhe Windwards, receive
1167 mm
rhree rimes as much rainfall as
(46 i n)
lower areas. Mosr islands have a
wer, hurricane-prone season between June and November.
From January ro March, ir is generally dry and pleasanr.

H

3
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Volcanic islands
M any Caribbean islands are made of volcanic rocks rhar
emerged &om the ocean millions of years ago. Some, such
as rhe Sr Lucian Gros Piron, 798 m (2,619 fr), and rhe
Perir Piton, 750 m (2,461 fr), are rhe remains of anciem
volcanoes thar rise up &om the sea on rhe wesr coasr, near
rhe rown of Soufriere. O ne or two are srill acrive, such as
La Soufriere, ar I ,219 m (4,000 fr) on Sr Vincem.

I

ATLANTI

CARIBBEAN

Cuba

Communism

C UBA FACTS

The only communist stare in rhe
Caribbean, Cuba is led by Fidel
Castro (b. 1926), who led rhe
revolurion in 1959. Under Castro.
and with Soviet help. Cuba made
considerable social and economic
progress, although living standards
suffered with rhe breakup of
Soviet communism in 1991.
US policies remain hostile.

The largest island in
the C aribbean, C uba has
fertile lowlands set between three large
mountainous regions. Sugar, rice, tobacco,
and coffee are grown on the lowlands, and
ch romium and nickel
Sugar is
are mined. Formerly a
nctracted
from the
~panish colony, Cuba has
been a commun ist state
since 1959. Hostile politics
caused the USA to impose
a trade embargo, which has
d isabled Cuba's economy
and kept it agricultural.

CAPITAL CITY Havana

AREA 110,860 sq km (42,803 sq miles)
-POPULATION II ,200,000
-

MAJN LANGUAGE Spanish
MAJOR RELIGION Christian
C URRENCY Peso

Sugar
Wirh an annual production of
'iO,OOO,OOO tonnes (55,000,000
rons), sugar-cane is Cuba's largest
crop. It is grown around Havana and
processed in rhe ciry's facrories. Cuba
is one of rhe world's largest producers
bur suffered a decline in rhe 1990s
following the collapse of one of irs
main cusromers, rhe Soviet Union.

Cigars
Cuba's fenile soil and warm climate are
ideal for growing high-qualiry robacco.
Havana cigars are popular all over rhe
world and are made from a blend of ar
least five different types of robacco. Cigars
are srill rolled by hand at long wooden rabies.

Music and dancing are
evervwhere in rhe Caribbean,
bur especially so ar rhe
Junkanoo Festival on rhe
Bahamas islands. Held at rhe
end of every year, Junkanoo is
a lively celebration with srreer
dancing. music, and colourful
parades where people wear
wild cosrumes and blow
whisrles. The festival has roots
in the celebrations of a slave

Located to the northeast of
Cuba, the Bahamas extend
south for about 965 km (600 m iles).
Of the 3 ,000 coral islands and islets,
only 30 are inhabited. Most of the
people are black, but on Spanish
Wells island, there are around 1,200
white descendants of Puritan settlers.
Tourism , fishing, and financial
services flourish on the islands.

leader called John Canoe, and
slaves' days off ar Christmas.

Jamaica

Reggae
Jamaica's distinctive
fo rm of popular music,
reggae, began in rhe
I 960s as an offshoot
of rhythm and blues,
with songs calling for
social and political
change. Bob Marley
(1945-81), whose
band won world fame
in rhe 1970s, is a reggae icon,
and his birthday is celebrated
by all Jamaicans.

T he third largest island of the
....,..-: ~ Caribbean, Jamaica is a land
of springs, rivers. waterfalls, and sandy
beaches. A few wealthy fa m ilies dominate
the island, bur the slum areas around
Kingston are controlled by violent gangs
Many of the people of those areas are
Rastafarians, worsh ippers of the fo rmer
Emperor of Ethiopia. Jamaica is a
prosperous country, with boo ming
tourist, mini ng, and farming industries.
C ricker is a
popular game.
........._

BAHAMAS

Festival

Bahamas

:.:...11111

CAPITAl CITY Nassau
AREA 10,010 sq km
(3,864 sq miles)
POPULATIOJI.o 307,000
MAIN LANGUAGE
English
MAJOR RELIGION
Christian
C URRENCY
Bahamian dollar

jAMAICA FACTS
CAPITAL CITY Kingsron
AREA 10,990 sq km (4.243 sq miles)
POPULATION 2,600.000

---

MAI N LAI'<Gt:AGE English
M \jOR RELIGIOJ'.;S Christian, Rastafarian
C uRRENCY Jamaican dollar

Vegetables

Women
The Caribbean women's
rights movement began
in Jamaica, and many
Jamaican women
hold senior posts in economic and political life.
-\n increasing number of women prefer to be single
mothers, especiallv those who have careers. Women
.1lso dominate rhe growing data-processing industry,
largelv because rhey work for lower wages than men.

FACTS

Dasheen,
or taro

Jamaicans grow a wide range
of vegetables. Dashem, or
taro, is a staple vegetable
whose roor and leaves
are eaten. There are
more rhan 1,000
varieties of dashem,
and ir is also used
for medicinal purposes.
Okra, or lady's fingers,
are green pods rhar are
used in "pepperpor stews".
Breadfruit, with a creamv, pulpy
rexrure, grow w 13 em (S in) wide,
and are eaten baked or roasted.

Bauxite
Jamaica is rhe world's third largest producer
of bauxite, the ore from which aluminium is
made. Refineries produce alumina, rhe nexr
stage in producing rhe metal, wonh ren rimes
as much as rhe ore. This provides abour half
of Jamaica's export income, and accounts for
I 0 per cem of global ourpur.
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Haiti

Voodoo
A Haitian blend ofWesr African
religions and Christianity, voodoo
uses drums, singing, and dance. Irs
followers believe thar through worship
of spirits, rhev can live in harmony
wirh narure and rheir dead. Manv
celebrations coincide wirh Christmas
and rhe Mexican Day of the Dead.

O ccupying rhe western
rhird of rhe island of
H ispaniola, Haiti is one of rhe
.
. .
most mounramous counrn es m
rhe Caribbean. lr is also rhe
poorest. About 95 per cent of irs
people are descendents of black
slaves. T he country is overcrowded,
and has suffered deforestation, soil
erosion, and desertification, as well
as a turbulent political history.

POPULATION 8,200.000
MAIN LANGUAGI:S French. French Creole
MAJOR REUGIONS Christian, Voodoo
C URRENCY Gourde

Puerto Rico

Port-au-Prince

Dominican Republic

About I ,600 km (994 miles)
southeast of M iami, rhe
crowded island of Puerro
Rico is a self-governing
territory of rhe USA. lr is
home ro more rhan 3.8
million people. of African
and Spanish descent, of
whom half live in rhe capital.
San Juan. An old walled city,
ir has colonial buildings.
Balconies, old San Juan

Farming

Lying 966 km (600 miles) southeast of Florida,
the Dominican Republic spreads across rhe
eastern rwo-rhirds of H ispaniola. lr has rhe Caribbean's
highest peak, Pica D uane, 3,175 m (1 0,4 17 ft), and
also irs lowest point, crocodile-infested Lake Enriquillo,
44 m ( 144 fr) below sea-level. N ickel,
amber, and gold mining are important
industries, and
holidaymakers Hock
to rhe island for its long,
pearly beaches, modern
hotels, and wildlife.
People
Wirh a higher srandard of living rhan neighbouring
Haiti, rhe Dominican Republic provides good
healrhcare for ilS people. The mixed race middle classes
form about 73 per cent of rhe population. The minority
of blacks work as farmers, selling their produce ar marker.

The rwo islands of St Kirts (or St
Ch ristopher) an d Nevis sir in rhe
northern part of rhe Leeward Islands. Borh
are mountainous, and rheir idyllic, palmfringed beaches arrracr many tourists. Most
people are descendents of black Africans,
and nearly all work in farming or tourism .

CAPITAL CITI' Porr-au-Prince
AREA 27.750 sq km (10,714 sq miles)

Voodooists on Getk, or All Saint's Day

Smarr modern horels have lured manv
visitors to Hairi's capital, Porr-au-Prince.
The city has two cathedrals, a university,
and many government buildings.
However, ir also has rhe worst slums in
rhe Caribbean, mosr of which are found
to rhe norrh of the centre. They ha\e
no warer facilities and are overcrowded

St Kitts and Nevis

H AITI FACTS

ST KITTS AND
N EVIS FACTS
CAPITAL CITY
Basseterre

AREA 360 sq km
( 139 sq miles)
POPUL\TION 41,000
M -\1'1 LANGt:AGE
English
M -\JOR RELIGION
Christian
C URRENCY Eastern
Caribbean dollar

Abour 24 per cent of rhe
labour force work on farms,
which are mostly in rhe
norrh and east of
rhe country, and
in rhe San Juan
valley. Sugar,
robacco, and cocoa
are main crops. and,
although rhe marker
has slowed, mosr are
exporred to rhe USA.

DOMINICAN
REPUBLIC FACTS
CAPITAL CITY Santo Domingo

ARFA 48,730 sq km (18,815 sq miles)
POPULATION 8,500,000
MAI N LA"JGUAGES Spanish, French Creole
MAJOR RELIGION Christian
C uRRE'ICY Dominican Republic peso

Tourism
leaz•es are
hung upsitk
down to dry
and then
made into
cigars and
cigarettes.

Antigua and Barbuda
T he largest of rhe Leeward Islands,
Antigua has rwo dependencies:
Barbuda, a small, coral island bursting
wirh wildlife, and Redonda, an
uninhabited rock wirh irs own king.
T he blue lagoons and corals rhar
surround Antigua reem wirh tropical fish.

The Dominican Republic
is rhe largest tourist
desrinarion in rhe
Caribbean, anracring
two million each year.
The industry brings in
half of rhe coun rry's
earnings and provides
much-needed jobs.

A NTIGUA
AND BARBUDA
FACTS
CAPITAL CITY
Sr John's

AREA 440 sq km
( 170 sq miles)
POPULATION 66,400
MAI N LANGUAGF
English
MAJOR Rl:.l.IGION
Christian
C URRENCY Eastern
Caribbean dollar

Sugar-cane
The main crop on
Sr Kins is sugar-cane,
which accounts for 25
per cent of exports and
provides 12 per cent of
jobs. Low world prices
and hurricane damage
have created problems.
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Yachting
The harbour ar Sr John's
has an annual Sailing Week
rhar anracrs many visitors
and rich yachrspeople.
Cruise ships and luxury
boars call ar rhe 18thcentury Nelson's Dockyard.

CARIBBEAN

Dominica
T he larges t and most mo untaino us
of rhe Windward Islands,
Domi nica has some of rhe fi nest scenery in
the C aribbean, with rainforests containing
200 wildlife
species. Bananas
and coco nuts are
principal exports;
prawn farming is
proving successful.

DoMINI CA
FACTS
CAPt rAt CITY Roseau
AREA 7';0 sq km
(290 sq miles)
POPliLATION 73.000
M AIN LANGUAGES
English. French
MAJOR RFUGION
Christian

St Lucia
T he beautiful island of Sr Lucia
has clear seas, sandy beaches, and
striking volcanic mount<1ins. Most people
work in farming, tourism, o r ind ustry.
Each year, 150,000
ton nes (1 65,000
tons) of bananas
are exported.

ST L UCIA
FACTS
CAPITAl ct n Castries
AREA 620 sq km
(239 sq miles)
PoPUI.ATION I <;6 300
MA IN LANC.UAC~
English
M \JOR RH J(;JON
Christian
CURRENCY Easrern
Caribbean doll.1r

C VRRFKCY E:u.rern
Caribbean dollar

Carib Reservation
Ecotourism

In the 1900s, rhe British forced rhe Caribs to move
to a reservation. Today, rhe Carib reservation, on rhe
east coast of rhe island, is home to more than 2,000
Caribs, descendants of rhe original inhabitants. Within
rhe reservation- a popular tourist arrr.1crion- Caribs
follow traditional lifestyles although their language
has died our. Manv Carib craftspeople make a living
selling bags made from banana leaves and grasses.

Barbados
Known as the "singular island",
Barbados lies 160 km (1 00 miles)
east of the Caribbean chain. Barbados retains
a strong English influence, and many
Britons reti re to rhe islan d. T he people
of Barbados, called Bajans, enjoy some of
ilie Cari bbean's highest living standards.

BARBADOS
FACTS
CAPITAl CITY
Bridgetown
AREA 430 sq km
(166 sq miles)
POPULATION 270,000
MAI'I LANGUAGI:
English
M -\JOR RHIGIO'I
Christian
C URRI:NCY
Barbados dollar

Tourism
Barbados has one of the
Caribbean's most welldeveloped and lucrative
tourist industries. Abour
556,000 people visit rhe
island every vear.

G RENADA
FACTS

Grenada
T he most southerly of rhe
Windwards, Grenada rises from
a rugged coast to a h igh, forested interior.
-\ former British colo ny, Grenada has buil t
its economy o n agriculture and to urism.
Irs people are
of African or
mixed origin.

C APITAL ctn
Sr George's
AREA 340 sq km
(131 sq miles)
POPULATION 99.500
MAIN LANGUAGF
English
M AJOR RFUGION
Christian

Sr Lucia's lush r.1inforesrs
boiling 'prings, and rwin
Piton pe.1ks are arrracrions
rhar lure visirors ro rhe
island. Aromatic tropical
plants, trees, and flowers
grow everywhere.

St Vincent and
the Grenadines
The quiet island of Sr Vincent
is fertile and volcan ic, while
irs 100 tiny sister islands of rhe
Grenadines are flat coral reefs. Both
are exclusive holiday resorts, and their
waters are pop ular wirh yachrspeople.
Bananas are rhe mai n export.
Arrowroot
St Vincent is rhe \\orld'.s large~t producer of
arrowroor, a srarchv liquid that is removed from
rhe arro"roor planr. lr is used as a thickening
agent in foods. and more recentlv, as a fine tlnish
for computer paper. Arrowroot
is Sr Vincent's second
largest export.

-

Trinidad and Tobago
T he low-lying island ofTrinidad
and irs smaller partner, Tobago, lie
just off rhe coast of Venezuela. T he islands
have a vivid, cosmopolitan culture, home
to people from every continent. Both have
fe rtile farmland,
fi ne beaches,
and abundant
wildlife.

Grenada is described as rhe "sp ice island~. Ir
grows about rwo-rhirds of rhe world 's nutmeg,
and, with Indonesia, d ominates rhe marker.
Large
quantities
of cloves,
mace,
bav leaves,
saffron,
andcinnamon,
pepper
ginger,
are also cultivated on the island.

C H RISTIANITI

FARMING

F FSTIVALS

ARFA 340 sq km
(131 sq miles)
PoPULATION II<;, ';OO
M AI N LANGUAGI:
English
MAJOR REI IGIUN
Christian
CURRENCY Eastern
Caribbean dollar

A rrowroo t powder

T RINIDAD AND
TOBAGO FACTS
CAPt rAI CITY
Porr-of-Sp.1in
AREA 5.130 sq km
(1.981 sq miles)
POPULAliON
1,317.000
M AI N lANGUAGE
English
M AJOR Rt:LIGIONS
Christian. Hindu,
Muslim

C uRRFNLY frinidad
Steel bands
and Tobago dollar
Trinidad and
Tobago are the
home of steel
band~. calvpso, and limbo dancing. The first
drums. or pam. began as empty oil containers.
Todav, drums are hand-decorared and runed so
th.It melodies can be played on them. They
provide rhe bear for lively calvpso songs.

Spices

CARIBBEAN ,
H ISTORY O F

C APITAL CitY
Kingstown

Arrowroot

C URRI:NCY Eastern
Caribbean dollar

:=i~~E!5~~~ii~ii~.

S T V INCENT
AN D T H E
GRENADIN ES
FACTS

I SLAN DS

M usic

R ELIGI ONS

R oCKS AND
'\1 1N FRALS

S LAVERY

Vo LCANO ES
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The Caribs were expert navigators,
travelling great distances in wooden
canoes. The Arawaks were skilled
craftworkers. who produced
baskets and furniture.

FoR CENTURIES, the Caribbean islands were
home to the Carib and Arawak peoples. Their
way of life was abruptly disturbed when
Europeans arrived in the 1490s. Within 100
years, most had been wiped out by new European
rulers who brought thousands of Africans into the
Caribbean to work on sugar plantations. The
sugar-based economy continued until its
decline in the late 19th century. From the
mid- 1960s, the islands gradually gained
independence from European control.

Arawak-style
wooden seat
from the
Bahamas

Spanish conquest
The arrival of rhe Spanish-sponsored navigaror
Chrisropher Columbus in rhe Caribbean in 1492
transformed rhe region. Convoys of galleons
laden with gold and other rreasures from the
Spanish empire in South America soon
crossed the sea on rheir way back to Spain.
Within a few years, Spanish armies had
conquered and serded almost every island.
\1osr of the Caribs were killed by the invaders.
Columbus's ship, the Santa Maria

European settlement

_ _ Roure of rrad" •g ships ..

In the 16th century, with unofficial
government backing, English, French,
and Dutch pirates raided Spanish
treasure ships. They also captured
many of the smaller islands.
Settlers from Europe arrived, and
by 1750, most of the
islands were under
British, French, or
Dutch rule.

~~

Toussaint rouverture
NORTJI,..
\Ml:.RID

Crops takm
to England~
Afanufoctur~d

{

-~-

Plantations
Slave trade

Mosr of rhe Caribbean slave rrade was controlled
from English pons. Ships lefr England for West
Africa wirh goods to baner for slaves. The slaves were
shipped across rhe Adanric. Sugar, tobacco, and orher
crops were rhen raken back to England for sale.

Emigration

Fidel Castro

After World \Xar II.
many people left the
Caribbean in search of
work and a better
standard of living in
Europe. In 1948, rhe
Emp"~ ~ 1nd~htook

In I HlJ5, following an earlier, unsuccessful
uprising. rhe Cubam rose in revoir again~r
rheir Spanish rulers. In 1898, rhe USA
declared war on Spain. and freed Cuba.

Timeline
l300s Caribs drive our
Arawak people from rhe
ca~ rern Caribbean islands.

492 emigrants fro m
1\.ingston, Jamaica to
London. UK. Over rhe
next 20 years, thousands
of Caribbean islanders
emigrated to Britain.

1700s French, Briti~h.
Dutch. and Danes capture
manv i~lands.

Y\l

1962 Jamaica becomes rhe
first British Caribbean colony
w \\in independence.

19 4 8 /:.mpir~

1962 Cuban missile
crisi'> brings the
USA and rhe l.JSSR
ro rhe hrink of
nuclear war.

1962-83 Mosr Brirish
win indept:ndem.e;
Durch .md French islands
remain tit:d to Europeans.

I 500s The Spani~h rake
control of rhe Caribbean

1898-1 902 Cuba under
rule of USA.

Capturing a sla"e
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In 1959, Fidel
Castro (b.1927)
became the
President of
Cuba and
introduced
many social
reforms. The
US government tried w depose him in
1961, and he turned to rhe USSR for
help. When Sovier nuclear missiles
were insrkllled in Cuba in 1962. the
world came close w nuclear war.

19 59 Cuban
Re,·olurion; Fidel
Ca,rro rakes po\\er.

first emigrants
to Britain.

COLVI\1Bl 'S,

Rastafarians
Many Jamaicans are
Rastafarians. They believe
that the last em peror of
Ethiopia, Ras Tafari, or H aile
Selassie, was rhe new messiah
who would lead his
people back
to Africa.

193 3 Fulgencio
Barisra becomes
ruler of Cuba.

1804 Haiti becomes tim
Caribbean idand to achieH:
independt:nce from
European rule.

CHRISTOPHER

WINDRUSH
Dott

149 2 Chrisropher
Columbill lands in
rhe Bahamas.

AFRICA,
EASf

~~atakmto

\AFR<C~

Europeans set up
plantations w satisfY
demand for sugar and
robacco in Europe.
African slaves worked on
the plantations. By 1750,
rhe Caribbean produced
most of rhe world's sugar.

Cuban War

Ex-slave Toussaint
L.:Ouverture ( 17431803) led a revoir of
slaves in French-n.!.led
Hairi in rhe 1790s.
He declared the
counrry a republic,
bur the French
regained comrol and
rook him w France,
where he died

""'--.

\\ mdntsh rakes

EMPIRl:~

EXPI ORATION

Flag of Jamaica

island~

1994 USA intervenes
ro secure democracv in

1983 l.SA m cnhrows lefrwing regime in Grt:nada
fRAJ~.;CE,

HIS10R\ OF

GOVER."J\1ENTS

AND POLITICS

Haiti, afrer vears of
dicnrorship on rhe island.

SlAVER\

SPAIN,
HISTORY OF

CARLOS, JUAN see SPAI N, HISTORY OF • CARNIVALS see FESTIVALS

CARNIVOROUS PLANTS

The lid and the smooth
rim are often brightly
coloured to attract insects

catch and
MonkeyPassive traps
cup pitcher
"eat" insects are called
plant
Most carnivorous plants have
passive traps. Usually the leaves of
carnivorous plants. These
these plants have evolved to catch
plants fall into two groups.
insects in a variety of ways. Some
Some species, such as the Venus flyrrap,
are sticky, others form pit-fall traps
with flu id at the bottom and are
have active traps with moving parts.
called pitcher plants.
Pitcher
Other species have passive traps,
plants from
Southeast
'"arching their victims on a sticky
Asia form
surface or drowning them in a
traps tha t
hang from
pool of fluid. Carnivorous plants
their leaves.
live in areas where the soil is poor in
nitrates and other nutrients, such as bogs,
peatlands, and swamps. They obtain extra
nutrients by catching insects, which are
Development of a pitcher plant
digested by special juices.
A young leaf
2 An upturned 3The swelling The lid opens
PLANTS THAT

1

;Jt

tip extends
into a tendriL

~~~~~~~~~~~- American

Butterworts
pitcher plants

Although they catch their p rey in
the same way as other pitcher
plants, American pitcher plants
grow up from the ground rather
than hanging from leaves. The
inside of the p itcher is
slipperv and lined with
downward pointing hairs
which prevent the insects from
escaping. The liquid below
drowns and slowly digests them.

These small plants have
stickv leaves. Small flies are
anracted to their smell and
get stuck. The leaves slowly
roll up, and the insects are
digested by juices that ooze
our of
the lea(

Pitcher plant

swelling
appears at the end.

develops
into a pitcher.

joined at the edges.

when the
pitcher is mature.

Any trap with moving parts is
called an active trap. These include
plants such as sundews and
butterworts, and the Venus flytrap.
Sun dews

Cape
sundew

The upper surface of a sundew leaf is covered
with red hairs thar secrere drops of clear,
sticky liquid. Insects get stuck, then the
edges of the leaf slowly roll inward
enclosing rhe insect, and rhe plam
secretes juices that digest it.

Bladderworts

Venus flytrap

The most spectacular of all the
These are rootless water plants. Their
carnivorous plants is the Venus flytrap.
leaves and stems bear tiny bladders
It is related to the sundews but has
with a lid covered in sensitive hairs.
evolved a more elaborate trap. The
If a creature brushes the hairs, the
Venus flytrap grows wild only in one
lid of the bladder flips open. ~ ater
small patch of marshy ground on the
rushes in, carrying the victim with it.
border of Nonh and South Carolina,
Greater bladderwort
USA. Its trap springs closed when an
insect touches the hairs
Stimulation ofat uast
on its surface.
How a Venus flytrap works
thru triggn- hairs sets
The leaf doses, and
An insect lands on a
Closed
off the mechanism that
the spines interlock,
leaf touching the
closes the trap. '\__ ' Surface of
trapping the insect.
sensitive trigger hairs.
the trap

2

1

"J

-

trigger hair

I

A SIAN
WILD LI FE

FLOWERS

Insects foil into
the liquid and
are digested.

Active traps

Suntkw flowen
tkvelop at the
end ofa long
stalk.

A fly stuck to the
hairs on a sundew
leaf

~ Pitchn- is matk ofu aves

4

INSECTS

NORTH AMERICAN
WILDLIFE

PLANTS

The trap is fully
closed in 30 minutes,
and digestion begins.

3

Trap is
fringed with
long spines.

P LANTS,
ANATOMY

PLANTS,
DEFENCE

PLANTS,
REPRO DUCTION

SOUTH AMERICAN
WI LDLIFE
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CARO LI NGIAN EM PIRE see CHARL FMAGNI

CARS

AND

TRUCKS

A Benz Motor
\Xagen of 1886

of transport, cars have
the biggest effect on our lives. Cars give people the
freedom to go where they like, when they like with some types of car you don't even need a road.
Trucks are used for long-distance haulage and for performing
many specialized tasks, such as fire-fighting. In parts of the
world where there are no railways, trucks offer the only way
of transporting goods. But cars and trucks create pollution.
Because there are now so many of them on the roads, the
world's cities have become clogged with traffic, and the air
that many of us breathe is poisoned with traffic fumes.
OF ALL THE DIFFERENT FORMS

Modern cars
Efficiency, safety, an d comfort are the most
important features of a modern car, as well as
minimal air pollution from exhaust fumes. To
be efficient, cars need engines that use as little
fuel as possible, and a streamlined shape to
red uce ai r resistance. In some cars electro nics
help efficiency and safety. Modern cars are
built with the help of computers and robots in
high-tech, automated car plants.

Sriff bodvshell is
made from rhin
sheets of steel
pressed into shape
and welded together
h is chemicallv
rreared and painted
to prorecr against
rusting.

Early cars
Earlv cars were called "ho rseless carriages".
T hey were made by man ufacturers of
horse-d rawn carriages and coaches, and had
the same large wheels, high driver's seat,
and suspensio n. T hey were powered by a
single-cylinder petrol engine, which could
reach a to p speed of 15 kmh (9 mph ).

W.ndscreen of roughened
glass prorecrs driver and
passengers from wind and
rain. If hir by a stone, rhe
windscreen cracks bur
does nor shatter.

Henry Ford
American engineer Henry
Ford (1863-1947) formed
rhe Ford Motor Companv
in 1903. In 1908, Ford
launched rhe Model T.
h was made cheaplv on
a factory assembly line
and sold bv rhe miUion.

PatUkd
Engine burns
fuel and uses rhe
energ} stored
wirhin rhe fuel
ro propel rhe
car along.

seats

Bonnet rs
ratsed to
t'XI1mine
mgine.

Rad.aror
circulates
warer around
rhe engine to
cool iri

bumpu

Exhaust pipe
carries wasre ga...es
away from rhe engine
and expels rhem ar rhe
rear of rhe car.
Luggage is carried
in the boot.

\

I

Hub-cap covers
the centre of
the wheel

Family saloon

Aerodynamic design
mhances spt't'd
peiformana.

Types of cars
The m ost popular car is rhe saloo n, which
has an enclosed passenger compartment and
a separate rear space fo r luggage. H atchbacks
are saloons with a large rear door and a
fold ing back sear fo r extra luggage space.
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Suspension spring allows
rhe wheel to move up and
down as rhe Cdr travels over
bumps in rhe road.
prorecring passengers against
uncomforrable jolring.

Driveshafr (or prop
shaft) connects rhe
gearbox to rhe rear
wheels, which are
driven round by
rhe engine.

Sports car

Gearbox conrains
intermeshing gear
wheels rhar change
rhe amount of
power going to
a car's wheels.

People carrier/ MPV

I

Pneumatic (air-filled)
ryres grip the road and
help give a smooth ride.

Front
bumper

Formula I racer

Sports cars

People carrier

Racing car

Sports cars are designed ro be
stylish, fasr, and fun. Some sporrs
cars are convertibles, which have
a flexible roof thar can be folded
down so rhar passengers can enjov
driving in rhe open air. Luxurv
convertibles have roo~s rhar open
and dose automatically.

One of rhe laresr types of car is rhe
people carrier, or mulri-purpose
vehicle (MPV). This vehicle is a
cro~s between a saloon car and a
minibus. People carriers are very
versatile, wirh ar leasr six sears and
plenty of space for luggage. They
are perfect for ourings or holidays.

Some cars are purpose-built for
racing. They have a very powerful
engine, wide tyres, and a low, wide
body for stability around fast
comers. An aerodvnamic "wing" on
rhe back helps keep rhe car on rhe
road ar high speeds. Saloons can be
convened imo racing or rallving cars.

C ARS AND TRUCKS

Modern trucks

are used for carrying cargo along roads. Their journeys
from a few kilometres on local deliveries to thousands
~rres acros~ continents. The first trucks were built in the
and were driven by steam engines. Since then, trucks have
e\·er larger. In Australia, trucks called road trains row
~ of tonnes of cargo across long distances in several fullnailers. Some trucks are "rigid", that is, built in one piece.
red lorries are built in rwo sections: a tractor unit and a
nailer, which is designed to carry specialized loads. Great
IS required to drive an articulated lorry.

At the heart of mosr modern rrucks
is a powerful diesel engine, using
diesel oil, a rype of petroleum. Some
diesel engines are turbocharged for
exrra power. The engine powers the
truck. and operates any hydraulic
parrs, such as rhe lifting arms of a
dumper. Some trucks, such as military
vehicles, have chunky ryres and
srrong suspensions, ro enable rhem
ro travel off-road in rough terrain.

reverse gears.

A tractor u ni t and semi-rrailer

a truck cab
ce truck drivers spend manv

me cabs of their trucks. Cabs are

_ Adjustable nozzles allow
fresh air into the cab.

for comfon, and some of the
such as the steering and brakes,
-assisted ro make them easy ro
cabs have a small rear room.
a bunk, washing facilities, and
To help prevenr accidents, some
have inrroduced tachometers ro
how many hours rhe truck is on
lr is illegal for rhe driver ro go
a anain number of hours.

Warning indicators light
up if anvrhing goes wrong
with the truck.

-

--... Gauges, such as the
speedometer, show speed,
engine remperarure, and
the amounr of fuellefr.

controls (temperature selecror

speed selecror) kc:ep cab at a
e temperarure in hot or
- ather.

--... Large diameter steering
wheel is easy ro rurn wirh
power assistance. This is
known as power steering.

radio, and CB (citizens' band)
prtr\;de enrenainment on the road
mav use CB ro warn each o ther
jams.

Accelerator pedal

Clutch pedal controls gears.

Karl Benz
1886, German engineer Ka r1 Benz
1929) parented his first car,
an inrernal combustion engine.
ar had electric ignition, three
whcds, differential gears, and was
~-cooled. In 1926, his company
merged wirh
Daimler ro
become
one of the
leading car
and truck
producers
in the world.

Research and development
Modern research aims at improving car economy, safety, and
ecology. Because petroleum reserves are limited and its use is
environmentally unsound, research is taking place into new fuels
from sustainable sources, such as plant oils. Researchers are also
experimenti ng with new materials for car parts, including
plastics for car bodies. Car manufacturers are aware that making
Crash ust
cars cleaner and safer is likely to improve sales.
dummy

Catalyttc convener

A catalytic convener from a car exhaust

Cars and trucks are gradually
becoming "cleaner", which means
they creare le~s pollution. Most new
cars have a catalytic convener, which
removes carbon monoxide, nitrogen
oxides, and other poisonous chemicals
from the exhaust gases.

Testing airbag inflation

Safety features
Manufacrurers are constamly developing new
safety features, such as airbags thar inflate
auromatically in rhe event of an accident.
They are also working on new ways of
preventing accidents, such as ami-lock brakes.

/ Storage space above the cab

T\ pes of truck
lost trucks start life as a standard
~is and cab. Car manufacturers can
• add the body, which determines
function of the truck. Common
'-ialized trucks include rubbish
:;rucks, flat trailers to transport large
~s. such as cars, tankers, fi re
c:ngi nes, and vehicles modified to
carry animals, such as horse boxes.
BICYCLES AND
MOTORBIKES

Rubbish truck

Car transponer

Horse box

This rruck has a closed comainer
for rubhish .1.nd a rubbish-bin
lift rhat empties a bin imo the
body through a protective shield.

A car rransponer is used ro conve} cars to showrooms
There are ramps at the back which fold down at the
rear so rhat the cars can be driven on and off. The
trailer of a car rransponer can carry up to 18 vehicles.

Ihis truck carries horses ro shows
The horse enrcrs the truck via a
door at the rear, which folds
down ro make a loading ramp.

ENGINES
AND MOTORS

fORCE AND
MOTION

OIL

POLLUTION

ROADS

TRANSPORT,
HISTORY 01

TRAVEL

UNITED STATES,
HISTORY OF
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lnrroduud front
wheel drive

Rolls Royce 40/50, CK: launched
rop speed 88 kmh (55 mph)

190~;

Model T Ford, USA; launched 1908;
rop speed 68 kmh (42 mph)

Ciuoen Traction Avant, France; launched
1934; top speed I 13 kmh (70 mph)
An icon of 1950s'
America

Best-sellmg car
ever produced

Jaguar XK120. U K; launched 1949:
top speed 203 kmh (126 mph)

Volkswagon Beede, Germany; launched
1939; rop speed 132 kmh (82 mph)

Ford Thunderbird, CSA; launched 1955;
wp speed 183 kmh (114 mph)
Nicknamed
Mthe sharku

---"~~• --- Famous
"gulfwmg" doors

Fiat 500 D. ltah: launched 1957;
top speed 95 ~h (59 mph)

Mercedes-Benz 300SL, Germany; launched
19';4; top speed 26'; kmh (165 mph)
A sporty,
compact car

\f-Dn the Le Mans
24-hour race four ttmes
in a row

Ford Mustang, USA; launched 196'!;
top speed 204 kmh ( 127 mph)

AuS£in Mini Cooper, UK; launched
I96J: rop ~pc::nl 16 1 kmh (I 00 mph)

Citroen OS. France; launched 1960;
top speed 187 kmh (116 mph)

Ford GT40, USA; launched 1964;
rop speed 322 kmh (200 mph)
Micro-car is
ecologically
designed and
easy to park

Streamlined
shape

Porsche Carrera 91 I RS, Germany; launched
1972; rop speed 243 kmh (150 mph)

Toyota PrevJa, Japan; launched 1990;
wp speed 180 kmh (I II mph)

Smart car, France/GermanY; launched
1998; top speed 139 kmh (8~ mph)

Trucks
So heavy and wide, it
can uu only major roads
Front,
tractor
sectwn

Pickup or utilities truck:
useful for carrying small
load~. these.: popular trucks
have open. flat backs
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Semitrailer: a monster
truck suitable for a
wide range of bulk or
heavy goods

CARTIER, JACQU ES see CANADA H ISTORY OF

Ci\RTOONS

AND ANIMATION

CARTOONS, OR ANIMATED FILMS, are movies
in which drawings or models seem to come
to life. The effect is achieved by slight
changes to the drawing or model between
ch frame of film. Animated films first appeared in
rhe 1900s, and the art has developed alongside motion
ictures; computer animation is now used to create
ID'tazing special effects in movies. Cartoons usually
.a' e a comic theme, although animation can also
a thought-provoking medium for a serious message.

Hanna-Barbera

i

I

...
~·,
·'·~
'

~-.
•·

I

··r. . '
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••

.,_.
L

·~ ~

The US animarors Bill Hanna
(1910-2001) and Joe Barbera (b.1911)
created many of the mmt popular TV
cartoon characters. Their first film,
called Puss Gets the Boot, was released
in 1940 and starred Tom and Jerry, the
cat and mouse rivals. Other HannaBarbera characters include Yogi Bear
and the Flintsrones.

Cel antmanon
In eel animation, animators produce at least
12 drawings for each second of action. The
background, which usually does not move, is
drawn on paper. T he animator draws the moving
characters on layers of eel (dear plastic film), so
there is no need ro redraw the parrs rhar do nor
move between fram es. T he backgrou nd shows
through the clear areas of eel.

Direct animation
nh this method the anim ator creates
acters from clay or other m edia. The
acters are slightly repositioned before
camera between each frame of film,
ring rhe effect of movement.

Pamts used to
add colour

C lay model in an
animated sequence

•
.

Wallace & Gromit are the creations of
British animaror N ick Park and have
starred in several award-winning films. The
plasticine puppers are less rhan 15 em (6 in)
high. Ir took a budget of £1.3 million and
a crew of 25 animarors, model makers, and
camera operarors ro make A Close Shave.

Background ts /
drawn on paper.

I

Boy is drawn
onto eel.
------Clear
------ eel strip

Key shapes

2: position is
Uy altered
next frame is shot

Chuck Jones
L S animator Chuck Jones
1912-2002) drew the rabbit
Bugs Bunny and many other
f.unous characters in Warner
Brothers' "Looney Tunes"
cartoons. He directed his first
animated film in 1938 and
made 300 films in his lifetime,
winning three Academy Awards.

which shows him
turning around.

Traditionally, one of the most difficult
areas of direct animation has been to
show a character talking. Specific mourh
and lip positions, called "key shapes",
must be created for everv word spoken.
Todav, computers can aid this process.

Computer animation
Animarors use computers ro draw rhe images
between the starr and end of an acrion, or ro
improve or alter hand-drawn images. Computers
can now generate an entire film, as in Toy Story
( 1996), as well as breath taking special effects.
Aladdin
Aladdin (I 992) was one
of D isney's first major
computer-animated films.
Although the characters
were hand-drawn. threedimensional software was
used to create d ramatic
effecrs in lighting. texture,
and movement, such
as rhe lava sequence.

,Homer

The Simpsons
Man Groening created
The Simpsons while still
at school, publishing them
as a newspaper comic strip
The animated series made
irs debut on US television
in 1989 and has since
become one of the world's
most popular shows. The
quirky srorylines centre
on Barr and his familv.
The Simpson fam ily

Lzsa
D ISNEY,
WALT

F ILMS AND
FILM- MAKING

Bart
N EWSPAPERS
AN D MAGAZINES

MA.,...

PAINTI NG ANO
DRAWING
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CASSIN!, G IOVANNI see PLANETS

CASTLES

The Chapel
Every castle had its own
chapeL It was usually in
an uppel room in one of
the rowers. This is the
chancel of the chapel ar
Conwy. The altar would
have been beneath the
windows, and there
would have been enough
room for everyone in the
castle ro gather rogerher.

IN MEDIEVAL EUROPE, castles acted as both home and

military stronghold. They were occupied by a lord, his
family, servants, and sometimes an army of professional
soldiers. They provided refuge for local
North-west Tower
people in times of war. Local lords
Outer~rd
could control the surrounding land
from their castles, hence they were a
The Great Hall was the centre of activity. There was
a high table fo r the lord an d lady, and lower rabies
very important part of feudalism.
for everyone else.
Castles were built to be
._._ _ _ _ _ ___,..,_ _, _ _ _ _ The Kitchen was where food for the
defended, with walls strong
whole cascle was prepared. There were
wood fires, oak rabies, and alcoves.
enough to keep out an enemy,
- - - - The Stockhouse Tower got irs
while allowing the occupants
name when stocks for prisoners
were made here in the 1500s.
to shoot at any attackers.
Designs changed as builders
T he Inner Ward
was the last refuge
invented better methods of
in rime of arrack.
defence, or adapted new
Machicolations,
or overhanging
ideas from castles in the
parapets, allowed
Islamic world.
defenders ro pour
boiling water on
their opponents.

The Prison
Tower had a
deep, dark
dungeon.

The King's Tower
This room on the first floor, dose ro the royal
aparrments has a srone fireplace and a recessed
window. The recess means a person looking
our remains safe from any enemv fire. The
original floors have been removed.

Conwy Casde, Wales,
in the 13th century

Parts of a castle
Early castles had a keep, which contained the
lord's rooms, hall, chapel, storerooms, and a welldefended gatehouse. Later castles abandoned the keep,
and replaced it with a Great Hall, which was built against
the castle waJis. T he lord's rooms were sometimes built into
the gatehouse, but in Conwy they are in the Inner Ward,
which was the heart of the castle, and most easily defended.

Timeline
1066 The Normans erect
wooden moue-and-bailey
casrles during the conquest
of England. These are
quick ro build, and the
moue. or rower on rop
of a mound. is easy ro
defend. M ost buildings J.re
in the hailey. or courtwrd.

11 4 2 Krak des Chevaliers
built in Syria; one of the
most easy-ro-defend
crusader castles, has
concentric stone walls.

1127 Roche~rer Castle built:
includes a great hall, chapel.
and storerooms The

can shoot ar
attackers.

Grear Tower,

Lookout
Tower

11 50 M anv French lords build
castles along the River Loire.
Examples built (or extended)
d uring this period include
Loches, Chinon, and
M onrreuii-Bellay.
1200 The German lords of
liechtenstein build their
castle o n a high
crag for extra defence.

Roche~ter.

Krak des Chevaliers. Svria
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England

Caerphilh. Wales

The East Barbican
w as the first line of
defence against arrack
by sea, and was also a
good position from
which ro fire.
D efenders could
isolate the enemy
in rhis area.

12 38 The Muslim rulers of medieval Spain
begin the castle-palace of the Alhambra.
127 1 Concentric castles, like Caerphilly,
become popular. They have rings of walls
an d ~ometimes water defences (moats).

CASTLES

H ow castles were built

Windows

Building a castle required many skilled workers. A master
...~n drew up plans and supervised the work, and less
loffiior masons carried out the building. Carpenters did
the woodwork, and metalworkers m ade hinges and door
bsteners. In a large castle, some specialists stayed on
rmanently to do the maintenance work.

Most castle windows were
narrow or cross-shaped
slits. T hey usually had a
large alcove on the inside
of the wall. T his allowed
an archer to stand to one
side and avoid missiles
while preparing ro shoot.

'U ood and earthwork
11at 'Jormans chose a sire where
was a water supply, built a
d and a wooden
asde on top, and
.nounded rhe
arucrure with a wooden
cc, or palisade. M ost were
~ced with stone constructions.

Edward I
In the early years of his reign,
Edward I (r.l272-1307) conquered
Wales, and built an "iron ring" of
castles in srraregic Welsh towns ro
keep the country under his control.
Many of these Welsh castles, such
as Harlech and Beaumaris, were
built on the concenuic plan, which
meant rhev had both inner and
outer walls
for defence.
Concentric
castles were
verv difficu1r
to attack
successfullv.

Moue-and-bailey

Stonework
Building a stone castle rook
decades, bur the result was a
strong castle rhar would
withstand arrack weU. fhe
important structures, such as
the outer walls, mural rowers,
and keep, were all made of
stone. Buildings in the castle
courtyard were still made of
timber and had thatched roofs.

-\ttack and defence
-\nackers could fire arrows, hurl m issiles using
catapults, break down doors or walls with
homering rams, climb the walls using ladders, or
...'
uv to demolish the walls by tunnelling under
Sling
them (mining). As well as
pouch
defence features, such as thick
walls and doors, moats, and machicolarions,
a castle also needed plenty of storage space
for food so that the stronghold could
withstand a long siege.

Rope to pull arm
down agam

Fishtail
bottoms

Rectangular
opening

Crosslet

Round
Gun loop
ended cross

Arrow stirs developed rhar were large enough fo r a defender to
shoot an arrow out, bur roo small for an auacker's missiles. Later,
the gun loop developed with a circular hole to fit a gun barrel.

Asian and African castles
Castles have been built in many different
places. T here was a strong tradition of
castle-building in the Islamic world, and
medieval soldiers took Muslim ideas
about fo rtification to western Europe
when they returned from the crusades.
Himeji Castle, Japan
Seventeenth-century Japan
had a feudal system similar
ro that of medieval Europe.
and Japanese lords also
lived in castles. Tall towers
with pagoda-like roofs had
narrow window openings
through which soldiers
cou1d shoot. The rowers
were surrounded by
courtyards and walls.

Fasilidas Castle,
Ethiopia
The cenual
stronghold
~hows manv
fearures in
common with
wesrern castles,
including thick walls of stone. round corner rowers,
and baulemems. The rema.ms of the outer curram
wall can be seen in the foreground to rhe right.

U::Voden cup
for missile

Ropes to
winch

~m

Handle to
turn ropes

Van Castle, Turkey
Built on a rocky outcrop. Van Castle
was begun in 750. It was later
extended, and was occupied
bv the Seljuk and Ouoman
Turks before being rJ.ken
over bv Armenian
Christians.

C rossbow

Catapult

Traction trebuchet

Cro~shows were powerful bur

The ~oldiers used a h.1.ndle attached to
a rope (m.Jde from a skein nf rwi~ted
rope) w winch rhe throwing J.rm
down. l hev then rdea~nl ir. .1.nd rhe
arm flev. up. rdeJ~ing irs mi\'>ile.
u~ualh a rock. from a wooden cup.

This siege engine was like a gianr
catapult. When soldier~ pulled down
on the ropes, rhe end of the arm flew
upward. J.nd the sling opened to releJ."e
a mi\"ile. which usually weighed about
4'5-90 kg (100-200 lb).

lW ro reload. Despite this
mev could he useful in
det~nding casdes. v. here they
lOuld he reloaded behind the
safery of the ~rone walls.

Pfa!Lgrafenstein,
Germany

the river's
mpurrJ.nu::
olS a tr.1dc
mute.

Real de M anzanares,
Spain

Bod iam,
England

138 5 Bodiam Ca,rJe
hJ.S a curtAin w.tll
around a coun\J.nL whi(.h
conrams the
hall .1.nd ch.1pd.

141 6 R\ this time
mJ.nv French CJ.~tles,
~uch as Saumur on the
Ri"t.r Loire, have
conical rowers. strong
dden~ive w.JIIs, and
luxuriou~ mom ...

lm!lll
~

1642 In lraquJ.ir. a Scottish tov.erhouse, turret~ and baulcmenrs are
more for decorarion than defence.

Traquair H ouse,
Scotland

143 5 The dahurare Re.1l de
Manunates is built

A RCHITECT l RF

El'ROPI:-,
HISTORY o r

1600s Many
were
built by locJ.I
lords in
lap.m. like
Himeji.

(.a~tle\

FH'DAII ~ M

\1 lDIEVAl
Fl'ROPF

N O RMAN<;
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CAT HEDRALS see CHURCHES AN D CAfHEDRALS • CAT H ERIN E T H E GREAT see RL'SSIA, HISTORY OF

CATS

Kittens
Cats have an average of four or
five ki uens in a liner. Kinens love
to stalk, chase, and pounce on
things. T his helps to make them
strong, and develops rhe skills they
will need as adults.

DoMESTIC CATS are related to wild

cats, such as lions and tigers, and
they are able to fend well for
themselves. They are excellent
hunters, and their eyes, ears, nose, and whiskers are
well adapted for their natural preference for hunting
at night. Cats are affectionate and respond well to
humans. They were domesticated about 4,000 years
ago to keep people company and to destroy pests.

0
White

Domestic cats
T here are more than 100
recognized breeds of
domestic cat. T hey are
distinguished mainly by
their body shape. People
started to breed cats fo r
their looks between I 00
and 150 years ago.

Fur

Lilac

Chocolate

Blue

Red

Cats can be divided imo long- and shorr-haired
breeds. Fur is of various texrures. Common coat
colours are grev-blue, black, brown, whire, red,
and mixtures of these, such as silver and lilac.

Head shapes

Siamese

British shorthair

Persian longhair

Cat head shapes range from large and round,
like that of the British shonhair, ro wedgeshaped, like that of the Siamese. Some breeds
have special characteristics, such as the Scouish
fold, which has rhe tip of its ears bem forward.

Devon Rex

Games enabk kittens /
to p ractise hunting
skills, such as stalking
a11d catching.

Loose-fitting skin
gives frudom of

Fkxible spi11e
allows the cat to
twist its body.

organs in irs ears tell
ir which way is up.

Grooming

Papillae

Senses
Cats can see well in low ligh t and can focus
on small objects a long way away. T heir
super-sensitive hearing picks up sounds
that we cannot hear and can also take in
two sounds at once. such as a mouse in a
thunderstorm. Whiskers are sensi tive to
touch. C ars use them to feel their way in
the dark, and to measure whether spaces
are wide enough for them to go through.
Changing pupils
Narrow pupils in the light

Large pupils in the dark
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The cat turns its
head around first so
thar it can see where
it is falling, and where
it is going ro land.

2

Cars are very dean animals and spend ar leasr
an hour a day grooming, using their rongue as
a "comb". The tongue has tiny hard spines,
called papillae, on irs surface. The licking helps
ro keep the fur dean and waterproof. and also
spreads the eat's seem all over irs bodv.

A car's pupils expand
enormously in the dark to
let in as much light as
possible. A laver of cells at
the back of rhe eyes, called
the raperum, reflects lighr
back imo the eye which
helps cars see in the dark.

Balance
A eat's long flexible rail helps ir
ro balance. Cats will almost
alwavs land on rheir feet, even
when falling from a great
height. Thev have verv quick
reflexes and can twisr and turn
their body rhe right way up
in a fracrion of a second.

Then the car turns the

rest of its body By the
3
time ir reaches the ground. it

Back paws
are brought
forward.

will be the right wav round.

Long, f/exibk ears can
turn toward sounds.

Ears are funnelshaped to draw
sounds inside
the ear. - - - - - -'IlK:

4

The car strerches
out its from legs
to absorb the
impact of landing.

Cats rely more on
ryesight than smell when
hunting. Thry have the
largest ryes in relation to
their size ofany animal

Cats use their sense ofsmell.......to identifY objects, other cats
and animals, and food.

Claws
Cars use their claws to defend
themselves and to
climb. At other
rimes, the claws
are drawn in or
rerracted, for prorecrion. Thev
are covered by a bony sheath
thar is an extension of rhe last
bone of each roe and fit inside
pockets in the skin.

<w:-.;. , ._ _ .1

Sense of taste is important
for distinguishing any
food that may be harmful

-

I

A"' IMAL

BfHAVIO UR

EYES AND
SEEING

LIONS AN D 0 rHER
WILD CAT S

MAMMALS

Mol'NrAIN
\X'ILDLIFE

- - - - - - - - - - - Cats - - - - - - - - - - Long-haired

•1

Long

M-shaped
- - tabby marking

szlky fur

Turkish van (auburn) has
chalky whire coar.

Persian longhair (blue)
has a shon, bushv rail.

Bahnese (blue rabb,• poim) has
long, well-plumed rail.

ja\anese (cinnamon) is graceful
and lime - a rvpical Oriemal car.

~

Somali (silver) has ricking
(bands of colour) on each hair.

Ragdoll (blue mined) goes
limp when ir is srroked.

Maine coon (brov. n classic
rabby) is a large. hardy car.

Burmese (chocolare) has
glossv fur wirh a sarin feel.

Scouish fold (rorrie and
wlme) has folded ears.

japanese bobrail (red and
whire) is usuallv parrerned.

Tonki nese (cream) is a Burmese and
S1amese crms. lr is acrive and affecrion.ue

Colour poinred longhair
(chocolare poim) has rhick fur.

Manx (red classic rabby) is
bred ro have no rail

Egvprian mau (silver) has
a spoued coar

Siamese (seal poinr) has an
angulAr face and large ear~.

Brirish shorrhair (chocolare) has a solid
build wirh a round face and shorJ nose.

Ab}ssinian (u~ual) i~ an elegam car, and
looks simiiJ.r ro rhe car~ of J.nliem Egypr.

American shonhair (silver
classic rabby) has rhick fur.

Small rounded
,.ars and
rounded
head

Colour gets
darker w1th
age.

I

Oriemal shorrhair (foreign red) is a sleek,
lender car wirh fine glo~s\ fur.

Exoric (blue) is
plavful and affecrionare

Turkish angora (bluecream) has fine silkv fur.

Thzck undercoat
with longer top coat

Massive round
head on a

10-cm- (4-in-)
long mflexibk
tat/

N>rar (blue) is a plavful
...ar. h has dose-lying fur.

Somali (sorrel) was bred
from rhe Abyssinian.

Short-haired

Crimped coarse
fur ftels like
lamb's u•ool.

-\merican wirehair (brown
kerel rabby)

Birman (seal rabby poim)
has pure whire paws.

Californ ia spangled (gold)
has well-defined spors.

Cornish rex (cinnamon silver) has a shorr
waV\' coar. pauerned over rhe whole bod\.

Russian shorrhair (blue) has a gr.tceful,
long bod, wirh rhick. fine tur.

Colour poinred Brirish
shonhair (cream poim) .

Chanreux (blue-grev)
breed. All Charrreux

i~

an old French

Oriemal shorrhair (Ha,ana) was
developed from a chocolare poim Siamese.
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CAUCASUS REPUBLICS
Physical features

of Georgia,
Armenia, and Azerbaijan lie just
within Asia, on a narrow plateau
sandwiched between the Greater
and Lesser Caucasus mountains. They are often
collectively called Transcaucasia or the Caucasus
Republics. To the west of the region lies the Black
Sea, and to the east, the land-locked Caspian Sea.
All three countries were part of the former Soviet
Union and only gained their independence in
1991. Since the end of communist rule, growing
ethnic and religious
tensions have caused
civil unrest throughout
m uch of the region.
THE COUNTRIES

375 mm (15 in)

Regional climate
The varied landscape of this region gives
rise ro a wide range of climates. Georgia's
Black Sea coast is warm and humid, while
Armenia is generally dry with long, cold
winrers. The lowl.!.nd are.lS of Azerbaijan
have long, hor summers and cool winters.
Winters in rhe mountains are bitterly cold.

A

B

c

Much of the land is mountainous and
rugged , with large expanses of sem i-desert
in the Arm enian uplands. The Kura is the
longest river, flowi ng
I ,364 km (848 m iles)
from central G eorgia,
th rough the fertile
lowlands of Azerbaijan
to the C aspian Sea.
The low Black
Sea coastal area in
western G eorgia is lush
and green. The area
suffers earthquakes.
Greater Caucasus Mountains
The Greater Caucasus range stretches for abour I ,200 km
(745 miles) from the Black Sea ro the Caspian Sea,
effectively separating Europe from Asia. Rich in copper,
iron, and lead, rhe mountains also shelter rhe Caucasus
Republics from the icy winds that blow down from Russia
in rhe north. The highest mountain is Mount EI'brus ar
5,633 m (18,481 ft), just over rhe Russian border.

Ararat Plains

Lake Sevan

Most of Armenia is a high plAteau
wirh large expanses of semi-desen. In
rhe southwesr. the land drops towards
rhe River Aras. which forms the border
with Turkey and drains most of
Armenia. Known as the Ararat Plains,
this fertile, ~heltered strip is used fo r
growing vegetable~ and vines.

Once valued for irs pure waters
and stunning serring, Armenia's
Lake Sevan is ar rhe centre of
an ecological crisis. Tragically,
irrigation and hydroelectric
projects begun in rhe 1970s
have caused the water level
ro drop by up ro 16m (52ft).
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People

Refugees of the war
over Nagorno-Karabakh
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More than 50 ethnic
groups live in the
Caucasus Republics.
Most people speak rhe
first languAge of their
country, bur rerain
their own cusroms .1.nd
culture. Communist
efforts ro end erhnic
difterence~ tailed. and
- racial temion is a major
problem in rhe region.

mmad

CASPIAN

SEA
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CAUCASUS REPUBLICS

Georgia
Georgia is the westernmost of the
three republics. About 70 per cent
f the people are ethnic Georgians, most
f " hom belong to the C hristian Georgian
O rthodox Church. In recent years, the
«enomy has suffered as a result of
O\ il wars and ethnic dispures in the
regions of Abkhazia and South O ssetia,
which are trying to break away. T his has
damaged the Black Sea tourist industry.

Gold threads
enhance
bright

Georgia produces fine silk
doth, and mulberry
bushes, used to feed
silkworms, grow well.
Bright couon fabrics
are used to make rhe
headscarves worn
by so many of the
Georgian women.

G EORGIA FACTS
C APITAL CITY Tbilisi
AREA 69.700 sq km (26,911sq miles)

---

POPULATION 5,478,000
MAIN LANGUAGE Georgian
MAJOR RELIGION Christian
C URRFNCY Lari

People
More Georgians claim to
live for over I 00 years than
any orher narionalirv in
the world. Contributing
factors are thought to be a
healrhy diet, regular exercise,
a clean environment - and
a generic p redisposition to
longevity. Claims for ages
over 120 have nor so far
been proved.

-\rmenia
Lan d-locked and
isolated from its
neighbours, Armenia is the
smallest of the Caucasus
Republics. T he only way out
of rhe country is by d ifficult
road and rail links over the
mountains to Georgia.
T he people, mostly ethmc
-\rmenians, speak a unique
language. T he country
exports frui t, brandy,
and minerals such
as copper.

Tbilisi
Siruared on the banks of rhe River Kura,
Tbilisi, Georgia's capital since rhe Srh cenrury,
is a multicultural city of 1,200,000. Home to
most of Georgia's Armenian minority, ir has
places of worship for many religions.

Tea and wine
More than 90 per cent of the tea sold in Russia is grown in Georgia,
which produces about 250,000 tonnes each year. Georgia also has
extensive vineyards and produces excellent red wines.

AzERBAIJAN FACTS

ARMENIA FACTS

Azerbaijan

CAPITAL CITY Yerevan

The largest
of the Caucasus
Republics, Azerbaijan also
has the most extensive area
of farmland. Around 9 3 per
cent of the population
are Muslims. Most other
people are Christian
Armenians and Russians.
Nax\ivan, a separate pan
of Azerbaijan, lies within
Armenian territory.

AREA 29,800 sq km (11,506 sq miles)
POPULATION 3,500,000
M AIN LANGUAGE Armenian
MAJOR REIJGION Christian
C u RRENCY D ram

Cubes of meat
are separated by
peppers and onions
for flavour. \.

Metal skewer
allows cooking
meat to be

CAPITAL CITY Baku
AREA 86,600 sq km (33.436 sq miles)

-

-----

POPULATION 7,700,000

MAIN L\NGUAGE Azerbaijani
MAJOR RlliGION Muslim
C URRENCY Manat

Oil industry

Food
Lamb is the main mear, often served as
kebabs, with a variety of vegetables. Cooks
use pine-nuts and almonds for flavouring.
Local cheeses and rich desserts are specialities.

Yerevan
Armenia's capital,
Yerevan, is also irs
largest city. Situated
on rhe River Razdan,
ir is a major cultural and
industrial centre. Marker
traders sell fruit. vegetables,
and rich, colourful rugs woven
locally from silk and wool.

Natural gas and oil are extracted
from rhe Caspian Sea. Pipelines
link Baku, which is rhe centre of
rhe industry, wirh Iran, Russia,
Kazakhstan, and Turkmenistan.
Other oil-related industries include
rhe manufacture of chemicals and
oil-drilling equipment.

Territorial conflict
Nagorno-Karabakh, an enclave
in southern Azerbaijan, has been
the subject of armed contlicr with
Armenia since 1988. Most of the
people here are Armenians, and
Armenia claims rhe territory. A
ceasefire was negotiated in 1994, bur
dispute over the area continues today.

Farming
-\griculture, mainly in the
-\ras river valley. employs
30 per cent of rhe workto rce .md is the country's
m.1in source of wealth.
Crops include cereals
dlld ti-uit such as apricms,
gr.1pes. oli\es. and peaches.
A SIA,
HISTOR'r O F

People
Communal drinking of hor. sweet rea from riny glasses is
a typically male ceremonv. As in neighbouring Georgia, the
Azerbaijanis have a reputation for longevity, and ir is nor
uncommon for people to continue working inro their eighties.
CHRJSTIAI\ In

ENERGY

FARMING

ISLAM

MOL"NTAINS
A..' D VALLEYS

O IL

SOVIET
UNION

TEXT ILES
AN D WEAVING

TRADE AND
INDL'ST RY
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CAVES

How a cave forms

there is a network
of large holes, or caves. Caves are naturally
occurring chambers, formed out of rock.
There are many different cave types, some
housing hidden lakes and waterfalls; caverns are extensive
networks of giant caves. Some caves are no bigger
than a cupboard, but others are huge. The
Str~am ~~rg~
Sarawak Chamber in Malaysia is 700 m
ov" waurfol/ ,
(2,296 ft) long and 50 m ( 164 ft) high;
Craggy
the world's biggest sports stadium, the
limestone cliffi ~
Louisiana Superdome, could fit into
Sinkhole -point
it three times over. Damp and
at which a str~am
disappears.
dark, caves have distinctive
Sparse
"
features, such as stalactites
and stalagmites.

Most of the world's biggest caves are formed by
water trickling down through soluble rocks, such
as limestone. The water widens joints or cracks by
dissolving the rock. Rainwater is dilute carbonic
acid and wears away the rock, creating a cave.

BENEATH THE GROUND,

Ridges and
grooves in the
limestone
surface are
called dints
and grykes.

Step-like rock
formations

/

Water seeps
through
rock joints;
rock forms
cracks that
widen into
potholes.

Types of cave
The biggest and most
common cave systems
are found in carbonate
rocks, such as dolomite
and limestone, but small
caves form in all kinds of
stalactites hang
from the roof
or walls.

rock. Caves are found in
many terrains, from the
sea to glaciers, and can
have different formations.

by str~am.
' Untkrground lake
' Later passage
"oded by str~am.

Sea cave
Small caves form in sea
diffi; waves force water
into cracks, blasting the
rock apan. The hole
may emerge as a blowhole on the cWf-top.

Fissure cave
The movement and
force of an earthquake
can create deep
fissures, long, narrow
openings, and caves.

Ice cave
Greeny-blue tunnel
caves form under
glaciers after spring
meltwater carves out
passages under the ice.

Stalagmites grow
up from cave floor.

-......... Stream exits via cave mouth and
flows along the valley bottom.

Groundwater fills a previously dry
cavern to the level of the water table,
which can rise and fall over time.

Cave features

Potholing

Formed over thousands of years,
stalactites and stalagmites are found
in caves. Droplets of water partially
evaporate to form calcium deposits
(calcite); drips create hanging stalactites
on the roof, and upright stalagmites
where they fall to the floor. Spiralling
drips form twisted helictites. Flowstone
is solidified calcite on the cave floor or walls.

Potholes are the vertical pipes
that lead down to many
extensive cave networks.
Today, potholing is a popular
but dangerous sport.
Exploring and discovering
caves can unearth historic
treasures. The caves at
Lascaux, France, for instance,
which contain a wealth of
prehistoric wall paintings
and tools, were discovered
by potholers.

Stalagmite

Lava cave

Stalagmites and stalactites

Tunnel-like caves form
in lava - surface layers
harden, and molten
lava flows underneath.

Stalactites can form in different ways a long, thin curtain stalactite is formed
when water runs along the cave roo£
When stalactites and stalagmites meet in
the middle, they form a column. The
biggest stalactite, 10m (33ft) long, is in
Pruta do JaneHi.o, Minas Gerais, Brazil;
the biggest stalagmite is over 32m (105ft)
tall in the Krasnohorska Cave in Slovakia.

Limestone cave
Most caves form in
limestone. This rock
has many joints and its
calcium content is
vulnerable to the acid
in rainwater.
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PEOPLES

RoCKS AND
MINERALS

Caves

CAVE WILDLIFE

Caves occur in sea cliffs, around volcanoes, and under
glaciers, but the most spectacular are those formed
when rainwater hollows out fissures in limestone rock.
Limestone caves contain various habitats for wildlife,
including narrow tunnels, chambers, streams, pools,
and the partly lit entrance. Some caves, especially those
in the tropics, are teeming with life. Bat colonies
live in the roof, and an army of invertebrates
consumes their droppings on the floor below.

A DEEP CAVE is a world of its own, with
conditions far removed from those outside.
Deep within a cave there is no light at all.
No day and night pass, and
temperatures change little with the
seasons. Without light plants cannot
gro\v, yet animal life exists even
here. Some creatures enter
caves for shelter or to hunt
for prey; others spend
rheir entire lives in this
dark, dank environment
and have adapted to
move about and sense
food in the dark.

Plants
No plants can grow deep in a cave due
to lack of light. But the cave entrance
is often framed by a fringe of plants,
such as liverworts, mosses, ferns, and
algae, that have adapted to damp.
shady conditions. Many of these
plants grow without soil, sending
out small roots thar grip the bare rock.

Invertebrates
Caves are often full o f invertebrate life. Beetles,
"piders, snails, worms, and crayfish survive in
large numbers in caves. They feed on debris
brought in by running
water or dropped by
animals that feed outside.

Long

Larva~

hauling

Cave cricket
Scavenging cave crickets use their long, wiry antennae to
feel rheir way past objects in the dark and towards food
on the cave floor. Alert for the merest brush agamst them.
they try to our-manoeuvre prey such as cave centipedes.
Cave crickets, like cockroaches and other inverrebrates,
feed on debris dropped by bats and cave birds. They also
ear the fallen carcasses of these animals when thev die.

Mammals

-

•

BATS

insect

Lesser horseshoe bat

Some mammals make temporary
or permanenr homes in caves. The
American black bear sometimes
<>helters in caves during the winter
man ths, as do some foxes.
Many species of bat roost,
rear their young, or
hibernate in the security
of caves, some formin g
colonies thousands strong.
Hanging from the ro0f by
their hind feet, the bats are out
of reach of almost all predators.
BIRDS

The lesser horseshoe bat is found in
large numbers in caves all over Europe.
Asia, and norrhern Africa, where it
hibernates during the winter months.
Like other bats, it navigates in the dark
by using echolocation. It emits highpitched calls and listens for the
echoes thar bounce back from rhe
cave walls. stalactites, and
orher obstructions.

CAVES

Transparmt

New Zealand glow-worm
These glow-worms are gnar
larvae that live at the entrances
to caves. They have evolved an
ingenious method of catching
food. The larvae spin dangling
sticky threads that they
illuminate with a light produced
from their own bodies. In the
darkness of a cave, the glowing
threads lure and ensnare small
flying insects that the larvae
haul up and devour.

CRABS AND OTHER
CRUSTACEANS

FERNS

kgs

Cave crab
Tropical caves are often home to
some small spectes of crab that use
their pincers to pick food debris
from underground srreams or the
cave floor. Like many cave dwellers
- among them millipedes, spiders,
salamanders, and shrimps - cave
crabs are ghostly pale in colour.
In the total darkness of deep caves,
skin pigmentaion is of no value.
Some animals also lose their sight
due to the lack of natural light.

Fish

Blind cave characin

A number of fish species have
adapted to living in subterranean
streams that flow inside cave
systems throughout the world.
Most are sightless, with only
remnants of eyes underneath
their lids, because
nothing can be seen
underground.

F LI ES

Birds
Some birds, such as barn owls and
swifts, make nests within caves.
The oilbird of South America nests
deep within caves and uses rapid
tongue clicks ro navigate by
echolocation. Colonies of oilbirds
fly outside the cave at night ro feed
on fruit in the surrounding forests.
The birds' droppings litter the cave
floor below the birds' roosting
ledges, and bring nutrients
into the cave from
far and wide.

FISH

GRASSHOPPERS
AND CRICKETS

Sightless cave animals compensate for
their lack of vision with a highly refined
sense of touch. Most fish have a lateral
line along their sides - a row of sense
organs containing nerve endings. The
blind cave characin of Mexico has a very
prominent lateral line with which it can
sense vibratioru &om passing prey.

HI BERNATION

MossES

AND
LIVERWORTS
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CELLS

Cell structure

Model of an animal cell
Endoplasmic reticulum is a maze-

like nerwork of membranes thar
are made
make and store chemicals.
of self-contained units of life
Golgi apparatus sorts
and stores proreins. ~
called cells. Some, such as the
Nucleus is the
amoeba, consist of a single cell,
while others, such as humans, are made up
centre.
of billions of cells. Each cell has a nucleus that Vacuole is a __.
small and
contains the genetic material DNA, which
temporary
space where
provides the instructions the cell needs to
food and waste
maintain itself Surrounding the nucleus is the is stored.
Glycogen~
cytoplasm, which contains the matter that
granules are
food resen es or
makes the cell function. Forming a layer
insoluble wasre.
around the cytoplasm is the cell membrane,
which forms the cell's boundary.

ALL LIVING ORGANISMS

Most cells have similar structures. They consist
of a fluid called cyroplasm, a surrounding cell
membrane, and a nucleus. Cytoplasm
comains structures known as organelles.
Pl.!.nt cdls, unlike animal cells, have a
tough outer wall and chloroplasts.
-

Plasma membrane is the thin
flexi ble layer surrounding the
cyroplasm.
- M itochondrion generates
energy from sugars and
fatty acids.
Cytoplasm forms the bulk of
the cell and gives it its shape
Organelles are any structures
that live in the cvtoplasm and
control special functions.

Nuckolus,
ofnuckus

cmtr~

Cytoplasm

Model of a plant cell

~:JNerv~ll

Specialized cells

Most plants and animals consist of many
cell rypes, each specialized to perform a
specific task. Neurones are long cells that
/' - ' twhiu carry nerve impulses around an animal's
Sp~rm '-blood cell body; guard cells are rigid box-like
cell
structures filled with fluid. They open and

~

close pores on the surface of plant leaves.

Palisade mesophyll cell
These cells are found in the upper layer of the middle
part, or mesophyll, of plant leaves. They are packed
with chloroplasts, which contain the green pigment
chlorophyll that harnesses the energy in sunlight.

Cellulose cell wall is
a tough outer jacket
mainly made of cellulose
Plasma membrane is
selectively permeable
or semi-permeable and
is concerned with
receiving srimuli.Chloroplast is an ---organelle present in
green plants; it converts
light energy into food
by photosynthesis.
\

Cell division

Palisade mesophyll cell

Liver cells
The human liver has over 500 functions related to
controlling the chemical balance of the body. These
functions are carried our by cells called hepatocyres. For
instance, some liver cells remove poisons from blood
Liver '-ell

Cells reproduce by d ividing. During cell division the nucleus divides
firs t, followed by the cytoplasm. There are two kinds of cell division:
mitosis and meiosis. Mitosis produces cells needed for growth and to
replace dead cells. Meiosis produces sex cells for reproduction.

®
I

When cells divide inside an organism rhey do so
in a comrolled way. Sometimes, cells become
abnormal and start dividing uncontrollably,
leading to the production of growths called
tumours. The presence of these abnormal
cells and tumours causes a number of
different forms of a disease called cancer.
Cancer tumour cell (yellow) being attacked
by a T-lymphocyte cell (green).

Cells are so small they need to
be studied with a microscope.
Both the light microscope and
the electron microscope have
revealed cells' external and
internal structure. For this study
cells must be carefully prepared
to see their derails clearly.

French pathologist Marie-Fran~ois Bichat
(1771-1802) showed that an organ, whether a leaf
of a plant or a kidney of an animal, is made of
difterent groups of cells. He called each group a
tissue, and showed rhar rhe same rissues could
appear in different organs. His research formed the
basis of histology - the study of organs and tissues.
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Mitosis
This produces rwo
daughter cells that are
identical to the parent cell.
The cell's chromosomes
(genetic material) make
copies of themselves.
These separate and move
to opposite ends of the cell
ro form two new nuclei.
The cyroplast splirs and
two new cells are formed

@
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Meiosis
This takes place in sex
organs and involves
two cell divisions. It
makes four sex cells
thar differ from the
parent cells because they
have half the normal
number of chromosomes
These sex cells are called
sperm in males and ova
in females.
Chemical
dyes used for
staining cells

Studying cells

Marie-Frans:ois Bichat

GENETICS

\

~m1

Abnormal cells

BIOLOGY

Vacuole is
a clear space
filled wirh fluid

H UMAN BODY

M ICROSCOPES

MICROSCOPIC
LIFE

PHOTOSYNTHESIS

Staining cells
When cells are seen under a microscope they
are often transparent, showing little detail. For
that reason, they are coloured wirh chemical
stains to pick out details such as the nucleus.
PLANTS,
RE PRODUCTION

REPRODUCTION
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CELTS
the
Celts were among Europe's oldest peoples. The first
tribes lived in central European hillforrs, but by 400 BC,
they also dominated the British Isles, Spain, Italy, and
France, and even pushed on into western Asia. Unique
and decorative Celtic ans spread with their mythology and religion
via trade routes, but the Celts showed no interest in building an
empire, or even unifying all their territories. By 50 BC, the mighty
Romans and Germanic peoples had squeezed the Celts into
Europe's fringes, where they converted to
Christianity. Today, Celtic culture and
languages survive in Ireland,
Scotland, Wales, and parts of
France and England.
PROUD WARRIORS AND SKILLED METALWORKERS,

\
• Hallsrau

Celtic world c.200

BC

The first phase of Celtic society probably developed
around Hallstarr (now in Austria) berween 1200 and
750 BC From 500 ro 50 BC rhere was a second phase
known as La Tene, after its centre in modern France.

Celtic society
Celtic tribes were made up of three
main classes: warriors, druids, and
farmers. Warfare was an important
part of life, so the warriors, armed with
their sophisticated iron weaponry,
fo rmed an aristocracy. Druids were
religious leaders, who often held the power
of life and death over other tribe members.
Farmers. who reared cattle and cultivated
crops using iron tools, kept the economy
going. Celts lived in fo rtified camps called
hillforrs. Though built for d efence, hillforrs
were also places of trade and religious
worship -some even grew into towns.
Each pagan Celtic tribe had its own king,
and mavbe even its own gods. Skilled
m etalworkers probably had high status.

Druids
The druids were holy men in pagan
Celtic society. The earliest record of
them was made by Julius Caesar, who
reported that they acted as judges, led
rituals in forest clearings, and used
golden sickles to cut mistletoe from
sacred oak trees. Druids were skilled
in herbalism , and kept oral records of
their tribe's h istory.
O ccasionally, they
performed human
and animal
sacrifices. Those
wanting to become
druids had to study
for up to 20 years.

Oak leaves

Detail from
Gu ndestrup Cauldron

Sout~"ain.

or

und~rground passag~.
us~d for storag~

or defonce

Celtic hillfo rt

Celtic horse
The horse played a major p.m in earlv Celtic
warfare and religion. A horse-goddess called Peon
was worshipped first by the Celts, bur then also by
cavalrymen in the Roman army. There are several
chalk figures cut into the rock in former Celric
areas. Some resemble the horse figures that
appear on surviving Celtic coins

Uffington horse England

Ritual

Boudicca

The druids left no wrinen records, so their rituals are
shrouded in mystery. Ceh:s worshipped many gods
and spirits, particularly of trees, rocks, and mountains.
O ne of rhe oldest gods, Cernunnos, is known as the
lord of the beasts. He is often portrayed either wearing
anrlers or with homed animals, such as stags. He is
also often shown wearing golden torcs, and seems to
represent fenilirv and abundance.

Boudicca (d.61 AD) was queen of the
lceni, one of Britain's Celtic tribes.
When the Romans conquered Rrirain
after 43 AD, the lceni joined
forces with them ro defeat a
rival tribe. However, the
Romans then seized
lceni lands and
flogged Boudicca.
She led a huge
revolt, dorruying
the Roman
senlements
at St. Albans,
Colchester,
and London.
The Romans finally
defeated the rebels,
and Q ueen Boudicca
killed herself by
taking poison
rather than risk
being captured.

Stags ar~ oftm shown
wirh Crrnunnos/

Horn~d animals rymboliu
A stone head with three
aggrmion and vitaliry.
faces is called a triple head.

Cult of the head
The human head was very
important to the pagan
Celts, as was the number
"3". One custom was to cut
the head off a dead enemy.
hang it from a horse bridle,
then pur it on public di~piJy.
This mav have been because
rhe druids believed that a
person's soul was in his head,
and had to be mastered.
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CELTS

Art and decoration

Christianity

The Celts were a warlike
people, bur rhey were gifted
craftworkers and arrisrs roo.
Celtic metalworkers excelled ar
decorated weaponry, jewellery,
vessels, and mirrors. After rhe
conversion ro Christianity,
Celtic monks in rhe British
Isles made illustrated holy
books of awesome derail. The
Lindisfarne Gospels (c.700)
feature 45 different colours all made from finely ground
minerals or vegetable dyes.

During the Roman occupation,
Christianity came to Britain - but fa iled
to take deep root. However one convert,
St Patrick, went on to convert pagan
C el tic Ireland in the 5rh century. After
this, the Celts adopted rhe religion with
gusto and Ireland became a C hristian
stronghold for the next three centuries.

Banersea shield
Curv~s

(matk
with
compass~s)

Battersea shield

Many of the most beautiful bronze
Celtic shields were roo thin for use in
battle, and were purely ornamental.
T he Battersea shield was probably used
only for military parades. It was found
in rhe River T hames, London, in 18 57.

Tore

According ro rhe ancient Greek writer,
Suabo, Celts loved to dress in colourful
clothes and wear jewdlery in gold, silver,
or electrtun (an alloy of gold and silver):
"They wear rorcs around their necks, and
bracelets on their arms and wrists," he
wrote. Many gold, bronze, and sLiver torcs
have been found in Celtic graves.

Gold

Tara brooch

wir~

Brooches, such as the Tara, date from the
8th cenrury - the early C hristian era in Celtic
Ireland. O nly 9 ems (3.5 inches) in diameter.
the Tara brooch is a magnificently
derailed piece of jewellery. fearuring
filigree, gilt chip-carvings. enamelled
glass. amber, and gold wire.

cross

Monks
C eltic Chrisrianiry was famous for
the harshness of rhe monks' lives,
and the enthusiam of their
devotions. From c.500,
monasteries ranged from simple
cells for single monks to
communities the size of towns.
Early C hristian church, Ireland

Missionaries
After Irish Christians set up
monasteries in Britain, France,
and northern ltalv. they started to
convert the native peoples. The
monks loved learning and helped to
keep culture alive in Europe, during
the chaos that followed the decline
of the Roman Empire. Irish mon ks
operating from the island of lona,
off western Scotland, produced the
beautiful Book ofKells, c. BOO,
with its extraordinary illuminated
(decorated) lettering.

XR1 is
short for
"C hrist".

Greek

ktterX

GreekR

Monogram page, Gospel of St Matthew,
Book of Kells

Greek I

Myths
The pagan Celts had a rich oral tradition.
Their stories included myrhs about mighty
gods, such as the Welsh Bran the Blessed,
and the Irish Dagda (Father of All);
legends about fearless warrior-heroes, such
as Cuchulain and King Arthur; and tales of
rhe "shape-changers"- magical creatures
from the Underworld. Since rhe C elts had
no written language, monks later wrote
down the stories for future generations.

Tara brooch

Sculpture
Animals and birds often figured in Celtic
arr and decoration, and cenain animals were
sacred, such as pigs or boars, which often appe-ar
in Celtic legend. The legendary King Anhur
himself was known as "the Boar of ComwaU".
Bronze boar

Merlin
Metalworking
As well as sophisticated iron weaponry and farming tools, skilled Celtic
metalworkers produced high-status goods for chieftains, and elaborately
decorated items for trade throughout Europe. In G aul (modern France)
the smiths even had their own god - a smith-god known as Sucellos.

T he first written legends of the Welsh wizard . Merlin,
said that he was a Celtic boy whose farber was the
devil. At an early age, he found he could foretell the
fu ture. In later stories, he appeared as the wizard and
mentor of King Arthur of England

Sword and
shu/d
Swtrling
abstract
/

Engraving of the wizard Merli n

Languages

Whea

Chieftain's bronze couch, Germany

-
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Two types of Celtic language
continue to be spoken and
written today: Brythonic
(Breton, Welsh, Cornish) and
Gaelic (Irish Scots Gaelic,
Manx). They may all be traced
back to a common ancient
Indo-European language.
IIU.LAND,
HISTORY OF

Ceann Trf1
Dun Chao1n
Modem Irish
M ETAL

\

Hill"

MYfHS AND
LEGEN DS
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CENTRAL AMERICA
SEVEN SMALL COUNTRIES make up Central America,
a tapering neck of land that connects northern North
America to South America. The Pacific Ocean lies to
the west, and the Caribbean Sea, an arm of the Atlantic
Ocean, lies to the east. The two oceans are connected by the Panama
Canal, a short cut that saves ships months of sailing time. The original
peoples of Central America were Native Americans, conquered by the
Spaniards in the 1500s. Since gaining independence, these countries
have had periods of turbulent politics and unstable economies.

The hot, tropical climate and high rainfall
of Central America's Caribbean coast
gives rise ro vast areas of dense rainforest,
particularly in Belize and Guatemala,
and on Nicaragua's Mosquito Coast.
Economic pressure is forcing people to
cut and dear parts of the forest for crops.

Physical features
Central America has a backbone of rugged volcanic
peaks and massive crater lakes that run from
G uatem ala down to Costa Rica. The Pacific
coast is flat and fe rtile, and the eastern lowlands,
stretching to the Caribbean Sea, are wild, empty
swam ps and rain fo rests, with little cultivation.
A

Sierra Madre
The Sierra Madre is the highland region
of Guatemala and El Salvador, and is
a continuation of the Sierra Madre of
Mexico. It includes Tajumulco, an extinct
volcano, which. at 4,220 m (13,845 fr), is
the highest peak in Central America. Most
Guatemalans live in this cooler region.
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Tropical rainforest
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Lake Nicaragua

~. Puerto
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Cabezas
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Covering an area of7,925 sq km (3,060 sq miles),
Lake N icaragua is the only freshwater lake in the world
to contain sea fish, including sharks, which swim up
the San juan River from the Caribbean Sea. The lake is
dotted with 310 islands. the largest of which is Ometep.e.

Regional climate
~

Pan-American Highway
The Pan-American Highway runs the length of
Central America, providing an important road link
between North and South America. In the
north, the road connects with the US
highway network. and in the south, it
extends as far as Chile - a tOtal distance
of about 9,000 km (5,593 miles)
from rhe Mexican border.

luehelds

25°C

Throughout Central (lrF)
America the climate
is tropical and hot,
with a distinct rainy
/,615 mm
season fro m Mav
(63 in)
until November or
December. Mountain and upland areas are cooler. Rainfall
is higher along the Caribbean coast than on the Pacific
side, and can be as high as 6,600 mm (260 in) per year.

Caribbean S ea

PACI FI C

0 C E A N

Golfo
dl'

Vmumra

Pan-American H ighwav, Costa Rica

J
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Guatemala
Once rhe hub of rhe
Mayan civilization,
modern Guatemala is Cenrral
America's largest and most
populated counrry, and has
rhe biggest manufacturing
sector. Guatemalan factories
produce foods, rexriles, paper,
pharmaceuricals, and rubber
goods. Plantations in rhe sourh
grow coffee, bananas, corron,
and sugar-cane for exporr.

11

GUATEMALA FACTS
CAPITAl CITI Guatemala City
AluA I 08.890 sq km (4 2,043 sq miles)

POPUIAIION II ,400,000
MAIN lANG UAGES Spanish, Q uiche,
Mam, k ekch1, Cakchiquel
MAJOR RELIGION C hristian
C uRRFNCY Q uetzal

Farming
About half of Guatemala's people are of
Mayan descent. Most live in the Y.estern
highlands, growing crops and rearing
animals, which they trade at local
markets. People from distant hamlets use
weekly markets as a chance to socialize
and keep abreast oflocal news.

Honduras
A small, poor
counrry, Honduras
relied for many years on
bananas and timber as irs
main sources of income.
However, since rhe banana
industry was devastated by
Hurricane Mirch in 1998,
coffee, flowers, and
fruit now supply rhe
counrry's income.
Unemploymenr is
high, and mosr people
live in small villages.

Tourism is a
growing industrv
in Guatemala, and each
year about 500,000 people
visit the country's Mayan
ruins. Tikal, once a great
Mayan ciry, was founded
in about 600 BC and
flourished until about AD
890, when it was suddenly
deserted . The ciry once had
about 40,000 inhabitants.

El Salvador
~ The smallest country

........ in Cenrral America,
El Salvador has a rugged
landscape rhar includes more
rhan 20 volcanoes. A rhick
layer of volcanic ash and lava
provide ideal conditions fo r
growing coffee. Economically,
El Salvador is srill recovering
from a civil war rhar raged
berween 1979 and 1992 and
major earthquakes in 200 1.

EL SALVADOR FACTS
CAPITAL CITY San Salvador
.AJuA 21,040 sq km (8,124 sq miles)

POPUIAIION 6,300,000
MAIN L\NGUAGE Spanish
MAJOR RELIGION Christian
C u RRENL"Y Colon and US dollar

H ONDURAS FACTS
CAPI rAL CITY Tegucigalpa
AREA 112,090 sq km (43,278 sq miles)
PoruunnN 6,350,ouo
MAI N lANGUAGES Spanish, English
Creole, Garifuna
MAJoR RELIGION Christian
C URRENCY lempira

People
About 90 per cent of
Hondurans are mestizos,
of mixed European and
Native American descent.
Along the Caribbean coast
are settlements of the
Garifuna, descendants of
black slaves who swam
ashore more than 350 years
ago when slave ships from
Nigeria were shipwrecked
off the Honduran coast.

T he vast banana plantations
in the northeast of the
Honduras were wiped out
by Hurricane Mitch in
1998. The storms caused
£2 million ($3 billion)
worth of damage and the
deaths of 5,600 people.
Bananas comprised 40 per
cent of the country's exports,
but have been replaced by
coffee, shrimp, and melon.

Belize
As most of Belize
is dense rainforest,
most of irs small population
live along rhe Caribbean
coast. The two largest groups
are the mestizos and Creoles,
who also have African blood,
and are descended
fro m black slaves
who were marooned
in Belize in rhe
17th cenrury.

B ELIZE FACTS
C APITAL CITY Belmopan
AREA 22,960 sq km (8,865 sq miles)
PoruiAliON 200,000
M AI N IANG UAG~ English, English
Creole, Spanish, Maya, Garifuna
MAJOR RELIGION Christian
C L'RRE"'CY Belizean dollar

Barrier reef

Peopl~
El Salvador is Central America's most
denselv populated country. There are about
304 people per sq km (788 per sq mile) and
the population is growing at about rwo-anda-half per cent a year. Almost 90 per cent
are mestizos, and three-quarters are Roman
Catholics. More than one-third are farmers
who scrape a living in the highlands.

Deforestation
Tod ay, only about five per cent of El
Salvador is still forested VdSt tracts of forest,
including cedar, odk, and mahogany, have
been felled for export and tO dear land for
farming cdSh crops such dS coffee.
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Protecting Belize's swampy
coastal plains from
flooding is the world's
second largest barrier reef.
290 km ( 190 miles) long.
The reef supports a wide
varierv of colourful fish

Belmopan
Belize Cirv. the country's
chief port. was the capital
for many years. In 1960,
a hurricane and tidal wave
caused severe damage, so
in 1970, a new capitdl.
Belmopan, was built in the
centre of the countrv. far
from coastal storms. Its
population is only 4,000,
mostly civil servants.

CENT RAL AMERICA

"icaragua

People

N ICARAGUA FACTS

M~stizos

make up 70 per cem
of N icaraguans. The rest are
whites or blacks, descended
from Africans who were taken
to Nicaragua as plantation
workers in the 18th century.
Three-quartets of the
population is below the age
of 30. Families are right-knit,
and up to three generations
may ~ ive together.

-

O ccasionally called the land of lakes
and volcanoes, Nicaragua lies at the
of C entral America. Volcanoes and
anhquakes frequently shake the country,
H urricane Mitch caused great damage
1998. In 1978, Nicaragua experienced
cnil war between the left-wing Sand inista
m ment and right-wing "contras",
ed by the USA. The war ended in 1990.

CAPITAL CITY Managua
AREA 130,000 sq km (50,193 sq m1les)
POPUlATION 5.100,000
MAIN LANGUAGES Spanish, English
Creole, Miskiro
MAJOR RELIGION Christian
C uRRFNCY Cordoba oro

Food

Delivery of

Farming
Agriculture employs about
one-quaner of the work-force,
growing cotron, coffee, sugar,
bananas, and meat for export.
The country has also developed
related industries, such as sugar
refineries and canning factories
that process agricultural produce.

Black
pepper
Spring
onion

Hot chilli sauce

CosTA RicA FACTS

Costa Rica

CAPITAL CITY San jose

~ Unlike its neighbours, Costa Rica is

-

N icaraguans en joy maize
roasted on the cob.
Meat and bean dishes
are spiced with pepper
and gdrlic and scooped
up in thin pdncakes
called torrillas, which
are made from maize flour
Food is ofren topped with
hot chilli sauce.

AREA ';I, 100 sq km (I 9.730 sq miles)

a stable and peaceful country with
emocratically elected government. T he
~v was abolished in 1949. Costa
ns enjoy excellent schools and
pitals. Most people are mestizos of
nish o rigin . In the Puerto Limon area
the east coast, one-third are Englishing blacks, descended from plantation

PoPULATION 4,000.000
MAIN LANGUAGES Spdnish, English
Creole, Bribri, Cabecar
MAJOR RFIIGION Christian
C LTRRI:NO Colon

Costa Rica has som~
750 sp~ci~s of bird mor~ than the who/~
ofth~ USA.

San jose
Founded in 1737, San jose
became Costa Rica's capital in
1823. With manv parks and a
mix of trad itional and modern
Spanish architecture, San Jose
is a commercial cenrre and has
food- processing factories. It
has rail links with Pacific and
Caribbean ports and lies on
the Pan-American Highway.

Tourism

Coffee

More than 20 per cent of Costa Rica
has been set aside to create a network of
national parks, including volcanic peaks
and undisturbed tropical forest rich
in plant and animal species. Many
ecotourists are attracted by the country's
resident wildlife, such as jaguars, giant
sea turtles, crocodiles, and armadillos.

Costa Rican coffee is some of the
world"s fi nest, and fetches a high
price. It grows in the rich black
volcanic soils near the capital, San
Jose. Costa Rica was the first
Central American countrv to
grow rhe beans. Bananas are
the orher leading cash crop.

14,000 ships pass through
canal ~v~ry y~ar, ~arning
Panama valuabk toU ft~-

.=-

hav~ a dup,

rich taste.

PA~AMA FACTS

Som~

Panama

Dark-roasted
coffi~ b~ans

th~

O ccupying the
I~ southernmost and
arrowest part of C entral
-\merica, Panama is cut in two
the Panama Canal, which
ks the Atlantic and Pacific
Oceans. A country of swamps,
mountains, and grassy plains,
Panama has some of C entral
-\merica's wildest rainforest.

CAPITAL CITY Panama City
AREA

7

7,080 sq km (29,761 sq miles)

POPULATION 2. 900,000
MAI N LANGUAGES Spanish, Fnglish,
Creole. Ind ian languages
MAJOR REliGION Christian
C L'RRI:NCY Balboa

Panama Canal
Financial centres
At opposite ends of the Pdndma Canal,
Colon and Panama Ciry are important
business centres, providing banking.
financial. and insurance services. A free
trade zone in Colon enables goods ro
be imported and exported free of durv.
C EN T RA L AM ERI CA,
H ISTOR\ OF

CORAL
REEFS

EA RTH QUAKES

Linking the Caribbean Sea with the Pacific
O cean, the Panama Canal was built by the
USA. and opened in 1914. It is more than
65 km (40 miles) long, and passes through
three sets of locks. The length, which is
rhe distance between deep-water points
of entry, is 82 km (51 miles)

FARM ING

F ISHI NG
I N DU~T RY

F O RESTS

MAYA

busv and important
fishing fleet. The
leading catch is shrimps.
which form II per cent of rhe country's
export~. Anchoveras. small fishes used tor
fish meal. make up three per cent of exports
Other Cdtches include herrings and lob\rers.
N ATIVE
AM ERICANS

P O RTS AN D
WATERWAYS

TRAVEL
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Maya civilization was at its peak in the
tropical forest lowland area of Guatemala

RI CHLY ENDOWED WITH natura1 resou r ces,

Central America has had a violent history
from about AD 250 to 900. Here the
'
Maya built cities, wirh step pyramids.
With Civil WarS, revolutiOnS,· and terrible
Around AD 900, theToltecs from the
north conquered the Maya. The Maya
repression. T he area was horne to t he
revived around 12oo. but were in decline
by the time of the Spanish conquest
g reat Maya civilization, but the Spanish arrived in the
Maya pottery bowl
16th century and began to conquer and settle Mexico
Independence
and the lands to the southeast. As a Spanish colony, the
In 1821 , following the example of
area was called the Captaincy General of Guatemala
Mexico, Central America declared
Belize
and had its capital in Guatemala City. After gaining
independence. A federation of
independence in the 1820s, the region split into
new states was proposed,
Belmopan
but politicians disagreed
separate nations ruled by a few rich families.
rGu~remala
Honduras ·
over what form it
Guatemala
During the 20th century, the United States
Tegucigalpa
should take. The
• City
disputes led to war and
often intervened in Central American
San Satvador
the break-up of the area
El Salvador
Nicaragua
politics with aid and arms.

I

Captaincy General

Managua

A small group of wealthy Spanish
merchants born in Central America
dominated the rich trade in indigo
dye, and also the political life of the
colony. The area was ruled by a
Captain General of Guatemala and
his council at Guatemala City.

into five self-governing
republics in 1838.

Coffee

Costa Rica
In the 1850s, there was a high
world demand for coffee. Rich
' Sanjose
landowners began to grow coffee in
Panaina
large quantities, forcing local people off
their land. Coffee export enabled Costa
Rica and El Salvador to achieve some
stability in the late 19th century, bur
changes in coffee prices brought
problems later.

Panama Canal
With military support from the USA, Panama
separated from Colombia in 1903. US engineers
built a great canal linking the Atlantic and the
Pacific. The Panama Canal, which runs across the
south of the country, opened in 1914. After this,
the Panamanian economy c..me to depend almost
entirely on the USA.
US intervention
During the 20th century, the United Stares was
closely involved in the affairs of Central America.
In 1909, the US supported a right-wing revolution
in Nicaragua, and US marines occupied the country
until 1933 when, after a guerilla war, Augusto
Sandino (1895-1934) forced them to
withdraw. Later, the US intervened to stop
lefr-wing revolutions and to prevent the
spread of communism during the Cold
War. More recently, the US supported the
Comras (right-wing guerillas) in Nicaragua
and, in 1989, invaded Panama to oust
corrupt ruler General Manuel Noriega.

Modern Central America
Immense d ifferences between rich and
poor, combined with the strong economic,
political, and cultural influence of the
United States, made Central America a
turbulent region in the 20th century. Many
rulers were d ictators and governments
changed rapidly, giving little chance of
political stability. There were many
revolutions, which were often suppressed
with h uge loss of life.

Students in El Salvador erect a statue of Augusto Sandmo.

Daniel Ortega
Somoza family
Anastasio Somoza and his sons ruled
Nicaragua from 1937-79. The
economy grew under their rule, bur
there was widespread corruption. In
1979, an uprising led bv the
Sandanisras (a lefr-wing group
named after the former socialist
leader Augusto Sandino), ousted
the Somozas from power.
AzTECS
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Socialist politician
Daniel Ortega (b. I 94 5)
became the :-.Jicaraguan
head of state in 1981
and won free elections
in 1984. But he failed
to free his country from
the conflict berween rhe
right-wing politicians
backed bv the USA and
his own lefr-wing allies.
CH RI~TIANITY

ExPLORATION

Oscar Romero
Archbishop Oscar Romero (1917-80) was head
of the Catholic church in El Salvador. His reading
of rhe Bible led him to demand bener conditions
for the poor. Many Catholics began to get involved
in social activism in the 1970s. This annoyed the
government, which employed death squads to kill
priests. When Romero declared that armed struggle
was the only option lefr, he roo was shot dead.
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CHARLEMAGNE

Early life

ON CHRISTMAS DAY, 800, a remarkable emperor was
crowned in Europe. His name was Charles, and he was
known as Charles the Great, or Charlemagne. He was
king of the Franks of northern France, and managed to
~reate a large empire after the turmoil that followed the fall of
Rome. Under Charlemagne, Europe enjoyed a period of peace
and unity it had not had for 400 years. Yet the king was illiterate
and brutal, and held his empire together only by force.

Carolingian Empire
In order to control his vast territory, Charlemagne installed
bishops and counts in each district to run both the religious
and the secular affairs of the empire. He supported an
~ucational system based on the monasteries, and introduced
a legal system that owed much to the Roman Empire.

'

,,
'
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Charlemagne was born in
Aachen in whar is now
Germany in about 742. He
was the oldest son of Pepin,
king of the Franks, and
inherited his kingdom in
768, jointly with his
brother, Carloman.
When Carloman died
in 771, Charlemagne
became sole ruler of
the Franks.

Marches
In order to protect his vast empire,
Charlemagne established marches, or
buffer rones, along rhe southern border
with Muslim Spain and the eastern border
with the various Germanic tribes. Troops
of armoured horsemen patrolled the
marches to protect the empire against
raids across its lengthy borders.

Extent of the empire
By the time of his death in 814,

Charlemagne controlled an empire
that stretched from H amburg in
nonhern Germany to south of
Rome, and from the Atlantic
Ocean to the River Danube. H e
m nverted the warlike Saxons to
Christianity, and subdued the Lombard
kingdom of northern Italy.
Charlemagne's realm
Frankish lands, 714

(

Adjoining territories

~ ~-

,.)

U

Empire of Charlemagne ~~
Doubu-~dg~d
blad~

A new Roman emperor

Dark Ages

In the 8th century, the Pope's security as head
of the Christian church was threatened by the
Lombards from northern Italy. In 773,
C harlemagne conquered Lombardy. To
recognize his support, the
Pope gave Charlemagne
the tide of Emperor of
the Romans.

For centuries, historians talked of the time after the
fall of the Roman Empire as the Dark Ages. But
we now know that the period was a time of great
achievement in scholarship and the arts. This
activity reached its height under Charlemagne.

CHARLEMAGNE

Aachen

Scholarship

At his capital of Aachen (Aix-laChapdle), Charlemagne created a
brilliant court where art flourished
He builr a vast palace and chapel
which some visitors thought was
like a "second Rome".

Scholars carne from all
over Europe to Aachen ro
work for Charlemagne.
They rescued classical
Latin learning fro m
oblivion, and ensured
that future generations
could learn about the
Roman Empire.

768 Succeeds ro Frankish Empire
with his brother Carloman.

771 Takes sole control of empire.
772 Begins conquest of Saxony in
nonhern Germany.

773 Subdues Lombards in Italy.
Germany.

Coronation

795 Establishes Spanish march to

Charlemagne visited Rome in
800, and Pope Leo III crowned
him and paid hi m homage. For
the first time since the Roman
Empire, Christian Europe was
united, and the idea of a Holy
Roman Empire was born.

-

c.742 Born in Aachen.

778 Conquers Bavaria in southern

Coin of Charlemagne

I

Carolingian spearhead

F EUDAUSM

p rotect his kingdom from
Muslim Spain.
800 Crowned emperor of the
Romans by Pope Leo III.
814 Dies and is buried at Aachen.
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CHAvfN

Chimu
Huari

to the Ist centuries
BC, a brilliant civilization flourished
in Peru. It is known today as
Chavfn, after the important town
of Chavfn de Huantar in central Peru. Its
people produced large temples, fine textiles,
and created religious art in a distinctive style.
They were also the first people to unify the
flat coastal region of Peru with the high
Andes Mountains beyond. By doing this,
they prepared the way for other important
Peruvian civilizations, such as the Incas.

!!

liahuanaco

FROM THE lOTH

Chimu and Huari

Hua:n
• • Cuzto

.

Civilizations
O ther culrures, such as
the Chimu, grew up in
the Andes region after
the Chavin declined.

Ttahaunaco

Chavin de Huantar

Castillo

The main city of the Chavin
civilization was built at a natural
transport Interchange. It lay on the
Mosna River next to two passes into
the mountains. T he city was therefore
well placed for trade, with food such
as chillies and salt coming down to
the city through the mountain passes.

Art

The people of C havin de Huanrar
built stone temples ar rhe centre of
rheir ciry. The famous O ld Temple
or Castillo was a complex stone
structure, containing many intricate
passages. Some of rhese were
probably drainage ducts, designed
ro channel away water from the
temple. The adjoining rooms may
have been storerooms for offerings
and religious equipment.

Religion

Chavin art was highly elaborate. C havm artists
made carved stone reliefs, statuettes in
precious metals, and beautiful textiles, some of
which have survived. Their favou rite subjects
were gods and goddesses, and the priests,
birds, and animals that attended them. Many
works of art, such as the textiles and gold
statuettes, were small and easily portable. They
were traded far and wide in South America,
and later cultures copied their styles.

The Chavin people had several
gods, including a creature called
El Lanz6n, or "the smiling god".
His statue was placed in a central
room in the temple at Chavin de
Huantar. Above the statue was
a hole. A hidden person could
speak through this hole, giving
the impression that the god
himself was speaking.
The staff god
-

God carries shield
with cross design in
his kft hand

El Lanz6n

Kennings
Jaguar
vessel

Chavfn sculptors liked ro use rhe
kenning. a rype of visual pun, ro
represent pdrrs of the body. Instead of
carving a person's face realistically. they
made up their feamres using repeated
dements such as eyes or snakes. Many
Chavm carvings. like this srone relief
of a god. are therefore intriguing but
difficult to understand.
Animalfigure
bowl

f God carries staffin his right hand.

T his was probably the main god of rhe
Old Temple. Its statue is found in one
of rhe innermost rooms in the building.
It was a human figure that had cat-like
teeth, suggesting that it was parthuman, pan-jaguar. like many ancient
gods of South and Central America.

Another imporrant
Chavin deiry is known
as rhe staff god. This
figure is shown in
carved reliefs waving a
long staff. H e was often
shown with crops such
as manoic, gourds. and
peppers, and was
rhought to be the
provider and protector
of rhese valuable
foodstuffs.

Face ofSun god

After the Chavln

/Carved lintel

Several civilizations dominated the Andes
after Chavin declined. Tiahuanaco, another
highland culture, and their neighbours the
Huari, flourished from AD 500 to
900. On the coast, the Chimu
were the dominant people
from the I Oth to 15th
centuries, until they were
conquered by the Incas.
Vessel from Tiahuanaco

Pottery vessel

Ornate bowl

Tiahuanaco

Andedn peoples. such as the
Chavfn, made highly decorated
pottery vessels with tall, curved
handles. This example, from
Chavfn de Hu:i.ntar, hdS the
face of a jagudr god wirh a
gold nose orndment and large
dangling earrings.

This bowl in the shdpe of an
animal is another example of
the skill of rhe Chavfn
porters' an. It may have been
used in a religious ceremony,
or adorned the table of a
wealthy member of the
Chavfn nobiliry.

This highland empire was a strong, centralized
state based in a ciry on a high plain some
4,000 m ( 13.100 ft) dbove sea-leveL lts
monuments included rhe Gateway of the Sun,
which was carved out of a single block of srone
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Chemical reactions

CHEMISTRY
f)
(

~:ERE IS MORE TO CHEMISTRY than messy
~~periments in laboratories - doctors use

,"~

~~e~~~ ~~~t~~~o~:~~d ?~;~i~;_ }·:~ .~.<-~~,

it
farmers use it to increase the growth

During a chemical reaction, substances called
reactants break apart and new substances called
products form. Energy is taken in to break the
bonds between the reactants' atoms. As the atoms
link up again in different combinations to make the
products, new bonds form and energy is given out.

:... ;- "· -~ ~·;>- ·.

.-~·.·-·.
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different elements and compo~nds.
also investigates how they change
·;·
and interact with each other during
processes called chemical reactions. .. -.

Chemical change
\\'hen a pile of orange ammonium
dichromate crysrals is heared by a
flame, a chemical reaction occurs.
Heat, light, and gases are given off,
and a mound of grey-green ash is
k ft behind. The ash not only looks
different from the crystals, but it
also has a different chemical
make-up - it has changed into the
substance chromium oxide.
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cloud ofash is
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Ammonium /
dichromau crystals
+
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Chemical equations

Most of the reactions that occur
in cooking are endorhermic,
which means that more energy
is taken in than is given out.

'"'When iron rusts, a reaction occurs
berween the iron and oxygen in
the air. The iron gains oxygen, and
an orange-brown compound called
iron oxide forms. A reaction in
which a substance gains oxvgen is
called oxidation. When oxidation
occurs, there is a simultaneous
reaction called reducrion, in which
a substance loses oxygen. When
iron oxidizes, the air is reduced as
it loses oxvgen to the iron.

is lit by a

The French chemist Antoine Lavoisier
(I 743-94) showed that burning is a
chemical reaction, that air is a m ixrure
of gases, and rhat water is a compound
of hyd rogen and oxygen. H is wife,
M arie (1758-1836), translated
and illustrated many of his
scientific works.

Endothermic reactions

In an exorhermic reaction, such
as burning, more energy is
given out than is taken in from
the surroundings.

Oxidation and reduction

•.

Pit~ ofcrystals_-:.:

Antoine and Marie Lavoisier

Exothermic reactions

••

Scientists write equations to describe
what happens during reactions. The
equation above shows how hvdrogen
(H 2 ) and oxvgen (0 2 ) react in the
ratio of 2 to l to make water (H 20 ).

Nitrogm
dioxitk

Nitrogen
monoxid~

~

Symbotf
for r~r,ersibk

Reactions can be speeded up by making the
reacting particles come into contact with each
other more often. One way of doing this is by
increasing a reactant's surface area. Sulphuric
acid reacts more rapidly with powdered chalk
than with chalk pieces, because the powder has
a greater surface area.

r~action

Nitrogen d ioxide

Th"~ is a

)

gmtk fizzing
as carbon
dioxitk gas rs
givm off

rate

caus~

to
spill out of

r~actants

b~ak~r.

/
Dilute
sulphuric
acid on
powdered
chalk
Dilute sulphuric
acid on chalk pieces

Catalysts
Compounds called catal\sts
speed up a chemical reaction by
helping substances react rogether.
fhe catalysts are lefr unchanged
by the reaction. M any cars are
fined with a catalytic converter
to remove polluting gases from
engine fumes. The conven er
forces t he gases into close
contact with catalysts. The
catalyst~ make the gases react
rapidly with each other,
producing less harmful gases that
escape om of the exhaust.

m~tal.

Reversible reactions

Rates of reaction

Fasur

oxid~

forms
on th~

Manv chemical reactions permanently change the reactants, bur
reversible reactions can go borh fo rwards and backwards. For
example, when nitrogen dioxide is heated, it breaks down into
nitrogen monoxide and oxygen. Cooling this mixture makes the
rwo gases react to form nitrogen d ioxide again .

~

ofr~action

Coating
ofiron

andoxygm
ar~ both
colourless
gases.

N itrogen monoxide and oxygen

Chemical industry
T he chemical industry is one of the world's
largest and most important industries. It
involves taking raw materials - such as air, oil,
water, coal, metal ores, limesronc, and plants
- and using chemical
reactions to change them
inro useful products.
These products include
food, clothing. medicine,
pesticides and fertilizers,
paints and dyes, soaps
and detergenrs. plastics,
and glassware.
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CH EMISTRY

A container of
full-cream
milk is allowed ro
stand for a day or
so. The curds are
removed and
then heated.

1

Organic chemistry

Electrochemistry

The studv of carbon compounds is called
organic chemistry, because all living
organisms depend on carbon compounds for
their existence. Today, chemists can also
create synthetic carbon compounds. Natural
and synthetic carbon compounds occur in a
wide range of materials, such as food, fuel ,
paint, textiles, and plastics. This experiment
shows how paint can be made from casein an organic compound derived from milk.

The study of the relationship between electricity
and chemical substances is called electrochem istry.
Many compounds consist of electrically charged
particles called ions, which form when atoms lose or
gain electrons. A battery uses a chemical reaction to
generate an electric current.

Casein forms
in curds.

Acetic
acid

Casein can then be
mixed with orher
materials to form
paint. The casein
is used to bind
the pigment
to the
surface.

The casein is
removed by
straining the liquid,
It is kneaded in
warm water and
then dried.

2

Electrolysis

---Casein
hardmsas
it dries

Aliphatics

Aromatics

Organic compounds containing a chain of
carbon atoms linked by single, double, or
triple bonds are called aliphatics. The aliphatic
ethane occurs in natural gas, and ethene is
used to make plastics.

The strong-smelling
organic compounds
called aromatics contain
a ring of six carbon
atoms. Benzene,
the simplest
aromatic, is a
colourless liquid
obtained from coal,
natural gas, and
petroleum. Aromatics
are used to make vivid
dyes called anilines.

The process of splitting
up a compound by
passing an electric current
through it is known as
electrolysis. Two metal or
carbon rods called
electrodes are placed in
the compound and
connected to a battery. As
electricity flows through
the compound, positive
ions are attracted to the
negative electrode (the
cathode), and negative
ions are attracted ro the
positive electrode (the
anode), causing rhe
compound to split apart

PlaJttCS,
such as
polythene
and PVC
are made up
ofpolymm.

Polymers are giant molecules that consist
of winding chains of thousands of small
organic molecules called monomers.
Fats, starches, and proteins are
natural polymers; plastics and
artificial fibres are made of
synthetic polymers. Polythene
contains polymers made of
many ethene monomers
joined rogether.
Plastic
products

Alfred Nobel

-
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A C IDS AND
ALKALIS

Chlorine gas
collrcts at top
oftube.
Deposits of
copper metal
form as copper
ions move to
cathotk.

/

move to anotk
and form
chlorine gas.

Electrolysis of
copper chloride
solution

Polymers

Fats and oils
Liquid vegetable oil is an unsaturated
fat - a type of fat in which some
of the carbon atoms are linked
by double bonds. When the oil
reacts with hydrogen, the double
bonds break and the carbon
atoms link up with extra
hydrogen aroms, formi ng a solid
fat such as margarine. Solid fats
contain only single bonds
between their carbon
atoms. These fats are
said to be saturated
because they cannot
Liquid
bond with more
oil
Solid fat
hydrogen atoms.

The Swedish chemist Alfred Nobel
( 1833-96) invented the explosives
dynamite in 1867 and
gelignite in 1875. which
made him very rich. On
his death, he left his vast
wealth to pay for a series
of annual awardsthe Nobel Prizes for achievements
in science, art,
and medicine.

As the zinc dissolves in
the acid, the zinc atoms
lose elrctrom and
_ _ become ions.

4

3

Acetic acid is
added to the
warm curds. This
causes a white,
rubbery material
called casein to
form in the
liquid.

Simple battery

Timeline
2 BC Egyptian alchemists
try to change "base" metals,
such as lead, into gold.
1661 Robert Boyle, an
Irish scientist, realizes that
chemical reactions can be
explained by the existence
of small panicles.
A TOMS AND
MOLECULES

DYES AND
PAINTS

1770s Antoine Lavoisier
investigates compounds
such as air and water.

Geochemist examining rocks

Biochemistry

Geochemistry

The srudy of the chemistry of
living organisms and the chemical
processes, such as respiration, that
take place within them is called
biochemistry. The discoveries of
biochemists are used in industry,
medicine, and agriculture.

The Earth's composition and the
chemical structure of rocks are
studied in geochemistry. T he
findings of geochemists give us a
greater knowledge of the Earth's
hisrory and help us to find ores
minerals, and other resources.

1808 English scientist John
Dalton proposes that each
element has its own unique
type of atom.

1807
Englishman
Humphry
Davy uses
electrolysis to
discover the
dement sodium.

E LECfRICITY

Research into respi ration

1909 American Leo
Baekeland makes the
first fullv synthetic
plastic - Bakelite.

1830s German
chemists focus on
studying carbon
and its compounds.

Bakelite
radio set

Davy's equipment
ELEM ENTS

GLASS

MEDIC INE

1939 Linus
Pauling, an
American chemist
explains the
nature of
chemical bonds
between aroms
and molecules.

MIXTURES AND
COMPOUNDS

PLASTICS
AND RUBBER

CHESS AND OTHER BOARD GAMES
BOTH CHILDREN AND ADULTS enjoy games,
whether for the challenge of perfecting a skill,
the excitement of competition, or simply for fun.
Board games, in which competing players move
pieces on a special board following rules agreed in advance,
are particularly popular. They have a long history, and exist
in every culture. They range from demanding games of skill
and strategy, such as the ancient game of chess, to more
simple games of chance, like snakes and ladders, where a
throw of the dice determines the winner.
Th~

Chess

Strategy games
Games of strategy are challenging, for superior
skill, concentration, and tactics decide the
winner. Chance plays no part. In most strategy
games two players aim ro cross the board, or ro
encircle or capture their opponent's pieces.
Go
Go, also known as w~i-ch'i,
is at least 4.300 years old.
It is extremely popular in
China, japan, and Korea.
Playe rs capture areas of the
board by surrounding them
with their own pieces.

board has 64 squam.
1

Each play"
starts with 16

Chess is a war-game. Two players aim ro capture,
or take, the ocher's pieces, uhimately trapping
the opponent's king. This situation, known as
checkmate, occurs when the king cannot be
protected by his own pieces, and cannor
move without being taken. The word
checkmate comes from the Persian shahmat (the king is dead). Chess can be
enjoyed at all levels: by beginners, or
contested by grandmasters in
international competition.

pi~c~s.

Kasparov plays the computer

Computer chess

Illumination from Persian

History of chess

Pieces

It is thought that chess originated in China
or India more than 1,400 years ago. It sp read
to North Africa and was introduced to
Europe after the Muslim conquest of Spain.
Early pieces were based on an Asian army,
with elephants, chariots, and footsoldiers.

C hess pieces consist of eight pawns, two
bishops, knights, and rooks (castles), a king,
and a queen. Each piece has its distinctive
moves: pawns, for instance, can only move
o ne space forward, while the queen can move
in any direction, as far as is needed.

Race games

Playing cards
Card games do not need a special board, but
must be played on a fl at surface. Generally,
games are for two or four players. Some
games, such as bridge. require concentration
and skill. and are played at international
competition level; games such as poker,
which rely more on luck, are often played
by gamblers for money.

Many board games are races, where the winner
is the first player ro reach a certain part of the
board or remove all their pieces. Some race games
depend on luck, when a throw of the dice decides
how quickly a player moves. This allows players
of different ages or levels to compete fairly
against each other.

.
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Computers can be
programmed to play chess
against humans. In 1997,
the chess world was shocked
when a supercomputer
beat the Russian world
champion Gary Kasparov
(b.l963) in a match. A
vast memory fo r the
tactics of past games
gives computers an edge.
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Starting position for backgammon

Backgammon
Invented 5,000 years ago in
Asia, backgammon is a fastpaced game fo r two players.
It draws on both skill and
chance, and is most popular
around the Mediterranean.
The first player to remove
all his or her "men" from
the board wins.

Starting position for mancalah

Mancalah

Pachisi

There are many varieties of
this ancient game of skill
from Africa. Two or more
players compete to clear
their side of the board. Each
takes turns to pick up a pile
of pebbles, dropping them
one by one in the hollows.

In India, pachisi is a
popular game. Four players
race counters around a crossshaped board; they throw
dice or shells to see how
many spaces to move. Many Men playing
other games, such as ludo,
pachisi in India.
are based on pachisi.
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cards,
diviekd
into four
groups. known
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Chess and other board games
Chess pieces

King moves one square at
a time in any direction.

Bishop moves diagonally
across the board.

Rook travels in straight
lines but not diagonallv.

Pawn moves forward one
square at a time.

Knight can jump over other
pieces to new position.

Queen can move in any
direcrion, but cannot jump.

Board games

Draughts is a game of slull that was played in ancient Egypr.

P1~us mov~

around
board coluctmg pi~s.

Monopoly
tokens

Each play" choom
a charact"

Monopoly, patented m 1935, can be adapted
ro show streets of anv major city in the world.

Harry Poner, launched in 2000, is based on JK
Rowling's children's book series of the same ride.

Scrabble leners

Ludo, a game for two ro four players, originated
from an ancient Indian game called pachisi.
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Solitare is game of skill that is
played by only one person.

A compendium is a collection of different
board games contained in one box.

Cluedo, a detective game played around
the world, was created in 1944

Snake:> and Ladders is a game of chance. Players
move their pieces up ladders or down snakes.

CHILDREN see GROWfH AND DEVELOPMENT

CHILDREN'S LITERATURE
Finnish

has existed for
more than 3,000 years, but it is only in
the last 300 years that literature
has been created especially for
children. Before then, children listened to
oral fables and folk tales. Early children's
books were educational, but in the 19th
century many new forms, or genres,
developed such as adventure and
fantasy stories, and picture books.
WRITTEN LITERATURE

Books
Children's books are produced in
more styles, shapes, and sizes than any
other form of literature.
c~an
T hey range from pop-up
books to picture books
and novels. Books for
younger readers have large
type, and use pictures to
help explain the srory. As
readers get older, their
books become longer and
the stories more complex.

Fables
A short srory which illustrates a moral or lesson
is called a fable. Fables usually feature animals
with human characteristics, such as wisdom or
carelessness, and have traditionally been read
or told ro children in order to encourage good
behaviour. A fable may, therefore, end with a
proverb such as "look before you leap''.
Aesop's Fables
T he most famous colleClion of fables are attributed
to a Greek called Aesop who is thought to have
lived in the 6th century BC. There are many
stories about him; he is often described
as a slave who gained freedom to
become a royal adviser. T he stories
auributed to Aesop were first
passed on orally, then written
down in the 4th century BC.
The Tortois~ and th~ Har~ is one
of Aesop's most famous fables.

Modern fables

Russian

\

Swfdish

These are among the most popular types of
stories, particularly for young children. All
cultures have created their own stories about
magical beings and events, and the same folk
story may occur in many places. For instance,
the tale of an orphaned girl with a wicked
A scene from
stepmother
Ci~lla, by
is found
the London
in most
City
sonenes.
Ballet

Brothers Grimm
German brothers Jakob ( 1785-1863)
and Wilhelm ( 1786-1859) Grimm were
the editors of Grimm's Fairy Tales, which
included Snow Whiu, and Hansfl and
GrfUl Their scholarly approach ro
collecting folk tales from Europe means
that their versions of rhese ancient rales
are often seen as the definitive versions.

Monkey King

In Fables for Our Tim~ (1940),
American author James Thurber
reworked traditional stories, such
as fairy tales, into fables that were
relevant to the 20th century. For
example, in Thurber's reworking
of the tale of Littu &J Riding
Hood, the girl recognizes the
wolf and shoots him dead.

Danish writer Hans Christian Andersen
(1805-75) was one of the first authors to write
new fairy tales. His first collection, Fairy Tales,
was published in 1835. Bv the time
of his death, he had published more than
160 stories; most of them, such as Thf Ugly
Duckling. are still read today.

Frenchman C harles Perrault (1628-1703) was
the first person to write down oral folk tales.
His Tales ofPast Tim~s (1697) included
Cint!n-tlla, but his version was less
violent and bloody than the original.

Uncle Remus

James Thurber (1894-1961)

Th~ Snow

Quun

Charles Perrault

The Uncu R~mus stories by American
author Joel Chandler Harris ( 18481908) are fubles based on the stories of
plantation slaves in the United States.
Told in African-American dialect, the
tales are narrated by a wise, genial
black man to the son of a plantation
owner, and featu re characters such as
the trickster Brer Rabbit.
Brer Rabbit and Brer Fox

Iranian

An illustration
from Andersen's

Folk and fairy tales

Some modern children's stories have been
strongly influenced by ancient fables. English
author Beatrix Potter (1866-1943) wrote a
story about a squirrel called Nutkin whose
naughty behaviour ended in punishment.

fill/ian

The daring
Monkey King
is one of the
best known folk
heroes in Chinese
literature. The
Chinese writer Wu
Cheng'en used many
oral folk tales as source
material in his novel about
the Monkey King's adventures,
]oum9 to thf Wbt ( I SOOs).

Monkey
battles with the
White-Bone Demon

Wilhelm Gnmm

Jakob Grimm
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Fantasy stories

Adventure stories

Until the mid- 19th cemury, most of the srories written
for children were concerned with rhe teaching of morals
and good behaviour. However, rhe enormous success
of H ans Christian Andersen's fairy rales encouraged
many writers ro produce wild fantastic stories
which celebrated the imagination above all else.

The 19th century saw rhe
beginning of great adventure
srories for children. T he
books celebrated bravery,
daring, and excitement,
although the heroes were
often boys rather than girls.
Some books, such as Treasure
Island, described imaginary
lands while others, such as
Huckleberry Finn, were about
adventures d ose ro home.

Alice in Wonderland
Written in 1865, English author Lewis
Carroll's ( 1832-98) fanrasy
revolutionized children's
literamre with irs fantaStic
plot, bizarre characters, and
absence of any moral. The half
dream, half nightmare world
that Alice encounters when she plunges
down the rabbit hole shows the limitless
possibilities of the fantasy story.

Tenniel illustration
of the Mad Haner

Peter Pan

Wonderful Wizard of Oz

The Hobbit

English author JM
Barrie (1860-1937)
originally wrote P~t~r
Pan as a play in 1904.
Peter, a motherless
half-magical boy, takes
the Darling children ro
Never Land.

American author L Frank Baum (1856-1919)
wrote this fanrasy in 1900. Dorothy is carried by
a whirlwind out of Kansas to the magical Land of
O z, where she befriends the Scarecrow, lin
Woodman, and Cowardly Lion. In 1938, it was
made into a popular film, ensuring that people
world-wide know the story, even if
they have never read the book.

JRR Tolkien (18921973) published the tale
of the Hobbit, Bilbo
Baggins, in 1937. The
uilogy that followed it,
Tk Lord ofth~ Rings, is
one of the most popular
stories ever published.

Huck and Jim

Treasure Island

Huckleberry Finn

Scottish author Robert Louis
Stevenson (1850-94) told a story
of piracy. The tale is told by Jim
Hawkins, who acquires a map
showing hidden pirate gold. He
has to defeat the pirates before he
can claim the treasure.

American author Mark Twain
(1835-1910) set his novel on
the banks of the Mississippi
River. O ne of irs themes, black
slavery, is illustrated by H uck's
friendshi p with the runaway
slave Jim.

A scene from the 1950 film of Treasure Island
P~terPan

Still from the 1938 ftlm of Tb~ Wuard ofOz

Th~Hobbit

Harry Potter

School stories

Author JK Rowling published the first in
the Harry Potter series in 1997, Harry
Pottn- and th~ Philosophn-'s Ston~. The
book won several literary awards and was
followed by equally popular sequels. The
stories centre on Harry, an orphan who
is sent to live with his aunt and uncle
and discovers the Hogwans School
of Witchcraft and W izardry. By
2002 the series had sold 100
million books in 46languages.

School is parr of children's
experience, and often features
in literature. T he first and most
famous school story was called
Tom Brown's Schooldays (1 857)
by Thomas Hughes ( 1822- 96).
It was based on rhe author's
own time at boarding school in
England. Today's school stories
usually reflect the experiences
of most children.

Daniel Radcliffe played
Harry Porter on screen.

Roald Dahl
British author Roald Dahl
(1916-90) is known for his
fantasy stories, which
include Jam~s and th~
Giant P~ach (I 961),
Charli~ and th~ Choco!.zu
Factory (1964), Matilda
(I 988), and Th~ BFG
( 1989). His popularity
is partly d ue to his skill in
describing adults' frightening
peculiarities in such a way as to
make them laughable.

Family stories
Children's literature often takes as irs theme family
life. Srories of fam ily life dare back ro the 19th
cemury; one of the first was Little WOmen ( 1869)
by Louisa May Alcott. Today's fam ily-based srories
look at the difficulties that children may experience,
such as divorced parents, bereavement, or abuse.

Illustration from Tom Brown's Schooldays
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Little Women

Amy, and their mother,

Louisa May Alcon's ( 1832-88)
novel about life in a small
town in New England, was one
of the first books that
presented children in a realistic
fashion. The story of the
March family, Meg. Jo, Beth,

Marmee, was in part
autobiographical. It inspired
many other American writers
to produce stories about family
life. Alcon wrote several sequels
to Littu W0mro including Littu
Mro and Good Wiv~s.

A scene from the 1949 film of Ltttu WOmro

CHILDREN'S LIT ERATURE

Picture books

&ne I.apiu

Children's poetry

Visible world

Q ildren's picture books have a long
tsrory; from rhe Orbis Pictus in 1658
there have been pictu re books for
_hildren. Babies and young children
can enjoy books in which pictures are
·usr as important as words. The
Jlusrrarions tell srories and help reach
concepts such as colours, shapes, and
the names of things. Many talented
anisrs now make books for children.

Verse for child ren dares back to the songs and
ballads of the oral tradition, and children still
memorize rhymes and songs and pass them
on among themselves. Children's poetry has
been written in every style imaginable, from
humorous fantasies and nonsense limericks ro
powerful social commentary.

Even rhe earliest books
included illustrations.
However, rhe first picture
book rhar was specially
designed for children was
called Orbis Pictus, or
Visibu World(l658), by
John Amos Comenius.
It used pictures in order
ro help the translation of
German inro Larin.

Nursery rhymes

Merchandising

Beatri.x Potter

Successful children's books
are now big business.
Popular characters soon
appear as roys, games,
and even crockery. The
image of the characters
can be found primed on
clothing and books.

T he first master of rhe picture story book was
Bearrix Potter (1866- 1943). She was a lonely
child who taught herself to draw and became
skillful at painting ani mals. Her first
book, Th~ Tau ofP~ur Rabbit, was
published in 190 L T he books of
Bearrix Potter are still popular
throughout the world.

•

........_ Beatrix Poner
books are
primed in
many
languages.

__ Cuddly P~ter
Rabbit toy

Beatrix Poner
merchandise

li!apot

Spoken rhymes are found all
over rhe world, and many are
ancient. Little Bo Peep is
linked to a hide-and-seek
game called Bo-Pepe, which
is more than 600 years old.
Ring A Ring 0 ' Roses
describes rhe symptoms of
the plague, which left roselike marks on irs victims.

Limericks
The English artist Edward Lear (1812-88)
wrote many nonsense rhymes. His
limericks generally involve all sons
of people in very
odd situations.
"There was an old
man of Whirehaven,
who danced a quadrille
with a raven."

Prizes
Today, more children's books are being published
than ever befo re. To encourage good writing and
illustration, prizes are awarded for the best
books. There are awards for everything from
reenage fiction ro picrure books. Some prizes
are nominated by children.

Mug
Board gam~

\Vhere the Wild Things Are

Dr Seuss

When this book was published by the American
writer Maurice Sendak (b.l928) in 1963. many
people though t it was roo scary for children. It
rells rhe story of a boy called Max, who sails
away to rhe land of rhe Wild Things, where
after many adventures, he becomes their king.

The American artist
Dr Seuss (Theodore
Geisel 1904-90) created
many classic picture
books. Stories such as
Th~ 500 Hats of
Bartholomnv Cubbins

(1938) are built around
strange and improbable
situations. Dr Seuss was
one of the first authors
to make rhyming
storybooks that helped
reach children to read.
In Th~ Cat in th~ Hat
(1958), a car visits two
children and creates
rhyming chaos while
their mother is away.

Timeline
15th century Chapbooks
(crime and miracle stories)
published. Courtesy books
tell children how to behave

1877 English author
Anna Sewell p ublishes

B/dck &aury.

1745 John Newbery sells
Two-Sho~ in
rhe first children's bookshop.

Newbery Medal

Carnegie Medal

The American Library
Association awards this prize
for rhe year's best children's
book It is named after John
Newbery (1713-67), who
opened the world's first
children's bookshop in 174 5.

This prize has been awarded by
rhe British Library Association
since 1936. It rakes irs name
from American millionaire
Andrew Carnegie (1835-1919),
who founded libraries in
Britain and the United States.

19 31 French artist Jean de
Brunhoff publishes Th~

1968 Th~ Pigman by Paul
Zindel (b.l936) published.

1883 Pinochio, by lralian
author Carlo Collodi
(1826-1890) published.

1922 The first Newbery
Medal for children's
literature awarded.

1894 Th~ jungu Book, by
Rudyard IG pling (18651936) published.

1926 Winni~-th~-Pooh, by
AA Milne (1882-1956)
published.

1908 Kenneth Grahame
(1859-1932) publishes

1929 Emil and th~ D~uctiv~s
by German author Eric Kasmer
(1899- 1974) published.

Littu Goody

Littu Goody

-

•

Two-sho~s

BOOKS

Th~

DRAMA

Wind in

th~

EDUCAT ION

Willows.

LITERATl'RE

Story ofBabar.
1952 EB White (1899-1985)
publishes
/

Charloru s
wt-b.

MYTHS AND
LEGENDS

1975 Forever, one of rhe first
books for teenagers, by
American author Judy Blume
(b.l938) published.
1997 JK Rowling publishes
the first book in rhe Harry
Pott~r series.

POETRY

PRINT ING

WRITI NG
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Great Wall

THE WORLD'S THIRD LARGEST COUNTRY, after Russia
and Canada, China covers a vast area of eastern Asia.
It has, by far, the largest population in the world and
contains about 36 per cent of Asia's people. China has
a long Pacific coastline to the southeast, but also borders 14 countries
inland. Closely associated with China are Taiwan, an independent
island, and the two former European colonies of Hong Kong and
Macao. China is ruled by a communist government, which is working
to continue the country's economic boom of the 1990s.

Physical features

Soldiers walking along the Great Wall

China's vasr land area includes rugged hills,
subarcric regions, deserrs, and rropical plains,
and is warered by many river sysrems. High
mounrains, mainly in rhe norrh and wesr,
dominare one-rhird of China's land.

Climate
China has rwo
main climates.
More than half of
the country is arid
623 mm (24 in)
or semi-arid, and in
the north and west, deserts and mountains experience
extreme temperature variations. The winters are
bitterly cold and summers are hot and dry. T he
summer monsoon bri ngs rain from the Pacific to
areas nearer the sea, particularly the south and east,
where conditions are wet, warm, and often humid.

Huang He
Two mighry rivers flow in
eastern C hina, the C hang
Jiang and the Huang He.
At 5.464 km (3,395 miles),
the Huang He is known in
English as the Yellow River,
or "China's Sorrow", after
rhe yellow soil lefi: behind
by its devastating floods.

More than 2,200 years ago, about
300,000 slaves built the Great Wall
of C hina to keep out invaders from
the north. Stretching from Central Asia
to the Yellow Sea, the wall's total length
is 6,400 km (3,980 miles), and is the
world's longest human-made structure.

China's agricultural heartland lies in the south
and centre of the country. The Li river is used to
irrigate land that can be intensively farmed. Here
at Guilin, the river supports fishermen and their
families who make a living from its rich waters.
The steep Guilin Hills rise up behind the river.

~
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Farming

Ruled by the Communist Party since 1949,
China is d ivided into 22 provinces, five
mous regions, and three special municipalities.
technically governed from Beijing, many
are becoming increasingly independent. About
pa cem of C hina's people are H an Chinese, and
;J 60 per cent fo llow no religion, because the
JUnist rulers discourage religious beliefs. Alrhough
land is in short supply, farming is often intensive
employs two-rhirds of the
-force. The Olympic Games
be held in Beijing in 2008.

Built-up

36%\

CH INA FACTS

2%

15%

CAPITAL CITY Beijing
For~st

9%

D~un

AREA 9,596,96 1 sq km
(3,70'>,406 sq miles)
---------------PoPULATION I ,300,000,000

21%

MAIN LANGUAGE M andarin Chinese

Grassland
24%

Land use
T he majoriry of China's farmland is in rhe easr and
somh of me coumry. Much of rhe desen and moumain
regions is uninhabirable. C hina has large mining areas
in rhe Shaanxi and Sichuan basins, and is rhe world's
largesr coal producer.

MAjOR RELIGIONS Traditional
beliefs. Buddhist
C URRFNCY Renminbi (known as yuan)
LIFE EXPECfANCY 70 years
PEOPLE Pt..R DOCfOR 'i00

----------

GoVERNM ENT O ne-parry state
ADULT LITERACY 84%

Schoolchildren in Beijing

Food
80 per ct:nr of Chinese live in less
half rhe coumry's land area, mosdv
, illages. However. more rhan
China's cilies have more rhan one
inhabirams. China's popularion
powing by 15 million a year, so rhe
mem has asked families lO have jusr
child, and fines chose who have more.
n as "Linle Emperors", single boy
are ofren spoiled.
137 per sq km
(335 per sq mile)

Urban
32%

Rural
68%

China's mosr imponam fesrival is rhe
celebrarion of New Year. which begins
in January or February. ar the second
new Moon of wimer. People celebrare
wim colourful processions and dragon
dances and close all shops and offices.
Each year is named afi:er an animal.

Chinese food varies greatly from region
m region. Rice is the basis of all dishes
in rhe somh. where it grows, whilsr in
rhe nonh. whear noodles are rhe sraple
food. Borh noodles and rice are usually
served wirh srir-fried vegerables and
meat. Camonese food is repmed to be
the mosr exoric in China, using rare
mears such as snake and rurde.
Fish and duck are also served
frequendy. The Chinese eat
wim chopsricks held in
/ Chopsticks
one hand.

Beijing

Temple of Heaven. Beijing

For more rhan 2,000 years,
Beijing has been a capiral ciry,
eirher of all China or pan of ir.
Buih symmeuiLally wilhiu duee
renangles, ir is a busding ciry of
hismrical buildings, remples, and
beamiful parks. The Forbidden
Ciry lies ar irs hean, home m rhe
15rh-cenrury emperor's Imperial
Palace. Also from rhar period is
rhe Temple of Heaven, designed
in rhe Chinese pagoda sryle.

Xi'an
bin d e
facmry,
Shaanxi

Dry-braiud noodus

Rice farming

Handbbars

Industry
China has well-developed
heavy industries such as
iron and steel. Since the
lare 1970s, growrh has
been concemrared in
Special Economic Zones
in easrern China, where
joim Chinese and foreign
rrade and emerprise are
encouraged.

Shanghai
A leading cemre of rrade and indusrrv and a busv
harbour. Shanghai is China's largesr ciry and home ro
about 16,000,000 people. The cirv has traditional pagodas
and glinering sk\Scrapers alongside rhe Chang Jiang River.

Leisure
Ciry-dwellers, who have no gardens.
are encouraged to rake exercise in the
well-kepr parks. Ar weekends and on
summer evenings. neighbours meer lO
play board games such as mahjong.

Tib~tan monk
pours Chang
bur at hosar
fistival.

Many women work in flooded
paddv fields in southern
China. Rice is rhe main crop.
and in a good year two yields
can be harvesred as well as one
of vegerables. When rhe crop
is readv for harvesring. it rurns
golden. The women cut and
rie rhe ~talks into bundles for
rhreshing. which separates rhe
grain and irs prorecri,e husk
from the sralk.

The mountainous region ofTiber
became a pan of China in 1965.
Mosr Tiberans are devout Buddhists
but under Chinese rule rheir
religious and civillibenies
were raken away.
O pponents of the
governmem were exiled.
and some Han Chinese
were reserrled in rhe area,
causing rension. The
monks srill practise
rheir fairh and carry
out ceremonies, such as
offering beer m Buddha in
a hosar, or New Year, ritual.
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Hong Kong

Macao

H ong Kong is a special administrative
region in southeast C hina, made up of
236 islands and a mainland area. It has a
busy port and is a leading financial centre.
More than six million people live rhere.
A fo rmer British colony, Hong Kong was
returned to C hina in 1997. It experienced
economic setbacks after rhe transition, bur
.
.
ts now recovermg.

A riny peninsula in southeast China, Macao became
a Portuguese colony nearly 450 years ago and was
returned to China in 1999. Situated about 64 km
(40 miles} west of Hong Kong, Macao is a popular
tourist destination, wirh fragrant woods, and a sandy
coastline onto the Sourh China Sea.

,.

..-

-·

Tourism
Gambling

Macao has a suong tourist industry due
to historical anractions such as the ruins
of Sr. Paul's Church, built by the
Portuguese in 1602.
Macao's greatest
attraction, however,
are rhe casinos that
bring the territory
about one third of
irs total income. The
economy has been
in decline since the
handover ro China.

Gambling is a popular activity in Hong
Kong. Playing mahjong, a traditional
game, with friends and familv is a way of
socializing. Horse racing is a big industry,
with manv people placing bets online.

Houseboats
Some Hong Kong fishing families live
in houseboats called sampans, which are
moored in the harbours. The fishermen
are now facing increasing competition
from more efficient deep-sea trawlers.

Taiwan

People

T AIWAN FACTS

About 84 per cent ofTaiwanese
are Han Chinese, who moved ro
Taiwan when rhe communists
rook power in 1949. They live in
extended family groups, following
uadirional customs. Taiwan's native
peoples of Indonesian origin now
make up onlv rwo per cent of rhe
population. The Ami. of the eastern
mountains, are rhe largesr group.
Expert potters and farmers, their
women rule rhe household.

O ften referred to as a "Little
Dragon", Taiwan has one of Asia's
most rapidly expanding economies. However,
it is not recognized by rhe UN and lies ar the
centre of a debate over ruling righ ts. China
claims Taiwan to be a province of Beijing,
although the Taiwanese have governed here
since the communists gained control of
C hina in 1949. Despite this tension, Taiwan
has established global trading markets, and
its people enjoy high living standards.

CAPITAL

CITY

Taipei

AREA 32,260 sq km (12,4<;6 sq miles)
---POPU L\TIO~ 22,200,000
MAIN LANGUAGE Mandarin Chinese
MAjOR RELIGIO~:. Buddhist,
traditional beliefs
C uRRE...-CY Taiwan dollar
LIFE EXPECfANCY 76 years
PEOPLE PER DOCfOR 894
G oVERNMENT Multi-parry democracy
ADULT LITERACY

94%

Opera
Traditional Chinese opera
was brought to rhe island
with settlers from China.
The operas are based on
uaditional stories. Stage
sets are basic, but the
costumes are elaborate,
made from richlv coloured
silks with delicate
embroidery. Make-up is
used to highlight emotions.

Taiwan's scenic Sun Moon Lake, known as
Tan. is surrounded bv the Central
Mountains. The rwo pans of rhe lake, Sun
Lake and Moon Lake, supply a hydroelectric
plant that produces four per cent of the
country's power. The tranquil, forested area
is known for irs ornate buildings, includi ng
rhe Buddhist Wen Wu Temple.

]ih-yii~h

Taipei
The high-tech capital in the nonh of rhe
island is the fastest growing city in Asia, having
expanded to four rimes irs original size. Many
of the three million inhabitants ride ro work
on motor scooters, causing pollution and jams.

Industry
Few natural resources have forced Taiwan
to develop a booming, highly specialized
industry. Backed by an educated, ambitious
work-force, the country exports electronic
equipment, such as computers and
television sets, machinery, textiles, sports
equipment, roys, and watches. Profits are
invested, or used ro buy oil for energy. Farming
and fishing ensure self-sufficiency in food.

Fishing
Taiwan's fishermen land 1,171,000 ronnes (1,290,793 tons) offish annually fro m
rhe rich fishing grounds surrounding the island. Some Taiwanese fishermen have
been accused of plundering Atlantic fishing grounds. Much of rhe catch goes to
supply rhe huge Japanese marker. Freshwater ponds are used for farming carp.
A SIA,
HISTORY OF
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HISTORY OF

CHINA IS THE WORLD's oldest continuous civilization.
For more than 2,000 years, from 221 BC to AD 1911, it
was united as a single vast empire under a series of allpowerful rulers. During this period, borders changed,
capitals shifted, and the country was invaded by fierce
rribes, including the Mongols. However, for most of its history,
China led the world in art and technology, with inventions
including paper, porcelain, and gunpowder. Despite its huge
~ize, a unique system of government and a strong sense of
national identity have helped to maintain a united China.
Qin Shi Huangdi
When Zheng (258-2 I 0 BC), the leader of
the victorious Q in army, took control of
China in 22 I BC, he took the tide of First
Sovereign Qin Emperor, or Q in Shi
Huangdi. The First Emperor treated his
subjects harshly, and his dynasty was
overthrown by a peasant rebellion in 207 BC
The name China comes from Qin.
Otinese civil
KI'Vice exam
paper
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Each soldia
has a Jiffirmt
foaanJis
moJ~/uJon a
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The first known Chinese dynasty, the Shang, ruled from
about I 500 to I 027 BC. The Shang rulers were believed to
be semi-divine, and wre called the Sons of Heaven. It was
their duty to maintain good relations between earth and the
heavenly realm.

Unification
By 400 BC, central government had broken down,
and many small kingdoms fought among
themselves. In 22 1 BC, rhe stare of Qin emerged
victorious, uniting all the rival kingdoms under
the rule of rhe First Emperor. T he Grear Wall
was builr at this rime, using slave labour.

Han Dynasty

Gr~at

Terracotta army

In 207 BC, a new dynasty
rook power. The Han
emperors, who ruled until
AD 220, ser up a national
civil service ro run rhe
country. Officials studied
rhe teachings of rhe
philosopher Confucius
(5 5 1-479 BC), and were
selected by a rigorous
examination system. T he
structure of rhe civil service
remained largely unchanged
fo r 2,000 years. T he H an
reign marked a period of
peace and prosperity.

Wail,

The First Emperor's tomb was
guarded by thousands of lifesized terracona warriors with
horses and chariots, whose
job was to protect the
emperor in the afterlife.
This terracotta army was
found in I 974 by men
digging a well. The
tomb lies near to the
modern-day city
ofXian.

Qin Empire

Th~ soldi~rs

ona
Tral
w~apons milk of
bron:u, but th~s~
w~r~ stoun by

carri~J

grav~ robb~rs.

SolrJ ugs

I 5th-cemurv gun

Inventions

Ancient China

Throughout Chinese history, emperors encouraged
the development of science and technology. Paper ~
and prim ing, gunpowder, harnesses for animals,
rhe magnetic compass and stern rudder, and rhe
wheelbarrow were all invented in China.

Shi~ld

Chin~s~-

proUcts
soldia.

charactn;
or symbol,
which
trans!.zus
to m~an
'happinm
and good

Multrpu
gunfima
hail of
buluts.

First empire
Protected by the Great Wall, the
Q in empire covered what is now
northern and eastern China. The
wall was built as a defence against
hostile tribes from Central Asia.

.__, ...

fortun~".

Three perfections
Gunpowder
Paper money
The Chinese perfected paper-making in about AD 105,
using pulped silk waste. In later years, hemp, bark. or
bamboo were used. The development of priming
followed, and paper money was fi rst circulated in China
in the 9th century. By this time, the Chinese were also
priming books using carved wooden blocks.

Chinese scientists first produced
gunpowder in the 9th century, and
soon adapted their technology to
make fireworks and weapons.
Early Chinese rockets, fuelled bv
gunpowder, were in use by the Uth
century. The Chinese also invented
the gun, the bomb, and the mine.

The Chinese call calligraphy, poetry, and painting
"the three perfections". From the Song dynasty
(960-I279) onwards, the combination of these
three disciplines in a single work of art was
considered to be the height of artistic expression,
and to be skilled in them was seen as the greatest
accomplishment of an educated person.
Calligraphers spent many months practising the
brushwork of just one or two characters.
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Ming dynasty

Foot binding

In 1368, Hong Wu, a peasant who had led
revolts against China's Mongol rulers, managed
to drive the Mongols om and create a new
d ynasty, the M ing. H e built a new capital at Beijing
and established peace, prosperity, and good government.
To make society more equal, he abolished slavery, confiscated
the rich.
big estates, gave land to the poor, and taxed
,Admiral Zheng

Tiu would hav~
/
rkcoraud th~ ridge ofa roof

The Chinese believed that tiny feet
were a viral part of female beauty.
Young girls fi-om rich families had
their feet tightly bound ro prevent
them from growing. This process
was very painful. Adult wo men
were also forced to wear platform
shoes. In 1902, the emperor issued
an order banning foot binding,
although it continued for many years.

Ocean-going junk

As part of the policy of
restoring Chinese presrige,
the Ming emperors sent
Admiral Z heng He
(1371-1433) to visit foreign
rulers. Zheng made seven
voyages in Southeast
Asia and the Indian
O cean, sailing as far wesr
as East Africa. He was
accompanied by a fleet
of 317 ocean-going junks.

Platform sho~s

mark th~

Decline of the empire

w~ara tak~

tiny sups.

Boxer Rebellion
In 1900 a secret group called the Society of Harmonious Fists
(Boxers) rose up in protest at European involvement in China.
The rising was swiftlv put down when an international force
captured Beijing, but it weakened China's government.

Duri ng the last 250 years of the Chinese
empire, the throne was occupied by rhe
Manchus, a non-Chinese people from north of
rhe Grear Wall. The fi rst Manchus were
enlightened rulers, but later emperors
feared rhat change m ighr lead to
rebellion and they d ung to old
traditions. In 19 J 1, rhe Chinese
overthrew rhe feeble Manchus,
and established a republic.
Opium wars

Japanese imasion

In 1839. the Chinese tried to stop the British
opium trade in Camon. The British went to
war, forcing the C hinese to open ports to
foreign uade and to cede H ong k ong to the
British. France, Russia, and later Japan, made
similar demand~.

Civil war and a communist uprising weakened the
new republican government. In 1931 the Japanese
rook advamage of the chaos to invade the northern
p rovince of Manchuria. Six years later they invaded
the rest of China, capturing cities and ports.

Communist China

Modern China

In 1949, rhe communist parry led by Mao
Zedong (1 893- 1976) fin ally rook co ntrol of
China after years of civil war. T he new
government nationalized industry and rhe
land, and began a series of five-year
plans to transform rhe country
imo a major industrial power.

After rhe death of M ao Zedong
in 1976, the Chinese began
to modernize their economy by
introducing western ideas and
technology. C entral government
control over the economy
relaxed , and rhis led to an
economic boom as new
industries were established .

Red star, symbol from the Communist
Chinese flag

Timeline
c. l650- l027 BC Shang dynasty rules
northern China; bronzeworking and
writing are developed.
22 1 BC First Emperor, Qin Shi
Huangdi, tounds the Qin dynasty
and unites the country.

221 Bt.-AD 618 Great Wall of
China built.

960- 1279 Industrial revolution
occurs under the Song dynast).

589-618 Short-lived Sui dynasty
build~ the Grand Canal linking
major rivers.

1279 Mongols under Kublai Khan
conquer China: uade with Europe
tlourishes along the Silk Road.

618- 906 Tang dvnasty brings
great pro~perity to China; art
and trade tlourish

1368-1644 Ming dvnasty
establishes China as world power.
1644-1911 Manchu dynasrv.

Shang bronze halberd (dagger)
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Tiananmen Square
In 1989, students took
to the streets of Beijing
demanding democratic
reform. Many students
occupied Tiananmen
Square, Beijing. O n 4
June, the army entered
the square, killing more
than 3,000 people. After
the Tiananmen massacre
the pro-democracv
movement was
ruthlessly suppressed.

Troops in liananmen Square

1911 Chinese republic declared.
1949 Communists declare the People's
Republic of China.
1966 Mao Zedong heads Cultural Revoluuon
1997 Deng Xiaoping dies. Hong kong
handed back to China by the Uk.
Mao Zedong
INVENT IONS

1999 Portugal hands back Macao to China
MONGOL

EMPIRE

POTTERY AND
CERAMICS

WRI TING

- - Chinese arts and crafts
Jewellery and adornment

Belt and garment hooks, worn bv
men, could be beautifully decorated.

G ilded sleeve weight helped
wide sleeves hang properly.

Gold buckle is decorated
with carved patterns.

Gilded hair comb has prongs of silver: it was
probably used bv a high-ranking woman.
-=

...

I

and garment hooks

I

sometimes inlaid
rurquoise and gold.

-

.
.

'·t

. . . . . . .

-

•.

.
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~~·

.

. -·

·.

.

.

'

Gold and silver nail guards
were used to decorate and
protect the long fingernails
of rich men and women.

. · •

Silver and gilt belt plaque is
decorated with a pattern of fruit.

Status artifacts

Jade buckle plaque
with dragon design

Box is made of lacquer
carved with leaves.

Cup carved from jade,
a precious gemstone.

Rich, gzld~d
tkcoration
Fish is Buddhist
symbol r~pr~smting
spiritual frmiom.
Jade pot was used for
washing writing brushes.

D~coration mad~

by pushing mam~l
pasu into gaps
b~twun mnal ----------

Uephant ornament is made of
gold and ivory, inlaid with gems.

Box is made of lacquer,
carved wi th peony flowers.

Fish vase is decorated with
enamel paste and gilded metaL

Camel orndmem is made
of glazed earthenware.

Jade pot is adorned with
carving of man and house.

&trem~ly tktail~d work

Inlaid lid for writing brush
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CHINESE REVOLUTION
THE CHINESE REVOLUTION refers to the bitter struggle
for control of China between the Kuomintang, or
Nationalists, led by Chiang Kai-shek, and the
Communists, led by Mao Zedong. The struggle
began in the 1920s, when the Nationalists expelled the
Communists from their movement; it ended in 1949,
when the Communist Party took power, and
Chairman Mao proclaimed that China was a People's
Republic. Under Mao's leadership, China was
transformed from a backward peasant society into
one of the most powerful nations in the world.

Long March

• Chengtu

l(;s

"-..Guilin
...
.______ . RuiJID

Mao Zedong
The son of a peasant, Mao (1893-1976)
followed the nationalist ideals of Sun
Yat-sen. In 1921, he helped found the
Chinese Communist Parry. Convinced
that revolution should come from the
peasants, not the industrial workers, he
built a huge following. After victory
against Chiang Kai-shek, he became
chairman of the new republic.

In 1935, Mao set up new headquarters in
northern China- his Yan'an soviet, or base. He and
his followers lived in caves around the city ofYan'an,
and went into the countryside where they recruited a
huge followi ng among the peasantry.

Mao Zedong addressing
followers at the Yan'an
soviet during the early
days of the revolution.

Cultural
Revolution
In 1966, in an attempt to
introduce revolutionary
zeal, Mao introduced a
socialist cultural revolution
Little Red Book to attack the four "olds":
old ideas, old culture, old customs, and
old habits. Those accused of "revisionism"
(rejecting rhe revolution) were publicly
humiliated in "struggle meetings". The
Cultural Revolution ended in 1969, but
its excesses nearly led to civil war.

Timeline
1911 Nationalist
revolution ends rule
of the Manchu
dynasty. A republic
is formed.

1921 Chinese
Communist Party
formed.

1926 Northern Expedition:
Communists and
Nationalists unite to
fight warlords.
1927 Kuomintang
under Chiang Kai-shek
attacks and executes
hundreds of Com munists.
Chatrman Mao

CHINA,
HISTORY OF
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In 1926, a Kuomintang general named
Chiang Kai-shek (1 887- 1975) defeated
the warlords, helped by the Communist
Party. Chiang set up a government in
Nanking but, once in power, he threw
the Communists out of the government
and massacred many Communist leaders.

Mao's Liberation (Red) Army was
made up of peasant militia. It had
an enormous amount of support;
numbers rose from 150,000 in 1938
to 3 million in 1945.

• Yan'an

Kunming

Kuomintang

Liberation Army

In 1931 Mao and a small band of
Communists set up China's fi rst
communist state in Jiangxi, southern
China. T he Kuomintang attacked them
constantly, and in 1934 Mao was fo rced
to withdraw. The following year he led
100,000 people, mostly peasants, over
9,000 km (6,000 miles) of some of the
world's roughest terrain, to a new base in
Shaanxi province in the north. The Long
March crossed 18 mountain ranges, 24
rivers, and passed through 11 provinces
and 62 cities.
Only 30,000 marchers out of the original
100,000 reached their destination.

1911 Revolution
In 191 1, a Nationalist revolution
overthrew the Manchu dynasty, and
created a republic in southern China.
Sun Yat-sen (1866-1925) was elected
provisional president of the republic,
but the lives of the peasants did not
improve, and real power remained
with warlords (military leaders).

COLD
WAR

Red Guard
Radical students, trained as Red Guards,
were the main participants in the Cultural
Revolution. Using the Littk &d Book,
containing the thoughts of Chairman
Mao, the Red Guard attacked anyone they
believed guilty of betraying the revolution.

1931 Japan
invades
Manchuria.

1937-45 Japan invades
China Communist
guerillas harass Japanese
and liberate most of
northern China by 1945.

1934-35
Long March.
Communists
march to
Shaanxi.

1945-48 Civil war
between Kuomintang
and Communists after
Japanese surrender in
World War II. Mao's

GOVERNMENTS
AND POLITICS

lAPAN ,
HI5TORY OF

Communists gain
control. and set up
government in
Beijing (Peking).
Nationalists and
Chiang Kai-shek
flee to Taiwan.
1 O ctober 1949
People's Republic of
China is declared.

RussiAN

REVOLUTION

SOVIET
UNION

CHOCOLATE see FOOD • C HOLA DYNASTY see ASIA HISTORY OF • CHOMSKY, NOAM see SPEECH

CHRISTIANITY

Cross

CHRISTIANS BELIEVE that ] esus of
Nazareth was the son of God, who
came to Earth as promised in the Old
Testament, and through whose life,
Jeath, and resurrection believers are freed from their
~inful state. Christianity began in the first century
\D in the area now known as Israel and Palestine,
\\ hich was then a part of the Roman empire. The
faith was gradually spread around the Mediterranean
by followers of Christ, such as Saint Paul.

Christ's death on the cross, and
his resurrection, were the two
key events in his life on Earth.
The cross has therefore become
the most important Christian
symbol. Every church is marked
by a cross, and crosses are
placed on altars and in other
prominent places inside. During
worship, some Christians make
the sign of the cross.

This ~laborau
gold cross is
ornammud with
pruious ston~s.

rrsurr~ction

.from th~ tkad.

God th~
Fath~r----·,~
Th~Holy _ _
Spirit is
shown as a

Christian world

whi"dov~.
th~ symbol of

In the early years there were few Christians, and they
ere persecuted by the Romans because they refused to
orship the Roman gods. But in AD 394, Christianity
became the official religion of the Roman empire after
the conversion of the emperor Constantine. The faith
spread quickly through the empire. Today's Catholic
Church is still based in Rome and claims to be the
descendant of the early Church in the Mediterranean.
There are now nearly 1.6 billion Christians worldwide.

p~ac~.

Christon
cross is a
symbol of
ekath and
salvation.
th~

Bm~ath

Christ's fm is
a glob~

Shading shows worldwide distribution of C hristians.

r~pr~smting
th~

Earth. __

Stained glass wmdow showing St Luke
and StJohn teaching the gospel.

Spreading the word
Jesus preached the coming of God's kingdom, but
his message was rejected and he was put to death.
On the third day after Christ's death, God brought
him back to life. Christ met his followers and told
them to spread the word. Since then. Christianitv
has been spread by preachers and missionaries.
From Europe, colonists took the faith with them
to Africa. the Americas. and Australasia.

Christianity is th~ largm
world rdigion.

Holy Trinity
Christians believe that God exists as
three persons: God the Father is the
creator; God the Son is Jesus Christ; and
God the Holy Spirit is the presence of
God on Earth. It is the Holy Spirit that
inspires prophets and that acts as a
means of divine revelation. Although
there are three persons in the Holy
Trinity. they exist as one substance,
so Christians believe in one God.

Branches of Christianity

''

&

Two important groups have split from the
Roman Catholic C hurch: the Protestant
Churches, which broke away during the
Refo rmation of the 16th century; and the
Eastern O rthodox Church, which is strong
in eastern Europe and western Asia.
Roman Catholicism
Catholics make up the largest Christian denomination
They stress the importance of the Church's role in
interpreting the scriptures and the authority of the Pope
as the leader of the Church. They believe in the
doctrine of transubstantiation. in other words that the
bread and wine used in the Mass are actually
converted into the body and blood of Christ.

In Catholic church~s.

- Charcoal is put
into th~ c~nur
and lit to h~at
th~ inc~nu.

A Proustant s~rvic~
in London, UK

Bar~ walls without
paintings or statu~s

Protestantism
There are many different Protestant Churches
based around the world, but especially in North
America. To a greater or lesser extent, they all
stress the authority of scripture itself. rather than
the clergy's interpretation of the text of the Bible.
Thev do not believe in the doctrine of
transubstantiation. Although there is great
variation in their rituals, Protestants have simpler
church buildings and less elaborate ceremonies
than the Catholic and Orthodox Churches.

Orthodox Christians pray to icons,
such as this imag~ ofSt G~org~.

Orthodoxy
Like the Roman Church, the
Eastern Orthodox Church stresses
the importance of the sacraments.
Orthodox Christians do not
recognize the authority of the
Pope: rhe highest authority is the
Church's Ecumenical Council.
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Ceremonies
The most important Christian
ceremonies are the sacred rites known
as sacraments. The Roman Catholic and
Orthodox Churches recognize seven
sacraments: baptism (the rite of entry
into the Church}; confirmation (a further
initiation ceremony}; the Eucharist
(Mass}; penance (turning to God after
sin}; extreme unction (preparation for
death}; ordination (becoming a priest};
and marriage. The Protestant Churches
recognize baptism and the Eucharist.
An Amish coupk in
Pmnsylvania trav~/ in a
horu-drawn earring~.

Baptism

Eucharist

This ritual is an act of ceremonial cleansing
before becoming a member of the Church. In
some cases, holy water is splashed on the head
of the infant. In other cases, an adult entering
the Church is totally immersed in water.

At his last supper with
his disciples, Christ
identified the bread and
wine as his body and
blood. Christians
remember this at the
Eucharist (or Mass), at
which a priest consecrates
bread and wine and
distributes it among the
worshippers.

Marriage
Christians believe that
marriage symbolizes the
relationship of C hrist
with his Church. It
marks the beginning of
a new family and a new

Sixteenth-century
silver chalice

Festivals

Christmas
Christ's nativity (birth) is
traditionaUy celebrated in
December. The Christmas
story tells of his birth in a
stable in Bethlehem. The
many Christmas customs
include giving presents,
decorating trees, lighting
candles, singing special
hymns (or carols), and
eating elaborate meals.

The most important
Christian festival is Easter,
when believers commemorate
Christ's crucifixion and
resurrection. The celebration
of Christ's birth, Christmas, is
an important festival. Ancient
pagan festivals merged with
Christian festivals, so that old
fertility rites are linked with
Easter and winter festivals
with Christmas.
In th~ Muidk
/ Ag~s. saints'
.H..Ji:. . .4!011111!..." relics w~r~ krpt
in reliquari~s.

Amish
The Amish are a Protestant
sect ~ounded in the 17th
century. Its followers live
separately ti-om the rest of
society and believe that
salvation can only be
reached within the
community. In the United
States, Amish communities
follow a simple lifestyle
wi th strict rules. They reject
modern technology and
wear traditional dress, such
as waistcoats and hats and
bonnets and capes.

Th~ Adoration ofth~

The celebration of Easter
can involve many moods,
from the solemn prayers of
Good Friday, when the
crucifixion is remembered.
to joy at the resurrection
three days later. A spring
festival, Easter is a time when
new life is celebrated. C hrist's
resurrection is reflected in the
new growth of plan ts and
crops, and is celebrated in
the giving of Easter eggs.

E l'ROPE,
HISTO RY OF

Gospels

St Paul
Originally opposed to Christidnity,
Paul (d. AD 64) converted when
he had a vision of Christ.
He began to preach
Christianity and spread
the faith on four
arduous missiondry
journeys through
Greece and Asia
M inor. His role wall
centrdl to the early
development of the
Church. He wrote
several of the New
Te~tam em booh in
the form of leners
to the Christian
communities
he visited.

Dead Sea Scrolls

H o LY LAND,
HISTORY O F

JESUS
CHRIST

MOI\ASTERIES

in

a statr« to
symboli:u
Christ

The first four books of the New
Testament are called the Gospels, fro m a
word meaning "good news". They tell th.:
storv of the life of Christ. Three of the
four Gospels (those of Matthew, Mark,
and Luke) are very similar and are
known as the Synoptic Gospels.
John's gospel is quite different from
the others, and its author may not
have known the other three texts.

These scrolls of parchment were
discmered in caves near Qumran on
the Dead Sea in the 1940s and 1950s
They contain writings which include
textl> of parts of the Old Testament in
vel"'iions edrlier than any previously
discovered. They were hidden in AD 68.
fEST IVALS

East~r

Granada,
Spain

Magi by BotticeUi (1 444-1 5 10)

Christians who have lived
outstanding lives, or who were
killed for their beliefs. are revered
as saints. Each saint has his or her
own special day. and these are
often marked with processions,
celebrations, and church services.
Festivals on saints' days are
particuldrly pop ular in Catholic
countries.

T he Dead Sea Scrolls
CRUSADES

An

proc~ssion

Easter

T he sacred text of the Christian religion is
the Bible. Its first part is the Old Testament,
a group of books inherited from the Jews,
among whom Christianity originally grew
up. Second comes the New Testament,
which is made up of books dealing with the
early history of Christianity. The New
Testament includes the four Gospels, the
Acts and Epistles (giving
details of the spread of
C hristianity), and the Book
of Revelation (containing
prophecies fo r the future).

C HLRCH ES AND
CATHEDRALS

_ This nativity painting
shows th~ worship of th~
Magi, th~ thr~~ Wis~ Mm
who cam~ b~aring gifts.

Saints' days

Bible
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A pri~st blm~s
th~ win~ in a
chaliu.

MOT HER
TERESA

REFOR.\1ATION

RELIGIONS

C HURCHES AND CATHEDRALS
CHURCHES AND CATHEDRALS are Christian The first churches
places of worship. Early churches were small, C h ristianity began in the
Mediterranean during the rime of
with only enough room for an altar and a
the Roman Empire. Early churches
small congregation . As Christianity
were modelled on the public
spread, larger churches, with separate areas fo r the
buildings of ancient Rome,
especially
basilicas, where meetings
clergy and the followers, were built. A cathedral is
and law courts were held . T he
a church in which a bishop presides; he organizes
congregation sat in an area called
the nave, and the altar was housed
the day-to-day running of local parishes.
123-m

in a smaller area, the sanctuary.

(404-ft)

spirt:~

Parts of a cathedral

Salisbury Cathedral

\1any cathedrals and chu rches are designed in the shape of a cross.
T he "arms" of the cross, the transepts, contain small chapels. The altar
lies to the east to face the rising sun; the nave lies towards the west.
Columns and vaults
T he interior has decorative
stone ceilings, called ribbed
vaults, supported on columns
of local Purbeck marble. Each
column is surrounded by four
shafts (smaller columns), which
create a light, delicate effect.

Bell towers have
openings to allow
the sound of the
bells to escape.-----._

il

The large nave
can accommodate
big congregations.

This 13th-cenrury Gothic
cathed ral has slender
walls and pointed arches
and windows. These
features help make it
elegant and delicate in
spire of its huge size. The
14th-century spire is the
tallest in England and
can be seen from far
away.
~stt:rn

lntricatt:ly carvt:d
wt:st front

St Sabina, Rome
Founded in AD 422, this early
church has a wide nave and
small, semi-circular sanctuary.

Lady chapel'[ !I

~:

•t

High altar

Y

Sanctuary

Eastt:rn~1;
~~Sacristy
transt:pt
•
• ~

f.... .._gj&&

North
azsu

~:

:

&-&-&

~stt:rn transept

•• ~: ~ Navt:
---+--- ·r
..

North porch

I

1:..

:1'----.._ South aisu
-~

7i••-.-.-west
: ::
foont
.w

Floor plan

Eastt:rn

1 he cross shape symbolizes the

transt:pt

wooden cross on which Christ died
Sanctuary
Pointed arches are a typical
feature of Gothic architecrure

Cathedral interior

Ill dl lit :il Ill \ I Ill·~ I .

Lady chapt:!

The great nave, with its
high, vaulted ceiling, is
made to appear larger still
by aisles on either side.
Light comes in through
stained-glass windows. Main t:ntranct:

Buttresses
(supports) help
-......._
bear the weight
........__of heavy vaults.

C hurch decoration

Churchyards

Many churches and cathedrals are richly decorated
with symbols of the Christian religion, including
images of Christ, angels, the saints, and crosses.
Protestant churches tend to be less elaborately
decorated than Roman Catholic and Eastern
Orthodox churches.

Churchyards separate a
church from noisv srreers
and provide land ro b ury
the dead. Burials also
take place in purpose
built cemeteries.

Triptych
Gargoyle

Fan vaulting

Devils and grotesques
were carved on church
exteriors during the
M iddle Ages to represent
e\il out~idc the church.

This delicate tan vault can
be found at Canterbury
Cuhedral, England.

The finest decoration of all
is usually dose to the altar
such as this triprvch in St
Peter's Basilica. Rome.

Col urn barium

Mosaic
Statuary
Representations of the
Madonna and Child
tre found in Rom.m
Catholic churcheo;.
This Renaissance-srvle
statue, which wa~
fini~hed in 18%. is in
the church of the
Sacre-Coeur, P1ris.

Mosaics wue .m earlv
form of dewrdtion in
Mediterr.mean
churche~. This
9th-centurv mo~.1ic is
in the S.mti Ncrco e
Achillco, Rome.

-
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Celtic cross
This cross in Ireland
combines rwo
Christian symbols: the
cro~s and the circle,
a symbol of eternity.

A Columbarium houses the a.~he~
of cremated people.

Stained-glass windows
Beautiful coloured windows
that decorate churches often
illustrate Bible stories told bv
]ems and his disciples.

CHRISTIAN ITY

F ESTIVAL5

Tombs
Some tomb~ tell the lives of thme
buried inside. fhis tomb of muchimprisoned French revolutionary
R.lspaiL is in the ~orm of a prison.
G J...N,S

\1 EDI FV<\L
ECRO PE

R HIGIONS
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Hok in roof
insuad ofdoor

CITIES

I

most
people lived in villages. Today,
around one-half of the world's
population lives in cities. During
the 19th century, towns and cities expanded as
people moved away from rural areas to work in
new industries. Cities have continued to grow,
but haphazardly, in contrast to the carefullyplanned cities of the ancient world.

Walls

mad~

of mud/

LESS THAN 200 YEARS AGO

<;atal Huyiik

Residential

Modern cities
The world's cities have grown rapidly
in modern times bur inadequate
planning has contributed ro poor
living conditions and poverty in
many urban centres. Poor areas,
wealthy neighbourhoods, and areas
dominated by one particular erhnic
group are all features of city life.
Most cities offer many people a
wide choice of jobs, houses,
and recreational facilities.

There are different residential areas in cities. Older
houses and Aats are dose to the city centre, while
modem developments extend outwards, clustering
around railway lines and
major roads.

Early citi~s had
no struts.

First cities
Settlements in western Asia,
such as Jericho {Israel), <::atal
H liylik (Turkey), and Ur (Iraq),
started ro expand around 4000
BC. Ar this time, crafrworkers
began to trade goods outside
their local areas, creating new
wealth that was used to build
palaces, large temples, and
strong, defensive walls. These
towns grew in importance and
emerged as the first cities.

Businc.:ss is always located
dose to the heart of the city.
Nowadays, the business area
is usuallv dominated by tall
office blocks.

Skyscrap~r

Conv~rted

/loft

Gardens, parks, and squares
give people the chance ro
escape the bustle of city sueets.

Underground

Entertainment is a feature of ; /
most cities. Cities are usually cultural
centres with theatres, museums,
galleries, and music venues, such as
Sydney's striking Opera House.

Villages
A traditional village is a small, rural settlement,
ofren by a stream or river. In most parts of the
world, people still live and work in villages,
farm ing the surrounding
countryside, and trading with
nearby settlements.
Maasai village, Kenya
Many of the Maasai
people live in groups
of thatched, mud houses
surrounding a central
cattle enclosure.

Timeline
8000 BC Strong walls
and a stone rower are
built at Jericho.
3 500 BC City-states
such as Ur, develop
in Mesopotamia
(modern-day Iraq).

5th century BC Greeks
plan and build the
elegant city of Athens.
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Stilt village, Sumatra

Gold rush town

In many Southeast Asian villages,
houses are raised on stilts to keep
our unwanted animals. like snakes.

Towns grew around 19th century gold
mines. Abandoned as the gold ran
our, some still stand as "ghost towns"

12th century AD Stone walls, such as
those at Carca.ssonne, France, are built
to protect medieval towns and cities.

ARCHITECTURE

The Forbidden City in
Beijing, China, was built in
the 15th century. Only the
emperor, his family, and his
officials were allowed in.

....

•

....

Forbidden City

-

142 1 Construction starts
on Forbidden City, Beijing,
China.

15th century Renaissaitce
architects lay our classical
cities, such as Florence and
Siena in Italy.

lsr century BL The
Roman Empire expands,
and new European
cities are built.

ARCHAEOLOGY

worksho ps were once at the
heart of cities. Today, large industrial
complexes are usuallv built
further our, reducing pollution.

Roads. railways, boars,
and airlines bring people
into the city centre.

B UILDING AND
CONST RUCT ION

The city of New York in the
USA contains some of the
world's tallest skyscraper office
blocks. It also has large
apartment buildings, low-rise
commercial sires (some of
which have been converted into
homes called lofts), tall, 19thcentury brownstone (a type of
sandstone) houses, and smaller
modern houses. Steps lead to
underground trains and shops.

INDUSTRIAL
REVOLUTION

IRO!'I; AN D
ST EEL

19th century
Industrialization
stimulates growth
of towns and
cities in Europe
and America.

Siena, Italy
RENAISSANCE

SOCIETIES
HUMA."'

1950s Brasilid
designed and
constructed as new
capital of Brazil.

1990s Skvscrapers
dominate most
city skylines.
TRAINS AND
RAILWAYS

CIVETS see MONGOOSES AN D CIVETS • ClVIL LAW see LAW • ClVIL RIGH TS MOVEMENT see KING. MARTIN LUTHER • CLASS see SOCIETIES. HUMAN

LIMATE

Polar
Mountain
Tundra

from
moment to moment. Over a
long period of time, a region's
characteristic weather - however
angeable - is called its climate. Climates are
_ 1erally warm near the Equator, the imaginary
- te around the middle of the Earth, and cool
\\ ards the poles. Other influences on the three
,road climate types - warm tropical, cold polar,
d mild temperate - include the distance from
and the position within a continent. The
imate determines a region's animal
td plant life.
WEATHER CAN CHANGE

Climate zones
'

Oose to the Equator, the
Sun's warmth is strong it climbs high in the sky
at midday: closer to the
,.o
poles, the Sun's warmth is
weaker- it climbs less high.
Climatic zones, which effect vegetation,
can be further classified by physical features.

Temperate
Mediterranean
Dry grassland
D esert
Subtropical
Tropical

Polar climate
Towards the ice-capped poles, the Sun
is always low in the sky, and in winter
barely rises at all: summers are brief.
Winter temperatures in the tundra
regions around the North Pole are
below -60°C (-76°F}.

Tropical climate
Weather in a tropical
climate, such as Brazil,
is always warm, often
with heavy rainfall.
Some tropical climates,
Parrots
such as deserts, are hot
and dry; others, such as rainforests, are warm and moist.

Oceanic and continental climate zones

~
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Temperate climate - Seattle, USA
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Temperate climate
In mid-latitude (imaginary lines
.uallel to the Equator) areas such
the USA, summers are warm,
and winters cool, with regular
rain. A Med iterranean climate
i th d ry summers and warm,
Jamp winters is a type of
m perate climate.
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Tropical climate - Brazil

Monsoons

Oceanic and continental climate
Coastal regions have wet, changeable weather. The
summers are cooler and the winters are warmer,
because the ocean heats up and cools down more
slowly than the land. Places in the continental
interior, such as Moscow, have cold winters.

Desert climate
Over a fifth of the world's
land surface is desert, where
there is typically an annual
rainfall of less than 100 mm
(4 in). In the tropics, desert
temperatures frequently
climb above 50°C (122°F).

These are warm, tropical
climates with wet and dry
seasons. In India, ir is dry
from October to May as
the winds blow out to sea,
and very wet from June to
September as the monsoon
winds blow inland.

\fountain climate
High altitude causes the air to cool. thus
creating a cold climate. Exposed mountain
ps also make mountain climates very wet
and windy. Above a certain height called the
snow-line, there is always snow.

Continental climate - Moscow

Global warming

Climate change
was warm
and th~
tru g;r~w
w~l/.

O ver long periods of time, climate
fluctuates. Signs of widespread glaciation,
for instance, show that the world was once
much colder. We now live in an interglacial
period. Subtle changes in the climate's
recent past are revealed by such things
as variations in the sizes of tree rings.

MOUNTAI NS
AND VALLEYS

OCEANS
AND SEAS

POLLUTION

Pollution may be warming
the world up. Certain gases
trap the Sun's heat in the Earth's
atmosphere. Rising levels of these
"greenhouse gases", such as carbon
dioxide, which come from burning
oil or forest land, may trap so much
heat that the Earth could warm
up by 4°C (7.2°F) over the
next 50 years.
RA IN
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CLOCKS AND WATCHES see TIME

CLOTHES AND FASHION

~

Hats
In the early and mid-20th
century, adults usually wore hats
in public. The way people dress
has become less formal since
then, and the hat's importance
as a smarr accesssory has
declined.

either as
protection from the weather or for modesty. Yet
. 1:
through history, people have also chosen clothes to
;t~ impress or attract others, or to reflect their
job, social status, or religious beliefs. Clothes send
out signals about the wearer's lifestyle and the type
of society they live in: for instance, during the 20th
century, the emancipation of women was reflected in
the kind of clothes they wore, such as practical trousers.
PEOPLE HAVE ALWAYS WORN CLOTHES,

Clothing design

Daily wear

Designers choose the fabric, colour, and
shape of a garment. Their decisions are
influenced by the function of the item , and
who will eventually wear it. A work shirt,
for example, must be made from durable
fabric; a high-fashion shirt can be made
from less practical silk or linen.

The popular informal outfit
of shin, jeans, and trainers
can be seen in many parts of
the world, worn by both
sexes of all ages. This casual
outfit is an example of the
changing attitudes to clothes
seen in the 20th century. For
the first rime, everyday
clothing crossed barriers of
age, gender, and social class.

Sampu offabric

Design
Some designers sketch their
ideas for a new style onto
paper. O thers work directly
with the fabric, draping it
over a dressmaker's dummy,
and pinning it until the right
shape emerges.

Shirts
In medieval Europe, shirts
were worn beneath a tunic
O ver the years, more and
more of the shirt was
allowed to show, and now
it is regarded as an outer
garment. Everyday shirts
need to be hard-wearing
and easy to put on.

Jeans
Bavarian-born retailer Levi
Suauss (1 829- I 902) sold
the first blue jeans - Levis
- to m iners in the 1850s.
They have been popular
ever since, because they
are hard-wearing, and
easily adapted to changes
in fashion.

Sample
pattern

Trainers
Pattern

&ck

O nce the design has been decided, it
is translated into partern pieces, made
from paper or card. These are used as
a guide for cutting out the fabric. The
pattern pieces are made in different
sizes, and sent to the cutting room.

s~ction

Trainers were originally
made for tenn is or
basketball players - the
rubber soles stopped
them from slipping.
They have since
become fashionable
"street" wear.

Clothing manufacture
The clothes manufacturing
industry is massive, and employs
millions of people worldwide.
Some designs are exclusive,
produced by the great fashion
houses. Most clothes however are
manufactured in standard sizes
and, from cutting to pressing, are
mass-produced in factories.

uath~ror

fabric upp"

Sewing machine
Cutting
Up to 150 layers of fabric are spread out
on long tables. The partern pieces are then
laid on top and the material is cut, using
either a mechanical knife or a laser.

To make a stitch, a sewing machine
must loop one thread around another.
The latest models are computerized:
touching a panel changes the type of
stitch. Domestic machines perform
about 1,000 stitches a minute; industrial
machines are ten times faster.

Thrradloop
catchtson
~ bobbzn hook

Stitched

fabri~~
Hook
spzns

@)

around ~

Sewing

Pressing

The cut piece~ are carried to the person
whose job it is to mdtch them up for the
sewing machinist. Each machinist
concentrates on a particular part of the
garment, such as the sleeves

Once the clothes are sewn together. they
are laid on large, flat tables to be pressed.
Then a final inspection is held to check
the quality of the finished garment, before
it is sold to a wholesaler.

21 8

As the nt:edle pierces the fabric. it
makes a loop of thread. which is
picked up by a bohbin hook beneath
the needle plate.

1

mov~s

upwards.

Bobbz~-~

threa.

jDimWf.

I loop.

rr@
~
--

The loop is pulled around thread
drawn from within the bobbin,
joining the top thread as a ~titch.
Both threads are then released

2

I

___j

CLOT HES AND FASH ION

Traditional clothing

India

Tying a sari

The most
popular dress ~or
Indian women is
the sari, which is
usually made
from a length of
silk or cotton.

The clothes worn in some parts of the world combine modern
estyles and traditions thousands of years old. Traditional national
_ostumes often reflect the dress of peasants, whose garments were
iUlted to the local climate and the kind of work they performed.

The sari is a length of material, between 5
and 9 metres long, and just over a metre
wide. It is worn over a right-fining bodice,
called a choli, and a long petticoat.
W hen the weather gets hot, the sari
can be adjusted to let in cool air.

Ekgantly
drap~d

san
Choli

Sari
fob ric
The sari fabric is
pleated, then
rue ked
into the
petticoat
again.

2
Sports

11:

boots

/sho~s (not

·,

traditional)
The
spare
fabric is
draped
over rhe
shoulder.

3

Cmada

Tanzania

South Korea

Vietnam

uit people dress to
•teet themselves
~nst cold weather:
northern Canada,
snows from
October ro May.

T he Maasai wear
vivid pieces of cloth
called rub~ka. Young
women who are old
enough to marry wear
special headdresses.

This trad itional silk
costume is called
hanbok, meaning
"Korean clothing".
It is worn on
special occasions.

T he traditional outfi t
of the Dao people, a
hill tribe, is a lamchu:
a scarf. slcin , jacket,
and hang pm wound
around the legs.

Coco Chanel
Following fashion (the changing trends
in clothing) was once so expensive that
only the wealthy could afford it. Today,
however, advances in manufacturing,
and the invention of synthetic fabrics,
allow more people to follow fashion.
Styles have changed faster than ever
before, and fashion has become big
business. Shows by fashion houses such
as Dior (France) or Ralph Lauren (USA)
attract buyers from all over the world.

The French designer Gabrielle "Coco" Chane!
(1883- 1971) had a powerful infl uence on
Parisian and world fashion for almost 60 years.
Her designs stressed simplicity and comfo rt at a
rime when clothes tended to be restrictive and
uncomfortable. Many of her innovations are now
fashion classics, such as bell-bottomed trousers,
bobbed hair, and the so-called "little black dress"

Body decoration
Every culture has practised some form of body
decoration, ranging from scarring and tattooing,
which are permanent, to make-up and body
paint, which last for only a few hours. One of
the oldest forms of body decoration is jewellery,
worn to show wealth and status, for protection
and healing, or for beauty. Examples include
rings, necklaces, earrings, bracelets, and brooches.

High-fashion wedding dress

H ats and shoes
Through the ages, hats and shoes have come
in many styles: hats have ranged &om
headdresses to berets, shoes from simple
leather sandals to chunky platform boots.

Jewellery
Beads, berries,
feathers, shells,
bone, glass, precious stones,
and metals have all been used
to make jewellery. Most fashion
jewellery is made from cheap
materials, such as plastic, because
it is only worn for a short time.

Badg~

Plastic
brooch

Body painting
People paint their faces and bodies to
mark a religious occasion, celebrate
important events in their community, or
ward off illness. Sikh brides, for example,
paint ornate, beautiful patterns on their
hands using dye from the henna plant.
Body paint in
Papua New Guinea

Riding
hat

Police officer's cap

Hard hat

Hats may stand for
authority. as with the
police officers' cap. which
is pan of their uniform.

People who are especially at risk
of head injuries, such as riders
or construction workers, wear
hard hats to protect themselves.

Shoe
Shoes must suit people in different
climdtes, as well as follow fashions.
They are commonly made from
durable leather, but rubber, plastic,
silk, dnd canvas are also used.

D YES AN D
PAINTS

Cross-section of shoe

GLASS

INDIA AND
SRI LANKA

su~l shank supports arch offoot

M ETALS

PLANT
USES

TEXT ILES
AND WEAVING
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Fashion in the 20th century - - - - - - - Orang~-b/ossom
h~addr~ss

Shirt collar is
turn~d down,
a reunt
ekv~lopmmt

in fashion

Wide

"Moek :y"
skirts on
both

knick~r

bock~rs,

or
"plus-twos

D--

Wrapov"
skirt _ __

Daywear, typical S-bend
silhoueu e, 1900s

Daywear, narrow,
tailored line, I9I0s

Lounge suit. singlebreasted, 191 Os

costum~s

Wedding dress, with •
new, shorter skirt, 1920s

Wool bathing costumes
(kniued one-piece), 1930s

Three-piece suit, for
country wear, 1920s

Boxy styk,
~conomica/

"Ethnic" styks

with fabric .

influmc~

fashion

Bias cut
fabric
clings to
th~ body

trousn-s _

Crepe evening dress,
full-length, 1930s

Daywear from World
War II, 1939-45

Suit, in style of French
designer Christian Dior, I 950s

Mini dress, "Space Age"
influence, 1960s

' H ippy fashion,
1970s

Day wear,
1990s

Underwear, hats, and shoes
1920s
"Long Johns"

'
Co non
camisole with
lace insens,
1900s

Boater, worn on the river
and as informal wear, 1900s

Brassieres from the
1920s and 1930s

Silk hat on wireframe base, 1920s

Amt'X cotton

shorts, I 950s

Corset, worn from the
1930s to the 1950s

Underwear in easycare nylbn, 1960s

Cloche, bell-shaped hat
with small brim, 1920s

Bowler, worn
horse-riding, 1920s

O ne piece in
polyester, 1980s

Felt hat, with shallow
crown, I 930s

Men's
underwear

Silk hat, with glass
berries I 950s

IGd boots,
possibly
worn for
cycling,
early 1900s
Shoes with steel
beading, early1900s
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Reptile-skin shoes,
popular in the late 1920s

Lace-up shoes with
a wedge sole, 1940

Platform soles, high
fashion in the 1970s

CLOUDS
~

Cloud formation
Clouds form by the condensation
or freezing of water vapour. The
way they form depends on their
height and on the speed of upward
air movement. When pockets of
warm air rise rapidly, clouds form
in heaped shapes {cumulus).
When air rises slowly and evenly
over a large area, clouds form in
layers {stratus).

at the
sky, you may see clouds. In
temperate or mild climates, there
are usually at least a few clouds and,
sometimes, cloud cover is total. Clouds are dense
masses of water drops or ice crystals so light and
mall that they float on the air. Clouds form when
rising air cools to a point where it can no longer
contain its water vapour, and so the vapour
ondenses. There are three basic forms, or shapes, of
~lo ud- puffy cumulus, layered stratus, and feathery
cirrus- but each form can vary to make many
different cloud types. The type of cloud depends on
how high the air rises, and its temperature.
WHEN YOU LOOK UP

0

A keen amareur
mereorologist, bur a
pharmacisr by profession,
British-born Luke
Howard (1772-1864)
kept derailed weather
diaries. These provided
valuable mereorological clara, before official
records were kept. Howard used Latin names
to idenrif}r each cloud by shape. H is
dassificarion of douds is still used today.

2

Oear

3

)
5

4

t

Cloudy

6

7

8

Format ion of a cumulus cloud in th ree stages

Cirrus clouds form ar
high alrirude where air
is cold and strong. - -

Cloud types

Luke Howard

••

Making a cumulus
The sun-warmed ground creares rhermals rising currenrs of warm air. The air cools as ir
rises. Evenrually, ir becomes so cool rhar warer
droplers condense and a cloud forms. The
cloud conrinues ro build up as long as rhe·
rhermal conrinues ro supply warer vapour.

There are 10 distinct types of cloud.
Cirrus, cirrostratus, and cirrocumulus
clouds form 5- 11 km {3-7 miles) above
sea-level. Altocumulus, altostratus, and
nimbostratus clouds form 2-7 km
(1-4 miles) above sea-level.
Stratocumulus and stratus form at 2 km
( I mile) or under above sea-level.
Cumulus and cumulonimbus clouds
form over a wide range of heights.

Cloud cover
The amount of sunlighr reaching rhe
ground depends on how much sky is
covered by cloud. This is measured in
"okras" (eighrhs). One okra means
one-eighth of rhe sky is covered in
cloud; rwo okras equals rwo-eighths of
cloud cover in rhe sky, and so on.

Fog and mist
\Vhen water vapour in the air condenses near the
ground it forms fog and mist. "Radiation" fog forms
on cold, clear, calm nights, when the ground rapidly
loses the heat it has absorbed during the day and
cools the air above to its dew point. ''Advection" fog
forms when warm, moist air flows over a surface so
cold that the water vapour in the air condenses.

Cirrostratus is a high
level veil of cirrus
cloud.

Altostratus is a thin
warery sheet of cloud

Cirrocumulus are
douds of ice crysrals
wirh a dappled
appearance.

Cumulon imbus is
creared by srrong
updraughrs,

bringing~

rhunder
and rain.

Altocu mulus are
puffs or rolls of
douds at
medium heighr.

Cumulus are
flufl}r white
douds, often
shon-lived.

A cloud plum~ floating
around a mountain-top
_ _ is call~d a bann~r cloud

Sea mist
When warm moisr air flows
over cold water, warer vapour
in rhe air may condense ro
form a ki nd of advection fog
called a sea mist. These misrs
are mosr common on early
summer mornings, when
the air is calm.

--

Beachy Head, Sussex, England

~

A TMOSPH ERI

Nimbostratus are layers of dark rain clouds
CLIMATE

RAIN

S TORMS

Stratus are cloud layers, often giving long periods of rain.
WEAT HER
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Piks ofdead planr
material accumular~ in

COAL

How coal is formed
Coal began to form in swampy forests about 350
million years ago, during rhe Carboniferous period.
Decaying plants were buried under
layers of mud. As hear and
pressure increased, plant
remains slo" ly convened into
coal. Today, there are three
main grades of coal - lignite,
bituminous coal, and anthracite

MORE THAN two hundred

million years ago huge trees
grew in the warm, humid
swamps that covered vast regions of the
world. They captured the Sun's energy to
make their wood. When they died, their
trunks became buried and gradually changed
into coal. When we burn coal today, we
release the energy the trees captured all those
years ago. Because of its origin, coal is called
a fossil fuel. It was the first fossil fuel to be
used by people, and is still today second only
to petroleum in importance for energy
production worldwide.

Peat represents an early stage
in coal-formation. h is soft,
fibrous. and moist, bur still
gives off hear when burned.

Lignite, or brown coal, is a
low-grade fuel containing up
to about 60 per cent carbon,
along with plant remains and
moisrure. Ir is soft and crumbly.

, Bituminous coal is a bener
quality fuel, comprising more
than 80 per cent carbon. Ir is
the most common solid fuel
used in industry. Ir is hard,
bur dirty to rhe touch.

Coal mining
Almost 5 billion tonnes of coal are mined a year. China and
the United States m ine rhe most coal, with annual ourpurs
exceeding 1.6 billion ronnes. Coal deposits can be up to abour
20 m (66 fr) thick, bur they average less than 3 m ( I 0 fr). Some
deposits are found on rhe surface, bur most lie underground,
sandwiched between rock layers.

.- Anthracite is rhe highesr
grade coal, containing more
than 90 per cent carbon. Ir is
shiny black. dean to touch,
and burns with lirde smoke.

Coal products
Coal can be processed into
valuable products, by a
method called destructive
distillation. Coal is heated
in coke ovens at up ro
1,300
(2,400 °F)
without air. A mixture of
liquid vapours and gases
escapes and is then
separated into coal
gas, ammoma
liquid, and coal tar.
The solid lefr behind
is called coke.

oc

Collecting coal at a strip mine

Drilling coal in a shaft m ine

Strip mining

Shaft mining

One method of surfAce, or opencasr, mining is
called strip mining. The coal is excavated in a
series of long snips. Any soil above each snip
is used to fill in the trench created when rhe
coal has been removed from a previous snip.

Coal seams deep below the surface
are reached by a system of vertical
shafts and horizontal runnels. The
coal is dug our by powered coalcuuers and hydraulic tools.

Coke
This solid. porous
substance is,
like coal, an
excellent fuel,
which contains
more than 80 per
cent carbon. Ir is widely
used in indusrry, mostly in blast
furnaces for making iron. In rhe furnace, ir
also acts as a chemical agent in rhe ironextraction reaction.

Coal tar

Coal
tar soap

Mine safety
Mines are
dangerous places
because of the risk of
rock falls and the
build-up of explosive
gASes, such as methane.
One safety device was
invented by an English
scientisr, Humphry
Davy, in 18I5. His
safery lamp was able to
derecr dangerous levels
of poison gases.
Davy lamp
CHEMIST RY

Power

PAINTS
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Domestic fuel

Abour 25 per cent of the
world's energy supply is
generated from coal. In
coal-fired power stations,
the coal is first pulverized
(powdered) and then
burned in a furnace. The
Coal-fired power station, Germany
hot gases produced pass
over rubes containing water and turn it into steam. The steam
drives powerful turbogenerators, which produce electricity. T he
eleariciry is rhen transmitted through a national grid network.

0vEs AND

ELECTRICITY

Coal rar is a black oily liquid
rhar is a rich source of mostly
organic chemicals, such as
benzene, phenol, and creosote.
These can be processed into a
variety of marerials including
dyes, paints, and drugs.

ENERGY

FIR£

INDUSTRIAl
REVOLUTIO!'.

Until the mid 1900s, coal was rhe fuel most
used in Western homes. Each room was heated
by open coal fires, and cooking was usually
done on a coal-burning stove. Today, few
modern homes have
coal fires, as people
rend ro use other
forms of heating.
Some cities and
towns allow only
smokeless fuels to be
used for energy.
Burning smokeless fuels
keeps pollution low
IRON AND STEEL

OIL

P lASTICS AND
RUBBER

COASTS

Evolution of a coast
Waves crash against a shore with great
force, wearing away rocks by pounding
them with water, and hurling rocks and
stones at them. On high coasts, the
waves undercut the foot of the slope,
creating a cliff. The model below
shows the gradual effect of waves
and seawater on the coasr.

A COAST IS SIMPLY defined as the
boundary between the land and sea an area that may range from a rocky
cliff to a sandy beach. This boundary
- always shifting as the sea continues its
elentless assault on the land - waves roll
up and down, and tides ebb and flow.
s~a "otks into th~ cliffi,
sculpting patt"ns of rock,
T he action of the sea creates distinctive
such as this arch.
landforms, such as a cliff,
~rea ted by eroding (wearing
wav~s ~at back
inland, kaving a
\vay) rock; a shore (an area
wav~-cut platform
which j uts our
/.
between low tide levels and
bryond th~ cliff/ I
the highest storm waves); or
Stack or
a beach, built up by shore
/on~
deposits. Wind and rain
pillarerosion also contribute
ro the changing
Rough uas conrinu~
aspect of
to ~rotk coast/in~.
coastlines.
spurting through a

Beaches and sandbars
Material worn away from
rocky coasts is pounded by
waves inro sand and shingle
and deposited elsewhere as
beaches and sandbars - an
offshore strip of sand or
shingle. A spit resembles a
sandbar, with one end anached
ro the land; a rombolo is a spir
that links an island ro
rhe mainland.

Erotkd
mat~rial

accumulates
at th~
shore/in~.

forming
beaches

Cliffs are attack~d

by storms; u a arch
roofcollapsn
kaving a stack;
arioth" arch
app~ars b~hind.

-Cliff r~tr~ats
fo rtkras
rocks fo/1.

blowhok , a crack in
Storm

wav~s ~at

th~

cliff

away auhffb=.~
\tack is
worn
down

Types of coasts
Clifffou
mark~d w1th
crags and
gullrys wh~r~
boul.dn-s foil.

Coast/in~

has mov~d
backwards
with ~rosion
ofcliffi.

Waves

Wave
formation

uputas

The wind whips the sea's surface imo waves
Waves travel across the water, but the water
in them circulates on the spot. When waves
reach the shore, the bottom touches the
beach and slows down; the top spills on,
causing the wave to "break".

th~ wav~

hits th~
b~ach.

WOu r circulates in th~
in orbital paths.

wav~

Fine sand and silt are usually fo und lower down a beach; bigger
storm waves wash gravel and pebbles higher up. O n some
beaches, rhere is a ridge of pebbles, called a storm beach, which
has been flung up beyond the high-ride mark by violent storms.

When waves strike
a beach, they wash
sand or pebbles across
the beach ar an angle,.
This repeared process is
known as longshore
drift. Fences or groynes
may be built, to slow
down such reshaping
of rhe beach.

P~bbks...._

.....-Fin~

and

·

sand
Gritty
sand

Coastal fences

•
-

CAVES

Bay-head beach
T his is formed when marerial
eroded from headlands (high
land jutting inro the sea) is
washed into a bay. a coastal
inler between rhe headlands.

Drowned coast
Where the sea-level has risen
or rhe land sun k, valleys are
flooded ro form narrow inters, or
rias. Where the valleys are glacial,
the inlets are called fjo rds.

H ighland coast

Beach material

Coastal protection

Coasts vary according to their
composition and structure.
Whether the coast is high or low,
and made of soft or hard rock,
affects whether it has been formed
largely as a resulr of erosion or
by deposition.

CORAL
REEFS

GLACIATION

MoUNTAINS
AND VALLEYS

Where the sea meets a
highland coast, ir generally
wears away the rocks, creating
cliffs, small coves, and
wave-cur rock plarforms.

Raiu d

b~ach

Rw~r slop~s

Broad beaches, salt marshes,
and esruaries are fearures of
lowland coasrs.

0CFANS
AND SFAS

towards

n~w u a kv~l. \

Lowland coast

ROCKS AND
MINERALS

.J
~

S FASHORf
WILDLIFE
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COCHLEA see EARS AND HEARING • COCKERELL, CHRISTOPHER see FRICfiON • COCKPIT see AIRCRAFT

CODES AND CIPHERS

Uses of code
Codes make messages quicker ro send. They
have been used for many reasons. Sailors,
for example, used flag codes to communicate
for more than 1,000 years. By flying the
three flags standing for rhe letters NKA,
a warship could send a message m eaning
"I have nor sighted any vessels since leaving
my last port". A code book carried on every
ship translated the codes.

A CODE IS ANY SYSTEM of prearranged symbols,
words, or numbers that is used in communication.
For example, the flags that are used to send
messages at sea are a naval code. We use codes to
simplify, organize, and communicate complex information,
for instance, in dialling and postal codes, or bar codes that
describe goods in a way that machines can read. Not all codes
have an everyday use. Ciphers (secret codes) hide the true
meaning of a message. Banks use them to keep financial deals
private, and spies or criminals to avoid capture.

Computer codes

Ciphers
In a cipher, each letter is represented by a
different lener or symbol. For instance, it is
easy ro encipher a message by jumbling the
alphabet, changing C imo M and M to C .
It is easy to break such a simple cipher, bur
computers can create ciphers that are
impossible ro read without rhe key (a long
number that unlocks the meaning).

M~talcov"

piau fits
ov~r rotor
cylintkrs

Special codes are used to
p rogram information inside
com puters, where letters
and punctuation marks are
represented by binary
numbers. C iphers can also
be also used to protect
e-mail (mail sent between
computers), so that it can
only be understood by the
sender and the addressee.
The alphabet in
Morse code
A

Vi~wing

window
shows cotk
ktt~rs

B

c
D

Spies

E

A spy is a secret agent,

F

Coding
rotor

who colleclS information
Rotor
for a government or
cylind"
organization. A spy's work
often involves stealing the
secrets of rival governmenlS.
Spies use ciphers to
scramble data when they
send it to their employers.

Spy

cotksh~~t

G

H

Plugboard
utting is
alt~r~d to
chang~

I

M

Cipher discs

N

Morse code

0

The telegraph was invented
in the 19th century; it used
electricity to send messages
quickly over long distances
for the first rime. The system
could not transmit speech, so
to communicate operators
used an alphabetic code
devised by US artist
Samuel M orse (1791-1872) .
Letters were represented by
dots and dashes {long and
short pulses of power).
Operators tapped a key to
rum the electric current in
the telegraph wires on and
off. Morse code is still in use.

p

Q -- • R

s

T

-

u

v

w · --

K
L

ciph~r

Kryboard
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E- mail can be encrypted so
that only the addressee, who
holds a secret "key" (a long
number), can read it.

X
y

z

These devices create ciphers by replacing letters of the
message on the outer ring with the letters
alongside them on the inner ring.

Prototype
telegraph key,
1840s

Cipher machines
The Enigma cipher
machine was used during
World War II. It had a
typewriter keyboard with
electrical connections that
scrambled the letters.
Each letter was coded
separately, making the
cipher hard to break.

l. .llllllllllll..iiiiiiiiiiii.__ Fiher
to dim
lights

German Enigma cipher machine, World War II

William Friedman
Russian-born American William
Friedman (1891-1969) decrypted
secret messages for rhe US
government in World Wars I and
II. In 1940, William led the team
that discovered the key to the
Japanese Purple cipher.
A message in this
cipher warned
of the Pearl
Harbor
attack.

Smoke signals
Fire beacons and smoke codes were used to
send signals by rhe people of ancient China,
Egypt, and G reece. N ative Americans, such
as the Cheyenne, Comanche, and Sioux,
com m unicated over distances using smoke
signals, shaping smoke with an animal hide
or blanket. There were a few generally
understood signals - two puffs meant "all's
well"- bur each group also had secret
codes which they shared only with people
they wanted ro read the messages.
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Frederic Rem ington, Smok~ Signals
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IN 1945, THE ALLIED FORCES of the USA, Britain, France,

and the USSR - now known once again as Russia - gained
victory over Germany in World War 11. Within four years,
the allies had become enemies, and a new war had broken
out. This was not a military war, but a "cold" war - a political and
diplomatic battle between communist Eastern Europe and capitalist
Western Europe. The rival blocks expressed hostility by backing
opposing sides in conflicts such as Korea and Vietnam. The Cold War
ended in 1990, when Eastern Europe's communist governments fell.

Winston Churchill, FD Roosevelt, and Josef
Stalin, Yalta Conference

Yalta Conference
In 194 5. the British, American, and Soviet leaders
Churchill. Roosevelt, and Stalin mer in the Russian
resort of Yalta to determine the shape of post-war
Europe. The conference agreed Soviet control over
Eastern Europe. This starred the political division of
Europe into east and west that was to last until I CJ90.

Iron Curtain
Iron

Qn<il
Austria was

J1(\~
Switzerl-d-was '-......
neutral du.nng
the.tutlr:. J
k

.• ·
~.._ .(\

~

~

~\
---

By 1949, rhere was a clear division in
Europe between rhe communist srares
in rhe easr rhar foUowed Russia, and
rhe capiralisr srares in rhe west rhar
foUowed rhe USA Borh east and west
became secretive and hostile. In 1946,
rhe British Prime Minister Winsron
Churchill famously described this
polarization as "an iron curtain ...
(descending) across rhe continent."

Capitalist

Communist

Spies

1

In 194 5. Korea was
divided between a communist nonh
and an American-backed south. ln 19 0,
Nonh Korea invaded the south; the USA
supported South Korea, while the USSR
and China supported Nonh Korea. War
raged until an armistice was agreed in
1953. Korea remains divided to this day.

Cuban missile crisis

Technological information was very
important during the Cold War. In
order to find out what the other side
was planning, both sides of the Iron
Cunain employed spies. Spies worked
undercover in civilian and defence
jobs, passing vital military secrets
back to their own governments.

Invisible pouxio stuck to a spy's body and
was detectable untkr ultraviokt light.

Mig- 15 jet

Soviet ship
returning to the USSR

Red Scare
In the early 1950s. fear of Communism in
the USA led ro a witch-hunt against known
Communist Party members and possible
svmpathizers. Selltlror Joe McCarthy led a
government committee that created a "Red
Scare" in the USA, and caused hundreds of
innocent people to lose their jobs.

In 1962 Soviet ships delivered
nuclear weapons ro rhe Cuban
government. The US - only
90 miles ( 145 km) from Cuba
- blockaded the island, which
caused a crisis between rhe USA
and the USSR. After several days of
rension. rhe USSR wirhdrew irs missiles.

Detente
In rhe 1960s, tension between east
and west began to ease. In rhe 1970s,
Willy Brandt, Wesr Germany's leader,
negotiated rrearies wirh Poland and
rhe USSR In the fare 1980s, Mikhail
Gorbachev began to reform rhe USSR
which eventually led ro the fall of
communism in Easrern Europe.

Timeline

1989 Fall of the Berlin Wall
begins the fall of communist
governments throughout
Eastern Europe.

1945 Europe divides into
eastern and western blocks.

1955 \Xarsaw Pact establishes
military alliances between
communist countries.

1949 Western nations set up
NATO (Nonh Atlantic Treaty
Organization).

1961 Berlin Wall di' ides Fast
from West Berlin (and East
from Wesr Germanv).

1990 Re-unification of East
and West Germany.

1950-54 McCarthy era, USA

1961 Cuban missile crisis marks
the pc-.Ik of the Cold War; its
re~olution slowlv leads to detente.

1991 Gorbachev resigns;
collapse of communism in
USSR.

19'i0-53 Korean War.
EuROPE,
HISTORY OF

NATO symbol

Rt·sslA,

HISTORY OF

SOVIET
U NION

UNITED STATES,
HISTORY OF

WARFARE

WEAPONS

WORLD
WAR II

Mikhail Gorbachev
Gorbachev (b.I931) became
leader of the USSR in 1985.
He attempted to reform the
USSR. and negotiated arms
reduction agreements
with US President
Reagan. Despite his
success, he failed to
improve the living
standards of the
Soviet people. and
resigned in 1991.
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A WORLD WITHOUT COLOUR would
be dull and uninspiring. Colour is a
form of light. Light is made up of
electromagnetic waves of
varying lengths. The human eye detects
these different wavelengths and sees them
as different colours. White light - like
that from the Sun - is a mixture of all
the different wavelengths. Objects look
coloured because they give out or reflect
only certain wavelengths of light.

If it rains on a sunny
day, you may well see
a rainbow if you stand
wirh your back ro the
Sun. A rainbow is a
curved white light
spectrum rhar forms
when light is reflected
and refracted by
raindrops in the sky.
Light sourc~

When whire sunlight passes through a raindrop,
the raindrop acrs like a tiny prism. The raindrop
refracrs the light and splirs ir up im o irs separare
colours. The colours fan our and emerge as a
specrrum. A rainbow is made up of specrra from
millions of raindrops.
Sunlight
Light
rrfracts.

Colours
rrjkct
offback
surfoc~.

Diffraction
grating

Cone cells
Ar the back of rhe eye
there are special cells
called cones rhar enable
humans to see colours.
There are rhree types of
cone, called red. green,
and blue cones. Each
type of cone is sensirive
to a different range of
light wavelengrhs.
Whire lighr stimulates
all rhree types of cone.

An insrrumenr called a
spectroscope is used to
analyze the ligh t given our
by hor substances. Inside
the spectroscope, a prism
or diffraction grating (a glass slide
scored wirh fi ne lines) splits light from a glowing
substance into its componenr wavelengths.
Emission spectrum

:f;t\~
Sodium flame

Joseph von Fraunhofer
The German physicist Joseph von
Fraunhofer (1787-1826)
became interested in the
nature of lighr while rraining
as a mirror maker and lens
polisher. His rraining enabled
him ro make specrroscopes
of great precision. From
1814-17, he used them
to make the first
scienrific study of the
Sun's emission specrrum.
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I Colour and temperature
Objects at room remperarure emir (give our)
electromagnetic waves. bur these waves are roo
long fo r human eyes to see. H earing an object,
such as this steel bar, gives the waves it emirs
more energy and
makes rhem shorrer.
The waves evenrually
become shorr enough Steel bar at 630°C (l, I70 °F)
to be seen, and rhe
bar begins to glow. As
the bar's rem perarure
rises, it glows with
differenr colours.
Steel bar at 1,530°C (2,790°F)
Giowing

whit~

VX 'f«""l

Glowing r~d
Visible

Smsitivity of Sm sitwity of Smsitivity of

Each chemical demenr gives our a unique range
of lighr wavelengrhs when heared. Seen through
a specrroscope, these wavelengths appear as a set
of brighr lines on a dark background. This is the
element's emission spectrum. A compound's
emission specrrum is a combinarion of specrra
from rhe dements thar make up the c~mpound.
Emission spectrum
of a sodium flame

Passing white light th rough a rransparenr rriangular block cal led a
prism separates our the d ifferenr wavelengths of light. T he p rism
refracts (bends) each wavelength bv a differenr amounr, forming a
band of colours called a white light spectrum, or a visible spectrum.
The seven main colours are red , orange, yellow, green, blue, indigo,
and violer. Red has the longest wavelength and violet the shortest
Here, a convex lens combines the colours back inro white light.

How a rainbow forms

Rainbow

Spectroscope

AM ERICA, N ORTHERN

White light spectrum

COLOUR

A rainbow ar dawn

~OliTH

I

Sensit ivity of cone cells in the human eye

Hot stars
The colour of a star give:!> a
due ro its age. To the naked
eye, most srars look white, bur
their rrue colours can be seen
using a rdescope. Young stars
are hor and glow wirh whire
light. O lder srars are relatively
cool and glow red or orange.

Munsell colour system
Describing colours exactly using words alone is nor
easy. To avoid confusion, manufacruring industries use
standard colour-idenrification systems. T he M unsell
system is used to specify colours for dyes and pigmenrs.
lr defines a colour by its
value (brightness), its
chroma (strength),
and its hue (position
in the spectrum).

Red hot and white hot
As the steel bar gets honer, ir
emits more and more of the
visible spectrum. Ar abour
630°C ( 1,170°F), ir is "red
hot" and emits light from
rhe red end of the specrrum .
At about l,530°C (2.790°F),
the "whire hor" bar emirs the
entire whire lighr specrrum.
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A d uster of young stars

Colour matching systems
Graphic designers use swatches of colour
cards ro match rhe colours in their work
wirh rhose available from primers. The
designer supplies rhe primer wirh rhe
reference number of the colour, so rhe
primer knows exactly whar is wanted.

Each colour

..

COLO UR

Rt'd and gT't'm light
mix to give yellow.

Grt'm

/

mix to
9 an.

Rt'd, grt'm, and
blut' light mix
to givt' whitt'.

light mix to
gzvt' magmta.

C oloured lights
Different amounts of red, green, and blue ligh t can be
m ixed to form light of any other colour. This process is
called colour addition. Unlike paints, red, green, and
lue are the primary colours of light. Equal amounts of
anv two primary colours give a secondary colour
vellow, cyan, or magenta). When all three primaries
are mixed in equal amounts, white light is produced.
Colour television
The principle of adding
coloured lights is used in
colour television. The
screen is covered with
tiny strips that glow with
red, green, or blue light.
They are so small that, at
a normal viewing
distance, the human eye
mixes the light coming
from them . By ad justing
the intensities of these
three colours, the
sensation of any other
colour can be produced.

Pigments
A pigment is a chemical that
absorbs only certain colours
from white light. This process
is called colour subtraction.
Yellow, magenta, and cyan are
primary pigments. Each
absorbs one of the primary
colours of light and reflects the
other two. For example, a
yellow pigment absorbs blue
light but reflects green and red,
which mix to give yellow. An
equal mix of all three pigments
absorbs all the colours from
white light, giving black.

Soap bubble

Objects have colour only
when light falls upon them,
because colours do not exist
in total darkness. An object
that appears one colour in
white light may look
different when illuminated
by coloured light. T he
yellow pot in this sequence
of pictures appears yellow
only in white light.

-

Cyan
Yellow, cyan,
and magenta mix
to give black.

Magmta and cyan
mix to givt' blut'.

Paints are pigments mixed with water
or oil. Any colour except white can
be made by mixing the three primary
pigments. Mixing paints has the
effect of evenly mixing the pigment~.
and absorbing more of the white
light spectrum.

Picturt' is
T1llllk up of
tiny ink dots.

Blue sky
Sunlight includes all
the colours of the
spectrum. The sky
appears blue during
the day because air
molecules in the
atmosphere scatter
light from the blue
end of the spectrum
in all directions.

Two or her processes, called scattering and
interference, can remove colours from the
spectrum. Interference occurs when light
from two sources meets and combines. In
scattering, some parts of the spectrum are
briefly absorbed by panicles of matter and
then radiated out again in all directions.
When white light strikes a
soap bubble, it reflects off
both the inner and outer
surfaces of the bubble. The
reflected light rays
interfere, making
some colours
caned each other
out but others
appear bright.

•

gzvegrt't'n.~

Scattering and interference

Reflecting colours

DYES AND
PAINTS

givt'mi.

Mixing paints

Pointillism" is a sryle of paiming in which
an artist uses thousands of tiny coloured
dots to build up a picture. When viewed
dose up, the colours of the individual dots
are dearly visible. Like the coloured strips
on a television screen, the dots are too
small to be seen from farther away. When
Yiewed from a d istance, the dots seem to
merge, giving areas a single colour.

The English doctor and physicist Thomas Young
( 1773-1829) carried out many experiments to
prove that lighr travels as waves. He realized that
colours are light waves of different lengths, and
that interference colours occur
where light waves meet and
combine. Young also
investigated colour vision.
In 180 I. he proposed that
the human eye contains
three types of colour
sensor (now called

/

Yt'llow and
cyan mix to

Colour printing
To prim a full-colour
picture, three single-colour
images are primed on top of
each other - one in cyan,
one in magenta, and one in
yellow. Each picture is made
up of tiny coloured dO£s.
The dots overlap and absorb
the right wavelengths of
light to give all the other
colours required. A black
image is then added to
make the picture sharper

Painting with dots

Thomas Young

Magmtaand
yt'!low m1x to

Yellow

lnurftrt'nu
crt'att's a pattt'rn
ofbright colours
and dark bands.

Using interference
Stress is a force that can stretch
or bend objects. Engineers shine
light through plastic models of their
designs to test their abiliry
to withstand stress. The
plastic molecules make the
light rays split up and
interfere. The interference
patterns show the points of
greatest stress.

White light

Green light

The yellow pot
reflects the red
and green pans
of the white light
spectrum. but
absorbs the blue part.

When illuminated
by green light, the
yellow pigment
reflects the green
light and so
appears green.

Red light

Blue light

T he yellow por
reflects red light,
and therefore
appears red when
illuminated by
red light.

EYES AND

L IGHT

When only blue
light is available,
the yellow pot
absorbs the hlue
light, making it
look black.

PHOTOGRAPHY

PRJNTJNG

T ELEVJSJON

SEEJNG
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COLUMBUS,

CHRISTOPHER

CHRISTOPHER COLUMBUS was the first European since the Vikings
to visit America. In the 1400s, Europeans did not know that
America existed - they thought that Asia faced Europe across the
Atlantic Ocean. In 1492, Columbus set sail from Spain across the
Atlantic. He hoped to open up a trade route to Asia
that would be quicker than the old land journey. He
found some islands he believed were the East Indies,
off what was presumed to be the Asian mainland.
What he had really discovered was a continent
soon to be known as America by the Europeans.
The pon of Genoa in the 16th cemury
The Sa•lta Maria

Crossing the Atlantic
While rhe Porruguese and orher sailors were
rrying ro find a sea roure ro Asia by sailing sourh
and east round Africa, Columbus believed thar,
since rhe world was round, he could reach Asia
from the opposite direction by sailing west across
the Atlantic. In 1492, he persuaded the king and
queen of Spain to finance his voyage, and set sail
wirh rhree ships, the largesr of which was rhe
rhree-masted Santa Maria. At his fi rsr attempt,
he landed in rhe Bahamas. Columbus, however,
thought these islands were off the coast of Asia.

Early life
Columbus was born in rhe pon
of Genoa, Italy in 1451 and was
named after St Chrisropher, the
pauon saint of rravellers. His
father was a weaver, and
Chrisropher had lin le formal
educarion. As a boy. he went to
sea, and Iacer worked in Lisbon,
Portugal, where he drew sea
charts for Portuguese sailors.

Columbu~·

four voyages
-

1492

-1493

Mizzm

-

1498

-

150 2

mast

Four voyages
Columbus made four voyages
across rhe Adanric between
1492 and 1504. O n the first,
he reached Cuba, the Bahamas.
and Hispaniola; on the second,
he explored Jamaica; on rhe
third he reached Trinidad

Navigation
Columbus had few insrruments ro
help him navigare across rhe ocean
He used a crossraff and astrolabe
ro calculare the ship's larirude,
bur had no way of knowing irs
longirude. Despire rhis lack of
informacion, he managed ro
navigate successfully back
home to F urope.

Astrolabe

\
\.

~

·~ ~ _

and the Sourh
American coast.
O n his fourth
voyage he acrually
set foor on rhe mainland

,_

Because accommodatton was so cramped
food was often cooked on deck.

West Indies
Columbus was amazed by the beauty and lush
vegetaria n of the Caribbean islands, bur he was
disappoinred thar he had not found rhe rich
rrading ciries of Asia. However, his discoveries
encouraged other Europeans ro visit the area
in the coming cenruries, founding colonies
'
and opening up
new trade links
between Europe
and the Cari bbean.

CHRISTOPH ER
COLUMBUS

New discoveries

Later life

While in rhe West Indies,
Columbus and his crew rasred
new foods, such as pineapple,
potaroes, and sweercorn.
They saw people sleeping in
hammocks, and observed the
Arawak peoples of Cuba rolling
up drit:d tobacco leaves and
smoking rhem.

In 1493, Columbus was made
governor-general of all rhe lands
he d iscovered, bur he was a poor
administrator. In I 'iOO, there
were complaints about his rule
of Hispaniola. As a resuh ,
Columbus was arrested and
sent back to Spain in chains.
He rerired ro Seville, where
he died in 1506.

-

14 79 Marries Filipa de Peresrrello e
Moniz
1484 Becomes masrer mariner in
Portuguese merchanr service
149 2 First voyage: sails across
Atlantic Ocean in search of new
roure ro Asia
1493- 96 Second voyage
1493 Esrablishes European colony
on Hispaniola

Columbus
arrivi ng ar the
1sland of
Hispaniola
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14 5 1 Born in Genoa, lraly
1476 Becomes a chanmaker in
Lisbon, Portugal

1498-1500 Third voyage
l S02-04 Founh and final voyage
1106 Dies in Seville, Spain
CENTRAL AMERICA,
HISTORY OF

ExPLORATION

NAVIGATION

S HIPS AND
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SOUTH AMERICA,
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SPAIN,
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C0 M BfAl'T sp 0 RTS

Th~judosuit,

or "judogi': is
a loou-fitting cotron jacket
and trousers. ~

fiGHTING SPORTS, which had their origins
in ancient Greece, developed in different
ways. Judo and the other martial arts,
such as karate, kung-fu, taekwondo,
.md aikido, evolved in the East, often as a way of life
tJr connected with religion. Only since the 1950s
ave their secrets become known in the West
.rnd their popularity as sports spread. The chief
\\ estern combat sports are boxing, wrestling,
.rnd fencing. These have Eastern
'"ounterparts - kick boxing,
uud to absorb
umo, and kendo respectively.

Players grip
an opponent
by rhe jacket.

- - Black

~ Brown
•

Judo

Green

. . . . O range

do means "the gentle way",
and players try to use their
pponenr's weight and strength
_.Unsr them . Players can use
more than 40 recognized throws
ro pur their opponent on their back.
Or, in groundwork, they try to pin
their opponen t's back on the mar
with a hold. In competition, a referee
awards points fo r throws and holds.

Yellow
Th~ should" is
pmn~d to th~

Belts

gro
during
gro ndwork.

Soori~

The colour of rhe
bdr a pl.wer wears around
rhe jacker indicares his or
her grade. Judo grades
range from kyu. meaning
srudenr, ro the advanced
dan grades when rhc player
wears a black bdr, or red
for nimh or remh dan.

Performing
a hip th row

\

A pertecr rhrow or 30-second hold-down earns
ippon, worth ten points, and wins rhe comesr
ourrighr. Near-perfecr throws or shorter holddowns earn waza-ari, worth seven points, and rwo
of rhese win a comesr. If the comesr goes irs full
length. orher scores and penalties coum.

Gauntlet

Fencing

Weapons

In fencing, points are score.-f by registering "hirs" on the
opponenr's target areas. These vary according ro
rhe weapon used: the upper body
0
including rhe arms for a sabre;
the trunk only for a foi l; and
~~ ~~ ... the whole body ~or an epee.
Sco~mg
;::- ...
A bout lasts unnl one player
a htt
has scored the agreed
number of hits or the time
limit has been reached.

A foil and sabre musr
nor weigh more chan
500 g (17.5 oz), an epee
nor more rhan 770 g
(26.9 oz). The foil and
epee have a 90-cm
(35.4-in) blade and
must srrike rhe target
wirh rhe poim. The
edges of a sabre's
88-cm (34.7-in)
blade mav be used
for a hit

-r,

r

~-

Boxing
Boxers fight in a raised , square "ring"
bounded by ropes. Amateur boxing is
staged over three three-min ute rounds.
Professio nal fights last up to 12 rounds
(15 in tide fights). Fights may be won
by a knock-out, by the referee stopping
the fight, or on points.

Amareur's
headgear

• • Blue

• • •I

gloves

Wired-up over-jacket

Fencing kit
Foil

I:pee
Sabre

Fencers wear prorecrive dorhing
on the body, a mask of sreel or plastic
mesh, and a padded gaunder on rhe sword hand
In comperirion. rarget areas may be elecrrically
wired ro regisrer hits, signalled by lights.

Other combat sports

Muhammad
Ali
Arguablv rhe mosr
colourful figure in
sport, Muhammad
Ali (b.l942) was
rhe firsr boxer ro
regain rhe world
heavyweighr tide rhree rimes. Born
Cassius Clay, he won the Olvmpic
lighr-heavyweighr tide in 1960,
turned professional, rhen gained
rhe world heavyweight crown wirh
a shock win over Sonny Lisron in
1964. He changed his name when
he joined rhc Black Muslims.

GREECE,
ANCIENT

Like judo, most of the other Eastern combat sports come
from Japan, including karate, sumo wrestling, and kendo.

Karate.
meaning "emprv hand~~.
uses lcicks and strikes bv the
hands, elbows, and head.
JAPAN,
HISTOR'r O F

Sumo wrestling is sreeped
in rhe rirual of rhe Shinto
religion. Each conresram
tries ro rhrow his opponem
or push him our of rhe ring

O LY\-fPIC
GAMES

RELIGIONS

Kendo pays rribure
ro rhe samurai
fighrers of feudal
rimes "Swords" are
bamboo sricks.
W EAPONS
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COMEDY see FILMS AND FILM MAKING

COMETS AND ASTEROIDS
COMETS AND ASTEROIDS ARE LEFTOVERS from when the
nine planets formed in the Solar System 4.6 billion
years ago. Comets are fragile balls of snow and dust
found at the edge of the Solar System in
the Oort Cloud. Some leave the
Thin, straight
gas tail
cloud and travel towards the Sun. The Sun's
heat melts the snow and the comet appears
to grow in size many times over. Asteroids
are made of rock and are found mainly
between the orbits of Mars and Jupiter.

For most ofits orbit, a
comet is a dirty snowbal~

,_,.----~

Tail tkv~lops as com~t
Sun.

approach~s

n~ar Sun.

Periodic comets
\X'hen a comet leaves the O on Cloud
it can navel on an orbit which returns
it again and again to the inner Solar
System. This is a periodic comet.
About 150 are short-period comers;
they return to appear in Earth's sky in
periods of less than 200 years. Halley's
Comet passes Earth every 76 years.

Anatomy of a comet
At the cenrre of a comet is rhe
nucleus - a dirty ball of snow and
d ust thar is jusr a few kilometres
across. If a comer is close to the Sun,
the snow becomes gas, and gas and
dust are released , formi ng a vast
cloud of material - rhe coma and one or two tails

live in
the O on
Cloud.

Edmond Halley
Comets are usuallv named after their
discoverer, bur one is named after the
English scientist, Edmond Halley
(l6S6- 1742). He was the first
person to show that comers can
be periodic and follow orbits
that return them again and
again to Earth's sky.

Halley's Comet
Halley"s Comet is the only comet
thar has been seen up dose. Five
spacecraft went to investigate
when it travelled through the
inner Solar Svstem in 1986. The
space p robe Giotto took this image
of its dark, potato-shaped nucleus.

Oort Cloud
Surrounding the Solar System is the
Oon Cloud, made up of 10 trillion
comets. Although the cloud is large,
it is so distant that the comers cannot
be seen. Comets only become visible
when thev travel within the inner
Solar System. Astronomers have ~een
about 700 comets in Eanh's skv.

Meteoroids

Asteroid belt

T iny pieces of dust and chunks of rock travel through
space. T hey are meteoroids and originate from two main
sources: comers and asteroids. About 220,000 tonnes
of such material enrer Earrh's atmosphere a year. The
smallest meteoroids produce meteors. Larger pieces reach
Earth and land o n its surface. T hese are mereorires.

Between the orbits of Mars and Jupiter is rhe
asteroid belr - a do ughnur-shaped ring made of
m illions of asteroids, pieces of rock, and metal.
The smallest are specks of dust; the biggest,
Ceres, is more rhan 900 km (550 m iles) across.

Meteors

Meteorites

Tiny meteoroids burn up as
they navel through Eanh's
atmosphere, producing sneaks
of light known as meteors.
When Eanh travels through a
concentration of meteoroids
a meteor shower is produced.
The meteoroid material is left
by comets as they pass close
to the Sun.

More than 3,000 meteorites land on
Earth every year. \1ost fall in the sea,
but a handful are seen to fall on
land. There are three main types of
meteorites: stony, iron. o r stonv-iron.
Stony-iron

Fragment
of nickalron

Gaspra
About S,OOO asteroids have been identified,
but only about I 0 are spherical and
larger than 250 km (150 miles) across.
The smaller ones, such as the stony
asteroid Gaspra, are irregular in shape.

Nakhla
meteorite

Rock from Mars
Eight meteorites are known to
have come to Eanh from Mars.
The Nakhla meteorite fell in Egypt
in 1911 . h is 13 million vears old .
Such meteorites tells us that Mars
once had running water.

Impact crater
When a meteorite lands on Eanh, it can create a
crater. Earth was once bombarded by meteorites
but its surface has since changed. removing the
evidence. Today, about 150 impact craters can be
identified, including Wolfe Crater in Australia.
ASTRO"'JOMY
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Trojan asteroids

Not all asteroids are in the asteroid belt. About 10 per cent travel
in groups away from the belt. The Trojans navel along Jupiter's
orbit, one group in from and one group behind the planet. The
Amor, Apollo, and Aten groups all follow orbits closer to Earth.
S PACE
EXPLORATION

S L N AN D
SOlAR SYSTEM
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COMPUTERS

Personal computer

WITH LIGHTNING SPEED, a computer carries out millions

of calculations each second. Sets of instructions called
programs tell the computer what to do. The hard-disk
~D unit is the heart of a computer. It contains the central
processing unit (CPU), which controls all of the operations of
the computer. The hard-disk unit, monitor, keyboard, and other
connected devices are called hardware. The programs that enable
it to function and carry out specific tasks are known as software.
Personal
computer (PC)
with peripherals

Monitor receives signals from the hard
disk and forms images of text and
graphics in a similar way to a TV set. ""

A personal computer (PC) is a compact
computer that can be operated by only
one person at a time. It consists of a
hard-disk unit, to which hardware
called peripherals is connected so that
data can be either input or output.
Keyboards and printers are exam ples of
peripherals. Interfaces are electronic
circui ts that allow the hard-disk unit to
communicate with each peripheral.
Hard-disk unit contains the memory,
the CPU, and the disk drives.

Right
/oudsp~ak"

with
controls

Mouumat

Keyboard consists of numbers
leners, and special function keys
that allow data to be rvped
directly into the computer.
Printer receives data from hard
disk and produces print-out of
documenrs and graphics.

Graphics tablet enables images to be
"drawn" on the monitor screen. as a
pen-Jike device moves over its surface.

Motherboard

PC motherboard

A motherboard is a large circuit
board in the hard-d isk unit to
which the computer's key
electronic components are
attached. T hese components are
linked together by strips of metal
called "buses" on the underside
of the motherboard. Also
attached to the motherboard are
the interfaces that link the harddisk unit to the peripherals, as
well as expansion slots, to which
other circuit boards can be
added to improve the computer's
performance or capabilities.

Expansion
slots for octra
circuit
boards

Vuko card
controls
op~ration of
monitor scrun.

Mouse controls pointer on
screen; inside the mouse is a ball that
rotates as the mouse moves, and the ball's
movement sends signals to the computer.

Sockm calkd ports
allow p~riph"als
such as a mod~m or

Charles Babbage
English mathematician Charles
Babbage (1791-1871) built a
mechanical computer called the
Difference Engine that
consisted of hundreds of gear
wheels. It could do complicated
sums more quickly than doing the
same calculations by hand.

Cmtral proussing
unit (CPU)
ROM (read-only
memory) chips store
important programs,
such as the diskoperating system,
whose content cannot
be changed.

Memory
A computer's electronic memory allows it
to "remembern how to function. fhere are
two parts to the memory: the random
access memory (RAM) and the read-only
memory (ROM). Both consist of circuits
called microprocessors, or silicon chips.

Scanner copies an image
and translates it into onoff pulses of electriciry
that are fed into the
computer, so that the
image can be displayed
on the monitor screen

Bus~s carry signals
around th~ computer.

Battny controls
comput"'s intnnal clock

RAM (random-access
memory) chips srore
data fed into the
computer on disks or
via rhe keyboard, which
can then be retrieved
and changed as desired.

Central processing unit (CPU)
The CPU is a single microprocessor
that holds a large number of circuits.
The CPU receives data from the
ROM, RAM. and keyboard. It sends
data to the RAM for storage, and to
output devices, such as the monitor.
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COM PUTERS

s~ctor

Computer disks

_conuntric
tracks

boundary

Programs and data can be stored on
s~ctor
computer disks. Magnetic disks
record data as magnetic patterns
Rrcording
Floppy
in tiny iron panicles that coat the
d isk
surfou
disks' surfaces. A hard disk is a stack How a disk drive works
of magnetic disks inside a computer. Disks arrange data imo divisions called
tracks and secrors. A disk drive has a
O ther types of disk include
magnetic read-wrire head that "reads" clara
compact discs (COs) and magneto- from, or "wrires" data to, a specific sector and
optica1 disk. A device ca1led
track on the disk. ln CD and optical disk
drives, the read-write head is a laser beam.
a disk drive is used
to store data
SvQues r d isks are large
on disks and
magnetic disks able to store
more data than floppies.
retrieve it.

Floppy
disks are
small
magneric
disks.

M agneto-optical d isks
store data magnetically, bur
are read by a laser beam.

Compact d iscs (COs)
srore data as tiny pirs in
rhe surface of rhe disk.

Optical m inid isks are small
magnetooptical disks.

Steve Jobs and
Steve Wozniak

Operating
system
Every computer has a
program called an
operating system (OS)
that controls its basic
fu nctions. The OS is
always at work ''behind
the scenes" when other
applications are running.
A graphical user interface
(CUI) often forms part
of a com puter's OS. The
G UI allows the computer
operator to use a mouse
to move information or
to run programs.

The Apple Computer company - one of
the world's largest - was fOunded in
1976 by Steve Jobs (b. 1955) and Steve
Wozniak (b. 1950), who wamed to make
computers affordable to ordinary people.
Their 1977 Apple II computer was the
first PC made tor rhe mass marker. It
was hugely successful, because users of
rhe Apple II needed no prior knowledge
of electronics or computing.

Types of computer
Most schools and many homes
have personal com puters, but
there are many other types of
computer, both larger and
smaller than a PC . Some
computers enable people to
work while they are travelling;
others are designed purely for
entertainment. Large, powerful.
high-speed computers are often
used to process information for
many people at once, or
perform many tasks
simultaneously.

Dedicated computer

Laptop

Mainframe

Supercomputer

While some computers can
carry our mam different
tasks, others are "'dedicated",
meaning that they are
designed tor one specific
purpose. A familiar example
of a dedicated computer
system is a games computer.

1\tanv business people rake
small, portable PCs called
laptops with them when they
travel. A laptop contains
rechargeable baneries that
allow it to function on trains,
buses, outdoors - in fact,
almost anywhere.

Most large organizations
have a mainframe
computer that can be used
by many people at once,
each working ar a separate
monitor, or terminal. A
mainframe must be kept in
a cold, dry environment.

The most powerful computers
are supercomputers. They are
used to perform very complex
tasks, such as forecasting furure
weather systems or analysing
gravirv and black holes in
space. The first supercomputer
was launched in 1976 by Crav.

Timeline

194 5 ENlAC. the world's
first automatic computer, is
builr in rhe USA.

1641 Blaise Pascal invents the first
mechanical adding machine.
1834 Charles Babbage designs a
mechanical computer, which he
calls rhe Difference Engine.

1967 Kevboards are used
for data entry.

A TOMS AND
MOLECULES
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Assorted
software
programs

Late 1970s The Xerox
Corporation invents the
graphical user interface.
1980s Sales of PCs soar.

1970 Flopp} disks appear.
1939 John Aranasoff, an
American. completes rhe tlrsr
electronic computer.

1975 The first portable
computer is introduced.

C o mmodore personal
computer, 19'70

E LECTRON ICS

Late 19"""'0s Mass-produced
PCs are introduced.
IN FORMATION
TECHNOLOGY

1983 The mome is first used
on an Apple computer.
1985 Computer COs appear.

LASER~ AND
HOLOG RAMS

MAT HEMATICS

1990 IBM Pentium PC
pedorms 112 million
instructions per second.
N U MB ER~

2000 Mobile phones and
other hand-held devices
are de~igned to include
computing facilities,
sofrware, and Internet.

SOUND
RECORDI NG

W EATHER
FORECASTI NG

CONCENTRAT ION CAMPS see HOLOCAUST • CONCORDE see AIRCRAFT' • CONDUCTORS see ELECTRICITY

CONFUCIUS

Early life

Two THOUSAND YEARS AGO, China was in a state of

Confucius was born in Lu
province in northeast China
in about 551 BC. H is name
was Kong Q iu. H is father
died when he was th ree,
leaving his mother to
bring him up. He
became known as
K'ung Fu-tse, or
"great master kong".
In the West he was
called Confucius,
the Larin form
of this tide.

turmoil and warfare. Strong imperial government had
collapsed, and civil order had broken down. One man
learned the lessons of this disorder. Confucius devised
a moral code based on respect, kindness, and the strength of the
a mily. He believed people could be taught to behave themselves
as members of a well-ordered community.
This vision, although based on a traditional
Zhou dynasty
' iew of Chinese society, is still
Between 1027-256 BC, most of northern
influential in China today.
China was ruled by the Zhou dynasty. The

early Zhou emperors ruled well, but later, as
a result of pressure from powerful local lords,
China split into a number of warring states.
Confucius looked on the early years of the
Zhou as a golden age of social harmony.

Confucius' teaching
Confucius learned to develop his new
moral outlook from his experience in
s,>vernment. H e taught that a good ruler
hould set an example by dealing fairly
ith his subjects, using force only as a
!ast resort. In return, subjects had a duty
to respect and obey their ruler.
~cestor

Political career
For some years, Confucius
worked as an adviser to the Duke
of Lu and orher local rulers. He
attempted ro promote good
government by advising respect
for the existing social order and
fostering political stability. But
his severe litestyle and strict views
were not popular, and Confucius
eventually left Lu province.

worship

all his teachings. Confucius encouraged ancestor
worship because it strengthened family ties. As a result,
~ C hinese people came to see themselves as parr of a
~r national family that included nor only living
prople bur also the dead and rhose people who were
I ro he born. Many of the traditional Chinese gods
.and goddesses were believed to be ancesrors who once
d as ordinary people in China and who, after their
death, could influence
~ryday life.

\

Ritual vessel, Zhou period

Analects
Most of what we know about the teachings
of Confucius can be tound in a book of his
sayings, the Lun Yii, or Analects. These sayings
were collected by the tollowers of Confucius
after his death. Confucius is also said to have
compiled or edited five classic books known as
the Wu Ching. The most tamous of these is the
I Ching. or Book of Changes. The I Ching
provides a method of revealing the future
through the use of 64 patterns of broken
and unbroken lines.

Chiin-tzu
-\ccording to
dle writings of
Confucius, rhe ideal
g-endem.m. or Chi.inIZu. was a person who
as compassionate, self-controlled.
re;pectful of superiors, and concerned tor
dle weUare of others. As a resuh. he was
against slavery and human or animal
sauitlces. Under the influence of Contucius
If became common to bury pottery figures
m romhs, rather than living animals or slaves.

Chinese characters written by a
later follower of Confucius

CONFUCIUS

Bronze tomb model of a rhinoceros

Mencius
After Confucius' death, a number of
his followers carried on his work.
The most famous was Mencius
(c.37 1-c.288). He believed
that people are basically
good, and that it is the duty
of the ruler ro ensure the
prosperity. education, and
moral well-being of his
subjects. H is
pupils wrote
down his
thoughts and
saymgs m
The Book
ofMmcius.

Handk in the form of mythical beast

1027 BC Zhou dynasty rakes control
of northern China.

Impact

c.55 I

Although Confucius did nm
found a religion, his teachings
are still influential throughout
the world, especially in China.
"here the traditional values of
the family are slill based
heavily on his views. The
moral code taught by
Confucius fits well with such
established religions as
Buddhism, Taoism. and
Shinto, while his writings and
classic texts are still widely
studied in the West.
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BC

BC

Confucius born in Lu

Contucius marries.

53 1 BC Confucius' son born.
5 17 BC Confucius goes into exile for
the first rime.
50I-496 BC Holds important post
in Lu province.
483 BC Returns to Lu province after
many years of wandering.

- ---

-

c.48l-12 l BC China splits into
seven warring states.
c.479

BC

Death of Confucius.

Chinese family, 19th century
CHINA,
HISTORY OF

PHILOSOPHY

RELIGIONS

SOCIETIES,
H UMAN

WRITING
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CONSERVATION

Why we need conservation
Ever increasing human populations lead to an
increase in the demand for natural reso urces. This
has many effects incl uding defo restation, habitat
loss, pollution of air and water, and extermination
of species. Poaching of animals for meat, fur, and
the medicine trade also reduces animal numbers.
Conservation is an active means of slowing down
or reversing these trends, in an anempt to safeguard
the environment and all living things within it.

of conservation is to ensure the
- ~
11 survival of life in all its forms and variety, and to make
certain that natural resources are not used beyond their
capacity for renewal but continue for the benefit of future
generations. Conservation requires an understanding of ecology
- the interrelationships of the different plants and animals
(including our own species) with each Endangered species
As human numbers increase,
other, and with their environment.
more land is needed ro grow
food, so foresrs are cur down
C oncern for the health of the
and habirars desrroyed. Wirhour
environment is steadily increasing,
irs habirar, wildlife cannor survive.
Human pressure and hunring is
as can be seen from the growth
causing many species, such as rhe
~
whire rhino, ro become rare or endangered,
of conservation organizations
some ro rhe poinr of exrinction. lr is roo lare for
Rhinos art
animals such as the Tasmanian wolf, bur others, such hunttd for
on almost every continent.
THE PRINCIPLE AIM

L

as rhe grey whale, have been saved from extinction.

Whm disp!.zying.
mak lifo tail
mtoafon.

Grizzly btars
stand3 m
(lOft)
hzgh.

Wingspan may
rtach9cm
(3.5 in).

thtir horns

Conservation
Conservation means wise use of resources, thus recognizing that
use natural reso urces is perfectly acceptable, as long as they are
not exploited beyond their capacity for renewal. Conservation is
concerned with the survival of life in all its fo rms, and with
maintaining organic life at the optimum rate of prod uctivity.
to

Phoebus bunerflies
appear in rhe Rockies
in mid-summer.

Sage grouse are the mosr
specracular of rhe Nonh
American grow.e. When
displaying, rhe male srrurs
around vibraring his wings
and emirs a booming sound.

Grizzly bears are rhe
largesr and mosr powerful
of rhe animals living in
YeUowsrone Narional Park.

Preservation

Fortsts art homt
to wapitis. \

Preservation differs from conservation
in rhar preservation means stria
proreaion as an end in itself. wirhour
regard for the consequences. The fusr
area of land ro be preserved was
Yellowsrone National Park in rhe
USA, where animals such as grizzly
bears and wapiris rhrive in this
undisrurbed environmenr. Overprorecrion can lead ro a build-up of
the animal numbers, causing habirar
desrruaion and rhe srarvarion and
decline of the animals. This can be
avoided by good managemenr and
by culling excess numbers of animals.

Wapiris live in rhe foresrs of
Yellowsrone. They are larger
rhan rhe red deer of Eurasia,
bur rheir behaviour is similar.

YeUowsrone National Park, USA

Methods of conservation

Environmental
organ tzanons
Hundreds of organization~ are
concerned with safeguarding rhe Earrh's
resources. The lnrernarional Union tor
Conservarion of Narure and Narural
Resources (IUCN), and rhe Worldwide
Fund for Narure (WWF), carry our
conservarion projects worldwide.
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T he establishment of national parks and wildlife
sanctuaries is a very effective method of conserving
natural areas and their wildlife. Other methods
include education, breeding programmes, using
renewable energy such as solar, wind, and wave
power, and legislation. Some developing countries
have agreed to safeguard areas of natural habi tat in
return for a reduction in their foreign debt.
Legislation

...

'

Park rangers, WWF, Tsavo Nauonal Park

I

Education

BEARS

The Convention on
lnrernarional Trade in
Endangered Species
(CITES) controls uade
in rare species, such as tigers; other
groups conuol fishing and pollution.

DEER AND
ANTELOPES

ECOLOGY AN D
ECOSYSTEMS

Siberian riger remains
EN ERGY

The imponance of educaring
young people abour conservarion
and rhe elfecr ir has on rheir lives
cannor be oversrared. The need
for educarion is as vital in rhe wesr
as in rhe developing world. For
conservarion ro be etTecrive, ir musr
have rhe supporr of rhe local people.

Breeding programmes

Game ranger teaching children

The besr chance of survival for
some animals close ro exrinction
lies in breeding rhem in caprivity
for evenrual rerum ro rheir narural
habirar. In one of the earliesr
breeding programmes, rhe few
remaining Arabian oryx were
caprured, bred in the USA. and later
successfully re-inrroduced ro Oman.

LIONS AND OTHER
Wl LD CATS

POLLUTION

RH INOCEROSES
AND TAPIRS

Pakfor
helps
conaal

Zoos

Endangered animals - - - - -

ngs live in tropical oceans,
re they feed on sea grass

Grear white sharks are man-eating
sharks, found in warm seas worldwide.

Blue whales are the largest animals ever to have
lived reaching a length of 30 m (I 00 ft) or more.

Cuvier's beaked whales are widely
distributed, except in polar seas.

G iant pandas are bears that
feed exclusively on bamboo.

Tigers are hunted for their fur and the1r
bones, which are used in Chinese medicine

Jaguars are endangered, due ro habitat
destruction and hunting for their fur.

~are

ong the

/d's

Queen Alexandra's birdwings
live only in Papua New Guinea

Daubenton's bats hum tor
insects over ponds and rivers.

Sr Vincent parrots Ji,·e on
the island of Sr Vincent.

Kakapos are nocturnal, flightless
birds from New Zealand.

Californian condors are
among the largest living birds.

is among
theillrgm
insects in
the world

Golden manteUas from Madagascar
are threatened by habitat destruction

Grear crested newts are the largest of the
.uropean newts, at up to 15 em (6 in) long.

Stephen's Island wera is confined to a
small island off the coast of New Zealand.

'r

Przewalski's horses are extinct in the wild, bur
.:aptive bred animals have been re-introduced

Gorillas are endangered, due to
destruction of their rainforest habitat.

Pere David's deer, extinct in its native
China, has been bred in captivity.

White rhinos are scarce in Zai"re,
bur more abundant in South Africa .

Endangered plants
Insects are
trapp~d when
the two lobes of
the kafmap shut. ~
Cactus shrmks
back into the
ground for part
ofthe year.

Dawn redwoods were
rediscovered in China

Venus's Aytraps
feed on insects.

Silverswords live on the
volcanic islands of Hawaii.

Knowlton cacti are among
the world's rarest cacti.

New Zealand brush lilies are
eaten by introduced po~sums.

Japanese sago palms are
slow-growing evergreens.
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CONTINENTS

Continental drift

THE WORLD'S SEVEN great land
masses are known as continents.
The seven continents are North
America, South America, Africa,
Europe, Asia, Antarctica, and
Australia. Although you may not realize it,
the continents are crunching together and
drifting apart even as you read this page.
This is because the Earth's outer shell, or
crust, is made up of a number of vast, evermoving slabs of rock called tectonic plates.
The continents are embedded in these plates,
which move very slowly- Europe and North
America, for example, are drifting apart by
just 4 em (1.5 in) each year. Over millions
of years, however, the continents have shifted
this way and that across the globe, dramatically
changing the face of the planet time
and time again.

Tectonic plates

100 million years ago:
Pangaea, the single
land mass, begins
to break up.

135 m illion years ago: rhe South
Atlantic opens up, pulling Africa
and South America apart; India
moves towards Asia.

Afrzca-

"

-lndza
.

South
Am"ica

South Atlantic

I 0 m illion years ago: Antarctica
and Australia drift apart; the North
Atlantic opens up, moving North
America away from Europe.
Gwssopteris fossil
Fossilized
Lystrosaurus sk"Uil

There are nine major tectonic plates and a
number of smaller ones. They fit together like the
pieces of a jigsaw, covering the whole of the Earth's
surface. The continents are carried by continental plates,
such as the Eurasian plate. Oceanic plates, such as the Pacific
plate, form most of the seafloor; the rest is made up of the
fringes of the continental plates, which lie underwater.
Eurasian

Iranian

piau

piau

If you study a world map, you will notice
that the east coast of South America looks as
if it would fit neatly into Africa's west coast.
This is because 220 million years ago Africa,
South America, and all the other continents
formed a single giant "supercontinent", no\\
called Pangaea. Eventually, Pangaea split up
into smaller land masses that drifted over the
Earth's surface, giving the arrangement of
continents that appears on your map
today. Earth scientists call this
theory continental drift.

Plate

Iboundary

Evidence for continental drift
Identical fossils of land-based planrs and
animals, such as rhe fern Gwssoptms and the
mammal Lystrosaurus, have been fOund in
continenrs now widely separated by rhe
sea. The onlv plausible explanation is rhar
the continenrs were once linked together.

Alfred Wegener

Pacific

piau

/ Caribb~an

piau
South
Anurican
plate

German meteorologist and geophysicist
Alfred Wegener (1880-1930) devised
the theorv of continental drift. As
evidence, he cited the conrinenrs'
marching coastlines, similar rock
strata in continents separated bv
huge oceans. and tossil discoveries.
Although widely accepted now.
his ideas v.ere ridiculed ar the rime

Triple junctions

I
African

piau

Arabian
plate

Indo-Australian

IAntarctzc

Scorza

piau

piau

piau

T he major plates of the Earth's crust
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At places called triple junctions,
a column of magma - hot,
molten rock from rhe Earth's
interior- burns irs v.ay through
a continental plate. This splits
rhe plate three ways, producing
huge rift valleys between the
fragments of rhe plate. The
Grear Rift Valley in East Africa
was formed in this wav. The
fragments of the plate are
forced further apart over
millions of years, creating new
continental land masses. As rhe
rift vallevs widen, new oceans
form between the pieces of the
fragmented plare.

Diverging plates

Mid-ocean ridge

\t some places beneath the world's great oceans, rhe tectonic plates
rhat m ake up the Earth's surface are slowly diverging. These places
are called constructive margins. As the plates pull apart, molten rock
w iled magma wells up through the crack between the plates and
emerges as lava. When the lava cools, it adds new material to the
sea floor. This process is known as sea-floor spreading.
\todel of the North Atlantic

Continmtal
crust

\fohorovicic discontinuityundary b~twun crust
nd manti~\

As two plates pull apart, the lava emerging
from the Earths interior solidi.les and builds
a line of undersea mountains along the crack.
This is called a mid-ocean ridge. There is
such a ridge beneath each of the world's great
oceans. In Iceland. the North Atlantic Ridge
rises above sea level and can be seen as a
long gash in the landscape.
North Atlantic Ridge. T hingvellir. Iceland

luland sits on
top of th~ ridg~.

Direction ofpiau
mov~m~nt

crust

Eurasian plate

Rigid part

Sediments

{manti~

Ouanic crust
Transform faults are
sideways tears along a midocean ridge caused by the
curve in the Earth's surface.

--........_ Rising magma

Converging plates

Median valley is a long
trough. or rift, which
runs along the ridge.

Transform

In many places the tectonic plates are converging, or moving
J.gainst one another. In places known as destructive margins,
oceanic plates are drawn underneath the continental plates. The
oceanic plate is pulled down into the layer of the Earth's interior
wiled the mantle, where it is destroyed by intense heat. This process
is called subduction. In other places called collision zones, the edges
of two continental plates may crumple as they collide. This process
creates great mountain ranges such as the Alps and the Himalayas.

In some places where tectonic plates
meet, the plates neither collide nor pull
apart, but simply slide past each other in
opposite directions. These p laces are called
transforms, or conservative margins. Perhaps
the most famous transform is the San And reas
Fault in California, USA, where the Pacific and
North American pldtes grind slowly past one

another. As the plates move. they often snag
and jud der, sening off violent earthquakes.
San Andreas Fault, California, USA

j apan is an island
arc cr~aud by
subduction

\ lodel of subduction
zone around Japan

Piau
boundan~

\fagma burns through
crust to form an arc
of volcanic islands.
th~

,. -- ---

Dir~ction

piau

of

mov~ment

Pacific plate

Contmmtal
crust

Ouanic
crust

\.fagma rius as piau
in th~ Earth's inurior.

m~lts

Rigid part
of manti~

/
Ouan trmch

Ocean trench is a long deep
dip in the ocean floor that forms where
one pl.ue is forced beneath another
EART H

EART HQUAKES

FOSSILS

Ocean-floor

~ ~dg~ ofudimmts builds

Mohorovicic
discontinuity

up
G FO LOGY

MAGNETISM

wh~r~

Mo u NTAINS
AND VALLFYS
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subduction occurs
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COOK,

Early life

JAMES

European
explorers were motivated by trade or plunder.
James Cook, a British naval captain, began a
new form of exploration - he was more interested
in scientific research. From 1768 to 1779, he made three
voyages to the South Pacific, applying scientific methods
to navigation for the first time, and making astronomical
observations that would help future sailors. He also carefully
recorded everything he saw, bringing back many specimens
and drawings of previously unknown flora and fauna.
UNTIL THE MID-18TH CENTURY,

The Endeavour

The Endeavour
During the 1760s, Cook mastered the skills of navigation.
These were put to good use when he was asked in 1768
to sail to Tahiti in the South Seas to observe the transit
of the planet Venus across the sky. His choice of ship
was unusual: the Endeavour, a converted collier
familiar to Cook, and known for its toughness
and ability to carry a heavy cargo.
Cook's
sextant

James Cook was born in the town of
M anon-in-Cieveland near Whitby,
England in 1728. He went ro sea as a
boy, sailing in the Baltic before joining
the British Royal Navy in 1755. Cook
rose quickly through the ranks and was
given command of his first ship in 1759,
during the Seven Years' War with France.
Port ofWhitby, England

Cook's explorations

Main mast

'~

For~

mast

Navigation

II

Navigation during Cook's
time was primitive but
effective. Cook used a
chronometer to determine
lon gitude (position eastwest) and a quadrant or
sextant to determine
latitude (position
norrh-sourh).

Diet

Lemons and limes

Cook was the first sea captain ro
rake measures against scurvy - a
disease caused by lack of vitamins
- and supplied his crew with
fresh fruit, m eat, and vegetables
wherever possible.

Mapping the Pacific
Cook made three voyages around the Pacific, circumnavigating
New Zealand, mapping the east coast of Australia, and exploring
many islands. He guessed correctly that there was an area of
frozen land around the South Pole, and confirmed that Australia
was a large island and not pan of any southern continent.
Joseph Banks
Cook rook with him botanist
Joseph Banks, artist Sydney
Parkinson, and a team of
scientists. They discovered
many species, such as the
breadfruit and the kangaroo,
previously unknown ro
Europeans. One area
yielded so many new
species that they
called it Botany Bay.
Jr is now a suburb
of Sydney, Australia.

Some of
Parkinson's
illustrations

O n his third voyage, which starred in 1776, C ook
came across the H awaiian Islands, which he
named the Sandwich Island s. H e spent the winter
of 1778-79 in H awaii, learning much abour the
inhabitants, and he returned in the spring of
1779. after exploring the west coast of America.
This time, however, the local people were less
friendly, and afrer a quarrel broke our, Cook was
stabbed ro death.

1728 Born in M arron-inCieveland, Yorkshire,
England

1755 Joins Royal Navy
1759 Takes command of his
-

first ship

--------

I768-71 Sails to the Pacific

Ocean ro observe the transit
of Venus; explores Tahiti,
N ew Zealand, and Australia

1772-75 Second voyage:
m aps many of the Pacific
islands and sails sourh
towards Antarctica

1776-79 T hird voyage: satls
inro North Pacific; looks fo r
in let into Arctic O cean
against
Cook
A UST RALIA
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]AMES C OOK

Death of Cook

A USTRALIA,
H ISTORY OF

ExPLORATION

1779 Stabbed ro death in
H awaii

NAVIGATION

SHIPS AND BOATS
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CORAL REEFS

Coral reefs
Coral reefs cover 61 9,000 sq km
(239,01 5 sq m iles) of the Earth's
surface. Fringing reefs grow along
coastl ines, atolls are reefs that grow
around extinct volcanoes, and cays
are complete islands made of coral.
Sraghorn coral releasing eggs
Coral comes in all colours from red
Reproduction
and yellow to blue and green, and
grows in a variety of shapes and sizes Coral~ reproduce asexually to form
colonies of generically identical polyp!>.
including delicate fan corals, upright Thev al'iO reproduce sexually, rele.ISing
eggs and ~perm into the water. The
staghorn corals, and dome-shaped
brain corals. Many animals h ide in fertilized egg~ turn into larvae that
join the plankton, which is carried on
the holes and crevices within the reef. the currents, ensuring wide di~rrihurion.

from shrimps
to sharks, coral reefs are some of the
most beautiful underwater structures.
\ coral reef takes thousands of years to form; it is
composed of the living and dead skeletons of
colonies of tiny animals called corals. Corals have
flourished and built reefs in shallow, tropical seas
for more than 440 million years. Corals are related
to sea anemones and jellyfish, and belong to
Symbiotic algae live
the group of animals called
within coraJ, and
give them
coelenterates. Australia's
their bright
Great Barrier Reef is
colours.
2,000 km (1,240
miles) in length
but is under
serious threat
from increased
pollution.
TEEMING WITH WILDLIFE

Corals compeu
for lzght and
food-bearing
water currents.

Coral polyps close in the day

Coral polyp
Coral reefs are made up of manv individual animals called coral
polyps. They normallv live in large colonies, bur a few species
are solirarv. Soft corals have a rigid inner layer for support;
hard corals secrete a cup-shaped chalky skeleton from their
jelly-like bodies. A circle of tentacles, armed with stinging
cells, immobilizes prey and pushes it through the mouth
into the stomach. Coral polyps close up during the day,
bur at night the reef comes to life when the corals extend
their tentacles into the water currents ready to trap prey.

Fish

mouth

Reptiles

Coral reefs are home to fish of all shapes
and sizes, from solitary giant groupers and
wrasse, at up to 1.8 m (6 ft) long, which
lurk in reef caves and recesses, to shoals of
tiny damselfish, which graze the fronds of
seaweed on the top of the reef. Some, such
as the moray eel, are vicious predators;
others such as parrot fish, feed on coral.

/Witkfut
help it paddk
in water.

Sea turtle~ and sea snakes are reptilian
inhabitants of reefs. Both need to ~urface to
breathe air, bur while turtles have to move
onto land such as oceanic island reefs to
breed, sea snakes can give birth to live young
at sea. Some turtles prey on other animals,
while others feed on grass. Sea snakes are good
swimmers and are the most venomous snakes in
the world. They prey on the abundant reef fish.

Green turtle

Invertebrates

grasps seawud.

Seahorse

Mandarin fish

Seahorses are pipe fish with
upright S-shaped bodies and
prehensile rails. They eat small
crusuceans, such as shrimps.
and suck them into
their tubular mouths.
Females lay eggs in
the males' brood
pouches; the young
develop and later emerge.

Black tip reefshark

Coral polyps open at night

The most poisonous
fish of the reef are the
various scorpion fish,
sul.h as the mandarin.
Their bodies are protected
by bony plates and poisonripped spines. Mandarin fish swim
slowly. They live near the seabed,
waiting to pounce on their prey.

Eyes close when eatm&

The largest inhabitants of the reef are
the black rip reefshark and irs distant
relative, the giant manta ray. They
patrol the seaward drop-off Aank of
reefs, on the lookout for potential
fish prey that stray roo far from
the protection of the reef. By
contrast, mantas
are filter feeders
amacred to the reef by
rhe upwelling of plankton.

/

Reefs provide a variety of habitats
for invertebrates such as sea slugs,
sea cucumbers, and sea urchins. The
reef protects delicate filter feeders,
such as sponges, from the impact
Common octopus
of the waves. Some bivalve
T he reef is an ideal environment tor the
molluscs nestle in crevices; others octopus to hide - its soft body slips easily into
such as mussels, anchor themselves crevices. A stealthy hunrer, it grabs prey with
sucker-covered tentacles. When out in rhe
to the coral with root-like hairs.
open, irs ability to change the rexrure and
Many crustaceans, such as shrimps, tone of irs skin provides excellent camouflage.
scavenge amongst the corals.
Giant clam
Thi~ biggest living shellfish grows to

Shell zs made
oftwo halves.

I m (3 It) long and. like coral~. is inhabited

by symbiotic algae. A clam opens irs shell to feed
on plankton and closes it if danger threatens.
Giant clams remain stationary once they are adult.
A UST RALIA

FISH

O CEAN
WI LDLIFE

OCTOPUSES
AND SQ UIDS

SHARKS

AND RAYS

T URTLES AND
TORTOISES
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CRABS

AND OTHER CRUSTACEANS

Pinurs

THERE ARE SOME 30,000 SPECIES in

the crustacean class, including crabs,
barnacles, copepods, krill, lobsters,
prawns, shrimps, and woodlice. Crabs and other
crustaceans share characteristics including two
pairs of antennae, mandibles, and a shell. In size
they can range from microscopic freshwater fleas
to giant Japanese spider crabs, which
-u~rh
have a claw-to-claw span of 3.6m
( 11 ft). Most crustaceans live in the sea,
others prefer fresh water, and a few, such
as the woodlouse, live on land. Some are
parasitic - they live on or in other animals.

Spilus
prouctmg
carapau
Mouth and ry~s
untkr ~dg~ of
carapau
joinud kgs

Defence

Features of a crab

Apart from the protection they get from their
shells, crabs can also defend themselves usi ng
their enlarged claws, or pincers, which often
have a sharp serrated (toothed) edge. Some
crabs, such as the decoraror crabs, camouflage
themselves by fiXing seaweed ro their shells,
and blending into their surroundings.
However, even with these methods of defence
crabs are still eaten by ocropuses, fish such as
bass, shore birds, and mammals.

Crabs belong to the order Decopoda
(1 0-legged). They have four pairs of
jointed walking or swimming legs, plus an
extra modified pair, called pincers. They have
two pairs of antennae, gills, and a segmented,
calcareous shell, or carapace. As they grow,
crabs shed the carapace and grow a new one.

Claw of Japanese spider crab
s~awud and sh~lls

Decorator crab

Walkmgkgs
Spiny spider crab

Feeding

Breeding

Crabs, such
as the hermit
crab, are
generally
omnivorous,
and can be either
predators or
scavengers. Hermit
Fzsh
Hermit crab
crabs catch their
prey in their pincers. The
crab then uses the pincers like a fOrk, ro pass the
food to irs mandibles (specialized jaws). The crab
chews its food, then uses two pairs of adapted
limbs to push the food further into the mouth.

After the male has fertilized the female's eggs, she may carry them
in a brood pouch until ready to hatch, or release them into rhe
sea Some crustacean~ hatch as uny adulrs, but crabs go through
a larval stage. and spend their early life as plankton.

/
Fiddler
crab

Crab crouchmg
in tkftnu.

How a crab moves

A colourfolly
mlarg~d pinur
attracts fnnaks

Crab starts to

Crabs walk slowly forwards or backv...uds on their jointed
legs when exploring their surroundings under water, bur
scuttle sideways across the ground when threatened. Some
crabs, such as velvet crabs, are able ro swim because
their hind legs have been adapted into Aarrened
paddles, also known as swimmerers.

Barnacles

Goos~ barnacks attach thnnulv~s
to driftwood with long stalks.

Young barnacles float in the sea until
they find any stable surface, such as a
rocky shore. They then attach themselves
to a rock, and secrete a calcium-based
substance that forms protective plates
around them. They leave an opening
for feeding, which closes when the
animal is exposed to the air at low tide.
Barnacles are hermaphrodites - that is,
both sexes exist in one individual.
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Goose barnacles

Feeding

Woodlice

Most barnacles feed
themselves using their
feet! W hen covered by
water, these fine,
feathery, curly limbs
protrude from rhe
barnacle's opening. The
feet trap food as it floats
past, filter it from the
seawater, and transfer
it into the barnacle's
mouth. Goose barnacles
do this while floating
in the sea.

Woodlice are rhe only true land-living crustaceans.
A woodlouse's "shell~ consists of flat, waterproof plates
that protect its back. Woodlice can dry our, so some
species, such as the pill bug, have developed the
abiliry ro roll up and reduce water loss.

CRABS AND OTH ER CRUSTACEANS

Lobsters

Environments

Lobsters, together with crabs, sh rimps, prawns, and
crayfish, are all known as crawlers, because of their
movement. They live on the seashore, seabed. and in
streams. Lobsters have large pincers fo r defence and
feeding. T he male's pincers are usuallv larger than the
female's. T he biggest species is the blue lobster, which
weighs up to 25 kg (55 lb). Crayfish, d ose relatives of
the lobster, live in freshwater and tend to be smaller.
Small anunnae

Defence

\

Lobster backing into its burrow.

Lobsters prefer an
environment featuring
many nooks and crannies.
Their ideal hiding place is a
sandy burrow under a rock.

Second pair of
/ legs has claws

Large anlt'nnae seme

food and dAng~ \
Whm threatmed
the lobsur's large
pincers open. __..-

Lobsters can evade caprure bv
discarding a limb. There is a
~pecial "breaking plane" near the
base of the leg that, when twisted,
causes the leg to snap off. The
wound soon heals and a new
limb starts growing immediately.
Common lobster adopting
a defensive pose

Lobster march

Water fleas

In an extraordinarv event known as the lobster
march, hundreds ~f lobsters gat her and walk
one after the other for more than I 00 km
(60 mile~) across the seabed. It is possible
that they are looking for a suitable area to
~ettle, with an adequate supply of food. The
lobsters make sounds d uring their migration
and it is thought that these are noises of
communication that help co-ordinate the journev.
This event has not been seen in anv of the other
larger crustacean groups.

Water fleas, a group that includes brine
and fairv shrimp, all breathe through
leaf-shaped gills on their feet. Apart from
brine shrimp (which live in saline pools),
water fleas inhabit freshwater. Fairv
shrimp live in temporarv puddles.,When
these dry up. their eggs become airborne
until they tall into another pool.

Cleaner-shrimps
Brightly coloured and easily recognizable
cleaner-shrimps remove external scale and
gill parasites from passing fish. such as the
goby- and even remove unswallowed
food particles from w ithin the fish's
mouth. Both animals benefit from this
association, which is known as "cleaner
symbiosis". Other symbiotic relationships
exist between shrimps and sponges, sea
anemones, and corals.

Spiny lobsters

Shrimps
T he world 's seas are full of scavenging shrimps and prawns.
T hey look similar but prawns have a pointed rostrum
(a saw-like structure at the front of the body) and two pairs
of pincers, while shrim ps have onlv one pair. Krill, small
shrimp-like animals that live in the Antarctic seas, fo rm
the main food of whales.
Growth of shrimps

Shrimps have flatter
bodlt's than prawns.

\1ost crustaceans, including shrimps. are
unable to increase in size because their
exoskeleton (shell) is intlexible. Therefore.
they moult their shells at regular
intervals. The new soft exposed skm
underneath hardens quicklv to form
another. larger shell.

Cleaner-shrimp

Strawberry shrimp

Copepods

ART HROPODS

CAVE
WI LDLIFE

Segmenud shell

~ ...
CORAL
REEFS

O CEAN
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Mussel sh rimp
The tinv mussel or seed shrimp
(so-called because its carapace is made
up of two shells. like that of a mussel)
produces the largest
sperms in the
animal kingdom.
The 0.3-mm
(O.OI-in) long
male of one
species produces
sperms 20 t imes
its own length.

SPINY SPIDER C RAB

Gribble
Able to digest wood. the gribble bores into
the submerged wooden supports of jetties.
wharfs, bridges. and pilings. It can turn
rhese structures into a pulpv mass, causing
rhem to collapse.

These tinv creatures are an important part
of plankton, which provides most of the
world's fish with food. One species,
Calanus finmarchicus, forms the
staple diet of open-sea fishes, such
as herring, sprat, and mackerel.
O thers, however, are parasitic
and live in or on worms,
molluscs, other crustaceans,
fish, and whales.

D ap h nia water flea

. ~/-

SUBCLASS Malacostraca
O RDER Decapoda
D ISTRIBl' noN Seas around Japan
H ABITAT On the seabed

.

~
, ...
'"(\'!. '. . ' I

O C EANS
A'\'D SFAS

SCIE"'TIFIC NAME Machrocheira
kaempferi

D IET Scavenges anvrhing edible from
the seabed - an omnivore, it eats
meat and plant matter
SIZE Span claw-to-claw 3.6 m (I I ft)
LIFESPAN Unknown, but lobsters, a
relative, have lived up to 7 0 years
in captivity

S EASHORF
WILDLIFE
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CRAFTS

Goggksfor
prouction

Stone carver at work
Carv~r

taps chisa
gm t/y to cut ston~
to pattun.

BASKETMAKERS, WOODCARVERS, and stone masons are
craftspeople; they handmake objects that are both
useful and attractive. Unlike other art forms, crafts are
concerned with function as well as beauty: they are
made to be used. Before the Industrial Revolution, craftspeople Plasur-of
Pam holds
made the furniture for the home and tools for the workplace.
ston~work
Today these items are mass-produced in factories, so handsuady
crafted objects are valued for their individuality, and because
they often come from a tradition that is centuries old.

®

Early craftspeople

Dyers

Masterpieces

Boys aged between I 0 and
15, who wanted to learn
a trade, would pay to start
work as an apprentice to
a craftsman. They spent
between four and seven
years learning every aspect
of their craft from a master.

At the end of h is term as
apprentice, each boy was
requi red to produce an
object that showed he
had learned his craft. h
was called a masterpiece,
because it was judged by
a master craftsman.

Types of crafts
Almost any material can be used in
craft, from wood, stone, and metal,
to beads, reeds, and shells. A
craftsperson may sell work
to earn a living, but craft is
also a popular leisure activity.

M allet

Gold thr~ad uud

'

Hammerhead chisel

llI

Stonework
The craft of cutting and shaping stone for building is
centuries old. Medieval masons prepared the stone to
build churches, dams, and bridges; stone carvers, also
known as banker masons. prepared ornamental finishes.

Shaping the stone
The carver begins by
drawing a design onto a
piece of acetate. This is then
transferred to a block of
stone as a guideline for
cutting or carving. T he
stone carver then uses a
toothed tool (a claw) to
gouge out the basic design.

Stone, trtmmed (cut)
into a small block

Traditional
ueaving

Mark~d

out d~sign

uchniqu~

Finished article
A variety of chisels and carving
gouges further define the shape
of the carving. removing the worst
of the marks left by the claw in
the process. Finallv. a doubleended file, called a riffler, is used
to smooth out the marks left bv
the chisels. h takes years to
master ornamental carving.

Cusp
Finish~d

baskets

This pi~u links th~ ribs
that support stain~d glass
in a cath~dra/ window.

(from rh~
Latin cuspis,
or "sp~ar h~ad 'J

Basketmaker, Spain

Embroidery
Embroidery, where designs
are stitched onto fabric,
decorates everyday clothing
and furnishings, as well as
garments lor festive
occasions. The embroiderer
either draws the design onto
the fabric before stitching
into the doth, or develops it
while she or he is working
on the embroidery.
Butterfly detail,
embroidered sleeve, China
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or
workbmch

Many craftspeople have a workshop where
they keep tools and materials. People who
produce crafts objects for a livi ng often sell
goods from their workshop, so they can
work when they are nor helping customers.

Mallet-head chisels

Basketwork
From prehistoric times, basketmakers
worldwide have woven materials, such
as leaves, twigs, grass, and bark, to
make unbreakable containers, to build
boars and houses, and to make shoes
and hats. Machines cannot yet march
the fine technique displayed in a
hand-woven basket.

Bank~r,

Craft workshop

Medieval craftspeople made their living fro m
being skilled in one particular craft, such as
coopering (barrel making), dyeing doth , leather
work, or goldsm ith ing. Each craft had irs own
guild , which was an association of rhe workers.
The guilds fixed prices and
standards of work, and
supported members who
fell on hard times.
j udging a masterpiece
Apprentices

Carpn to prouct
~dg~s ofston~

Beadwork

•
-

· ~
•

Papier-mache

Beads, made from materials
such as wood. bone, shell.
seeds. plastic. and glass,
have been used to decorate
material for centuries. The
geometrical designs of Native
North American beadworkers
feature on clothing, bags.
and shoes. African headwork
decorates vessels. festive
garments, and jewellery.

IND UST RIAL
REVO LUTION

M EDIEVAL
EUROPE

Pap,~r-mdchll

iums such as
this bowl, can b~
simp/~ to mah
PoTTERY AND
CERAMICS

Some people take up a
craft as a hobby. O ne
popular example is papicrmache. Named after rhe
French word meaning
"chewed paper", it involves
building up layers of paper
and paste over a mould.
When the paste dries. the
paper is firm and can be
painted and varnished.

UN IONS,
TRADE

T EXTILES
AND WEAVING

-------------------- Cra&s -------------------Baskerwork

Shopping basket, rope
detail decoration. England

Sew~ng basket, bamboo
handles Canada

Basket traditional
design. Thailand

Sisal basket
Kenva

Willow potato basket.
wire base, France

Stone and woodcarving
\fason's tools

Carved panel, 16th-century Britain

..

,, .- ·-·..,,...
.. .>

~

Decorated vault
Italy

Roof decoration, carved
fruit and leaves, Britain

Ballflowers decoration,
Britain

Wall ornament,
medieval Britain

Flowing tracery,
medieval Britain

.

Church roof detail,
medieval Britain

Embroidery and headwork

••

M~tal

fting~

Tobacco pouch,
North America
Beaded gourd,
Africa

Necklace,
South Africa

•

Tobacco pouch,
North America

Zulu beadwork
Africa

.,~

Charm to
ward off
evil _ _ _,.

Flask, made from
gourd fruit, Africa

Norrh
America

Colourful
lmporud
glass b~ads

Cradleboard,
North America

Child's coat,
North America

g~omerric

paturn

Masquerade
costume,
Africa

Deerskin moccasin,
North America

Embroidered sandals,
North Africa
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CRIME AND PUNISHMENT
A CRIME IS A FORBIDDEN ACT, punished by law because it
may harm a society or injure its members. The type of act
that is considered a crime varies from culture to culture,
changing as societies and attitudes develop. For example, in
some parts of the Middle East, it is a crime to drink alcohol, but a
man may have more than one wife. In the United States, alcohol is
not illegal, but having more than one wife is against the law.

Murder

Bronze cat from
ancient Egypt,
tkdicaud to the
cat goddess Bastl't. _

Killing cats
The ancient Egyptians
honoured cats as sacred
animals. depicting them in
paintings and sculptures. As
a result. killing a cat was
seen as a serious crime. The
punishment was usually
instant execution.

Types of crimes

Organized crime

Some acts. such as murder and theft, have been crimes
in all civilized societies for thousands of years, and are
known as malum in se (the Latin phrase fo r "bad in
themselves"). Other crimes, such as driving
an unregistered or untaxed car, are
known as malum prohibitum (bad
because the law says so).

O rganized cri me consists of large-scale
activi ties by groups of gangsters. sometimes
known as the underworld. They make
much of their money by providing illegal
goods, including drugs, and services, such
as gambling or prostitution.

Crime against the person

Crime svndicates

When one person intentionally kills
Crime against propertv
Laws exist to protect people's right to
another, this is known as murder. It
is a crime against the person, and
own property. It is a criminal act to take
or damage the property of anorher against
does not respect the individual's
the owner's wishes. Examples of such crimes
right to live his or her life without
include theft, forgerv, arson, and vandalism.
fear of attack and violence. Assault,
rape, and kidnapping are other
such crimes. 1-..illing someone in
~elf-defence (10 prorect your
own life), or killing an enemy of
one's countr} in time~ of war, is
not considered to be murder.
Silverware
Antiques

Secret criminal organizations exist
across the world, such as the
Mafia. which first originated
centuries ago in Sicily. During
the 1920s a powerful crime
svndicate grew up in Chicago,
USA. run bv brutal gangsters,
such as the notorious AI
Capone (1 899-1947).

Stolen property

Someone who commits a crime mav be sent
to prison for a length of time which reflects
the seriousness of the offence. Prison is mainly
a punishment, but it also offers criminals a
chance to reform. It acts to deter other people
fro m cri me and keeps dangerous criminals
away from the public.
Barred
wmdow

Punishment
Theories about punish ment have developed
since the 18th century when even minor
offences were harshlv punished to deter
others from committing crime. Around the
world, law-breakers are punished in various
wavs: in the U K, for instance, criminals are
usually fined, or sent to prison.

Prison

High-security cell in
a British prison

AI Capone

Electrical goods

Window for kuping
a watch on prisoners

Each strand is
knotted

Alcatraz
A maximum-securitv prison
was built on the island of
Alcatraz in San Francisco Bav,
USA. It was in use from 1933
to 1963: in that time, not one
prisoner escaped alive. Of the
23 that tried, five were shor
dead, six drowned, and 12
were recaptured.

Prisoners
can Sl'nd
only one
letter a
wuk.

Simply
fUrnished

Corporal punishment
In some countries, people are whipped for certain
minor crimes. This is corporal punishment. It was
once common. and beatings rook place in public as a
warning to deter orhers from crime.

Capital punishment
The ultimate penalty tor a
crime is death, or capital
punishment. Hanging, gassing,
and the electric chair are some
of the methods that have been
used. Many people now argue
that mistakes can be made and
that capital punishment is
morally wrong. In the USA, this
issue is hotly debated; many
other Western nations have
abolished the death penalty.

High-security cell
In matt's
cnn bring
only a fiw
personal
belonr,ings/
to pnson.

M en and women go to separate pri.~ons. As inmates, thev mav spend
as much as 2"\ hours a day locked in their cells. which thev u~ually
share with one or two others. They must wear prison uniforms.
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Criminals convicted of serious
crimes are sent to highsecurity prisons. Inmates are
onlY allowed to leave their
cells to ear. work, or for
study programmes.
People who commit
lesser crimes may be
sent to open prisons.
where they have more freedom.
E GYPT
ANCIENT

Electric chair
H UMAN
RIG HTS

LAw

P OLICE

SOCI ETIE~,
HUMAN

CRIMEAN WAR su N IG HTI N GALE, FLOReNCE • CROATIA su BALMN STATES (now known as ~OUTHFAST FUROPE)

CROCODILES

Eyes

water,
crocodiles lie in wait
ready to attack almost
any animal that strays too
close. Crocodiles belong to the group
of reptiles, called the crocodilians,
which has remained largely unchanged
for more than 140 million years. This
group contains crocodiles, alligators,
caimans, and gharials which are all
very similar apart from small
differences, such as snout shape and
arrangement of teeth. All are effective
freshwater predators and are well
adapted to a semi-aquatic way of life.
SUBMERGED BELOW

Snout shape
Alligawrs and caimans
have broad, rounded
snouts, while gharials
have very narrow snouts.
Crocodiles have broad
or narroy. snouts. They
also have an externally
visible fourth woth.
This distinguishes them
from alligators in which
this tooth is concealed

A crocodile's eyes protrude above its snout
providing 25° overlapping vision to judge
distance. A third evelid slides across from
the side to allow underwater vision. Special
pupils allow more light to reach the retina in
low light levels and protect the retina from
bright light. The retina itself has a layer of
night-seeing cells that glow red in torchlight.

Third ry~lid mov~s
across.from suk.

Crocodiles
Crocodiles are tropical reptiles found in
freshwater habitats around the world. T here
are 14 species rangi ng from the 2 m (7 ft)
long dwarf crocodiles of western Africa to
the huge man-eating 7.5 m (2 5 ft) long
Indo-Pacific crocodiles. T he American, Nile,
and Indo-Pacific crocodiles can live equally
as well in the sea as in freshwater. The Cuban
and Siamese crocodiles are endangered d ue
to habi tat destruction and hunting.

Nostrils and ry~s ar~ h1gh on h~ad so
crocodiu can br~ath~ and su whm

Hug~ con~

shap~d
th~

tuth lin~
long jaw.

N ile crocodile

Breeding

Movement

Loud bellowing preceeds mating under water. O ne month
later females lay up to 90 leatherv-shelled eggs that they
incubate for 2-3 months in nests. Some species lay eggs
in several locations to avoid total loss by flooding or
predation. H igh temperatures during incubation result in
more males than females. A hatchling calls its mother
with squeaks and breaks out of the eggshell by "pipping"
with an egg tooth on the
tip of its snout.

On land crocodiles may slide along on their bellies, scooting with
their feet. Sometimes thev adopt the "high walk" and raise their
bodies fullv off the ground. The "gallop" is when crocodiles run with
their tails in the air, usuallv when being chased. The "tail walk" is
used to snatch prev from branches abm e the water.
In Y.ater, crocodiles swim using
powerful sweeps of
their tails.
walking
im•olves pushing
th~ body up
using th~ rail.
Dwarf crocodile

Moth~r carri~s

young to a eri-ch~
wh"~ sh~ will
guard th~m until
thry b~com~
intkpmdmt.

Caiman

Baby crocodiu
pushing its~lf
out ofits ~gg.
Nile crocod ile with eggs

Feeding
After lving hidden for hours, a crocodile suddenlv
seizes prev from riverbanks and drags it
below water until it drowns. Crocodiles
cannot chew, so prey Is dismembered b)
shaking and spinning. The whole animal
is eaten. Strong juices and pebbles in
the stomach help break down the food.

Th~ j aws clos~ with
tremmdous force,
splinuring bon~ and
crushing tissu~.

Topi

Alligators

American
alligator

Th1ck

There are two true alligators. The American
alligator from south-east Un ited States is up to
5.5 m (1 8ft) lo ng. It is the onlv crocodilian that
is not endangered. T he Chinese alligator from
the Yangtze River, eastern China, is smaller at up
to 2 m (7 ft). Alligators are subtro pical, and are
more widely d istributed than other crocodilians.

Caimans

Gharials

Caimans are South American alligators. There are
six species ranging from the 1.5 m (5 ft) long
dwarf caiman that lives in forest creeks
to the 4.5 m (15 ft) long
black caiman of larger
rivers. The spectacled
caiman has ridges
around the eyes
resembling
spectacle frames.

There are rno species of gharial, which ha\ e
long narrow snouts. The Ganges ghariallives in
India, Bangladesh. Pakistan,
/
Nepal, and Burma. It reaches
7 m (23 ft) in length. Some
males have a bulbous
swelling on the end of their
snout. The other species, the
wmistoma, lives in Indonesia and Mala\'Sia.
It reaches a length of 4.7 m (I 5.5 ft).

CONSERVATION

E GGS

LAKE AND RIVER
\X ILDLI FE

Witkly spaced
uuh lin~ rh~
fo rc~p-lik~ jaw
Ganges
gharial

N ILE CROCODILE
SCIEN TIFIC N AML

FAMil'r Crocodylidae
Africa south of the
Sahara, excluding the Kalahari;
Madagascar. Now largely exterminated
from the River N ile in Egypt

D ISl RIBUTION

HABITAT River svstems, lakes, marshes,
estuaries, and mangrove habitats.
Also able to swim out 10 sea
Fish, frogs. reptiles, wading
birds, and mammals up to the size
of water buffalo. Humans are also
sometimes victims

D IET

SI7F

Length: 6 m (20 ft)

L IFESPAN

M ARS H AND SWAMP

Crocodylus ni/oticus

O RDER Crocodvlia

25-100 years
REPTILES

RIVERS

WILDLIFE
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CROWS

The crow family
There are about 113 species in the crow family.
These include ravens, jays, magpies, rooks, and
jackdaws. Most species are almost jet black, but
many jays and magpies are brightly coloured.
Members of rhe crow family are classified as
songbirds, bur they communicate mainly
by harsh chattering calls or croaks.

are intelligent
and noisy birds that are sometimes found in
flocks. They are most widespread in the
northern hemisphere and are often
common in woods and farmland. Some species can be
found in gardens and backyards. Birds in the crow family
are not specialized for one particular way of life and this
allows them to make the most of different kinds of food.
Many of them will eat almost any kind of food that
they come across, including young birds.
CROWS AND THEIR RELATIVES

Blue jay

Common raven

Measuring 28 em
(II in) long, this
brightly coloured
bird is one of the
smallest species in
the crow family. It
lives m eastern
Nonh America.

Ravens are the largest members of the
crow family. T hey live in remote places,
such as mountains and rockv coasts,
and have a deep. croaking call.

Carrion crow
This widespread crow lives
throughout Europe and much
of Asia. Like most crows, it is
a great opportunist, and often
feeds on the remains of dead
animals that have been run
over on roads.

Broad wings us~d for
soaring high.

Pow~rful b~ak can
uar opm rh~ bodi~s __of tkad animals. __-

Feeding
Crows have strong beaks, but compared
ro many birds they are not fussy
about what they eat. They
are fond of seeds, worms,
and insects, and in spring
they sometimes ear rhe eggs
and nestlings of other birds.
They are determined feeders
Farmers try ro scare them off
with scarecrows or shotguns;
small birds have more
difficulty keeping
them away.

Social groups

Seed eaters
Unlike most
members of the
crow t:tmilv. some
jays live mostly on the seeds
of oaks, pines, and other
trees. They collect seeds
during the autumn, and then
bury them. These seed stor .:s
provide food for the wm ter.

Jackdaw hierarchy
Nest robbers
Magpies make life difficult
for mall birds by raid ing
their nests. Magpies are
cumbersome and. despite
thei r large su.e, quite umid.
They rarelv plunder nests
that are constantly guarded.

These small but boisterous crows come
from Europe and western Asia. Thev live
in groups in which there is a strict
hierarchv. T hev are good at I.ving near
humans and often nest on build ings.

Ravens, jays, and magpies
often live on their own or in
pairs, but some members of the
crow family spend their lives in
large flocks. This way of living
makes it easier for the birds to
defend themselves against
predators, and also increases
their chances of finding food.
COMMON RAVEN
S CIL"'TIFJC NA\ 1E

Azure-winged magpie

Carrion eaters
Ravens se.uch for food by
Hying high over open
ground, ju~t like birds of
prey. lnsread of killing
animals, they usually eat
ones that are already dead.
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Thrs magpie lives in two
difierent areas of the world:
Chma and Japan .•md Spain
and Portugal. Some people
think rt wa, brought to
Europ from As1a long ago.
Others think it once lived all
o r Europe and Asia, bur
di .appear ·d from manv areas
b ·c. use of chmare changes.
AN t!\tAL
BEHAVIOL R

Corvus corax

O RDER Passeriforme_
FA'I.I IlY

Corvidae

North America,
Europe northern and central Asia

D ISTRIBUTION

Rooks
These birds build their nests at the top of
high trees, and they gather together as the
sun begins to .it"t. These nesting sites are
called rookeries. T he same name rs used
to de uibe breeding groups ot many other
animals from pengums to seals
B IRDS

BIRDS OF
PREY

f LIG HT,
ANIMAL

Mountains, moorland, and
rocky coasts

HABITAT

\ eeds small animal. and
animal remains

D IET

S IZF Length: 64 em (25 in)

PEN GUNS

SEALS

SONGBIRDS

CRUSADES

Crusaders came from all walks
of life. They ranged from
poor, badly equipped
pilgrims, who joined
the First Crusade
under the preacher Peter
rhe Hermit, ro wellequipped mounted knights.
In between were thousands
of foot soldiers. O nly the
better-equipped soldiers srood
a chance against the strong
forces of the Seljuk Turks.

been a place
of pilgrimage for Christians from
Europe, but by the 11th century the
area was ruled by devoutly Muslim
Turks, and pilgrims were often attacked. In 1095,
Pope Urban II called for a crusade, or Holy War,
to conquer Jerusalem for the Christians - the First
C rusade. Over the next two centuries, a pattern
emerged: Christians attacked and captured cities
such as Jerusalem and Damascus, and the
Muslims recaptured each one, until finally the
crusaders lost all their territory and retreated from
the Holy Land (Palestine) for the last time.
jERUSALEM HAD LONG

Land and sea routes
The ro ute from western Europe to
Syria and Palestine was long and
hazardous. M any travellers died from
d isease and hunger, and never saw the
Holy Land. Sea travellers relied on
trading cities, such as Ven ice and
Genoa, to provide ships. The sea route
was also far from safe - the Holy
Roman Emperor Frederick I drowned
while leading the Third Crusade.

---

In I 2 I 2, thousands of children
marched from the Rhineland
to the Mediterranean. Most
died of hunger or disease, and
were caught and sold as slaves

Turkish warrior

W ith his shield, flattopped helm, and
coat of mail. the
crusadi ng knight was
well prorected against
enemy swordsmen.

One dynasty ofTurks
the Seljuks. were
formidable defenders
of Muslim lands,
helped by expert
marksmen.

I096-99
11 47-49
I I89- 92
I202-I204

Military orders

First Crusade

T he military orders were
founded during the 12th
century. They were monks
who rook religious vows bur,
unlike other monks, also bore
arms and fought against
Musl ims. They included the
Knights of St John, the
Templars, and the Teutonic
Knighrs {a German order).

•tinople

T he crusaders
journeyed
across Europe,
and took
An tioch and
Jerusalem.
They then
claimed lands
throughout the area.

Fourth Crusade
Third Crusade

Second Crusade
Children's Crusade

Crusading knight

After their earlier defeat, the
united Muslims attacked
Christians in the east. They
captured Damascus, and
routed the new French
and German crusaders.

The spread of knowledge

In I 187, the great Saladin
reconq uered Jerusalem.
Crusaders from England.
France, and the Holv
Roman Empire
retaliated. but achieved
only the capture of Acre.

Sponsored bv the
pope, crusaders sailed
to Constantinople,
looted the citv, and
installed Baldwin of
Flanders as emperor.
f hey did not carrv
on to the H olv Land

Knights of St John
The Knighrs of St John, or the
Hospitallers, used their medical skills
to care for wounded crusaders and
sick pilgrims. T hey eventually seuled
on Malta, where they continued to
fight for the Christian cause.

Windmills
Wind power was used in the eastern
Mediterranean to provide power to grind com,
and crusaders may have taken the idea back to
Europe with them . The first European windmills appeared in France in l I 80.

The crusades increased contact between East
and West, and helped take Islamic science and
technology to Europe. Western medicine and architecture improved, although this may also have been
due to contact with Muslims living in Spain.

Temp Iars

Saladin
The brave Salah-ed-din
(11 ~8-I 193) ruled Syria and
part of northern Africa. He
expelled the crusaders
from Jerusalem in
1187, and ruled most
of Palestine (modern
Israel) from then on.

Richard I
King Richard I of England (the l ionheart) spent
most of his reign ( I I 87- I 199) abroad Despite
victories on the Third Crusade. he never captured
Jerusalem. After the
Crus.Jdes, he was put in
prison, ransomed, and spent
hi~ last vears in France.

Islamic medicine

Originallv a group of
knights who protected
Christian pilgrims, these
men were given d base in
the Holv Land in 1118.
They became a religious
order md took their name &om
their base near the Temple of Jerusalem.

Islamic medicine was well developed,
and the writings of the Arabian physician
Avicenna, or Ibn Sina (980-1037),
were influential. Herbs were used as
medicines. Mvrrh was used for various
infections, while balm of Gilead was
used for chest and throat diseases.
--- -----------

Timeline
1096-99
Fir~r CrU\.tde:
The victorious
1rmie~ e\t.Ibli~h

first b.t~cs in the
Holv Land.

1147-4 9 Second Crusade:
Muslims retake Damascus;
u~J.ders f.lil to retrieve it.

1202- I 204 Fourth Crusade:
armies conquer Egypt, and
loot Con~tantinople.

I 189-92 Third Crusade:
Chrisri.tns take Acre, but
Muslims keep Jemsalem.

l 2 I8-2 l Fifth Crusade:
Crusaders caprure land in
Egypt. but fail to keep ir.

B YZANllN E
EMPIRE

HOLY LA ND,
HISTORY OF

I 228-29 Muslim~
and Christians
negotiate a truce
which las~ I 0 years.
I248-70 Seventh
and Eighrh CrusJdes.

KNIGHTS AND
HfRALDRY

M EDICIN E,
HISTORY OF

1291 Muslims
recapture the ciry
of Acre, which is
rhe Jaq C hristiJ.n
stronghold in rhe
Holv Land.

MEDIEVAL
EUROPE
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C RUSTACEANS

~ce

CRABS AND OTHER CRCSTACEA'\l ~

Crystal structure

CRYSTALS AND GEMS

Crystals are usually made
from a single mineral. They
are built up from a regular
lattice, or framework, of
atoms. Each atom has irs
own special position and is
tied to others by bonding
forces. The atoms of each
mineral alwavs bond
together in the same way to
form crystals of that mineral

THE WORLD AROUND US is made of tiny crystals.

Much of the Earth's surface is made of rocks that
contain minerals which are, in turn, formed from
crystalline particles. A crystal is a solid substance that
has grown in a regular, geometric form, with a smooth, plane
surface, or face, and straight edges. Crystals have many different
properties, and are used in industry, and for decoration. Most
gemstones are crystals prized for their beauty; they are usually cut
and polished to enhance their appearance.

Limescale crvstals
that form in ·a kettle

Crystal systems

Cubic system
contains cubeshaped
crystals, and
also includes
8- and 12sided crystals.

H exago nal
and trigonal
are rwo systems
with similar
svmmetry.

Tetragonal
systems are
generallv more
elongated than
the cube.
--

Crystal habit

Onhorhombic
system has
prisms and
Tricli nic
flattened
tabular forms
Monoclin ic
is one of
as its most
has less
the least
svmmetrical typical features. svmmetry
than the
of the crystal
cubic system.
systems.

~---

Well-formed crystals have
regular, sym metrical shapes.
The geometrical shapes in
which minerals crystallize are
grouped into seven crvstal
systems. Within each of these
systems many d ifferent forms
are possible, but all the forms
can be related to the symmetry
of that system .

-

T

Aggregates are groups
of crystals. This is an
aggregate of prismatic
crystals.

./' Prismatic
crystals are
prismshaped.

Acicular crystals /
have slender,
fragile, needle-like
masses

Bladed crvstals .,.look like the
blade of a knife.

Gems

fhe world's hardest substance,
diamonds are sought after not only
for their unique lustre, but also
for use in drill bits and
glass cutters.

Cartoon of
Rhodes as
" Ki ng of
D iamonds"'

--

Crystals form as molten
magma cools, or as a
liquid evaporates from a
solution containing a
dissolved mineral.
Crystals rarely form
M assi"e crystals
perfectly. The
conditions under which grow in a mass
in which
crystals grow affect
their shape. The general individual
crystals
shape of crystals is
cannot be seen
called their habit.

Diamonds

Cecil Rhodes
Known as the "King of
Diamonds", British
imperialist and businessman
Cecil Rhodes (1853-1902)
made his fonune after
staking a claim in a diamond
mine in Africa in 1871. By
1888 he had
secured a virtual
monopoly of
the African
diamond
industry.

The cutter identifies
the natural grain and
flaws, then marks where
the diamond should be
cut and ground.

1

Gem cutting

Highly valued and used in jewellery, most
gem stones are beautiful, rare, and durable
inorganic crystals. A few gems are organic,
such as amber, jet, and pearls. Others, called
synthetics, are produced in laboratories.
They have si milar ap pearances and
properties to natural gemstones, but are
cheaper to buy.

M ost rough crystals have
to be cut and polished to
remove surface
imperfections and to
reveal their true brilliance
Before this happens the
lapidarv, or cutter, studies
the rough stone through a
Ioupe (lens) to see if it is
suitable for cuning.

The diamond is sawn
in rwo to remove the
top pvramid, then
rounded bv grinding it
against another diamond.

2

The stone is mounted
on a clop (stick) and
several flat facets, or faces,
are ground on a cast-iron
wheel called a scaife.

3

Quartz
Many gemstones arc found in
geodes, round rock-hollows
lined with crvstals. The~e
are formed from the
bubbles of hot gas and
mineral-rich tluids in
magma. fhey are
prized by collectors.

Q uarn is "piezoelectric". This means
that when an electric
current passes through
quartz, it resonates at
such regular intervals
that ir can be used to
keep time verv
accurately.

4

Slanted side facets
called bezels are
ground berween the table
facet (the flat top) and the
girdle (the rim).
The stone is turned
over and faceted in the
same way. It is then
finished bv a brillianteer
who adds 40 small facers.

5

Amt'thyst
crystals
-in gl'otU

A TOMS AND
MOLEC ULE,~)
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Gems ---------------------Precious stones

Black
Drop-shap~d

pr~CIOUS

morgamu

opal

lorganite, which IS
oured by manganese,
the pink form of beryl.

Opal is hardened
silica gel. Precious
opal is iridescent.

· ~Sii!!lt.

-

Octagonal
aquamarin~

Bnlliant CUI
diamond

Sapphire is a precious
form of corundum. It
is usually blue.

Diamonds are made
from carbon placed
under extreme pressure.

Aquamari nes
are a blue-green
variety of beryl

Emerald IS a
green variety
of bervl.

Ruby is the red
precious form
of corundum

Semi-precious stones
Quartz crystals
ar~ built-up
/ m lay~rs.

Smoky quartz crystals
,ined rogether in a
oosted group.

Amethyst is a
purple form of
quartz.

Rose quam is usually found in great
lumps- single crystals are very rare.

C halcedony is a massive variety of quartz made
from tinv fibres, or grains, of silicon dioxide.

Calcite is the main component
of limesrone and marble.

Som~ p~opu b~ 1ev~

Turquoiu 1s usually

Rose quam is best
used for carvings and
making into beads.

·ryjtals

ha~h~a.mg

muns~ blu~

or g;run.

Labradorite can be multicoloured and has a sheen.

Rhodochrosite gets its
colour from manganese.

Turquoise is sought after
for its amazing colours.

Rock crystal is an almost
colourless form of quartz.

Lapis lazuli contains
several different minerals.

Carnelian is a red variety
of chalcedony.

Organic gems
Shal pill box

Coral
carvmg
Polish~d

amber
b~ad
J~t

containing
fossils--

Coral is the l.aiCJum carbonate
skeleton of colony-living sea
creatures. It is usually pink.

Amber is the fossilized
resin, or sap of trees. It
is usually translucent.

Ivory comes from the teeth and
tusks of mammals. The best ivorv
comes from the African elephant.

Mother-of-pearl lining
of shells is prized for
its iridescence.

Jet is a fine-grained black
srone formed from
very hard coal.

Pearls are tiny pellets of
calcium carbonate that
form inside some shellfish.
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CUBA see CARJBBEAN • C ULTU RAL REVO LUTION see CHINESE REVOLUTION

CURIE,

MARIE

Early life
Marie Curie was born in Warsaw,
Poland. After finishing school. she
worked as a governess to save up money
to go to university in Paris. In 1891,
she left to study at the Sorbonne. She
was top of her year there, in spite of
being so hungry sometimes that she
fainted during classes.

was a pioneer in the
science of radioactivity - the study of powerful
rays emitted by certain rare materials. Her work
changed physics and chemistry and formed a basis
for later research in nuclear physics. She
Poland
discovered two previously unknown elements and
At the time that Marie was born, Poland was
under the rule of neighbouring Russia, and the
also founded an important research institute. In
best jobs and education went to Russians.
After she had finished her schooling, Marie
1903, she shared the Nobel prize for physics with
began to go to secret meetings of the "Floating
Universiry", a group of Polish people who met
her husband Pierre, with whom she worked, and
to read books that the Russians banned in case
French scientist Henri Becquerel. In 1911, she
they might stir up rebellious ideas.
was awarded the Nobel prize for chemistry. She
Equipment
died after suffering for years from an illness
For much of her life. Marie Curie worked under
difficult conditions. Her laboratory was in an
caused by exposure to radiation.
unheated shed and muchequipment was homeTHE PHYSICIST MARIE CURIE

Ekctromu"

m~asur~s

~kctric curr~nt.

Radioactivity

made. Pierre helped her design and build some
of her equipment, including a device called an
electrometer. which measured the strength of
radiation coming from uranium compounds.

In 1895, the German physicist Wilhelm Rontgen
discovered invisible "penetrating rays", which he
called X-rays, coming from an electric rube in one of
his experiments. The following year Becquerel
discovered similar rays coming from the metal
uranium. The Curies devoted the rest of their
lives to studying these rays.

m~asura

radioactivity.

Pierre Curie
Born in Paris and educated by
his father, Pierre Curie
(1859-1906) began work as a
laboratory assistant in Paris.
He made several important
discoveries before he met
Marie in 1894. After they
married he spent the rest of
his life working with her. He
made some of her equipment
and worked beside her in the
laboratory. He was killed in a
street accident in 1906.

Ionization chamb"
contains radioacriv~
substanu. _ _ __

Isolating radiation
fhe Curies noticed that
pitchblende, the ore from which
uranium is extracted, was many
times more radioactive than
uranium itsel£ T hey realized that
pitchblende must contain other radioactive
substances, so they processed tonnes of
pitchblende to extract these other radioactive elements.

\

Pitchblende

X-rays

The Curies spent about 12
years separating out the
radioactive elements in
pitchblende. Thev found there
were two substances. One they
named polonium, after Marie's
home country, and the other
they called radium.

When World War I (1914-18)
broke our, Marie Curie raised
funds to set up mobile X-ray
units to be used on the battle
from. She supervised the
conversion of around 200 vans
for this purpose. These became
known as "Linle Curies".

Radium Institute

MARIE

CURIE

I 867 Born Manya Sklodowska in

Warsaw, Poland

I 89 I Goes to the Sorbo nne, Paris;
changes first name to Marie
----I 895 Marries Pierre Curie
1898 Discovers the elements
polonium and radium

TheJoliots
Marie Curie's daughter, Irene,
was also a scientist. She and
her husband, Frederic Joliot,
worked together, much like
Marie and Pierre. They
discovered how to make nonradioactive substances
radioactive, by bombarding
them with radioactive rays. In
1935 they were awarded the
Nobel prize for chemistrv.

In 1912, the Sorbonne and the Pasteur
Institure decided to found a Radium
Institute in Paris, devoted to research
into radiation and the medical uses of
radioactivity. Marie became a director of
the Institute and spent much of her time
supporting scientists in their work and
raising money for research.

Tripod stand

I 903 Awarded Nobel prize for physics

I 9I 0 After 12 years of work on
pitchblende. she produces pure
radium for the first time
I 9 I I Awarded Nobel prize for
chemistry

19I 8 Radium Institute opens after
delay owing to World \'{ ar I; Marie
becomes research director
I 934 Dies in France

CH EM ISTRY
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Track racing

CYCLING

a streamlined
position.

Track races take place on
wooden indoor tracks, with
banked sides, or flat asphalt
outdoor tracks. Races include
sprints, in which riders jockey for
position before making a lastlap dash, and pursuits, in
which riders start on
opposite sides of
rhe track, the race
won by the fastest
rider or when
one catches
the other.

are held on
tracks, roads, and crosscountry circuits. Races
range from 1,000-m
(1,094-yd) sprints on an indoor track to
multi-stage events over hundreds of
kilometres that last a week or more.
Special courses are prepared for off-road
racing, which includes cyclocross and
mountain-bike racing. Racers ride
specialized bikes for the different races . Some
need to be be as light as possible; others need to
be strong, and the top riders have bicycles made
for them to their own specifications.
CYCLE SPORTS

Track bicycks
have nogean
or brakes.

Team pursuit
Types of wheel

Road racing
Races rake place on courses set along
o rdinary roads. There are single-stage races
and multi-stage events such as rhe Tour de
France, in which rhe ro ral rime determines
placings. In individual and team rimetrials on rhe road, rhe riders start ar
intervals. Criterium races are 40- 100 km
{25-62 miles) long. T hey rake place over
short co urses with many
laps, along city streets
and through parks.

In team pursuit, riders take
turns ro lead their group of
four. The time of the rhird
rider in each team determines
the result. O ne rider usually
makes an all-out effort near
rhe finish before trailing off.

The design and material
of wheels are constantlv
being improved ro suit
particular uses. Weight and
shape are the important
facro rs. Using spokes saves
weight, bur increases drag.

Spoked wheel

Off-road racing
Bicycles for off-road races have chunkv ryres for rhe
rough terrain. Cyclocross is the original form of
cross-country cycling, with world championships
since 1950. Mountain biking is now the most
popular form, with world championships since
1990 and O lympic recognition in 1996.

Tour de France
The world's leading road
race is rhe Tour de France
which lasts abour rhree
weeks. The overall leader
on total rime wears the
famous yellow jersey for
the next stage.

For log hopping. the
ritkr must learn
to shift her
weight.

British cyclist Chris Boardman
on his revolutionary Lotus bike

Mountain biking
Mountain bikes are built ro survive
rough handling. Most have steel-alloy
frames, straight handlebars, and
tlat knobbly ryres. Courses
for races have many climbs
and descents, with roures
over fields and

Time-trials
In ume-trials, competitors
ride as fast as possible, on
their own, over a set
distance or for a fixed
time. Time-trials are some
of the hardest races and
require continuous etTort.

Cydocross
In cyclocross, races take
place over laps of a crosscountry course. Riders
often find it quicker to
dismount and carry their
bikes over obstacles such as
fences. gates, and ditches,
and may have to run up
sreep hills or wade through
water with them.
Weight is kept over
the front wheel until
the hop has been
completed. _

Miguel Indurain
Spanish road racer Miguellndurain
(b. 1964) became rhe first cvdist
ro win rhe Tour de France in five
successive vears (1 991 -95),
equalling the record number of
wins. In 1996, he rook fi rst place
in the Olvmpic road rime rrial.

B ICYCLES AND
\10TORCYCl ES
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DAMS
IN

Types of dam

of the world, people
rely on dams for their water and
electricity supplies. A dam is a barrier
that holds back water. The dam itself
and the surrounding hills form a bowl in which
water collects to form an artificial lake called a
reservoir. Most dams are built across a river valley
to catch the river's flow, but some dams create
reservoirs into which water is pumped for storage.
How strong a dam needs to be depends on the
depth of the water in the reservoir. Some dams are
enormous: the Grand Coulee Dam in the USA
weighs nearly 10 million tonnes.
\.%ter from
reurvoir
enters intake
towers.

MANY AREAS

Arched

Roadway
across top
of dam

\.%ter flows
through pipes
in dam to
hydroelectric
power

T here are three main types
of dam: arch dams, gravity
dams, and burrress dams. The
type of dam rhar engineers
decide ro build depends on
rhe geography of rhe location.
Factors affecting the decision
include rhe wid th and depth
of the river valley and rhe
type of rock around rhe sire.

Buttress dam
A buttress dam is a huge concrete wall
that leans into a reservoir of water. The
wall is made up of concrete slabs that
are supported on the downstream side
of the dam bv concrete projections
known as buuresses.

Arch dam

Graviry dam

An arch dam is built across the entrance
ro a narrow valley, so that the height of
the dam is greater than its width. The
dam's curved shape holds back water
because it uansfers the push of the water
ro the rock of the valley sides.

A gravity dam is a huge embankment
of eanh or rock Leakage is prevented
by a waterproof clay core or a concrete
skin on the upsueam side of the dam.
The dam's immense weight prevents
the water from pushing it over.

Anatomy of a dam

Flood control

T his model shows an arch
dam that creates a reservoir
for supplying water and
electricity ro nearby towns
and cities. The dam is made
of thin concrete strengthened
by thousands of steel bars.
Water flowing through pipes
in rhe dam drives electricity
generators in the hydroelectric
power station at the foot
of the dam.

On large rivers, dams
help prevent flood ing by
holding back surges of
flood water and releasing
them downstream slowly.
A flood barrier is a
movable dam built across a
tidal river. The barrier has
gates rhat are usually open
ro allow rhe river ro flow
freely, bur which can be
closed when dangerously
high rides rhrearen ro
surge upstream .

Spillway kts exuss water
flow into river, so that dam
does not overflow.

M odel
of an
arch dam

Hydraulic rockers
turn the gate arm.

Environmental effects

Tidal barrage

A river dam and the reservoir it
forms can harm the environment
Huge areas of countryside are
drowned by the reservoir, and the
dam disrupts the river's narural
flow, affecting wildlife and
irrigation downsueam. A dam
also prevents fish from moving
freely up and down the river.

A barrage is a dam across a

Model of
Thames
Flood
Barrier,

river eswary that generates
hydroelecuic power. The
dam holds back the tide as
it ebbs and tlows. The water
is forced ilirough pipes
inside the barrage, where it
drives electricity generarors.

UK

La Rance barrage, France

Weir

-
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A weir is a low river ddm
that controls the tlow of
water by creating a suetch
of deeper water upsueam.
Deep water makes the river
navigable for boars.
Weir in M iddlesex, England

I

B UILDI NG AND
CONSTRUCTION

E LECTRICITY

EN ERGY

FARM ING

Concrete
pier

LAKES

Gate open; when gate
clous. it rotates into its
vertical position, blocking
the flow of water.

RAIN

ROADS

Barrier gate is a
hollow semi-circle
plated with highstrength steel.

Steel piles
sunk into
riverbed.

O C EANS AND SEAS

RIVERS

DANCE

African dance
Dancing is an essential
parr of life ro many
Africans, and important
events, such as births,
deaths, and initiation ro
ad ulthood, are all
observed by dancing.
African dances can lasr for
many hours. T he dances
for men are usually very
energetic, and include a
lor of stamping and
leaping. Women rend ro
do more gentle dances,
clapping and swaying ro
rhe m usic or rhyrhm .

in time to
music they are dancing. People
have a natural urge to move in
time to rhythms. Children jump
up and down when they are excited;
babies move naturally to rhythms they
hear or feel. In dancing, these natural
movements are organized into rhythmic
Maasai dancers
The Maasai of East Mrica move in
and visual patterns. Different dances have
straight lines as they dance, and include
high jumps in their routines As happens
developed all over the world, and are performed
in all M rican dance, they are accompanied
for different reasons. Dancing can be both an
by rhvrhmic, exhilarating drumbeats.
art form and recreation. It
H ead-dress
can express an emotion, tell
Indian dances
Asian dancing
Indian classical
a story, or set a mood.
T he main influence on dance styles
dancers mime out
WHEN PEOPLE MOVE

Origins
Dancing is one of the oldest an forms.
The fi rst dances may have evolved from
spontaneous stamping steps. T hese steps
were larer given rhythms and shapes and
accompanied by grunts and shouts.

in Asia comes from Ind ia. Many
Asian dances make use of stylized
hand movements, particularly rhose
from countries such as India, Sri
Lanka, Burma,
T hailand, and
C ambodia.

There are
szx styles
ofindian
classical

stories from Indian
mvrhology, and
include sequences of
more abstract dance
movements.

Ceremonial dance
Earlv people found that
rhythmic movements had
a strong effect on rhe mind
and felt that dancing must
have magical powers. They
began to dance to ward off
evil spirits, heal people,
and ensure good crops.

Dragon
The mvrhical dragon is a very
important svmbol in Chinese
culture. Dragon dances are
performed ro celebrate festivals
such as the Chinese

Southeast Asian dances
Classical dance in Southeast Asia typically
includes slow, controlled movements, with
many graceful hand and arm gestures. Dancedramas, performed by highly trained dancers,
are particularly popular in Indonesia and
Thailand. Throughout the region there is a
wide varierv of traditional folk dances.

Aust ralian Aboriginals
performi ng the corroboree

D ance as entertainment
fhe ancient Egyptians were the
fi rst people known to use dancing
simply as a form of entertainment.
Professional dancing girls
eurerrained rhe pharaoh and his
guests at banquets, performing
dances that included running high
kicks, and sensual hip mm ements.
Ancient Egyp tian dancing girls

Dancers
wear a
dragon
costume.

Royal T hai classical dancer

European folk dancing

Flamenco

Every European country has its folk
dances, which are now essentiallv social.
Some of them have been raken ro o ther
countries by settlers. T he dances are often
perfo rmed in traditional costumes, and
many of them involve people forming
simple patterns, such as lines and circles.

Perhaps the most famous of all Spanish dances is the
flamenco. This dance is a mixture of both the Spanish
and Arab cultures. The men
Flamenco dancers
use complicated footwork,
while the women weave
patterns with their
arms. T he dancers
are accompanied
bv fas t, dramatic
guitar music.

Irish dancing

Chorus depicted on a Greek vase

Dance as theatre
The ancient Greeks made dance rhe basis of all their
theatre. The chorus in a Greek play was a group of actors
who danced and sang a commentary on the action

Irish jigs are usually performed
either bv pairs or by individuals,
but large groups also perform
Irish dances. The jig is based on
simple steps. but the dancers
can elaborate and perform
complicated leaping steps. They
hold their upper body still and
their arms straight down at their
sides or holding hdnds. The
dances are usually accompanied
by the fiddle or bagpipes.
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South American dancing

Ballroom dancing

The dances of Central and South America reflect rhe
cultures nor only of the native peoples who have long
occupied rhe region, but also of rhe European colonists
and their African slaves. Many dances rhar originated in
this region, such as the tango and samba, have become
popular all over rhe world .

Developed in the courts of Europe, many ballroom
dances, such as rhe waltz and samba, were adapted from
folk dances. They were danced on flat, polished floors,
which allowed fo r elegant gliding movements, rather
rhan rhe jumping and stamping which folk dancers
developed to cope with rhe rough floors or grass
on which rhey danced .

Tango

Macumba
The Macumba dance was raken ro
Brazil by Mrican slaves as a form of
voodoo-worship in which rhe dancer
is believed ro be possessed by a god.
Macumba dancers worship
Yemannjah, a goddess of rhe sea.
Like all voodoo dances ir involves
shaking of rhe head and shoulders.

This dance originated in Argentina
about 200 years ago. lr had ro be
"cleaned up" before ir became
fashionable in
Europe in rhe
1900s, because it
was considered
roo immodest
for rhe dance
halls.

Contemporary dance

Samba

This sryle has no fixed technique.
Dancers express their feelings in
their movements. Contemporary
dance began ar rhe srarr of rhe
20th century, when US dancer
Isadora Duncan broke away from
bailer and developed her own style.

The samba was first danced in
Brazil, especially ar Carnival rime,
and became extremely popular in
rhe United Stares and Europe
in rhe early 1940s. lr is danced by
couples who perform simple
backward and forward steps. swaying
their bodies. In Brazil, there are many
versions of rhe dance, each wirh a .
different rhyrhm, tempo. and mood.

Dancing
the waltz

In
competitions,
dancers dress

The couple progress
.....- around the dance floor in
an anticlockwise direction.

formally _ _

Waltz

Parmers danct
in close contact
wtth each other. -

\Vhen rhe waltz first became
popular wirh the aristocracy, in rhe
1700s, ir caused a scandal because
rhe couple was expected ro dance
close rogerher. lr was originally a
simple Austrian peasanr dance, bur
by rhe 19th century it was highly
fashionable and composers such
as Austrian Johann Strauss the
younger (1825-99) specialized
in writing waltz music.

/
/

Top-class
dancers rtquire
strong ankles
and a fit body.

~ Dancers compete in the
Rio tU janeiro Carnival
every February.

Dancing rhe samba

Gene Kelly
American dancer Gene 1\.elh
( 1912-96) made film musicals
popular with his arhleric dance
sryle. His besr known films
include For Me and My Gal
(I 942), An American in Paris
(195 1), and Singin' in the
Rain (1952).
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US dancer and
acror Fred Astaire

Disco

Tap dance
In 19rh-centurv
America, black
slaves combined
Mrican rhythms
with rhe jigs of
English and Irish
senlers. Tap dance
was rhus created
and became very
popular.

-

Jazz dance
\Vhen jazz music became popular in rhe
1920s, an energetic, expressive form of dance
developed with ir. Today, jazz dancing is rhe
main form of dancing in musicals and films
BALLET

I

direction.

DRAMA

F ILMS AND
FI LM- MAKING

Disco dancing
became popular in
rhe 1970s. The
name comes
from rhe clubs
called
discotheques, in
which records were
played for dancing.
Couples usuallv
dance facing, bur nor
rouching, each other,
using simple
repennve
movements.

jAZZ

M usic

OPERA

ROCK AND
POP

DARIUS T H E GREAT see PERSIAN EMPIRES • DARK AGES see CHARLEMAGNF; HISTORY

DARWIN'

Early life

CHARLES

THE BRITISH NATURALIST Charles Darwin is best
known as the man who developed the remarkable
theory of evolution by natural selection. The
theory, which describes how one species can
develop or evolve into another, caused a revolution in biological
science. Darwin was not the first person to suggest a theory of
evolution, but was the first to present a solid body of evidence
for the idea. He also wrote books about his travels, coral reefs,
barnacles, the pollination of flowers, and insect-eating plants.

Galapagos Islands

Notebooks used
by Darwin in
Galapagos

Darwin studied thousands of planrs and
animals all around the world on the
Beagles journey. The most inreresting
part was the few weeks spent in the
Galapagos Islands, about 1,000 km
(600 miles) from the coast of South
America. D arwin noticed that the
species there were d ifferent from
those elsewhere in the world.

Darwin was born in 1809,
in Shrewsbury, England.
His grandfather, Erasmus
Darwin, had pur forward his
own theory of evolution in
the 1790s. At fi rst, Charles
Darwin did not believe in
the idea of evolution. He
trained as a priest before
studying geology
and biology.

The Beagle
At C ambridge, Darwin made friends with
John Henslow, the professor of botany.
H enslow suggested that Darwin would be
a good choice as official naturalist on the
naval survey ship HMS Beagle, which was
about ro sail around
the world on a fiveyear scientific
cruise. The trip
lasted from
1831 ro 1836.

Notebooks

Galdpagos
Islands

During his voyage on the Beagk.
Darwin made careful, copious notes
of everything he saw, gaining him
the nickname "the old philosopher"
from the ship's officers. The wealth
of information he gathered helped
him later, when he was developing
his theorv of evolution.

Fossil finds

List ofspecies

Darwin's finches

Map pasted
into notebook

When he got home, Darwin realized that the
finches on the Galapagos Islands had different
beaks, depending on which island they inhabited.
He decided that the birds had developed beaks that
were best suited ro the diet on their panicular island

Bones ofMacraunchenia, a
prehistoric mammal found by Darwin

The Origin of Species

The naturalist

-

t

BIOLOGY

1809 Born in Shrewsbury,
England.
1831 Sets sail on the Beagk.
1836 Returns ro England.
1858 Wallace writes ro Darwin
about his evolutionary
theory; they produce a paper
on evolution rogerher.
1859 Darwin publishes his

Specimen
boxes, one
containing

~'ifry
/'

DINOSAURS

The British naruralisr
Alfred Russel Wallace
(1823-1913) drew up
a theory of evolution
by natural selection
quire independendy of
Darwin. H e wrote ro
Darwin for advice, and
the men wrote a paper
about evolution rogether.

Origin ofSpecies.

Scissors for dissection

Natural selection

Hand kns

After his voyage, Darwin spent
the rest of his life studying
specimens, doing experiments,
and writing up his findings.
He never left England again,
and for much of the rest of his
life he was too ill to leave his
home. Illness did nOl srop him
working on subjects ranging
from earthworms ro the
pollination of plants.

Rock
hammers

CHARLES DARWIN

Wallace

Darwin returned to England and wrote an account of his travels
He spent years studying the specimens he had collected and the
notes he had made. Gradually, he developed his idea that species
evolved as animals adapted ro suit their environmenrs. He
published his find ings in his book On the Origin of Species by
Means ofNatural Selection. The work caused an outcry among
Christians because it challenged the creation story in the Bible.
Some of Darwin's
equipment

When he landed in South
America, Darwin found
fossils of extinct animals, such
as the giant sloth (now called
Mylodon darwim), that closely
resembled modern species.
This suggested thar animals
had graduallv changed to suit
their environments.

St'eds

LMl

-~

E v o LUTION

sent to

::·.!·

187 1 Publishes The Descent of
Man, on human evolution.

Parents produce many
offspring, all different
from each other. Only
those best suited ro their
environment will survive,
passing on some of their
features ro their offspring.

1875 Publishes Insectivorous
Plants, which describes how
the sundew traps insects.

Herring gull has same ancestor
as Lesser black-backed, but has
t'volvt'd separately.
ExPLORAT ION

FOSSILS

-

1880 Publishes The Power of
Movement in Plants, which
shows how light intluences
the direction of plant growth.
-

- -

1882 Die~ at Downe, F ngland.

G EOLOGY

H UMAN
EVOLUTION

SCI ENCE
HISTORY OF
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DEER AND ANTELOPES
THE MOST noticeable difference
between deer and antelopes is
in their headgear. Deer
have branched antlers that
are shed, whereas antelopes have
unbranched horns that are permanent.
Both deer and antelopes are herbivorous
hoofed mammals. They look similar to
each other, but belong to different
families. Deer are in a family of their
own, while antelopes belong to the
cattle family. They include gazelles,
duikers, and spiral-horned antelopes.

Fringe-eared oryx
Oryx live in the arid
grasslands of Tanz.mia
and Kenya, in Africa.
Thev obtain water
from ro~ts and rubers.

This is the most
widespread deer.
It is found across
Europe and Asia,
and as far as Japan,
the Himalayas,
and Australia.

Growing antkrs

Stages of ander growth
in a fallow deer

Antlers

Deer

T he larger a stag's antlers,
rhe more females it will
arrract. While the antlers
are growing, they are
protected by a velvery ski n,
richly supplied wirh blood
vessels and nerves. At the
end of the deer's breeding
season, the blood supply ro
the antlers is cur off,
causing the velvet ro dry
our and peel off in strips.

There are 38 species of deer spread
over most of Europe, as well as Asia,
North Africa, and the Americas.
Some have been inrroduced into
Australasia. Most species live in herds
that split up in the breeding season.
Most male deer, or stags, bear
multi-branched antlers, which are
shed and regrown every year.

Antelope horns
All male antelopes have horns, but only
some females. The males use their horns
to inrimidate their rivals and to defend
their territory.

Both s~x~s
have long,
straight horns.

Antelopes
Most of the 60 species of anrelope live in
Africa. Some, such as the blackbuck and
the Tibetan antelope, are Asian. A few
species have been introduced to other
countries. Antelopes range in size from
the gianr D erby eland to the pygmy and
royal antelopes, which are
no bigger than hares.

Front viro~
ofharub~~st
horns

Four-horned antelope

Nyala

Hartebeest

Greater kudu

Roan antelope

Males have rwo pairs of
horns, making the deer a
sought-after trophy for
hunters. The from pair of
horns is smaller than the
back pair.

The nyala, found in
sourheast African forests,
has dark brown horns with
a white rip. These can be up
to 78 em (31 in) long, wirh
usually one open curve.

Both male and female
hartebeests have curved
horns. Each has abour
12 ridges bur a smooth tip.
Seen from the from, the
horns are angular.

The triple-spiralled horns
of rhe male greater kudu
are among the most
imposing ho rns of any
living animal. They grow
up to 1.5 m (5 fr) long.

Males and females
have horns. About
55 em (22 in) long,
they are strongly
ridged and curve
gradually backward.

Grazing gazelles

Browsers and grazers
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Largest and smallest deer

Pere David's deer

The largest of all deer is the moose of North
America, known as the elk in Europe. An
adult male moose may stand 1.8 m (6 fr) at
the shoulder and weigh 545 kg (1,200 lbs).
T he smallest deer is the South American pudu.
which stands only about 40 em (16 in) at rhe
shoulder and weighs abour 9 kg (20 lbs).

This deer once lived wild in China.
Then, for 3,000 years, it existed only in
parks. In 1865, the missionary Pere
David saw the last surviving herd. This
herd was later wiped our, bur the Duke
of Bedford established a herd in
England. In recent years, deer bred in
captivity have been sent ro China and
reintroduced into a special reserve.

The antelopes include
both grazing and browsing
species. In Africa, for
example, some species,
such as Thomson's gazelle,
graze on grass. Other
~pecies, such as the
gerenuk. browse the leaves
dnd shoots of rrees. Grant's
and dorcas gazelles browse
and graze, according ro
what is available.

DEER AN D ANTELOP ES

Female "mdeer are
the only fimale deer
that grow antlers.

Rutting
For most of rhe year, red deer stags
remain apart from rhe females, or
hinds, and their young. During
rhe breeding season, known as
rhe rur, males collect harems of
hinds which rhey vigorously
defend by roaring or, if
necessary, by fighting.

Antelope habitats
Anrelopes are found in m ost
kinds of tropical and subtropical
habitats. Most are creatures of
the open plai ns and forests, but
others have ad apted to live in
deserts, wetlands, and
mou nrains. Grazing anrelopes
live where there is plenry of
grass, whereas rhe browsers tend
to inhabit woodlands and forests

Breeding
Most species o f anrelope
and deer give birrh when
the weather is fin e and
food is abundanr. Young
caribou are born in early
June when rhe herd is
m igrating. The calves can
follow their mother within
minutes of birth. The young
of some species are left alone.
T heir mothers come to suckle
and clean them several rimes a
day, unril they are strong
eno ugh to join rhe herd.

Woodland inhabitant
Also called rhe chousingha. rhe shy,
solirarv four-horned antelope lives in
wooded. hillv country. Hunting has gready
reduced irs numbers. bur ir still survives in
several wildJife reserves in India. and one
reserve in Nepal.

Caribou
Swamp inhabitant

!"he Eurasian reindeer and rhe North
American caribou are rhe same species.
They live in large herds and migrate long
distances every year ro find food. The
reindeer has been semi-domesticated bv,
dmong others, rhe Lapps of north Europe.

Reindeer with calf

The siramnga lives only in swamps and
marshes. It has evolved long hooves that
help ir ro walk on marshy ground. When
danger threatens, ir submerges itself in
water leaving onlv irs nostrils exposed.

Pronking

_. ___ _ Pomted
antlrr

The springbok of Africa can run fast ro
escape a predaror. Like most gazelles, ir will
often leap high into rhe air, with legs stiff,
hooves close rogether. and back drched.
Called pronking. or sroning, this action
mav confuse predarors. raise the alarm. or
simplv give the gazelle a bener view.

Defence
Some d eer and
anrelope, rhe
larger species in
particular, may
sometimes use their
antlers and horns ro defend
themselves, although generally
antlers and horns are nor
strong enough for d efence.
Most deer and anrelopes rely
on rheir excellent eyesight and
acute sense of hearing to
detect porenrial enemies, and
on speed to escape from any
predators that arrack.

Siramnga hoof

Mum jak
skull

REo DEER
SnFNTIFIC NAME Cerz,us elaphus
O RDER Artiodactyla
fAMII Y Cervidae
D tSTRJBLTION Europe and Asia.
Introduced into Australia. New
Zealand. and Sourh America
HABITAT Woodland and open country
D tEl Gra~~. leaves. shoot~. tlowers (ir
bmh grd7es and brow~es )

Self-defence

Camouflage

If anat.ked. a munrjdk's first defence
is ro run away. If rhis fails. males
thrash with their anrlers. These are
mounted on "stdlks" of bone as long
as rhe .mders themselves. Male~ aim
have two msk-like teeth used mainly
in fighting ri"als.

Some deer and antelope avoid predarors because
rhev blend into rheir surroundings. Kirks dik-dik
is an Mrican antelope rhat lives in d ry bush
countrv. where rhe thorny thickets prorecr ir.
A FRICAN W IL DIIFE

St7E Height ar rhe shoulder: 1.4 m
(4ft 6 in)
LIIESPAN 12- 15 vears

B UFFALO AN D OTHE R
WILD CATTLE

GRASiiLAND
WIL D liFE
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DENMARK

D ENMARK

FACTS

CAPITAL CITY Copenhagen

flattest,
and most southerly country
in Scandinavia, Denmark
occupies the Jylland peninsula,
the islands of Sjaelland, Lolland, Falster, and
Fyn, and more than 500 smaller islands.
The Faeroe Islands and Greenland in
the North Atlantic are self-governing
Danish territories. A prosperous,
environmentally conscious, and
liberal nation, Denmark offers its
people a high standard of living and
was one of the first countries to set
up a welfare system in the 1930s.
THE SMALLEST,

---

Physical features

-

AREA 43,069 sq krn ( 16,629 sq miles)

Denmark's flat landscape is
broken by low, rolling hills
and gentle valleys wirh shady
beech forests. There are also
extensive areas of heathland
a beautiful lake district, and
a coastline of cliffs, dunes,
and broad sandy beaches.

POPULATION 5,300,000
MAIN LANGUAGE Danish
MAJOR RELIGION C hristian
C URJU.NCY Danish krone
LIFE EXPECTANCY 76 years
PEOPLE

PER

DOCTOR 34 5

G OVERNMENT Mulri-parry democracy
ADULT LITERACY 99%

Jylland Outland)
The Jylland peninsula makes up abour 70 per cent of
Denmark's land. Irs wesr coast is edged wirh beaches and
rhe sourhwesr has a sandy plain. Strong wi nds sweeping
across me land d rive windmills for generating elecrricicy.

Baltic islands
T he sreep, chalk cliffs on me Balric island of Men
contrasr wirh rhe gentle dunes on other islands. The
Danish rake great care of their environment and beaches.

35oe
(95°F)

-24oe
(-JJoF)

1re

Forest
II%

Joe
(33°F)

(63°F)

Farmland
87%

571 mm
(22 in)

Built-up 2%

Climate

Land use

Denmark's usually mild and damp climate
is domi nated by stiff westerly winds. In
many coastal areas, ro prevent sand from
rhe dunes from blowing over rhe land, rhe
Danes have planted coniters as windbreaks.

O ver four-fifths of Denmark is f.umland
including lush pasture for grazing carrie
and for raising pigs. Denmark's land yields
few natural resources, although high
winds are harne~~ed ro produce power.

People
Onlv four per cent of me population is foreign mai nly Europeans. The only minoriry groups are Turks
and l nuir~ from Greenland. The Danish have liberal
policies on homosexualicy and marriage. wirh a high
divorce rare. Today, 47 per cent of all children are
raised by unmarried couples or single parents. Threequaners of all women work, and
Denmark has rhe besr
child-support system
in rhe world.

F

D

A

Danish pigs

Farming and industry
Danish farming is efficiem and
often run by co-operatives. Onlv
125 per sq km abour four per cent of rhe work(324 per sq m ile) force is emploved in farming,
mainlv of dairy carrie and pigs.
yer agriculture accounts for much
of rhe country's expon income.
Denmark also has ~ucces~ful
fishing, manufacturing. and food
industries for proces~ing bacon and
15%
dairy producrs. Service industries
85%
Urban Rural
emplov 79 per cent of workers.

Copenhagen
Denmark's capiral is also irs mosr
tmponam pon and Scandinavia's
largesr ciry. Criss-crossed wirh a
network of canals, quaim alleys.
and cvcle parh~. Copenhagen
has many historic buildings and
churches. lr also boa~rs rhe Tivoli
Gdrdem, an amusemem park
rhar anraus millions everv year.

Danish fam ilv visiting
Legoland on Jylland

Tourist boar on canal
A T LANTIC
OCEAN
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Areas thought to be at
risk ofdesertification
(shown in orange)

DESERTS

Desert regions

FEW PLACES ON EARTH are as
stark and hostile as a desert.
Twelve~
Deserts are vast areas where very
percent
ofland ts desert.
little rain falls - typically under
100 mm (3.9 inches) a year. Any rain that does fall quickly
evaporates. Few plants can survive, and soil cannot develop
in such a dry and barren or arid environment. The landscape
is bare sand, gravel, or rock. Clear skies and sparse vegetation
leave the ground exposed to extremes of temperature. In the
tropics, cloudless skies create hot deserts with daytime
temperatures which are often over 50°C (122°F).
/~a;:~~~'J;
Deserts at higher latitudes can be
extremely cold.
dry valley

The world's great deserts lie deep
within cominems fdr from the
moisture of the oceans. They are
also along rhe Tropics of Cancer
and Capricorn, on eirher side of
the Equator, where sinking air
creates stable dry weather.

Desert landforms and dunes
Strong winds, sudden flash floods, and
exposure to extreme temperatures create
distinctive deserr features. The wind piles sand
up in dunes or sand-blasts rocks. Flash floods
carve canyon-like valleys. The deserr hear creates
corrosive chemicals which sculpt rocks inro
bizarre shapes.
Mesa - isolated, flat-topped.
steep-sided mountain
Paraboltc dunes a" also
common on coasts.

Butte- eroded
mesa

Oasis
An oasis, such as the Azraq
oasis in Jordan (above), is a
fertile area within a desert that
lies near an underground stream
or a spring. Crops such as
date palms can grow and
desert dwellers can live
supported by the land.
Artificial oases can be
created through irrigation.

Seif dunes form
where sand is sparse
and wind comes
from two directions.

~ Oasis is a pocket ofwater.

Zeugen rocks
are produced
by weathering.

Baochan

Playa is a dry lake
bed of sak

d~e I

is shaped like a
crescem and irs
tips usuallv poim
downwind.

Types of deserts
Climatic conditio ns
create d ifferenr rypes
of deserrs. In Africa, rhe
Sahara has vast areas of erg
{sand seas), hamada {srony
plateaus), reg (pebble
plains), rocky desens,
canyons, and cliff deserrs.
In the Antarctic there are
ice deserrs, while in rhe
dcserrs of the western USA
rhe heat evaporates rain
so q uickly rhar it leaves
behind d issolved minerals
in a hard, salry crust.

\

Sometimes the desert heat is so imense
that desert travellers believe that they
can see water. This is an optical illusion
(a trick of the eve), caused bv the
rdlection of a far~way object, which may
gtve the false appearance of a sheet of water.

Bajada is a slope of sand
deposited bv rivers along
mountain edge~.

The shifting desert

Sandy desert

Rocky desert

As climatic conditions change, deserts shrink and
expand. In the past, rhe Sahel, the southern margin
of rhe Sahara, was watered by summer rains moving
up from the south. In recent
years, rhe lack of rain in the
Sahel has caused drought
and famine in places such
as Sudan and Ethiopia.

Manv of the world's deserts
are strewn with boulders
that have been washed
there b~· flash flooding.
The~e rocks are graduallv
broken down bv the acuon
of wind and wcdrher.

The effect of droughr and heavv
grazing bv cattle. sheep. and goats
de~trovs vegetation cover. turning
the area permmencly to de~crt. This
proLess is known d~ desertification.

In flat areas. vast sand
seas. or ergs, develop.
After a rainfall, water
rushes along a wadi, a drv
river bed. The sandstone
cliffs on either side are
graduallv worn away by
the heat, wind. and rain.

Rocks brought to
desert by flood water.

Mirage

Transverse dune
- ridge lying
across the wind

__I~~

CLIMATE

Desertification

D ESERT
\X-1LDliFE

ECO LOGY AN D
ECOS't STEMS

ROCKS AND
MINFRAL'\

W EATHER
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Deserts

DESERT WILDLIFE

Many differenr rypes of desert exist in
differenr pans of the world. Some are
mounrainous and rocky; orhers are pebbly
or full of sand dunes. Some become
baking hot by day; others have bitterly
cold winrers.

are known as
deserts. Food is scarce, and there is little shelter
from the sun and wind. Deserts are among the
most inhospitable of all places in which to live.
In spite of this, many remarkable animals survive and even
thrive in these hostile surroundings. Birds, mammals,
insects, arachnids, amphibians, and reptiles are all
represented, together with some
equally remarkable plants.
THE DRIEST PLACES ON EARTH

Sahara
Srrerching across North Africa, the Sahara is rhe grearesr of
all deserts. lr is a vast wilderness of sand and rock, with only
scarrered palms and bushes ro offer shade from rhe searing
dayrime sun. Most of rhe animals rhar live rhere find shelter
under rocks or in burrows.

Mammals
Deserr m ammals show a remarkable abiliry to
cope with conditions that wo uld be dangerously
hot and dry for most animals. Some, such as
camels, can rolerate steep rises in their body
temperarure and long periods of dehyd ration.
O thers have special means of securing shade,
obtaining moisrure, fi nd ing food, and avoiding
danger in the wide-open rerrain.

Oases
Oases provide reliable sources of drinking warer for wildlite in
rhe desert. They torm in rhe few places where springs bubble
up from underground, or where rainwater from neighbouring
mountains collects in hollows.

Birds
Though some deserr-dwelling doves and
fi nches forage for seeds, the most well-known
birds of arid lands are predarors. They probe
vegetation and scour the ground for prey,
obtaining all the moisrure they need from the
bodies of rheir victims.

Large erut ears help the
fox to hear the slightest
sound ofprry and tell
from where it is coming.

Dwarf hamster
O nly abour 8.5 em (3.3 in)
long, this hamster lives in rhe
deserts of Mongolia, Siberia,
and China. lr has thick fur,
which helps ro keep ir WJ.rm
in the binerly cold winters.

Fennec fox
The fennec fox is small wirh large
pointed ears. The large size of rhe
ears helps rhe fox lose excess hear
from irs body during rhe hear of rhe
day. The fox has dense fur, which
keeps ir warm on cold nights.

Lmzg, bushy tail can
be curled around the
body to keep it warm
during the night.

Bactrian camel

Gila woodpecker

Roadrunner

The Gila woodpecker
forages for insects in rhe
dt:serrs of Mexico and rhe
USA. fypically. ir hammers
our nest-holes in rhe stems
of large cacri.

Roadrunners seldom flv, bur
rhev are exrremelv fasr. agile
runners. They often prev on
desert snakes, which rhev
subdue wirh a series of lethal
srabs from rheir sharp beaks.

Camels are perfectly adapred for life in deserts.
Thev can roam abour for days wirhour drinking or
swearing. The rwo humps of rhe Bactrian camel acr
as far reserves, off which rhe animal can live. The
shaggv coar prorecrs rhe camel during rhe
cold winters in Asia's Gobi Desert.
Hu ps flop
over when the
fot is tkpleted

Lanner falcon

Red kangaroo

This darting bird of prev
ne~rs among rocks J.nd clitTs
in rhe Sahara. lr hums small
birds. which ir chase~ and
snarche~ in mid-air or on rhe
ground. lr also prtv~ on smaller
animals, such as get bils. lizards.
.md locusr.~.

In Australian deserts. red
kangarom browse on
bushes. Thev produce drv
dung as a wav of saving
moiswre. bur srill make
regular nips ro warerholes
ro replace moisrure losr
rhrough swearing.
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Kalahari ground
squirrel
The~e burrowing rodenrs
ear seeds and mher plant
material in rhe Kalahari
D~ert of Africa. During
rhe day. rhev hold their
bushv rails over their
bodies for shade.

DESERT WIL DLIF E

Snak~ descmds v~rtically
into th~ sand I

Reptiles and amphibians
Both snakes and lizards are tolerant of dry
climates, and these reptiles are amo ng the
most common of desert animals. Amphibians
are much more in danger of drying out, but a
few species do appear on the desert surface,
especially after rare bouts of rain.

Sand viper
The sand viper has perfeaed an efficiem way of
disappearing on desert dunes. h wriggles down imo
the loose sand. becoming buried within seconds. It
does this to escape danger and to be ready to
arrack prey.

Sand vip~r buri~s
its~lftail first.

Fringe-toed lizard
This lizard forages in sandy deserts. When
the surface becomes too hot, it
stands on two legs to help keep
cool. Projections between irs
toes spread its weigh t and stop
it from sinking imo the sand

\

Water-holding frog
For momhs. this frog lies dormam
underground in a waterproof cocoon.
lr emerges to feed and breed onlv after
heavy rains, swelling its body with
water before it returns into me s" il.

Lizard can clos~ its nostrils
to prevmt sand g~tting into
its air passsag~s.

Smooth scales

Sandfish
The sandfish is a lizard that makes
its home on desert sand dunes. lr
is named after the way it moves
across and through the sand,
pushing sideways with irs
flattened roes as if it were
swimming. Like other
small lizards. it hums
rnainlv for insect~.

Yucca moth

Scorpion

Invertebrates

The yucca moth of American
deserts has evolved a close
relationship with the yucca
plant. The moth pollinates the
plant; the yucca flowers give
shelter to the moth larvae.

Desert cricket
An inhabitant of the deserts
of India and Pakistan, the desert
cricket can burv itself quicklv in
the sard. lr digs a hole directly
beneath itself with
irs star-shaped feet
and sinks
down.

Few insects and other invertebrates can
withstand the fu ll force of the desert Sun.
Those that can have an especially tough,
waxv covering, or cuticle, that prevents
them from drying out. Other invertebrates
take shelter during the day.
Whiu spots warn
offpmiators.

Domino beetle
This domino beetle lives in the drv
lands of northern Africa through to
the M iddle East. D uring the dav, it
hides under rocks and in holes
made by other animals.
At night, it emerges to
hunt insects and
other small prey.

Plants

Th~ scorpion holds
its prry in its larg~
claws. I

Some desert plants, such as the
desert holly, have dusty-looking
leaves. Salt secreted through leaf
pores forms a fine whitish powder.
This refleas some of the Sun's
rays, helping to keep me leaves
cool and preventing excessive
evaporation of moisture.

Suds develop afi~r th~
../" vin~'s flown- has b~m
pollinaud by insects.
A w~lwitschia plant
may liv~for 1,000

Little snapdragon vine
Rains in the Mexican desert bring the seeds
of snapdragon vines to life. The vines quickly
grow, trailing over the soil and curling around
other plams. They flower and set new seed
before thev d ie as the conditions get dry again.

-

Th~ vmom of
this scorpion is
strong enough
to kill a p~rson.

Scorpions are among the hardiest
of desert invertebrates, able
to tolerate strong sunshine
though they norm~ly hunt
at night. Armed with strong
claws and a lethal sting, they
ambush foraging insects such
as locusts, as well as spiders
and other scorpions.

Desert holly

O nly the hardiest of dro ught-resistant plants can
survive all year in the desert. Among these are
cacti and yuccas. Seeds of more fragile plants lie
dormant in the soil. After a ra.inburst, they
sprout and flower before the moisture

I

Gila monster
The Gila monster is a fearsome lizard.
Large, with a venomou~ bite, it leaves its
burrow at dawn to hum rodents and raid
birds' nests. Fat stored in its thick tail
provides nourishment when prey is scarce.

AFRICAN
WILDLIFE

.AMPHIBIANS

Cacti

Welwitschia
This plant has two ribbon-like leaves
that trail across the sand. Each leaf has
millions of pores that extract moisture
from the sea fogs that sweep the
Namib Desert in Africa.

Many different kinds of
cactus grow in American
deserts. All store water in
their green swollen stems.
They do not have leaves,
and this prevems excess
moisture loss. Sharp spines
deter animals from biting
the succulent sterns.

L~aves

usually split into

sev~ral strips.

AsiAN

WILD LIFE
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The design process
The first stage in the design process is
writing a design brief which derails the
functions and features ro be achieved in the
finished object. The designer then does a
first sketch. This is translated inro a rough
model, or prorotype, which is repeatedly
tested and revised as needed. The design
process of making numerous small
amendments is called an iterative process.
Finally, the actual product is made.

ORIGINALLY A DESIGN was an artist's
first sketch for a work of art; today,
design plays a broader role in our
lives. Before any object can be made,
it must be designed. Most things around us have
been designed to carry out a particular job. The
design of objects is known as product design.
Th~ plastic
There are also many other areas of design, such This prototyp~ is casing is v~ry
strong and light.
as fashion, garden, interior, and graphic design. shap~d out of
hard foam.
Larg~ back
Changing tastes can result in popular
whulsfor
/
design movements, such as art
Tnouveau and Bauhaus.

r
\

The designer does a first
skerch on a drawing board
or computer. This sketch
shows a vacuum cleaner.

1

Long
nozzu

Dust colucts
in this ar~a. \

Product design
In order ro design an object, the designer
has several facrors ro consider. He or she
must select a shape that suits the object's
purpose but also consider other factors,
such as the material ro be used, the cost of
manufacture, the safety and durability of
the product, and how it will fi nally look.
Product design usually aims robe both
functional and stylish.
A canj ringpul/ opming is
tksign~d to opm ~astly.

---

""-...

Classic design

Coca-Cola
boule

Some product designs so successfully
combine functionality with a srrong
sense of style that they are timeless. T he
distinctive shape of the Coca-Cola borde,
for example, is a classic design that has
hardly changed since 1915.
Larg~

sumng whul

Early prototype
A series of prototypes is made our of
different materials co rest aspects of rhe
design. The fin al prototype is handmade and
painted to look identical ro rhe fi nal product.

2

Graphic design
Graphic designers use words
and images to communicate a
strong visual message. We are
surrounded by graphic
design , in magazines and
books, on posters, on street
signs. D esigners use letters in
d ifferent sizes and typefaces,
often with colours and
patterns, to make an impact.

Th~MGB

\

Classic cars
Some classic designs express certain ideals perfectly. The
sleek lines of a sports-car's body, such as this MG B, are
intended ro suggest speed and freedom. Launched in
1962, the MGB became the best-selling single model
sporrs car ever, with 5 I 2,000 owners worldwide.
ARCHITECTU RE
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Thts vacuum
a

The final product is made ro rhe revised
design brie( Designs can be patented
(prorecred by copyright law) ro prevent
someone copying an original design.

3

London Underground map
The London Underground map is a brilliant
piece of design. By disrorring rhe distances
between stations, it is possible ro see rhe entire
London Underground ar a glance.

cuan~r us~s

uniqu~ eye/on~

sysum to pick
up dirt.

Shell Oil
logo

Logos
Logos are graphic designs
mar aim (0 comm unicate a
message wi.rhour words.
Companies design logos
ro be easily recognized by
rhe public. The simple
shape and srrong colours
of rhe logo shown above
advertise the Shell O il
Company worldwide.

Computer-aided design

Walter Gropius

Increasingly. much of the design
process is carried our on
com purer. Using computeraided design. me designer
creates a three-dimensional
model, such as a car, on screen
which can then be rotated and
viewed from all angles.

In I 919, the German architect Walter
Gropius (1883-1969) founded the
Bauhaus design school. It taught the
importance of functional design and
of using materials such as sreel, glass,
and concrete. Bauhaus influenced the
development of the arts. Gropius
(on right) is shown with the French
architect, Le Corbusier (1887-1965).

An Nouveau

This Art

Design movements are
trends in design, some
of which have a lasting
influence. An Nouveau
was a design movement
beginning in Europe in rhe
I 880s rhar aimed ro make
ordinary objects, such as
buildings, furniture, and
jewellery, beautiful.

Nouv~au

window in
Paris, Frana,
shows typical
tkcorativ~
curv~s bas~d

on organic
....._forms.

ART,
B UILDING AND CARS AND C LOT HES AND F URNITU RE GARDENS
PAINTING
PRINTING TRADE AN D
HISTORY OF CONSTRUCTION
T RUCKS
FASHION
AND DRAWING
INDUSTRY
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DICKENS, CHARLES

Early life

one of the greatest writers in
the English language. He was a household name in
his own lifetime. His lively descriptions of 19thcentury Britain combine with a superb gift for
depicting people and their eccentricities, a social conscience,
and compassion for the problems faced by ordinary people. He
brought to the English novel the ability
.
. .
to portray an enttre soctety tn one
book. His novels are still loved by
readers of all ages.
CHARLES DICKENS IS

Scrooge meets the Ghost of
Christmas Past

"B oz"

\s a young m an, Dickens was a journalist,
covering Parliament for the Morning Chronicle.
In 1833 he began to write a series of articles,
mostly about London life, using the pseudonym
"Boz''. These were collected together in Sketches
by Boz in 1836. Following their success, he was
commissioned to write some humorous sporting
stories. These appeared in 1836-37 as The
Posthumous Papers of the Pickwick Club and made
D ickens the most famous writer of his day.
_,.._.

_____

David Coppnfi~ld

David Copperfield
In 1849-50 Dickens wrote David Copp~rfield. a partly
autobiograpical novel in which he used his own
experiences of an impoverished childhood and menial
employment to great effect. Of all his books, it was
Dickens' favou rite. The novel features Mr M icawber, who
IS loosely based on Dickens' father. Always in debt, and
always waiting for "something to turn up", M icawber is
one of the great characters of English literature.

~-

..... - .

JIOUSEHOLD WORDS.

___,.... ..,_.. _

Household Words
From 1850, Dickens edited and
contributed first to the magazine
Hous~hold WVrdr, and then, from
I 859, to All Th~ Yt-ar Round. He
used these monthly magazines to
publish h is laresr novel in
instalments, reaching a fa r wider
readership than he would have
done by simply publishing a book.
Both magazines fearured works by
other famous writers of the rime,
such as Elizabeth Gaskell and
W ilkie Collins. Dickens also
included articles about the social
problems of his rime, such as poor
housing and factory accidents.

A Christmas Carol

Oliver Twist

Ebenezer Scrooge, who refused
to celebrate Christmas. and
his impoverished clerk Bob
Crarchit make A Chrislmlls
Carol (published in I 843)
one of Dickens's most
popular novels. Scrooge
changes his ways when he
witnesses a series of visions,
including his own death and
the ghosts of Christmas Past,
Present, and Future.

The story of O liver tells of a pauper
child of unknown parentage who was
brought up in a workhouse and dared
to dSk for more food. Oliv~r Twist was
first published as a book in I 838. The
book was later mAde into a successful
musical and film. The story was the
first by D ickens to explore the dark
side of London life in the 19th century,
and the fact rhat thousands of children
were living rough on the streets or in
inhuman workhouses.

In a scene from 0/ivn- Twist,
Oliver asks for more porridge.

Dickensian London

-

BooKS

1812 Born in Portsmouth,
England.

Dickens went on three tours of
Britain and one of America,
reading selections from
his novels. He pur
vast amoun ts
of energy
into these
reading!>,
adapting
his works
specially for public
performance, and
reading aloud all the
pans himsdf. In I 869,
he began a fourth
British tour, bur his
healrh began to fail.
and he died the
following year.

Social reforms
Dickens often spoke in public about the plight
of the poor, the need for educational reform. and
rhe importance of good sanitation to remove the
rhrear of disease. His speeches and novels helped
[0 raise awareness of the need for radical reform.
and led to many changes in the law.

CHARLES DICKFNS

Public readings

In Dickens's time, London was a rich
city at the centre of the biggest empire
the world had ever seen. But many
people lived in poverty, making a living
from whatever work they could find .
Dickens described their suffering, but
he loved Londo n - its sights, sounds,
and smells feature in all his books.

•

Charles Dickens was born in
Portsmouth, England. in 1812. His
father was a clerk in the Royal Navy
pay office and worked for a rime in
the royal dockyards in Chatham,
Kent, where Charles spent much of
his childhood. When his father was
imprisoned for debt in London's
Marshalsea Prison, Charles, then
aged 12, had ro rake a series of
menial jobs in factories and offices.
H e later used these painful
experiences in some of his novels.

London street, 19th century
EMPIRES

INDUSTRIAL
REVO LUTION

LITERATURE

1824 f arher imprisoned for debt.
I 836 Marries Catherine
Hog.uth; publishes Sketches
by Boz.
1836-7 Pickwick Papm
I 83 8 0/iv~ Twist
I 839 Nicholas Nickleby

1850 David Copp~eld
I 853 Bleak Hous~
1857 Little Dorrit
I 858 First reading tour
1859 A Tale o[Two Cities
1861

Gr~at

Expectatiom

1864 Our Mutual Frimd
1870 Dies and is buried in
Westminster Abbey.

UNITED KINGDOM,
HISTORY OF

WRITING
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DICTATORSHIPS see LiOVERNMENTS AND POLITICS

DIGESTION

Digestive process

THE BODY NEEDS THE nutrients
in food to grow, maintain its
structure, and provide energy. But
the food we eat cannot be used by
the body until it is processed by the

T he digestive process has four
stages: ingestion, digestion,
absorption, and egestion. Ingestion
happens when you eat food and is
followed by digestion. Absorption
is the transfer of food molecules
into the bloodstream and egestion
is the removal of waste as faeces.

digestive system. This is essentially a long

Liver, pancreas, and gall bladder

Mouth

tube, running from mouth to anus. As

/

food passes along the digestive system it
_

is chewed, and crushed, and then broken

Teem and tongue
break food up
into small pieces.
Throat

down chemically by enzymes. As it passes

These three organs rake parr in digestion even
though, since mev have other body functions
they are nor parr of rhe digestive system. The
liver produces bile, which is stored in the gall
bladder and helps digest fats. The pancreas
produces digestive enzvmes rhar are released
into me small intestine.

along the small intestine, food resembles
Pancreas produces
digestive enzymes rhar are
released into duodenum

a thin soup, and simple food molecules
can be absorbed into the body itself
by way of the bloodstream.
Oesophagus _..carries food

Swallowing

stomach.

Once food is chewed, the tongue pushes the
ball of food, or bolus, to the back of the
mouth. As it touches the throat, the bolus
triggers a reflex action and passes into the
oesophagus. A flap called the epiglottis
closes the entrance to the trachea
(windpipe) to stop food entering the lungs.

Stomach stores
and parriallv
digests food.

Ltv~r

Pyloric sphincter
controls flow
of food from
stomach into
duodenum.

Epiglottis clos~s
offtracht'a.

Absorption
Simple food molecules are
absorbed into the bloodstream
across the wall of the small
intestine. Tiny finger-like
projections called villi (singular:
villus) greatly increase the surface
area over which food can
be absorbed.
Villus

--------71

Blood capillary
nt'twork
Lacual (part
oflymphatzc
sysum)

Colon_

Peristalsis

.-/ o~sophagus

Throat
Bolus push~d to
back of mouth.

Bolus pasus down
Ot'sophagus.

Peristalsis
Rl.tthmic conrracrions of rhe
muscles in the wall of the
oesophagus squeeze food down
to rhe stomach. This wave-like
movement made by muscle
conrracrion is called peristalsis. lr
also occurs in rhe small intestine.

William Beaumont
The US Army surgeon William
Beaumont (1785-I853) was
rhe first to observe how food
was digested in rhe stomach.
In I 822, Beaumont treated a
patient who had shor himself
in the side and was lefr with an
opening inro his
stomach. Through
this opening,
Beaumont was
able to observe
rhe stomach's
movements
during digestion
and to record
his findings.
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Musclt's
contract

Bolus

Muscles

Bolus

r~lax

Small intestine is
made up of rhree
parts- duodenum,
jejunum, and ileum.

Large
intestine is
made up of
colon and
rectum.

Anus is an opening
in large intestine mar
faeces passes through.

R~ctum

~

Food and enzymes

.,. '
~~

.

Enzymes are biological catalysts that speed up the
conversion of one substance into another.
Digestive enzymes speed up the breakdown
of the complex carbohydrates, fats, and
proteins that make up most of our food .
Carbohydrates

O• oo e o• •• •

oe ooe eo• •r
Fatty acids
Prort'inO

......

Glucou - - . . • • • •
molecules {}

The body's main fuel, carbohydrate, comes in rhe form of
sugars and complex carbohydrart:,,
{t
which include starch. Enzymes
Starch
break starch' foods down into
molecule
sugars such as glucose.
chain
CHEMISTRY

FOOD

HORMONES AND
ENDOCRINE SYSTEM

Imaging the intestine
A special liquid is
introduced into rhe large
intestine to show dearly irs
position and internal
shape. This rype of X-ray
enables doctors to detect
signs of disease inside the
large intestine wirhour
having to operate.

•
•

Fats
Fats provide rhe bodv
wim energv. Foods rich
in fats include eggs and
meat. Fats are broken
down by enzymes in the
small intestine to form
fatty acids.

Proteins

Proteins are needed for
growth and maintaining
0
0 0
the body. Protein-rich
foods are meat, fish, and
_;:Y.·:·.~~ nuts. Proteins are broken
Amino acids down into amino acids.

o

H UMAN
BOD\

o

IMML"NE AND
LYMPHATIC SYSTEM

T EETH AND
JAWS

DIGITAL SO UND see SOUND RECORDING

DINOSAURS

Iguanodon skull
Gideon Mantell, an English
doctor, named Iguanodon in 1825,
noting the similarity between irs
reerh and those of rhe modern
iguana. Iguanodon's reerh were
shaped ro fir rightly rogerher. They
wore down as the dinosaur chewed
irs food of rough vegetation with
the help of a hinged jaw.

from
the Triassic Period until the
end of the Cretaceous
lgwmodo11 skull
Period, 65 million
years ago, dinosaurs lived on Earth.
Their remains have been discovered in
every continent including Antarctica.
They formed a varied group of landIguanodon
This was one of the first
living reptiles. People who study
dinosaurs ro be discovered
prehistoric life, called palaeontologists, Modern reconstructions
give it an outstretched
lgu.modon
divide them into two main groups rail and forelimbs rhar
can reach the ground.
the Ornithischia and the Saurischia.
Ornithischians
There were meat-eating and
Iguanodon foot
The O rnithischia, or birdplant-eating dinosaurs.
The teer of Iguanodon had small
hipped dinosaurs, such as
hooves on the toes instedd of
Some dinosaurs, were
Iguanodon, were all herbivorous. claws, and would have made
recognizable three-toed prints
T hey had a huge number of
huge; others were
teeth - Corythosaurus had 2,000 with rounded digits. Iguanodon
probably walked on its roes,
only the size
Ijra niiOSallTUS
- and a hinged upper jaw that
which, therefore, had to be strong
of chickens.
allowed them to chew.
ro carry the animal's great weight.
fOR 150 MILLION YEARS,

Tyrannosaurus tooth

Saurischians
The Saurischia, or lizard-hipped dinosaurs,
incl ude the meat-eating theropods, which
walked on two legs, such as Tjrannosaurus,
and the plant-eating sauropods, which walked
on four legs, such as D iplodocus. T he
sauropods were the largest ever land animals

/

Carnivorous dinosaurs had
curved, pointed teeth. The
sharp edges often had
serrations, which helped
the dinosaurs to slice
through skin and meat
Palaeontologisrs still have
robe careful when
handling these teeth.

Ischium
bon~

Tyrannosaurus skeleton
1jrannosaurus may have hunted as well as
scavenged on other dinosaurs. It had a mJ~sive
skull with powerful jaws, supported by a short.
flexible neck This
flexibilirv allowed the
animal ro twist irs head
around ro
wrench flesh
from irs prey.
Toothl~ss

Tyrannosaurus
Although nor thought ro
be the largest of rhe
carnivorous dinosaurs,
1jrannosaurus was still an
exrremelv fearsome
predaror. lr walked on irs
hind legs with irs back
level and head raised. It
could run verv fast, irs rail
balancing the weight of irs
huge heavy body.

jaws

Hips

Fossil dung
Preserved pieces of dung are called
coprolites. They contain the remain~
of what dinosaurs are, such as bone
fragments, fish scales, or plant
remains. Scientists can study these to
find our about the diet of dinosaurs.

Dinosaurs fall into one of the two main
groups, according ro rhe structure of
their hip bones. The bird-hipped
dinosaurs (ornirhischians), such as
Parasaurolophus, had a pubis bone in
their hip girdle rhar sloped backward,
parallel to rhe ischium bone. The lizardhipped dinosaurs (saurischians), such as
Ga/limimus, had a pubis bone that
sloped forward away from the ischium.

y

Long foot bones
sugg~sts

Gallimimus

rould ron fon.

Skeleton of Gallimimus,
a saurisch ian
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Breeding

OrodromnlS nest

The first dinosaurs
One of the earliest dinosaurs was Eorapror,
meaning "early plunderer". h was no bigger
than a large dog and lived 225 million years
ago (mya). As with all m e early dinosaurs, it
was a carnivore and walked on two legs.

Defence

Richard Owen

Dinosaurs laid hard-shelled eggs
as some reptiles do today. Many
d inosaurs laid a d utch of eggs in
a hollowed-out nest in the ground.
Several fossilized nests have been
found close together, which suggests
that some dinosaurs nested in
colonies. The chicks developed rapidly
and may have left the nest soon after
hatching. Many were cared for by the
parent d inosaur until they were able
to look after themselves.

Born in Lancaster, England,
Richard Owen (1804-92) became
the H unrerian Professor of the Royal
College of Surgeons in 1836. As well
as being an anatomist, he was a
brilliant palaeonrologisr. He was me
firs t ro use the term "dinosaurs",
which means "terrible lizards", in a
report in 1842. He noted mar mese
animals had pillar-like
legs, rather rhan the
sprawling legs of
modern reptiles, and
should be classified
separately.

T uojiangosaurus

Dinosaurs protected themselves against
attack from predators. D ifferent d inosaurs
developed a variety of powerful defences.
For example, Triceratops had horns on its
head, Euoplocephalus had a tail club, and
Tuoj iangosaurus had a spiky tail. Some
of these adaptations may have had several
fun ctions, but one of them wa.-. likely to
have been defence. Scientists cannot say
exactly how these animals defended
themselves, but it is easy to imagine.
Fuoplocephalus had thick

bone plaus and spikes over
its back, with a large
shoulder spike for added
protection.

All stegosaurs had a
double row ofplates
running down their back.

The flanks and belly of Tuojiangosaurus were
vulnerable ro arrack. Near the rip of irs rail
were four bony spikes. T hese pointed up and
outwards, producing a form idable defence
when me dinosaur swung irs rail. This
animal was a type of bird-hipped
dinosaur called a stegosaur. It
lived in China 157-145 mya.

Small narrow
head with a
walnut-sized

Tuoj iangosaurus

Raised nodules
for protectton ""'

Reconstruction of
lgwznodon hand

Iguanodon spike
W hen Iguanodon was first
reconstructed, irs large spike was
placed on irs beak. lr is now known
mar the spike was on irs rhumb and
may have been used as a defensive
weapon against predators. The
spike could have pierced rhe belly,
throat, or eye of an attacker. The
dinosaur may also have used it in
fights for starus with omer
lguanodom, and even ro
help it feed.

Dinosaur skin
O ccasionally. me skin, or skin
impression, of dinosaurs is
preserved. From these fossi ls we
can tell mar me skin of many
dinosaurs was nor smooth, bur
nodular and rough. This would
have given some protection
against the claws and teeth of
predators. This is the skin
of Polacanthus.

Euoplocephalus

Euoplocephalus
Brow
horn
Frill anchored the
;aw muscles.,

Triceratops
Dinosaur discoveries

The ceratopsians, or horned dinosaurs,
were ornirhischians. Most of them had
brow horns and nose hor:--•. Tricerarops, the
largest ceratopsian, had two long horns on
irs brow, a short nose horn, and also a bony
neck frill protecting irs neck. Its head rook
up nearly one-third of irs length. It
probably used irs horns ro fend off
predators, and males used them ro
deter rivals in me herd, mostly by
displav, bur also bv fighting.

-
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Removing dinosaur fossils
from surround ing rock is
tricky. Some need ro be
protected in a jacket made
of plaster or polyurethane
foam before mey are raken
ro a laboratory. Fossils are
found every year, and each
discovery reaches us more
about mese extinct animals.
Finding dinosaur bones.

Triceratops skull - front view

I

made out of
several bones
fosed together.

This armoured ornirhischian had a large bony club
at me tip of irs muscular rail. lr could have swung
this with great force, disabling a predator.

ANIMALS

AN IMAL
BF HAVIO UR

EVOLUTION

FOSSILS

PREH ISTORIC
LIFE

REPTILES

SKELETON

Dinosaurs
Orni thischians

Hun-odontosaurus
as one of the first
bird-hipped
dinosaurs. It lived
about 205 mya.

Spiky tail
fo r difma

Swinging tail club
Hypsilophodon was once thought
to have lived in trees, bur irs
limbs were nor built for climbing.
Stiff tail h~lp~d
with balana.

Euoplocephalus had body
armour and a tail club to

Stegosaurus was rhe largest
stegosaur ar 9 m (30 ft) long.
It had large plates along irs back.

Stegocn-as was a pachycephalosaur
and had a thick-domed skull.

Saurischians
D~inonychus was a
meat eater and may
have hunted in packs

Gal/imimus was shaped
like an ostrich and was
one of the fasresr

Dilophosaurus had
two high crests on
top of irs large head.

Whiplash tail
us~d in defina. \

Anchisaurus may
have eaten both
meat and plants.

Largt' hind legs /
to
bt'aT th~ Wt'ight
ofth~ body.
Wt'T~ n~~tkd

Body likt'
\rchaeopreryx,
th~ first bird

fingt'rs on
~ach hand
·l

Compsognathus was small - only
74 em (2.5 ft) long.

Ht'TT"n"asaurus was a carnivore
rhar lived in Argemina 228 rnya.

Barosaurus resembled Diplodocus. lr was about
the same size with a shorter rail and longer neck

Ijtrannosaurus was one of the
largest known land-living carnivores,
weighing up to 6 tonnes.
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DISEASES

Epidemiology

the human body
works smoothly and efficiently most of
the time. However, it may occasionally
stop operating normally. This may be
due to an injury, such as a broken bone, but, more
commonly, it is caused by a disease. Diseases occur
because the body has been infected by a pathogen
(germ), as in the case of influenza or food poisoning,
or because of problems arising inside the body, such
as heart disease or diabetes. Some diseases can be
controlled and defeated by the body's immune
system. More serious diseases may need drug
treatment or surgery in order to cure them.
] U ST LIKE A MACHIN E,

Non-infectious diseases
If a disease is non-infectious, it is not caused by a pathogen
and cannot be passed from one person to another. Noninfectious diseases include circulatory system diseases, such
as heart attacks, strokes, and cancer, and respiratory
diseases, such as bronchitis and emphysema.
Nutritional diseases
Nutritional diseases are caused by a lack of a balanced
diet, causing a deficiency of \itamins and minerals. A
child nor getting enough vitamin D may suffer from
rickets, where the skeleton does not form properlv.

Infectious diseases
Infectious diseases are those, such as
the commo n cold or pneumonia, that
are caused by pathogens that invade the
body. T he most common pathogens are
bacteria and viruses, although some diseases,
such as th rus h, are caused by fu ngi, and
some, such as malaria, by tiny organisms
called protists. T hey are normally destroyed
by the body's immune
system. T hose that are
not can often be dealt
with by drugs.
Chickenpox causes an
itchy rash that, when
scratched, can leave scars.

Industrial diseases
Work situations may affect a person's
health. Industrial processes can create
harmful environments or use chemicals
that cause diseases. Some miners develop
a lung disease called pneumoconiosis.

Bacteria
Bacteria are single-celled
micro-organisms. Most
bacteria are nor harmful
to humans. However,
some mu1riplv inside the
bodv and produce toxins
that cause disease.
Bacterial diseases include
typhoid and scarlet fever
Most can be treated with
drugs called antibiotics.

Spreading infection

Viruses are tiny infective particles, nor usuallv
classed as living things. They rake over a body
cell's generic material (DNA) and make copies
of themselves that infect other cells. Human viral
infections include colds,
measles, and HIV.

The human immunodeficiency virus, or HIV,
causes AIDS (Acquired Immune Deficiency
Syndrome). HIV infects and destroys the cells
that form part of the body's immune system the body's defences against d iseases. H IV is
transmitted by some bodily fluids, such as blood
and semen. The system becomes progressively
weaker, and the person becomes infected with
various diseases, known collectively as AID S.

Insects
Insects such as mosquitoes and fleas feed
on human blood and can carry disease. A
mosquito transmits the malaria micro-organism
if it feeds on an infected person's blood.

-
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BLACK DEAT H

CELLS

Keeping rivers clean p revents
diseases that can be
caught if people
drink, wash, or grov.
food in the water.

Bonled water is a way
of assuring water is
in certain countries.

Preventing disease

I

Human faeces contain bacteria
and viruses that cause disease. If
there is poor sanitation and human
waste is discharged into rivers,
people mav catch diseases such
as dysentery or cholera through
contact with polluted water.

Somt' mosquitot's
carry straim of
malaria that
art' rt'sistant
to drugs.

HIV

Disease prevention is an important part of modern
medicine. Diseases can be prevented by bener sanitation,
immunization, and improvi ng food hvgiene. Eating a
balanced diet and exercising may also prevent disease.

Sanitation

Most diseases are acquired from
other people by skin-to-skin
contact, breathing in droplets
when someone sneezes or coughs,
or by sexual contact without the
use of condoms. Infection can
also be spread through infected
food , contaminated water, and
insect bites. Drug users who
share need les risk infections of the
blood, such as hepatitis and HIV.

Viruses

HIV and AIDS

M iners may develop lung problems.

Rickm may
leavt' suffirt'r
with bow-legs.
Bacteria are in water, air,
and soil, as well as many
plant and animal tissues.

Epidemiology is the study of
diseases as they affect groups
of people. Epidemiologists are
concerned with why diseases
occur in a population, and
their control and prevention.
They have discovered links
between disease and diet,
environmental factors. and
lifestyle. Epidemiologists first
discovered the link between
smoking and lung cancer.

Epitkmiologist
tt'sts samples in
laboratory.

Syringes that are nor properly
Sterilized after USe can spread rusease.

CuRIE, MARIE

DRUGS

Pill, contain measured
amounts of drugs.
H UMAN BODY

IMMUNE AND
LYMPHAT IC SYST EM

PASTEU R
LO UIS

DISNEY,

Early life

WALT

who would change
the face of entertainment. Walt Disney became
interested in animation as a schoolboy; by the time
he was 20 he was making short animated films.
But it was his later work that changed the history of the
cinema. He created a string of cartoon characters which have
been favourites ever since - Donald Duck, Goofy, and, above
all, Mickey Mouse. Walt Disney also made the first featurelength animated film, Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs
(1937), which was followed by many other screen successes.
IN 1901, A MAN WAS BORN

In 1906, D isney's
father Elias bought a
farm at Marceline,
Missouri. This was
where young Walt
first saw animals at
close quarters. He
also became interested
in drawing. The firs t he
ever sold was a drawing of
the local doctor's stallion,
for which the doctor paid
Disney a nickel.
Earlv animation

Hollywood
D isney moved to
Hollywood in 1923.
T here were no
animation studios, so he
set up his own. H e was
soon in the forefront of
technical innovation,
pioneering the use of
synchronized sound
and the three-colour
Technicolor
process.

Disnev began to make
animated films in 1920.
These films featured
characters which were
made bv cuning figures
our of paper. The
figures could be moved
while they were
photographed with
a hand-cranked
camera.

Mickey Mouse
Suamboat Willi~. the first cartoon
to feature Mickev Mouse, appeared
in 1928. This was also the first
cartoon with sound. Disney himself
supplied Mickey's voice, and rhe
film was an instant success. Mickey
has since appeared in many other
films. He has become rhe instamlv
recognizable Disnev symbol and
has appeared on countless Disney
merchandise producrs.

D isney with a
hand-cranked camera

Walt Disney wirh M ickey Mouse
and Donald Duck

Snow\Vhite
In me 1920s, cartoons were normallv shown
before a full-length live-acrion film. Bur
in 1935. Disnev had the idea of
producing a full-length cartoon.
Snow Whiu and th~ Snlrn Dwarfi
(1937). Hundreds of animators
worked on the film, which was
followed by manv other fulllength animated features.

Mary Poppins
From the 19SOs onwards,
Disney produced manv liveaction films. Some of these,
such as the musical funrasv
Mary Poppim (1964), also
included animated sequences.

The Disney Club
Disnev was the first US major studio to
create locallv produced children's
programming such as The Disney Club. and
is the onlv studio ro maintain a world-wide
network of
production
offices. This
network
produces more
than 40 weeklv
Disney
programmes,
which reach
over 300
million
viewers.

Disney
Club logo

Julie Andrews in a scene from M ary Poppim

W ALT D ISNEY

Disneyland
For many years, Walt D isney
wanted to recreate the sets
and characters of his fi lms in
a recreational park. T he result,
D isneyland, opened in 1955
in Anaheim, near Los Angeles,
California. This theme park
is one of the world 's most
popular attractions. O ther
parks have since opened: Walt
D isney World in Florida and
D isneyland ® Paris.

190 I Born in Chicago. USA.
1919 Begins ro make animated films.
1923 Moves ro Hollvwood.
---1928 Suamboat Wiliit', featuring
Mickey Mouse.
1937 S11ow Whitt' and tht' &ven
Dwarfi, the first feature-length
Animated film.
I 940 Pinocchio.

1940 Fantasia.

-----------

1942 Btmbi.

1955 Disneyland opens.
Disne\-land

1964 Mary Poppim.
1966 Walt Disney dies.

CARTOONS AND
AN IMATION

F I LMS AND
FILM-MAKIN G

TELEVISION
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DOGS
Docs

with people for
more than 12,000 years. They may
have started to stay near humans for
food and warmth. Then people
began to train dogs to work for them. They bred
certain types of dog for herding and guarding
other domestic animals, then for hunting and
for companionship. Gradually, different types of
dog developed, but it was not until the end of
the 19th century that specific breeds were
classified. Today, there are about 200 dog breeds
throughout the world. They are more varied in
their appearance and behaviour than any other
domestic animal.
HAVE LIVED

•
---------- Long. strong kgs and a
foxibk body for sp~~d

Dog features
The wolf is designed to
chase, capture, kill, and
eat its prey. It is agile,
with strong legs for
running long distances.
Domestic dogs retain
many of the features of
a wolf, but through
selective breeding now
exist in many shapes,
sizes, and colours.
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English setter

Chihuahua

Shecland sheepdogs

Scottish terriers

Dog groups
The people of anciem Egypt and western Asia
were the first to breed distinct types of dog for
differenr purposes. By Roman times, dogs were
kept for much the same reasons as they are
today. There are six main groups - (from left
to right) xop row: working, sporting. herding;
bottom row: companion, terriers, and hounds.

Borzois hav~ sharp
ry~sight and hunt by sight ......_

in Russia in th~ 13th
cmtury and us~d
first to hunt wolv~s.

Domestic dogs
All breeds of domestic dog,
from the Great Dane to the
chihuahua, are descended
from the wolf and have
inherited the wolf's
instincts. Like wolves, dogs
are pack animals. They treat
humans as part of their
pack, and can be trained to
accept their owner as the
pack leader, and to
follow his or her
commands.

Coats
T here are three main types of dog coats long, short, and wiry. Most breeds have
an outer coat of guard hairs and an
undercoat of shorter hairs. They moult, or
shed their fur, changing their coat in
spring and autum n.

Short hair

Long hair

Wire hair

Feet
Senses

Dogs walk on their tot.s
rather than the soles
of their feet. Their
paw pads help with
grip. as do their
claws, which are
non-retractable.

Reproduction
A female dog is pregnant
for about nine weeks,
then gives birth to
several puppies known as
a litter. At birth, puppies
are blind and deaf. Their
eyes open at about 10 to
12 days old and they are
able to hear at 13 to 17
days old. Teeth start to
grow between three and
five weeks of age.

Siberian husky

A young puppy

Dogs have highlv developed senses of hearing
and smell. They use these in com munication
and to track down their prey. The police use
dogs to sniff out explosives, criminals, and
drugs. The dogs can see weU in me dark and
are good at seeing movement in the distance

All puppi~s ar~ born
with short kgs and
a /itt/~ tail

IS

tk_ftnc~kss.,

At one week old. a puppy
spends most of its time
sleeping and feeding bv
suckling from its mother.

1

ANIM~

At two weeks old. the puppv
takes its first wobbling steps
and begim to explore. Its eyes are
now open and it can hear.

2

ANIMA~,
BEHAVIOUR

CATS

At three weeks old, the
puppv may stan to eat solid
food. At first. its morner will
regurgitate meat for it.

3

GRASSLAND
\X1l DU FF

MAMMALS

4

At six weeks old, the puppy
no longer feeds from its
mother. It can soon be taken
away from her to a new home
POLICE

WOLVES AND
WILD DOGS

Dogs
Companion dogs

Working dogs

"Papillon" r~firs to
th~ sha~ of th~ ~ars.

Larg~h~ad

f .l

Great Dane makes an
excellent family pet.

Boxer is a lively and
affectionate dog.

Mastiff existed in Britain
in ancient Roman times.

Papillon is named after
the French for "butterfly~.

Pekingese has a flattened
face, with a broad nose.

Bulldog is a strong
bur affectionate dog.

Cavalier King Charles
spaniel, bred in 1900s.

Pug has a soft coat
and a curled tail.

Th1ck, harsht=tur~d coat

German shepherd dog is
intelligent and enthusiastic.

Dalmatian, used to deter
highwaymen in the 1800s.

St Bernard exists in wireand smooth-haired fOrms.

Miniature poodle, world's
most popular dog in the 1950s.

Hounds

Terriers

Strong back

Long body and
shortkgs

I

Airedale terrier is the
largest terrier breed

Boston terrier originated in
Boston, USA, in the 1800s.

Border terrier was first
bred for hunting rats

Staffordshire bull terrier
is loyal and devoted

Smooth fox terrier
is alert and tireless.

Basset hound is an agile
and single-minded hunter

Parson Jack Russell terrier
has a mostlv white coat.

Dachshunds can be long-,
smooth- or wire-haired.

Whippet was bred in
the I ROOs for racing.

Afghan hound needs
plenty of exercise.

Greyhound is
built for speed.

Long body
for rts h~rght

Yorkshire tenier is a small
bur spirited guard dog.

Dup
muscular

Cairn tenier has a shaggy.
warer-re~istant coat.

Herding dogs
•

ch~st

Australian cattle dog
has great stamina.

Australian terrier is
capable of tackling a snake.

Border collie 1s an
outstandmg sheepdog.

Hair foils
the eyes

- - - - - - - Ol'l'r

O ld English sheepdog
has a thick, shaggy coat.

Lurcher: individuals vary
con,iderably within the breed

Obr•tous stop
on th mu· 'to

Pointer 1s agile: arhlc:ti ....
and needs much exerCise

Sal ulo, fast and agile, was
once med to hum gazelles.

Irish wolfhound is the
tallest dog in the world.

Sporting dogs
Wflter-

English springer spaniel 1s
one ot the largest spaniel,

Curl\- -coated retriever is
one of the oldest breed,.
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DRAMA
DRAMA HAS

Early drama
BEEN DELIGHT ING people for

at least 2,500 years. A Broadway musical, a
play by Shakespeare, and a television soap
opera are all different sorts of drama. What
they have in common is the presence of actors, who
perform a story (the play) in a theatrical setting, to
en tertain an audience and make them think. Dramatists
(writers of drama) use their art to entertain and thrill
their audience or, more seriously, to explore human
character and raise questions about the
Medieval drama
nature and meaning of life.
Western drama went into a

Renaissance and 17th century

( 1677), by Racine

France

Spain

The 17th century was the
Golden Age of Spanish
theatre. The Spanish dramatist
Lope de Vega (1562-1 635)
wrote some 1,500 plays; his
plav Fumuovrjuna was one of
the first to deal with ordinary
working people. The other
great Spanish dramatist of
this time was Pedro Calderon
de Ia Barca (1600-81), who
produced manv tragedies
and historical plays.

The many types of drama include tragedies (serious
plays that deal with the downfall of a flawed but
heroic individual) and light-hearted comedies
(plays with happy endings). O ther types include
historical plays, thrillers,
and musical theatre.
Th~ stag~

Lope
de Vega

The French dramatist Jean
Racine ( 1639-99) wrote
pl.tvs that were heavilv
influenced bv Greek traged.,
and often based on Greek
mvrhology. Unusually for
the time, many featured
women in the ticle role.
Another great dramatist of
the era, Moliere (1622-73),
developed French comedy
with plays that mocked
the middle classes.

Types of d rama

is
~mpty. exapr for
a sing/~ IT~~-

Waiting for Godot
(1955), by Irish
writer Samuel
Beckert (I 906-89),
is a tvpe of modern
drama known as the
"Theatre of the
Absurd": the plot
seems to lead
nowhere, suggesting
life has no point.

Statu~tt~ of mus~. holding a
. mask from Gruk com~dy

Religious d rama, York, England, 13 th century

Realism and 20th century
From the m id- 18th century onwards,
drama became increasingly realistic, with
playwrights portraying middle-class
characters in familiar siruations. Theatres
were fitted with picture-frame stages and
realistic sets. It was fashionable fo r plays
to deliver a direct, moral message. D uring
the 20th century, dramatists experimented
with dialogue and plot strucrure, in order
to challenge "realism" or give dramas a
symbolic meaning.
Realistic drama
M other Courag~ (1 94 1), by Brecht,
is set during the Thirty Years' War.

Dramatists such as
Norwegian Henrik Ibsen (1828-1906)
and Swede August Strindberg ( 1849-1912)
produced plays that attacked the narrow
social attitudes of their time and sometimes
shocked audiences with their frankness.

Bertolt Brecht
In his plavs, the German writer Benoit
Brecht (1898-1956) put forward serious
socialist messages. He constantly reminded
his audience that thev were watching a
plav, ro make them think about the
socialist ideas in his works, and look more
closelv at the world outside the theatre
Th~hero~s

wait for
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Classical Greek drama
The ancient Greeks held regular drama festivals,
at which dramatists competed for prizes. Their
tragedies were based on characters from Greek
mvthology. Their comedies ranged in style from
uproarious satires to more realistic dramas.

decline at the end of the Roman
Empire, bur revived in the I Oth
centurv. with the rise of
Christian religious drama.
Amateur plavers produced pla)'s
enacring stories from the Bible,
performed over a number of
days. The audience watched out
of doors, in market-place~ and
other public spaces.

The traditions of ancient G reek drama were
revived in Renaissance Italy and spread through
Europe. Many plays were written in verse.
D rama thrived in the 16th and 17 th centuries,
the age of English playwright W illiam Shakespeare
(1564-1 6 16) and his contemporaries.

Phedr~

Western drama originated in ancient
Greece, where plays were staged to
honour the gods. T he Greeks invented
two of the most enduri ng dramatic
forms, tragedy and comedy, which
were later imitated by the Romans.

Broadway
A street in New York at rhe heart
of the city's theatre-going district,
Broadway is world famous, and
synonymous with the commercial
theatre in North America.
Broadway productions need a big
budget and guaranteed aL!..liences,
so more experimental plays often
appear in theatres "off-Broadway"
first, and transfer to a Broadwar
theatre if successful.

DRAMA

0 Maraja, satirical
Brazilian soap opera ,

Broadcasting

Anyone with access to a television or radio
can now enjoy drama every day. Sometimes
these are productions of works originally
written for the stage, and adapted . More
co mmon are dramas specially written for
broadcasting. Many of these are run as
series, so that every week, o r even every
day, people can watch or listen to another
episode of their favourite d rama. Some
forms of televisio n d rama have proved
especially popular, such as crim e stories,
adventure series, and soap operas.

The skill of the actors is vital to the
success of a drama. Using the right tone
of voice, facial expression, or gesture, an
actor creates the illusion that the aud ience
is watching or listening to real people and
events on stage o r screen . M any acrors
srudv at d rama school before becoming
professionals, paid to appear on stage.
Soap operas
lmmenselv popular. these serialized television dramas usually
deal with the lives and loves of"ordinary" people. Soap
operas are so-called because they were at first sponsored
by commercial companies such as soap manufacturers.

Chinese opera
Traditional Chinese, or
Beijing. opera retells stories
from historical evenrs and
Buddhist stories. The action
comprises arias and
recitations, mime, song, and
dance, with music from an
orchestra of traditional
instruments, such as the lure,
clappers, gongs, and drums.

Farewell M y Concubine
is a film about Chinese
opera.

Actors

World drama
M any no n-Western cultures have produced
their own, d istinct traditions of drama,
which draw on local conditions and skills.
In Asia, fo r exam ple, d rama draws on local
m vthology and tales of gods and goddesses.
Such drama also uses local craft skills to
produce striking costumes and masks, and
may be accompanied with music played on
traditional instruments.
Noh masks represenr
five groups: male,
female, old people,
the gods, and monsters.

Noh theatre

Ritual drama

In traditional japanese
Noh drama, actors wear
elaborate costumes and
masks, but perform on a bare
stage. They move slowly and
make special, meaningful
gcsrures. They chant their lines,
accompanied by music. Plavs are
performed in groups, the whole
programme lasting
an entire day.

In parts of Mrica, Asia,
and Melanesia, traditional
drama forms an imponant
part of religious ritual. A
high priest or shaman puts
on a mask and costume
that completely disguises
him and, as he dances to
music, people believe that
he actually becomes the
spirit he is imitating.

lnshatkJw
plays,
puppnsare
used to tell
traditional
stories.

5th century BC The Greeks
pioneer tragedy and comedy.
II th to 15th cen tu ries AD
Religious drama becomes
popular in Europe.

Made
.from
leather

-

to move the

•

Pap ua New Guinea
Trobrianders: ritual
religious drama.

FESTIVALS

FILMS AND
FILM- MAKING

Statue of co mic actor
from Roman drama

GREECE,
ANCIENT

LITERATURF

A circus is a fOrm of
entenainmem that
combines a number of
different skills, such as
juggling, acrobatics.
clowning. and conjuring.
Circuses date from the
end of the 18th century.
Animal acts once fOrmed
part of circus routines, but
these are now less popular in
the West.

Robert Lepage

Puppetry is a type of dram a involving
puppets, figures that seem to come to life
when a human operator moves them . It is
one of the oldest types of drama, dating from
at least the 5th century BC. One example is
shadow puppetry, which is popular in Southeast
Asia. A light is used to cast a shadow from the
puppet onto a translucent viewing screen.
The puppet then acts out a play.

Timeline

actors re-enact a
medieval religious
drama.

Circuses

Puppetry

Javanese
shadow
pu ppet

Drama festivals
Drama festivals are held around
the world so that theatre-goers can
celebrate the best in acting and
writing. Plays range from traditional
productions to experimental works
from new writers. The Edinburgh
International Festival, held
annuallv, is world famous.

The Canadian playwright
and director Robert Lepage
(b. 1957) has achieved world
statuS fOr his experimemal
work. Giving everyday
objects symbolic meaning,
and working closely with
actors, he has raken risks
that, while not always a
critical success, push back
the boundaries of drama.

1580-1642 In
England, the
Elizabethan and
Jacobean dramatists
revitalize English
drama.

1- 82 Friedrich von Schiller
(1759-1805) stages The
Robbers, one of the plays
that inspires the German
Romantic movement in
the 18th centurv.

1600-80 The
Golden Age of
Spanish drama.

c. l800 In Vietnam, H at
Boi theatre dramatizes tales
of war and suffering.

M ED IEVAL
EUROPE

OPERA

RENAISSANCE

Late 1800s "Realist"
drama develops, exploring
modern social issues.
1960s The "Theatre of
the Absurd" subverts the
conventions of the theatre
1990s M usicals are the
most popular rype of play.

SHAKESPEARE

THEAT RES
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D RAWING see PAINTING AND DRAWING • DREAMS see BRAIN AND NERVOUS

SY~TEM

• DREAMTIME see ABORIGI NAL AUSTRALIANS

DRUGS

History of drugs
More than 3,000 years ago, people across the world
- especially in China, India, the Middle East,
Europe. and North Africa - used
hundreds of different substances
as drugs. They included herbal
and mineral extracts, and
animal products, such as blood,
bile, and urine. Physicians
mixed these drugs using a pestle
and mortar, and often combined
their use with magic, superstition,
and religion. Modern research has
ruscovered that some are effective.

A DRUG IS ANY SUBSTANCE that, when
put into the body, alters its normal workings
~
ody chemistry. Natural body hormones, such
as insulin, can act as drugs when taken in concentrated
form. Medical drugs have many uses. Some, such as cough
suppressants, may relieve symptoms; others, such as
analgesics, deaden pain; while others, including antibiotics,
treat the cause of disease. Drugs may also be taken for
How drugs work
non-medical reasons, such as steroids to enhance sports
Drugs change the processes within the cells of the
body. Their effectiveness depends on the dose
performance and body-building. The abuse of such drugs
(quantity), and method of administration (or route
may be illegal, and can cause physical harm.
into the body). T hese routes include: absorption

through the skin from a cream or a skin patch;
injections into a muscle, vein, or under the skin;
inhalation; eye or ear drops; or the oral route, where
medication is swallowed as tablets
pills, capsules, or liquid.

Types of drugs
Drugs can be grouped by their medical uses or effects. For
example, antibiotics kill bacteria, analgesics deaden pain,
ami-inflammatories reduce swelling, anti-pyretics lower bodv
temperature, and anti-coagulants help to prevent unwanted
blood d ots. Some drugs, such as aspirin, can be placed in
more than one category.
Antibiotic
These drugs kill or disable
germs (harmful microbes) known
as bacteria. Most come from
chemicals made either by
fungi, or by other bacteria.
Antibiotic cream

T ransdermal patches

Pressurized
inhaler

Chewing gum

Suppositories

Pills and tablets

Analgesic
Painkillers come in two types:
narcotics, such as morphine.
codeine, and other opiates originally
from the opium poppy; and nonnarcotics, such as paracetamol,
which have a different origin.

Cytotoxic
The name means "cell-poisonersft, but cytotoxic drugs
are designed to affect only the om-of-control cells in
rumours and malignancies (cancers), while leaving
normal body cells unharmed. They are one (} pe of
ami-cancer drug. They are very powerful and their
doses and uses must be carefully supervised.
Syringe containing cytotoxic drugs

Tablets and capsules

Paul Ehrlich
The German scientist Paul Ehrlich (1854-1915)
dreamed of finding a substance that would act as a
"magic build', by desuoying
invading germs, while
leaving healthy bodv cells
unaffected. He pioneered
synthetic drugs
(chemical agems made
in the laboratory, rather
than extracted from
narural sources). The
first of these was
Salvarsan, which was a
laboratory-made drug
containing arsenic; it was
effective against svphilis and
related infections.

Drugs from nature
Half of modern drugs
originate from plants, fungi.
animals, or microbes. In
ancient times, people were
unable to separate the actual
drug - the active ingredient
- from its source. As
chemisrrv becan1e more
sophisti~ted, scientists
identified and purified these
ingredients making the drug
safer. Some drugs exrracted
originally from narure are
now made from genetically
engineered microbes.

Witch hazel

Drug research

&sin

Dri~d parts

Brand name - the
name by which
manufacturers sell
a drug, e.g. Aspro.

In the laboratory,
scientists analvse potential
new drugs. T hev perform
rests on the drug to
establish its chemistry, and
how it affects the bodv's
processes. Then they rest
it on tissues and cells in
the laboratory, on animals,
and fi nally on human
volunteers in clinical trials.
Drug research laboratory
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Generic name - the
name bv which the
active ingredient is
known, e.g. aspirin.
Common cltemical
name - showing the
chemical subgroups,
e.g. acervl-salicylic acid

Aspirin

Chemical formula lists the atoms and
their numbers in the
drug, e.g. C 9 H 8 o 4 .

DRUGS

Pharmacies
T he science of drugs is known
as pharmacology. Pharmacy
refers to both the practice of
preparing and dispensing
drugs, and the place where this
happens. A person qualified
in pharmacology is called a
pharmacist (or chemist). The
dispensing chemist can advise
on which drugs to use for
minor ailments.

Pharmacist at wo rk

Prescription

Over-the-counter drugs

Some drugs, known as
controlled substances,
are only available with
a doctor's permission. A
prescription is a written
and signed instruction
from a docror that
authorizes a pharmacist
to dispense a controlled
substance. Prescriptions
include the name and
dosage of the drug, how
ofi:en the patient must
take it, and any other
relevant instructions.

Over-the-counter drugs are
available without a prescription.
They can be bought at supermarkets and pharmacies, and
are usually less powerful than
prescription drugs. They have
fewer side-effects or contraindications (health problems
that warn against their use),
but they are still open to
misuse. Pharmacists are
qualified to recommend certain
drug preparations, although
they cannot diagnose or
prescribe treatment

H ospital pharmacy

Non-medical drugs

Drug abuse

Some drugs can be taken for their nonmed icinal effects on the mind and
body. These effects may include
the stimulation or sedation of
the mind, a temporary boost
to physical performance in
sport, or a feeling of
emotional well-being.

T his is the improper
non-medical use of
legal or illegal
drugs for
physical or
psychological
reasons. The
feelings and
mental state
experienced by the
taker are often very
different to that person's
actual behaviour, seen by onlookers.
After too much alcohol, a drinker
may feel bright and witty, while
onlookers see a slurring bore.

Caffiin~ is found

in

coffi~. t~a.

and cola
Wine and brandy

Sedatives
These drugs sedate (slow
down) bodily funaions,
including physical aaivity
and mental agiliry. Sedatives
can make the user feel relaxed
and peaceful fo r a short time.
They include sleeping pills
antihistamines (which
suppress allergic reacrions),
antidepressams, and alcohol.
which is probablv the most
widely used non-medical
drug in the world.

Customs offi cial arresting a drug trafficker

Coffee

Stimulants

These drugs temporarily stimulate (speed up)
bodily functions and mental processes.
H owever, they can cause after-effects, such as
depression. Stimulants include caffeine,
nicotine (in tobacco), and cocaine.

robacco shop

Legal drugs
The legality of drugs varies greatly all over
the world. As well as the drug's strength and
effects, legality often depends on tradition,
religion, and availabilitv. O ne of the mosr
powerful and addicrive drugs is alcohol.
Alcohol is fully legalized in some countries,
partly legalized (for people over 18 or 21) in
others, and completely banned in others.
Nicotine in the form of cigars, cigarettes,
chewing tobacco, and snuff is also legal
in most countries.
G roup therapy session

Jonas Salk
Vaccines are substances that give
the body resistance or immunity to
certain infecting germs In the
I 950s, American microbiologist
Jonas Salk (1914-95) developed
the first effeaive vaccine against
the crippling disease of polio
(poliomyelitis). It spread into
worldwide use from 1955 on.
From 1960, an oral form of the
vaccine, Sabin, gradually
replaced the Salk injection.

Timeline

1922 Frederick
Banting and others
treat d iabetes using
insulin, a natural
body hormone.

1840s Anaesthetics
begin to be used
during surgery.
1881 Anificial vaccine
used against anthrax
1910 Paul Ehrlich
introduces chemotherapeutic drugs.

-

•

1936 Treatment of infections
improves with the advent of
Promosil. the first sulpha drug.
Fresh witch hazel

fiRST AID

HOSPITALS

Illegal drugs
Some drugs are so powerful and dangerous that
they are illegal almost everywhere in the world.
These include LSD and mescaline (known
in some countires as Schedule I drugs),
amphetamines, cocaine, and narcotics (Schedule
II drugs). Supplying these illegal drugs to users
has become a vast international business.

1940s Howard Florey
and Ernst Chain make
penicillin available as an
·antibiotic. It is used
widely in World War II.
1956 Oral contraceptives
(birth control pills) are
introduced, using the
natural female hormones,
oestrogen and progestogen.

M EDICINE

M EDIC INE,
HI STORY OF

1967 Fenilitv drugs help
couples conceive.
1983 Cydosporin, an
immuno-suppressant,
helps prevent rejection
of transplanted organs.
1990s AIDS drugs tested.
Tablets and capsules
P ASTEUR,
LOUIS

PLANT
USES

Dependence and addiction
A person may come to depend on addicrive
drugs in order ro function. Addiction - inrensc
craving - is hard to control. If the user stops
taking the drug. his or her bodv undergoes
"withdrawal", which includes symptoms, such as
headaches, sweating, hallucinations, and mood
swings. People trying to stop using addicrive
drugs ofi:en find support groups are helpful.
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DUCKS, GEESE,

AND

SWANS

spend their
life on or near water. They belong to a
family of birds called waterfowl and are
closely related to each other. They have broad beaks
and short legs with webbed feet. They are good
swimmers and have waterproof plumage, which
keeps them dry and also helps them to float. There
are about 160 species of waterfowl in the wild. Some
species of duck and goose have been domesticated
and are often raised on farms.
KhakJ Campbel l MOST DUCKS, GEESE, AND SWANS

a domestic duck

Ducks

Plumage

Ducks are the smallest and most
varied waterfowl. Males are often
brightly coloured and females are
usually drab, which helps to camouflage
them when they are sitting on their eggs.
Some ducks live in coastal waters, but
most live on rivers. lakes, and ponds.

Wl-bs
strt'tcht'd opm

Swimming
Wl-bs cloSt"d

A duck's webbed feet work like
paddles to push it through the water.
When it pushes its feet backward, it
spreads irs roes to strerch our the
webs berween them. When it pulls
its feet forward, it doses irs roes to
shut the webs, which then offer less
water resistance.

Swans
T he largest waterfowl are swans, with a
wingspan of up to 2.3 m (7. 5 ft). .Most
of the eight species are whi te, but the
Australian black swan has a black body
and white fligh t feathers. A swan spends
a lot of its time on water. It uses irs long
neck to reach plants below the surface.

Ducks produce a
waterproof oil from a gland
near the base of their tail.
When they preen their
feathers, they spread the oil
over them. This oil is so
effective that a duck stays
dry even when it dives
beneath the surface.

A Mandarin duckling
UaVt'S tht' nt'St in rt'spomt'
to its motht'T's call.

With its wings
ht'ld widt", tk
duckling jumps. - Bigfot'tand
stubby wings
work likt'

Mutrswan
l'gg is

Oil

oval shapt'.

::---.._ A tru duckling must
jump bifort' it is a
day old to find food.

1

Tree-nesting ducks

Swan egg

Nesting swans

Young swans, or cygnets, stay with
their parents for a whole year, which
is a long rime for a bird. When they
develop their adult plumage, their
parents drive them awav

Swans nest on the ground dose to the water's
edge. The female incubates the eggs for up to
38 davs, and she hisses loudlv at anything
that comes too dose If her warnings are
ignored, she attacks. Her powerful beak and
wings make formidable weapons.
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Young swans
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Most ducks nest on the ground but a few
lay their eggs in holes in trees. Soon after
the young have hatched, their mother
leaves the nest and calls to them to follow
her. The ducklings are too young to fly,
and instead they jump to the ground.

\

\.

SCIENTIFIC NAME Cygnus o/or
.,

O RDER Anseriformes

.,.,..

FAMILY Anatidae
D ISTRIBUTION Western Europe, parts
of central Asia; also introduced into
other parts of the world , including
North America, Australia, and
New Zealand

Geese
Unlike most waterfowl, geese usually
feed on land. They eat grass, gripping it
in their beaks and pulling it up with a
tug. Many geese breed in the tundra of
the far north. These white-fronted geese,
seen here in western Scotland, fly north
to Greenland after the winter.
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Swan takeoff
Swans can weigh up to l3 kg (28.5 lb), which
makes them among the world's heaviest flying
birds. Swans cannot rake off fro m a standing
start. Instead, they have to run across the
water to gain enough speed for takeoff.

-

•

ANIMAL
BEHAVIOL R

B IRDS

Tht'
duckling
walks
away on
landing.
EGGS

FARM ING

HABITAT Lakes and rivers
DIET Water plants
-

-

SIZE Lengrh: 152 em (60 in)
l iFESPAN About 20 years
FLIGHT,
ANIMALS

P ENG UI NS

SEABIRDS

DYES

AND

DYEs

PAINTS

Early pigments

are substances that are used
to stain or give colour to a range of objects, from
textiles and paper to buildings and machinery.
The substances that give colour to dyes are
called dyestuffs, which, when dissolved in water, penetrate
the fibres of fabrics by means of a chemical reaction. Pigments
fo rm the colour in paints. These are held in place using a
varnish-like substance called a vehicle, or binder, which also
binds the pigment to the surface being painted. Throughout
h istory, people have created colour, first by means of natural
dyes and pigments, and today by using synthetic ones.
AND PAINTS

The first materials used as pigments were probably coloured
clays, which were mixed with water or animal oils ro make
paint. Dyes made from plants and animals were later used ro
colour textiles. Common plant dyes included woad, madder,
saffron, and turmeric. Animal sources included cochineal
(beetle) and the Murex sea snail.

Red skin of onion
gives colour

Walnuts
Stinging net tle

Saffron
powd~r

'I

Saffron crocus

Turmeric

Dyes
Some natural dyes still exist, but most used today are
wnthetic. These are organic chemicals produced by
processing petroleum and coal-tar chemicals such as
benzene. Most dyes are used in the textile industry, but
are also used in the leather, paper, food, and cosmetics
industries. The dyes can be applied to the fi bre or fabric
using either a direct
or indirect process.

Fabrics can be
coloured using a
range of dyes

Tk T-shirt on\
uft shows how
th~ dy~ has fad~d.
th~

Wool can by dyed using
a mordant dye, but this
dve is now avoided in
Western countries due
to its use of potentially
harmful chemicals.

Colour fastness

Indirect dyeing

Direct dyeing

In some dyeing processes, a number of steps are needed
to dye the fibre. In one process, a chemical called a
mordant is first added to the fibre, which is then dyed.
The mordant molecules fix the dye to the fabric

In most industrial dyeing processes today, d}es can enter the fibre
and colour it in one step. without the need of a mordant. The dye
is dissolved in hot water, strained, and then added to the fabric.
Sometimes the dye is mixed with salt to help fix the colour.

Two of the most important properties
demanded of a dye by clothes
manufacturers are its abilities ro resist
being washed out, and not to fade in
the light. The colour fastness of a fabric
also varies according to the dyeing
process that is used and the type
of material that is being dyed.

Oil paints usually com~ in tu~s so that USn! can squ~~u
ou< <k =a a~~' ofpain< ~,Jnj \

Paints
Paint comes in many colours and can be used as a
coating o n rigid structures such as houses, bridges, ships,
and cars. Finer paints are used by artists to produce
imaginative and colourful works of art. T he pigments used
to make the paints may be natural, such as rutile (titanium
dioxide) or synthetic, such as phthalocyanine blue.

Artists' paints
Artists use a variety
of types of paint to
achieve different effects,
including watercolours,
oils, and acrylics. The
pigments in watercolour
paints are mixed with a
water solution of gum
arabic, in oils they are
mixed in a slow-drying
oil, such as linseed oil,
while in acrylics the
pigments are mixed with
a symhetic-resin vehicle.

-·

Industrial paints
Industrial paints are custom-made for specific jobs
Some paints contain powdered metal and metal oxides,
so that the paint can protect exposed structures, such
as iron bridges. Paints such as those used on cars are
designed to withstand ruscing and high temperatures.

O il paints

William Henry Perkin

Domestic paints
Pai nt-spraying
car body

-

British chemist William Henry
Perkin ( 1838-1907) accidentally
produced the first synthetic dye,
mauve, in 18'i6. He was
attempting to make the drug
quinine from coal-tar chemicals,
but instead produced a purple
liquid dye. This was the stan of
the synthetic dye industry.

Most decorating paints are made
for easy application. Non-drip
paints are jelly-like in the can,
but flow easily when applied.
Emulsion paint use~ water as its
vehicle, so splashes can be removed
and brushes easily cleaned.

Can of non-drip paint and brush

•

ART,

HISTORY O F

CHEMISTRY

CLOT HES AND
FASiliON

This T-shirt show~
how th~ colour has
r~mam~d fast.

~~

COAL

COLO UR

MIXTURES AND
COM POUNDS

MONET,
CLAUDE

PAINTI NG AND
DRAWING

TEXTI LES AND
WEAV1 NG
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EARS AND HEARING
WHEN A BEE BUZZES, a soprano sings, or

a jumbo jet takes off, each generates
invisible vibrations called sound
waves that enter the ears, the
body's organs of hearing. The sound waves
travel deep inside the skull to the part of
the ear that does the hearing. Here, sound
waves are converted into nerve impulses
that travel along nerves to the auditory, or
hearing, area on each side of the brain. In
the brain, the impulses are interpreted as
sounds. The ears can pick up a wide range of
sounds and, with the eyes, they help us to
make sense of our surroundings.
Pmna

Hearing sounds
Sound waves channelled into the auditory
canal cause the eardrum and the ossicles
to vibrate. These vibrations travel through
the fluid-filled cochlea. Inside the
cochlea, sensory hair cells convert the
vibrations into nerve impulses.
These are carried by the cochlear
nerve to the brain.
Oval

_ _ _ _ _ Middle ear
comains three
bones called
the ossicles: the
malleus, incus,
and stapes.

produces wax that
keeps the ear dust and
insect free.

middle ear to throat to
equalize air pressure inside
and outside ilie ear.

Au pressure
You hear most clearly when the air
pressure inside the middle ear is the
same as the air pressure outside your
body. If ilie air pressure outside changes
suddenlv, you may not be able to hear
properly. This can happen if you are a
on a p lane iliat is raking off or landing,
or if you are travelling on a fast train.

Ossides
The ossicles are ilie
three smallest bones in
ilie body. The malleus,
incus, and stapes
connect the eardrum to
ilie cochlea by way of
ilie oval window.

Balance
Part of the inner ear helps you to
balance. Sensors inside the three
semicircular canals detect movements
made by the head and the rest of the
body. Sensors inside two adjoining
chambers, the saccule and utricle, detect
whether the body is upright, upsidedown, or in between. N erve impulses
from the semicircular canals are analysed
by the brain to assess the body's position.
s~micircular

Semicircular canals

canal

The three semicircular canals in
each ear are filled with fluid. At
the base of each canal is a bulge,
called an ampulla. which comains
sensory hair cells iliat send impulses
to the brain The iliree canals are
set at 90° to each other, so they can
detect movemem in any direction.

Fluid

Organ
of Corti

Bartolomeo Eustachio

This
cutaway
ofrlu
cochlea
membrane

Cochlea
The cochlea is a long. coiled tube in the inner
ear that is filled with fluid. lr is divided by rwo
membranes imo three chambers that run
lengthways. The middle of these three chambers,
the cochlear chamber. comains the spiral organ of
Coni, which consists of over 20.000 sensorv han
cells that send nerve ~ignals to the brain.
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Eardrum

Incus
(anvil)

Middle and inner ear

umporal

bone\

.Mostly concealed within the skull, the ear is divided
into three parts. The outer ear consists of the pinna
(ear flap) and the auditory canal. T he middle ear is
fi lled with air and contains three tiny bones called
ossides. The inner ear is fluid-filled and contains the
cochlea and the semiSemicircular canal
Inner ear
.
l
al
I
ctrcu ar can s.

The eardrum, or tympanic
membrane, is a taut piece of
skin iliat separates ilie auditory
canal from ilie middle ear.
When sound waves hit the
eardrum, it vibrates like
a drum and transmi ts
its vibrations to the
ossicles of the
middle ear.

s~micircular

canals

Anatomy of the ear

Italian anatomist Bartolomeo
Eustachio (1520-74) studied the
detailed anatomy of the ear, as well
as other body organs and systems,
while he was a protessor in Rome.
He wrote the first full description
of the ears in his book The
Exammation ofthe Organ of
Hearing, published in 1562.
Included in this was
the first detailed
description of
the tube that
links the
middle ear
with the throat.
This was later
named the
Eustachian tube.

Vmibuu
containing
saccuu and utricu

Bats' ears can hear very
high-pitched sound
waves calud ultrasound.

Hearing ranges
The pitch of a sound depends
on the frequencv of ilie sound
waves that produced it. H ighpitched sounds have a high
frequency, and low-pitched
sounds have a low frequency.
Frequency is measured in units
called Hertz (Hz). Our hearing
ability decreases as we get older,
from 20,000 to 12,000 Hz.

-

20-20,000 H z

BRAJNAJ\;D
N ERVOUS SYSTEM

H UMAt\
BODY

1,000- 120,000 Hz
M USIC

SOUND

~----------------------------------------------~

Structure of the Earth

EARTH
WE LIVE ON A GIANT BALL OF ROCK spinning round the Sun,
which we call the Earth. The Earth is one of nine planets
in the Solar System and one of the four made of rock.
However, the Earth is unique, because it is the only planet
in the Solar System - and perhaps even in the Universe- that can
support life. The distance of the Earth from the Sun makes it neither
very hot like Venus, nor icy cold like Pluto, enabling liquid water to
exist on its surface. The Earth also has an oxygen-rich atmosphere.
These two substances - water and oxygen - are the
key factors that allow life to flourish on the Earth.
solid iron

By recording the way vibrations
from earthquakes reverberate
through the Earth, scientists have
discovered that the Earth has an
egg-like structure. At its centre is a
"yolk" of metal, surrounded by an
"egg-white" of soft rock called the
mantle, and an outer
"shell'' of hard
rock called
the crust.
Th~ Earth's crust --comists ofa number
ofintulocking slabs
ofrock called
tectonic plat~s.

The Earth's
structure

Earth's ingredients

Atmosphere is a thin
surrounding layer of
gases about 640 km
(400 miles) deep.

Although more than 80 elements
(basic substances) occur naturally on
the Earth, the bulk of the Earth is
made of iron (35%), oxygen
(28%), magnesium (17%), and
silicon (13%). The following
elements are present in significant,
Molecule of
but small, amounts: nickel (2.7%),
oxygen gas
sulphur (2.7%), calcium (0.6%),
Magnesium ore
and aluminium (0.6%). Tiny
(magnesite)
proportions of other elements
make up the remainder (0.6%).
Investigating Earth's composition

Locket
containing
crystal of
silicon

By taking rock samples from the Earth's
interior, geologists have been able to
understand the Earth's chemical makeup. Analysis of meteorites - solid pieces
from an exploded planet - has led some
geologists to believe mat the Eanh may
have formed from the same space debris
of which meteorites are made.

Crust, Earth's
ourer layer of rock
varies in thickness:
benearh the oceans, it is
6-ll km (4-7 miles) thick, but
it stretches up to 70 km (43 miles)
under mountain ranges.
Mohorovicic discontinuity, or Moho, is the
boundary between the crust and the mantle.
Mantle is a partiallv molten laver beneath the crust,
extending to a depth of about 2.900 km {1,800 miles)
and made largely of a rock called peridotite.

Sulphur
crystals

Gutenberg discontinuity is the boundary
between me mantle and the core.

Meteorites
Meteorites are natural objects
that fall to the Earm from
space. Thev are made of iron,
stone, or a mixture of both.
The two main types of
meteorite are called
chondrites and
achondrites.

Aluminium
ore (bauxite)

Outer core reaches to a depth of about 4, 900 km
(3,050 miles) and is made of molten iron and nickel magnetic metals that give the Earth its magnetic field.
In ner core, like the
outer core, is made
of iron and nickel,
butalrhough
temperatures reach
3.700°C (6.690°F).
the pressure is so
great that the metal
remains solid.

Richard Oldham
Bv examining the seismographic recordings of
earthquakes, the British geologist Richard Oldham
(1858-1936) discovered that eanhquakes produce two
different kinds of vibration. He called them primary
(P) waves and secondary (S) waves. Oldham's analvsis
revealed that P waves travel more slowlv duough the
core of the Earth than mrough the mantle. He concluded
that Earth's core must be liquid, which is partly true.

Achondrite meteorite
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EARTH

Satellite image showing
Europe, Africa, India, and
the Middle East

Earth system
Planet Earth seems to operate like a vast, complex system made
up of various interconnected processes that keep conditions
stable and suitable for life. The atmosphere's unique make up, for
example, ensures that the Earth stays at an ideal temperature
for life, never heating up or cooling down by more than a few
degrees. Scientists now realize that the environment must be
treated with care, because a change to one part of this comr lex
svstem m ay have unpredictable repercussions in other parts.

Surfoc~ details
are clf'arly
visib/~. _

Middle
East-

Earth from space

Larg~ imag~

Energy regulation

M uch of what scientists know
about the interrelated parts of
the Earth system comes fro m
images sent back by satellites.
These images show us that the
Earth is roughly spherical and
reveal surface features in clear
detail. Special heat-sensitive infrared
photographs show the distribution of
vegetation and variations in the Earth's
surface temperature.

is

ass~mb/ed.from

hundreds ofdifferent
saullite photographs.

The Earth system exchanges energy with its
surroundings, bur there is no overall gain or
loss of energy. The Earth receives heat, light,
and other forms of energy directly from the
Sun. Some of this energy is reflected back by
the clouds, oceans, land, and atmosphere; the
rest is absorbed and then released back into
space. The total energy the Earth gives out
equals the total energy it receives from the Sun.
Infrared image of temperature variations in
the Atlantic O cean off the USA's eastern coast

R~d: oc~an

areas wh~re
plankton is

Biosphere

Grern: land ar~as

Between the atmosphere's lowest
layers and the ocean floor is a rich
diversity of life, from tiny ocean
organisms called plankton to the
largest trees and animals. Together,
these organisms form the biosphere
- the living part of the planer.
Satellite im.Iges can help scientists
understand the complicated links
between living things and the Earth.

whn-~ v~g~tation

mostd~ns~

is most denu -...
Locator
map
Infrared
image of
vegetation
and plankton
distribution

Gaia theory
British scientist James
Lovelock (b. 1919)
suggests that the Earth and
all the lifeforms upon it
function as if they were a
single living organism . H e
calls this "organism" Gaia,
after the G reek goddess of
fertility. Like .my other
organism, he says, Gaia is
self-regulating, meaning
Greek statue of
that it will naturally
Gaia, 4 50 BC
change its environment to
maintain the right conditions for life even if humans make the Earth unfit for
themselves by polluting it and using up irs
limited resources.

Timeline
c.4,600 mya The Earth and the other
planets form as parts of a vast cloud of
hot gas and dust circling the Sun begin
to cluster together.

---- Bluf': oc~an
ar~as whn-l'
plankton is
f.t.ast dens~

Theories about the Earth

Search for another Earth

There have been manv theories about the Earth that may seem
strange to people today, but which were widely believed at the time.
The ancient Egyptians. for example. thought that the Earth was a flat
square under a pyramid-shaped skv, and people in medieval Europe
believed that it was the Sun that revolved around the Earth, and not
vice versa. Similarly, before
Hollow Eanh
technology enabled scientists
to understand more about
theory
the interior of the Earth,
people suggested that
the Earrh was hollow.

Astronomers have recently detected signs of
the existence of planets beyond the Solar
Svstem. Wobbles in the movements of the
stars 47 Ursae Majoris, 70 Virgin is. and S I
Pegasi suggest that they may be orbited by
planets - perhaps even ones similar to the
Earrh. Astronomers have found other stars
with solar systems forming around them.

may b~

vast,

~mpty cor~.

Hidden lands and
oceans, complete with
plants and animals and
warmed by a subterranean
Sun, were thought to lie
~ithin the centre of the Earth

c.4,000 mya The crust
and mantle separate;
rai n begins to fall; the
atmosphere clears.
Gneiss rock
c.3,800 mya The first
organisms are single-celled bacteria.

c.4,200 mya As the Earth cools, gas
bubbles and water vapour rise from the
interior to form a cloudy atmosphere.

c.3,000 mya The atmosphere becomes
oxygen-rich as ocean plants absorb
sunlight and release oxvgen into the air.

2 ~0

CoNTiNENTs

another solar
sysum forming
around B~ta
Pictoris._

P~opk assum~d
th~ Earth had a

c.4,300 mya The Earths crust forms.

AT MOSPH ERE

Tkydlowand-r~d area

EART H
SCIENCES

E LEMENTS

False-colour
satellite image
of the star
Beta Pictoris,
about SO light
years away

>
c. I , 500 mya Protists,
such as amoeba, are the
first complex living cells;
later, protists join up to
form sponges - the first
multi-celled organisms.

c.440-400 mya Land-based plants and
animals become widespread.

Spo nge
c.S70 mya A huge
variety of complex
lifeforms develops in the
Earth's seas and oceans.
FOSSILS

G EOLOGY

MAGN ETISM

c.llO mva There is a single, vast land
mass, now known as Pangaea, which
later breaks up into the smaller land
masses we today call continents.
c.l00-70 mya The era of the d inosaurs.
c. I 00,000 ya First modern humans appear.
PREHISTORIC
LIFI:.

P LAN ETS

SuN

Earthquake zones

to terrifying and
violent movements in the Earth, earthquakes
literally rock the world. Earthquakes are tremors in
the ground, created by the sudden movement of
tectonic plates - huge slabs of rock that make up the Earth's crust.
T he majority of earthquakes are so gentle that no one notices them,
but some are so violent they destroy whole cities. An earthquake's
effect and intensity are measured on different scales. In earthquakeprone countries, planning minimizes the damage earthquakes cause.

Although earthquakes can
occur anywhere, they are more
frequent in earthquake zones.
These zones, such as Japan and
California, lie near the moving
margins of the tectonic plates.
called fault lines.

FROM A GENTLE RIPPLE

Epicentre
The point at which an
earthquake occurs is known as
the focus. Above the focus is
rhe epicentre - the point on
the Earth's surface where the
effects of an earthquake are
most devastating. The focus
may be as much as 700 km
(185 miles) below the epicentre.
In I 985, an earthquake in
Mexico Ciry, with irs epicentre
in the Pacific O cean, left 9.500
people dead. It measured 8.1
on the Richter scale.

I

Dutruction diminish~s as
shock wa~s trava away
.from th~ ~picmtr~.
recording kss on th~
Richur scak.

What is an earthquake?
Tectonic plates usually slide past each
other, but sometimes they get stuck
together. The stress o n the rocks builds
up until they fault (crack). The tectonic
plates then jolt past each other, sending
shock waves through the gro und. These
vibrations, known as seismic waves, cause
the earth to quake.

Earthquak~

that
caus~s small object
to foil raw Von
th~ M~rcalli scak

T he Mercalli scale rates an earthquake
according to irs effect on a scale of I-XII:
a swinging light bulb measures I; extensive
structural damage measures XII.

Seismometer
Seismometers show seismic
waves, and measure an
earthquake's location and
intensity on the Richter scale.
The height of each line shows
me wave's force.
Read ing from Kobe, japan

Tsunami
These are huge waves precipitated
when an earthquake or volcanic
eruption shakes the sea floor. Tsunamis
roll along the ocean floor as fast as a
jet plane. When they reach shallow
coastal waters, they rear up into water
ridges about 30 m ( 100 It) high. Many
tsunamis occur in the Pacific O cean,
such as the one in Hawaii, I 964 (left).

Earthquake proofing
Technology cannot prevent earthquakes bur it can help
limit their damage, particularly in buildi ng design. Most
loss of life is caused not by the shaking ground, but by
the collapse of buildings and roads,
and fires started by damage to
electrical equipment.

The Richter scale
measures the force of
an earthquake on a scale from 1- 10,
taken from seismograph readings
of the seismic waves. Each figure
represents a force 10 rimes greater
than that of the next lowest figure.

Timeline
1556 Reports of an
earthquake in the
region of Shaanxi,
China. Almost a
million deaths.

1883 Krakatoa Island
destroyed bv earthquake and tsunami.
1906 Quake Aanens
San Francisco, USA.

Building design
Pyramid-shaped. curved, and fire-resistant
1755 Lisbon, Ponugal,
1964 Alaska hit by a
buildings and structures, such as this staircase
is destroyed by an
very severe earthquake,
in California, USA, bend rather than break
measuring 9.2 on the
earthquake and the
during an earthquake. Mounting foundations
Richter scale.
subsequent flood.
on rubber also helps
absorb some of the
B UILDIN G AND
EART H
CONTI N ENTS
earthquake shocks.
CON'>T RUCTION

Shock wav~s radiau
outwards in circks .from focus.

1964 Earthquake
in Alaska generates a
tsunami, which causes
damage as far away as
California, USA.
1976 Earthquake in
China kills 255,000.
1990 In Iran 40,000
people die in quake.
G EOLOGY

1995 Kobe, central
Japan, is devastated
by an earthquake.
1999 Turkish quake
kills 20,000 and makes
200,000 homeless.
1001 Earthquake in
Gujarar, India, leaves
30.000 people dead.

O CEAN
FLOOR

RADAR
AND SONAR
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EARTH SCIENCES

Branches of Earth sciences

fOSSILS PROVIDE CLUES to the ages of rocks;

the atmosphere provides clues to tomorrow's
weather. Amongst others, these elements are
studied within the discipline of Earth sciences. This
is the study of the planet's physical characteristics, from
volcanoes to raindrops. The different branches of Earth
sciences cover all of the Earth's dynamic systems, apart
fro~ life forms, which are studied within biology.
Knowledge about the Earth's history and formation also
informs us about its needs, which will help ensure the
future survival of the planet.

The term Earth sciences has been used since the
1970s. It covers the range of subjects that were
previously bracketed under the term "physical
geography". Although each of the Earth sciences is a
distinct study focusing on one aspect of the Earth,
each is also a key element of the inter-related study
of Earth sciences.

Geology
The oldest branch of the Earth
sciences, geology is the study of the
Earth's history, structure, and makeup. Although it centres on rocks
and the composition of the Earth's
crust, geology also relates to the
other Earth sciences, except for
meteorology.

Palaeonrolog}
Fossils, the remains of once living
organisms preserved in sedimentary
rock, are studied within the branch of
Earth science called palaeontology.
From fossils, scientists can work out the
ages of rocks and develop a picture of
the history of plant and animal life on
Earth over billions of years.

Volcanology
The study of volcanoes, and
the reasons why they erupt, is
known as volcanology. It may
involve volcanologists working
close to an erupting volcano.
The scientists wear special
clothing to protect them from
gas. heat, and flying lava bombs.

Earth scienus cover many
different arras ofstudy.

sea creature

Geomorphology
The study of landforms
and the processes that
shape them is known
as geomorphology. It
includes landforms
ranging from mountains
and valleys to rivers and
glaciers, and the effects
of different shaping
processes upon them,
such as the erosion
caused by weathering.

Meteorology
Oceanography

Geography

The study of the oceans is called
oceanography. It covers ocean
chemistry, the ocean bed and
currents (shown above by
satellite), and marine life.

This is the study of the Earth's
surface. H uman geography looks
at world pan erns of human activity;
physical geography studies the
Earth's physical environmem.

The atmosphere is studied
within the discipline of
meteorology. This focuses
on the processes that
make the weather, and
on weather forecasting.
Climatology is the study
of weather pan erns.

Surveying the Earth

Earth resources

Earth scientists can learn very little about
the Earth from laboratory studies. Instead,
they m ust m ake observations, collect
data, and test their theories in the
outside world - th is m ay m ean climbing
mountains or braving earthquakes.
Satell ite phor'ography has provided a vast
new source of data, but most information
contin ues to come from field work.

The Earth provides all the materials we need for living,
from the food we eat and the water we d rink, to the bricks
we use for building. Earth sciences help us to iden tif}r the
location of these resources. They also show what damage
we may be doing to them by exploiting them thoughtlessly.

Survey equipment
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Air

Food

We need air to breathe virtually every second of our
lives. However, this vital resource is becoming
increasingly damaged bv human pollution.

Food is provided by things
living on the Earth's surface.
These depend on the
mineral resources, water,
and air provided by
the Earth.

Tourmaline
gemstone

Earth scientists sometimes need to use
specific survey
equipment. This laser
equipment helps to
monitor the movement of earthquakes.

•

Volcanic
bombs

CLIMATE

EART H

Minerals
From metal for cars to
concrete for buildings,
nearly everything we
make comes from the
minerals or chemicals
taken from the Earth's
crust. Gems are another
of its rich resources.
Fossi LS

G I:.OLOG Y

All forms of life are
dependent on water.
Patterns of human
activity are controlled by
the need to be near a
source of clean water.
O CEANS
AND SEAS

Energy
J'.:inerv per cent of the energy
we use comes from a finite
supplv of minerals - oil, coal,
and gas - extracted from
the Earth's crust.

ROCKS AI'IJD
M IN ERALS

VOLCANOES

WEAT H ER

ECHOES see SOUND • ECHOLOCATION see RADAR AND SONAR

ECOLOGY AND
ECOSYSTEMS

Communities
Wildlife communities exist almost
everywhere you look, on land, in
rivers. and in the oceans. A typical
commun iry contains a mixture of
plants, various animals that
feed on them or hunt one
another, and organisms that
burrow through the soil
debris below.

No LIVING THING exists in
isolation. It interacts with other
living things and with its physical
surroundings. The study of these
relationships is called ecology. Ecologists
consider all the organisms that live in one area
as an inter-dependent community. All plants
and animals rely on, and influence, vital factors
in their environment, such as the supply of
nutrients, food, and water. A community and
its environment is called an ecosystem.

Trm offer sharer for
animals, and food in th~
form of kavu, b~rri~s.
suds, and blossom.
Ins~cts fi~ding

I

Habitats
The habitat of a species is
the surroundings in which
it lives, including the
rocks, soils, water, and
plants. D ifferent habitats
are suitable for different
species and have a certain
type of community.

Mtc~ ~at suds,
and are hunud by
bigg" animals.

Dms~ undergrowth
provides sh~lur fo r
small animals.

th~

Most of tadpoks that
hatch out from th~ frog
spawn will b~ food for
other animals.

I

inv~rubraus.

th~ kav~s I

Snails fud on
ofplants and ar~ food
fo r som~ birds such as
thrush~s

-

Biomes
The biggest ecological units are biomes,
such as deserts, rainforests, and lakes, across
which similar climatic and other conditions
create similar ecosystems. The plants and
animals may d iffer across a biome, but they
make up the same sort of com m unities with
the sam e ecological features.

I

Rotting wood is
to fongz and

hom~

on

jlown-s hap to
pollmau th~m.

....

..

IAs J~ grow, thry tak~
nutrimts from

th~

soil.

I

liv~

Frogs
in both land
and water habitats.

Ecosystems
An ecosystem contains several different

-

I

Grassland
Grassland is normal in places where there is a long
dry season. It can support lots of grazing animals,
some preyed on by swift-running
predarors. The savannah of East
Africa is one of the best-known
areas of grassland.

wildlife communities and their habitat.
Ecologists use the term to mean all the
complicated interactions that take place
among living and non-living things in
an area. The various components of
the ecosystem include sunshine, water,
nutrients in the soil, bacteria, plants,
and animals.

Fresh water
Rainforests

Seashores

Deserts

Battered by waves and
flooded by rides, seashores
have few plants other than
seaweeds. Animals include
shellfish. rockpool fish,
and wading birds.

Cloud-free, dry climates
create deserts. These are
home only to plants and
animals that are able to
cope with extremes of
aridity and remperarure.

In hot, humid climates,
dense forests develop
that are home to a huge
variery of animal life.
Tropical rainforests cover
only 10 per cent of rhe
Earth's land surface, bur
contain more than half
of all animal and
plant species.

Lake- and river-dwelling
communities include
floating or submerged
plants, freshwater
plankton, and fish.
Different species live in
different pans of a river or
lake, depending on the
conditions that they
tolerate. This is Bow Lake
in the Canadian Rockies.
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Ecological interactions

Symbiosis

The components of an ecosystem interact with
each other in lots of different ways. Rain, fo r
example, provides water for plants. Plant growth
and decay affect the form and content of soil.
Soil provides a home for worms, and worms,
as they move about, change the
structure of the soil.

When two species have a close relationship in which
both benefit, it is called symbiotic. Symbiosis often
involves giving shelter in return for
protection or food , and it
occurs among all kinds
of organisms.

Puss moth larva
cuts and chroJs

Clownfish

liv~

Toucans
/
high in th~
crowns oftrus

Shelter

Food
Perhaps the most obvious way in which living
species affect one another's lives is by feeding.
Most things are food for something else. For
example, caterpillars eat leaves, but are themselves
food for animals such as birds. The birds are food
for other animals, and so on up the food chain.

Honry
fongus

The cov~r and shelter that trees and vegetation
provide offer much more security than bare, open
ground. In a rainforest, the large trees provide
toucans with shelter from the weather, a place
where they can raise their young in relative safety,
and protection from predators.

Clownfish find shelter
among the stinging tentacles
of sea anemones, which
do not harm them.
The fish may lure
in other fish for
the anemones
to consume.

Clownfish __...
stay wh~re
thry ar~
proucud.

Adaptation
All plants and animals are specially suited to live
in their particular habitat. How they become
suited, or adapted , is the key to evolution. How
and where a species lives, how it gets irs food ,
what it eats, and how it interacts
with others, is known as
its ecological niche.

Transpon
Animals can move around whereas plants
cannot. Plants, therefore, use various
methods that ensure animals carry their
seeds and pollen, so that a new generation
of plants can develop and grow.
Bumblebees carry pollen on their legs. Bumbkbus
colkct n~ctar
with th~ir
ton~.

Cacti
Parasitism

~Young

stmkhorn
fongus

Animals, plants, and fungi that live off
other living things are called parasites.
Nearly all animals and plants are host to
parasites of some kind. A parasitic
relationship exists between a honey fungus
and a tree. The fungus steals food from the
tree, usually harming it in the process.

---Spin~s

prouct th~
swolkn sum.

Cycles in nature

Ecological change

Nature automatically recycles the substances that are
viral for life. Oxygen, nitrogen, carbon, and water are
constantly being exchanged between rhe air, the soil,
the oceans, and living things. If substances were not
continuously put back into the ecosystems to be used
again , the supply for organisms would soon run out
and life would stop.

Ecosystems do nor always stay the same
but may change over time. If an event
changes the landscape, for
example, high winds create a
clearing in a wood,
first grasses and
herbs grow,
then shrubs
colonize rhe
plot until
Th~ proem ofchang~ .from
trees rake over
grassland to woodland is
once again.

Carbon cycks
living
and non-living
b~twun

things" "

,f

Land ~rosion
in Madagascar

calkd succmion.

\

Human impact

Water cycle

Carbon cycle

Water lost by evaporation from
plants. rivers, and seas, forms
clouds in the atmosphere. This
falls back as rain, runs into river~
and seas, and is soaked up from
the soil by the roots of plants.

Organisms release carbon dioxide
into the air. Carbon is also
released when organisms decay,
or when coal is burned. Plants
absorb carbon from the air, which
passes into animals that eat them.
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A cactus has adapted in
many ways to desen life. For
example, its leaves have
adapted into spines, to prevent
water from evaporating too
easily. When rain does fall, a
cactus stores as much water
as possible in irs stem.

People's actions also change ecosystems and often
the impact is so great that nature cannot repair the
damage. For example, poor farming techniques
sometimes cause so much soil to be eroded away
from the land. that plants cannot get established
and the vegetation can never recov~r.
ANIMAL
BEHAVIO UR

EVOLUTION

FooD WEBS
AND CHAINS

POLLUTION

SoiL

ECOSYSTEMS see ECOLOGY AND ECOSYSTEMS

ECUADOR AND PERU
TOGETHER ECUADOR AND PERU form the
western side of equatorial South America, lying
between Colombia to the north, Chile to the
south, and Brazil and Bolivia to the east. The
Jominant influences in the west of the region were the Incas,
'vho ruled until the 1500s, and the conquering Spaniards, who
imposed their own culture and language. About 40 per cent of
the population are mestizos, who are
people of mixed blood resulting from
intermarriage between Spaniards and
Incas. Many Native Americans still
live in remote Amazonian villages.

Physical features
Lying on South America's Pacific Coast,
Ecuador and Peru are dominated by the
jagged volcanic peaks of the Andes, whose
eastern slopes descend to the hot, humid ,
tropical rainforest and wetlands of the
Amazon Basin. To the west is the coastal
strip. Peru's coast is largely arid desert, but
Ecuador's coast is hot, swampy, or forested .
Mount Cotopaxi
A perfect cone capped with
snow, Cotopaxi, 5,897 m
(I 9,345 ft) is the world's
highest active volcano and
Ecuador's second highest
peak. It lies in the Andes,
which form the backbone
of both Ecuador and Peru.
Ecuador has 15 major
volcanoes, ten of which are
active. The whole region is
shaken from time to time
by earthquakes, which
cause damage to cities.
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Amazon Basin
The steamy Amazon Basin occupies the eastern regions of
Ecuador and Peru. The forest is not an uninterrupted mass
of trees, but contains pockets of grassland and swamps. The
headwaters of the Amazon originate in this region. Much of
this area is disputed territory awarded to Peru in 1942.
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Regional climate
Ecuador is hot and
humid along the coast,
cool and fresh in the
Andes, and hot with
581 mm
heavy rainfall in the
(23 in)
Amazon Basin. Peru
has a more mixed climate. The coastal region is d ry, and
kept cool by the cold waters of the Peru Current. The
western part of the Peruvian Andes is fairly dry, but the
eastern Andes and tropical Amazonia have heavy rainfall.

8

Coca

Ittcaca
\ t more than 170 km (I 06 miles)
ng, Lake Titicaca is South America's
..ugest lake. The Uros people live here
on islands that they make from the
tora reed. They also make reed boats

il1!.

IP!!,...'e. .
Picking coca leaves,
Qwllabamba, Peru

T he Incas used to chew
coca leaves to relieve
fatigue and hunger.
Today, in remote areas,
coca is grown illegally
to produce the powerful
and dangerous drug
cocaine for supply to
the international drug
trade. Governments are
offering farmers money
to destroy their coca
crops and grow bananas
cocoa, or coffee instead.
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EC UADOR AND PERU

Ecuador

People
Native Americans make up
25 per cent and m~sttzos
more than SO p~r cent of
the population. The rest of
the people are white, black,
or Asian. More than 93 per
cent of the people are Roman
Catholic, although some
people blend Catholicism
with traditional beliefs.

The third smallest,
most densely populated
independent counrry in Sourh
America, Ecuador is also one of the
most geographically varied and
politically stable. Agriculrure and
oil dominate the economy. Abour
1,000 km (630 miles} off Ecuador's
Pacific coast, the lonely Galapagos
Islands, famous for their unique
wildlife, are parr of the counrry.
Qu~chua

ECUADOR FACT S
CAPITAL CITY Quito
AREA 283,560 sq km (109.483 sq miles)
POPUI..ATION 12,500,000
MAIN lANGUAGES Spanish, Q uechua
MAJOR RELIGION Christian
C URRENCY US dollar

Otavalo market
The small town of O tavalo lies high in
the Andes, north of the capital Q uito.
Local Indians weave brightly coloured
ponchos and rugs to sell at the famous
Otavalo market, which dates from
pre-Inca times.

woman

gath~ring gladioli

/for marku

Oil
Since the 1970s, oil, piped from the eastern
lowlands, has been the mainstay of Ecuador's
economy and accounts for 40 per cent of exports.
Other exports are balsa wood, shrimps. process~d
fish, and textiles. Most goods are exported via
Guayaquil, Ecuador's main port and largest city.

Panama hats

Crops
Beans, maize, and potatoes are the mam crops
grown in the Andes. Bananas, cocoa beans,
rice, coffee, oranges, and wheat are cultivated
on the coast, moscly for export. Roses,
carnations, gladioli, and statice (sea
lavender) are grown for markets.

Bold rug designs, ofon with
an animal th~m~. are wovrn
from hom~spun woolfibr~.

PERU FACTS

Peru

CAPITAL Cin' Lima

U

Four h undred years ago,
Peru was at the heart of
the Inca Empire, ruins of which
still survive high in the Andes.
T he counrry has great mineral
resources, yet most Peruvians are
poor farmers, growing potatoes,
maize, rice, and cereals for their
own use, and conon and coffee
for export. Political terrorism by
the Maoist Shining Path group has
forced military rule in some areas.

AREA 1,285,220 sq km (496,223 sq miles)
POPULATION 25,700,000
MAIN lANGUAGES Spanish,
Q uechua, Aymara
MAJOR RELIGION Christian
C URRENCY N uevo sol (new sol)

Machu Picchu
Peru's greatest tourist attraction is the ruined
Inca city of Machu Picchu in the Andes. The ruins,
hidden by dense forest vegetation, were discovered in
1911, when American archaeologist Hiram Bingham
stumbled upon them, almost by accident. The ruins
are made of stone and were built without mortar.

People

Railways
Peru has two unconnected railway networks the Central and Southern Railroads - both of
which go from the coast to the highlands. A
branch of the Central Railroad linking Lima
and Huancayo in the Andes reaches 4,818 m
(I 5,806 ft) above sea-level, making it the
highest standard-gauge line in the world.

-
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O riginally made in the 1800s
in Ecuador, to protect the heads
of travellers, panama hats are
constructed from the fibres of the
toquilla plant. A panama can be
rolled up for packing - a good one
will pass through a finger ring.

FARM ING

F ISH ING
INDUST RY

About half of
Peruvians are Native
American, and onethird are m~stizo. The
most populated areas
are the highlands and
the coastal plain. Only
five per cent of people
live in the remote
Amazon Basin areas,
including 70 Native
American groups.

INCAS

Mining
Peru is a leading producer
of copper, lead, tungsten.
silver, and zinc and has
reserves of gold, iron
ore, and oil. Howev~r.
low world mineral
prices and industrial
problems have badly
affected mining.
Opencast lead
mine in the Andes

Jivaro man
NATIVE
AM ERICANS

O IL

Fishing
The cold waters
of the Peru coastal
current bring rich nutrients
that attract large numbers of pilchards, sardines, runa, and other fish,
making fishing a major industry in Peru. However, every few years, the
arrival of the El Nino current raises the temperature of the water driving
away the fish and causing great hardship to the fishermen.

PAC IFIC
O CEAN

ROC I\.S AND
MIN ERALS

SOUTH AM ERICA,
H ISTORY O F

TEXTILES
AN D WEAVI NG

TRAINS AND
RAI LWAYS

VO LCANOES

EDDINGTON, ART H UR see SUN AN D SOLAR SYSTEM

EDISON,

\)

Early life

THOMAS

Edison was born in I 847
in a small town in Ohio,
USA. His teachers thought
he was stupid, so his mother
taught him herself, inspiring
his interest in science. In
1869, after moving to
New York, he improved
the "ticker", a machine
for relaying information
about the stock market. The
machine earned him $40.000.

O NE OF THE GREATEST INVENTORS of all time, T homas

Alva Edison produced a number of inven tions that
changed the world - electric lighting, sound recording,
and an early form of m oving pictures, among many
others. He had little formal schooling, but he was fascinated by
science. He worked extremely hard, and would spend days,
months, or even years experimenting in order to make
something work. H e often slept fully clothed on
one of his worktables, so that he could start
work again firs t thing in the m orning.

Organ, for

Menlo Park
In 1876, using the money from his stock
"ticker", Edison built an "invention
factory" at Menlo Park, 39 km (24 m iles)
fro m N ew York C ity. T his barn-like twostorey building was the world's first
research laboratory, where a staff of
scientists helped Edison to develop his
ideas into devices that actually worked.
In the six years that Edison worked at
Menlo Park, he patented more than 400
different inventions.

Research work
At Menlo Park,
Edison would come
up with rough ideas
and sketches. These
would be refined, built,
and tested by his
assistants. They ofren had to
build inventions again and
again to find out why they did not
work. Edison, when asked about his
success, stressed the importance of
these setbacks. "I failed my way to
success," he said .

Carbon
filammt

Electric light
Perhaps Edison's most important
invention was the electric lightbulb.
H e saw that a bulb with a glowing
thread or fi lam ent would work,
using little electricity. It took him
thousands of experiments before he
discovered that the best material for
the filament was carbonized cotton
thread. British scientist Joseph Swan
(1828- 19 14) invented a lightb ulb at
the same time as Edison, and the
two men later joined forces.

Bmch contains
and
oth~r scientific
ch~micals

Edison
watch~s to su
how strongly th~ bulb glows.

Other inventions

~quipmmt.

R~cording

Edison patented 1,093 inventions
in his lifetime. H e helped make
the first successful typewriter, a
dictating machine,
and an improved
telephone mouthpiece.
He came close to inventing
radio, and predicted the
use of atomic power.

cylindrr

Edison's phonograph
Patent drawing for
the light bulb

Carbon
filammt
Swan's electric
lightbulb

Phonograph
The phonograph, a device
for recording and
playing back sounds,
was Edison's favourite
invention. He sketched
the machine and gave it
to an assistant to build. It
worked, but Edison did not
realize this because he had
poor hearing.

THOMAS EDISON
1847 Born, M ilan, Ohio, USA.
1869 Improves the "ticker", for
relaying prices on the stock market.
Recording
the voice

Kinetoscope

li
Edison's electric
lightbulb

E LECTRICITY

Mouthpi~c~

Lighting the city

In 1889, Edison invented
the kinetoscope. a
projector with a
peepshow-type viewer to
go with it. Ki netoscopes
were installed in special
viewing parlours in the
USA, and customers paid
to watch short films.

Having developed the lightbulb,
Edison went on to create a
complete electric lighting system,
powered by a central generator.
H is first power plant opened m
1882, serving 85 satisfied
customers. Soon, whole cities
were lit with electricity.
F ILM AND FI LMMAKING

INVENT IONS

PHYSICS

S CIENCE
H ISTORY OF

18...,6 Moves to Menlo Park.
1877 Creates the phuuugraph.
1877 Invents the carbon microphone,
for use in telephone mouthpieces.
1879 Patents the electric lightbulb.
1882 Power switched on at the Pearl
Street generating station, New York.
1883 Edison and Swan form an
electric company.
1889 Invents the kinetoscope.
1931 Dies, aged 84.

SoUND
RECORDING

T ECHNOLOGY
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EDUCATION

Early education

and progress, each
generation must pass its knowledge, skills, and values
on to the next. This process is called education.
Passing on knowledge is so vital that most countries have
established formal systems of education for teaching
children, by sending them to schools and colleges.
Throughout our lives we are also educated informally,
\
by parents, friends, or the media. Education provides
\
society with doctors, teachers, and scientists; gives
industry a capable workforce; and helps maintain law
and order by instructing people in social values.
FOR A SOCIETY TO SURVIVE
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Teacher and pupil. RomanoGermanic period
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Some theories state that people learn
by practice; others, that pupils must
work things out themselves in order to
learn; and some suggest that pupils
leatn by fo llowing their emotional
needs and acquiring the skills and
knowledge to fulfil them. Most people
probably learn in all three ways.

Types of education
D iffe rent types of education cater for d ifferent
needs. The best-known example is the general
ed ucation that schools and colleges provide, in
subjects such as reading, writing, and arithmetic.
Vocational
Vocational education prepares
people for specific jobs; it is
available through courses at
school, or training at
specific coUeges. Skills or
crafts are also passed
on informallv.
perhaps from parent
to child, when a trade
is passed on from one
generation to the next.

The child learns basic
arithmetic skills by creative
play with special, threedimensional equipment.

The Montessori system
of education stresses
that every child wants
to learn. Children freely
choose for themselves
what and when to study.

Adult education
Adult education is for those
who, although not full-time
students, choose to continue
an aspect of their education,
or learn something new.
The courses keep adults
up-to-date, improve job
prospects, and bring
new interesrs.

Multiplication board

Socialization

Tabk mann~rs ar~
a karnt form of
social b~haviour.

T he fi rst form of education a child
receives starts from birth, by h is or her
immed iate carers. Known as socializat ion,
it includes nor only learning such basic
skills as speaking, but also teaches the child
how society expects that he or she should
behave. T he child learns from instruction,
and by imitating others. Socialization
also rakes place at school, and through
cultural influences such as television.

Maria Montessori
The Italian educationist
Maria Montessori (1 8701952) developed teaching
methods that encouraged
children to work things
out for themselves through
practical activity. rather
than simply obeying
instructions. She developed
her ideas while working with
children with learning difficulties.
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The ancient world
As happens today, education in the
ancient world reflected the state's
needs and anitudes. In warlike
Sparta, for example, education was
geared towards producing good
soldiers. Throughout the ancient
world and medieval Europe. women
and the poor did not have the same
acccess to education enjoyed by the
male, ruling classes.

Theories of education
3

••
••
••
(5 • •

numb~r

In prehisto ric rimes, elders taught children
the survival skills they needed , such as how
to hunt or make fire. As civilizations
developed and writing was invented, formal
institutions of learni ng- schools- were
created so that some people could learn to
read and write.

Learning computer skills

Special needs
~ealthy nations can afford
to provide some schools
where education is tailored
to the special needs of
certain children, such as the
physically challenged, or the
h ighly-gifred.

Timeline
c.3 500 BC Sumerians
invent writing.
3 rd century BC Greek
thinker Plato (427BC347BC) proposes that
education should be
run by the state.

-

•

l 524 German priest Martin
Luther (1483-1546) advocates
education be made available for
all, so that everyone is able to
read the Bible.
1762 French philosopher Jean
Jacques Rousseau (1712-1778)
argues education should
prepare children to be adulrs.
CRIME

SCHOOLS
AND COLLEGES

1763 Prussians introduce
compulsory schooling
from the ages of 5 to 13.
1899 US educator John
Dewey (1 859-1952)
publishes School and
Soci~ty. an influential
analysis of the social
function of education.

SociETIES

1945 World War II ends:
with the desire to build a
bener world, many
counuies reform school
systems to make secondary
education available to all.
1990s Education is fully
recognized as vital to social
and economic growth.

TRADE AND
I NDUST RY

WRIT ING

EDWARD l see CASTLES • EELS see MIGRATION ANIMAL

Types of egg

EGGS
from earthworms
and insects to fish and birds, reproduce by
laying eggs. An egg is a single living cell
complete with a supply of food. After the egg
is laid, the cell starts to divide, and gradually a young animal's
body takes shape. When the animal is ready to start life in
the world outside, it breaks out of the egg, or hatches.
There is a great variety of eggs -large and small, with
shells and without. Some animals lay just a few eggs each
time and look after them carefully. Others lay thousands or
millions of eggs and leave them to develop on their own.
MANY KINDS OF ANIMAL,

Some eggs are so small that they can be seen
only under a microscope; others are as big and
heavy as a coconut. Animals that live in water
usually lay jelly-like eggs. Animals that live on
land, such as insects, reptiles, and birds, lay
eggs with a hard or leathery shell. The shell
helps to stop an egg d rying our.

Packages
When cockroaches
and praying mantises
lay their eggs. they surround them
with a special froth. The froth drie~
and hardens, forming a package like
a tiny purse. This package protects
the eggs. and the female carries it
around on the end of her abdomen
until the eggs are ready to hatch.

contams
/6 t'g[.S.

Mermaids' purses
Eggs in strings
Eggs without a shell
Frogs' eggs do not have
a shell. Instead, mey are
surrounded by a layer of
jelly. The jelly swells up
when the eggs are laid,
forming a floating mass
that can be more than
30 em (12 in) across.

The common road lays
eggs like those of frogs, bur
mey are laid in strings up
to 3 m (I 0 fr) long. As me
female lavs the eggs, she
winds them around
underwater plants. The
tadpoles hatch after about
rwo weeks.

Egg development
After an egg has been laid, a
young animal starts to
develop inside it. With some
insects, such as the housefly, this can rake less than a
day, bur with birds it may
rake more than a monrh.
Eggs develop more quickly
if they are warm, and most
birds keep their eggs warm
by sitting on them . This is
called incubation.

Leopard gecko's egg
American robin's egg

Leathery eggs
Lizards and many other
reptiles have eggs with a
leathery shell. Unlike
amphibians, reptiles can lay
meir eggs in dry places,
because the shell helps keep
the inside of the egg moist.

Chalky eggs

Leatherhead's egg
The shell around
birds' eggs is reinforced with a substance
like chalk. To hatch, most young birds
peck open their shell, bur some kick
their way out.

Development of a bird's egg
A bird's egg is divided into rwo main areas - the white and the yolk.
The white is made of a substance called albumen It stores water and
cushions the developing chick from any sudden jolts. The yolk
contains a store of food, which the chick uses up as it develops.

Shark~ lav some of me most unusual
eggs. Instead of being round. their
eggs can be Aat, or even spiral.
Dogfish, which are
small sharks, lay eggs
called "mermaids' purses".
These have long tendrils
wim which the
dogfish anchors
the eggs to
underwater
plants.

Egg clutches
Some animals, such as queen termites, lay
a steady stream of eggs, bur most animals
produce eggs in groups called clutches. The
number of eggs in a dutch is closely linked
to their size. For example, a wandering
albarrosc; has very big eggs, bur ir produces
only one egg every two years. By contrast,
a sunfish has tiny eggs, bur ir releases
millions each rim e ir breeds.
Wandering
albatross

When the egg has just been
laid, the part that will become
the chick looks like a tiny pale
spot. It lies on the upper surface
of the volk.

1

Mallee fowl

Wimin a day, cells in the spot
start to divide to form an
embrvo. A nerwork of blood
vessels fans our over the volk and
supplies the embrvo with food.

2

G iant clam
1,000.000,000

I
~

Mouth-

4

Instead of sitting on its eggs. me
Three da\s after the egg was
After se"en da\S, the embrvo
Australian mallee fowl buries them in
laid, the embrvo is growing
has become a chick, and a
a huge compost heap that it makes
fast. Its eves start to form, and
special bag has formed to collect its
octopus
out of dead leaves. Heat from the
tinv buds grow that will soon
waste. In three weeks. the chick's
I 50,000 Queen wasp
giant heap keeps me eggs warm.
______________________________d_ev
_ e_Io_p__
in_t_
o _w_i_
ng~s_an
__d_I_e~_s_.________
J _ev_e_Io_p_m_e_n_t _w_ii_I_b_e_co_ m
__
p_Ie_te_.____________________ 20,000

3

ANIMAL
BEHAVIOLR

B IRDS

F ISH

FROGS
\NO TOADS

}"SECTS

M.-\\1\fALS

NESTS A-..;D
Bl' RRO\XS

R FPTILES

Common
pheasant
8- 15
Earwig
100
SHARKS
AN D RAYS
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Eggs
Non-passerine birds

Jamaican tody eggs are
almost spherical and have
an extremely thin shell.
Black shouldered kite
eggs often have marks
concentrated at one end

Guira cuckoo eggs are,
unusuallv for cuckoos,
incubated by the parents.

,•

'

,.. .

Common
guillemot
eggs are
sharplv
pointed.

•.

Limpkin eggs are camoutlaged to blend
in with dead leaves of waterside plants .

,: .

~

Nacunda nightjar eggs
have brown blotches.

Prairie chicken lavs up
16 eggs in each dutch.

to

Southern cassowary eggs have a gramv
surface created bv raised bumps.

Manila n ightjar lays its
eggs on bare ground.

Elegant tinamou eggs
have a glossv sheen.

O live sun bird eggs have a distinctive ring of marks.
Yellow-streaked
greenbul eggs have
sparse markings
formed just before
the egg is laid.

Ceui's warbler
eggs are
reddish-brown
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Bokmakierie
egg' are blue
with red spots.

Cape crow eggs have
a large amount of red
spots or speckles on them.

Paradise riflebird
eggs have dark
streaks that look
like brush marks.

Scarlet min ivet
eggs have
variable
panerns.

Black-headed weaver eggs
are laid inside a woven nest

Black-capped
mockingrhrush's
eggs are monied
with red spots.

BI.J.ckand
yellow
grosbeak's
eggs have
streaks that
mav help to
break up
the outline.

EGYPT see AFRICA, EAST

EGYPT,

ANCIENT

ago, the great
civilization of ancient Egypt grew up
on the banks of the River Nile. It lasted
virtually unchanged for 3,000 years.
During this time the Egyptians built the first large
stone buildings, invented one of the earliest forms
of writing, and created a cult of the dead unlike
anything known in any other culture. This cult
involved preserving dead bodies, and burying them
\Vith their possessions. As a result, people today
know a great deal about the ancient Egyptians.
ABOUT 5,000 YEARS

The River Nile was the lifeblood
of the whole region. Every year the
river flooded, depositing dark silt
on the banks. This silt made the
soil fertile and, because of this,
most Egyptians lived by the river.
When the Nile flooded and work
in the fields was impossible, many
people helped on the great royal
building projects, such as the
Great Pyramid at Giza.

Pomegranate

Crops
The Egyptians cultivated wheat and
barley, from which they made bread
and brewed beer. T he hot climate
also allowed them to grow many
different kinds of fruit, including
figs. dates, pomegranates, and grapes.

Egyptian travelling
boat, c.lOOO BC

(

Tilling the soil
Egyptian farmers used a
lightweight plough pulled
bv oxen. The plough had
a wooden blade and a
handle so that the farmer
could steer it, and was
effective enough to cut
a furrow in the light
Egyptian soil.

3,000-year-o/d brt'ad
found in a tomb

River Nile

Models of everyday activities,
such as tilling the soil, were
-....... often found in tombs.

Thebes

Sailing boats
RiverNik

Egyptian farmer,
c.lOOO BC

~

Ev:tentof
floodplain

Pharaohs
Ancient Egypt was ruled by kings
called pharaohs. The pharaohs had
absolute power, and the Egyptians
believed that they joined the gods
in the next world when they died.
For this reason, the Egyptians rook
special care when burying their
pharaohs, mummifying them and
building splendid tombs.
Pharaoh's court
A pharaoh was surrounded by officials, high
priests, and ambassadors, all of whom helped
him run the kingdom. The court was also the
home of enrenainers and the women of the royal
harem. The pharaoh and couniers lived in great
luxury. They took pride in their appearance,
dressing in fine linen. The women used black
eye make-up. and had elaborate hairstyles.
Comb and

Rameses II
Rameses II (r.I 304-ll37 BC)
was famous for his military
campaigns and great build ing
projects. H e defended
Egypt against the
Hittites, signing a
peace treaty with
them. His many
buildings
included the
morruarv
complex at
Thebes on

The Nile was rhe main highway of Egypt.
Wooden boats carried passengers and heavy
cargo up and down the river Water transport
was espcciallv useful for heavy loads such as
stones for the pyramids. Egvptian boat-builders
were among the first to arrach sails to their craft.

Gods
The Egyptians
believed in many
different gods. Some
were local gods, who
represented each
district of Egypt.
Others had more
general powers, such
as Thoth, the god of
wisdom

Anubis,
the god
of death

Amun-re.
king of
rhe gods

Osiris. the
god of the
underworld

Bast,
the cat
goddess

Temples
N ile, and
the Abu
Simbel
temple.

Wint' j ar matk
fromfoimct'
(tkcoraud and
gla:ud earthmwttrt')

Karnak at Thebes was the greatest of
the Egyptian temples. Temples were
run bv priests, who maintained rhe
building and left offerings for the
gods. The most imponant temples had
large estates and rich treasuries,
so high priests were very powerfuL

Timeline
3000 BC Ancient
Egyptian civilization begins; earlv
Dvnastic Period.
The two kingdoms
of Upper and
Lower Egvpt are
united under
Narmer.

2650 BC Step Pyramid
of Zoser is built at
Saqqara. It is the first
pvramid and the first
large-scale stone structure.

2500s BC Largest
of rhe pyramids
is built for
Khufu at Giza.

2100 BC Middle
Kingdom begins.
Funerary (fu neral)
customs spread
from royalty to
other classes.

Saqqara
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Mummification
Ancient Egyptians believed in life after
death. They rhoughr rhar people had a
spirit as well as a body, and rhar for rhe
person ro live in rhe nexr world, rhe spirit
had robe reunited wirh rhe body. They
therefore preserved rhe body of rhe dead
person in rhe form of a mummv.

Book of the Dead

Making a mummy

This is a series of prayers, written on papyrus, that were
meant to help rhe dead person travel to the next world.

The Egyptians fust removed the
organs. and dried out the body
with natron. They filled the bodv
with sawdust or dry leaves, then
wrapped the body in bandages.

Plate to cover the Embalming
cut in the body
tools

Mummy cases
The Egyptians placed the mummy inside a coffin or
case, and put a cover on top. By the time of the Middle
Kingdom (c.21 00-1 )50 BC), thev used two coffins to give
added protection from tomb robbers and animals. The
coffins were decorated wirh writing, images of the gods.
and sacred .amulets, or lucky charms.

/
The Weighing of the H eart Thoth, the god of wisdom,
writes details of the person's
ceremony where the dead
person is judged by the gods. actions when alive.

I

DtSh of natron, a
natural salt used to
dry out the body.

The body s organs were placed
in containers called Canopic jars.

Unwrapped mummy,
showing how well
pre<;erved the body is.

Writing

Daily life

Ancient Egyptians developed a complex sysrem of
writing, called hieroglyphics, in which simple pictures
represented objects. Some pictures also stood for letters.
Ideas rhar were roo
Hieroglvphs and hieratic script
complicated ro be
Hieroglyphs were slow to write, so the
shown by one
Egyptians used them mainlv for sacred texts
picture were
and tomb carvings. Thev used another, faster
script, called hieratic. for business and
written as groups
literary rexrs. Larer, thev imented a third
of hieroglyphs.

For most Egyptians, life consisted of hard work in rhe fields, and
on the great building projects. They are mainly vegetables and
bread, and drank beer. High officials and royal
courtiers lived a much more leisurely life.

script, called demotic

Hieratic script 1

Hieroglyphs

. . . . ,_ Royal door plate
inscribed with the
name ofAmenhotep.

Chisel
Carpenter's saw

Rosetta Stone
Houses

For hundreds of years, no one could read
hieroglvphs. Then, in 1799. a stone slab
called rhe Rosetta Stone was discovered.
It contained the same text in hieroglvphs,
demotic, and Greek. Scholars could read
and understand Greek, so they could
work out fhe meaning of the hieroglvphs.

1550 BC New
Kingdom founded.
Height of Egyptian
civilization.
1503- 1482 BC Reign
of Queen Hatshepsut.
She sends expeditions
to rhe mysterious land
of Punt to buy incense.

I r9-63 BC Reign
of Akhenaten. This
pharaoh, with his
queen. Neterciri,
encour.ages realistic
art, and changes
Egyptian religion by
banning all gods
except the sun god.
Nefen iti
B UILDING AN D
CONSTRUCTION
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Ancient Egyptians built houses ot sun-dried
mud-bricks. They covered the walls with
smooth plaster. Small, high windows let in
the breeze, but kept out the sun. The house
pictured above belonged to a royal official,
and had a garden with fruir trees.

1363-52

Most ancient Egyptians worked at
producing their own food. Others
were craft workers, making items for
rhe home from wood, pottery. and
metal. Their rools. such as saws and
chisels, were very similar to the hand
rools used bv crahworkers todav.

1304-1237

BC

fARM I'\G,
HISTORY OF

BC

Reign of Rameses II.
who builds Abu
Simbel.

Brief reign of
Tutankharnun, who
restored the old
gods but is most
famous for rhe
riches discovered
in his tomb.

30

BC Dearh of
Cleopatra VII; rhe
Romans take over.

Tutankhamun

GODS A'\D
GODDESSES

HITTITES

Abu Simbel
PYRAMID~

WRITING

Ancient Egyptian amulets
Funerary amulets

Set-square
amulets

Finger amulets were placed on
cuts made in rhe body during
embalming.

Steps amulet,
svmbolizing rhe srairs
on Osiris's rhrone.

Obsidian head-resr amulets,
used by ancient Egyptians
instead of pillows.

Canouches,
containing names
of rhe dead.

Winged-heart scarab,
made from fiience

Rising sun amulet,
made from carnelian

Shen amulet,
symbolizing
eternity

Scarabs, sacred dung beedes rhar
represented rebirth after death.
The Ankh, the
ancient Egyptian
symbol of life

Papyrus columns

Wedjat eyes, representing rhe eye of the god Horus,
were placed on mummies m protect rheir healrh.

~ons

of Horus amulets guarded the canopic jars, which held
rhe viral organs removed from a mummy.

Girdles amulets for protecting mummies

D jed pillars, amulets representing rhe backbone of Osiris,
were rhoughr m g1ve rhe mummy srrength afrer dearh.

Soul-bird amulet

Ushabti figures
Aah-mes, a
ckrk ofthe
works m the
Tempk of
Amnz

Seti I. the
father of
Ramest'S II

Patnted
ltmt'Stone

Calate
(ala baster)

containing
Seti J's name.

Egyptiam
believed that
ushabtis came to
lifo to work for
the mummy in
'-. the afierlifo

Aah-mes
Rensenb

Faimce

Pharaoh Seti I

Heteti

Unnamed ushabri

Mummy with amulets

Pharaoh Merenptah
Ushabtt figure
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EHRILCH, PAUL see D RUGS

EINSTEIN' ALBERT

Early life

a scientific genius who
changed the way we view our universe. In 1905,
he united space and time in one mathematical
description. Ten years later he proposed a complete theory of gravity
that explained how the universe works, relating mass and energy in
the famous equation E = mc2. Many people doubted his theories,
but later investigation has since proved Einstein's theories
to have been correct. As well as transforming
Light b~am
Train acts as •tight clock"- th~
Light
snzt by droic~ bounc~s off tim~ taknz by light, moving at
the science of physics, Einstein's work paved
on floor.
mirror on
constant spud, to go along train,
the way for the creation of nuclear weapons.
\ c~iling. acts as on~ lick" ofth~ clock.
ALBERT EINSTEIN WAS

/

Special Theory of Relativity
In the early 1900s, Einstein developed the Special Theory
of Relativity. This says that time is relative: it passes
differently for individuals, depending on how fast or slowly
they move. The faster anything travels, the
slower time seems to pass. If one person
travels into space close t6 the speed of light
and another stays on Earth, time passes
slower for the person in space. On their
Light ~mitt~d
return, the person on Earth will be older.
from droiu on floor

n~utron

These lmes
represent
p~aks and
troughs in
gravitiorul
waz•es.

The twin stars
make a double~
dent in spacetime.

Woman s~~s
long "tick".

Moving docks
According to the special
theory, time measured by
a moving clock will run
slower than if measured
by a stationary clock. This
can be demonstrated by
light beams carried on a
train travelling at nearly
the speed of light. A
person on the train sees
the light travel a short
distance; an observer on
the platform sees it travel
further because of the
train's movement.

------ Train has mov~d still
Train has mov~d forward by
forth~r by tim~ light b~am
tim~ light b~am hits mirror.
hits tkuctor on floor.

General Theory of Relativity

This light represents a
star

This light
represmts a pulsar.

Man obs~rv~s
short"tick·

Train app~ars
stationary to
man insilk.

Einstein was born in
Ulrn, Germany, and
studied in Swirzerland
before graduating from
Zurich's Institute of
Technology in 1900.
He did not fit in at
school because he
asked many difficult
questions, and could get
no work until he found
a job in the Parent
O ffice in Bern in 1902.

Einstein developed the General T heory of
Relativity that explained gravity and the nature
of space. He explained that as light travels the
shortest path through space, when it bends
space must be curved. Planers that travel round
the Sun are thus following as straight a path as
possible through curved space.

Making waves
Stars in a binary pulsar rotate
round each other. As they move,
they make waves in space. T he
waves carry energy from the
stars, causing the stars to slow
down as they lose energy. The
rate that a pulsar slows in its
orbit exactly matches Einstein's
theorv, though the first pulsar
was not discovered until 1968.

Ripples in space
Einstein's theory predicted that objects jiggling
around in space - such as two stars in a binary
pulsar system - would make ripples in space.
These ripples can be detected as gravitational
waves. Subsequent experiments have proved
Einstein's rheory correa.

·Stars rotate anti-clodrn ise

Mileva Einstein
Einstein married his first wife
Mileva, a m.uhemarician and
scientist in 1903. They had a
daughter and two sons. Mileva
worked closely with her husband
and helped with his research,
though to what degree she intluenced his work is unknown.
They were divorced in 1919.

Mileva and her son Hans Alben
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N eutron star moves
around pulsar.

Political life

Stars continuously
swap places.

ALBERT EINSTEIN

The bomb

In 1933, Einstein moved
to America to avoid
Nazi persecution as a
Jew, and campaigned
for a j ewish state.
H e realized that his
theo ries made possible
the creation of
n uclear weapons,
bur campaigned against such weapons after
World War II. In 1952, he was offe red the
presidency of Israel, but declined the offer

-

Stars' positions change in
relation to observer.

In the late 1930s, Einstein
feared that Nazi Germany would
use nuclear weapons in war, so he
wrote to US president Franklin D.
Roosevelt in 1939. urging the
L.;SA to begin constructing atomic
weapons to counter this threat.

1879 Born in Ulm, Germany.
1896-1900 Studies at Institute of
Technology, Zurich, Switzerland.
1902-9 Works in Patent O ffice,
Bern, Switzerland.
1905 O btains doctorate; writes
Special Theory of Relativity.
1914 Moves to Berlin.
191 5 Writes General Theory of
Relativity.
192 1 Awarded Nobel Prize for
Physics.

Explosion of atomic bomb

1933 Moves to the USA
1952 Offered presidency of Israel.

I

N UC LEAR POW'ER

PHYSICS

SciEN CE,
HISTORY O F

WORLD WAR II

1955 Dies in Princeton, USA.

ELASl iCITY see SOLIDS • ELEANOR OF AQffiTAINE see MEDIEVAL EUROPE

ELECTRICITY

Electric current

Electric circuit

A FLASH OF LIGHTNING is
striking evidence of the
Ammeter
invisible energy called
measures
current from
electricity. This
battery.
energy ts produced by
the movement of
electrons - tiny particles
found in atoms of
matter. Every electron
carries an identical
negative electric "charge".
When electric charge builds
Bulb in paralkl ____..--'
up in one place, it is called
gets the foil
static electricity. If the charge voltage and
glows brightly.
flows from place to place, it
is called current electricity.

The path around which current electricity
flows is called a circuit. In the circuit
shown here, electricity from the battery
lights the bulbs. Two bulbs connected one
after the other are described as being "i n
series". Bulbs in separate branches of the
circuit are said to
be "in parallel".

Most of the electricity used in homes and factories
is produced by devices called generators. Inside a
generator, coils of wire spin rapidly in a magnetic
field . The magnetism moves electrons through the
wire, creating an electric current. In this simple
version, bar magnets produce the magnetic field.
Coil of wire wrapped
around woodm block

Ekctrical

Lighming
A tremendous charge of
static electricity builds up
inside a storm cloud. A flash
of lightning occurs when this
charge is suddenlv released as
a powerful electric current.

Steel is a good conductor.

Plastic blocks current.

Conductors

Insulators

Current can flow only
through materials called
conductors, whose
electrons are bound
loosely to their atoms
and can be moved easily
through the material.

Current cannot flow
through insulators.
The electrons in an
insulator are bound
firmlv to their atoms
and cannot move
through the material.

Michael Faraday
In 1831. the English scientist
M ichael Faraday (1791-1867)
built the first generator after
noticing that moving a magnet
in and out of a wire coil made a
current tlow through the wire.
Faraday also invented the
electric motor and pioneered
electrolysis (using electricity
to break down substances).

-

A CIDS AND
ALKALIS

\

chloride hiiiiE:::'3~:=::::..~
paste
Carbon
rod
Zinc

casing ..-1'Tilil~fW~MI

Electric current produced by
generators in power starions
reaches consumers via Lables
buried underground or carried
by tall towers called pvlons. The
current alternates, which means
that it changes direction many
times each second. A barrery
produces direct current, which
flows in one direction only.

Electricity in the home
circuit

Wall

Meter records -.....--IBr.u
how much
electricity is
consumed.

500s BC The ancient
Greeks discover
static electricity
when they notice
that amber (fos~ili1ed
tree sap) anracts
small objects if
Charged amber
rubbed with wool.
au racting feather

•

Spinning the
coil generates

socket

Timeline

A mmonium \

Electricity supply

Simple
electricity
generator

Circuit breakers
cut offthe
electricity if
the voltage gets
dangerously high.

-

Positive terminal ( +)

Rubbing two materials together can transfer electrons
from o ne material to the orher. A material that loses
electrons gains a positive charge of static electricity, and
a material that gains electrons gets a negative charge.

Bar

Insulation

"""' Ekctrons flow from
negative charge to positive.

A battery is a source
of electric current.
A chemical reaction
between materials in
the battery separates
electrons from their
atoms. The battery"s
e.m.f makes electrons
flow out of the
negative terminal,
around a circuit,
and back to the
positive terminal.

Voltmeter - - - - -.:!>measures voltage
ofcurrent.

I

~

Battery

Generator

A positivelv charged balloon attracts
electrons to the surface of nearby hairs,
giving them a negative charge. Opposite
charges attract, so the hairs are pulled
towards the balloon. Charges of the
same type repel (push each other awav).

M etal wir\

_., Bulbs in series have
to share the voltage,
so they glow dimly.

Static electricity

Attracting and repelling

Electrons pushed through the wires
of a circuit form an electric current
The push on the electrons is called
electromotive force (e.m.f). Voltage
is a measure of e.m.£ The greater
the voltage, me more current flows
through the circuit.

1752 American scientist
and politician Benjamin
Franklin proves that
lightning is an electrical
phenomenon.

Separate circuits in the home
supplv different voltages for
different purposes. An electrical
appliance takes power from the
circuits through a plug that firs
into a wall socket. The sockets
are linked to the ground outside
bv an eanh wire. If an elecuical
fault occurs, the current is
diverted safely into the ground.

183 1 American
physicist Joseph Henrv
and English Michael
Faraday independently
build "induction

I ~99 Italian phvsicist
Alessandro Volta

E LECTROMAGNETISM

Volta's battery
EN ERGY

fRI CTION

1868 French chemist
Georges Ledanche
invents the Leclanche cell,
rne forerunner of modern
zinc-carbon batteries.
1897 English phvsicist
Joseph John Thomson
discovers the electron.

MAGNETISM

S TORMS
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ELECTROLYMS see C H EMIST RY • ELECT ROMAGNET IC SPECTRUM see X-RAYS AND ELECTROMAGN ETIC SPECTRUM

ELECTROMAGNETISM
an
invisible force turns the drum of a
washing machine 1,600 times every
second. This force is called
electromagnetism. It is a form of magnetism
produced by electricity. When an electric current
flows through a wire, it produces a magnetic
field around the wire. Making the wire into a
coil increases the strength of the magnetic effect.
Winding the coil around an iron bar makes the
magnetism even stronger. Any device that exerts
electromagnetic forces is called an electromagnet.

Compasses show
magnetic field
around coil--..__

AT THI:. FLICK OF A SWIT CH,

Steel casing\

Coils of wire

Permanent magnets

Iron cort'

Spindk

Termmal

Electric motor
Inside an electric motor are wire coils
surrounded by permanent magnets.
Electricity flowing through the wire
produces a magnetic field around each
coil. T he magnetism of rhe coils
interacts with the magnetic fields of
the permanent magnets. They push
and pull on each other, making the
coils rotate. T his movement is used to
drive machines such as electric drills.

Electromagnet

Clamp ho/dmg
iron bar

Solenoid
A coil of current-carrying wire
forms a type of electromagnet
called a solenoid. The magnetic
field around the coil is the same
as that around an ordinarv bar
magnet. The field's strength
depends on the number of turns
in the coil and the amount of
current flowing through the wire.

Steel paper clips _ _ _ ,-,
cling to the
ekctromagnu.

Most electromagnets
Disconnecting
consist of a coil of wire
the battery
wrapped around an iron
switcht's off the
bar. When an electric
ekctromagnus
Scrapyard electromagnet
magnuic field.
current flows through
Waste metal is moved around a
the wire, a magnetic
scrapyard by a crane carrying a
field forms around the
huge electromagnet. When the
electromagnet is switched on,
electromagnet. The
it picks up metal scraps
magnetism can be
containing iron. The metal is
swi tched off by
moved to a different place and
disconnecting the
dropped
by switching
Ii===~;:::::::::;=;;~~~ then
off the
electromagnet.
electricity supply.

Uses of electromagnetism
Some electrical appliances contain electric
motors that use electromagnetism to
prod uce movement. Bur electromagnetism
is also used in many other ways, such as to
make sound or detect hidden objects.

Electric drill
An electric drill can
quickly make a hole
in wood, stone, and
even some metals.
Inside the body of the
machine, gears
harness the rotation
of a powerful electric
motor to drive the
drill at high speed.
A cooling fan
prevents the drill
from overheating.

Hans Christian Oersted
The Danish physicist Hans Christian Oersted
(1777-18 51) discovered
electromagnetism in 1820. He
placed a compass near a wire
carrying an electric current and
noticed that the compass needle
was detlected and no longer
pointed north. Oersted
realized that the current
had produced a magnetic
field around the wire.
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Loudspeaker
A loudspeaker contains a
paper or plastic cone that
vibrates and creates sound
waves in the air around it.
The cone is arrached to a
wire coil surrounded bv a
permanent magnet. The
magnetic fields of the
cotl and the magnet
interact. This causes the
coil to move rapidly to and
fro, making the cone vi brate.

T imeline
1799 italian phvsicisr Alessandro
Volta iments the battery, which
allows scientists to experiment
with electric currents.
1820 Oersted's discovery of
electromagnetism opens the wav
for the development of the electric
motor and the electromagnet.

-

E LECT RJCITY

Cone vibratt's as
electricity flows
through coil.

Metal detector

Transformer

Inside the walk-through arch
of an airport metal detector are
large coils of wire carrying an
electric current. Any person
who walks under the arch
passes through the magnetic
field produced by the coils. A
hidden metal object will affect
the strength of the field and
trigger an alarm.

Manv electrical devices use a
transformer to alter the voltage
of an electrical supply. Inside a
transformer are two wire coils.
When a varving current tlows
through one coil, it produces a
varving magnetic field. This
field causes an electric current
to tlow through the second
coil, but at a different voltage.

1821 English
scientist Michael
Faradav makes an
electric motor, in
which a currentcarrying wire
rotates around
the pole of a
Faradav's
magnet. It has
electric motor no practical use.
ENGI NES
Al" 'D MOTORS

fORCE AND
\10 TION

------------------------------------

Sturgeon's electromagnet
1828 English scientist
W illiam Sturgeon builds
the fi rst electromagneta coil of wire around an
insulated iron bar.

MAG:-.:ETISM

1883 Croatian-born
phvsicist Nikola Tesla
invents the "induction
motor" - the first
practical motor.
1885 American
engineer W illiam
Stanley invents the
transformer.

MACHINES

SOUND

ELECTRON SH ELLS see ATOMS AND MOLECULES • ELECfRONIC NAVIGATION see NAVIGATION

Circuit board

ELECTRONICS
is rapidly changing
our world: whether we are at home, at work, or out
shopping, we are surrounded by electronic machines
and equipment. Electronics involves using devices
called components to control electric currents, which are flows of
tiny, electrically charged particles of matter called electrons. An
electronic circuit is an
arrangement of linked
components - such as
transistors and diodesthat manipulates current
in order to carry out a
specific task, such as adding
numbers in a calculator.
THE ELECTRONICS REVOLUTION

The components for an electronic device,
such as a radio, are arrached ro a circui r
board, which is a flar base wirh metal
tracks running along irs underside. The
components are secured to rhe tracks
using an alloy called solder. The tracks
link the components ro form a circuit.
Inductors are wire coils that
produce magnetic fields when
current passes through them,
creating a resistance that
restricts the flow of current.
Variable capacitors
can be adjusted to
store varying levels of
charge; in radios,
they are used to
select radio stations

----

Diodes allow electric current to pass
through them in one direction only.

•

Light Emitting Diodes (LEOs) glow when
current passes through them, and are used to
indicate that a device's power supply is on.

Variable resistors
allow the level
of current
flowing
through a
circuit to be
adjusted.

-

Radio circuit
board and
components
Resistors allow only a fixed amount of
electric current to flow through a circuit

Power
cables

Electrolytic capacitors

Capacitors are
components that store
electric charge; electrolytic
capacitors can store more
charge than ceramic ones.

Silicon
crystal

capacitors

Integrated circuits consist
of a plastic case containing
a complete circuit etched
on to a tinv silicon chip.

Semiconductors

Uses of electronics

T he element silicon is a type of material
called a semiconductor, because ir
conducts electricity only under certain
conditions. The properties of a
sem iconductor can be altered by adding
chemical impurities ro it in a process
called doping. Doped semiconductors
are used ro make diodes, transistors,
and many orher electronic components.

Electronic circuits are ei ther analogue or
digiral. Analogue circuits deal wirh
continuously varying electric currents,
such as television and radio signals.
D igiral circuits process information in
rhe form of thousands of on-off pulses of
electric current every second.

William Shockley
US physicist William Shockley
(1910-89) was part of a
three-man team that
invented the transistor in
1947. The transistor made
it possible to build tiny
electronic circuits and so
develop more compact
electronic devices.

Remote control
Pressing a button on the remote-control of a TVfor example, to change channels - makes an LED
flash pulses of infrared light to the TV set. The TV
set decodes the pulses and obeys the instruction.

Video-game console

Pocket calculator

_

CD-ROM
drive

Pins connect to circuit
board.

Silicon chip seakd
under metal cover

-

•

Transistors can be used to
amplify electrical signals (make
them stronger) or switch
circuits rapidly on and off.

Liquid crystal display

Microprocessors

casing

Manv electronic devicesinclud ing computers - are
controlled by circuits
• called microprocessors,
or "silicon chips". A
microprocessor is
made from a single slice
of doped semiconductor.
The circuit, which may
contain thousands of
components, can carry out
manv complex tasks.

COMPUTERS

ELECT RIC ITY

..
•••••
ooo••

•••••
•••••
,,.

Tekvision conrrols

-.....Liquid
crystal
display

--Timer and
clock controls
--Number keypad

Handset with
control keys

Calculator

Video game console

Video recorder
conrrols

A calculator's digital circuits split
up a calculation into a series of
simple steps, each of which is
performed at high speed.

Digital circuits inside the console
control the plav. The console sends
an analogue signal to a TV screen,
which displays a picrure of the game.

TV/VIdeo
remote co ntrol

E LEMENTS

IN FORMATION
TECHNOLOGY

M ETALS

T ELEPHONES

T ELECOMM UNICATIONS

VIDEO
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ELEMENTS

Elements in nature
Only a few of the naturally occu rring
elements can be found in their pure
state. Most elements combine, or
react, with orher elements to form more
complex substances called compounds.
Pure gold can be mined
directly from the ground
because it is unreactive
- that is, it does not
readily form compounds.

AN ELEMENT IS a substance
composed of only one type of
atom. Ele~ents are t?e most basic
substances In the Universe and
cannot be split into anything simpler. There are
109 elements - 91 of which occur naturally, and
18 of which can be made artificially. All life on
Earth is based on the element carbon, which is
vital to the functioning of living cells. Oxygen is
the most plentiful element on Earth. It occurs in
air, water, and even rocks.

Quartz rock is a
compound ofthe
elements silicon
and oxygen.

Gold
veins in

quanz
rock

Pure gold.

Allotropes

Groups of elements

Alkali metals

Just as the mem bers of a human family
share the same characteristics, there are
"fam ilies" of elements that have similar
properties. An element's chemical
properties are determined by the structure
of its atoms. Elements in the same group
have similar atomic structures.

Potassium (which is used in
fertilizers) and sodium (which
occurs in salt) are borh alkali
metals. All the elements in this
group are soft, extremely reactive
metals. They react violently or
even explosively with \\ater ro
form alkaline solutions.

It may seem difficult ro believe, bur hard,
sparkling diamond is made of the same
types of aroms as soft, black graphite.
Diamond and graphite are allotropes of carbon,
meaning that they are different physical forms of the
same element. T heir aroms Unk up in different wa}S
ro make them look and behave differenclv.
D iamond - - - consists of
carbon aroms
linked strongly
ro each other
in a rigid
framework.

Graphite
pencil

' . A t"a -

Only weak
bonds hold
sheets together.

~ f, f, ~
a
1

\

t ~~
1

I

Graphite is
made up of
sheetS of
carbon aroms
that can slide
over each
orher easilv.

Artificial elements
New elements can be created by
bombarding existing elements with
high-speed subatomic panicles in a
device called a particle accelerator.
Since 1937, scientists have made 18
new elements, some of which only
exist for a few millionths of a second.

Alkaline-eanh metals
Calcium and magnesium belong ro the
group of elements called the alkaline-earth
metals. They are so named because they
form alkaline solutions in water, and their
compounds occur widely in nature.
Calcium, for example, occurs in sea shells,
bones, teeth, milk, and chalk. Magnesium
occurs in the substance chlorophvll, which
plants u~e ro make food by phorosynthesis.

Reaction of potassium in water
Iron compounds,
are often
red, black,
or brown.

Compurer image of a particle accelerator collision

Hydrogen

..

C oloured
compounds of iron

Transition ·metals ·

fhe transitio~- metals are a large group of hard.
dense elements that conduct electricitY and heat
weU, form coloured compounds, and some of
whiLh (iron, Lobah, and niLkd) a1e mdguelic.
Other transition metals include copper. gold,
chromium, titanium, platinum, and tungsten.

Iodine

Bromine

Halogens
Swimming pools smell the way they do
because the halogen chlorine is pur in the
water ro kill germs. Compounds of
tluorine, another halogen, are pur in water
and toothpaste ro prevent rooth decay.
The halogens, which also include iodine,
bromine, and astatine, are all strongsmelling, highly reactive non-metals.
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Dmitri Mendeleyev
In 1869, the Russian chemist
Dmitri Mendeleyev (1834-1907)
devised a chart called the periodic
table, which classified the 63
elements then known into
different groups. He used rhe
table to predict the existence of
three new elements, all of which
were discm.ered a few years later.

Noble gases

Chlorine

A CIDS AND
ALKALIS

The element hvdrogen makes up 90 per
cent of all the maner in the Universe. It
was the first element ro form when the
Universe was created in the explosion
known as the Big Bang. Hvdrogen is a
tasteless. colourless. odourless, non-roxie
gas. It is the simplest of all the elements,
with aroms containing just one proron
orbited by a single electron. Hvdrogen
gives acids their acidic properties.

AIR

Multi-coloured street signs
often contain noble gases,
because each of these gases
glows a different colour when
electricirv flo"s through it.
Neon, for example, glows
red, helium yellow, and argon
blue. The noble gases are
unreactive non-metals that
rarelv form compounds.
A TOMS AND
MO LECULES

BIG BA~G

MATTER

M ETAlS

M IXTURES At...: D
COMPOUN DS

SKELETON

T EETH
AND JAWS

ELEPHANTS

Features of an elephant

THE AFRICAN AND ASIAN elephants are the
only two living species of a once much
larger family that was found on every
continent. The African elephant is the
largest land mammal, but despite its size and power
it is a gentle creature. Elephants are highly
Large
intelligent, very sociable animals, that live
ears
in close family units. The African and
Asian elephants are descended from
different ancestors; the Asian
elephant is more closely related
to the mammoth than to
the African elephant.

Everyrhing about an elephant is oversized. Its most
conspicuous feature is rhe long flexible trunk - an
elongation of the nose. The huge tusks are overgrown
incisor teeth. Besides hearing, the large ears are used as
a fan to cool rhe elephant. They also make the animal
appear larger than it really is, and spreading the ears helps
intimidate a rival or a potential enemy. Soft fatty cushions
on rhe underside of the feet spread as the elephant walks.

Tusks
Teeth
The elepham has onlv fou r
teeth, one in each q uarter of
the jaw. Each tooth is about
30 em (12 in) long. As one
wears down, another pushes
in from behind. This can
happen only six times, after
which the supply of teeth is
exhausted. Without teeth,
the elepham can no longer
ear, so dies of starvation.

Ivory is
motU into
carvings and trinkets.

Skin
The skin is very wrinkled. Deep
crevices increase the surface area
of the skin, and allow greater heat
loss. The crevices also help to trap
water which then takes longer to
evaporate, and helps to keep the
elepham cooler for longer.

Pads under
ncpand when
trodden on

T he elephant's trunk is highly flexible and
serves much rhe same fu nctions as a human
arm and hand. Ir combines grear srrengrh
with delicacy, and is so versatile that it can
pluck a single leaf as easily as ir
can lift a heavy log. Because rhe
elephant has a trunk it does not
need to lower irs head while feeding,
rhus allowing it to remain alert. The
trunk also allows rhe elephant to reach
high above irs head to browse on leaves
that are our of most other animals' reach.

The elephant's only
enemy is humans, who
kill them for their tusks.
In recem years, the
demand for ivory has led
to killing on a vast scale.
From I 979 to 1989, the
number of elephams
in Africa was
reduced from
1.3 million to
609,000.

A rusk is a specialized type of rooth,
growing from either side of the upper
jaw. Tusks are used mainly as tools
and weapons. The heaviest pair of
rusks ever recorded weighed I 02 kg
(225 lb) and I09 kg (240 lb). The
longest pair measured 3.35 m (I I ft)
and 3.5 m (I I ft 5 in) in length.

largefm

Trunk

Ivory trade

Tusks

Nostrils

Fingers

Located at the tip of the trunk, the depham's
nostrils can be raised high above its head, like
a periscope, and turned in any direction to
pick up traces of scent carried on the wind.
The elepham relies on its sense
of smell more than irs other
senses. While swimming, the
trunk may be lifted above the
surface of the water, and
used as a snorkel if
the elephant
gets out of
its depth.

As well as the nostrils, the tip of the
trunk has fleshy "fingers". The African
species has two opposing fingers, but
the Asian elephant has only one which
it uses to grip against the wide
underside of the trunk. Fingers enable
the elephant to perform precise
movements and pick up
very small objects.

Lower
finger--

Mrican bush elephant

Types of elephant
Asian elephant
The Asian elephant, found in forests in India and
south-eastern Asia, has been domesticated for at least
2,500 years. It is used for ceremonial purposes and
forestry work. Of the 34,000-56,000 elephants
remaining in Asia, I 0,000 are working animals.

Upper
finger

Fingers of
the African

elephant trunk
Small rounded

The African bush elepham lives in open
country and woodland in Africa south of the
Sahara. It is larger, with much larger ears and
a more concave back than the Asian elephant.
Both males and females have tusks. Unlike the
Asian elepham, it has never been domesticated.

Small
ears

Mrican forest elephant
The forest elephant is a smaller subspecies
of the African bush elephant, with
smaller, more rounded ears. It does nor
need such large ears to help it keep cool,
as it lives in the tropical rainforests of the
Congo basin in equatorial Africa. Its
rusks are slender and downward pointing.
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ELEPHANTS

Family group

Herd gathering
Separate tamily groups associate closely with
each other. They often live only a few hundred
meues apart, constantly coming wgemer and
drifting apart again. O ccasionally. many family
groups congregate in an exceptionally large
herd of more than a thousand animals.

T he elephant's social organization is based upon a group
of 10-12 females and their calves, led by a mature female.
H armonious relationships often develop between individual
members of the group. Friendships can last for decades as
elephants often live for up to 80 years. Elephants show
great affection for their young, but discipline
is strong, and any lapse of acceptable
behaviour is dealt with firm ly.
Family groups often seek shade
during the heat of the day, preferring
to feed and drink in the cool of the
evening. Elephants browse on leaves
and shoots, but they also eat grass.
They spend about 18 hours a day
feeding, to satisfy their huge appetites.

Young
Females normallv conceive every
four years and give binh w a
single calf after 22 months'
gestation. This is me longest
gestation period of any animal. The
newborn calf stands about 84 em
(33 in) high. O ther calves from
previous matings remain wi th their
mother after me new calf is born.
The older calves help w rake care
of their younger siblings.

Water holes

Matriarch

Elephants like w drink every day.
They also enjoy bathing and
spraying themselves with water.
As the dry season advances, food
and water become scarce, and they
may have w walk up w 80 km
(50 miles) between watering and
feeding grounds. They also dig
holes in some riverbeds w reach
water below the surface, thereby
providing water for other animals.

Leadership of the family unir
resrs wirh me oldest and
mosr experienced female,
rhe mauiarch, who is usually
the mother or grandmother
of me whole group. Each
member of the group knows
its position in the hierarchy
and respects mauiarchal
authority without question.

Bulls
Only immature bull calves are allowed in
the family group; as soon as the bulls reach
maturity they are expelled. They live alone
or in small bachelor groups. Mature bulls
briefly rejoin the herd when
any of the cows
are ready
for mating.

--

Musth
By 25 years of age, bulls come into musrh once a
year. Musth is a period of aggressive behaviour where
a bull picks fights with other bulls searching for a
female ready w mare. A thick secretion from
me temporal gland indicates he is in musth.

Fighting

Threat displays

Young bulls often have mock banles
w test each others suength. They are
usually harmless affairs where they dash
tusks and grapple with each other's
trunks. Older bulls, especiallv those
in musm, may sometimes fight in
defence of territory
or w establish
dominance

Diflerences between elephants are generally
resolved peacefully. D ispleasure is indicated
by means of a threat display. This involves
head-shaking, ear-spreading, uunk-twirling,
and foot-shuffling. If this fails w deter, the
elephant mav make a full-scale charge. This
is a rare event where me elephant covers
ground at rapid speed, with its trunk raised
and ears outstretched, while trumpeting
furiously. Threat charges are rarely carried
through; the elephant
Ears sprrad
usually halts or turns
witk to
at the last

- A"'~A' ~I

Communication

Rumbling
Elephants maintain contact by
means of rumbling sounds from me
throat, back of me nose, and uunk.
A sudden cessation of rumbling
warns the herd of possible danger.
Elephants are also capable of
communicating over substantial
distances, by low-frequency sounds
which humans cannot hear.

Touch is an important way of communicating
in elephant society. When elephants meet,
they greet each other by entwining trunks
and touching each other's face and
body. At rest, they often stand
together, head to head. If
a young calf misbehaves,
its mother may actually
use her trunk to
smack it. When a calf
is frightened, o ther
elephants help to calm
it by standing close, and
caressing it with their trunks.

-
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AFRICAN ELEPHANT
SCIENTIFIC NAME Loxodonta afocana
ORDER

Proboscidea

FAMILY Elephantidae
DISTRIBUTION Africa soum of
rhe Sahara
HABITAT O pen savannahs
and woodlands
D IET Grasses, leaves, shoots, twigs.
and other browse
SIZE Height at shoulder: 4 m (1.3 ft);
weight: 6.1 wnnes (6 wns)
LIFESPAN 70-80 years

CONSERVATION

ECOLOGY AND
ECOSYST EMS

GRASSLAND
WI LDLIFE

MAMMALS

RAINFOREST
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ELIZABETH I
from 1558- 1603, a truly
~~ remarkable woman governed England. By
force of personality and political skill, Queen
Elizabeth I united her divided country and presided over a
glorious period in the arts and culture. Yet she had to struggle
all her life: her mother died when she was only three, her halfsister, Mary, put her in prison and, as an adult, she was a single
woman in a world dominated by men. But Elizabeth overcame
every adversity, and when she died in 1603, she left England
one of the most prosperous and powerful nations in Europe.
FoR 45 YEARS

Early life
Elizabeth was the daughter of Henry VIII (r.1509--47) and
his second wife. Anne Boleyn. She was born in Greenwich
Palace on 7 September. 1533. Elizabeth's mother was executed
for treason when Elizabeth was just three years old. The
future queen was imprisoned briefly while her Catholic halfsister Mary was crowned queen. Elizabeth rook the throne on
17 November, 1558, after Mary's death.

Church and State

Spanish Armada

Elizabeth's farher Henry VIII broke wirh
rhe Roman Catholic Church in 1534,
establishing rhe Proresranr Church of
England. Her half-sister Mary I
(r.1553- 58) cried ro rerum England co
Catholicism, bur Elizabeth introduced rhe
Anglican faith, as a compromise berween
Catholicism and exrreme Proresranrism.

fu leader of Catholic Europe, Philip II of Spain, husband of
Elizabeth's half-sister Mary, was a rhrear ro Proresranr England
and encouraged plots against rhe queen. Afrer rhe execurion of
Mary, Queen of Scors, Philip decided ro invade England. In 1588.
he senr a huge Armada of 130 ships carrying 20,000 soldiers.
Harried by English ships, anacked in rhe English Channel, and
wrecked by severe storms, rhe Armada was forced co rerum, in
defeat, ro Spain.

William Cecil

Mary, Queen of Scots

Cecil, later Lord Burghley,
served Flizabeth fi rst as her
Chief Secretarv of State
and, after 1572, as Lord
Treasurer. He introduced
many reforms and was an
able adviser to the queen.
He died in I ">98, and his
snn became chief minister

Mary was Elizabeth's heir,
but also a Catholic. She
became the centre of plots
againsr Elizabeth, notably
one led by Mary's page
Anthony Babington.
Flizaberh reluctantly had
M ary tried and executed
for treason in 1587.

CHRISTIANITY

" Phoenix Jewel''

DRAMA

Between 1577 and 1580, in
his ship the Golden Hind,
Francis Drake became the
fim Englishman ro sail
around the world. He
delayed preparations for
the Spanish Armada by
anacking the fleet while it
was at anchor in Cadiz
Harbour in 1587, and
plaved an important parr in
its defear the tollowing year.
H e continued ro attack
Spanish shipping until his
death off the coast of
Panama in I 596.

are sent to mert
the Spanish fort.

ELIZABITH

Virgin Queen

Phoenix emblem
Elizabeth created
a strong public
image of herself
by adopting
rhe phoenix as
her emblem.
T he "Phoenix
Jewel", dared
around 1574,
shows a busr of
Elizabeth, wirh a reverse
image of rhe mythical
phoenix rising from flames.

Francis Drake

Elizabeth spenr her life surrounded by
suirors, yet she never married. Powerful
foreign monarchs courted Elizabeth
throughout her life, eager for a
srake in her flourishing kingdom,
but she played her suitors off
against each other for political gains.
Elizabeth gloried in her role as the
Virgin Queen, using it ro create a
national self-confidence that
fuelled a flowering of the arrs,
distinguished by William
Shakespeare, the poet Edmund
Spenser, and composers such as
Thoma~ fallis.
Elizabeth stands
on a map of
her kingdom.

HoUSFS AND
HOM ES

R EFORMATION

I

1533 Born in Greenwich
Palace near London, England.
1536 Elizabeth's mother, Anne
Boleyn, executed for treason.
1554 Elizabeth put under house
arrest by half-sister. Mary.
1558 Succeeds to the throne;
appoinrs William Cecil as
Secretary of State and
Manhew Parker as
Archbishop of Canterbury.
1559 Acr of Supremacy makes
her head of Anglican Church.
1588 Spanish Armada defeated.
1603 D ies in Richmond Palace.

SHAKESPEARE,
WI LLIAM

THFATRES

S PAIN,
HISTORY OF

UNITED KINGDOM,
HISTORY O F
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EMBROID ERY see CRAFTS • EMISSION SPECT RUM see COLOUR

EMPIRES

Growth of empires

Ottoman sword
and scabbard-------

Empires grow because ruling powers want
extra income from trade or taxes, or they
may have territorial ambitions. Sometimes
they may want to spread a religion.
Would-be empires always need
a strong army.

A LARGE SUPER- STATE under a single ruler is
called an empire. There have been many
different empires through history, from the
ancient Roman Empire to the great empire of
the Incas in Peru. The largest ever was the British Empire.
Most empires have an army, to conquer territory and
suppress revolts, and a civil service to carry out the day-today running of the empire and collect taxes. No empire
lasts for ever - though the effect on the host country may be
permanent - and empires perish for many reasons, including
internal rebellion, economic decline, or the sheer difficulty of
uniting many peoples under one leader.

Ottoman Empire

The Onoman Turks expanded
their empire by military might. Ar
their height in me 17m century,
they dominated me Mediterranean
coast from p resem-dav Greece w Tunisia.

Holy Roman Empire
Based in Germany. the leaders of rhis em pire saw
themselves as heirs to rhe Roman emperors. The
emperors wanred to wield religious power over all
western Christians, and lO exert political power
over rhe other European rulers, such as me
G erman and Italian princes.

British Empire

Extent of the empire
After winn ing me Napoleonic Wars, and
the decline of rhe older empires of Spain,
Portugal, and rhe Netherlands, Britain
was d early one of me wo rld's strongest
counrries. As me 19rh century wore on,
rhe already vast Bri tish Empire
added pans of Africa and Southeast Asia. By 191 8 , rhe empire
had reached irs peak.

The largest empire the world has ever
seen had its beginnings in the 18th
and early 19th centuries, when Britain
acquired Australia, Canada, and a range of
territories from Honduras to Hong Kong. The
"jewel in the crown" of the empire was India,
which Britain dominated through the East India
Company. Queen Victoria (r. l837-1901) rook
the title Empress of India in 1876. The
British Empire had a lasting influence on irs
territories - for both good and bad. British-style
administration provided a
model for local civil servants
when territories gained
independence. On the other
hand, the British exploited local
labour forces on a massive scale.

Victoria Station,
Bombay, India

Gordon of Khanoum
In 1884, rwo years after Egypt
became pan of me empire.
General Charles Gordon
(183~5) came w me Sudan
w aid Egyptian~ defendmg
their garrisons against a local
revoir. Gordon was an off in
me city of Khanoum and
withstood a 10-mon t:h siege,
bur was finallv killed. There
was an outcry mar a relief force
had nor been sem quickly
enough lO save G ordon, and he
became a hero of the empire.
Timeline
509 BC- AD 4 76 Roman
Empire dominates much of
Europe, western Asia, and
northern Africa.
221 - 206 BC Q in emperor
unites China.
32 1- 187 BC M auryans
rule much of India.

-
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395-1453 Byzantine
Empire established in rhe
eastern territory of the
Roman Em pire.
962- 1806
H olv Roman
Empire
dom ina res
cenrral
Europe.

B¥ZANTINE
EMPIRE

HOLY ROMAN
EMPIRE

Imperial cross

Resources of the empire
Britain had limited resources bur an expanding industry, so the
British used their empire as a source of raw materials, and a
marker for goods. The far-flung empire provided raw materials,
such as conon, gernsrones, and hard wood, and raw materials
included rea, rubber, tin, copper. and wool.

Conon

1206-1405 M ongols create
an empire, including m ost
of Asia.
1345- 1521
Aztec emperors
hold power in
Mexico.
Conquistadore's
helmer
ISLAMIC
EMPIRE

OTToMAN
EMPIRE

1521- 1825 Spain builds
large empire in southern
America.
1580-1931 British Em p ire
increases in size.
1930 s British Empire
srarrs w d ecline. By rhe
1940s. territories are
claiming independence.
P ERSIAN
EM PIRES

ROMA"l"
EMPIRE

Public works
The Brirish made me major
towns of me empire as
similar to British cities as
possible. They sent Brirish
engineers and architects all
over me world (0 build
government headquaners,
churches, railway srarions,
arr galleries, and public
buildings. Former imperial
cities, such as Bombay,
still h ave Victorian-era
administration and
transport centres.

Imperialism
T he economic domination of
Asia, North America, and
Africa by Europe, the United
States, and Russia from the
17th century is known as
modern imperialism.
Ancient imperialism peaked
with the Roman Empire.
The bear. symbol of Russia, 1888

ENDANG ERED SPECIES see

CO N~E RVATIO N

• ENDOC RIN E SYSTEM see HORMONFS AND ENDOCRINE SYSTEM

ENERGY

Weights gain
potential energy.

WE RELY ON THE ENERGY stored in
food to keep us alive and 9n the energy
locked within fuels to drive our machines
and industries. Energy is the ability to
make things happen, whether it is moving
something, heating it up, or changing it in some
way. Energy exists in many different forms,
including electricity, sound, heat, and light.

Types of energy

When this frog leaps
through the air.
it has kinetic

All energy is either ki netic or
potencial. Ki netic energy is
the energy of moving objects,
while pocem iaJ energv is
energy that is scored. ready
for use. Energy is measured
in units called joules Q).

Kinetic energy
All objects in motion - from
atoms to aircraft - possess
kinetic energy. The higher the
object's speed and the greater irs mass.
rhe more kinetic energy rhe objecr has.

Potential energv
An object may gain pmential
energy if irs position or
condition alters. A bungeejumper standing on top of a
bridge has pmential energy
- rhar is, the pmential to
fall back to Eanh. When
he jumps, his bungec
rope gains potential
energy as ir srrerchcs.
because it ha1o rhe
pmential to pull him
back up again.

~ Thejumper's

potential energy
changes to
kinetic energy
as he foils

500 g (1.1 /b)
50 g (1. 8 oz)

When th i s /
woman lifts the
weights, she is
doing work.

When a force moves an
object, energy changes
from one form to
another and work is the
result. This woman does
work as she lifts weights.
The force she applies
converts the kinetic
energy of her moving
arms im o the potencial
energy of the raised
weights. Multiplying the
force by the distance
through which the
object moves gives the
amoum of work done.

Her power is how
long it takes her to
do the work.

Power
The ra re ar which
work is done and
energv changed from
one form ro another is
called power. Power is
measured in warrs (W)
and is calculated by
dividing the work
done by rhe rime
taken to do it.

Both bulbs
give out the
same light.----

500 g (1.1 /b)
puled oranges

60W bulb
(incandescent)
1'5 w bulb
(fl uo rescent)

3 0 g (I oz) butter

\ 50 g (1.8 oz) cheese

Chemical energy
Foods and fuels conrain energy srored within
chemical compounds. This is a type of potential
energy called chemical energy. Some foods store
more energy than others. All the foods above
contain the same amount of energy, bur vou would
have ro ear 500 g (1.1 lb) of peas to get as much
energy as you would from just 30 g (l oz) of buner.

James Joule
The unit of energy. the joule, is named after
rhe English phvsicisr James Joule ( 18 18-89),
who helped ro develop rhe Law of
Conservation of Energv.
Joule nmiced that if he
rorared a set of paddles
in water, rhe warer soon
became warm. He
realized that rhe work
of turning the
paddles changed
their kinecic energy
into hear, proving rhar
heat is a form of energy.

Every elecrrical appliance is
given a power raring. If a fan
has a power raring of 100 W.
it shows that the fan converts
100 J of elecrrical energy into
kinetic energy each second.
Similarly, a I ,000 W iron
changes elecrricirv into hear ar
rhe rare of 1,000 J per second.

O ur of everv 100 J of elecrrical energy used bv
a 60 W incandescent bulb, only 10 J are
changed into lighr; the rest are lost as hear.
The bulb has an efficiencv of I Oo/o. A 15 W
fluorescent bulb is 40% efficient. It gives the
same light using a quarter of the decrriciry.

Bread is made

Energy transfer
The Law of Conservation of Energy
says that energy is aJways conserved chat is, it can be neither created nor
destroyed. This law means chat when
objects gain or lose energy, the energy
simply transfers from place co place,
or changes imo a different form.

Electrical power

Fluorescent
bulb uses less
electricity. -

Efficiency

Friction occurs between

~~~~'f,$bira~k~e:.and
_. wl~l.\

Tremendous temperatures
ar rhe Sun's surface cause
ir to give our lighr and orher
forms of energy, some of
which reach the Earth

1

Timeline
1829 French physicist
Gustave Coriolis
introduces the term
"kinetic energy".
1843 James Joule's
experiments show how
hear, work. and power
are related.

When sunlight falls on
planrs, some of rhe lighr
energy rransfers to the plants bv
a process called phorosvnrhesis.
It is stored as chemical energy.

2

1 84 ~ Joule and German phvsicisrs
Hermann von Helmholtz and
Julius Mever independentlv
state the Law of
Conservation of Energy.

1853 Scorrish
scientist William
Rankine devises
rhe concept of
"potential energy".

Eating planr-based food,
such as bread. enables vou
to break down the food. This
releases rhe chemical energy
and transfers it to your bodv.

3

4

Riding a bicycle changes
the chemical energy into
kinetic energy. If you brake.
friction changes this energy
into hear as you slow down.

188 1 The world's first
electricity-generating power
station opens in Surrev, U K.
188i Irish
engineer
Charles Parsons
invents rhe
steam turbine.
Parsons' rurbine

1905 German phvsicisr
Alben Einstein suggests
that matter is a form of
energy. and vice versa.
1980s Declining fossil
fuel reserves and
pollution bring calls for
machines and
industries ro be more
energy efficient.
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Power station

Renewable energy

Most of the energy used in homes, offices, and
factories is electricity produced by power stations.
Inside a coal- or oil-fired power station, chemical
energy stored within fuel turns into heat energy as
the fuel burns in a furnace. The heat is used to boil
water into steam, which drives turbines linked to
electricity generators. The electricity reaches
consumers via a network of cables called a grid.

Energy that is produced without permanently using
up the Earth's limited resources is called renewable
energy. Apart from biomass fuels, which produce
smoke and other fumes when burned, renewable
energy sources are pollution-free, because they
harness the energy of natural phenomena such as
winds and waves. As the Earth's fossil fuel reserves
are gradually used up, people will have to rely much
more on renewable energy sources.

Boiln house

Model of a coalfired power station

Connections
to ekctricity
grid

Solar power
Elecrriciry produced &om sunlight
is called solar power. A "solar
furnace" uses a vasr bank of mirrors
ro focus sunlight on to water The
water boils into steam, which drives
rurbines and generators.

Fumes from Ju17UUe
escape via chimney.

The turbine house
contains the turbines
and generators.

Cooling towers turn
suam from the boikr
back into water.

Geothermal power

Wind power

Biomass fuels

Below rhe Earth's surface, water is
turned into steam by georhermal
energy - rhar is, rhe energy of
hot, mol ten rocks. By d rilling a
well, rhis steam can be harnessed
ro drive generators Elecrriciry
produced in this way is called
georhermal power.

A wind rurbine is a rail rower
with propeller-like blades rhar
convens rhe ki netic energy of rhe
wind into elecrriciry. As rhe wind
blows, rhe turbine's blades rotate
and drive a small generator. A
group of wind rurbines is called a
wind farm.

Plant material is called biomass.
M illions of people around rhe
world burn pear, wood, animal
dung, and other biomass fuels ro
hear and light their homes. and
ro cook fOod. Burning biomass
fuels releases chemical energy
stored wi thin rhe plant material.

The gmerator uses th~
motion ofthe turbine
to produce ekctricity.
Turbinegenerator
unit in a
coal-fired
power
station

Turbine
A turbine is a machine powered by rhe force of moving liquid or
gas. lr consisrs of a set of angled blades mounted on a shaft. In a
power station, jets of high-pressure sream suike rhe rurbine blades
and make rhem revolve ar high speed. The rurbine shaft is
connected ro an elecrriciry generator. As rhe shaft spins, ir turns an
elecrromagner inside rhe generator, producing an electric current.

Fossil fuels

Petrol, diesel, and
many other fuels arr
matk fro m oil.

-
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CoAL

Wave power

Tid:J barrage

Towers such as rhe one above
stand in coastal waters and use
rhe movement of rhe ocean's
waves ro produce electriciry. As
rhe waves rise and fall. rhey
push a column of air inside rhe
rower up and down. T he toand-fro motion of rhe air rurns
a rurbine and drives a generator.

Ar high and low rides, huge
amounts of water move up and
down river esruaries. A tidal
barrage is a darn across an esruary.
As rhe rides come in and go our,
some water is allowed ro pass
rhrough runnels in rhe darn. The
tidal flow drives elecrriciry
generators built into rhe darn.

Charles Parsons

Coal, oil, and natural gas are called fossil
fuels, because they formed underground
over millions of years from the fossilized
remains of plants and animals. The Earth
has limited supplies of these fuels, which
cannot be replenished once exhausted.
Natural gas -.........._
is matk up
-.........._
of methane
and small
amounts of
other gases.

Hydroelectric power
A hydroelectric power station
converts rhe kineric energy of
falling water into electricity. T he
power station sirs under a darn at
rhe end of a reservoir. Inside rhe
power station, turbines and
generators are d riven by water
rushing down wirh tremendous
force from rhe reservoir above.

Oil

Coal consists
chiefly ofthe
ekmmt
carbon.

The engineer Charles Parsons
(1854-193 I) was born in London,
England , of Irish parents. H e is besr
known for inventing rhe steam
turbine in 1884. Power stations
around rhe world srill use steam
turbines based
on Parson's
designs. In
1897, his
boat Turbinia
became rhe
first rouse a
steam turbine
ro power irs
propellers.

World energy use
Around 90 per cent of all the energy used comes from
fossil fuels, which give out a lot of
energy when burned, but release
polluting gases into the air.
Nuclear power is an
alternative to fossil fuels,
but produces dangerous
radioactive waste.
Hydroelectric power
is the only form of
renewable energy that
is used in any significant
amount.
Coal25%

Coal
ELECTRICITY

FooD

HEAT AND
TEMPERATURE

LIGHT

N UCLEAR
POWER
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SOUND
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ENGELS, FRIEDRICH see MARX, KARL • ENGINEERING see TECHNOLOGY

ENGINES AND MOTORS
Early engines

EVERY MACHINE THAT MOVES OR HAS

moving parts needs an engine or a motor The first engines were
developed in the
) : to make it work. A motor is a machine
m iddle of the 18th century,
hat converts some form of energy, such as
and were steam powered. D uring
fuel or electricity, into motion. An engine is a
the 19th century, a new form of engine
was developed: the internal combustion
form of motor. Engines and motors, both huge
engine, which was lighter and had more
Early four-cylinder
and tiny, are everywhere - in vehicles from motor practical uses than its predecessor.
petrol engine
cycles to airliners and railway locomotives,
and in appliances around the house, in
Sectioned view of a petrol-fuelled
Camshaft controls the opening and
industrial machines, and in power stations. dosing of the valves. There are
internal combustion engine
separate camshafts for fuel
inlet and exhaust valves.

Modern engines
Fuel efficiency, plenty of power for
its low weight, and lin le need for
maintenance are the hallmarks of the
modern car engine. Many engines
have electronic com ponents that
increase their fuel efficiency funher.

T im ing belt
drives the
camshaft.

D istributo r feeds a spark of
electricity to each cylinder
at the righr moment, to
stan the fuel burning.

Spark plug\

~.. .il &.:~. ,. ;:.

C ombustion chamber
is where fuel burns to
force the piston down ......

Valves let fresh fuel
inro each cvlinder,
and spent gases our.
--Valve
assembly

Internal combustion engine
Most cars are fined with internal combustion
engines - so-called because they combust, or
Exterior of internal
burn, fuel inside a cvlinder. The power this
co mbustion engine
combustion produces is
harnessed by pistons
and used to power
the engine.

Exhaust manifold
channels waste gases
and heat to exhaust pipe
Cylmder
and piston

~The

~ ---- Oil filter

U'iztt'T'

pump pullry
Dipstick

Crankshaft rums the wheels
via rhe clutch and gearbox.
Conneaing rods turn the
up-and-down motion of the
pistons into the circular
motion of the crankshaft.

"""-.Exhaust
manifold

Lubricating oil is
pumped around the engine,
continuously covering the
moving parts with a thin film
of oil that stops them rubbing
together and Y.earing out.

Valves closed

How engines work
This sequence of diagrams
shows what happens in one
cylinder of a petrol engine
while the engine is runn ing.
D uring the sequence, the
piston goes down, up, down,
and up again. This is called a
fou r-stroke cycle. The cycle is
repeated over and over again up to 50 times a second when
the engine is turning at high
speed. In an engine with more
than one cylinder, the cylinders
fire one after the other to
provide continuous power.

Spark plug

Inlet
r•alve
opens.

pisto ns slide up

and down in rhe
cvlinders, providing rhe
driving force rhar keeps
rhe engine running. The
number of cylinders in
an engine varies; there
are usually at least four,
and sometimes more.

Exhuast

~m
~~

.
-

Pzston
moves
up.

turns.

Induction stroke

Compression stroke

Power stroke

Exhaust srroke

The piston moves down,
and the inlet valve opens.
A mixture of fuel and air is
sucked into the cylinder.

The valve doses. The
piston moves up again,
squeezing the fuel and air
into the top of the cylinder.

The spark plug flares
and ignites the fuel
which explodes, pushing
the piston back down.

The piston moves up, pushing
waste gases our of the
cylinder. The exhaust valve
opens to .fer exhaust gases our.
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The heated air turm the
turbine blatks at rear.

Diesel engine
A diesel engine is a four-stroke
engine without spark plugs. T he
engine's cylinder has a pi_sron,
which rises and falls, squashing
the fuel-and-air m ixture in the
cylinder imo a tiny space. The
m ixmre gets so hor, it explodes.

I

Burmng fuel heats the air in the
combustton chamber.

•

\

Using diesels

Eight-cylinder d iesel truck engine

Diesel engines are very fuel-efficient.
They are used for driving decniciry
generators, and in vehicles mat need
ro keep going for long periods without
refuelling, such as lorries, taxis, uains,
ships, and boats. Many modern cars are
also fined with diesel engines.

Steam engine

Gas turbine engines

Until the middle of the 1900s,
most railway locomoti\es and
ships were powered bv steam
engines. Stearn also drove
manv earlv uucks and buses.
The first steam engines were
used for pumping flood water
our of mines, and ro work
indusuial machines.

Steam leaves train
vza a funnel.

High-speed aircraft have a type
of turbine called a turbojet or
turbofan. The stream of hor air
and gases created in me engine
rums the turbine, then shoots out
of the back of the engine, pushing
me aircraft forwards.

ln a gas turbine, burning fuel makes
a stream of hot gas that spins a set
of turbine blades very fast. A shaft
attached ro the turbine drives a
compressor that sucks air into
the engine so the fuel burns.

Using steam

T he pistons of a steam engine are moved
up and down in their cylinders bv steam
under high pressure. The pistons are
connected ro rods chat turn the wheels.
The steam is made outside the cvlinders
by heating water in a coal-fi red boiler,
which is why steam engines are called
external com bustion engines.

Jet engine

Turboshaft engine
Some turbine engines make ship or aircraft
propellers spin. The spinning rurbine turns
a shaft connected to the propeller. Large
hovercraft have turboshaft engines to
create their air cushion and to drive their
propellers. Large helicopters also have
SR.N4 ferry hovercraft
turboshaft engines ro turn their rotors

Electric motors

Pipes heat water
which turns into steam.

Steam
engine

Solar power
Petroleum and coal are fossil
fuels, formed fro m deCJ.yed
prehistoric organisms. T hey are
expensive to produce, and create
harmful gases when they burn.
Solar energy is energy from
the Sun. It can be used ro
hear houses, run air
conditioning, and ro
generate electricity ro
power lightweight vehicles.

Steam isftd
into the cylmder.

Solar panels
Sunlight can be rurned inro elecuiciry
by solar panels. These are made from
man} phorovoltaic cells. The bigger rhe
area of photovolraic cells, and the brighter
the sunlight, the larger rhe dearie current
the solar panel will produce.

An electric moror produces
movement from eleccricirv.
Inside it are electromagnets wire coils that become magnets
when an electric current flows
through them. The electromagnets are turned on and off
in sequence ro pull a magnetic
shaft around and around.
Morors are used in
household appliances.

James Watt
British engineer James Wan
(1736-1819) improved the
design of steam engines, and
produced the first effective
one in 1765. In 1774.
he and Manhew Boulton
began building steam
engines for pumping
water from mines. The
unit of power, me wan,
is named after him.

A vacuum cleaner has
a powerful electric motor
that turns an air pump. The
pump sucks air through the
machine, where the dust
is removed from it. The
motor has to generate a
lot of power, so it needs
elecniciry from the
mains ro drive it.
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1st century AD Hero
of Alexandria, a Greek
inventor, makes a novelty
roy mat is turned by steam.

181 5 Brirish engineer
George Stephenson ( 17811848) builds the first steampowered locomotive.

1698 Englishman Thomas
Saverv (c.1650-1715) builds
the first machine to provide
power by using steam.

-

•
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Turn

Food
processor

Vacuum cleaner

Timeline

Blow
The elecuic motor in
a ha~rdrver turns a fan to
blow air that is heated bv hot
wire coils. A switch adjusts the
speed of the motor. The larger the current
it allows through. the suonger me magners
become, and me faster me motor spins.

~1any kitchen gadgets, such as food
processors, have an dearie motor that
moves their working parts. Gears slow
the speed of the motor, so the parts turn
slowly. The
elecnici tv
comes either
from the
mains
or from
baneries.

Suck

Solar-powered car

H ai rdryer

1876 In Germany,
!\ikolaus O no (1832-91)
develops me first fourstroke petrol engine. It is a
great commercial success.

1894 The Turbinia, the
first ship with a steamturbine engine ramer
than a piston engine, is
demonstrated in England.

1892 The diesel engine,

1937 The first jet engine
is demonstrated by the
British jet-power pioneer
Frank Whinle (b. 1907).

used for driving machines,
is patented by German
engineer Rudolph Diesel.

CARS AND
T RUCKS

E LECTRICITY

FORCE AND
MOT ION
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ETRUSCANS

'-Adri'att4= Sea
~trqr ia

A PIRATE PEOPLE OF MYSTERIOUS ORIGIN, the Etruscans
dominated the Mediterranean world from the 8th to the 4th
centuries BC and formed a league of 12 city-states in what is
now modern Tuscany, Italy. Though many of these citiespossibly the first in the area - have been lost over the centuries, superb
painting and statuary remain. Etruscan fortunes, based on trade and
conquest, started to decline after c.500 BC when the Romans, who had
lived under Etruscan rule for a century, began to absorb their former
masters into their own expanding empire.
Offirings to
the gods

Art

1

Tomb frescoes often pictured
dancing to honour the dead

Musician

Vivid wall paintings have
survived in tombs at the
ancient cities of Orvieto,
Veii, and Tarquinia some dating to c.600 BC.
Scenes often show
dancing, religious
observances, or the
underworld. Etruscan art
was influenced by the
Greeks in subject matter
and style, but as the
Etruscan civilization grew
it developed its own
bold, colourful, and
naturalistic style.

(

• • O rvieto

.

J

Sardinia

•

Rome ..._ • Napl&
~
Tyrrhenian l...,.. "'__J
Sea
\

)
M ed iterranean Sea

Sicily

Expansion
From rheir base in Erruria, rhe Etruscdns'
influence spread between the northern Alps
and Naples. From 616 BC, rhe Tarquins, an
Etruscan dynasty, ruled Rome irself.

Cities of the dead

Bronze sculpture

Rich Etruscans were buried
in underground tombs, some
of which were carved from
me rock (0 resemble rooms.
These cities of me dead
contained frescoes, furni ture,
and lavish ornaments rhar rell
us much about daily life.

The besr sculprures
were made in metal,
especially bronze. Early
sculptors made copies
of imported Syrian or
Phoenician objects,
bur rhen Greek
styles became
more popular.

Pan, the liveliest
Greek god, in
Etruscan style

Statuary

Etruscan rock-cur rom bs,
Sovana

Wall painting, Tomb of
rhe Leopard , Tarquinia
Etruscans adopted the Utterr
of the Greek

Pirates and traders

Trade

For centuries Etruscan ships dominated
the area of the Mediterranean called the
Tyrrhenian Sea. Feared at first as pirates,
they later turned to legitimate and
prosperous trade with the Phoenicians,
Greeks, and Egyptians. This continued
until they were eclipsed by Rome.
Fragment of
marble
srarue

Etruscan crafrworkers
made srarues of
rerracon a - a
brownish-red,
unglazed, fine pouery.
The sculptors were
particularly skilled
ar creating realistic
human faces and
figures, such as rhose
ar rhe precinct of Apollo
in rhe city-srare of Veii.

Etruscan jewellers were
especially good goldsmiths,
and surviving pieces show
originality and anisrry. M uch
gold jewellery was made for
rrade wirh Greece.

Etruscan agriculture, indusrrv, and
commerce all flourished in rhe period
before rhe rise of Rome. Mineral deposits
in rhe area were a great advamage to rhe
Etruscans. Wealrhv merchants traded
metal produces, such as jewellerv
and bronze figurines, as far away
as Scandinavia and England.

Flowerr

Semi-

I

Gold
bead

Naturalistic
human features

Gold
medallzon

Bronze coin

Language
Though examples of Etruscan
writing survive on coins and
rablers, rhe language remains a
mysrery. All scholars know is
mar ir was me lasr survivor of
rhose languages spoken before
Indo-European (from which all
modern European languages
descend) rook over. The first siX
numbers were mach, za/, thu,
huth, ci, sa, bur no one can be
ceru.in which of them march
rhe numbers I, 1, 3, 4, 5, 6.

panerns were
rhoughr to reflect
rhe will of rhe gods.

Gold earnngs
Gold w reath hair ornament

City people

Relationship wirh Rome

No one can be sure exactly which 12
walled cities formed rhe original Etruscan
league. Ancient walls srill surround modem
Tuscan hill-towns, such as Orviero. The
original cities were built haphazardly, and
each was dominated by temples.

The lasr Etruscan king was overthrown in 51 0 BC, as
Rome rook over rhe Etruscan cities one by one. Many
practices, such as predicting rhe furure by srudying sheep
entrails, lived on in the new Roman republic. Leading
Roman families were proud of rheir Etruscan ancestry.
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Physical features

EUROPE
of
all the continents, Europe
nevertheless has the third
largest population after Asia
and Africa. Rich, fertile soils, a variable but
hospitable climate, and abundant natural
resources have made it easy for people
to live in Europe for thousands of
years, establishing more than 40
nations and much wealth. Shifting
land borders and inhabitants of
wide ethnic diversity have caused
conflict, but Europe is politically
stable and is a major world power.
THE SECOND SMALLEST

ARCTIC
OCEAN

Europe's landscapes range
from frozen tundra and
coniferous forests in the north
to the bal my Mediterranean
coast and arid semi-desert
of central Spain. T he high
mountains of the Pyrenees,
Alps, Carpathians, and Urals
give way to the low-lying North
European Plain. Rivers provide
communication and transport.

Ural Mountains
The Ural Mountains in Russia separate
Europe from Asia. They stretch 2,400 km
(I ,500 miles) from the Arctic Ocean to
the Caspian Sea. The highest mountain
is Narodnaya at 1.894 m (6.214 ft).

Nonh European Plain
The vast, rolling North European Plain
extends from southern England, across
France and Germanv, and into Russia as
far as the Urals. Rich in coal, oil, natural
gas, and fertile farmland. this is Europe's
most densely populated area.

Baunts Sea

N o rw egian
Sea

Faeroe Isla nds
Dm,..rkl

ATLANTIC
Orknrv Is

OCEAN

FEDERATIO

OadrrHtbnd

(!

~'K>OOM
IRELAND

Alps
The high Alps dominate
western Europe. Stretching
1,500 km (932 miles) from
southern France, through
Switzerland, Germany. Italy.
Austria, and Southeast Europe,
this vast arc of mountains
separares northern Europe
from the warmer south. The
highest poim is Mom Blanc in
France at 4,808 m (I '5,774 ft).

J-uu

r-rr~

PO RTUGAl

A
G ibraltar

'!ALTA

'I..

Ferrile f.umland on France's Atlantic
coasr rises ro the plateau of the Massif
Cemral and the Alps at more
than 4,000 m (13,125 ft)
Bay of
above sea-level. It then drops
Biscay
down to the Hungarian
plain before climbing
upwards again ro
the Carpathians
and down into
rhe Black Sea.
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E UROPE FACTS
AREA I 0,400,000 sq km
(4.000,000 sq miles)

!I

Cross-section through Europe

A

100

Okm

Sl

POPULATIO~

Massif
Cmtral

Mont

Blanc

Alps

Plain of
Hungary

Carpathian
Mountains

Black s~a

704,900.000

N l"MBER OF COUNTRIES

I

I

B IGGEST COUNTR'r

-

SMALlEST COL NTRY
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Russian Federation

--

--

Vatican City

Mr. EJ'brus 5,633~
(18,481 ft), Caucasus Mountains

!H IGHEST POINT

loWEST POINT Volga Delta 28 m (92 ft)
below sea-level, Caspian Sea
--loNGEST RIVER Volga

Apprmumatelv 2.400 km (1,500 miles) from A to B

B

B IGGEST FRESHWATER LAKE

Lake Ladoga

EU ROPE

Climatic zones
Europe's position and varied landscape
gready affect irs climate. Apart fro m the
far norrh where it is always cold , European
winters are generally cool, and summers
warm or hor. Europe's west coast is milder
because of the Gulf Stream, which brings
warm waters northwards. Mountains, such
as the Alps and Pyrenees, form a natural
barrier, protecting the south from the rain
and cold winds rhar blow from the north.

Coniferous
forrst

Deciduous
woodland

Tundra
Grassland

Scrub

Deciduous woodland
Broad-leaved woods and forests
are found in many parts of
Europe. The uees, which lose
their leaves in winrer, include
the quick-growing birch and
ash, and rhe slower-growing,
longer-lived beech, chestnut,
maple, plane, and oak. Today,
few ancient wild
forests survive
and most
forest u ees
have been
planted.

and acorns

The exueme nonh of Europe lies inside rhe Arctic Circle
and has a polar climate. The vegerarion there is tundra treeless plams where much of rhe subsoil is permanently
frozen ground called
permafrost. Only in
summer does rhe topsoil
thaw and plants flourish.

Taiga
In Russian, rhe word
raiga means a marshy
foresr. The trees in rhe
forests of northern Europe
are mainly conifers, such
as fir, larch. and pine.
They keep their needlelike leaves even during
rhe cold winters when rhey
may be covered with snow
for many monrhs.

Beech trees lose their dead
leaves in spring when the
new buds sprout.

Straight trunks provide
timber for making paper.
furniture, and boards. -

Grasslands
Large areas of Europe, such as the central meseta
region of Spain and rhe steppes of southern
Russia and southeastern Ukraine, are covered
in vast expanses of grassland. Much of this land
is used for grazing animals and growing crops. Drought
can be a problem in extreme summer temperatures.

Many plants
have small
leathery
leaves so thry
can comn-ve
water in the
summer heat.

Garrigue
The warm dry hiUsides close to the
Mediterranean Sea in countries such as
Spain, Greece, and France are covered
with thorny, oft:en aromatic plants and low
bushes. On limestone soils this vegetation
is caUed garrigue, elsewhere it is maquis.

Pyrenees
The Pyrenees form parr of
a vast arc of comparatively
young mountains rhar
suerch almost continuously
across sourhern Europe and
join with rhe Himalayas in
Asia. Unlike rhe ancient
mountains in Britain and
Scandinavia, rheir shape is
still changing because of
plate movements beneath
rhe Eanh's crust. Mount
Anero is the highest peak
at 3,404 m (12,962 ft:).

Ice, rain, and
wind make
it impossible
for plants to
survive on
the peaks.

People

Resources

Mosr Europeans live in densely
populated rowns and cities, many
of which lie on the ferrile Norrh
European Plain. Living standards
are generally high compared with
other pans of the world, and
Europeans benefit from plentiful food
and good healthcare. Many coun uies
have sizeable ethnic minorities, usually
from former colonies. The majority of
Europeans are Christian.

Europe is rich in natural resources. More than
half the land is used for farming a wide variety
of food crops, from cereals, such as wheat,
barley, and oars, to grapes, olives, ciuus fruits,
and salad vegetables. Europe mines 40 per cent
of the world's coal and around 33 per cent of
irs iron ore. There are also large reserves of oil
and natural gas, and lead,
Coal
zinc, and other metals.
M any rivers supply
hydroelecuic power.

•
-

During the spring the
grass is lush and green, but becomes
scorched as summer progresses.

CLIMAT E

CONTINENTS
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MOUNTAINS
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EUROPE,
I .. .

Prehistoric Europe

HISTORY OF

EUROPE HAS PLAYED a much more important
role in world history than its small population
or size would suggest. The Greeks and Romans
colonized large parts of North Africa and
western Asia, and from the 15th century onwards, European
nations established trading empires that spanned the globe.
The Industrial Revolution of the 18th century gave Europe
an economic strength which allowed it to dominate world
trade, and both World Wars began in Europe. Since 1945,
Europe's global influence has declined, as wealth and
military power has shifted to North America and Asia.

The first settlers in Europe were primitive hunters
who moved around in search of food. Bv about
5000 BC, people learned to farm and settled in
villages. Bronze-working, and later iron-working,
spread across the continent.
Prehistoric "Venus" figurine from Lespugue, France

Civilizations of Europe
After 900 BC, four civilizations made their
successive mark on Europe. The fi rst were the
G reeks, who created powerful city states. They
were fo llowed a century later by the Etruscans
in Italy. By 200 BC the C elts had settled across
Europe. Finally the vast and powerful Roman
Empire spanned the continent, reaching irs
height in AD I I 7.
Greek Europe
~ ,.;:-

Christian Europe

Papacy

In the 4th century, C hristianity became the
official religion of the Roman empire, and
over the next 700 years the fairh spread
throughout Europe. W irh rhe break-up of the
Roman empire by 476 and the lack of any
strong political force after rhen, Christianity
became the single unifying force across the
continent and the church gained great power.

Papal ring

As head of the Roman
Catholic Church, the
popes had enormous
spiritual power. Vast
landholdings also gave
the popes much
political power, which
led to many conflicts
between the papacy
and the leading rulers
of Europe.

--..

~
/'::::

The independent city

~
7~{ ~. J', states of .mcient Greece
9
"
...:_,1.. got most of their wealth

Ion ic-style capital
from ancient
Greek temple

from trade. Their
merchants sailed around
the Mediterranean, and founded
colonies from Spain to the Black
Sea. The most powerful Greek
cities were Athens and Sparta.

East and west
Anempts by the pope in Rome to establish his
jurisdiction over the entire Christian Church were
resisted b) the Orthodox Churches of eastern Europe.
centred around the ancient city of Constantinople.
In l 05•i. this schism (split) became fi nal, leading
to a religious division in Christian Europe that
survives to this day.
Co/kg~ built
around a untral
quadrangk

Merton College,
one of Oxford's
earliest colleges

O rthodox icon of the Archangel Gabriel

Growth of education

Roman Europe

The Church dominated education, at first through the
monasterics and thcn the uni\-ersitic~. T he fi rst universirv
in Europe. specializing in medicine. was established at
Salerno in southern Italy m the <Jth century; others. such
as Bologna, Paris. and O xford, follo" ed later.

From its foundation in c.753 BC, the city of Rome gr.1duallv
expandcd its power until, b~ the first cenrury AD, it controlled
most of Europe. The: Romans gave Europe a network of roads a
common language (latin), and a legal system, all of which
survived long after the tall of the empire in the ';th ccntury.

Nation state

The ro\ al <.oat of arms
of Philip II ot Spain
del:urates the ct.vt.r of
one ot h1~ boo~.
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Latin insuipt ion from a Roman tomb

By the 16th centurv, centralized
national governments had
emerged right across Europe,
fro m Spai n in the west to Russia
in the easr. The Holy Roman
Em pi re had began to break up,
and in countries such as England
power was concentrated in the
hands of the monarch v. ho ruled
with the support of a parliament.
composed of members of the
aristocracy and church.

Religious wars
The creation of new,
Protestant Churche•
in the 16th cemurv
di\ided western
Europe. Roman
Catholic and
Protestant states
tought for sup remaq
in a series of biner
wars "' hich lasted
until the: middle of
the next century.

O verseas empires

Henry IV of France
was raJ.Sed Protestant,
but later comcrted to
Carholimm.

In the l 'lth centurv. European nations
built up empires. Spain and Portugal
colonized Central and South Amenca;
Brirain, France and the Netherlands
colonized t\orth America and the Far East.

Basilica in Goa. India

EU RO PE, H ISTORY O F

World imperialism
The Industrial Revolution began
in Britain in the m id- 1700s, and
it transformed world politics and
eco nomics. Within a century,
European nations were strong and
rich enough to set up colon ies
all around the world . O n ly the
United States of America was able to
resist European infl uence.

Diamonds

C o n on

Global economy

Nationalism

D uring the 19th century,
European steamships rook
raw materials from their
colonies to factories in
Europe, and shipped our
finished goods to markets
abroad. The huge
industrial cities of Europe
gained vast wealth, bur at
the expense of poor
producers in African and
Asian colonies.

During the 19th cenrurv, many of the peoples of Europe
struggled ro obtain their freedom from outside rulers. In one
year, 1848, Italians, Germans, Hungarians, Poles, Irish, and
orhers fought for independence or fairer forms of government.
Fighting at
Cacinia, Italy.
1848

World wars
Twice in the 20 th century, European conflicts led to war on every
continent. In 191 4, national rivalries resulted in a four-year war
that cost 22 m illion lives. Germany was defeated and dissatisfied
with the peace treaty. Again, war broke ou t in 1939. By the end
of that war, in 1945, Europe was exhausted. Two superpowers, the /
USA and the Soviet Union, now dominated international affairs.

Scottish
privau's
cap\

\
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DU SECTELR AMERICAIN

Soldiers' hats,
1914

End of empires
World War I led ro the
defeat of four great
European empires Germany, Austro-Hungary,
Russia, and Turkey - and
weakened both Britain and
France. After World War II,
Europe's overseas colonies
fough t successfully for
independence, with only
France retaining sizeable
overseas possessions.

Flag of
Nazi
Germany

Rival ideologies
Communism was established in Russia
after 191 7 and in Eastern Europe after
1945. "hile Fascism and Nazism rook
hold in Italy. Germany. and Spain in the
years up to 1945. By 1990, parliamentary
democracy, at first weak in Europe. was
the dominant form of government.

The double-headed eagle
symbol of Germany

Iron Curtain

Modern Europe
After World War II, French and German politicians
worked together to overcome their old hostilities.
Economic collaboration between the two countries
developed into a fo rmal European Union that grew
to include many o ther western European countries.
W ith the collapse of comm unism and the rise of
market economies in Eastern Europe, many forme r
communist co untries lined up to join the EU.

After \X'orld \X'ar II, Russian troops
occupied much of Eastern Europe. A
clear bo rder, known as the Iron Curtain,
emerged between the Russian-dominated
east and American-dominated west. The
border split Germany into two count ries.

Checkpoint between m o secrors of the city of Berlin

Willy Brandt
W illv Brandt (1913-92) "a~ ho rn in Lubeck.
Germanv, bur lived in NorwJ.v during
World \X'J.r II. where he was active ir
the Resistanl.e. As Chancellor of
West German\ from 1969-~4.
Brandt \\orked ro impro~e eJ.St-\\ csr
relations and made rrearic:~ \\ith
Poland and the L'SSR. He w.ts
a"arded rhe 19-1 ~oht.l PeJ.ce Prize.

Collapse of Communism
Duri ng the late 1980s. Ru~~ia "irhdre" irs milirarv and economic support
from irs com munist allies in Ea~tern Europe. Popular protest~ then
overthrew communism in even East European nation b\ 19CJO. bur bv
the late 1990s, there Wd.'. deep unrest in man\ East European countries.

Timeline
c. 12SO

BronLe ~tJ.tue
of Ro man
legio naf}

Mvcenaean culture
in Greece.

BC

flourishe~

Revolut ion on the

11 .., Rom.m Empire is
at irs height.

AO

~rreet s

of Romania

M id- I ~oos Industrial
Re\olurion begins to transform
the European economv.

1940s-80s f urope gives
up mo'1 of its colonies.
195- EEC is

I OS4 ChristiJ.u ChurLh

c 900 BC Greek
g.1.in power.

cin-~rares

C. ..,.S3 BC

i~

Rome

~plits

imu Orthodox Cd~t
and Roman ( arholic Wt'\l.

founded.

I c; oo ~ F uwpe..m n.nions
u'e rhcir n.tvigarion ,kilh to
explore and t:oloniLe l.ugc
p.urs ol rhc globe.

c.WO II< Celts spread aero's
Europe.
C ELTS

I

COLD
\\AR

[ \ IPIIUS

G OVl-RN M I· NTS
AM > I'Ol lliCS

~et

up.

18-1 The mdp of Europe is
tran\formed as Germany and
Italy become unified n uion~.

1989-9 1 Communi<m f.'l.lls.

1914-18 World \\.tr I.

~nurhe.l\£

1939-4 S \\orld War II.

G RII:CE,

'\]\;CJF ]'.;T

1994 Outhreak of war in
f urupe.

Flag of European
Union
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2001 Furo is launched.
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EUROPE,

CENTRAL

Roman Catholicism

of Europe on the North
European Plain, central Europe consists of
four countries: Poland, the Czech Republic,
Slovakia, and Hungary. With poor defenses
because of the flat terrain, this historically troubled region has
often been invaded by neighbouring powers and its country
borders redrawn. At one time or another, French, Germans,
and Russians have all dominated the area. Mter World War II
(1939-45), the countries of central Europe became communist
states closely tied to the former
Soviet Union. Since their
independence in the late 1980s,
many have struggled to compete
on the world market.
LYING AT THE HEART

In spire of repeated invasions of the area, and half
a century of ami-religious communist rule, Roman
Catholicism remains rhe dominant religion of
central Europe. Throughout the region, colourful
processions celebrate saints' days and
other religious festivals.

2

Physical features
Mosr of cenrral Europe lies on rhe vasr Norrh
European Plain and is largely flar, rolling
farmland, broken by rhe low Suderen and
Carparhian Mounrains in rhe sourh. In rhe
norrh, rivers fl ow inro rhe Balric; in rhe
sourh, rhey flow inro rhe Danube on
irs way ro rhe Black Sea.
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Tatra Mountains
The Tarra Mountains berween Poland and Slovakia are the
highest parr of rhe Carpathian Range. Their breathtaking
scenery makes rhem popular with walkers in summer, and
in winter the snow-covered peaks aruacr skiers.

Forests
Poland's Bialowieza N ational Park
is rhe largest area of woodland in
northern Europe. Some woods have
survived for thousands of years, bur
acid rain now threatens them. One
quarter of central Europe is fores ted.
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Danube River

Regional climate

The Danube is 1,775 miles
(2,857 km) long and links
Germany and rhe Rhine River
ro the Black Sea. Ir is Europe's
greatest waterway and is used
for carrying freight and
generating hydroelectric
power in Slovakia.

Cemral Europe has
(GBoF)
a temperate climate
with hot summers and
cold winters. Winters
553 mm (22 in)
rend ro be milder in the
south, except in the Carpathian Mountains and other
upland areas where heavy snow falls. The summer
months are often rhe wettest.

EUROPE, CENT RAL

Poland

People
Like the neighbouring
Czechs and Slovaks, Poles
originate from the Slavic
peoples of Europe. Poland
has few ethnic minorities,
and more than 95 per cent
of the people are Polishspeaking Roman
Catholics. Many Poles
have a traditional way
of life; local folk arts and
crafts flourish. These
include wood carving
and colourful embroidery.

~

T his country of medieval towns
and scattered farms and villages
has a history of invasion and occupation
bv fo reign powers. From 1945 to 1989,
Poland was a communist state. Since the
.:ollapse of com munism, however, Poland
'las been experiencing massive economic,
social, and political change. Poland has a
~uong strategic position between eastern and
y, estern Europe and joined NAT O in 1999

POLAND FACTS
CAPITAL CITY Warsaw
-----312,680 sq km (120,720 sq miles)

~

POPUlATION 38,800,000
D ENSITY 127 per sq km (330 per sq mile)
MAIN L\NGUAGE Polish
MAJOR RELIGION Chnstian
CURRENCY Zlory
LIFE EXPECfANCY 73 years
PEOPLE PER DOCfOR 435
G OVERNMENT Multiparty dt:mocracy
ADULT LITERACY

99o/o

Warsaw
Poland's capital since the 1500s,
\\'arsaw was almost completely
destroyed during World War II
(1 939-45). Working from original
plans, paintings, and photographs,
the Poles have rebuilt the ciry.
restoring its ancient landmarks
and treasured buildings. Todav,
the reconstructed buildings line
wide streets and squares.

Old Town Square

Root crops
Poland is a major
prod ucer of rye, and
also of root crops such
as potatoes, sugar beets,
and beets. Nearlv half
the land is used to grow
crops or raise livestock, particularly
pigs. State farms account for about
I 0 per cent of this land. Most privately
owned farms are small, producing
some crops to sell, and the rest to feed
farmers' families. Farming employs a
quarter of Poland's work-force.

Industry

\Vheat
Poland's leading grain crop is wheat,
although yields are poor. Two-thirds of
the wheat is fed to livestock, some, with
potatoes, is used to distil vodka, and with
the rest, farmers bake bread.

About one-fifth of Poland's labour force
works in industry, but production in the huge
old Soviet-style factories is inefficient. In
order to compete on the free market, the
government is slowly privatizing industry.
Shipbuilding is an important industry on the
Baltic Coast, and the Gdansk shipyard is one
of several. Poland has a thriving iron and steel
industry, and big reserves of coal, lignite
(brown coal), copper, lead, silver, and zinc.

Czech Republic

CZECH REPUBLIC FACTS

T he Czech Republic consists of the
two ancient states of Bohemia and
\1oravia, which once formed part of the
Holy Roman Empire. From 1918, it was
part of Czechoslovakia and only emerged
as an independent country in 1993, when
Czechoslovakia was partitioned. The
Czech Republic is central Europe's most
ind ustrialized nation, and man ufacturing
employs 40 per cent of its work-force.

CAPITAL CITY Prague
-----------AREA 78,370 sq km (30,260 sq miles)
POPUlATION 10,200,215

-------------------

OE...... SITY 129 per sq km (335 per sq mile)
MAIN L\NGUAGE Czech

Farming

MAJOR RELIGION Christian

Only five per cent of the Czech work-force is
employed in farming. Much of the land is controlled
by large farms owned by the state or cooperatives.
Czech farms have some of the highest grain yields
in central Europe, but most is fed to livestock
because the Republic specializes
in meat and milk production.

Prague

Bohemian glass

One of the most beautiful capital cities in Europe.
Prague has remained virtually unchanged for
centuries. Today, it plays host to an increasing
number of visitors who come for both business
and pleasure. However, air pollution caused by
nearby factories poses a major problem.

Since the 1300s, the Bohemians
of the south have made beautifully
decorated glass from the fine sands
found in this region. Bohemian
glass is prized for its high quality,
elegance, and delicacy.
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St. Nicholas's Church
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LIFE EXPECfANCY 76 years
PEOPLE PER DOCfOR 333
GOVERNMENT Multiparty democracy
ADULT LITERACY

99%

Beer
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CURRENCY Czech koruna

"-_ '

"

Czech beers are popular
all over the world, and
Budweiser, Budvar, and
Pilsner are household
names. Brewing
traditions go back
hundreds of years.

Industry
The break-up of the communist
regime led to the privatization of
many Czech companies. H owever,
some of the very large factories,
such as the Skoda works at Plzen,
remain under state control. Czech
factories are able to produce about 200,000 cars a year.
As well as cars, Skoda produces locomotives, machine
tools, and weapons. The Czechs also produce iron
and steel, machinery, and transport equipment,
although there is a trend to move away from heavy
industry into consumer goods such as textiles.
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Slovakia

SLOVAKIA FACTS

Slovakia was the rural and poo rer
half of Czechoslovakia, and after
its independence in 1993, the country
suffered economically. Much of the land
is mountainous and fo rested. About half
is used for crops o r grazing, but industry
now em ploys a large num ber of workers.
M ost people are Slovaks, speaking their
own language, but there are also
some Roma and Czechs, as well as a
nine per cent Hungarian minority.

CAPITAL ern Bratislava
AREA 49.500 sq km (19,100 sq miles)
POPULATION 5,400,000
, MAI'Il LANGUAGE Slovak
MAJOR RELIGION Christian
C URRENCY Koruna

Folklore

Bratislava

Folk traditions are strong in
Slovakia, where puppet
shows are popular. The
former Czechoslovakia
is acknowledged as
the original home
of European puppetry.
The Slovakian people
enjoy fol k festivals
where they can dress in regional
costumes and sing and dance to
traditional music

The Slovakian countryside is a mixture
of mountain villages, ancient walled
towns, and castles. There are still many
large state-run farms, but about 20 per
cent of the land is farmed by tiny, familyrun concerns. The main crops are
potatoes, sugar beet, and grains. Rural life
is hard, and poverrv is common, driving
increasing numbers of young people to
towns in search of work.

From 1536 to 1784, Bratislava was the
capital of Hungary. Now it is the capital
of an independent Slovakia. The city was
founded in the 1Oth century, and has
had a university since 1467. The new
parliament buildings were once the home
of an archbishop. Bratislava is a Danube
river port and a rail centre. Its factories
make chemicals and engineering goods.

Hungary

T hermal springs
Hungary has hundreds of
hot thermal springs; their
warm mineral waters are said
to have medicinal properties.
The country has more than
150 spring baths, ..., hich are
open to the public.

Hungary was formed about
a thousand vears ago by the
Magyars, an ethnic group from Russia
that makes up 90 per cent of today's
population. H ungary was communist
from 194 5 until 1990, and since then
its ind ustries have had to compete on
the wo rld market. The country's skilled
scientists and engineers have succeeded
in attracting fo reign investment.

Wooden puppet

H UNGARY FACT S
CAPITAL CITY Budapest
AREA 93,03~sq km (35,919 sq miles)
POPULATION 10,000,000
---------------D FNSITY 108 per sq km (280 per sq mile)
MAIN LANGUAGI:. Hungarian (Magyar)
MAJOR R£UGION Christian
C lJRRENCY Forint
LIFE. EXPECTANCY 71 years
PEOPLE PER Dl>CIOR 286
GOVEAAMENT Multiparty democracy
ADULT LITERACY 99o/o

Wine
Hungary is a worldclass wine producer and
exports a wide range of
high-quality red and white
wines. The be~t known
Hungarian y,ine is Tokay,
pronounced tok-eye. It is
a sweet, rich, golden
wine, widely
believed to be
healthful. Another
well-known
Hungarian wine
is Buirs Blood, socalled fOr its dark
blood-red colour.

Goulash is a
traditional
Hungarian
st~

Paprika
H ungarians grow more than 40 per cent of the
world's paprika, a sweet, bright-red pepper used in
cooking. O ne town , Kalocsa in southern Hungary,
even has a museum devoted emirelv to this spice.
Paprika originallv came from Central America.
H ungarian farmers also grow rye, corn. wheat, barley,
sugar beets, and potatoes, as well as grapes, olives,
and figs. Sunflowers are grown for their oil.

Goulash
Hungary's most famous
dish is goulash, a stew of beef
with vegetables, flavoured and
coloured with paprika. A pork
version is called porkholt. O ther
traditional dishes with paprika include
bacon and potato casserole, and chicken paprikash.

Horse breeding

Budapest

Hungary has a long tradition
of horse breeding. located
.u the great stud farms at
Mezohegyes and B:ibolna.
The best-known Hungarian
breeds are the Nonius and
Furioso, \\hich were de\eloped
at Mezohegyes. and the Shagp
Arab at Baholna. Todav. the~e
stud farms develop hor~es for
taking part in shows.

Straddling the Danube,
Budape~t is two cities in
one - Buda on the hilly
right bank, and Pest on
the low-lying left bank.
Buda was the old roval
capital of Hungary, ~nd
has fine old buildings
and the remains of a
Roman town. Pest is the
country's admini~trative
and industrial centre.

Hungary's oldest stud
farm at Mezohegyes

The Parliament buildings in Pest, viewed from Buda
CHRISTIANITY
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The euro

FIFTEEN COUNTRIES have joined together to
form the European Union (EU). But Europe
was not always at peace. Between 1870 and
1945, France and Germany were at war three
times. Determined to ensure their two countries never fought each
other again, the French and Germans decided to link their coal and
~reel industries so their nations would be forced to work together.
T he creation of the European Coal and Steel Community (ECSC)
in 1951 led to today's European Union.
~~

Uniting Europe

I Nerherlands
2 Belgium

In 1957, the ECSC evolved into the wider 3 Luxembourg
European Economic Community (EEC).
4 Slovenia
Ten years later this became the European
Community (EC). In 1991 , EC leaders
,igned the M aastricht Treaty, which
~tarted Europe towards full economic
~)
~
.rod monetary union. When the treaty ~
came into force in 1993, the EC
Ir f v C~tea _
became the European Union {EU).
~do~
l

t?/7-..

j

The growing union

Dare of joining

The European Union has
I 5 members. A furrher
13 srares have applied for
membership. wirh more
considering joining. Trade
and cooperarion agreements
are already in place between
dte EU and many applicants.
s" iuerland has close rrade
links wirh rhe EU, bur a
narional referendum in
2001 rejecred joining.

D

1957

c

1973

lJ

1981

c

1986

[

1995
Membership
applicarions

c
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Structure of the EU
The EU has th ree main
institutions: the Commission,
based in Brussels, Belgium, is the
civil service which runs the EU;
the Parliament, in Strasbourg,
France, and Brussels, provides
control over the EU; the
European Court of Justice, in
Luxembourg, makes sure EU
laws are appl ied properly.
\
\

Mor~ countri~s

Latvia
Lirhuania

\

~

On I Januarv 2002, a single currency, rhe
euro, was fully launched in 12 coumries
of rhe European Union (EU).
The nores and coins of rhis new
currency replaced rhe narional
currencies of rhose narions.
The onlv EU coumries ro sray
our of rhe monerary union were
Brirain, Denmark, and Sweden.

Germany

3

Poland
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European Parliament
Every five years, adulrs rhroughour rhe EU
go ro rhe polls ro deer 626 Members of rhe
European Parliamenr (MEPs) ro represenr
rheir imeresrs. Alrhough ir does nor have rhe
same powers as a narional parliamenr. rhe
European Parliamem advises rhe Commis~ion
and supervises irs work and annual budger.

Jean Monnet

What the EU does
T he European Union has many different roles covering
economic, financial, commercial, political, industrial,
agricultural , social, and cultural matters. Its rwo main
ach ievements have been to establish free trade berween
the member states by abolishing customs
duties, and to set up a common
agricultural and fisheries policy.
EU aid
a

The EU provides subsidies to rhe less well-off regions of
Europe, for projecrs such as developing new indusrrie.s.
Much EU aid is rargered rowards improving rransporr
links in Europe, such as building roads and rail\\ays, so
all regions can share in rhe benefirs of rhe single marker.

Timeline
195 1 European Coal and Sreel
Communiry (ECSC) is ser up.

Agncultural policy

Social policy

In order ro guaramee food
supplies and increase agriculrural
producrivirv, rhe EL' runs a \-erv
cornplex Common Agriculrural
Policy (CAP). This has esrablished
free movemem of farm produce
rhroughour rhe EC.

The EU rries ro improve
emplovmem ~or unemployed
workers and voung people by
imesring in educarion and rraining
in deprived regions. Ir has also
esrablished a common Social
Chaprer of Workers' Righrs.

Jean Manner (1888-1979) was a
French economisr who convinced
rhe French foreign minisrer, Rohert
Schuman (1886-1963), rhar rhe only
way ro avoid anorher war berween
France and Germany was ro inregrare
rheir coal and sred
indusrries. The
ECSC was ser up
wirh Manner as
its firsr presidem.
His vision led
direcrly ro rhe
developmem
of roday's EU.

1 9 5~ The EC~C narions sign
rhe Treary of Rome, seuing up
rhe European Economic
Communiry (EEC); a separare
rreary sers up rhe European
Aromic Energy Communiry
(Eurarom).

1967 ECSC, EEC, and
Eurarom merge ro form rhe
European Communiry (EC).
FARMING

F ISHil\G
INDCSTRY

1979 European Monerary
Sysrem ser up ro link currencies.
I 991 Maasrrich r Treary sers our
rimerable for full economic union
199 3 EC becomes rhe
European Union (EU).
2002 The euro replaces exisring
currencies in 12 EU coumries.
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EUROPEAN WILDLIFE

Oak tree
Commonly found in broad-leaved
woodlands, oaks provide homes and
food for many animals. Insects, for
example, feed on leaves and other
pans of the tree, while they themselves
are food for larger animals, such as
birds. Acorns, the fruits of the oak,
appear in late
summer.

EUROPE IS A landmass Broad-leaved woodland wildlife
that contains many
Broad-leaved woodlands extend across Europe. The trees
within them, such as oaks and sycamores, are broaddifferent habitats,
leaved, or deciduous, trees, which means they lose their
ranging from the
leaves in winter. In spring and summer, when the leaves
Arctic tundra, through broadreappear and plants bloom, woodlands support many
insects, birds, and mammals, such as squirrels and mice.
leaved forests, and mountainous
areas, to dry, hot regions around the
One~ acorns hav~ folkn to
th~ ground, thry provitk a
Mediterranean. Only desens and
nutritious ~a/ for birds
squirr~ls. and mic~. ............
tropical forests are missing from the
list. European wildlife is not as rich
as it once was; human intervention in
the form of agriculture and forest
hmaknut
clearance, as well as the sheer size
wuvi/ drilling
into acorn with
of the human population, has
h" mouthparts.
diminished the number of plants
and animals. Yet in undisturbed
forests and wetlands, a
Nut weevil
large diversity
This beetle lives on
of wildlife
oak trees, feeding
on buds and leaves.
rematns.
It has a snout-like
Fallow deer
Red foxes livt: on their own
or in small family groups in
underground dens. They are
most active at night when
rhey hunt for rabbirs,
rodents, and worms. They
may also eat fish and fruit.

h maksflick

their larg~,
bushy tails to
warn cubs ofdangn:.

Bulrushes
These tall grass-like plants
grow at the fringes of lakes
and ponds. Their roots are
often in wet soil or
submerged in water, while
their sterns and leaves extend
above the water. Bulrushes
have dark, compact,
cylindrical flower heads.

Woodland provides covt:r and
food for fallow deer. Females and
young live in small herds. Males
have antlers, and are solitary or
live in small groups. Males and
females meet duri ng the mating
season in the autumn.

Wetland wildlife
Europe's wetlands are rich in wildlife.
Reeds, bulrushes, and marsh plants
provide food and shelter for wetland
animals, such as voles and otters.
Insects and other invertebrates are a
food source for fish and frogs, which
themselves are eaten by many water birds.

European kingfisher

European otter

Edible frog

This small bird hunts for fish
and other water animals from a
perch along the banks of streams
and lakes. Once prey is sported, the
kingfisher plunges into the water,
grabs it with its long, pointed
beak, and returns to the
perch to eat its meal.

Otters are strong swimmers, adapted for
rapid movement in water. An otter's body
is long and streamlined, its dense, glossy
fur is water-repellent, and it has webbed
feet. Otters hunt underwater, catching
prey such as fish, water birds, and
frogs. They are equally agile on land,
and catch water voles and other
animals that live on riverbanks

Edible frogs livt: in marshes and
lakes, sometimes emerging at
night to feed on land. T hey
catch insects with their long,
sticky tongues. Larger prey, such
as newts and small fish, are
caught in the jaws and pushed
into the mouth with the feet.

Water vole
Water voles are good swimmers.
They build runnels in banks next
to lakes and slow-moving rivers.
These runnels havt: chambers
for food storage and
nesting, and entrances
that open above and
below the waterline.
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rostrum, at the end
of which are its jaws
In late sum mer, the
female makes holes in
the oak's acorns. In each
hole she deposits an egg.
T he larva that hatches from
the egg feeds on the acorn.

EUROP EAN W ILD LIFE

-\lpine chough
summer, choughs live in flocks
~ the tree line. They walk over rocky
•tmd, probing under vegerarion and
m crevices for insects and snails. They
on air currenrs, coping easily wirh

Mouflon

Mountain wildlife

The mouflon is a wild sheep rhar lives
in remore, mountainous regions. Ir feeds
on grasses and orher planrs during rhe
day, and resrs ar nighr. The moutlon is
surefoored, moving easily over rough
rerrain. M ales bang their heads and horns
rogerher when
competing for

The Alps and the Pyrenees are the major
mountains of Europe. Vegetation changes
with increasing alti tude; each zone has
its characteristic wildlife. Animals tend
to move to lower altitudes during the cold
wi nter months when food becomes scarce.

Alpine meadow
Alpine meadows are found above the tree line and below
the snow line. In summer, they are covered in a blanker of
bnghr flowers and dwarf shrubs. These provide food for
hordes of insecrs, which in rum are earen by birds. Meadow
vegeracion is also earen by
grazing animals

Bears eat rotknts, tkn;
insects, salmon, carrion,
tubers, and berries.

Coniferous forest wildlife

Cubs are
born in tkns
in mid-

Brown bear
These large bears live in
remore forested areas of
mounrains and as far north as
rhe rundra. They have no
narural enemies aparr from
humans. In winrer, brown
bears usually rerire ro
a den for a period
of dormancy.

Norway spruce
Norway spruces have reddish
trunks, dark green crowns,
and grow up ro 55 m
(180 ft) in height. These
seeds of rhe spruce, as
well as rhe bark, buds, •
and needle-like leaves,
provide food for
forest animals.

Coniferous fo rests of evergreen trees,
"Uch as spruce and pine, extend
across northern Europe. T hey are
dense and dark, with few ground
plants. Summers are warm; winters
are cold , with heavy snow falls. M any
animals eat the leaves and seeds of conifers.
Common crossbill
Pine martens hum in
rhe morning and evening,
using rheir excellenr
.hearing and sighr
ro locare birds
squirrels,
rabbits,
and rars.

Bright yellow
flowers are strongly
Ken ted.

The common or red crossbill lives
in the forest canopy and is rarely
seen on the ground.
Upper and lower
except when ir
parts ofbill
lands ro drink.
are crossed.
Irs crossed beak
provides rhe bird
wirh a strong "rool" for
prising open rhe scales
of pine and spruce
cones. Ir rhen uses
irs rongue ro
extracr the seeds.

Mediterranean wildlife
The Mediterranean region of Europe
has hot, dry summers, and m ilder
and wetter winters. Aromatic plants,
such as thyme, and trees such as cedar
grow here. Many animals survive by
sheltering in midday heat; others migrate.

Arctic hare

Black, bristly feathers
give it its other name
ofbearded vulture.

Lammergeier
The lammergeier lives
in mountainous areas.
Ir ears carrion, including
rhe bones, which ir drops
on ro rocks from a height
ro smash them and expose
the soft marrow.

Ear tufts are used to

Spanish festoon butterfly
This brighrlv parrerned burrerfly
is found on rhe coasrs of Spain,
France, and Portugal. lr can
be seen from lare winrer,
when remperarures srarr ro
rise, unril early summer,
when roaring is complete.

pattern

Broom
This shrub can survive the
hor, dry conditions of the
Mediterranean summer. The
seed pods produced by the
flowers dry in rhe sun, and splir
open ro scatter the riny seeds.

Spanish lynx
This car, once found all over
Spain, is now restricted ro rhe
pine foresrs, scrub, and sand dunes
of rhe Coro Dofiana National Park in
sourhwesr Spain. Lynx feed on rabbirs
and hares, deer fawns, and ducks.

' / signal to other lynxes.

Common lizard

rhe morning ro
increase irs body
remperarure,
making ir more
acrivt: when
searching

forinsecrs. ~~. .llll
B IRDS OF
PREY

fORESTS

lAKE AND
RIVER WI LDLIH.

M ARS H AND
SWAMP WI LDLI FE
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EVOLUTION

How a species evolves

refers to the theory that
existing animals and plants have evolved, or
developed, through a process of continual change
from previous life forms. Some scientists argue
that by looking at fossil evidence we can find out more about
the past. Fossils have shown that primitive life forms
appeared more than 3.8 billion years ago, and that vertebrates
existed at least 500 million
years ago. Over generations,
better-adapted organisms
have developed.
THE TERM EVOLUTION

An organism may undergo change due to a
number of processes, such as natural selection
and adaptation, induced by the environment in
which it lives. For example, selection may
have promoted larger and faster horses
adapted for living on open grassy plains. In
some cases, a subspecies can change so much
that it becomes
very different
from the rest
of its species.

third toe

Thr~e-toed

b~cam~ larg~r

Hipparion

until th~ sitk
to~s romtually

appeared
around 15
million
years ago.

Th~

Hyracotherium, the first in a long
line of horses appeared approximately
55 million years ago.

disapp~ar~d

Equus (modern horse) evolved
around 1.64 million years ago. h
originated as a plains grazer, and
has a single toe for ming a hoof.

On~

to~d hoof

Plant ftd meat
produus f/ow~rs.

plant

Darwin's finches
Mutations
Occasionally during
reproduction, the process of
replicating genetic material
{DN A) goes wrong and produces
an accidental mutation. Normally,
these mutants do not live but some
survive as an important source of
variation on which selection operates.

Plant-feeding finch

While visiting the Galapagos
Islands, English naruralist Charles
D arwin (1809-82) noticed the
variety of finches living there
Because they resembled finches
of mainland South America, he
argued that each finch species
had evolved a differently
shaped beak to meet the needs
of its particular diet.

Insect-feeding finch

s~~d disp~rsal.

Sexual selection

Heredity
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Hoof of modern
horse, Equus

The process of adaptation occurs when an
organism evolves in a certain way to make it
better suited to its environment. Some
people believe that this can lead to a new
species, and that an animal or a plant will
adapt to its surroundings so that it has a
better chance of survival.

Fuller's mutant uasa has
allowmg ~asi"

ft~rflowm

Russian
Heredity studies how
characteristics of certain
individuals are passed on
from one generation to
the next. This process
often involves the
expression of a parent's
dominant gene, which
may mask the effect of
&cessw~
the recessive gene.
albmogm~

Variation refers to the
differences within a
species. Certain
variations, such as shell
colour, may give certain
ind ividuals advantages over
others. These individuals
will have a greater
chance of surviving
and reprod ucing.

curv~d spin~s.

Unftd plant has

Foot of threeroed Hipparion

Adaptation

Variation

The theory of natural selection
suggests that environmental factors
may favour some members of a species
over others, enabling the fittest to survive.
Experiments with the carnivorous plant,
~ sundew, backed this
theory. Plants that
were fed meat
r
produced more
flowers and seeds
rhan plants which
were not.

to~

tkv~lop~d/
for spud.
Foot of early fourtoed Hyracothmum

Natural selection

Third

,

Long limbJ

Dommant
grrygm~

Some animals
choose their mates
by means of sexual
selection. A male,
may have elaborate
features, such as bright
fea thers, to anract a mate.
Characteristics such as these, which
may be beneficial to the species,
are passed to the next generation.

Monarch bunerflv

Viceroy butterfly

Mimicry in butterflies
Peacock

M imicry is a form of adaptation where one species has
developed a resemblance to another as a means of protecrion.
Birds find the monarch bunerfly distasteful, but also avoid
the similarly coloured viceroy, even though it is palatable.

EVO LUT ION

Human impact

rermediates

Artificial selection
Scientists can manipulate the genetic make-up of
plants and animals by artificially selecting particular
strains according to need. For instance,
genetically altered products, such as
tomatoes with enhanced flavour,
are already on sale. Dog
breeders, roo, can alter the
temperament, shape.
size, and colour of dogs.
The ability to alter
genetic make-up
ra1ses many
ethical
questions.

Fo r centuries humans have had an impact
o n animal and plant habitats. For
examp le, some animals have had to
adapt to new environments created by
human settlement and industry. Also,
by selective breeding, scientists have
altered the generic make-up of some
plants and animals to create
superior crops and meat fo r
h uman consumption.
Fruits, such as grapes and
oranges, have been bred
so that they no longer
have seeds and are
therefore easier to d igest.

ediates are thought to be
halfway" species that should
a:JSl if one group of o rgan ism has
&om another. In 186 1,
·erv of the earliest fossil bird ,
opteryx, provided important
n for this theory. The fossil
~v combines the reptile
acteristics of a dinosaur in irs
skeleton, bur at the same
time has the uniq uely
b ird-like feature of
feathers.

I

Tomato~s ar~ br~d to

hav~

Shar pei dog

Impact by pollution
It was discovered that
during the Industrial
Revolution, light coloured
peppered moths, previously
camouflaged from bird
predators, became
vulnerable on soot blackened
trees. However, darker
coloured peppered moths
did survive and went on to
breed more dark moths.

a long~r sh~lf lift

Ln-ing intermediates
lungtlsh can breathe oxygen
y from air and has paired fleshv fins for
ming. Lungfish arose about 380 million
ago when animals first stepped on land;
15 thought that the first land-going
pods (four-footed animals) evolved from
"Igfish-like intermediates.

s~~dlm

s~~dkss orang~

Peppered moths

grap~

Evidence

Fossil evidence

\iuch of the evidence for evolutio n is
based on fossils. T hese show how
life originated from simple forms
in the sea and then evolved.,ro
occupy land, freshwater, and air.
~rudy of the com mon characteristics
of o rganisms suggest how they
Fossil of fe rn plant
co uld be inter-related . Also,
Molecular evidence
investigations into genetics and
O ften. if two new species evolve
its molecular basis have led to a
from a common ancestor, their
greater understanding of how
DNA begins to change. For
example, both the red and grey
evolution works.

Creation theories
Evolutionists believe that life on Earth has
evolved progressively over thousands of
millions of years, originally from non-living
materials. However, some people argue that all
life forms on the Earth were created by design,
in or close to the form in
which they exist today.
Although creationists as
a group rejea the theory
of evolution, many
accept that life forms
on Earth can change.
They believe that God
created various kinds
of creatures that have
diversified within
each kind until the
present day.

Fossils of animals and plants show that
there have been significant changes
throughout geological time. Fossils
show how the fi rst land living
plants appeared some 440
million years ago, bur
were not sufficiencly well
established ro form forests
until about 320 million
years ago.

squirrel feed on acorns. However,
the red squirrel lacks the digestive
enzyme which breaks down chemicals
in the acorn. This has led to a decline
of red squirrels in the British Isles.

19th-century caricature
of Charles Darwin
Grey squirrel population outnumbers
that of the red squirrel in Britain

IFing~r digits
Th~ chimpanzu's arm is v~ry
similar to th~ basic v~rt~brau
bon~ patt~rn.

Upp~rarm

Chimpanzee's
arm

Comparative anatomy

th~

Bones of
bar's wing

In bats,
hand and
fing" bon~s tkv~loped
into supports for the
m~mbranes ofthe wing.

French naruralisr Georges Cuvier (1769-1832)
demonstrated that the function of the vertebrate
skeleton reflects the way in which the animal lived.
Since vertebrates have a common ancestry. the structure
of the skeleton has a similar plan. Armadillo limb
bones may be directly compared with the arm bones
of a chimpanzee, and those of a bar's wing.

Jean Baptiste de Lamarck
French naturalist Jean Baptiste de Lamarck
(1744-1829) proposed a theory of
evolution that broke the prevailing
idea of the fixity of species. He
claimed that by striving
to fir into rheir natural
surroundings. organisms
changed in bodily
form. and rhar such
transformations were
passed on to their
offspring. According
to his theory the
giraffe developed
a long neck by
stretching to eat
leaves from trees.

\
ANIMALS

B IG BANG

DARWIN,
CHARLES

DINOSAURS

Fossu.s

G E"'ETICS

H UMAN
EVO LUTION

PREH ISTORIC
LIFE

P REHISTORI<
PEOPLE
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EVOLUTION

How a species evolves

refers to the theory that
existing animals and plants have evolved, or
developed, through a process of continual change
from previous life forms. Some scientists argue
that by looking at fossil evidence we can find out more about
the past. Fossils have shown that primitive life forms
appeared more than 3.8 billion years ago, and that vertebrates
existed at least 500 million
years ago. Over generations,
better-adapted organisms
have developed.
THE TERM EVOLUTION

An organism may undergo change due to a
number of processes, such as natural selection
and adaptation, induced by the environment in
which ir lives. For example, selection may
have promoted larger and faster horses
adapted for living on open grassy plains. In
some cases, a subspecies can change so much
that ir becomes
very different
from the rest
of irs species.

third to~

ThrrNo~d

btcam~ larg~r

Hipparion

Th~

Hyracotherium, the fi rst in a long
line of horses, appeared approximately
55 million years ago.

until th~ sitk

app~arrd

to~s ~vrntually

around 15
mil/ton
y~ars ago.

~~"d \
Equus (modern horse) evolved
around 1.64 million years ago. It
originated as a plains grazer, and
has a single roe forming a hoo£
Long limbs
tkv~lop~d

for spud.
Foot of early fourtoed Hyracothn-ium

Natural selection

Variation refers to the
differences within a
species. Certain
variations, such as shell
colour, may give certain
individuals advantages over
others. These individuals
will have a greater
chance of surviving
and reproducing.

few~Jloum

Darwin's finches

ttas~l

Fuller's mutant
has
allowing ~asi~r
sud disp~rsal

Plant-feeding fi nch

Insect-feeding finch

Sexual selection

Heredity
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Occasionally during
reproduction, the process of
replicating generic material
(DNA) goes wrong and produces
an accidental mutation. Normally,
these mutants do nor live but some
survive as an important source of
variation on which selection operates.

While visiting the Galapagos
Islands, English naturalist Charles
D arwin ( 1809-82) noticed the
variety of finches living there.
Because they resembled finches
of mainland South America, he
argued that each finch species
had evolved a differently
shaped beak ro meet the needs
of its particular diet.

curv~d spina,

Unfed plant has

Russian
Heredity studies how
characteristics of certain
individuals are passed on
from one generation ro
the next. This process
often involves the
expression of a parent's
dominant gene, which
Recesstv~
may mask the effect of
the recessive gene.
albmogm~

allow snail to
adapt to local
habitat.

T he process of adaptation occurs when an
organism evolves in a certain way ro m ake ir
berrer suited ro irs environment. Some
people believe rhar rhis can lead ro a new
species, and rhar an animal or a plant will
adapt ro irs surroundings so rhar ir has a
berrer chance of survival.

Mutations

\
Plant fed m~at
produces Jlow~rs.

Hoof of modern
horse, Equus

Adaptation

Variation

The theory of natural selection
suggests that environmental factors
may favour some members of a species
over others, enabling the fittest to survive.
Experiments wirh rhe carnivorous plant,
"' sundew, backed rhis
theory. Plants rhar
~ were fed meat
produced more
flowers and seeds
rhan plants which
were nor.

Foot of threetoed Hipparion

Dommant
grrygm~

Some animals
choose their mares
by means of sexual
selection. A male,
may have elaborate
features, such as bright
feathers, to attract a mare.
Characteristics such as these, which
may be beneficial ro the species,
are passed ro the next generation.

Monarch butterfly

Viceroy butterfly

Mimicry in butterflies
Mimicry is a form of adaptation where one species has
developed a resemblance to another as a means of protection
Birds find the monarch butterfly distasteful bur also avoid
the similarly coloured viceroy, even though it is palatable.
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EXPLORATION

Ancient exploration

SINCE THE EARLIEST T IMES, people have
been curious about the world in which
they live. For more than

3,000

years,

explorers have charted most of Earth's
surface by land and sea. Often these brave pioneers
went out into the unknown inspired by more than
mere curiosity. Sometimes they went in search of
riches, or to find new and less overcrowded places to
live, o r in a quest for scientific knowledge. In the
course of mapping the world, explorers quashed
many myths while bringing back true stories that
could seem even stranger than fiction.

In ancienr rimes, peoples such as
the Phoenicians explored new
regions in rheir quest for trading
partners. The Greeks and Romans
also discovered more about rhe world as
rheir empires expanded. People began
ro read abour far-flu ng places in
books by classical geographers
such as Srrabo (c.63 BC-c.AD 21).
Xuan Zang
The Buddhist monk Xuan Zang (602--664) was one
of the greatest travellers of ancient China. In 629 he
set off alone on the famed Silk Road to visit India,
Nepal, Sri Lanka, and Pakistan, making friends for
China and studving as he went. He returned in 654
laden with the finest Asian artworks. After Xuan
Zang's death, the Emperor Gaodong built the
Xingjiao monastery outside Xi' an to honour him.

Exploration for trade

Marco Polo
The Venetian pioneer trader Marco Polo
(c.l254- l324) travelled overland to China,
and served the Emperor Kublai Khan as a
diplomat for 17 vears. Back in Europe,
while in prison for debt ( 1296-98),
he dictated a hugelv popular book
about life in the Far East.
Centuries later it helped inspire
Columbus to find a new
westward sea route to the East.

After rhe Onomans captured Constantinople
in 1453, European rulers paid sailors to find
alternatives to the land route ro Asia. Ir was
soon proved quicker and cheaper to ship
luxury goods such as spices and silks by sea.

Han dynasty (206 BC220 AD) jigurin~

Kublai Khan and Marco Polo

Chinese jade horse

Ivory imperial seal

Clove
tree

Silk Road

\ Bolts ofsilk wn-~ trtukd throughout
Silk Road

Chinese
silk

th~

Vasco da Gama
Portuguese navigator Vasco
da Gama (c.l469l524) became the first
European to sail to
India when he
landed at Calicur
(Calcuna) in 1498.
Da Gama returned
twice: in 1502 to
avenge the deaths
of some Christian
traders, and for the
last rime, in 1524, as
Viceroy of India. He died
shortly after this appointment.

In ancient and medieval rimes, there was a
6.400-km (4,000-mile) overland trade
route between China and Europe, known as
the Silk Road. It fell into disuse when Asian
and European traders adopted new east-to-west
sea routes in the 15th and 16th centuries.

Spice Islands
Europeans knew that valuable spices.
such as cloves, grew wild in the East,
and some of the greatest explorations
were effons to find the Spice Islands,
which are today known as the Moluccas.
Portuguese, Spanish, Dutch, and British
navigators all fought to control this valuable
source of trade for their countries.

New World

Southern Continent

From 1492 Europeans aimed
to reach India by sailing west.
When rhey discovered rhar
America was in rheir parh,
thev hailed rhis conrinem as
a "new world". But as they
explored ir, rhey brutally
plundered and destroyed rhe
rich empires of the Azrec,
·
Inca, and Maya.

For centuries Europeans believed thar there was
a Terra Australis Incognita - or Unknown
Southern Cominem. In the 17rh and 18rh
centuries Dutch and British seamen, such as
James Cook (1728-79), began to explore ir, and
rhe grear cominem became known as Australia.
Robert 0 'Hara Burke and William J Wills

Aztec sacrificial
knife
Aztec ponrait beaker

Earlv European senlement of Australia was coastal.
Burke (1820--61) and
Wills (1834--61) made
the first journey from
Melbourne across the
continent's parched
interior to the northern
coast. On the way back,
they died of starvation
in the O utback
Death at Cooper's Creek
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EYES

AND

0

Ey~-moving

SEEING

Moving the eye

muscl~s

YouR EYES ENABLE you to see by stimulating the
~~} \), creation _of images in your _brain. Each of th~ two
c~ ~ye~alls IS a sphere measun_ng 6.25 em (2.5 Inches)
~
In diameter. Eyeballs contain sensory cells that,
when stimulated by light, send messages to the brain that are
interpreted as images. Reflex mechanisms control the amount
of light entering the eye, and enable the eye to focus on
objects whether they are near or distant. Much of the eyeball
is hidden because it is protected within the orbit, a bony
socket in the skull. The delicate outer surface of the
eye is also protected by the eyelids.

Your eyes move constantly, even
when you are staring. Six muscles
move each eyeball and hold it in place
inside irs skull socket. Each muscle
pulls the eye in a different direction
enabling the eyeball to move up and
down, from side to side, and
diagonally. Your brain controls these
movements to make sure that both
eyes move together.

l

Seeing
The eyes gather light from whatever you look ar.
The cornea and lens focus this light on the retina
to produce an upside-down image. Cells inside the
retina, called rods and cones, respond to light by
sending nerve impulses along the optic nerve to the
brain. T he brain imerprets these impulses so you see
the image the right way up.

Tear gland moistens
and
protects
eye.

Eyeball

Inside the eye
The transparem cornea at the from of the eye
helps to focus light as it emers. Behind the
cornea are the iris, which com rols the amoum
of light emering, and the lens,
which fine focuses light on the
retina. Two liquids, aqueous
and vitreous humour,
maim ain the shape of
the eyeball.

Retina

Object

Pupil is an
opening that
channels
light

Pupil
Upsuk-down
on th~

Retina is a membrane
at the back of the eye.

imag~

Ciliary muscles
adjust focus oflms.

r~tina

""'- Sclera is the tough, white,
outer coat of the eye.

Eyeball lies within
a protective bony
socket.

Long sight

Vision defects
Iris and pupil

Rods and cones

The iris controls the amount of
light entering the eye. M uscles in
the iris alrer the size of the pupil,
the opening that allows in light.
In dim light, the pupil widens; in
bright light, the pupil gets smaller.

There are about 120 million
rods and 7 million cones in the
retina. Rods work best in dim
light. Cones are responsible for
colour vision and enable you
to see things in derail.

T he most common vision p roblems are
long sight and short sight. In both cases
the eye does nor focus ligh t properly on
the retina. Some people, mainly males,
have colour blindness and cannot
d istinguish between certain colours,
most often red and green.

Tears

A p~rson with
r~d-gr~m

Tears are released by lacrimal (tear)
glands above the eye. When you
blink, tears spread over the eye's
surface. This keeps the cornea moist,
washes away dust, and kills germs.
After flowing over the eye, rears
drain through two small openings at
the side of the eye into the lacrimal
duct, and then into the nose.
BRAIN AND
"' ER\OUS SYST EM
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colour
blindness
cannot
s~~ this
numb~r.

CAM ERAS

C ELLS

COLO UR

1

Light rays from

A long-sighted
n~arby ob ect
person sees distant
objects clearly,
bur has a blurred , - -~t
view of close
"--objem. This
happens because light
from near objects is
focused behind the
retina, rather than on it.
b~hind r~tina

ligh<mpfJ

Short sight

Light rays from

A short-sighted person can s e
dstante
ob ·ect s
close objects clearly, bur sees
/
distant objects as a blur. Shorr ,sight is usually caused by the 'l
eveballbeinglongerthan
--- ~S
normal. This means that light
entering the eye from distant
objects is focused in front of
Light rays focus in
the retina, rather than on it
.front of r~tina.
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ARMING
BY CULTIVATING

Types of farms

and raising
animals, farms produce food and other
products. Ten per cent of people in
developed nations, and 60 per cent in
eloping countries, make their living from farming.
the West, technology makes the land highly
oductive, producing abundant, cheap food, and
quiring fewer workers. In developing countries,
arms have much lower yields because the soil or
.:Lmate are often unsuitable for agriculture, and
armers, unable to afford new machines and
1emicals, must rely on labour-intensive methods.
CROPS

Cotton bolls
(sud pods)
\

C rops

\ncienr farmers b red crop planrs by
Deering and sowing rhe seed from the
lrhiesr wild planrs: rhe firsr culrivared
1p was probably a kind of whear. Today's
jor food crops are wheat, rice, maize
.;:om), and poraroes; major non-food crops
lude conon and tobacco. T he rypes and
uanriries of crops a farmer can grow are
termined by soil and climate.

In rhe developed world, mixed farms were once common;
farmers grew a few differenr crops and kep r some livesrock
Today's technology makes ir advanrageous for farms ro
specialize, raising jusr one kind of crop or animal wirh very
high ourpur. Such farming is big business. Some farmers,
concerned by rhe possible effects on rhe environmenr, have
changed ro organic farming,
where artificial ferrilizers and
pesticides are nor used.
Sh~ph~rd shaka u~d pods
from a tr~~ to fud sh~ep.

Subsistence farming
Subsistence farmers produce only enough
to feed their household, with lirrle or no
surplus to sell. This is more common in
developing nations where many farmers
cannot afford the chemicals or machinery
that would increase their yield, and rely
on centuries-old farming methods.
Subsistence farming, Kenya

Commercial farming

Cotton
The con on crop provides
fibres and oil. The main
producers of the world's
conon are China and
rhe USA.

Commercial farmers farm animals and
crops intensivelv. They aim for a high
yield and sell their produce for profit.
In manv countries, farmers produce roo
much food. When surplus crops and
animals force food prices down,
damaging the food industry,
governments pay farmers to grow less.
Cattle fair, Argentina

Livestock
Farmers rear livestock (animals) for mear,
m ilk, eggs, skins, and wool. In some cases,
livestock is reared inrensively, wirh many
animals kep r indoors in arrificial cond itions
ro encourage fasr growth. By conrrasr
"free-range" animals are reared ourside;
rhey live more like rheir wild
counrerparrs, bur rheir
products are more cosrly.

Rice
is a cereal, and the
food of half the
rfd's people. Asia
-duces 90 per cent of the
world's crop. Plants are
r;rown in warm climates,
usually on flooded "paddy"
bdds. Rice is a
•ur-intensive
aop, which
s most of
tbt work is done
lw people, rather
m an machines.

Farmers kept
goars and sheep
for milk long
before cattle.
Sheep's m ilk

Rice
seedlings

Butter, from
cow's milk

2 days
old

2-3
wuks

Sorting the maize harvest,
Ghana

2
wuks

Cheese, from
goat's milk

Sheep
The versatile sheep
produces meat, wool, and
milk. Sheep do nor need
such rich pasture as carrie:
they can survive on poor
quality land, and in dry or
cold climates.

Plants ar~ cut down, and
left in bundles to dry out.

Paddy field, China

Maize
Maize is a kind of grass.
There are many varieties,
which can be ground into
flour, eaten a.~ a vegetable,
made into oil. or used as
animal feed. MaiLe is a
major crop in the United
Stares, Brazil, southern
Africa, and parts of Asia.

Dairy farming
Dairy farming is the
breeding of animals for
their milk and milk
products. Cows are the
main dairy animals,
producing I 0 to 15 lirres
(2.6 ro 4 US gallons) of
milk a day on average.
Sheep and goats are also
raised for their milk.
Sheep-sheari ng
rakes place in
late spring.

Matze
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FARMING

Farming technology

Vegetables can be
bred ro be regular
in shape. and so
more aHractive ro
shoppers, even
though there is no
difference

Ever since rhe Agricultural Revolurion
in rhe 18th cemury, sciemific
advances in agriculrure have rapidly
raised farms' producriviry. Artificial
ferrilizers, pesticides, research imo
selective breeding, and generic
engineering keep rhe increasing
Western populations fed. Selective
breeding programmes improve crops
and livestock by combining rhe
srrengrhs of each parenr in their
offspring. By mod ifying genes d irecrly
in rhe laboratory, scienrisrs can
fntmsivt/y
achieve rhe same results as selective
formtd
breeding in a fraction of rhe rime.

Machinery

Preparing the land

D uring rhe 20th cenrury, new machinery increased
farm prod ucriviry in industrialized nations, while
also curring labour requiremem s. Tractors, moror
vehicles rhar pull farm machinery, quickly replaced
horses as rhe source of pulling power on rhe farm.
T he tractor's power allowed farmers ro planr
and harvest crops over vast areas.

To prepare the soil for sowing
seed. farmers first plough the
fields. The blade of a plough curs
a deep furrow in the soil and
turns it over, burying weeds,
which rot ro enrich the soil.
Harrows and culrivarors are then
used to break up large lumps of
earth before the seed is sown.

Chemicals in farming
Fertilizers enrich the soil with the minerals
tor plam growrh. Animal manure
is an organic fertilizer; science has also
developed inorganic (artificial) fertilizers.
Pesticides are chemicals th.o.t control the
pests which anack crops. While these
chemicals improve productivity. some
chemicals get into the water supplv.
possibly harming human health.
e~~cnrial

Harvesters

Because combine
han esters work so
quickly, rhev reap a
crop at irs best.

M achines can speed the harvest. A
combine harvester both curs a crop of
wheat and separates the grain from the
stalk. In less than an hour, a machine with
one driver can turn rwo
hectares of wheat into
grain. Sugar, poraroes. and
peas are other crops
harvested bv machine.

frrtgular
shapt

lntensi"e rearing
Intensive farming maximizes
rhe production of crops and
liYestock with chemicals and
machines. Shoppers prefer
cheap food: ro produce this,
the cost of raising livesrock
must be kept ro a minimum.
Carde, pigs. and other
animals live in controlled
conditions; for example, pigs
live in units, and are fed a
precise mix of nutrients that
make them put on the most
weight in the least rime.

Catde raised in zero-grazing pen

Apples are the
main fruit crop in
cool. temperate
regiom. There are
more than 6,000
ditlerem varieties.

Trus havt bttn

Equipment
M ilking machines have changed the face
of dairy farms, with farmers now able ro
keep much larger herds of carde. Farmers
operate machines that milk cattle rwice a
dav, although in the Netherlands robotic
machines have been introduced that milk
cows whenever the cows want it. The
robots place vacuum cups on the cows'
teats ro draw our their milk. Each cow
wears a radio collar which reUs the robot
where to look for the udder.

Robotic m ilking parlour. the N etherlands

The farmer's year

To makt mtchamcal
wttding tasier, tht trtes
art grown in ntat rows.

T he changing seasons ser rhe pace of a farmer's work.
On a livestock farm, for instance, spring is rhe rime
when lambs or calves are born. The arable
(crop-growing) farm is busiest during
rhe spring-ro-aurumn growing
season. Apple growers must carry
our differenr tasks through rhe
vear ro produce rhe best crop.

Wimer: the trees rake
a rest from growing.
The farmer prunes
the branches into
shapes that make the
fruit ea.~ier ro reach.

Bus dust pollen from
blossom ofont trtt to
Buhwt

Modern../"'"
apple trus
have been
bred to be small
making it easitr
for people to pick
the fruit.

ofano<k.l

Tractor movts
bi11s ofpicktd
apples.

Late summer: the
fruits ripen at the end
of summer, when hdi\ esr
(by hand) begins.
FARM ING
HISTORY O F
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Autum n:
harvest continues.
Windfalls are used to
make cider and juice.
G ENETICS

IN DUS VALLE\
CIVILIZATION

Spring: bees from
hives placed in the
orchard in spring
pollinate the trees.
P IGS AN D
PFCCARI ES

PLANT
L SES

SHEEP AND
GO U S

Trus art spraytd and ftd
in spring and summtr.
S O IL

TRADE AND
IN DUSTRY

Farming
Animals farmed for produce

'

kens are bred
eggs and mear.

Peacocks are bred for
their exoric plumage.

Ducks are farmed for
feathers. eggs. and meat.

Sheep are bred for milk.
meat, skins, and wool.

Geese are kept for
meat, down, and eggs.

Red deer are bred for
their meat, called venison.
Angora goats have a
coarse undercoat and a
curly wool outer coat.

]trsrys art formtd for

I thtir vtry rich milk.

Catt!t
art tht
world's most
numerous
form animals. _

Cattle are farmed
for milk and meat.

I H,-,fo.W wm> jim
brtd in Britain and
art now formed in
50 countrits.

Goats are farmed for
milk. meat, and wool.

Goats can fted on scrubby
grass and thorny branches.

Almost tvtry part
ofa pig can bt

I

Ostrich chick: farmed
fur meat and feathers.

Saanen goats are bred in
Europe for their milk.

C hinchillas, rodents bred
for their soft, delicate fur.

Pigs are farmed for pork. bacon. orher
meat products, skins, and brisdes.

Animals bred to work

Camels are used as pack animals, and also
farmed for wool, milk. hides, and meat.

H eavy horses, used where
a farmer has no tractor.

Donkeys carry large loads
on li[[le food or water.

Mules are mterbred from
horses and donkeys.

Elephants are used as draught
(pulling) animals in southeast Asia.
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FARMING, HISTORYOF
the first farmers began
to grow crops and breed animals for food. Before
that, nomadic hunter-gatherers fed on berries,
plants, and wild beasts they encountered on their
travels. With the emergence of farming, however, people
were able to produce a reliable food supply, and to settle
permanently in one place, giving rise to the world's earliest
civilizations in Mesopotamia, Egypt, India, and China.
Farming methods continued to evolve slowly until, in the
18th century, a so-called Agricultural Revolution led to
dramatic changes. Since then, farming has become more
mechanized and feeds ever greater numbers of people.
TEN THOUSAND YEARS AGO,

Agricultural revolution

Goat

Camargue bull

Black Norfol k turkey

New farm machinery
Machines, such as the thresher (formulated in 1786 b) Scots inventor Andrew Meikle), eased
workloads and improved productivity. fhreshers, which separated the gram from the straw,
became more effective after 18'>0 when f.um workers anached steam engines to power rhem.

I

Grain isftd
in hl'rt.

Rice farm ing

From rhe 1500s, English landowners enclosed
wmmon land wirh fences, ditches or hedges, to
rum it into private property. As a result, the
co-opera rive medieval system of f.uming gave
way to a sysrem of privare ownership where landowners made all the decisions about what to f.um.

Charles "Turnip"
Townshend

D uring the Agricultural
Revolution, farmers found thar if
rhev grew certain crops, such as
rurnips, clover, barley, and wheat in
successive vears, they did nor need ro let
the land lie fallow for a year. Root crops,
such as turnips. improved the soil, and
therefore rhe qualirv of the nexr harvest.

Drum stparatts
grain from straw.

Irrigation
Early farmers needed water for rheir
crops. Rivers and artificial canal
systems played a viral role in the
ancient agricultural civilizations of
Egypt. rhe Indus Vallev. and China.

Enclosures

Crop rotation

Straw exits here.

Neolithic revolution
After the New Stone Age, c.8000 BC,
(Neolithic) people in western Asia
began ro grow crops. This rype of
f.umi ng supported I 0 rimes more
people than hunting and gathering.

Farmers in medieval Europe divided
the land around their village inro
three fields. Each family had one 12hecrare strip of land in each field.
Everyone followed the same threeyear farm ing cycle: one field was left
faJiow (unused) each year to restore
the soil's nutrients, and the other two
grew barley, oars, rye, or wheat.

Selective breeding

Turnips and wheat

T he fi rst farmers tamed wild
animals, kept them in
herds, and used them for
meat, m ilk, skins, and wool.
By contrast, nomadic herders moved their
animals constantly in search of new pastures.

Medieval farming

From abour 1750, a series of major changes
ushered in the era of modern farming. Key
developmenrs included large-scale farming, the
intensive breeding of livestock, and the
improvemenr of a number of agricultural
techniques - such as four-course crop rotation all of which were fi rst developed in Britain.

Robert Bakewell (I 725-95), the fifth Duke of
Bedford (I 76'>-1802), and other British stock
breeders during the Agricultural Revolution,
used selective breeding on their f.ums and estates
to develop larger, healthier animals, such as cattle, goats,
sheep, and rurkcys, with a higher milk or mear yield.
Larer breeders used rhe same svstem to develop animals
for a particular purpme. For example, rhe Camargue bull
which is bred only for fighting.

Drivt belt operaus mai11
thrtshing drum.

Steam-powered
threshing machine
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In the 1960s, a Green Revolution rook
place. N ew "high-yield" crop varieties
were developed to increase wheat and
rice production, particularly in highly
populated countries such as India, and
China. Critics claimed this process
damaged rhe environment through
overuse of fertilizer and concentration
on only a few species. Recently
farmers have been rediscovering
rradirional farming methods and using
organic fertilizers and insecticides.

A main forerunner of the
Agriculrural Revolution.
Viscount Townshend
(1674-1738) rerired
from a brilliant career in
politics to concentrate on
farming. He popularized a
four-course rotation of crops, and
pioneered "marling" (using limey dav as
fertilizer). His widespread cultivation of
the turnip - as a fodder crop to keep
animals fed during the winter earned him his nickname.

Coal

CHINA,
H ISTORY OF

Book of Hours, 1416

Green Revolution

stortd
hert.

BRONZE
AG E

Flint sickle in
wooden handle

Early farmers

E UROPE,
MEDI EVAL

I

Seaweed, an organic fertilizer
fARM ING

INDUSTRIAL
REVOLUTION

I!'.'VENT IONS

KHM ER
EMPIRE

S TON I
AG E

S t' MERIANS

FASCISM see GOVfRNMFNTS AND POliTICS • FENCING see COMBAT SPORTS • FFRMI , ENRICO see NUCLEAR POWER

FERNS

Male fern
Ferns similar ro this male fern,
so-called because of irs vigorous
growth, are found in woods all
around the world. This
species has stiff, bright green
fronds. Each blade is
divided imo "leaves" called
pinnae (singular: pinna),
each of which is further
divided imo pinnules.

THE MOST ADVANCED of all the nonflowering, spore-bearing plants are the
ferns and their relatives, known as the
Pteridophytes. There are about 12,000
species of Pteridophyte, of which about 10,400 are
fe rns. The others include horsetails and club mosses.
Pteridophytes are vascular
plants, that is, plants whose
stems contain tissues that
transport water and food
A developing
around the plant internally.
male fern
plam
T hey flourish best in warm,
damp environments, but also
grow where it is cool or dry.

Pinna and_ _ .....pinnuler

A full-grown
frond may
reach as much
as 150cm
(5 ftJ long.

"--'--'·"".....

Ferns
<\. typical fern planr has underground
srems, or rhizomes, from which grow roors,
and leaves called fronds. U prighr rhizomes
prod uce a fe rn wirh a shorr radiating crown
of fronds, while long horizonral rhizomes
Frond buds develop on
prod uce a spreading fern . Ferns grow in a
the rhizome. Each bud
'ariety of places, bur all have a rwo-srage
produces just one frond. h
life-cycle. The gamerophyre is a small,
rakes up ro three years for
a bud ro develop and a
shorr-lived planrler rhar prod uces sex cells.
frond ro start growing.
-\frer ferrilizarion, a female sex cell
grows inro a sporophvre, which is
rhe fe rn planr.
Club mosses

1

Epiphytic ferns
An epiphytic fern grows on the
bough or trunk of a tree. h rakes
no nourishment from irs hosr. bur
obtains moisrure and
minerals from rain
and debris rhar
become napped
among irs roots.

Fronds hang
clear ofthe
branch. \

Radiating
fronds

The Iife-cyde of a fern
Pinna

Some ferns are aquatic.
fhey either root imo
mud in fresh warer, or
float free. This Aw/J.z
species floats. Irs tiny
roots dangle in rhe warer
below a mar of fronds.

Ferrile fronds
have sori
(singular: sorus),
usually on the
lower surface of
each pinna.

-

I

!:lporangia
Within each sorus
are clusters of
sporangia, which
contain rhe spores.
MOSSES AND
LIVFRWO RTS

3

Horsetails

These small planrs
grow on damp ground
or on rainforest rrees.
T heir creeping srems
are covered wirh riny
leaves arranged in a
spiral. Spores are
carried in modified
leaves on ferrile srems.

Tree ferns have woody,
fibrous trunks topped with
a crown of fronds. They are
found in all climates, most
frequemly in rhe tropics and
sub-tropics. The rallesr
species reaches 20m (6"i ft).

Water ferns

A male fern produces
tall fronds. each on a
scaly sripe. Ferrile fronds
are rhe last ro unfurl, so
that rhe spores are released
in rhe summer.

A frond can grow
rapidly because all the
cells of the stalk and
leaflets are fully formed,
though very small. Thev
just have ro expand.

2

T he sriff uprighr srems of horsetails grow
in dense parches from underground
srems. Branches are arranged in whorls,
alrhough ferrite srems ofren have no
branches. T iny brown leaves grow
in rings around rhe srems
and branches. Spores are
borne in cone-like srrucrures Sterile
on rhe rip of ferrile srems.
srem
Dry weather causes
the sporangium
to burst at

·=···7

Sex organs are
carried on the
underside
ofthe
gametophyte.

Spores
Sixty-four spores
develop inside each
sporangium. The
sporangium then
bursts, releasing all
the spores.
PLANTS

PLANTS,
ANATOMY

Archegonium
containing
female
sex cells

Gametophyte is a
thin grun plantlet.
A spore landing
on damp soil
germinates into a
gamerophyre. This
bears male and
female sex organs.

Antheridium
containing
male
sex cells

Male sex cells
swim in a film
of soil moisture
to rhe female sex
cells and then
fertilize them.

PLANTS,
REPRODUCTION

RAINFOREST
WI LDLI FE

Ferrile
stem

Newftrn
plant- the
sporophyte

I
The first
female sex
cell robe
fertilized
grows into a
fern plant.
TRFES
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Str~amers ar~

FESTIVALS

hungftom a pole.\.

ALL OVER THE WORLD, people set aside special
days each year to enjoy themselves at festivals.
These public celebrations are held for many
reasons: they may be linked to a community's
religious beliefs, mark the changing seasons, or honour
important events in a country's history.

Calendar
festivals

Day of the Dead
On I November,
Mexicans celebr.ue
the Day of the Dead,
to honour people
who have died.
Families have picnics by
the graves of their
relatives, decorate the
streets with flowers and
carved skeletons, and
car sweets shaped like
skulls and coftlns.

T he majority of fes tivals
are held ar rhe same
rime each year. M any
religions have adapted rhe
celebrations of early peoples ro
their own ends: rhe Christian
Christmas and rhe H indu Diwali are
held around rhe same rime as ancient
feasts marking rhe onset of winter.

Papier-mache
skeleton

Children's Day
To mark Children's Day (5 May)
in Japan, screamers in the shape of carp
are hung our. 1 he strong, energetic fish is
seen as a good role model for young children.

Harvest festivals

Carnivals

Ancient peoples rhoughr rhar
thanking rhe gods would
ensure a good crop rhe next
year, and people still celebrate
fes tivals based on rhis idea.
There are many fes tivals in
Africa and Papua New
G uinea rhar celebrate rhe
yam crop, and rhe
O kroberfesr beer festival in
Germany began as thanks
for rhe crop of hops.

Originally, carnivals were pagan festivals
ro celebrate rhe rebirth of nature in
spring. Later, rhey became associated
with rhe Roman Catholic festival of Lent.
T he srarr and duration of rhe carnival
season varies from country ro country.

Mardi Gras
In many Roman Catholic countries
carnival is bv tradition a last
chance for merrv-making befOre
the start of Lent, the weeks of
fasting that come before Easter.
Thousands of people enjoy the
week-long Mardi Gras carnival in
N ew Orleans, USA, which is
named after the French for "Far
Tuesda\ ".This refers to Shrove
Tuesdav, the day before Lent
begins, when all the fats in the
home must be used up. Another
spectacular Mardi Gras carni~a.I is
held in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil.

Carnival in Venice
This famous Italian carnival first began in the
11th centurv. TraditionallY, man} revellers
wear masks. They originally did this tO hide
their faces while they behaved outrageously.

Radishes
On Christmas
Eve, townspeople
in Oaxaca, Mexico,
celebrate their radish
crop by carving large,
recentlv harvested
radishes into elaborate
shapes, which they use to
decorate marker stalls and
restaurants. Food is served on
chipped plates, which are
saved for the occasion and
smashed at the end
of the night.

Corn

Mardi G ras float

Caribbean carnival
Carnival in the Caribbean combines
African and European traditions; dance,
costume, and music are important parts
of African religious beliefs.

Political festivals
Most fes tivals set up rodav mark
non-religious events. T he O lym pics
celebrate excellence in sports; rhe
Edinburgh fes tival in rhe UK
promotes rhe performing arts.

In England, people
often used the last of
the year's corn to make
a figure called a corn
dolly. The dolly kept
the corn spirit alive
through the winter,
ensuring another good
harvest the next year.

May Day
Once a springtime
fertility festival.
May I is a now a
public holidav to
honour workers. In
Russia, May Day is
marked with trades
union parades.

M ime anist,
Edinburgh Festival

Rosk.Jide
Thousands of fans attend
this summer rock music
festival in Denmark.

T raditional English
corn dolly
CHRJSTIA~ ITY
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Significant political dares are often rhe cause
for regular celebration. Festivals mark rhe
anniversary of a nation's independence or a
great leader's birthday: in rhe USA, there is
a holiday on George Washington's birthday.

FI LM AND
FILM MAKING
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HINDUISM

SPORT

UNIONS,
TRADE

FEUDALISM

How feudalism began
The great emperor Charlemagne
insisted that all his nobles swear
loyalty to him. This bond beween
lord and warrior began the feudal
system . O ver the next two
centuries, feudalism spread through
France, Germany, northern Italy,
the Slav countries, and finally the
British Isles and Sicily.

IN PARTS OF MEDIEVAL ASIA
and Europe, a system arose
for organizing society known
as feudalism. In the feudal
system, the king gave land to powerful
barons, who then gave land and protection
to lesser lords, and so on through to the
peasants. Each level was then expected to
fight to protect its overlords whenever
needed. European feudalism started in
the late 9th century, and spread all over the
continent. Outside Europe, the feudal system
operated in Palestine during the Crusades, and
also in Japan, where samurai gave military
service to their overlords in return for land.

Mounted warriors
Warriors riding horses to war became more
common after 950. These warriors were me
fust knights. They had great prescige, and
became an important part of me feudal system

Dtrisivt imagt of
king with cat, not
rrown, on his htad

King
Almough the
king owned the
land, he could
rarely afford to
keep an army.
He was often in
conflict wirh the
barons, on whom
he relied for his
warriors.

Lords and vassals
In the European feudal system, the only person who actually
owned land was the king. When the king granted land to
a baron, the baron knelt and pledged to be the king's
\assai (servant). Lesser lords swore a similar oath to the
barons and became their vassals, and peasants swore
allegiance to the lords. Bishops were also the king's
\ assals, and held nearly as much power as the barons.
Feudal counsel
Kings and barons often asked
for advice, or counsel, from
their vassals when making
any imporrant decisions.
This I4th-centurv French
manuscript shows Philip Vl
of France judging Robert of
Valois, helped bv the
bishops on his right
hand and the barons
on his left.

The manor
Farmland and irs ownership
was the most important pan of
feudalism, and the manor was
the administration centre of the
system. T he lands surrounding the
manor house were divided into the
demesne {for the lord's own use),
the arable (granted in parcels to the
peasants), and the meadow lands
(used by everyone for livestock).

Barons
The most powerful
of all me nobles, me
barons got meir lands
direcrlv from me king.
Because mey provided
me roval armv, they had
great power and prestige.

Local lords
Local knights got meir land (or
manor) from me barons. In rerum,
mev fought for me barons when
needed. As cime went on, local lords
often paid a tax called scurage (shield
money) instead of fighting. and me king
used this money to hire professional soldiers..
In peacecime, mev fumed and kept order.

The manor house
Feudal contract
The people owed meir loyalrv
to me monarch. This "conuacr"
meant that Philip VI could - and
did - tax his subjects heavilv to
finance me Hundred Years War.

The peasants, at me bottom of feudal socierv, got meir plots
ofland from me local lord of me manor. He allowed mem
to fum this land; in return, mev paid rent in produce and
money. The pe-asants also contributed several davs' labour
on "public" projects such as road- and bridge-building.

Domesday Book
For the feudal system to work well, the ruler needed
derailed information about the land and who lived
on it. W illiam of N ormandy, who introd uced
feudalism to Britain, had a complete record made
of all land ownership in England in 1085- 86.
This became known as the Domesday Book.
Tht book is tht most
complete record of
land-holding in
medieval Europe.

William I

H U"'DRED
YEARS \XAR

Every manor house had a hall.
This acted as me dining and living room for
the family, and also a general recepcion room
where me peasants paid meir rem. The kitchen
was at one end of the hall, beside a pantry and
bunery (store room for drinks). Buildings in
me courtyard outside included workshops and
cattle-sheds. The whole complex was often
surrounded by a moat for protection.
T he H all, Ightham More

The illegitimate son
of Duke Robert I of
Normandy, William
(c.l 028-1 087)
conquered England in
I 066. He introduced
the feudal system to me
island, and replaced
Saxon nobles with
Norman lords.

C HARLEMAG Nf

Ightham
Mote,
England

K"' GHTS AND
HFRALDRY

M EDIEVAL
EURO PE

NORMANS

SAM URAI AND
SHOGUNS
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FILM-MAKING

IN 1895, THE Lumiere

Pictur~s

Pre-production

brothers held the first
public film screening, in a
room below a Parisian cafe. The
black and white images flickered on
a silent screen, yet the audience was
enthralled. The magic of the movies
has continued ever since. Technology
developed rapidly: sound arrived in
1927, colour in the 1930s, and
today's complex films often involve
stunning special effects. Film
production is now an international
industry, generating great wealth
and employing thousands worldwide.

r~pr~mt

Film-making begins long
before the cameras start
to turn. After a studio (a
fil m-making company)
agrees to make a movie,
a script is prepared , the
budget drawn up, actors
and skilled crew hired,
and the entire p roduction
planned to the last derail.

Focus pulkr has a
uat at top ofcran~ to
adjust th~ focus on
th~ camera kns.

~ach

shot.

The producer

Storyboard

A producer decides which film to
make, finds the money to finance
it (often millions of pounds) and
brings together the stars, script,
and director.

With one small picture for each
shot, a smryboard is important in
planning a film and gives an idea
of what it will look like. Notes
outline the action and dialogue.

The set
Th~

ut tksign~r us~s sk~tch~s
and motkls to tksign th~ su.

The film scenery, or set, is often
purpose-built, m simulate the right
atmosphere without the film crew leaving
the studio. An actor who, on screen,
seems to swagger into a saloon in
the rough Wild West, may, in
fact, be in a studio in Bombay.
Hollvwood, or Paris.

1

Boom holds microphon~
but out
(/shot.

Casting

n~ar actor

It is viral w the success of a movie m cast
(place) actors who suit their parts
artistically. Audiences have their
favourites, so the choice of a
popular star can turn a
promising film
into a huge
box-office
success.

Th~ cam~ra

Cran~

raius

th~

cam~ra abov~
the actors' h~ads.

and camera
on ut ar~
mov~d by th~ gnp.

~quipmmt

When film ing begins, a movie set is crowded with
equipment, and each piece is the responsibility of a
specific m ember of the crew. Between rakes
(sequences of fil ming), everyone works frantically to
ensure that everything is adjusted exacrlv as the
director wanes. Off the set, props, wardrobe, and
make-up have their own staff o n hand.

Motion pictures
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Dir~ctor's

Th< ' """"' opmuo'

sits here to work th~
cam~ra during shooting.

Production

The continuous action on a movie
screen is, in fact, an illusion. What
we are watching are thousands of
still photographs, taken rapidly one
after the other. A film camera shoots
24 photographs (frames) every
second, and when the images are
projected at the same rate, our eyes
merge the pictures together. O ver
27 m (90 ft) of film is shot for just
one minute of cinema.

I

Whm th~ actors mov~
grips push th~ stand to

folding chair
nn:t to cam~ra

mov~ th~ microphon~.

The director

Loudsp~ak~r plays

Responsible for the artistic side of the
ft!m-making process, the director is the
most important person on set. Direcmrs
control the action and judge how well
each rake brings the script ~to life. They
consult with experts in each department,
such as the director of photography, who
is responsible for the way the film looks.

Screm to vt~w

back

sound track

th~film

1

Post-production
Separate scenes in a film are shot in
whatever order suits rhe crew. Then
rhe d irector chooses the best sections,
and the film editor links them in the
right sequence to tell rhe story. While
working closely with the director and
other technicians, the editor carefully
aligns rhe sound track and pictures,
and adds rhe special effects.

Editing

Sound track

The editor cuts up the
disjointed sequences of film,
cuning between frames, and
splices them mgether. Cuts are
viewed at an editing table.

Music, the acmrs' speech, and
any background sound effects
are each recorded separately
and then combined w make
the sound track.

FI LMS AND FILM -MAKING

Types of films
From the simplest short cartoon film to
a full-length feature with an all-star cast,
films cover every subject. T here have
been notable films on many topics, but
some of the most successful movies have
been in areas where film can add an extra
dimension, such as the vivid settings of
fantasy and space adventures or western
movies, the special effects of science-fi ction
and horror films, or the singing and
dancing of American musicals.
]~an-Louis

Ba"ault Arlmy

Ln Enfants du Paradis, 1944

Charlie Chaplin

Bah
I995

Comedy
The fi rst films were silent, yet the comic
antics of the actors made audiences roar
with laughter. Today, comedies range &om
biting social commentaries to the gentle
humour of an animal film such as Bak.

Horror
German film makers were the first
to realise that audiences like being
frightened: directors were making
horror movies in Germany by
I9I3. By the I930s, horror had
caught on in Hollywood, where it
has been popular ever since.
Frankmsuin appeared in I93 1.
More than I 00 films have been
based on the same theme since.

Romance
Love stories are
always popular. The
romantic L~s Enfonts
du Paradis was made
in German-occupied
France during World
War II; in I979,
French critics vmed
it the best French
film ever made.

Special effects

One of the best-loved comedians of
the silent screen, Chaplin ( I889-I977)
moved to the USA from London as a
young man. He appeared in over 60
short films and I I full-length comedies,
including City Lights and Mod~rn Tim~s.
His characterization of a tramp,
who keeps a sense of humour
despite great hardship. was based
on observation of poor people on
the London streets.

Going to the movies
By the 1930s, going to the cinema was
popular entertainment, but in the 1950s
television took over and the film industry
declined. Recently, movie-going has grown
popular again . Today, multiplex cinemas
screen many films at the same time,
offering audiences a wide choice of pictures.
Picture palaces

LeGrand Rex
cinema,
Paris,
France

Ey~s. nos~.

and mouth
op~raud by
motors.

, Following the arrival
of sound in 1927,
cinemas were built
in most towns in
North America,
Europe and
Australia. With
their impressive
architecture, the
cinemas of the
1920s and
1930s were
often called
picture
palaces.

Anything can happen on film, thanks
largely to the special effects department,
a complex and skilled area of film-making.
Effects may range from animals that seem
to talk, to horrific dripping wounds, or
people appearing to fly through the air.
Make-up

Movie models

Actors wear make-up to look
natural under the bright film
lights. Make-up also helps when
an aaor must look unnatural. A
make-up artist can make an actor
look much older, or use latex
rubber and lining colours to add
dreadful wounds. In horror and
science-fiction films, make-up is
used to turn people into aliens.

Where it is too costly, dangerous, or
impossible to use the real thing, filmmakers may turn to models. Tiny models
stand in for massive spacecraft in sciencefiction films. A talking animal may be
a puppet, or an actor in costume whose
remote-controlled mask is o perated by
a puppeteer. This kind of puppetrv is
called ani marronics.
Mak~-up

in Term inator 2

Blue screen

Computers

To create the illusio n that a character is flying, an actor is
filmed in from of a blue screen. W ind machines make his
clothes flutter, as if air is moving past. An optical primer
then combines the sequence with foo tage shm from a
plane, or of a simulated
space environment. The
printer re-photographs
images &om each film
onto a single frame, to
blend the two films
seamlessly.

Computers can manipulate images to create extraordinary
special effects. Programs also allow operators to draw and
animate characters on screen. C hanges are much easier to
make here than in
animation which
has been handdrawn frame
by frame.

' Actor h~ld by wim

Timeline

1913 By this date,
Hollywood, Calif., is
the centre of the US
film industry.
Academy
Award
(Oscar)

Hype and merchandise
T he cost of fil m production means it is vital to make the
public eager to see a movie, so that the producers can earn
back their investment and make a good profit. Publicists
work hard to sell a film before it opens. They inform
journalists, and arrange for the
actors to appear on television
talk shows. This process is
known as hype. Selling
items related to a
movie, such as socks or
a mug. is another
way of making
more money.

Batman

compuur-

m erchandise

gm~raud film._

I9r The Academy of
Motion Picture Arts and
Sciences is set up; in
I929, it honours filmmakers for the first time.
C \ .M.PAS

sign

Disnry'sToy
Story is a

I920s Russian director
Sergei Eisenstein
( I898-- I948) introduces
cross-cuning. showing
bursts of action one after
the other so they seem to
happen simultaneously.

1895 The Lumiere
brothers open the
first public cinema in
Paris, France.

-N~on

1927 Th~ jazz Sing~.
made in the US, is
the first full-length
film with sound.

TM

Technicolor
three-strip camera

I 932 The "threestrip" process is
introduced by the
Technicolor
company, and colour
films, originally
developed much earlier, begin to take off.

&

e

19% DC Comics

I 94 I US actor-director
Orson Welles (l9I5-85)
releases Citizm Kan~; it
explores new techniques in
lighting. dialogue. and the
use of camera lenses.
19 52 T he CinemaScope
process introduces widescreen cinema.

•

CAMERAS

CARTOONS AND
A"'IMAT ION

1960s Nouv~/1~ !1zgu~
(" New Wave") film-makers
in France introduce
influential new techniques.
1980s The VCR allows
people to see films at home.
1990s Special effects
techniques are advanced.
EDISON,
T HOMAS

VIDEO

Qll
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Film posters - - - - - - - - - United States
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The Gold Rush (USA, 1925). a classic
silent film, is touching yet verv funnv.

Raging BuU (USA, 1980) is one of the
most influential films of the I 980s.

Blade Runner (USA, 1982) portrays
a bleak Los Angeles in 2019.

Do the Right Th ing (USA. 1989)
develops from comedv to social comment

Europe

Metropolis (Ger. 1926) is a disturbing
vision of an "ideal" city in rhe year 2000.

Oceania

Pelle the Conqueror (Den/Swe. 1987)
won top international awards.

Once Were Warriors ( ~ Z. 1994): a great
success criticallv and at the box-office

M a LLY

Four Weddings and a Funeral (CK. 1994)
is a light-hearted, appealing romance.

M U .. Til W

., .. ".... .

--

The Battleship Potemkin (USSR, 1925),
commissioned by Soviet leaders to put
across a powerful political message, is still
referred to as a masterpiece of cinema.

N AW Y .

\X omen ... (Spain, 1988) is a manic farce
from talented director Pedro Almodovar.

t'

•& I TK L

-

The Piano (Aust. 1993), directed and
wrinen by Jane Campion, won three Oscars

Asia

Africa

fl l l WEKt ClnK&

Pather Panchali (India, 1956) brought irs
director, Satyajir Ray, world recognition.

Yeelen (Mali, 1987) tells the story of the
struggle between a father and son

~ ~~. . ~~\ .,,\ 1
::--

In Yaaba (Burkina, 1989), a friendship
develops between a boy and an old
woman cast our by other villagers.

The Sixth Day (Egypt, 1986), directed bv
Youssef Chahine, starred actress Daleeda.
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Ran Uapan, 1985) is based on Kmg L~ar
b} Shakespeare; the battle scenes are
superbly staged and shor.
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Raise the Red Lantern (HK 1991)
looks at a woman's life in 1920s' China

EB FINLAND

FINLAND

FACTS

CAPITAL CITY Helsinki
AkEA 338,130 sq km (130,')'52 sq miles)

A LAND OF LAKES AND FORESTS, Finland is bordered
by Russia to the east, the Baltic Sea to the south, and
Sweden and Norway to the west and north. Finland
shares government of Lapland, in the Arctic Circle,
with Sweden and Norway. Finland was ruled by Russia until 1917,
and, as a result, Finns have more in common culturally with the east
than with their Scandinavian neighbours. A wealthy, liberal nation,
Finland was the first European country to give women the vote.

POPULATION 5,200,000
MAIN LANGUAGES Finnish, Swc:dish
MAJOR RELIGION Christian
C uRRENCY Euro
l iFE EXPECfANCY 77 years
PEOPI F PER DOCTOR J33
GoVERNMENT Multi-party democracy
ADULT LITERACY 99o/o

Physical features
From the air, Finland is a patchwork of
lakes, pear bogs, and trees. Forests dominate
the land, and water covers about ten per
cent of the country. There are some 98,000
islands within the lakes, and 30,000 off the
coast. The Arctic north , including part of
Lapland, is a bleak area of rocky tundra.

2

Forests

3

Finland has more than 60,000 lakes, mainly
in the southeast, carved out by glaciers in
the last Ice Age. Many islands are scattered
in the lakes and off the warm southwest
coast, including 6,000 of the Aland Islands
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For~st80%
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Wetland
0.5%

618mm
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(24 in}

Climate

Tundra 1.5%

Finland has short, bright summers and long,
cold winters when lakes often freeze up to
I m (3 ft 3 in) deep. The Arctic north sees
midnight sun in its 73-day summer.

7
BALTIC

j

Pine, spruce, and birch
trees cover 80 per cent
of Finland. making it
the ninth most forested
country in the world.
The forest is most
dense just south of
the Arctic Circle and is
often covered in snow.

People

S'

Almost half of the population lives around
Helsinki. Families are dose-knit, and most
homes have a sauna, or hot, steamy
relaxation room. Women enjoy equal rights
and about 50 per cent pursue a career.

8

Land use
Dense forests and a maze of lakes, rivers, and peat bogs
mean onlv II per cent of Finland's land can be used for
crops or grazing animals. Despite this, farmers produce all
of the country's dairy foods. The forests support a valuable
timber industrv, and the waters are used for
fishing and hvdroelectric power.

•1\fanehamn

9

A

B

Helsinki
Standing on a peninsula
and several islands in the
Gulf of Finland, the vibrant
capital of Helsinki has
about 770.000 inhabitants.
Tree-lined avenues and a
colourful market back onto
d busv harbour. Onlv half
of th~ cirv's area has been
developed. leaving parkland
for the residents to enjoy.

Cooling off after the sauna

Farming and industry

The bustling Helsinki harbour
ARCTIC
OCEAN

ENERGY

E UROPE,
HISTORY OF

FISHING
INDUSTRY

17 per sq km
(44 per sq m ile)
FORESTS

Finland produces all of its ov. n food. Most crops
are grov. n in the southwest and on the sunny Aland
Islands. The country is a \\orld leader in the production
of plvwood. wood pulp, and paper, and these alone make
up 30 per cent of the total exports. Furniture and hightech manufacturing compete in world markets and, with
the service sector, emplov the majority of the work-force.

6-ro/o
Urban

GLACIATION

LAKES

PAPER

S CANDINAVIA,
HISTORY OF

T RADE AND
INDUST RY

WINTER
SPORTS
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FIRE

BURNING OUT OF CONTROL in forests or cities,
a fire leaves a trail of destruction. Yet life without
the benefits of fire is unimaginable. We use fire
in power stations, car engines, and kitchens,
to provide electricity and transport, or to cook food.
Early humans realized the value of fire about half a
million years ago - perhaps when lightning set a
tree on fire. Learning to control and use the
flames helped them hunt, clear land for
farming, survive in colder climates, and eat
foods that were inedible when raw. No
Modern
wonder some religions still worship fire
model of
as a hungry god.
bow drill
•'

Combustion or burning

Flam~ is a glowing gas,
produud in burning.

Fire is the heat and light produced when fuel
burns. This process is known as combustion.
The fuel can be any flammable material (one
that can catch fire). The material must first
be heated to a temperature called the
ignition temperature; above this, it
will burst into flame. As a fire gets
honer, more fuel catches alight,
and the flames spread. Gases and
vapours burn quickly; liquids and
solids take longer to burn.

I

Making a fire
In the past, there were two main m ethods
of starting a fire: raising the
temperature until flames appeared , or
striking sparks to set light to tinder.
C igarette lighters still start fires by
using the spark of flint on steel.
Lid with

Tmdn stor~d in box

H~arth

cand/~ holtUrl
1

Using fire

Welder
at work

Bow drills

To make fi re do useful work,
the supply o f air or fuel must
be controlled to keep the flames
burning evenly. Furnaces, cooking
stoves, and power plants use
fire for the heat energy it
produces. Heat is not always
the main purpose of creating
fi re. In a car engine fuel
burns explosively. Expanding
gases d rive the vehicle; the
heat produced is wasted.

Rapidly turning the
suing of a bow drill
causes friction at the tip
which starts flames.

Flint

Piston

compr~ss

air.

Matches

A fire piston works
like a bicycle pump:
compressing air in
the rube raises the
temperature until
the tinder (flammable
material) inside
catches alight.

Many industrial processes rely
on combustion. In the
welder's torch, oxygen and
acetylene gas mix and
produce a flame hot
enough to melt steel.

Cooking

.

-

I

-

t
I

Invented in 1827, these
wooden splinters were ripped
with chemicals. The chemicals
were ignited by heat,
generated by rubbing the tip
against sandpaper. Safety
matches burn onlv when
rubbed against a specially
coated strip on the matchbox

Myths about fire

Many foods must be cooked before
they can be eaten. When food is
heated, chemical changes take
place that improve its taste and
make it easier to digest. Early
people ate raw food until they
discovered cooking,
probably by accident.

The power and danger of fire rr..ade
ancient peoples wonder about its origin.
Myths that explain how people learned
to tame flames occur in m any separate
cultures. Most fi re
myths involve a hero
who brings fi re to
the world.
Prometheus

Fighting fire
Fires feed on fuel, air, and heat;
removing any one of these puts
out the flames. Firefighters spray
a blaze with water to remove heat
and to create a blanket o f steam
that chokes off the air supply.
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sparks when struck against metal (the steel).

is pumpd to

Welding

Fire-engine with
hydraulic platform,
used to redch
awkward spaces.

A t inder box contains flint, which makt:s

hand/~

-

I

Fooo

H EAT AND
TEMPERATU RE

In Greek mythology, the
chief god, Zeus, hid the
secret of fire from mortals
(humans) to punish them
for a trick that a lesser
god, Prometheus, had
played on him. But
Prometheus snatched a
glowing ember from the Sun,
and brought fire to the Earth.
INVE"''T IONS

LIG HT

PREH ISTORIC
PEO PLE

FIRST AID

At the scene
Effective fi rst aid - the temporary
treatment of injury or illness
while wai ti ng for med ical aid
- relies on correctly
assigning priorities. At an
accident, one of the fi rst
priori ties is to summ on the

from cleaning
a small wound and covering it
with sticking plaster, to dealing
with serious injuries at a major disaster. But
irs main aims are the same: to save life,
prevent the casualty's condition from worsening,
promote healing and recovery, and arrange for expert
help at the earliest opportunity. Recently, first aid has advanced
greatly due to a better understanding of the body's needs in
serious injury or disease, improved medical equipment, and
mobile communications. It now plays an even more vital role
in saving lives, and speeding a casualty's recovery.
FIRST AJD RANGES

Scene of a motorcycle accident

Assessing conditions
Experienced first aiders know mat noisy
casualties are not necessarily the most
hun. At a multiple accident, they assess
quickly the condition of all casualties,
then concentrate available fi rst aid on the
most seriously injured. In hospitals, this
assessment is known as triage.

Raising the alarm
A telephone call is
usually rhe best way
to get help. Special
telephones are located
in areas such as
motorways, but calls to
rhe emergency services are
free on all telephones. Shouting, waving flags,
or firing flares are all alternative methods.

ABC of first aid
\BC stands for the body's th ree vital needs. "A,
stands for airway: the airway needs to be open so
that oxygen-containing air can enter the lungs.
" B, stands for breathing, by which the body
inhales fresh air and expels stale air. "C , stands for
the circulation of the blood, which d istributes
oxygen around the body. W hen dealing with an
unconscious casualty, the first aider must check
that the casualty has a clear airway, is breathing,
and has a pulse that indicates blood circulation.

Further danger
Checking for a pulse

First aiders should never place themselves
or others in danger. Before treating the
casualty. they should try to make rhe area
safe. Fire, traffic, electricity. and unsafe
structures are some of rhe hazards that
may delay treatment.

The heart pumps blood around the body,
causing a pulse. A fim aider can check rhe
heart is still beating by feeling for this pulse
in aneries located in the neck or wrist.

Fire extinguisher

First-aid kit

Airway

Breathing

Circulation

Inhaled foreign bodies or fluid can
block the airway. Bv tipping the head
back and straightening the airway, a
first aider can look for blockages.

If breathing stops. rhe first aider may
blow air at regular intervals rhrough
rhe casualty's mouth into their lungs.
This is called anificial ventilation.

If a pulse is absent, the first aider
may carry out heart massage
(external chest compression) to try
to stimulate the heart into action.

In many countries, the law requires workplaces
and schools to keep first-aid kits. The contents
should be kept in a clean, marked container and
be re-stocked regularly. Because there is a danger
of m isusing drugs, the contents of some kits are
restricted to sterile wound dressings.
Saftty
Bandag~s

steril~

Bent leg and arm in front
ofbody prroent casJUZity
rolling onto front.

and
drmings

An ocuntkd h~ad and n~ck k~~ps
th~ airway open and prroents th~
tongu~ blocking throat.

=----------

Recovery position
If the casualrv is breathing
but unconscious. the first
aider may gently place
him or her in rhe
recovery position until
expert help arrives. However, it is important to
remember that a person involved in a bad accident may
have damage to bones and nerves. First aiders should
avoid moving rhe casualty, unless it is vital to save life.

-

I

DRUGS

HOSPITALS

or similar
absorbents
Elasticat~d bandag~

for trrating sprains

M EDICIN E

M EDICINE,
HISTORY O F

NIGHTINGALE,
FLORENCE

PLANTS,
USES OF

First-aid kit
fo r use in
rhe home
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Fins

Scales

Most fish have a dorsal fin, paired pectoral
and pelvic fins, and a tail for movement In
some fish, fins have become specialized as
lifting foils, walking legs, suckers for
holding on, or poisoned spines
for protection.

Most fish have a covering of
backward-facing scales that help to
streamline them. Bony fish have
either flat, oval, or square overlapping
scales, while sharks have tooth-like
structures buried in the skin.

THE FIRST FISH appeared in
the seas 470 million years
ago. Today, more than
20,000 species have been described, ranging
from the great whale shark to the pygmy
goby. Fish live in freshwater streams,
rivers, and lakes, and in saltwater
seas and oceans. A few, including
eels and salmon, migrate from salt
to fresh water. Some fish are fierce
predators, and because of this many
DfJ"cufum
others have evolved a range of methods
(gill cov~r)
P~ctoral fin
of defence. Although most fish leave their
eggs and young to look after themselves,
Fish features
some species protect their young.
Fish have a n umber of features in
Swim bl.adtkr,

Swim bladder

Stomach

Bony fish have a swim bladder
containing air, and they are able to
fill and empty it at will. In many
bony fish the swim bladder controls
buoyancy, allowing the fish to move
up and down in the water.

Flatfish
Flatfish spend most of their lives lying on
their sides, half buried and camouflaged in
the sand on the seabed. like most fish, the
young develop in eggs. Thev hatch into
normal larval fish that swim "the right wa\
up" in the plankton.
10 days old
The larval
fish has an
eye on either
side of its
head.
17 days old
0neeye
gradually
"migrates" to
the other side
of the head.
3 5 days old

• 1

2

•
•

Where fish live

An adult
Aarllsh lies
on one side. Its
eyes are on top.

3

Pav,cfin

com mon. They breathe through gills,
and are generally streamlined in shape
with paired body muscles along each
side. T hey have a tail for prop ulsion,
fi ns for steering, and scales for
pro tection. T heir heads contain paired
eyes and an obvious mouth with teeth.

Fish groups

Gills
Almost all fish have
gills for breathing. The
sharks and rays have paired gills in the
throat, with openings to the outside
known as gill slits. Bony fish have
paired gills at the back of the head,
with one opening covered by a flap
of skin known as the operculum.

Cauda/fin

T he fish are d ivided in to three
groups: jawless and primitive fish
(cyclosromes), which include the
lampreys and hagfish; cartilaginous
fish (elasmobranchs), which include
the sharks, rays, and ratfish; bony
fish (teleosts), which include the
more familiar fish, such as herring,
cod , plaice, trout, eels, goldfish,
sticklebacks, and guppies.

Great white
shark

Jawless fish

Cartilaginous fish
Bony fish

Hagfish and lampreys have
funnel-shaped mouths.
Lampreys anach
themselves to other fish
with their mouths and
rasp awav flesh with their
teeth. Hagfish are scavengers.

These fish are divided into
two groups - those with
jointed bony fin rays, such as
most fresh- and saltwater tlsh,
and those with fleshv fin
lobes, such as lungfish.

Sharks and rays have
large mouths with many
teeth in rows that are
continuallv being
replaced. Their skeletons
are made of cartilage
(gristle), instead of bones.

On land
Inhabitants oflndo-Pacific mudflats
and mangrove swamps, mudskippers

There are fish living wherever there is
are able to leave the water. They can
water. Some fish live in oceans, the
stay on land for hours, absorbing
oxvgen through the mouth
largest numbers living in the shallow
and pharynx. They have
seas of the continental shel f. The most
eyes on top of their
brightly coloured fish live on coral
heads for allround vision.
reefs. Other fish live on m uddy,
sandy, or rocky seashores, in estuaries,
in rivers and streams, and even in
Mudskipper
tempo rary puddles.
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Dorsa/fin

Fresh water
Oceans
The oceans provide a range of
habitats for fish. light-producing
fish live in the deept.st ocean
trenches, while other tlsh li"e near
hot volcanic vents. Some, such as
sharks, roam the open ocean~
searching for smaller fish to eat.

Fish live in fast-flowing streams,
slow-moving rivers, ponds. and
lakes. and are suited to their
habitat. Some have to be
pov.erful swimmers or have
suckers for holding on to stones.
Others live in shoals or are
camouHaged to avoid predators.

FI SH

Protection

Colour

As well as scales, fish use colour, cam ouflage, o r poisonous spines ro
protect themselves. T he spiny puffer fish can take in water or air and
swells up to more than twice its size. Some eels use an electric
discharge, while other fish live in shoals, maki ng it difficult for a
predator ro pick out any one individual.

Fish use colour to warn orher
fish that they are poisonous.
Colour also helps some fish
hide from predators. The fish's
colour depends on irs lifestyle.
Cave fish have no colour;
deep-sea fish are black; opensea fish are a silvery colour.

Cutting blade
The surgeon fish has a formidable cuning
blade that lies in a groove. This defensive
,
structure is a developed scale and is as
sharp as a surgeon's scalpel. If
attacked, the fish erects the blade
and slices its opponent with a
blow from its tail.

Clown
fish

Camouflage
Some fish look like rhe plants
among which they live. The
triple rail looks like a
mangrove leaf, and the leafy
sea-dragon and sargassum fish
look like seaweed. The plaice
can change colour to march
the surrounding seabed.

Cutting blade in a
in th~ body

groov~

Blade

atmtkf

Poison
Several fish are poisonous. The
weever fishes are extremely
dangerous. They lie partly
buried and camouflaged in
sand, waiting for food. The
spines on their gill covers and
dorsal fin can inject poison
into anyone who steps on one.

Surgeon fish

Surgeon fish's blade folds
in when not in use.

Carnivorous red-bellied
piranhas

Food

Cleaner fish

Many larger fish , including sharks, groupers,
pikes, and barracudas, are predarors and
catch and eat their prey. Most smaller shoal
fish feed on plankton, which floats around
in the water. So me fish are bottom feeders,
such as plaice, while others are grazers, such
as the parrot fish, which rasps organisms
from rocks.

Fish called cleaners, such as some
wrasses, have "cleaningn stations
where they wait for customers.
The customers allow the
cleaners to remove bits of food
and parasites from their skin,
gills. fins, and even right inside
their mouths

Piranhas

Angler fish

These South American fish have strong
jaws and sharp triangular teeth. A shoal
of carnivorous piranhas can strip an
animal to the bone in minutes. They are
Angler
one of the most feared types of fish, bur
fish with lure
most eat mainly fruit and nuts.

Ptranhas find
their food mamly by
deucting vibratiom
in the waur.

Angler fish usually live in deep
water. They have a dorsal fin ray
modified into a fishing line, with
a lure on the end to attract their
prey. They can swallow fish much
larger than themselves.

Sticklebacks

Reproduction

Male sticklebacks make a nest and attract
females by doing a zigzag dance. The female
lays her eggs in the nest, and the male
fertilizes them. He then protects
the nest from any intruder until
the young hatch and are ready
to fend for themselves.

Most bony fish lay eggs in the water, and
these are then fertilized by a male's sperm. The
parents usually leave the eggs to their fate, but
some species protect their young in their
mouths, in pouches, or in nests. Some sharks,
such as the dogfish , lay eggs in an egg case,
while others bear live young.

\1ale three-spined
stickleback

Seahorses

-

W ithin I 0 seconds
of mating, the female
seahorse transfers 200
fertilized eggs into the
brood-pouch of the
male. The male carries
them around with him
for four weeks until
they are readv to hatch.
The male then "gives
birth", and the young
seahorses swim away.

I

CAMOUFLAGE
AND CO LO UR

LAKE AN D

RIVER
WI LDLIFE

Stickleback
eggs

M ARSH AND
SWAMP WI LDLI FE

The Atlantic salmon lays its eggs in upland
streams. The young, called parr, live there for three
years; then they are called smolr. The smolr swim downriver to the sea and travel across the Atlantic. At maturity,
the salmon return to spawn in the same stream where they hatched.
MIGRAT ION

OCEAN
WI LD LI FE

POISONOUS
AN IMALS
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Fish
Blenny lives in shallow water
and often rests on rhe bottom .

Marine

Royal gramma fish identifies itself
to a mare with dazzling colours.

• • • • ••iii~1•J••r11 1111t,.l~ww
Zebra pipe fish
hides in eel-grass.

..

Larg~

lik~

black spots look _
spots on a panth~r.

•
Cuckoo wrasse is a colourful fish
thar lives in British "aters.

Red mullet is probablv
the most important commercial
marine fish in the world

Panther grouper is
predator like its namesake.

Extmn~ly

fI
f(

poisonous fin
ray spm~s

I
Plaice is a flar
fish and can
change colour to
merge with the seabed

,
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juvmil~ /umpsuck~r

.
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C lown rriggerfish has a spiny dorsal fin rhar ir
can lock erect like a trigger.

a a.

Lion fish
is brightly coloured,
which warns irs enemies that
it is deadly poisonous.

Spinv boxfish has a rigid bod\
from which it gets its name.

Port Jackson shark produces an
egg case, or "mermaid's purse". in
which the voung develop.
John Dory sucks up irs food in a
rube formed by extendable jaws.
Butterfish is
well carnouHdged among
the browny-green seaweedcovered rocks where ir lives.

Ang~lfish ar~

oftm
br1ght/y co/our, d

Blue-ringed angelfish is flattened
from side to side, making ir
diftlcult to see from the front.

Larg~ smsitiv~ \
ry~s for u~ing

in
Binerling lays its eggs
in a freshwater
mussel.

Larg~ ry~s for
accurau shooting

Harchetfish lives
in rhe deep sea
and has luminescent
lights along irs sides.

th~dark

Minnows liv~ in
shoals for

Minnows are small silvery fish that live
in dean, fast-flowing, freshwater streams.
Archerl-lsh shoots a
jet of water above rhe surface
to capture its insect prey.

Un coloured
guppy, or toothcarp. bears
its young alive, unlike most
fish. which lav eggs.
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Neon tetra is a very small,
brightly coloured, tropical
fish, often kept in aquaria.

FISH FARMING see PACIFIC OCEAN

FISHING INDUSTRY
LONG BEFORE FARMING BEGAN, people fed themselves
by hunting fish and land animals. Today, the fishing
industry continues this hunting tradition. Fishing
vessels go to sea from every country with a coastline.
~mall boats, such as the stern trawler, have few crew members, and
"'sh within a day's sailing of their home port. The biggest fishing
hips can stay at sea for months, and freeze their catch on board.

'·

Sea fishing
ost sea fish live within 50 m ( 16 5 ft)
rhe surface. They are concentrated in
shallow waters aro und the coasts of
mi nents. In the past, the supply of
sa fish appeared limitless. However,
rensive fishing in areas that were
ce rich in fish, such as the
G rand Banks of North
\merica, has d riven cod and
ther popular species to
the edge of extinction.

= -

Fishing with lines
To catch valuable tuna, fishing boats trail a line
as long as 180 km (112 miles, 97 nautical miles).
Branching off this line are 200 smaller lines, each
ending in a baited hook. This arrangement is
known as a drifting longline.

Stern uawler

Fish-finding ~quipmmt
in wh~ahous~ shows
th~ cr~w wh~r~ to find
th~ bigg~st catch.

Traps
Bait lures lobsters into this basketlike "pot", wh ich rests on the
seabed in shallow water. Irs
funnel-shaped entrance makes
escape impossible. Fish traps
rake many different forms: the
Mediterranean tuna trap, for
example, is like a maze of
net corridors anchored to
the seabed. There are
even special aerial traps
for catching flying fish.

Deep -water fishing
To arch demersal fish (those
live near the ocean floor),
ing boars sink bag-shaped
ans in the water. The fish are
pped by rowing the net along
bottom (uawling) or drawing
me neck of the net closed (seine
6shing). The boar then hauls in
me net [0 land the catch.

me

\ Cr~w launch th~
trawl n~t ov~r
th~ boat's surn

~e fishin g

Freshwater fishing
~

' N~t clos~s lik~ a
purs~.

entrappingfish.

~ighud n~t

hangs
down from floats .

r
c
fi h"
.:-ourrace as mg

\fany species of pelagic fish (those that live near the surface)
swim together in large groups called shoals, and it is these
shoals that fishing boars seek. They catch them by enclosing
the shoal in a purse seine net, which is like a circular
curtain. Pulling a line closes the bonom of the
net, preventing the fish from escaping.

Only 5 per cent of the wo rld's fish catch comes
from freshwater sources, such as rivers and lakes.
H owever, in non-ind ustrialized nations freshwater _
fishing wi rh lines and nets is a vital
industry, especially on great lakes
such as those in East Africa's
Rift Valley. In industrialized
nations, anglers have to pay
to fish on the few remaining
stretches of un polluted water.
Double hook

Fur and ftather
make hook
rmmbl~ an

Treble hook

Fly-fishing bait

Freshwater

Weigh t

Ocean mammals
The oceans are also home to
mammals. Fishing for whales,
the world's largest mammals, hds
now almost ceased because their
numbers fell so low. The fur of the
seal makes it a target for hunters,
and although few fishing vessels
catch dolphins deliber.:uely. many
dolphins die because they become
entangled in abandoned nets.

whaling cr~ws mad~
out of the
bon~s and u~th ofua mammals.

In

Fish farming

Angling

just as farming produces meat
more efficientlv than hunting,
farming tlsh is more efficient
than catching them. Fish
farms breed fish carefullv to
give good-qualirv stock, and
protect the voung fish in
ponds or enclosures from
predators. Carp and trout are
the main freshwater farm fish.

Fishing for spon is known as
angling, and is as ancient as
fishing for food. Anglers fix a
hook to a thin line and then
cast it into the water using a
long, flexible rod. To lure
fish, anglers bait the hook
with worms or insects. They
mav also use a "flv", which is
a hook disguised as an insect.

th~ past,

b~autifol carvings

FooD

SHIPS AND
BOATS

SPORT

W HALES AND

DOLPHINS
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FLAGS

Upp~r fly

Cap

of
years, people have
used flags as emblems,
signals, or rallying
points. Among the
earliest flags were those flown
in battle, so that soldiers could
identify their leader and tell
each side apart. The flag has
since developed as a means of
communication, used to send
rapid signals, or as a symbol
.
.
representing a nation or group.
Every country has its own flag,
as do many states and most
political organizations.
FOR HUNDREDS

7

Toggt~

:J.i

Upper hoist canton

canton

Parts of a flag
A flag is usually m ade from
brightly coloured fabric and is
square or rectangular in shape
-although mo re varied shapes,
such as streamers, banners, and
long, narrow pennons, were
once popular. It is d ivided into
fou r quarters (cantons): those
near the pole are the hoist, and
the others the fly. A special
emblem often appears in
the upper hoist canton.

I

Flying the flag
In Europe, flags are attached to
the pole by passing the coggle
through a loop (becker) in another
rope (halyard). In the USA, flags
have eyelets to which clips are
attached. Inglefield dips have a
quick-release mechanism, and
are popular at sea. Parade
flagstaffs are topped
with decorative
finials.

hoist canton

Halyard- long
rop~ that rum th~
kngth of th~ pok.
Finial

First flags
M any ancient armies carried standards,
carved symbols on the end of a pole. T he
Ro man standard first introduced doth
flags. These hung from horizontal poles,
to make them easy to carry on horseback.
Homemade flag
The first flag was probably a piece of
brightly coloured cloth tied to a stick.
A plain red flag spelt danger to earlv
peoples. just as it does todav.

I Uses of flags

Finial on
top ofpok
could show
kgion badg~

Flags communicate across language
barriers. At sea, the International C ode
of Signals is a system of signalling with
flags: the meanings are the same in
every language. In both sports and
politics, flags also send messages
that are understood universally.

8

Soccer flags are raJsed
to signal when the ball
has gone our of play.

Rallying cries
Modern flags may be
developed to identify
political movemems, or
for international medical
or environmental groups.
The emblems and colours
represem the organization's
ideals: for instance, a white
background stands for
peace, while olive branches
symbolize reconciliation.

1

Red Cross flag
Cl.othdy~d

with natural
~arth pigment
Badg~of

Flags are used in
many sports for
marking out the
area of play or
signalling to
parnopanrs.

on th~
Grunp~au flag,
a symbol of hop~ ../

.

Th~ dov~

)

Plastic
marker
flags

Political symbols
A symbol on a national flag
can sum up political ideals rhar
would otherwise rake many
words. The former Soviet red
flag with irs hammer and
sickle symbol represented the
workers and farmers who rook
pan in the Russian Revolution.

Flag of the
United Nations

Pride of a legion

I

Sports flags

kgion--

The Roman standard
was awarded to a military
unit only as a reward for
special endeavour.

Golf flags are
auached ro
slender pins to
mark the holes
on a course.

,.

I

Semaphore
This method of signalling
with just rwo flags is still
used at sea. Signallers can
spell our a message quicklv,
simply by changing the
position of their arms. Red
and yellow flags are chosen
because they can be seen
over long distances.

-
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SIG"'S AND
SYMBOLS

SOVI ET
UNIO!':

UNITED
NAT IONS

- - - - - - International Code of Signals - - - - - Alphabet and single flag messages

A I have a diver down;
keep well dear at
slow speed.

B I am raking in, or
discharging, or carrying
dangerous goods.

D Keep d ear of me; I am
manoeuvring with
difficulty.

C Yes.

E I am altering my course
to starboard.

F I am disabled;
communicate with me.

Two-flag
messages

G I require a pilot (or, I
am hauling nets).

H I have a pilot on board.

I I am altering my course
to port.

J I am on fire and have
dangerous cargo on board;
keep well dear of me.

K I wish to communicate
with you.

OX I am si nking.

L You should stop your
vessel instamly.

Q My vessel is healthy and
I require free pratique
[permission to trade].

P All persons should
report on board as vessel is
abour to proceed to sea.

0 Man overboard

M My vessel is stopped
and makmg no way
through the water.

NNo.

R [No single leuer
meaning)

S My engines are
going astern.

T Keep dear of me; I am
engaged in pair trawling.

U You are running into
danger.

AC I am abandoning
my vessel.

•••

c
V I require assistance

W I require medical
assistance.

NG You are in a
dangerous position.

••••

X Stop carrymg our your
intentions and watch my
signals.

Y I am draggmg my
anchor

NH You are clear of
all dangers.

Z I require a rug

Numerals

O NE

Two

T HREr

SIX

SFVEN

E IGHT

I~

FOUR

F IVE

N INF

Z ERO
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FLIES

Features of a true fly

THEY MAY BE PESTS AT TIMES, but flies are
remarkable insects. As their name suggests, they
have mastered the power of flight. Fast and
agile in the air, flies dart about, hover, and make lightning
turns. There are about 90,000 different insects that we call
flies. About 75,000 of these are true flies, which have only
one pair of wings and belong to the insect group
Diptera. The remainder form many other
groups of insects with two pairs of wings.
Unlike most other types of fly, the
larvae of true flies are completely
different from the adults. Often
called maggots, they have sim pie
bodies with no legs and are little
more than eating machines.

Feeding
Fly larvae feed on foods such as microscopic
organisms, living flesh, plants, and dung.
T he mouthparts of adult flies are adapted
for a liquid d iet. T hey have extendible
tubes to draw flu ids into their bodies. The
feed ing habits of flies cause many health
problems worldwide, from sto mach upsets
to more serious illnesses such as cholera.
Abdomen swollen
wzth blood\

Bloodsuckers and predators
Bloodsuckers and flies rhar
carch prey have piercing
mourhparrs rhar cur holes in
rheir vicrims. They inject anciclorring agenrs ro keep blood
flowing, or poison ro kill rhe prev.
Enzymes are also rele.ISed ro help
break down rhe body comenrs.

Nectar and waste feeders
Flies rhar feed on necrar or
decaying marrer have sofr pads
on rhe ends of rheir sucking
mourhparrs, rhar help soak up
liquid food. On solid food, ffies
deposit saliva, rhen suck up rhe
pardy digested juice rhar resulrs.

Types of fly
In addi tion to true flies,
many other kinds of fly exist
that all have two pairs of
wings, such as d ragonflies
and mayflies. The young rhat
emerge from their eggs have
a more complicated body
structure than the larvae of
true flies - some even look like
wingless versions of the adults.

T he body of an adult fly is clearly d ivided into
three mai n parts: the head , thorax, and abdomen.
The head bears the sucking mouthparts and a
bulging pair of compound eyes, between which
sprouts a pair of antennae. Attached to the thorax
are the fly's six legs and irs membranous wings.
The abdomen contains most of the body organs.

Clos~-up of
mouthparts

Flight stabilizers
Mouthparts
The mourhparrs
of a blowfly end
in sofr spongy
pads rhar
enable them to
suck up liquids.

Th~soks

Bluebottle feeding

Breeding
After mating, female flies
lay hundreds of eggs on
a suitable feed ing site for
the larvae, that develop
from the eggs. These
sites may be in d ung,
soil, or water, or on
leaves, dead bodies, or
living animals. The larvae
eat voraciouslv, and grow
into pupae within which
they change into their
adult shape and form.

Robber flies mating

tasu buds
on th~m.

Maring

Aquatic larvae

Before mating, flies may
go through elaborate
courrship riruals. Fruir
flies dance on leaves,
and gnars dance in the
air. Afrer mating, female
robber flies commonly
eat rheir mates.

Mosquitos and
Tub~
many other
tak~s
bloodsucking
in air.
flies lay their
eggs in water. The
larvae that develop
float upside-down
on rhe surface.
They breathe
through a rube
arrached to
rhe abdomen,
rhat pokes above
the water. Afrer
pupation, the
adult emerges Mosquito
larva
to fly away.

Larvae

Bluebottle larvae

Fly eggs ofren hatch
out imo larvae on dead
animals, which rhey
begin to eat. The larvae,
also called maggots,
may live longer than
rhe adult flies into
which they develop.

B LUEBOTTLE

Dragonflies

Mavflies

Dragonflies are large
predarors. They darr
around in seach of orher
insects rhar rhev carch
in flight wirh rheir long
legs. Thev lay rheir eggs in warer.

Young mavflies live below
water. Afrer growing wings.
they leave the water and
form swarms in rhe air. The
adulrs mate, lay their eggs,
rhen die a few hours later.

Caddis flies

Lacewings

Adulr caddis flies always
live near warer. Their
larvae live underwater,
and carrv wirh rhem a
prorecrive case made of
planr debris or sand.

Lacewings often hibernate in
houses over wimer. The adults
Daicau
and larvae prey on orher
/ wings
insects such as
•
•
aphids. Thev
are weak fliers.

Long

of

th~ ft~t hav~

SCIE!\ TIFIC NA'.fE Calliphora
nythrouphala
O RDER Diptera
FA.'.fiLY Calliphoridae

Long,
thm kg.r

D ISTRIBLTION Europe
HABITAT Field~. meadows, houses,
and buildings
D IET Rotting flesh, faeces, and orher
decomposing organic matter; adulrs
also ear nectar
SIZE Length 10 mm (0.4 in)
Larvae: 7 days;
pupae: 8-10 davs; adults: unknown

LIFESPAN

ARTHROPODS
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D ISEASES

EGGS

F LIGHT,
AN IMAL

True flies have a single pair of
wings; rhe hindwings have
developed imo dub-ended srubs
called halteres. H alteres act as
balancing organs rhat improve
the fly's flight comrol and make
it easier to change direction.

INSECTS

MARSH AND
SWAM P WlLDLIFE

I

FLIGHT, ANIMAL

Birds

THE ONLY ANIMALS CAPABLE of powered
flight are birds, bats, and insects. Some
other animals can glide for short distances.
Flight is very useful. It helps the animals to find food,
escape from predators, and migrate long distances.
Flying animals need wings, powerful wing muscles, a
streamlined shape, and a lightweight body. They also
need to eat lots of food to
Bttwetn flaps, the bird folds
give them the energy to
its wings and rests. ""'flap their wings.

A bird's wings are an aerofoil
shape - curved on top and
slightly hollow underneath.
As the wings move through
the air, a difference in air
pressure is created above and
below, which lifts the bird
up imo the air. A bird steers
by changing the angle of one
or both wings, twisting its
wings, and spreading and
twisting its tail.
Tail used to stur
and change directio/

Hovering
Hummingbirds are
among the birds that
hover. They beat their
wings in a figure-of-eight
pattern, producing lift on both
the upstroke and downstroke
They can also fly sideways,
straight up and down, backwards,
and even upside-down.

Red-railed min/as have
an up-and-down flight.

M inla in flight

Forward flight
Most small birds, such as this
minla of eastern Asia, fly by
flapping their wings up and down.
As the wings go down, they push
air backwards, moving the bird
forwards. As the wings go up, the
feathers at the wingtips move apart
to allow air to slip through.

Insects
A small insect, such as a mosquito,
flaps its wings 1,000 times a
second. Most insects flap about 520
times a second. Dragonflies are the
fastest insect fliers, reaching nearly
300 km/h (190 mph). Some insects,
such as flies, have one pair of wings.
Others, such as bees, have two pairs.

Horizontal musck contracts,
moving the wings down.

Wing muscles
Insect wings developed from their hard body
covering. They are not modified legs, like the wings
of birds or bats. Insects do not have any muscles on
the wings. Instead, their wing muscles are inside rhe
thorax, the middle part of the body.

Cockchafer rake-off

Wing is 11llllk ofan
elastic membrane
covered with skin

The only
mammals
able to fly,
bats are more
acrobatic than
birds. They have four
large pairs of flight
muscles and several
smaller pairs, whi le birds
have only two pairs. Each wing consists of
skin stretched between four long fingers.

-

/

The bat foxes its arm
bones up and down
to flap its wings.

Horseshoe bats
find prry by echolocation.

Long narrow

Jwings are for
fast flight in
open areas.

Thumbs
are used
for clinging
to surfaces.

Flying squirrel

Some animals can glide slowly
downwards. T hey have
developed large fins, or
webs or flaps of skin,
which they spread out
to slow their fall.
T hey have to be
able to judge
speeds and
distances accurately.
AIRCRA IT

..

Small birds rake off by
jumping imo rhe air and flapping
their wings. They may rake off straight from the ground
or from a perch. A large, heavy bird. such as a swan,
cannot do this. It needs to run along while flapp ing irs
wings to create enough lift for rake-off.

Some large birds rarely flap their wings. Albatrosses
and other large seabirds glide on strong winds rising
off the waves Albatrosses can travel for hundreds of
kilometres a day. Large land birds, such as vultures and
eagles, float on columns of rising hot air called thermals.

•

Swan raking off

Taking off

Gliding

Gliding animals

The cockchafer is a beetle
with two pairs of wings.
The front wings are hard
wing cases, which are
held out of the way
during flight. They give
the beetle some lift when
it flies fast. The flexible
back wings flap up and
down to provide the
power for flight.

--

Gliding albatross

Bats

Vertical musck contracts,
moving the wing; up

Feathers closed for
the dowm troke

Flaps of skin allow a flving squirrel
to glide up to 100 m (330 ft)
between trees. T he squirrel
uses irs tail as a rudder, and
has sharp claws to grasp
rhe surface on landing.

Fl}ing fish

Flying squirrel

A."'JMALS

BATS

To escape predators, flying
fish swim fast along the
surface, then rake off and
glide for up to 50 m (160ft),
with their huge fins held our.
BIRDS

FLIGHT,
HISTORY OF

Flying gecko
The gecko (above) has flaps
of skin along the sides of its
body and rail. It spreads our
the flaps to glide between
trees. It ha~ webbed feet to
help with steering.

INSECTS

MIGRATION
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FLIGHT, HISTORYOF

Flying machine designed
by Leonardo da Vinci in
/
the I 5th century

fly to destinations
all over the world. Planes are a common sight
in the skies, but, despite their widespread use,
they were first developed only about 90 years
ago. The urge to fly is ancient, but by the start of the 20th
century, the only flying machines were hot-air balloons,
airships, and gliders. World War I stimulated the
development of aeroplanes and, by the end ofWorld War II,
advances had resulted in jets and rockets.
Since then, flight technology has produced
supersonic planes and space travel.
EVERY DAY, MILLIONS OF PEOPLE

Copying the birds
Wings are rhe parr of an aircrafr thar provide rhe upwards
lift needed ro keep ir in rhe air. Successful aeroplanes were
impossible ro build before people undersrood how wings
worked. Early arrempts ar ffighr concenrrared on copying
the flappi ng action of birds, which proved ro be impractical
because a human's muscles are far roo weak. Many "bird
men" were lcilled trying ro fly.

Flyer I climbed to a
height of3 m (10 fin).

First controlled flight
The fi rst controlled flight of a powered
aeroplane took place on 17 D ecember
1903 in Kitty Hawk, North C arolina,
USA. T he plane, Flyer I, flew 36 m
(119 ft) in a flight that lasted under 12
seconds: it is nonetheless perhaps the most
famous flight of all time. Flyer I was designed
and built by the Wrighr brothers, Orville and
Wilbur, after years of experiments with kites and gliders.
It was powered by a petrol engine they built themselves.

Wilbur Wright watches
his brother Orville take off.

Warplanes

Amelia Earhart

The military's interest in the potential of
aeroplanes as weaponry was central to the
advancement of flight technology. During
World War I (19 14-1 8), warplanes were
transformed from being slow and vulnerable
to being fast, easily manoeuvrable fighting
machines. H uge bomber
and fighter planes were
made in this period.

American aviation pioneer
Amelia Eachan (1898-1937)
ser several long-distance flight
records. She was the first
woman ro fly solo across
the Atlantic. In 1937, in
a bid ro fly round rhe
world, she disappeared
near New Guinea.

Protective clothing
worn by World War I
pilots included flying
helmer, goggles and
gauntlets.

Airships
Airships are held aloft by a vasr gas-filled envelope and
driven forward by engines with propellers. Airships were
an important form of passenger and military rransporr
until long-distance aircraft were developed in rhe I 940s.

Modern age
T he basis for the modern
aeroplane first appeared in
the 1920s. It was a
monoplane (single-winged)
aircraft. The wing was made of
metal, as was the fuselage. All
aircraft had piston engines and
propellers until the late 1930s,
when a new type of engine,
the jet, was invented.
Boarding pass

Biplane
World War I pilots flew biplane (twin-winged) fighters.
Built from wood and fabric, biplanes were sturdier
rhan monoplanes, bur flying rhem was lirrle fun. The
cockpit was open ro rhe cold and wet, and ro spits of
oil from rhe engine. Larger fighters had a second
cockpit for a navigaror and gunner. Single-seaters had a
machine gun rhat fired through rhe spinning propeller.
AIRCRAFT
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AIRPORTS

AIRSHI PS AND
BALLOONS

/ Airline ticket

I·
L EONARDO
DA VI NCI

jets
A turbojet engine allows aircraft ro fly much
fasrer and more quietly rhan a propeller engine.
Jer aircraft were increasingly used after World
War II and became standard for fighter aircraft
and for long-distance passenger planes.

Ariane
launch
vehicle

Passenger flight

Space flight

Fasr, comfortable, and
affordable air rravel had become
accessible by rhe 1960s. Today,
millions of passengers fly around
rhe world in rhe Boeing 747,
a so-called "jumbo jer ~ which
has quiet, turbofan engines.

The first rockers powerful
enough ro reach space were
built in the late I 950s. Today,
modern launch vehicles and
re-usable spacecraft, such as
rhe Shurrle, make going imo
orbit almost an everyday evenr.

S PACE
EXPLORATION

TRANSPORT,
HISTORY O F

TRAVEL

WARPLANES

WEAPO NS

Long neck with
sparse ftathers

FLIGHTLESS BIRDS

~ak, fanlike
wings used in
courtship rituals.

of moving, but it
does have drawbacks. It uses a lot of energy, and
it is possible only for animals with a light body.
During the course of evolution, some birds
have given up flight and the problems
it brings. Instead, they run, or, as is the case with
penguins, they swim; some can move extremely fast.
There are about 40 species of flightless birds alive today,
including kiwis, emus, and the world's biggest bird, the
ostrich. Many more flightless species, including some
record-breaking giants, existed in the past, and some
of today's species are also in danger of extinction.
FLYING IS A VERY USEFUL WAY

Kiwis

Ostrich

These med ium-sized birds are fou nd
only in the forests of New Zealand.
Their wings are only about 5 em
(2 in) long, and their body is covered
with a unique plumage thar looks like
hair. Kiwis are nocturnal and because
rhey have poo r eyesight, rhey fi nd
food mainly by smelling it.

T he ostrich is the world's largest
bird. It can run at up to 65 kmh
(40 mph), and uses irs speed and
stamina to outdistance most of irs
enem ies. An ostrich's feet have two
roes, and each roe ends in a large
claw. If an ostrich is cornered, it
uses these claws as deadly weapons
to defend itself.

\

Femaks are slightly
smalkr than maks,
wzth brown plumage
imuad ofblack.
Young ostriches are
guarded by an adult male.
Several families of chicks
gather together, forming
a group called a creche.

Two large
clawed toes

Hatching
The shell of an ostrich egg is
thicker rhan a china mug,
bur nor as hard. The young
ostrich breaks our by kicking
and pecking ar rhe shell.

----------- Sensory, whiskerlike ftathers at the
base ofthe beak

The chick turns
its body as ir
pecks and pushes
ar rhe shell.

1

_ Hard "helmet, "
or casque

Thechick
rumbles our and
will soon start ro
look for food.

Half rhe shell
is in pieces, and
the chick is almost
free of rhe egg.

3

2

Rheas escape from
danger by
running away. _

Rheas
There are two species of rheas,
borh of which live on rhe
open plains in South
America. Young rheas have
bright stripes, bur the adults
are grayish-brown.

Cassowaries
These large, flightless
birds live in dense
forests in northern
Australia and New
Guinea. They use their
claws as weapons and have been
known ro kill people.

Strong kgs
with large fter
This egg is shown
in proportion to
the kiwi above

OST RICH
S CIENTIFIC NAM E

Struthio came/us

Probing beak

O RDER

Srrurhioniformes

The kiwi has nostrils ar rhe
rip of irs long, curved beak,
instead of near irs head. lr
uses irs beak to find food
on rhe forest floor.

FAMILY

StrurhioniJae

Tropical western and
eastern Africa, and southern Africa

D ISTRIBUTION

HABITAT
D IET

Kiwi egg

Emus

The kiwi's egg is 13 em
(5 in) long, and is a quarrer
of rhe female's weight.
Relative to her body, the
female kiwi lays rhe largest
eggs of all birds.

Found only in Australia, emus are rhe second largest birds in rhe world
after rhe ostrich. Emus live in large flocks and wander long distances in
search of food. They can cause problems on farms by raiding crops.

-
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A UST RALIAN
WI LDLI FE

BIRDS

EGGS

f LIGH T

Savannah and semi-desert

Fruit, seeds, leaves, small animals

Heighr up ro 2.4 m (8 ft); weight
up ro 154 kg (340 lb)

S IZE

L IFESPAN

GRASSLAND
WILDLIFE

About 30 years

PENGUINS

SOUTH AM ERCIAN
WI LDLI FE
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FLOATI NG see PRE'\SURE

FLOWERS

A stamen is 1Tllllk
up ofan anth"
and a filament.

THE FIRST flowering plants
appeared about 120 million
years ago. They are now
the largest group
of plants, and are widespread.
Flowers are the advanced
reproductive structures of
plants. The majority of them
are pollinated by the wind or
by animals. Over millions
of years, flowers and insects
have co-evolved to produce
some very complex and
interesting relationships.
Stigma
Fuchsuz flower

Parts of a flower
A plant's reproduction o rgans are inside the
flowers. Stamens are male and produce pollen.
T he female organs are called carpels. T hese
contain ovules, which develop into seeds.
A ring of petals attracts pollinators, and
sepals protect the flower when in bud.

Pollination

Insect pollination
Flowers are mostly
pollinated by insects.
These are an racred to rhe
flowers by their petals, a
seem, and a supplv of
nectar or pollen to ear.
The pollen sticks to a
visiting insect and is
carried to another flower.

In o rder fo r seeds to develop, a flower has
to be pollinated . Pollen fro m the stamens
of a flower of the same species must
stick to the plant's stigma. Crosspollination occurs when pollen from
one plant lands on the flowers of another.
If a flower is pollinated by its own pollen,
it is called self-pollination.
Water pollination

Wind pollination

Aquatic plams may have
aerial, submerged, or
floating flowers. A few use
rhe surface film of water to
urry pollen. The flowers
float in shallow dips. The
pollen slides imo these and
pollinates rhe flowers.

Some plants rely on wind
to waft their pollen from
one flower to another.
Their flowers may have no
petals, or just tiny ones.
They are often arranged in
catkins with conspicuous
stamens and stigmas.

Bird pollination

Mammal pollination

Many flowers rhar
rely on birds to
pollinate them are red
or orange - colours rhar
arrracr birds. The
flowers rend to be
tubular so that birds can
dip their beaks in.
Stamens dust rhe birds'
heads wirh sticky pollen.

Important mammal
pollinators include some
species of tropical bar and
many types of tiny
Ausrralian possum. They
pollinate flowers as they
feed on nectar and pollen.

-
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Hummingbird
at a rhisrle flower

CARNIVOROUS
PLANTS

fRUITS AND
SEEDS

P LANTS

The colour and seem of a flower
anracr insects or other animals.
Drops of sugary nectar secreted
at the base of rhe petals provide
food for the insects, which are
dusted with pollen while they drink. Flowers
are often sweetly seemed, bur some smell
unpleasant, especially those pollinated by flies.

Insect mimics

pollen is
produced in
small clumps
called pollinia.

Bee orchid

The bee orchid --can be pollinated
by a bee, but is
often self-pollinated
by the wind.

Pygmy possum feed ing
on a Bmzksia flower

INSECTS

Tobacco plant

Seem and colour

Many orchids have such specialized partnerships
that onlv one rvpe of insect serves as a pollinator.
Some orchids look and smell so like a female insect,
rhar males of rhar species try to mare with them,
picking up pollen as
they do so.
An orchid's

Hazel catkins and pollen

Srarwon

•

Petals are
brightly coloured
to attract msects.

The flower is the
structure rhar brings
about sexual reproduction
in the plant

When the
anthers are ripe,
thry split to
release masses
ofpollm.

PLANT
ANATOMY

PLANT
REPRODUCTION

PLANT
USES

Part ofthe
flower looks
and smells just
like a bu.
TREES

W INDS

- - - - Flowers Insect-pollinated

Eachflo~r

Brown lin~
on th~ p~tals
gutd~s mucts
to th~ n~ctar.

Um-shap~d

Jlow~rs

Bramble pollinators
include beetles and bees.

Bell heather is pollinated
by shorr-tongued bees.

Pnmrose flowers appear
in the spring.

Hollow-stemmed asphodel
has hollow stems and leaves

contains a
drop of n~ctar.

Red do,er has a head
of tubular flowers.

Greater periwinkle is
pollinated by bees.

Fox and cubs has snapshaped ray florets.

Bastard balm arrracts bees
with irs large petal.

Dom~d

hood

M irror orchid has pollen
in dumps called pollinia.

Anemone pavonina is
pollinated bv insecrs.

Magnolia flowers have
thick waxy petals.

Corn marigold Aowerhead
has many tiny flowers.
lns~cts

into

crawl

th~ b~l/

shap~d flowers.

Umb~ls

of tiny

y~llow flo~rs

Dwarf elder has small
flowers clustered together.

Early dog ~iolet has dark
veins. v. hich guide insects.

W tld pansy is pollinated
by long-tongued bees.

Foxglove is pollinated by
bumblebees.

Thorow-wax has dusters
of tlowers called umbels.

Marsh cinquefoil has much
larger sepals than petals.

Red valerian has tiny
tubular flowers pollinated
by morhs and burrerflies.

Carline thisrle has yellow
flowers surrounded by
stiff. spinv bracrs.

Honevsuckle has seemed
flowers which arrracr
honeybees and hawk moths.

Cornflower has seemed
flowers and is pollinated
by flies and bees.

Common rockrose is
pollinated bv insects, bur
can be self-pollinating.

Red campion is pollinated
by long-tongued bees and
also by hoverflies.

P~rals bend back
so thar birds are
dusted with
polkn.

Fuchsia is pollinated
mosrlv by birds.

Bird- and mammal-pollinated
.. /

Passionflower is pollinated
by nectar-dnnking birds

Silver wattle flowers
attract birds and possums.

Nastunium flowers are
pollinated by birds.

Wind-pollinated
Spik~

ofpnalkssflowers

Stammsand
/stigmas on a
long column

Urn plant flowers are
surrounded by spiny bracts.

H ibiscus dusts hawk morhs
and birds with pollen.

hmak
flo~rs

Longslmd~r

catkins

Anth~rs

protrude from
th~ tiny grun
flou>~rs.

Broad-leaved pondweed
has a dense spike of flowers.

Greater plantain
purple amhers.

ha~

Armenian oak has male
flowers in yellow catkim.

Sand couch has flowers in
stalkless spikelets.

Alder has male flowers in
long, dangling catkins.

Stinging nenle has catkins
of male or female flowers.
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FOOD
WE ARE WHAT WE EAT: our bodies get the
energy and nourishment they need from our
daily diet. Not having enough of the right
food, or eating too much of the wrong
food, causes ill-health. Food and eating are important
in other ways too. Many countries have a distinctive
A tklicary
cuisine (cooking style), which reflects the eating
in France
habits of its people and the ingredients available
locally. In many industrialized nations, cooking
is a hobby as well as a necessary task.
Today there is concern about levels
of chemicals in food, and many
Frog's legs
people choose an organic diet.

Fast food is food
that is massprepared and
served quickly in
takeaway ouclers.
The hamburger
is a popular fast
food in
many
western
counuies.

]nos and
Muslims
do not

Seaweed

Black
pudding

Snails

Pork
sausages

What is food?

Anything humans can digest counts as food. Worldwide, d iets
vary widely: food habits are infl uenced by availability, climate,
and religious, moral, or social factors. Ideally, a daily diet
should include staple, energy-giving carbohydrates, such as rice
or pasta, plus proteins, fats, vitamins, and minerals. In reality,
poverty or warfare make th is impossible in many places.

Processing and preserving
Even before they are cooked , most foods
must be processed to make them ready for
cooking: for example, wheat must be
ground into flour before it can be baked as
bread. Preserving food allows it to be stored
for use later; this reduces the risk of
shortages, and prolongs availability. A food
industry has grown up to provide the food
we eat, and process, preserve, and package it.

Cassava
Many foods are indigestible
without processing bur birrer
cassava, rhe main food in
many tropical areas, is acrually
poisonous. Grating, pressing,
and hearing the root removes
the deadly cyanide it contains.

Food preservation:
freezing peas

Preparing food

Fennel

Salad

Although some foods, such as
salad vegetables and fruit, are
delicious when raw, many foods
need to be cooked first. Cooking
makes food tastier and easier to
digest. Cooking root vegetables,
for instance, makes their starch
grains absorb water, swell, and burst,
releasing essential nutrients.
Cooking methods

Until frozen peas were
invented, the only peas
most people could ear were
dried or tinned. A machine
called a viner harvests the peas
when they are sweet enough to
be frozen. Ir rumbles them in a
drum to remove the pods.
These are ploughed back into
the field as fertilizer.

1

O nce at the factory,
the peas are washed
and blanched. They are
then carried on a conveyor
to rhe freezing chamber.
O n the way, jets of cold air
prevent them sticking
together. In the chamber,
rhe peas are blasr-frozen at a
temperature of -1s·c (-2"F).

2

Before packaging, the
peas are assessed for
quality and taste. Fresh
vegetables begin ro lose
their n utrients as soon as
rhey are picked. Because
these peas have been
frozen within rwo and a
half hours, rhey are fresher
than fresh peas in a shop.

3

Frozen food

Chocolate
Chocolate is a food
product derived from the cocoa
bean. The Aztecs of Mexico enjoyed
a chocolate drink, flavoured with chilli.
When the Spanish conquered Mexico in
the 16th century, they introduced the
drink to Europe. People began to ear solid
chocolate from about 1630, bur chocolate
bars were a luxury until rhe 20th century.
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There are many cooking methods,
such as simmering food in water,
which heats ir to just under I oooc
(212°F). O nly a few foods, such as
eggs. cook ar temperatures lower
than this. Grilling or frying in oil
heats food to a much higher
temperature, cooking it faster.

Freezing food to preserve it dares
from prehistoric rimes in cold
regions. FoUowing rhe appearance
of home elecuic refrigerators
in 1913, frozen vegetables
first went on sale in the
USA in 1930

Peas in
the pod

Hunger and famine
Each year, 800 million people can not
get enough food to lead healthy lives,
despite food surpluses in other parts
of the world. Children suffer most.
Malnutri tion in children severely
damages their physical and mental
development. Every year in the
developing world, famine (widespread
starvation) occurs when insects, plant
d iseases, drought, or warfare destroy
crops, and a harvest fails.

Frozen
vegetabks

DIGESTION

FARMING

HEALTH
AND FIT NESS

TRADE AND
INDUST RY

Food

Uncoo k~d

Types of food

, Br~ad 1Tllllk
with wh~at flour

Grains
ofwh~at

Rice is a staple food for Southern
Asia and parrs of Africa.

Maize (corn) is a staple food in some
African, Asian, and American countries.

Wheat is a staple in N orrh America,
Europe, Ausrralia, and parts of Asia.

Honeycomb

Starchy roots are a good
source of carbohydrate.

Vegetables are an imporranr
source of vitamins.

Pulses (beans and peas)
are rich in protein.

Nurs and seeds can be
pressed ro make oils.

Fruits are an important
source of vitamins.

Sugars and honey
sweeten food

0/iv~

Duck

\1ear is a major
prorein source.

oil

Fish and shellfish are a
low-far protein source.

Eggs are a valuable
source of protein.

Milk and milk products provide
protein and im portant minerals.

Spices and herbs add
flavour ro a meal.

Fats and oils
srore energy.

World cookery

Ausrralia: mears grilled ourof-doors on a barbecue

France: bouillabaiss~. fish
soup, served with bread

India: vegetable curry
and roti (whear bread)

Spain: pa~lla, rice simmered wirh
chicken, seafood, and spices

Viernam: spring rolls filled
wirh pork, prawns, noodles

Mexico: buritto, a pancake
wirh chilli, meat, beans

Raw salmon

United Stares: pork ribs
wirh black-eyed peas

Morocco: chicken
baked wirh spices

China: roast duck with
an aromatic seasoning

Yorkshtr~

p udding

lraly: fittucini, a kind of
pasta, in a romaro sauce

Thailand: pad thai,
Thai fried noodles

Japan : sushi, exrremely fresh,
raw fish wirh rice and seaweed

United Kingdom: roast beef
gravy and roast poraroes

Russia: borscht (beerroor
soup) with blinis (pancakes)
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FOOD WEBS

AND

CHAINS

THE LIVES OF DIFFERENT species in
a wildlife community are linked
together through the process of
feeding. As plants and animals grow
and are eaten by others, energy and food substances
locked up in their body tissues pass on along a
chain. These food chains interlink with one
another, and the resulting
network is called a food
web. The number of
different animals and
plants in a community is
naturally balanced. If the
balance is upset it can
affect the whole web.

A&ican

Thomson's
gazelle

Food webs
In a simple food chain, a plant is eaten by
a herbivore (a plant-eating animal), that in
rurn is eaten by a carnivore (a meat-eating
animal). In nature, food chains are usually
longer than th is, and they connect with
other chains to form a web. T he arrows in
this diagram show how different plant
foods on a typical African savannah are
eaten by a range of animals, that, in turn,
provide food for various other animals.

Grass

Decomposers

Producers
In ecology, plants
are called producers. They stan
the food chain by using the sun's
energy to produce food fro m
simple substances.

Some animals, fungi, and
bacteria feed on dead or waste
plant and animal tissue. T hey turn
it back into simple substances. which
plants use to grow.

Trophic pyramids

Top predator
The tawny owl at rhe top
of rhis food chain is
known as the rop
predator. An owl needs
to ear many weasels
and rodents to meer
its energy needs.

Population cycles

Ecologists call each stage in a food chain a
trophic level. T hese levels can be represented
as a pyramid. Animals use much of the
energy they gain from their food to grow.
They also use energv to live, to move about,
breed , feed, and avoid their enem ies. This
means that at each trophic level there is less
energy available to the next level.

The number of
animals or
plants represents
the amounr
ofenergy
available
to the
next level ,r

A change in the population of one
species affects the population of
other species in the food chain.
The lemming population in the
tundra and Arctic rises and falls on
roughly a fo ur-year cycle. When
there are lots of lemmings, Arctic
foxes, which hum them, breed
more successfullv, so their
numbers increase too.

Secondary consumers
Weasels are secondarv consumers because
they get energy from' the plants through
other consumers. T here are more weasels in
a communiry than the owls that hunt them.

Primary consumers

Upsetting the balance

Mice and voles get energy directlv from
plants. T hey use a lor of energy; many
are needed to support the weasels.

W hen the giant African land
snail was taken to Pacific
islands, the snails destroyed
vegetation because there was
nothing to prey on them.
Another rype of snail was
released to eat their eggs, but
these began to wipe out the
native Partula snail instead.

Primary producers
Energy is stored in plants.
It takes a large quantiry to
support the rodents.

-
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ANIMALS
t

Consumers
Animals are known as
consumers because they get the
biological material they need for
life from rhe plants or orher animals
that they eat or consume.

A FRICAN
WI LDLI FE

E c o LOGY AND
ECOSYSTEMS

ENERGY

FOOD

GRASSLAND
\X'lLDLlFE

PHOTOSYNT HESIS

RAINFOREST
WILDLIFE

Soccer
ball

FOOTBALL

Soccer

are among the most
popular sports to play and watch. Association football,
or soccer, is played in almost every country by men and
women. Rugby games are less widespread, but the new
professional rugby union is becoming increasingly international.
\merican football, although watched worldwide on television, is
played little outside the United States. Other "national" games
include Australian football, played chiefly in the state of
Victoria, and Gaelic football, an Irish game.
THE VARIOUS FORMS OF FOOTBALL

Soccer pitch
H~lmet

Fac~

mask

matkfrom
unbreakable
plastic coaud
in rubb~r

Soccer is a kicking game
played 11 -a-side. The
goalkeeper is the only
person allowed to
handle the ball. The
object is to propel the
ball into the opposition's
goal with a foot or the
head. A game lasts 90
minutes, with a 15minure interval plus,
in some knock-out
competitions, an extra
l 5 minutes each way.
World Cup

American football

The soccer World Cup is as popular as the
O lympics. About I70 countries enter
competitions to qualify for the 32 places in
the finals, which take place every four years.

A handling game, American football
is played 11 -a-side with limitless
substitution from 40 players or
more. It is divided into shorr bursts
of action as the attacking team
advances in a series of "downs".
Points are awarded chiefly for
touchdowns and field goals.

Pele
Brazilian soccer star Pele (b. I940)
won universal acclaim when he
inspired Brazil ro win the
World Cup for the first
rime in I9'58. H is
performances in
Brazil's I970 triumph
have gone down in
soccer folklore. In a
first-class career he
scored I ,28I goals.

Women's soccer
In I991, the fi rst women's soccer
World Cup was held. and women's
soccer was accepted as an Olympic
sport in I996. In many countries, girls
now begin playing soccer at schooL

American football

Australian football

American foorball field

Australian football is played
I8-a-side on a huge oval
field. Players kick, catch,
and run with the ball
which must be grounded
every I 0 m (33 ft). A goal,
kicked between the inner
posts, is worth six points; a
behind, kicked inside the
outer posts, scores one point.

Equipment
To withstand the crunching tackles and blocks,
players wear extensive protective padding under
their uniform, the amoum and rvpe depending
on their role. Players wear a number from I to
99 ro identify them.

Rugby
The rugby codes are
rugby union and rugby
league. They are
handling games featuring
running, hand-to-hand
passing, tackling, and
kicking. Points are scored
for a try - touching the
ball down over the
opposition goal line, or a
goal - kicking the ball
over the cross bar and
between the posts. The
two codes have a slightly
different ball and pitch.

Rugby union
This is played I S-a-side
with eight forwards, two
halfbacks, four threequarrers, and one full-back
It features serums (shown
here), line-outs ro restart
play. and tactical kicking.
Tries score five points and
conversions two points.

Rugby league
Rugby league is plaved I3-a-side. A
tackled plaver may rise and play the
ball with his foot. After six successive
tackles, a team must give up the ball
ro the orher team. Tries score four
points, goals one or two.

-
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BALL
GAM E<;

Gaelic football
This i~ played I S-aside with a round
ball. It is a cross
between soccer and
Australian footbalL
The ball may be
kicked, fisted, and
passed hand-tohand. Points are
scored by kicking
the ball between the
posts, under the bar
for three points,
over for one point.

OLYMPIC
GAMES

T ENNIS AND OTHER
RACKET SPORTS

SPORT
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FORCE AND MOTION

Speed and acceleration
An object's speed is how far ir moves in a period
of rime. Speed in a particular direction is called
velociry. Acceleration is rhe rare ar which an
object's velociry changes.

THE WORLD IS NEVER STILL - traffic and
pedestrians rush along busy streets, clo_uds r~ce
across the sky, and the Earth turns on Its axts

A sprinUT who rum 60 ~tm in 12
uconds has an av"ag~ sp~ed of5 mls. ~

and whirls around the Sun. Forces make all
this motion, or movement, possible.

A

___..

force is a push or a

pull that causes an object to start or stop moving, or to
change its speed or direction. When forces combine,
they can hold things still or make things balance.
The study of the way objects move when
forces act upon them is called dynamics.
~-

Combining forces
Equal forces acting on an object in opposite directions
will have no effect. If the forces are nor equal, or if
they do nor act in opposite directions, they wiiJ
combine to give an overall force called rhe resultant
Pulling fore~

,

Th~ sprint~r's ftet
push agaimt th~
starting blocks.

Terminal
velocity

Th~ fore~

acc~kration

propels him forward.

An object's mass makes ir resist a
force rhar tries to change irs stare
of motion, whether ir is moving
or at rest. This resistance is called
inertia. T he greater an object's
mass, the more inertia it has. For
example, rhe same force will
accelerate a small car more than a
loaded truck, because rhe car has
a smaller mass and less inertia.

~

A sprimer's
is/
greatm during the first ftw
seconds ofa race.

o:erred

by th~ sprint~r's ft~t

Inertia

G raviry pulls a
parachure
downwards, but
air resistance
Puliingforu~
pushes upwards with
Resultant
"" an equal force. There
is no resultant, because
Two tugboats helping an
ocean liner into porr do not pull the forces cancel each
in the direction the ship needs
other out. The parachute
e
to travel. They pull at an angle cannot accelerate, so it falls
to the ground at a constant speed,
to each other so that the
resultant force moves the ship
known as terminal velociry.
straight ahead.

:::r-

Archimedes (c.l87-lll BC) was a
Greek mathematician and inventor
who studied forces and how they
could be used by simple machines.
He founded statics, discovered why
objeas float and sink, and worked
out the principles behind levers
and pulleys.

Newton's laws of motion
In 1687, English physicist Sir Isaac
Newton devised three Jaws to summarize
rhe principles of fo rce and motion.

Equal

Force

masses

Motion

-+

First law
An ob jea continues in a state of
rest or constant motion unless a
force acts upon it. The inline skarer
in the picture will keep on rolling at
the same speed until a force, such as
friction, acts to stop him.

Equilibrium
An object is in equilibrium when
the forces acting upon it balance.
This set of scales is in equilibrium
when two equal masses are placed
on the pans, because graviry pulls
on each pan with the same force.

Statics

Momentum

Statics is the study of forces aamg
o n stationary objeas in equilibrium.
It is important in building design,
because a building will collapse if the
forces aaing upon it do not balance.

When a moving object collides with a
stationary o ne. t he result depends upon a
quantiry called momentum. An object's
momentum is calculated by multiplying its
mass by its velociry. For example, a heavy
bowling ball has more momentum than a
light plastic ball moving at the same velociry,
because it has a greater mass.

Circular motion
A free-moving object will
naturally move in a straight
line. Centripetal force is
needed for the object to
move in a circle. T his is a
fo rce that pulls an object
towards rhe centre of a circle,
constantly changing its
direction and stopping ir from
moving off in a straight line.
A motorcycle uses centripetal
force to travel around a bend.
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Third law

.

((

"

.

Th~

mass of
bowling ball
gives it mough
momentum to
scatt~r th~ pim.
th~

-

•

Th~ l1ghur
plastic ball has a
smaller mass and
simply bounus
ojfth~ pim

fRICTION

Second law
An object's acceleration is
equal to the size of the
fo rce aai ng upon it
divided by the object's
mass. This inline skater's
acceleration depends on
how heavy he is and
how hard he is pushed. ~

GRAVITI"

For every force there is an
equal force aaing in the
opposite direction. Forces
aa in pairs, so when
A pushes B, an
equal and opposite
force acts on A.
making both inline
skaters move apart.
MACHINES

MAGNETISM

PRESSURE

FORESTS
A THIRD

Tropical forest

OF THE WORLD'S land

surface consists of forest - areas
of land covered by dense tree
cover. Each forest is an ecosystem
- a group of animals and plants interacting with
the physical environment and one another. More
plants and animals live in forests than in any other
environment. Forests differ according to the
climate - boreal, temperate, or tropical. They help
maintain the Earth's natural balance; trees absorb
and release gases which regulate the climate.

m .

..1-r ·-

Tropical forest
Temperate forest
Boreal coniferous forest

Tropical forests, or
rainforests, rend
to thrive in warm
and wet climates.
T he porous soil is
generally rich in
aluminium and
iron. In one hectare
there may be more
than 200 species of
trees, hundreds of
birds, mammals,
and reptiles, and
thousands of insects.

Emergent

Temperate forest

Down-angled
branchu allow
the trees to shed
the weight ofthe
snow in cold

Tropical forest
Each forest has layers of
vegetation. In a tropical forest
emergent trees poke through the
top. Below are the canopy. the
understorey, atzd the forest floor.
..._ Broad leaves ofdeciduous
trees grow rapidly in summer,
and are shed in winter.

Boreal coniferous forest

is acid and infertile.

Boreal coniferous forest

Deforestation
Each year, forest land
the size of Washington
Stare, USA is de.,rroyed.
Trees are cur down for
farmland or timber. Deforestation can cause
huge environm ental
problems, disturbing
the soil and fores t life.
Fewer trees to absorb
carbon dioxide may also
disrupt the climate.

In cool, northern, or boreal regions, such as
N orth Asia, there are vast areas of boreal
forests, sometimes known as taiga. T hese dense
forests contain hardy coniferous or evergreen
trees, such as spruce, pine, fir, and larch trees.

Cattle ranching

Slash and burn

Overgrazing

Huge areas of rainforest in
Brazil are cut down for carrieranching. which exhausts the
soil within a few vears.

~omadic

A shortage of land forces
nomadic farmers to stav in
one place. The land is overgrazed. and the soil dries up.

-

t

CLIMATE

farmers slash and
burn fore~ts for farmland. After
a few yedrs. thev move on to
allow the soil to regenerate.

E COLO GY AND
ECOSYSTEMS

PLANT
U~ ES

POLLUTIO"l

RAINFO REST
WI LD LIFE

in mild o r temperate
climates, where
winters are cool
and summers are
warm . T he majori ty of
trees are deciduo us, such as
oak and beech. M any
temperate forests have been
cleared for farmland because
rhe soil beneath is very ferrile.

Afforestation
More people are becoming aware
of rhe value of forests. In
Sourheasr Asia, new forest land is
created with tree-planting
programmes. Some forests
are now co nservation areas.

SOIL

TREES

WOODLAND
WILDLIFE
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FOSSILS
THE REMAINS AND TRACES of past life forms
are called fossils. All living organisms are
potential fossils, but only a few are preserved.
The most common fossils are those of hard
parts of animals and plants. Only rarely is soft tissue
fossilized. Sometimes, trace fossils, such as footprints,
are found. The study of fossils, called
palaeontology, is crucial to our
U'aur
d~posits
understanding of life.
sedimmt

Conodont

f

Fossil dating

\ Graptol"zte
Erosion ofthe rock
brings th~ fossils
nearer th~ surfou.

Some fossils, such as
graptolites and conodonts,
evolved and became extinct
over geologically short periods
of time. This makes them
useful for daring rhe rocks in
which rher are found.

How a fossil is formed
In order for something ro fossilize,
it must be buried quickly by
sediment, such as sand or mud,
before it decomposes. Fossils fo rm
in a variety of ways, d epend ing on
the environment in which the
animal or plant lived, and the
conditions after it was buried .

After death, the soft parts
of a Tric~ratops decompose
quicklv. leaving just the hard
skeleron and horns.

1

Through rime, rhe bones
are buried under rhick
Ia\ ers of sediment and harden
to form fossils.

2

The layers of sediment
turn to rock. They may
be pushed up or tolded to
form mountains.

3

Coral

Studying fossils
T he study of the evolurion of
environments and natural communities is
an imporram parr of palaeontology. This
limesrone contains fossils of different
animals, such as trilobites and corals. Ir
shows a community thar existed on the
seafloor more than 400 million years ago.

4

Erosion exposes the
bones. Palaeontologists
can rhen collect and study
the dinosaur remains.

Trilobite

Fossil corals are
common
became thev
have a hard
skeleton. Softbodied animals. such
as sea anemones and jeUvfish,
would have lived in the same
community. but are unlikelv to
Limesmne from M uch \X enlock. England have fossili"zed.

Trilobites were arthropods
rhar lived in the sea. They
shed their shells regularly, as
modern arthropods do, and
these shells are often tound
as fossils. Thev are divided
into three distinct pans. or
lobes, hence the name
"rrilobire~. A few fossils of
soft pans have been found.

Types of fossil
Fossils range from m icroscopic
plants and animals ro the huge
bones of dinosaurs. They can be
almost unchanged from the
original or replaced bv minerals

Amber
The fossilized re~in
of rret.s, called amber,
often contains trapped
insects and other small
animals and plants. The
rrapped fossils are often
preserved wirh much derail.

Femdes
were larger
than mal'S.

••••

Bones
Trees
Volcanic ash

1-ossilized uees, such as
these Lepidodendron trunks
and roots, can be preserved
as internal moulds of the
bark. The inside rots awav
and is replaced bv sand.

This child's bodv was buried bv
volcanic ash at Pompeii, ltalv. in
AD 79. Ash turns to rock quicklv.
A buried animal or plant mav rot
away to leave a hollow, which. if
filled with plaster, torms a cast.

Ammonite sh~/ls
rep/ac~d with iro11
pyrius, or "fools' gold ~
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Georges Cuvier

Petrification
These monkeypuzzle cones
have been turned
to stone, or
perrified. This happened when
silica-rich warers crvsrallized
"ithin rhe cells of the cone~

Ammonites
These molluscs were abundant
in the seas of the Mesozoic
Era. Their shells were made
of rhe mineral aragonite and
were often replaced b~ other
minerals during fos~ilization.

Vertebrate fossils are made of manv parts
and are usuallv found as single pieces. If
conditions are right. a skeleton can be
preser•ed whole. as in this Diplomystus,
an ancesror of the modern herring.

-
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A RTHRO PODS

Hard lumps, or concretions,
are often formed around
fo~sils in ~edimems. This
concretion reveals rhe fossil
shell and mould of a dam.
DI"'OMURS

EVOlUTION

A French zoologist, Georges Cuvier
( 1769-1832) realized rhat the
parts of rhe bodv were
interrelated. For example,
an animal rhar has hooves is
a herbivore, and must have
herbivore's teeth. He
idemified a fossil as a
marsupial from a jaw.

G EO l OGY

PREHISTORJC
LIFE

Fossils - Invertebrates

Lovenia i~ a hean urchin
with a flattened shdl.

Archaeogeryon
is a deep-water
Miocene mud crab

Terebra[U)a is a brachiopod.
also known as a lamp shell.

Mesolimulus is a horseshoe crab of
the Jurassic and Cretaceous Periods.
It has a horseshoe-shaped shell.

Vertebrates
Eighth
lower left
tooth

Dimerocrinites is
a sea lilv, or crinoid,
from rhe Siluri.m and
Devonian Periods.

Lingula is a brachiopod
with a thin shell.

Pomted
skull.

Rectangular
body scaks

Macrocranion from rhe Eocene Period resembles
a living hedgehog without the spikes.
Carcharocles is an

Dapedium is a fish from the shallow sea~
of the late Triassic and Jurassic Periods.

Nostril'Rana i~ a true frog
that first appeared in
the Eocene Period.
Raphus is a huge, extinct,
flighrless pigeon. commonly
known as the dodo

Ichrhyosaurus is a sea reptile
of rhe Jurassic Period

/Ring ofbonu
around the qe

Dagger-like/
teeth

Dimetrodon is a mammallike carni,orous reptile of
the Permian Period.

Plants

1

Eye socket

Growth rings

Collen ia is an alga
of the Precambrian
and Cambrian
Periods.

Quercus is oak. It
first appeared in
the Eocene

)

Porana is a
Miocene flower.

Trapped
spider

Carboniferous

Populus is a poplar.
almost identical
to poplars rodav.

Carved
jet

cluh-mos~.

Amber is fossilized
tree resin or ~;um.

Jet is a rvpe ot
fo~silized wood.

Trigonocarpus
is the seed of a
Carhoniferou~

seed fern.
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FOXES see WOLVES AND WILD DOGS
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FRANCE

FRANCE FACTS
CAPITAL Q TY Paris

in western Europe, France
stretches from the Pyrenees in the south to the
English Channel in the north. A founder member
of the European Economic Community (now
European Union), France plays a key role in world affairs. It is
a leading industrial nation, although some five per cent of the
population works in farming. The first of the modern republics,
France includes Corsica, Guyana, and various
islands in the Caribbean and Pacific Ocean.

AREA SSI.SOO sq km (2 12,930 sq miles)

THE LARGEST COUNTRY

POPULATION 57,800,000
MAIN LANGUAGF French
M AJOR RELIGION Christian
C !:RRENCY Euro
LIFE EXPECTANCY 78 years
PI:OPLE PER DOCTOR 333
GOVERNMENT Mulri-parry democracy
ADLLT LITERACY

99%

Physical features
France's landscape varies from
undulating fields in rhe norrh to
sparse hills in rhe Massif Central,
and mountains in the Alps and
Pyrenees in the south.

River Seine
From irs source in the east,
rhe River Seine crosses
Paris, betore winding irs
wav norrh to the Arl.mric
Ocean. France's river
nerwork. which also
includes the Loire and rhe
Rhone, is used for rransporr
and for irrigating farmland.

Corsica
With an area of 8.630 sq km (3.350 sq miles),
Corsica is the rhird largest Mediterranean
island. Fragrant, thorny scrub called maquis
covers the slopes of rowering gran ire peaks,
and rich ferrile valleys are used to graze sheep
and grow vines. The capiral is Ajaccio.

The Seine in Normandv

I
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Climate
Norrhwesr
France,
584mm
particularly
(23 in)
Brirrany, is mild
bur damp. The
east has hor summers and srormy wimers.
Summers in the south are dry and hor, and
fores t fires are common. In the Pyrenees
and Alps, winter snowfalls are heavy,
making these ideal areas for skiing.

Farmland

4

60%

5

I

J

6
Bon

Built-up]%

Land use
France's terrile farmland includes gendy
rolling pastures and fields of wheat and sugar
beet in the norrh, and vineyards and lavender
fields in the south. Much of the Massif
Cemral is pasture land for grazing sheep.

Paris

7
r-

Forest
36%

The Louvre :-.tuseum lies on the fashionable Right
Bank of the River Seine, which di, ides rhe cirv.
The Left Bank is traditionally home to ~ruden"rs,
artists, and the famom Eitld Tower. One of rhe
world's most beautiful and most \ isited capitals,
Paris is rhe culrural and political
centre of France.
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FRAN CE

People

Leisure

People of French descem make
up about 94 per cem of the
population. Among these are
several groups who speak their
own languages and have strong
independence movements.
These include rhe Bretons of
Brittany in the north, about
500,000 Basques in rhe
Pyrenees, and rhe Corsicans.

Football, rugbv, cycling, and
tennis are all popular sports in
France, as are horseracing and
Formula 1. T he French Open
is a major international tennis
championship.

Tour de
France
Each year,
more than
a hundred of
the world's leading protessional cyclists
compete in this famous cvcle race over
a 3.400-km (2.113-mile) route in 24
one-day stages.

Ethnic groups

107 per sq km
(278 per sq m ile)

75%
Urban

25%
Rural

France's tlve million immigrants
include mainly North African Muslims
and economic migrants from South
and Central Europe. Most live and
work in the cities.

Farming
T he French grow a variety of crops, such
as wheat, barley, sugar beer, and grapes
for making wine. About a third of all rhe
fa rmland is pasture for grazing cows and
sheep, which are reared for milk to make
dairy products, and for meat.

Boules
Throughout France, groups of people
plaving boul~s are a common sight in the
town or village square. Boules is France's
national game and involves rolling heavy
balls at a smaller target ball.

Food

Can tal

French cuisine is world famous, and
words such as cafe. restaurant, pate,
and quiche are common in many
languages. Special French dishes
include bouillabaiss~ (fish soup),
~scargots (snails), and
Prawn
grmouilks
(frogs' legs).

Livarot
St.-Nectaire

Cheese
France produces more than 365 kinds
of cheese, from cow, sheep. and goats'
milk. These include St.-Nectaire.
Cantal, and Livarot, and the famous
Brie, Camembert, and Roquefort. Milk
and butter are also important exports.

Wine
Cereals

The wines of Bordeaux,
Burgundv. Champagne. and the
Rhone valley are sold worldwide.
France is the leading producer
and controls quality stricdv.

France's main cereal crop is
wheat, which grows on large
farms in the north of France
where the soil is good.

Industry

Transport

France has strong chemical, steel,
electronics, and manufacturing
industries, and an active aerospace
programme. Nuclear power provides
three-quarters of the coumry's
electricity. Perfume and fashion are
also a major source of income.

France boasts the world's
fastest train, rhe TGV,
which can travel ar
speeds of up to 300 kmh
(1 86 mph). A direct service
now runs ro England vta
rhe Channel Tunnel.

Car production

Perfume
French perfumes, such as
Chand, are world famous.
Many are made from the
fragrant oils extracted from
roses, jasmine, and
lavender that grow in the
southeast of the countrv.

Most French dri,ers buv
French cars, such as this
Renault Espace. Other makes
include Peugeot and Citroen.
The French car industry ranks
fourth in the world.

MONACO FACTS

M onaco
-

This tiny independem
LJ principality on rhe Core
d' Azur derives irs income from
tourism, banking, sales tax, and
gambling. Ir has dose ries with France.

Tourism
The fashionable resorts
of the Cote d'Azur in
southeast France attract
thousands of tourists
everv summer. France is
now the world's leading
tourist destination,
..attracting 75 million
visitors each year.

t

-

CARS AND
T RUCKS

CLOT H ES
AND FASHION

CYCLING

Grand Casino

CAPITAL CITY

Monaco

AREA 1.95 sq km
(0. 75 ~q miles)
POPULATION 32,000
MAI N LANGUAGE French
M -\jOR RELIGION
Christian

The people of
C URRI-NCY Euro
Monaco pay vef)
little tax and earn
mo re per head than
any other country in the world. The gaming rooms
and roulette wheels of the Grand Casino in Monte
Carlo are open to anvone with monev to spend.
EMPIRE,',

E UROPE,
HISTORY O F

E UROPEAN
L NION

FARMING

FRANCE,
H ISTORY 0 1-

TRADE AND
INDUSTRY

TRAINS AND
RAILWAYS
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FRANCE,

HISTORY OF

THE LARG EST COUNTRY in western Europe,
France has dominated European history ever
since the Franks conquered the country in the
5th century. Its vast natural wealth and large
population have enabled a
Samian ware bowl
succession of rulers, such as
Charlemagne in the 9th century,
Louis XIV in the 17th, and Napoleon
in the 19th, to create powerful
empires that spanned Europe. Despite
three bitter wars with Germany
between 1870 and 1945, France
emerged as one of the world's
French pott~rs
superpowers. Today, France is a leading
T11iUk this typ~
of war~ in th~
member of the European Union, and one
Roman P"iod.
of the wealthiest countries in the world .

Horses heads. carved c. IO,OOO BC

Prehistoric France
The first inhabitants of France were prolific artists. More than
20,000 vears ago, they adorned caves at Lascaux and elsewhere
with lifdike pictures of animals. They also carved likenesses of
animal heads from bone, antler, and ro~k.

Roman France
Between 58 and 51 BC, a Roman army led by Julius
C aesar conquered France. T he new province of G aul
was one of the richest in the empire. Trade flourished,
and the Romans b uilt many roads and bridges. They
also introd uced growing grapes for wine
Franks
In 486, the Franks from Germany routed the last
Roman governor of Gaul and took control,
gi' ing France its name. At first the Franks
continut'l:i with Roman customs, but their
empire broke up in civil wars. The 8th-centurv
kings Charles Martel, Pepin the Short, and
Charlemagne restored order.
Charlemagne

Renaissance France

Medieval France
In common with other European rulers, the power
of the French kings was always li mited by the
strength of local nobles. D espite this weakness,
France became one of the richest countries in
Europe d uring the 11th century. M ajor trade fairs
in the Champagne region attracted merchants fro m
all over Europe, and trade and commerce flourished.
Angevin Empire

r

I .'

~
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As a resulr of marriage and war.
Henry II of England (r.ll 54--89)
ruled much of western and
northern France. His vast realm was
called the Angevin Empire, after the
countv of Anjou. For vears it was a
threat to French unification.

Religious wars
The Reformation split France, y,ith many Catholics
becoming Huguenors (Prmestants). In I 562, civil war broke
out berween the rwo sides; religious toleration was agreed
by the Edict of Nantes in I '598. but tension remained high.
In 1685. Louis XIV re\oked the Edict, and many
Huguenots fled to England and Holland.

Golden age

C hateau Gaillard, an Angevin casde

Bourbons
Under the Bourbon kings, France emerged as the
major power in Europe duri ng the 17th centurv.
H absburg-ruled Spain and Austria - enemies of
France - were defeated, and all power was centralized
under the king. Ind ustry and commerce were sup ported ,
and France established colonies in North America and India.

Hand-

Palace of Versailles
In order to increase his own power, and reduce that of the
nobility. Louis XIV built this vas1 neY. palace outside Paris.
Some 36.000 people worked on the building, decorating it
with the be~t examples of French art and design. At the centre
was the king's bed chamber, where Louis received guests.
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Joan of Arc, who fought the
English for independence, was
burnt at the stake in 143 1.
During the 15th century, the
French kings drove out the
English, and united their
country. They also crushed the
power of the nobles. During
the next centurv, the ideas of
the Italian Renaissance entered
France. New chateaux were
built, and the arts flo urished.

Gilded
tkcoratzon

Sevres
porcelai n vase

The l~th and 18th cemurie~ \\ere
a golden age of the .ms. Roval support
led to the founding of the Gobel ins
tapestrv works in 1602 and the roval
potterv at Se, res in 17'56. The
nobilitv supported arti,ts such as
Watteau and Fragonard. dramatists
such as Racine. Moliere and Corneille,
the writer Momaigne, creator of the
essay, and the fable-writer La Fontaine.

Louis XIV
During the long reign of
Louis XI\ (r.16H-1"'715),
the power of the French
kings reached its
height. Louis belie,ed
in the divine right of
kings to rule. and
governed without
parliament. He
reorganized the army
and expanded French
territorv. But his lavish
lifestvle left France
almost bankrupt.

FRA NCE, HI STORY OF

Monarchy and empire
Afrer the defeat of Napoleon in 181 5, France had a series
of short-lived. weak governments. The restored Bourbon
monarchy was overthrown in 1830 and King Louis
Philippe losr his rhrone in 1848. The resulting Second
Republic collapsed when irs president. Louis-Napoleon
(r.1852-70}, became emperor. In spire of rhese problems,
France grew prosperous.

Infantryman's
pack, FrancoPrussian
War

f

Revolution of 1848
French Revolution

In Februarv 1848, Parisians rose up
against their ineffectual king. Louis
Philippe. A republic was set up. with
Louis- Napoleon, a nephew of
Bonaparte, as president. Radical
reforms \\ere promised, but in 1852
Napoleon became emperor.

Revolution broke out in 1789, sweeping
away the king and nobilirv. A new
:-..lational Assemblv \\aS set up. and swore
the famom tennis court oath. that they
would nor disband until France had a
proper constitution. Napoleon Bonaparte
became Emperor in 1804, marking the
end of the revolutionary period.

Franco-Prussian War
Although successtul at home, Napoleon III was
no match tor Bismarck. chancellor of Prussia In
18-o. rivalrv berueen France and Prus~ia led to
war, but the French armies were unprepared and
were soon defeated. France lost the provinces of
Alsace and Lorraine to Germany.

Revolmionaries in Paris, 1848

•'A ee11se
. ~ .•••.'
~

LETTRE AU PRE~IDENT\ DE LA REPUBLIOUE
Par EMIILE ZOLA

Third Republic

j'Accuu, writer Emile Zola's
pamphlet supporting D revfus

The Third Republic ( 1870-1940)
was riven wirh internal dispures and
conflicts between moderates,
radicals, socialists, and rovalists.
Between 1918 and irs collapse in
1940, rhere were 44 governmems
and 20 different prime ministers.
Yer France stayed one of rhe leading
stares in Europe, with a worldwide
empire and a strong economy.

In October 1894, French armv
captain Alfred Ore\ fus was
courr-martialled for ueason, for
passing militarv secret~ to
Germanv. But a mistake had
been made, and a campaign lO
free Drevfus began. He was
cleared in 1906. but the case
split the nation berueen his
supporters and those who refu~ed
to change the verdict.

Drevfus case

Afrer rhe liberation of France
fro m German occupation in
1944, a Fo urth Republic was
set up ro govern the country.
Like irs predeces.,or, ir was weak
and was brought down by rhe
unrest caused by the Algerian
war in 1958. C harles de Gaulle
then ser up the Fifth Republic,
aiming ro restore French
prestige and prosperity.

In I 940, German forces
invaded France. French
general and right-wing
politician Marshal Petain
set up a government in
Vichv. central France. This
government collaborated
with the occupying forces;
opposition was led from
London b\ Charles de
Gaulle, leader of the Free
French. Vichv France
was occupied by the
Germans in 1942.
Flag of the Free French

Timeline

'

58-51 BC Gaul (present-dav
France) becomes part of rhe
Roman Empire.

E\ CYCJ JP.f:_J..)/£
nu -turt'lril.,ltt= a.
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In 19'54. Algeria, one of several African
colonized bv France. demanded
that ir be granted its independence.
Thi~ led to contlict with the manv European
settlers in the country. The French armv
supported the settlers in their wish to remain
French and wa~ed a vicious war against the
Algerian rebels. Algeria finallv won its
independence in I 962.
countrie~

486 The Franks take
control of the country.

E UROPE,
HISTORY OF

I 589 Henrv I\ becomes
first Bourbon king.

1""'89 Revolution breaks
out in Paris.

1337-1453 France and
Britain fight the Hundred
Years' War.

E11cyclopedie, 1751
FRENCH
REVOlt TION

Mav 1968
In :-..tay 1968, students demanding
more money for education
demonstrated against high defence
spending. Riots broke out in Paris
and elsewhere, with fighting
between police and students.
A general suike ensued. and de
Gaulle's gO\ernmem was \\eakened
After the riots. Paris, Mav 1968

164j-Pl5 France
reaches height of its
power under Louis XIV.

AD

Charles de Gaulle (1890-1970)
trained a~ a mldier, rising to
command an armoured division.
On rhe fall of France in 1940, he
fled to Britain and called on French
people to resist German occupation.
As leader of the
Free French, he did
much to boost
French morale
during the war.
In 19'58 he became
president. leading his
country until he
resigned in 1969.

Algerian war

Vichv France

Cross of Lorraine

Charles de Gaulle

Modern France

GERMANY,
HISTORY OF

1914-18 France fights Germany
in World War I.

1848 After a revolution.
the shorr-Ji,ed Second
Republic is established

1946 Fourth Republic established
after \Xorld War II.

1870-""'I Third Republic
set up.
1870s Impressionist
movement founded bv
Claude Monet and other
French painters.
MEDIEVAL
EURO PE

NAPOLEON
BO'\IAPART E

1958 De Gaulle take~ power and
introduces Fifth Republic.
C laude Monet,
Waurlili~s

NAPOLEO:-.IIC
\\ARI\

1950s-90s France is a leading
member of European Union,

RoMAN
E\1PIRE

W ORLD
WAR I

WORLD
WAR II
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FRANK ANNE see HOLOCAUST

FRANKLIN,

Early life

BENJAMIN

Benjamin Franklin was born in
1706 in the American port of
Boston. He was the son of a
candle and soap maker, and
left school at 10 to help in
his father's business. later
he worked for his halfbrother James, primer and
publisher of a newspaper to
which Benjamin contributed.
After disagreements with
James, he left Boston in 1723 to
work as a primer in Philadelphia.

INVENTOR, PRINTER, PUBLISHER, writer,
scientist, politician, diplomat, and an author
of both the US Declaration of Independence
and the US Constitution - there was nothing
Benjamin Franklin did not turn his hand to. He
was born into a poor family, but had a fertile mind very
receptive to new ideas. He invented items such as
Inventor
the lightning conductor and bifocal spectacles,
Franklin was a tireless inventor, using his scientific
but he is most respected for his contribution to
knowledge to devise a n umber of inventions that were
the founding of the USA.
Bmd caus~d by
designed to make human life safer and more comfortable.

kno:w:n:/ ~_....
~~;K;<h;m;ing.~.l!!!~~~==~
/
1

He is sometimes
as the "wisest
American".
Printer
Franklin prospered as a
primer. As publisher of
the popular Poor

Richard's Almanac
between 1732-57, he
introduced numerous
common-sense sayings
that have since become
part of the American
language. He also set up
an academy that later
became the University
of Pennsylvania.

lightning rod

In 1748, Franklin handed over his
printing busine~s to his foreman so
that he could devote his life to
science. H e researched the nature of
electricity. and this work led to him
inventing the lightning rod, to
protect tall buildings from lightning.
H e also worked our a theo ry of heat
absorption and tracked the paths of
storms across the sky.

These ranged from bifocal spectacles -combining two lenses
of d ifferent strength in one frame ro ~orrect both d ose and
distant vision - to a m usical
Th~ armonica was
glass "armonica". Among
play~d by rubbing th~
his useful inventions were
fingm gmtly on th~
the lightning rod and an
~dg~s of th~ glassn
energy-saving stove
still made today.
Stove
Among Franklin's manv
inventions was a practical
stove that made use of the
heat that would otherwise
have escaped up the chimnev.
Stoves like this were installed
in many American houses.

Lightning
PfJfW Richard, 17H·

.i..-i<·----

IAlmanack
or
Fo: theY nr

Chrdl

7 3 3,

I

In 1752, Franklin
flew a kite in a
thunderstorm to
prove that lightning
is electrical.
Electricitv from the
thunderclouds
flowed down the
string to a metal
key tied on it near
the ground.
Sparks flew from
the key. showing
the presence of
the electrical
charge in the sky.

Armonica
In the earl} l ""60s. Franklin built a ~usical
instrument made up of a series of gla~~ bowls.
graduated in size and fined one inside
anorher. By rotating a spindle. the edges of
the bowls passed through a trough of water.
Comacr with the musician's fingertips
produced a penetrating sound. Composers
such as Mozart and Beethoven wwte
music for this strange device.

Franklin experimenting
with a kite and lightning

B ENJAMIN F RANKLIN

Statesman

Constitution
In 1787, Franklin helped to write
the new American constitution.
Although his proposal for a singlechamber congress was rejected, he
negoriared a compromise between the
different authors which resulted in
the constitution that survives today.

-
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AMERICAN
REVO LUTION

D uring the American
Revolution, Franklin was a
member of the comminee
that wrote the D eclaration
of Independence, which he
signed in 1776. Later that
year, he sailed to France to
win diplomatic recognition
for the new nation. When
the war ended , he was one
of the main US negotiators
in the peace talks.
E LECTRICITY

l ~o6 Born in Boston, USA
1723 Begins work as a primer
1732-57 Publishes Poor Richard's

Almanac
1752 Conducts famous
experiment with lightning
1776 H elps to d raft Declaration
of Independence
1""8 1 Chosen as one of the US
negotiators with Britain
1787 Member of group which
draws up US constitution
Franklin (left ) talks to the French king and quet.n
(seated , righ t) and members of their court

EYES A'I.ID
SEEING

GOVERNME'I.ITS

AN D POLITICS

INVENTIONS

1790 Dies in Philadelphia

M USICAL
INST RUMENTS

UNIT ED STAT ES
H ISTORY OF

FRE D E RICK T H E GREAT see GFRMANY. HISTORY OF: MEDIEVAL EUROPE

FRENCH REVOLUTION
IN 1789, REVOLUTION BROKE OUT in France when
people rose up against poverty and injustice. The French
Revolution swept away the power of the monarchy and
ended the traditional social order. When the revolution
began, poverty was widespread, the king was unpopular, and people
resented the clergy and nobility. Following the formation of the
National Assembly, France was declared a republic, the king was
executed, and, for a while, terror reigned. In 1799, Napoleon came
to power, and the revolution ended.

National Assembly

The key events of the revolution occurred on
the streets of Paris. Various political groups
sprang up, such as the Jacobin Club, which
relied on the Parisian sans culottes for suppon.

Rights of Man

Storming of
the Bastille

The National Assembl}
issued the D~claration of

In 1788, France ran out of money,
and King Louis XVI called the
Estates General, representing clergy,
nobility, and middle classes. The
Third Estate formed a National
Assembly, seized lands, and drew
up a new constitution.
f he bonnet rouge.
or red bonnet,
symbolized
freedom. It looked
like the cap worn
by freed Roman
slaves.

Revolutionary Paris

th~ Rights ofMan

and th~
Citizm. stating that "Men

are born and remain equal".
Women's rights were not
included. but the ideals
of "libeny. equality. and
fraternity" inspired everyone

Reign ofTerror

Guillotine

By 1792, the revolution was under
threat. There were food shonages,
royalist uprisings in the countryside,
and a threat by Prussia to invade
and resmre the monarchy.
Extremists, known as Jacobins,
grew in power, declaring a republic
and executing the king in 1793.
They set up the Committee of
Public Safety, and a reign of terror
began. Anyone suspected of being
an enemy of the revolution was
arrested and guillotined. Thousands
died. By I 794, the leaders of the
Commiuee were themselves
executed, and the terror was over.

Named afrer a French doctor, the
guillorine consisted of a wooden
frame, with a
sharp blade
mounted on it,
which sliced off
the victims'
heads. This
killing machine
was quicker than
previous methods
of execution, and
was, therefore,
thought to be
more humane.

In 1789, angry demonstrators seized the Bastille,
a prison that had been a
symbol of oppression for
many years. This act
sparked a wave of
rebellion. Outside Paris,
peasants anacked
the country
houses of the
nobility they
hated.

Robespierre
A lawyer by profession,
Maximilien Robespierre
(1758-94) was one
of the leaders of the
revolution. H e headed
the Jacobin Club, and,
by 1793. was leader of
the Committee of Public
Safety that conducted the
Reign of Terror. In 1794. he,
too. went to the guillotine.

Revolutionaries

&dand
blzu wn-t
th~coloun

'ofParis.

The revolutionaries were men and
women from all social classes: lawvers.
peasants, workers. Street revolutio~ari~
were known as tans culotm (without
breeches) because they wore striped
trousers. Two rival revolutionary
groups emerged: the Girondins and
the more radical Jacobins.

Marseillaise
From 1792, revolution spread outside
French borders. A soldier composed the
Manrillaise as a revolutionary marching
song. Today, it is France's national anthem.

Strip~d
trous~rs

1788 France
bankrupt. Louis XVI
summons Estates
General.

----Strong
l~ath"

M ay 1789 Third
Estate forms
National Assembly.

sho~s

Louis XVJ

-
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14 July, 1789 Paris mob
storms the Bastille; French
Revolution begins.
17 August, 1789
National Assembly
issues Rights ofMan.
O ctober 1789 Women
march to Versailles from
Paris to demand bread.

AM ERICAN
REVOLUTION

ELROPE,
H ISTORY OF

179 1 The French
revolution inspires
a slave rebellion
in Haiti.

1793 Louis XVI executed.
Counter-revolution breaks
out. Revolutionary war
spreads across Europe.

1792 National
Assembly abolishes
monarchy. France
becomes a republic
and goes to war with
Austria and Prussia.

1793-4 Reign ofTerror.

FRANCE,
H ISTO RY OF

1799
Napoleon
ovenhrows
D irectory and
takes power.

1798-99
1795 The Directory, a
more moderate board of
governors, is formed and
takes power.

GOVERNMENT
AND POLITICS

Revolution
inspires
uprisings
in Ireland

NAPOLEONIC
WARS
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FRESN EL, AUGUSTIN see LIGHT

FREUD,

Early life

SIGMUND

Freud was born into a jewish
family in I 856 in Freiburg
(Pribor), in what is now the
Czech Republic. In 18';9 his
family moved to Vic:nna.
Freud was a brilliant
srudem, coming top of
his class in school for six
vears. In 1873 he began
to study medicine at
Vienna, and in 188 I he
qualified as a doctor.

ONE HUNDRED YEARS AGO, people viewed

the workings of the human mind as a great
mystery. Sigmund Freud helped to make
sense of that mystery. Because of his innovative ideas, he is often
known as the father of psychiatry. Freud was an Austrian doctor
who worked in Vienna almost all his life. He researched the
meaning of dreams, how the unconscious mind works, and how
events in our past influence the actions we take. In developing
the science of psychoanalysis, he
provided insights that have affected
every aspect of modern life.

Psychoanalysis

Analyst's couch

In 1886, Freud began to specialise in
neuroses, or nervous diseases. To fi nd our
what was causing his patients' illnesses,
he used first hypnotism and then free
association - instructing his patients to say
whatever came in to their head in the belief
that they would reveal the cause of their
illness. Freud published his ideas in 1895
in Studies on Hysteria, the first-ever account
of psychoanalysis - the interpretation and
treatment of mental d isorders.

Nouson on~
ofFrrods
patimts

The Psychopathology of
Everyda_y Lifo ( I 904 )

International Psychoanalytical Association
Freud's
chair

Th~ i11terpretatio11
ofD reams ( 1900)

Freudian slips

Interpretation of dreams
Freud believed that beneath our
conscious mind is a submerged
unconscious that governs much of
our behaviour. Dreams are the way
in which the unconscious comes
to the surface. He published this
theory in Th~ lnterprnation of
Dreams in I 900.

In his book Th~
Psychopathology of
Evnyday Lift (I 904),
Freud explained how slips
of the tongue can reveal
hidden, unconscious
wishes. Freud made many
connections between
what we say and do and
what we actuallv mean.

Later life
In the 1920s, Freud developed a
new theory that the mind is made
up of three parts - the id, which
contains impulses, the ego, which
represents reasoning, and the
superego, the self-critical area. He
was developing this theory when
he left Austria in 1938 because it
was occupied by Nazi Germany.

-
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NERVOUS SYSTEM
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HISTOR\ OF

~ 1uch of freud's work consistc:d of
listening to his patients as rhev
talked about themselves. The patient
lav on a couch in Freud's study. and
Freud sat at his desk, surrounded b\
his collection of ancient Egvprian
statues. listening and raking notes.
This rechJJ.ique, devised bv Freud, is
still used widely todav. .Manv of
Freud's books are made up largelv of
case studies - reports of the
psychoanalvric sessions and the
conclusions Freud drew from them.

Early in his career, Freud
attracted intense hostilitv to
his work, bur gradually his
ideas were accep ted. In
1902, he established a
psychoanalytical society in
Vienna, and in 19 10 he set
up the International
Psychoanalytical Association
(I PA) to promote his ideas.
Regular I PA meetings and
d iscussions helped Freud
confi rm his theories about
the mind and spread them
to a wider audience.

Carl Gustav Jung
The Swiss pmhiatrist CG Jung (18~5I 96 I) and Freud lectured together in the
VS A in I 909. Jung was the first president
of the IPA, bur
resigned in 19 I 4
because he
disagreed with
Freud about
the origins of
neurosis. He
later created his
own school of
thought about
the mind's
workings.

S IGMUND FREUD

Anna Freud

18 56 Born in Freiburg, Moravia.

In I 9 .'\8, Freud moved to
London, where he: died in
exile the foUow;.~g }ear.
His work was carried on
by his youngest daughter.
Anna (1895-1982). A
qualified reacher, she
specialized in child
psychiatry. She founded
and directed a worldfamous clinic for child
rherapv in London and
wrote several books.

1859 Familv moves to Vienna.

HOSPITALS

M EDICINE

I886 Begins work as a specialist in
nervous disease.
1900

Th~

Interpretation ofDreams.

---

--

1910 Sets up International
Psvchoanalyrical Association.

1923 Has his first operation for
cancer of the jaw; publishes Th~
Ego and th~ Id
1938 Leaves Vienna for London;
publishes An Out/in~ of
Psychoana(ysis.
M EDICII\ E,
H1STOR\ OF

19 39 Dies in London.

I Reducing friction

FRICTION
DRAGGING A HEAVY OBJECT across the floor is
difficult because of friction, a force that opposes
motion. Friction occurs between any two surfaces
that are in contact, because even seemingly smooth
surfaces have microscopic ridges and troughs that make them
grip one another. Friction is greater between rough surfaces
than smooth ones. Static friction stops surfaces at rest from
moving. Dynamic friction slows down surfaces in motion.

Static friction
Friction acts between these two
masses and the wooden slope.
Static friction on the stationary
block is great enough to
prevent it fro m moving.
The moving block has
overcome static frictio n,
but it then prod uces
dynamic friction,
which limits
its speed.

If two moving machine parts rub together,
friction will eventually damage them. Friction in
machines generates heat and wastes a great deal
of energy. Most methods of reducing frictio n
involve keeping the surfaces apart in some way.
1-kg (2-/b} mass_
Mass mov~s smoothly
over flat surfou.
Stu/ roll~r

Rollers

Gravuy mak~s th~ mass on the
smooth surfizu ov~rcom~
static friction and slid~
down th~ slope.

The rollers under this 1-kg (2-lb) mass allow ir to move smoothly
over a flat surface. The mass and rhe surface are nor in contact
so there is no friction between them. If rhe mass is pushed or
pulled, rhe rollers will roll instead of dragging over the surface.
Ax/~ passes

through

Outer ring
attaches to

untr~.

Th~ rough"

surfizu increases th~
force ofstatic friction and
prevmts th~ mass from sliding.

Smooth surfou -------Rough surfizu /

Using friction
Friction can be useful. W ithout friction, no o ne would be able
to walk or run. Frictio n helps people's shoes grip the ground
and stops their fe'et from sliding out from under them . In the
same way, friction enables a vehicle's tyres to
grip the road. Most brakes use frictio n
to slow a vehicle down. Friction
between surfaces always p rod uces
heat, and sometimes electricity.

wh~a.

Ball bearing

Lubrication

A ball bearing is a de\ ice used
10 reduce friction between a
wheel and irs axle. As the
wheel turns, the steel balls in
rhe bearing roll around and
prevent the wheel and axle
from rubbing together.

Using a fluid such .!S oil 10
make machine parts move
more smoothly and reduce
wear is called lubrication. The
oil coats rhe surtaces of rhe
mo\ ing parts, preventing them
from rubbing wgerher.

Air resistance
Dvnamic friction between
the air and a moving object
is called air resistance.
Streamlining gives an object
a smoorh shape so rhar air
flows more easilv around ir. Here, smoke trails blown over a
streamlined car show how rhe air moves over irs surface.

Th~ paturn on th~ sol~s
of th~u sho~s is design~d
to create frictio11 to giv~
maximum grip.

electricity
Rubbing two objects together can
produce a charge of static electricity.
Friction between a T-shirr and a
balloon will dislodge negarivelv charged
electrons from rhe atoms of rhe shirr.
The electrons transfer to atoms in rhe
balloon and give ir a negative charge.
while the shirr becomes posirivelv
charged. Opposite charges attract, so
the negatively charged balloon dings to
the positively charged shirr.

Disc brakes
When the rider of this
motorcycle applies rhe
brakes, a pad presses against
rhe metal disc fixed to rhe
wheeL The rubbing action of
rhe pad against rhe moving
disc produces friction and
slows rhe wheel enough to
stop the motorcycle.

Disc
The brak~s glow as th~
racing car slows down.

/

A IR

A TO MS AN D
MO LECULES

C ARS AND
TRUCKS

Friction and heat
In cold weather people often rub their
hands together to warm them. Friction
between two surfaces alwa\S produces
heal. When a racing car brakes ar high
speed, the brakes glow red as rhe
energy of rhe car's movement is
ch.mged into hear.
E LEC I RICITY

F O RCE AND
~lOTI ON

Hovercraft
A hovercraft overcomes rhe problem of friction by using highpressure air as a lubricant. Fans pump air from the atmosphere
into a flexible skirr around the craft's hulL This powerful
downward jer of air allows rhe craft 10 hover over the water,
reducing friction with the water's surface to a minimum. Large
propellers on top of rhe craft move ir quicklv across rhe water.

Christopher Cockerell
In 19';_3, English engineer Christopher
Cockerell (1910-99) began working
on wavs 10 reduce rhe friction between
a ship's hull and rhe water. His solution
was to lift the vessel above the water
on a cushion of compressed air. In
19<;9, after making successful models,
he produced the world's first practical
hovercrati:, called the SR-N I.
Hl:.ATA!'< D
TF \I PERATURE

MAC H IN ES,
SIMPLE

S H IPS AND
BOATS
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FROGS AND TOADS

Features of frogs and toads
Frogs and roads have porous skin - water and air
can pass through it - enabling them to breathe
through their skin as well as their lungs. Most have
sharp teeth, and can see and hear well. They have
four legs, varying in length between species. Frogs
range in size from a few centimetres long to the
West African Goliath frog, which is 40 em ( 16 in)
in length. Some unusual species are the hairy frog the male grows hair in the breeding season - and
the Borneo flying frog that glides between trees.

THE CROAKING SOUNDS of frogs and toads are
often heard in spring as they try to attract a mate.
Frogs and toads are amphibians - cold-blooded
animals that live both on land and in water. In Europe, they
are easy to distinguish - frogs have slimy skins and live
mainly in the water; toads have dry, warty
Feeding
skins and live mainly on land. In the
Most tadpoles are herbivorous, while
adult frogs and roads are insectivorous
tropics, they are more diverse and harder
or carnivorous. Prey includes insects,
worms, spiders. fish, other frogs.
to tell apart. There are more than 2,600
or small reptiles, depending on
species of frog and toad, living in most
species. Most species catch insects
their long stickv tongues.
parts of the world where there is fresh water. with
Larger frogs and roads rely on
Their habitats range from lakes and marshes, ambush. Giant horned toads and
to rainforests, mountains, and deserts.

Green toad

Short l~gs
for hopping

Ey~scloud

for prouction
Frogs swim by pulling th~ir hind
kgs towards th~ir bodi~s. thm
kicking th~m backwards, so
pushing th~ms~lv~s forwards
through th~ waur.

Frog in a stuamlin~d
position in mid-flight

Leaping and swimming
Long-legged frogs, such as this Northern
leopard frog, can jump more than 30 times their own
length in a single leap. When swimming, its long webbed
toes help propel it through the water. Shon-legged frogs
walk, crawl, or do shon hops. Some species, such as spadefoot frogs, have feet that can burrow into loose earth. Toads
usually have shon legs and can only hop weakly or walk.
Some species, such as the natterjack toad, can run.

2

1

Defence

lik~ brak~s

Poison dart frog
This South American frog
is the most poisonous
frog in the world. Its
bright skin warns predators
that it is poisonous to eat.
AMPHIBIANS

, Skin is
highly toxic.
Golden
poison dan fiog
CONSERVATION

Fire-bellied toads in
Europe have drab backs
but bright red bellies.
If threatened. the road
exposes its belly. This
flash of colour frightens
away predators.
EGGS

LAKE AND
RIVER WILDLIFE

kgs
whm

thry mur th~

Tail romtuaOy
disap~an. -

Br 6-9 weeks,
the tadpole has
grown considerably
in size. The hind legs
have developed. The
tadpole now prepares
to metamorphose, or
change. into a fioglet.

3

4

At l l weeks, the
tail has almost
receded. The tadpole
has become a froglet.
It is now ready to
leave the water to
begin its adult life
- partly on land.

wat~r.

Frogs and toads croak to attract mates.
Kormally. it is the males that croak, using
inflatable vocal sacs in the th roat. Each
species has its own distinctive croak so
that the calls of the male only attract
females of the same species. This avoids
mating betw~en differem
Pai m ed
speoes m reg10ns
reed frog
where there
are many
similar
frogs and
roads.

Vocal sac

NORTHERN lEOPARD FROG

Tree frogs

Some frogs have poisonous skin that they
advertise with bright colours Others such as tree
frogs may secrete bad-tasting sticky substances.
Many roads, including cane roads. have poisonsecreting glands. Large species, such as horned
Fire-bellied toad
roads, give painful bites.

-

us~

Croaking

Most frogs and roads mate in
water. The male fertilizes the
Tadpok us~s
eggs externally as the female lays
its tail to swim.
Th~ ~ggs stick tog~th~r.
them; a few species fertilize eggs
Life-cycle of a common frog
internally. Some bear live young;
Thenewlv
Eggs stick together
others form "mating-balls" of a
hatched tadpole
to form frogspawn.
female and several males. The
lives in the water and
Each egg contains a
breathes through
eggs develop into tadpoles that dark centre that will
external gills. Most
live in water and breathe through become a tadpole.
Many eggs are infenile species at this stage
gills. The tadpoles change into and die, or are attacked are herbivorous and
air-breathing adults with lungs. by fungus or predators. feed on p lants.
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Frogy

th~ir front

_.. Th~ dark dots
dro~lop into
tadpoks.

Reproduction

t

-~

Tree frogs move with ease within trees. They
have stickv discs on their toes and an opposing
thumb enabling them to grip most objects, even
smooth surfaces. Hying frogs are tree frogs with
very large webbed feet that
enable them to glide
downwards from

\ Sticky pads
on th~ir to~s
mabk th~m to
grip branch~s.
Red-eyed nee frog
MARSH AND
SWA.\fP WILDLIFE

POISONOUS
ANIMAlS

SCIENTIFIC NAME
O H.DER

Rana pipims

Anura

FAMILY Ranidae
DISTRIBUTION Nonhern and western
USA and Canada, as far south as
New Mexico '
HABITAT Found in most habitats, even
those far from water, which explains
its other name of "meadow frog"
D IET Insects
SIZE Length 9-11 em (3.H.5 in)
L IFESPAN Up to 6 years (in captivity)

RAIN FOREST
WILDLIFE

URBAN
WILDLIFE

WOODlAND
WILDLIFE

Frogs

Asian painted frogs are burrowers mat emerge onto
the surface at mght a. d inflate them~elves if touched.

Foam-nesting frogs lay eggs in self-made foam in
trees above water, into which me tadpoles drop.

__ Longfingers
and toes

Bnght coloun
mdicate it is

Eyespots look like
ryes to confose
predators.,

C hilean four-eyed frogs have eyespots
on their backs that deter predators.

Tomato frogs from Madagascar live on land,
but breed in slow-moving or ~tagnant water.

Malayan flymg frogs cannot
fly, but glide downwards.

Yellow and black poiwn dart frogs
live in cracks in riverside rocks

Paradoxical frogs develop from tadpoles
twice meJr length and shrink as they "grow'".

A diet oftiny
invenebrates
makes skin

Green and black poison

dart frogs have toxic skin.

~ry wide
mouth

Golden mantellas are poisonous frogs &om
Madagascar. They feed on small invenebrates.

African bullfrogs are large, carnivorous frogs ~t
feed on other frogs, reptiles, and even mice and rats.

- - Toads
These toads run
rather than hop

Asian tree toads have flat digital discs,
enabling rhem to climb riverside trees
Narrowfingers
used for
ftedmg.

African clawed toads
are totally aquatic.

Common frogs arc becoming rarer
partly due to me loss of wetland areas.

White's tree frogs are
large Australian frogs.

Developing eggs
project over ryes
to enhance
leaf/ike
appearance.

Male m idwife toads carry their eggs on
rheir backs until they hatch imo me water.

Natterjack toads, also called running
toads, are me rarest roads in Britain
Ornate homed toads

Asian homed toads resemble dried leaves
to escape discovery on the forest floor.

Cane toads were
originally from South
America.

species.

O rnate horned roads from Argentina are
large, aggressive wads with huge appetites.

Cane toads were introduced to Australia to control
sugar cane pests. but have become pests themselves.

Mexican burrowing roads live in dry
areas, rarelv emerging onto me surface.
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FRUITS AND SEEDS
CHERRIES, TOMATOES, and pea pods are
all fruits. A fruit is the part of a plant
that contains and protects the seeds.
A fruit forms after a flower has been
pollinated. First the petals wither and fall, then the
part of the flower called the ovary swells. This becomes
the fruit, containing one or several seeds, which are the
plant's way of reproducing itself. Inside the fruit, the
seeds are supplied with nutrients through tiny stalks
connecting them to the fruit wall. As the seeds grow,
the fruit ripens. Some fruits are sweet and juicy and
may be edible; others are inedible, or even poisonous.

Parts of a fruit
In some fruits, the fruit wall, or pericarp, has th ree distinct
layers - an outer epicarp, a middle mesocarp, and a hard,
inner endocarp. T hese layers are easy to see in fleshy fruits,
such as plums, but in other fruits the layers are no t so dear.
T he fleshy part of an apple, for example, is actually formed
from the receptacle - the swollen tip of the flower stem .
R~maimof

Mesocarp
ar~ mad~

R~uptack--

Cross-section
of a raspberry

O nce a flower h as been pollinated and
fe rtilization has taken place, its ovary
becomes known as a fru it. T his fru it and
the tiny seeds within begin to develop
and grow. G rad ually the fru it enlarges,
and as it matures, its shape, colour, and
texture also change. When a juicy,
edible frui t such as this melon ripens, its
flesh becomes very sweet and succulent.

All seeds contain a tinv embryo and seed leaves called
cotyledons, which are full of stored food. T hese are all
enclosed in an outer seed coat, called a testa. The
embryo has a m inute root called a radicle and a tiny
stem called a plumule. When the seed germinates, the
food store provides nourishment for the tiny seedling.

Seed dispersal

Th~flower

Th~Jruit

is no longer
needed, so it
shriv~ls up
and dies.

b~gim

Th~ fruit

grows
larg~r as it ripms.

Th~ .fruit has ripm~d
and contains hundr~ds
ofu~ds d~~P insid~.

Cross-section
of an apple seed

Apple seed

Some fruits and seeds float
Their fruit wall contains
oil droplets or air ro make
them buoyant. Coconut
palm fruits floar in the sea
until they are washed
1w
up on a beach.

! •

Coconut growing
on a beach

"

Columbine
seed head

is a kind
ofb~rry.

BIRDS

FLOWERS

Some seeds are encased
inside hooked fruits rhat
can easih become trapped
in the fur of mammals.
Thev are carried along bv
the animals and drop off
later in another place.

1\righdy coloured orange and red
berries artract birds, which like ro
feed on them. The buds swallow
the berries whole bur digest only
the fleshv part. The seeds pass out,
unharmed. in the bird's droppings.

Types of fruit

Berries

Drupes

Berries have a combined

Drupes. or stone fruits. have a
thick. fleshy mesocarp and a
woody endocarp - the stone.
Fruits such as raspberries are
made up of many tiny drupelets.

Simple fruits have a single
mesocarp and endocarp
ovary;.compound frui ts have layer. Thev often have
manv seeds that each
more than one. When ripe.
some frui ts remain succulent;
others become woody and
False fruits
In most false fruirs. the
hard, or dry and papery,
receptacle swells ro enclose
such as larkspur. False fruits
the true fruit. Tinv true
develop from other flower
fruits mav also be, fixed ro
parts in addition to the ovary. the surface of the receptacle.

Am~lon

-

usta-

Animal dispersal
Bird dispersal
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Cotykdon

Lighr fruits and seeds
are spread by the wind. The
seeds of a columbine are scanered
when the breeze shakes rhe seed
head. Maple tree seeds have papery
wings ro carrv them on the wind.

Seeds are a valuable source of food for
mammals and birds. Squirrels and
other rodents bury acorns and
other nuts. then forget ro dig
them up. These grow into
plants where thev were left.
Squirrel burving ours

to form.

Embryo

(u~d leaf}

Wind dispersal
Dispersal by burial

t

usta
(sud
coat)

Water dispersal

Plants need to spread their seeds to increase their
chance of survival. Seeds are dispersed by wind,
water, and animals. In some plants, parts of the
fruit wall o r flowerhead also help to spread the
seeds. As the fruit dries, the fruit wall
splits open and the seeds are scattered.

Afur pollination. the
ovary starts to sw~/1.

_Epicarp
(skm)

ofclusun
ofdrup~kts.

Parts of a seed

.,._

s~ed or pip
(surrounded
bymdocnrp}

(flow~r stalk)

Raspb~rri~s

How a fruit develops

The jlow~r is
brightly coloured
and attracts inucts
that will pollinate it.

P~dicel

stam~n

FOOD

MAMMALS

PtM-;T S

PLA~TS,

ANATOMY

PLA'\ITS,
REPRODLCTION

D

fi .
ry r_u•ts

I

Love-in-a-m ist
ca sule
Dry ftui(S often have
P ~·
lids or seams that open
:'
ro release rhe ripe seeds.
·
This capsule has round
~
openings called pores.
~·"PLANT
US ES

RATS AND
OT H ER RODENTS

Berries

Kiwanos have a spikv rind to
prevent animals from eating
them until the seeds are ripe.

Melons are a firm-walled
lund of berry called a pepo.

Avocados have a single
large seed and oily flesh.

Gooseberry seeds are
embedded in juicy flesh.

Redcurram seeds
are spread by birds.

Lemons are cirrus fruits v.irh
flesh made of juice-filled hairs.

Grapes each ha\ e a tiny stalk
and grow in large clusters.

Persimmons are juicy
berries with manv seeds.

Rarnbutans have
verv hairv skin.

Lychees have a fleshy laver
that grows from the seed stalk.

Tomato ~eeds are covered in
a jellv layer that protects them
while imide an animal's gut.

Kiwis have black seeds
embedded in firm green flesh.

Drupes and drupelets

Peaches have juicy flesh
and a single seed protected
inside a woodv stone.

Chern es have a
single seed inside
a hard stone.

Mangoes h,l\ e a
large, single seed and sweet flesh.

Apricots are cultivated
fruits that have a single
seed inside a woodv stone.

Greengages are a kind of plum
wnh green or }ellow flesh.

Loganberries are made up of
manv single-seeded drupelets.

Damsons are small plums.
Their seeds are spread
when animals eat the flesh.

Nectarines are a
cultivated variety of peach
with a smoother skin.

Blackberry fruits
each consist of man}
single-seeded drupelets.

Plums have juicv flesh and
a single seed in~ide a stone.

Sago palm fruits have a corky
layer that allov. ~ them to float.

C oconuts are the
fruit of a palm rree.

False fruits
-~

Rowan berries are the swollen
rips of the flower stem. They
enclose the real fruit.

Apple flesh is the swollen
rip of the flower stem. and
the pips are the seeds.

Fig fruits are tinv woody
pips contained in a fleshv
swollen flower stem.

Strawberries consist of
a red fleshv receptacle
covered in rinv fruits.

Quinces have
hard flesh and a
seed-filled core.

Breadfruits have
manv fruits in a large,
Aeshv flowerhead

- - - - - - - - - - Dry fruits

Honesty has a paperv
fruit and flat seeds.

Dandelion fruits have hairs
that help them tloat in a breeze.

l.abumum pods sphr to
release the hard seeds.

Poppv capsules contain
masses of rinv see~.

Goosegrass frmts have hooks
that cling to animals' fur.

Burdock has a head
of hooked truits.

Svcamore fruns ha e wings
that carrv them on rhe "ind.

Acorns are nuts with a
rough woodv fruit wall.

Larkspur fruits split
open to release the seeds.

Sweet chestnuts are
enclosed in a spinv case.

H ogweed fruits are papery
and contain two seeds.

Beech nuts are arranged in
threes inside a rough case.
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FURNITURE

Early furniture

on chairs,
sleep in beds, and eat from tables.
All these are items of furniture, the
movable equipment of a home.
At one time, furniture was handmade, so most
homes contained only basic, functional pieces. A
wide range of more affordable furniture became
available when production was mechanized in the
19th century. Today, furniture design is largely
determined by function, cost, stze, and fashion.

Different cultures have produced very
similar furnimre. The ancient Egyptians
had folding beds, and the Romans had
armchairs. The earliest furniture to
survive was sealed in Egyptian tombs

EVERY DAY, PEOPLE SIT

The chairs in this Roma11 sculptur~
are similar to mod~rn chairs.

Antique furniture
Antiques are objects made
more than 100 years ago.
Antique furniture was
usually handcrafted, using
fine materials, in manv
different styles. Antiques are
frequentlv considered
valuable and are highlv
prized bv collectors todav.

Types of furniture

How an armchair is made

Furniture made for use in a home is
designed to be as comfortable as possible.
C hoices of shape and fabric let the buyer
express personal taste. Office fu rniture is
usually plainer and more functional.
Furniture is found outdoors in the form of
litter bins, street lamps, and bus stops.

Most modern furniture is mass-produced by
machine rather than handcrafted . Furniture such as
sofas and armchairs have m achine-made parts that
are fitted together by hand and then upholstered .
This armchair is made from
materials that have been built
up around a wooden frame.

An 18rh-cenrury
cabinet

Upholstery
A layer of padding called
upholstery covers the basic
wooden frame of a chair.
Upholstery also refers to the
way in which fabric is fined to
the frame. The top layer of
fabric is chosen from a range of
colours, pauerns, and rexrures.

Domestic furniture
Most homes have
a bed or a futon.
Originally
created in
Japan for modern, urban
life, the futon saves space by
serving as a bed at night and
a sofa during the day.

Th~

lamp

Steel springs
auached to
the frame help
spread a
person's
weight evenly.

h~ad

Arms are
cushioned
with foam
padding and
a fleece layer.

Office furniture
Modern oA-Ice furni ture,
such as this Anglepoise
lamp, is designed to be practical,
sturdy, and long-lasting.

Cush ions are
filled with
foam or
feathers.

Upholsterer firs
the fabric
covering securely
into position.

Street furniture
Despite having similar
functions, street furniture looks
verv different all over the world.
This elaborate public drinking
fountain is in Paris, France.

Castors are small
wheels beneath the
___--chair that allow it
to be moved easily. ~

Soft furnishings are
materials such as rugs,
cushions, and curtains.
These materials are
chosen to make a room
comfortable and to help
create irs overall look

Interior design
In furnishing a room,
people uy to choose
colours, pictures, fab rics,
and furniture that go well
together. This process is
known as interior design.
h began in Europe in the
16th century, when
furnimre makers were first
given charge of entire
rooms to decorate as a
unified whole.
ARCH ITECTURE
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M etal springs make
the cha~r comfortable
to sit on.

William Morris

pap~r

bordus are
coordinaud.
C RAFTS

D ESIG N

E GYPT,
A:'>ICI EN T

HOlSES AND
HO MES

' Layers of metal mesh
and hessian hold rhe
springs in place.

The British designer, artist, and
socialist William Morris (I 834-96)
was active in many areas. He was
influential in the design
of furniture and fabrics.
argued for a rerum
to handcrafted
furniture, and
founded the
Arts and Crafts
l\1ovement
tor design.

Cushions
and wa/1-

A RT,
HISTORY O F

"

covering is
durable.

M L"SEUMS

- - - - - - - English furniture
Lights

Iron candlestand
late 17th century

Brass candlesticks
early I 8rh century

Bronze srorm lamp.
early I 9rh centurv

G ilt gaslight pendant,
mid 19rh centurv

Glass electric pendant
with brass edgings. c.1900

Standard lamp.
19.30-40

Chairs

I
Carved oak armchair,
c.l620

Walnut
c.l680

cha~r,

Beech armchair wirh
caned sear. c.l8 I S

Upholstered chair with beech
and walnut frame, c. I 860

Ebon ized beech
side-chair. c.l890

Birch veneered
plywood chair, 1989

Tables and cabinets

Pine and oak side-table gilded
in Chinese style, c.l690

Mahogany and wal nut table
on a tripod stand, c.J760

Rosewood sidetable, c. 1800

Combined games and
needlework table, c.l830

Sh~lv~s proj~cting

Mahoganv table in
Moorish style, c. I 89':;

Maple veneer sidetable. !are 1930s

Pamud pan~ls
showing signs
_ _ of th~ zodzac

.from back panel

Moomh
Opm

sh~lf _

sryk
...____ d~coration

Cupboard
with paim~d
pan~/ ut
into door

Queen Anne cabinet on chest,
walnut veneer on a pine frame, c.l700

_Doubt~

gla:ud doors

Mahogany cabinet with inset painted panels and
decoration, designed by Lewis F Day in 1880

Oak bookcase with fluted columns
handcrafted m a traditional style, 1993
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GALAXIES

Milky Way
About 500 billion stars make up
the spiral-shaped M ilk-y Way.
The arms contain young,
hot, bright stars; older,
dim mer stars make
up the nucleus. A
thi n halo of old
stars surrou nds our
Galaxy. The Sun is
in o ne of the arms,
about two-thirds of
the way fro m the
centre. It orbits the
centre of the G alaxy once
every 220 m illion years.

A H UNDRED billion galaxies
exist in the Universe.
Each consists of a vast
collection of stars, gas,
and dust. They started life
thousands of million of years ago,
slowly forming into distinctive
shapes. Each galaxy can contain
billions of stars. Gravity keeps the stars
together and keeps the galaxies in clusters.

The M ilky Way is
about 100,000 lighr
years wide and 13,000
Iighr vears across ar
rhe cemral hub.

Types of galaxies

----

Most galaxies have a central ball of srars, the
nucleus, and many have a flatten ed disc coming
our of this. Astronomers have classified galaxies
into three main types based on these features.
No one knows why galaxies become a particular
shape. It may be to do with how
fast a galaxy spins and how
q uickly stars form insid e.
Elliptical

Spiral arm

in profiu

Active galaxies

bv a tlanened disc wirh spiral arms
comaining vounger srars. The shape
of a spiral is described bv rhe lener 5.
followed by a lener berween tl and d
ro indicare how righrlv wound rhe
arms are and rhe size of rhe hub.

Abour 60 per cem of
galaxies are ball-shaped
collecrions of old srars.
They range in shape from
round ro flanened ovals.
Asrronomers describe rheir
shape wirh rhe len er E followed
by a number berween 0 and 7
- rhe higher rhe number, rhe
flaner rhe galaxv.

Unusuallv large amounts of energy are emitted
from some galaxies. Th is energv may co me from
an object thar is visible, such as a quasar, or from
an invisible object. such as the lobes of a radio
galax~. How the energy is created is uncertain, but
evidence suggests it could be from a supermassive
black hole at the centre of the galaxy.
Quasars
Q uasars are rhe brighresr, mosr di~ranr.
timesr moving, and voungesr objecrs
visible ourside rhe M ilh Wav.
Thousands are known, each emining
huge amoums of energy. fhev are
found ar rhe hean of large galaxies.

Sc
C lassificarion
of galaxies
bv shape

Radio galaxies
SBc

Barred spiral
Irregular
Abour 10 pc:r
cem of galaxic:s
arc irregular. I hey
are collecrions of srars
wirh no disrincrive shape
or srrucrure, and do nor fir imo any of rhe
d.tssificarions. Thev are smaller rhan rhe
average galaxv and com ain large amoums
of gas and dusr.

Edwin Hubble
In 192], rhe American asrronomn Edwin
Hubble (1889-1953) proved rhar
rhere are galaxies orher rhan rhe
Milk, Wav. The nexr vear he
classified galaxies according
ro rheir shape. He wem
on ro show rhar galaxies
are moving away from
each orher, and so
provided proof
rhar rhe Universe
is expanding.
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These galaxies consisr
of a cemral bar of
oldc:r srars wirh arms
comaining younger
srars coming from
rhe ends of rhe bar.
Barred spirals are
described as ~B followed
by a lener from a ro d ro
indicare how righrlv wound
rhe arms are and rhe size of rhe hub.

Centaurus A

Colliding galaxies

. ,

Galaxy clusters

,

Galaxies can collide as rhev move
rhrough space, as is happening
(left) wirh rwo galaxies in rhe
consrellarion of Boores. Such
collisions will change rhe shape ot
a galaxv or resulr in a merger.

-4-·

Superdusters
Clusrers of galaxies
group rogerher into
superdusrers rhar
spread across many
millions of lighr vears.
In rurn, hundreds of
superdillrc:rs group rogc:rher ro
form huge walls and filamems,
such as rhe Srick Man, which srrerch
tor hundreds of millions of lighr vears.

Galaxies are gro uped together
in clusters. T he M il ky Way
belongs to a cluster of about
.30 galaxies called the Local
Group. The Virgo C luster
(right) co ntains about 2.500
galaxies, mostly spirals.
AST RO '\OM\

Powerful radio energv is emined by
radio galaxies. T he energv comes
from lobt:s ar eirher side of rhe
' isible core, and is dern.rable
wirh radio relt:scopes.
Cc:maurus A is rhe nearesr
aui\e galaxy: ir is 16 million
lighr \ears away.

B IG BAI\.G

B LACK HOlE~

GRA\1TY

S TARS

Man comains
millions of
galaxies.
UNJVI:.RSL

GALILEO GALILEI

Early life
Galileo was born in l'isa,
haly, in I S64. After school
he went ro rhe Universirv
of Pisa ro srudv medici~e.
Bur Galileo was more
intere~red in mathematics
and physics, and left
without a degree. By the
rime he wa~ 25, he wa~
back ar rhe university- a:.
protcssor of marhemaricl>.

THE ITALIAN SCIENT IST Galileo Galilei was one of

the greatest astronomers and physicists of all time.
He was the first person to use a telescope to look at
the heavens. He started a branch of physics called
mechanics, showing that nature obeyed mathematical
rules. His belief that science should be based on
observation made him one of the first modern
Moving
scientists. It also led him into trouble, because
bodies
his views about the Solar System went against
In the 16th
those held by the Roman Catholic Church.
century, people
believed that the
Sun moved around
Earth. G alileo did
not agree with this,
and developed
Copern icus's
theory of Earth
moving aro und
the Sun.

Telescope
In 1609, G alileo heard of the invention of the telescope and
made one of his own. He used it to look at the heavens and
made manv astronomical discoveries. H e noticed that the planet
Ven us has phases like the Moo n. T his gave support to the theory
of Nicolaus Copernicus that the p lanets wen t rou nd the Sun.

Gravity

Falli ng
feather

Coin fal ls
at same
speed

Galileo showed that all
objects fall at the same
speed. no matter what
their weight. Previous!}.
people had believed rhar
heavier objects fell f..'!ster.
There i~ a srory rhar
Galileo proved his theory
bv dropping objects from
the leaning rower of Pisa,
bur this is probably nor
rrue. He certainly did an
experiment like this, in
Y<hich objects of different
weights were dropped in
identical jars from which
the air was pumped our.

Replica ofGalileo's telescope, 1609
Artist's impression of the Milky Way

Planet with
tuo moom

0

Planet wtth
ringlike
formations

G alileo's d rawings
of Satu rn

Milky Way

Planets and moons

In 1610, Galileo builr a telescope rhar
could magnifv I ,000 rimes. h enabled
him ro see thousands of stars rhar no
human being had ever seen before.
He rrained his new telescope on rhe
Milky Way and found rhar ir was
a va:. r collection of stars, clustered
together in groups of various sizes.

Through his telescope, Galileo saw what he
at first thought were two small moons
orbiting rhe planer Saturn. He drew these
"moons" in his notebooks, but later worked
our rhar rhev were Saturn's now-famous
rings. He also discovered the four moons
rhar orbit the planer Jupiter, and was able
to examine rhe craters on our ov. n Moon

The Starry Messenger
In March 1610, Galileo published manv of his discoveries in his book,
The Starry Messmger. The book also shov.ed rhar Copernicus wa~ right
ro say rhar the Earth moved around the Sun, and rhar rhe Roman
Catholic Church's idea of an unmoving Earth at rhe centre of rhe
• Universe was wrong. The Starry /!,fessengn- infuriated many churchmen.

Illustrated pages from
The Starry M essmgn-, 1610

Crater on
Moon

G ALILEO G ALILEI

Inquisition
G alileo's suppo rt for C opernicus's ideas o utraged the
Catholic Church because the priests thought that the
Earth should be at the centre of the Universe. In 1633,
the C h urch called G alileo to appear before its co urt,
or inquisitio n, in Rome. The court ordered him to
deny his beliefs under threat of torture. G al ileo was
forced to agree that Earth was the centre of the
Universe, but was heard w mutter, "Yet it does m ove".

I '>64 Born. Pisa. hal}.
1589 Becomes Protl.ssor of Mathematics
at Pisa Cniversirv.

1609 Makes his first telescope.
1610

Publi~hes

The Starry Messmger.

--- -1632 Publishes Dialogue, explaining the
two theories of the universe.

1633 Sentenced by rhe Inquisition.
Trial of G alileo

1642 Dies under house arrest at
Arcerri. Iralv.

f O RCE AND
MOT ION

PLAN ETS

SCIEN CE,

H ISTO RY O F

S TARS

S UN A"' D SOLAR

T ELESCOPI::S

S'ISTEM
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GANDHI,

MOHANDAS

WHEN THE VAST AND HEAVILY populated nation of

India gained independence from Britain in August
1947, one man more than any other was responsible
for that achievement. Mohandas Gandhi united the different
communities of India and led them to independence. He
believed in non-violent protest and despised the racial violence
of his homeland. He became known as Mahatma, or "great
soul". Although he did not live long enough to see the results
of his work, Gandhi is remembered today as the instigator of
three movements crucial in the 20th century: the campaigns
against racism, colonialism, and violence.

Mohandas Kamarchand Gandhi was born in
Porbandar, India, in 1869. Educared in India and Brirain,
he rrained in law and became a barrisrer in 1889. In 1893
he moved ro work in Sourh Africa. \mtile there, he edired a
newspaper called Indian Opinion and campaigned againsr
racial injustice, forcing the Sourh African governmenr ro
gram Indians righrs of permanenr cirizenship in 1914.

Congress

Indian nationalism
The British h ad controlled India since the
18th century, bu t many Indians wanted to
govern themselves. In 1915, Gandhi returned
fro m South Africa and became one of the
leaders of the independence movement. He
led m any peaceful campaigns against British
rule, using the tactic of non-violent civil
disobedience. H e called this method
Satyagraha ("hold ing to the truth"). It was
copied by many civil-rights campaigners
around the world.

Gandh i's
spectacles

Early life

The Indian National Congress
Parry was founded in 1885. Irs
members wanred ro increase
Indian parriciparion in
go,emmenr and represenr
all religions and cultures.
During the I 920s, under
rhe leadership of Gandhi
and Jawaharlal Nehru,
Congress rook rhe lead
in campaigning for
Indian independence.
Gandhi w ith Jawaharlal Nehru, leader
of the socialise wing of Congress

Imprisonment

Gandhi's
watch
G andhi lived a simple
life. wearing plain clorhes
and keeping onlv a few possessions.

During his manv campaigns. Gandhi was ofren
imprisoned by the Bricish for civil disobed ience.
Bur after each spell in prison, Gandhi emerged
more powerful and more respecred
rhan betore. His personal prestige
was so high rhar people began to
call him Maharma, rhe "gre.u
soul". He alone seemed able ro
unire rhe diverse elemenrs of
the independence movemenr
rhar represenred rhe many
differenr religions and
culrures in the huge
subconrinenr of India.

Social reforms

Independence

In 1937, the Indian provinces received a large
measure of home rule. T he Congress Party
took control of seven of the 11 provinces and
began to reform the country. G andhi p ushed
for social, economic, and educational
improvements designed to
rebuild Ind ia. H e encouraged
crafts such as spinning cotton,
because he
believed that
small cottage
industries
co uld help
India's
villages.

In 1947, India gained its independence. Hindus
in the Congress Party wanted a united India, but
Muslims wanted a country of
their own. The country was,
therefore, divided into India
and Pakistan, a division
G andhi bitterly opposed .

Gandhi
spinning cotton
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1891 - 93 Works as a lawyer in
India.
1893-191 5 Works in Sourh Africa.
1920s 1 akes conrrol of Congress
Parry wirh Nehru.
1942 Launches Quir India
campaign during World War II,
and is inrerned unril 1944.
1945 New British governmenr
promises independence by 1947.
194 7 India gains its independence.

Monument at the place
where Gandhi d ied
H IND UISM

1869 Born in Porbandar, India.
1889 Becomes a barrisrer in
England.

1930 Leads salr march ro rhe sea.

Gandhi rook liule parr in the
independence ralks, bur rhrearened
ro fast ro death ro protesr againsr the
violence between H indus and Muslims.
In Januarv 1948, he was assassinared
by a Hindu fanacic who resenred his
concern for the Muslims.

EMPIRES

The Brirish conrrolled the producrion
of salr in India. This monopoly forced
up prices and was very unpopular. In
1930, Gandhi led a 320-km (200-mile)
march to rhe sea ro ger his own salr and
rhousands joined him on rhe way.
Gandhi was imprisoned for civil
disobedience. bur the march
showed rhe power of Saryagraha.

M OHANDAS G ANDH I

Assassination

I

Salt march

1948 Gandhi is assassinated.

H UMAN
RIGHTS
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GARBO,

Early life

GRETA

SOPHISTICATED, SUPERIOR, scornful, and
beautiful, Greta Garbo was everyone's idea
of the perfect film star. The daughter of a
poor labourer in Stockholm, Sweden, she
conquered Hollywood in the 1920s and 1930s. Her
audiences adored her, but at the height of her career
she retired, becoming a recluse and never showing
her face in public again. Yet this most celebrated
actor received no Oscars, only a belated special
award for her unforgettable films.

Mauritz Stiller
While at training school, G arbo was
spotted by the Swed ish film d irector
\1auritz Stiller. Stiller was best known
for such films as the comedy Love and
Journalism, and the sexually charged movie
Erotikon. Stiller rook a special interest in
Garbo's career, gave her the surname
Garbo, and made her into a star.

G reta Gustafson was born in the
Swed ish capital of Stockholm in
1905. H er family was poor, and
she worked fro m an early age in
a barber's shop and a department
store. H er fi rst fil m part was in
How Not to Dress, a publicity
fil m for the store.

Training
Early in her career, Garbo appeared as rhe
female lead in a slapstick comedy, P~ur
th~ Tramp. She then applied for and won
a scholarship ro Sweden's Roval Dramatic
Thearre training school, where she was
soon pia~ ing small pans on stage.

First success
Garbo's first major film role was as
rhe star of The Atonement ofCosta
8"/ing. The film w;c, a romancic
tale of a priest set in rhe Swedish
countryside. The premiere in
Srockholm in 1924 anracred a
huge audience and launched
Garbo on her film career.
and Mauritz Stiller

Still fro m Costa Buli11g

Hollywood
In 1925, after the success o f Costa Berling, Garbo moved
to H ollywood, the centre of the US film industry. She signed
a contract with Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer (MGM) and began film ing
The Torrent. H er fi rst major success was Flesh and the Devil made
in 1926 and directed by Clarence Brown. Bv 1927, she was earning
$ 5,000 a week from MGM . In all, G arbo made 24 films in
H ollywood, and becam e one of the most famous, and best-paid,
film stars in the world.
Studio system
Film-making in Hollywood was dominated bv a
few large companies, such as MGM. Paramount,
and Warner Bros. These and other studios kepr
acrors and direcrors on right contracrs. so rhar rhev
could nor work for a rival company. As a resulr.
Garbo was forced ro star in films she did not like

A life apart
In 1941. Garbo announced
her retirement from
making films, having
no wish ro disappoint
her admirers by
growing old on
screen. Despite
her success in
Europe, her
populariry was
declining in rhe
USA. She became
an American citizen
in 1951 and led
the life of a recluse,
although she remained
friends with many
famous people.
"/ wa11t to b~ alo11e" was
Garbo's famous wish after her
retirement in 1941 .

Anna Karenina
Garbo's reputation as a
tragic heroine was established
by Anna Karmina (1935), based
on rhe novel bv rhe great Rus~ian
writer Leo Tolstoy. The film won
numerous awards and confirmed
Garbo's reputation as the leading
actress of her dav.

"Garbo talks!"

Garbo laughs

In 1930, the first sound film starring Garbo
appeared. The publiciry slogan was .. Garbo
talks!". The film, Anna Christie, had a heroine
with a Swedish accent. The producers rhoughr
this would be an ideal role for Garbo. They
believed rhar audiences mighr nor oilierwise accept her heavily accented voice.

Garbo's reputation was as
a serious, intense acrress. In
1939. she asrounded audiences
with her relaxed performance in
the romantic comedy Ninotchka.
Publiciry for the film made much
of her laughter in this role.

G RETA GARBO
1905 Born in Srockholm, Sweden.
1924 Stars in The Atonement of
Costa &rling. her first major film.
1925 Moves to rhe USA and signs
contract with MGM.
1930 Has her first talking role, in
Anna Christie.
1935 Anna Karmi11a.
1938 Nominated for an Oscar for
Camilk.
1939 Nmotchka.
1941 Retires from film-making.
1954 Honoured at Academv Awards.
1990 Dies in New York.

CAMERAS
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GARDENS

Tools

in mtntature,
gardens are set-aside areas of land
where plants are grown to provide
beauty and relaxation. Gardens have
a practical purpose too. From
ancient times, they have helped people
nurture plants for food and medicine. They
reduce noise and air pollution in cities, and
create a refreshing environment in a hot
climate. Glorious landscaped gardens can
Spade and fork
enhance the finest modern buildings, and
botanic gardens are places of scientific study.
LIKE LANDSCAPES

Gardeners use a variety of tools.
Some have hardly changed in
hund reds of years, such as forks.
Mechanical aids such as the
lawnmower, invented in 1832,
are relatively new developments.

Shears, for
cur ring
hedge~

Thick
blades

Warering can

Trowel

Hand fo rk

Development of gardens
G ardens have an ancienr history. Thev were China and Japan
Gardem in China and Japan
planred in Mesopotamia, China, Egyp t,
ofren have a religious
Persia, and Greece. The Romans spread
significance, where narure
knowledge of gardening to northern Europe irsdf is honoured. This
during their rule of the Mediterranean lands. rradirion is cemuries old.
For Zen Buddhisrs,
From the 4th cenrury AD, when Roman
landscaped gardens of raked
power declined, monks conrinued the
gravel. where a rock mav
represem a moumam. are
tradition of cultivating plants in monasterv
gardens. European gardens were enclosed b} places of silem medirarion.
abbey or castle walls until the Renaissance.
Temple garden, Kvoro, Japan ~Islamic gardens

Renaissance formalin

Nonh African ~toors
creared shadv courrvard
gardens. wirh pools and
foumains ro reflecr rhe sky
and cool rhe air. \Vlu:n rhev
conquered Spam in rhe 8rh
cemurv. rhe Moors rook rhe
sn le ro Europe. as seen in
Coun of
Myrdes,
rhe Alhambra. Spain.

During rhe Renaissance in
rhe 14rh cemury, archirecrs
planned gardens as senings
for rhe grand houses rhey
desigm:d. Fashionable
gardens v.ere formal, open,
and regular, reviving a srvle
esrablished bv rhe Romans.

me

me

18th-century naturalism

Botanic gardens
In botanic gardens, specimen plants are
collected and cultivated for scientific studv.
They developed from the herb or phvsic
gardens tended by medieval monks, where
plants were grown for medicinal purposes.

This small
Classical temple,
in a wootkd glade,
is typical ofthe
Jardin Anglais stylr.

fhe Jardin Anglais (English garden)
·
srvle spread rhrough Europe
rhe 18rh cemurv. The rrend was
firsr ser b'· rhe English archirecr
W illiam Kem (c.l685-1"'48). who
planned less formal gardens rhan had
been common previousk He used an
open srvle, Y<hich he believed ro look more
narural, ro scr otl rhe formalin· of his buildings.

Chiswick Hou,e.
London, England

Plant collectors
From rhe lare 1600s.
European explorers rerurned
from rheir world expedirions
wirh manv new and exotic
\arieries of plam. Serious
plam-collecring expedirions
began in rhe I Rrh cemury.
bringing back specimens
tor sciemific srud., ·md
ro dccorare garden~.
The peon_y, tl native
o[Chi11a, m~s takm to
Furope by plant wllrcton .
AR<..HITECH RE

\Vildlife gardens

Roberto Burle
1\farx
Brazilian garden designer
Robeno Burle ~1arx
(I 909-1994) creared
~running gardens ti.H
modern huilding~ in
Bra7il. u~ing onl\ pl.um
narive ro his ..oumn. He
made Bra7ilians more a\\are
of rhe lmazing plams found
in rheir coumn~ide.
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In rhe 20rh cenrury, gardeners became
more imeresred in rhe wild crearures
rhar inhabired rheir plams, rrees.
and ponds. lnsread of
rrearing rhem as pesrs.
rhev v.elcomed
'' ildlife. Careful
plaming of a
wildlife g.uden
create~ m.uw ditlcrem
habirars, encour.Lging
rhe widesr pos~ible
range of animal \isnor~.
M EDICI:\F,
HIS l O RY OF

Mo:-..AHERib

PLA"-jT
LSF'i

Gardmers
plum Jlouers
that attmLt
tmects.
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GASES
WHEN YOU CATCH an

unpleasant sn:ell given
off b_r a chemistry
expenment, your
nose is detecting the presence of
a gas released by a chemical
reaction. A gas is a type of matter
with no fixed shape or volume.
Not all gases have a smell, and
many are invisible, but all are made
up of tiny, fast-moving particles that
move rapidly and randomly.

Amedeo Avogadro

Copper
and nitric
acid rMct,
releasi11g
hrow11
nitrogen
dioxide

Tiny d roplets form on the insid e of a
cold window when water vapour in
the air is cooled bv the glass and turns
into liquid water. The change of a gas
to a liquid is called condensation. fu
a gas cools, irs panicles Jose energy
and slow down . T he forces between
the panicles grow stronger and pull
them together to form a liquid.

gas.

Gas laws
Vapour

The gas laws are a set of proven
theories that allow scien tists to
predict how a gas will behave
when rhere is a change in its
volume, pressure, or temperature.
The laws apply only when a gas is
held in a sealed contai ner.

o\. gas normally forms when a liquid

boils. However, a rype of gas called a
vapour somerimes forms when a
liquid is below i(s boiling poim.
P.1im, for example, dries when
liquid panicles ar irs surface
gain enough energy ro escape
imo rhe air as a vapour.

Glars
pnrtitimt _

Gasjtlrof
hromim•

Gttses
diffuse

""' Pushing i11 the
plunger reduces
the 1olume.

Boyle's Law

This law, formulared by French physicisr Jacques
Charles (1746--I823). srares rhar rhe volume of
a gas ar a consram pressure is proportional ro irs
remperarure. Thus, when rhe
remperarure of rhe gas halves,
so does irs volume.

Dust panicles can often be seen dancing in
shafts of sunlight. Their random, jittery path
is caused by tiny, unseen air molecules that
bombard the dust particles. T h is motion called Brown ian Motion after Robert Brown
( 1773-1858), a Scottish biologist - shows
that gas panicles are constantly moving.

a gas-filled
1When
balloon is cooled in

In I806. an halian Iawver named
Amedeo Avogadro (1776--1856) gave
up his legal career ro devore himself
to rhe srudv of physics. In 18 I I.
Avogadro proposed rhar equal
volumes of all
gases ar rhe same
remperarurc
and pressure
will comain
rhe same
number of
panicles. This
is now called
Avogadro'~ Law.

Th~ air molecuks collide
more often with the
syringe walls. so the air
pressure rises.

Charles's Law

Brownian motion

Partition is
reJIIOI'ed.

A gas quickly spreads our to fill
any available space because irs
free-moving panicles travel in
all directions. The higher the
tem perature of a gas, the more
energy irs particles have and the
faster they move. The pressure
of a gas is linked to the number
of collisions between the gas
particles and the walls of irs
container: the more frequent
the collisions are, the greater
the pressure the gas exerts.

Nitrogen dioxitk gas
soon escapes from the
beaker and mingks
with the air.

Condensation

Gas jar
ofair.

Properties of gases

Gas particles
The forces
berween rhe
~reeding panicles
of a gas are roo
weak ro hold
rhem in one
place, so rhe gas
spreads our.

Pur your finger mer rhe end of a syringe,
push in rhe plunger, and vou will feel rhe
air pre,.~ure in rhe svringe rising. The air
obeys Bovle's L.Iw. formulared by rh.: lri~h
phvsicisr Roben Bovle (1627-91). The law
srare~ rhar when a gas is ar a consram
remperarure. irs pr~sure is inversely
proportional ro irs volume. In orher word~.
if rhe volume halve~. rhe pre~sure doubles.
/

liquid nirrogen ar
-196oc (-32l°F), rhe
gas particles slow down.

Diffusion
\X hen a jar of bromine g.1s Cind
a jar of air are placed rogerhcr,
rhe gases quicklv intermingle as
rheir mo\ ing panicle~ spread
our ro fill all rhe a\ailable space.
This proce~~ is called diffusion.
Food cooking in rhe kirchen is
~oon smdr rhroughour rhe
house as g.t, parride~ rdc.1~ed
bv rhe food rapidly ditfusc in
rhc air. Ditfu~ion .1l~o occurs
when ~olids .md liquids dissolve
ro ti1rm .'>olurion....

AIR

Pressure Law
H earing a ~ealed em
raises rhe air pre~~ure
imide rhe can umil ir is
so grear rhar rhe lid
blows otf. fhe air obevs
rhe Pre~sure Law. which
srares rhar when a gas's
\olume is consr.uu: irs
pre~sure is proporrion.tl
ro ir~ rcmperarure. Thi~
means rhar if rhe ga~'s
remper.Irure doubles, so
willn~ pre,,ure.

The panicles srrike
rhe balloon walls
less ofren. so rhe gas
\Olume shrinks, and
rh.: balloon collap~cs.

2

As rhe gas warms
'lgain in rhe air,
panicles
rhe
~peed up. rhe ,oJume
.:xpand~. and rhe
balloon rdlaR~.

3 g~~
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Pressure inside the can
blows offthe lid.
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GENETICS
EACH PERSON IS UNIQUE, but he or
she also inherits some characteristics
and even appearance from his or
her parents. The study of how
characteristics are passed on from parents to
offspring is known as genetics, and it affects all
forms of life. At the centre of the process is
the deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) molecule,
which exists inside every living cell and
contains a complex chemical "code" that
controls the way in which life forms are
put together and operate. DNA is composed
of genes, and DNA, in turn, makes up
chromosomes. All of these microscopic
structures live in the nuclei of cells.
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Chromosomes
A chromosome is a thread-like
structure found in the n ucleus of a
cell. C hromosomes store DNA and
carry DNA molecules when a cell
reproduces by d ividing. Most human
cells contai n 46 chromosomes, divided
into 23 pairs; 23 chromosomes are
derived from each of the parents.
Chromosomes, stained and paired

Chromosome defects

DNA
A DNA molecule contains all the
information required to make and operate
a specific o rganism . DNA is found in the
nucleus of a cell and is a lo ng structure
which consists of two strands twisted together to form a double helix. T he strands
are linked by four ch emicals called bases:
thymine, adenine, cytosine, and guanine.
_.~._

"& ckbone" ofstrand is
111111....,.- made
from sugar and
Cytosine

Replicating DNA

--....... Cytosine-guanine
base pair
-.... Admine-tlrymine
base pair
·-,""--- Two strands coil
round each othn- to
form a double helix

\

•

Replication fork
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Dark brown eye,
almond-shaped.
wirh shon
evelashcs

or parent
DNA molecule

A11 albino squirrel
is a mutation.

..._

Variations

The genorvpe is rhe overall generic
blueprim for an organism. The
phenorvpe is what an organism
acrually looks like, based on
genorvpe and environmem.

-

.

••

\X hile members of a species look
similar. they are nor identical, as
we can see from people around us.
Variation happens because each
individual receives a unique
combination of DNA from irs
parems during reproduction.
Variations in types of flowers

Alleles
Each gene has rwo or more
forms called alleles. They conuol
the same characteristic (tor
example, eve colour) bur
different versions of
it (for instance,
blue or brown).

Franklin, Watson, and Crick
The discovery of the D~A molecule w;u, a collaborative elforr.
Rosalind Franklin ( 1920-58) completed groundbreakmg work.
which was consolidated in 1953 bv Francis Crick (b.l916), James
\Xatson (b.l928), and Maurice W1lkins (b.l916). \Xatson,
Crick, and Wilkins shared the 1962 Nobel Prize.
James Warson,

G rey-blue eye.
round-shaped,
wirh long eyelashes,
and large eyelid

~

..,

Original
/strand,

A murarion is an accidemal
change in rhe srrucrure of parr
of a D NA molecule, or somerimes in rhe number or shape of
chromosomes. Murarions may resulr
in new or unusual characteristics.

Genotvpe and phenotype

Guanine

New strand

is unique in irs
abiliry ro replicate, or
copy. irsel£ \X'hen a ceU
divides (reproduces), DNA
information is passed on unchanged.
During replication, rhe D NA srrands
separate, and Dl\!A building blocks,
nucleorides, line up. marching rhe
original sequence of b;u,es ro form rwo
new and idemical D NA molecules.

Generic defect causes malformed feet.

A gene is the basic unit of
inheritance, a small segm ent of a
DNA molecule. T here are abo ut
I 00,000 genes in the 46 h uman
chromosomes. G enes contain
the instructions to construct
proteins, w hich co ntrol cell
activities. Therefore, genes help
to determine the characteristics
of an o rganism.

••

D~A

Mutations

A chromosome defecr can resulr from the
wrong number of chromosomes, a missing piece
of chromosome, or an unnecessary exrra piece.
Alrernarivclv. rhere may be a "misrake" in pan
of rhe DNA. Any of rhese can cause a generic
disorder before or afrer birrh, or larer in life.

Genes

Adenine

phosphate mokcuks.

Medium-brown
eye wirh fine
eyelashes, and
small eyelid

Franklin, British
biochemist

GENETICS

A

Heredity
Heredi ty is the transmission of characteristics from one
generation to the next. These inherited characteristics,
such as size, shape, and colo ur, are determined by genes
passed on by parents. When d ifferent forms of the same
genetic characteristic m eet (for example, blue and brown
eve colour), some gen es are dominant (eHective) and
some are recessive (ineffective).

~

if

cell genotype

Parent's genotype:

two

":,'t/:,

(r) ' White flower
-~Sex cell genotype:

Pink fl ower
Sex cell
genotype

parent genotype divides
during reproduction

Family inheritance

Dominant genes
If rwo forms of the same
gene, alleles, are present in
the same cell, only rhe dominant
gene exerts irs effect. In rhis case,
R, rhe gene that controls pink flower
colour, is the dominant gene, so rhe colour
white remains recessive.

Children
i11herit gmettc
traits and
haracteristics
'Tom parents.

Each child is
11nique because
it inherits a
iffirent mix
{genes from
tiJ parents.

Each child
resembles, but is
not identical to,
its parents.

Sex cell
genotype

\X'hether an animal is male or female is determined by
one pair of chromosomes called the sex chromosomes. In
humans and other mammals, a female's sex chromosomes
are identical and are called XX In
Human X chromosome
males, one chromosome is sm aller,
and the pair is called XY.

Mutation in gene here
causes an eye disease.
Mutation in gene here
causes cleft palate.
Mutation in gene here
causes haemophilia,
a disease that afficts
blood clotting.

Diagrams show fertilization between
two parent flowers. and how genes
dete rm ine colour in offspri ng.

of a pair of alleles rhar, if
present in a cell wirh irs
dominant partner, does nor exen irs
effect. If rwo recessive genes are in rhe
cell, however, rhey prove effective. In this
case, r, the gene thar controls white flower
colour, is recessive umil it meers another
recessive gene: together they are effective.

Genetic code

Genetic engineering

DNA contains the instructions to
m ake the protei ns that construct the
cell and co ntrol its fun ctions. Four
chemical bases- adenine (A), cytosine
(C ), guan ine (G ), and thymine (T ) combine in pairs to form a sequence,
or code. The cell then translates this
code and prod uces a protein.

G enetic engineering involves
taking genes from one cell and
inserting th em into another
cell. T his gives the cell new
ch aracteristics, which are
determined by the transferred
gene. In the future, genetic
engineeri ng m ay be used on
h um an cells, so that genetic
d isorders can be eliminated.

White flower
colour produced
by two recessive genes

Sex chromosomes

-..........Mutation in gene in
this area causes a form
of muscular dystrophy.

Recessive genes
A recessive gene is one

Sex determination
Sperm and eggs each
carrv one sex chromosome. Eggs carrv an X
chromosome, and sperm
carry an X or a Y. \X'hen
a sperm and an egg meet
during fertilization. there
is a 50:50 chance of
producing a male (XY)
or a female (XX),
depending on which
chromosome the sperm
is carrving.

Human Genome Project
The genome is the complete ser of genes found in the
nucleus of even bodv cell. In the 1980s rhe H uman
Genome Project ser our ro identifv all of those genes
by working our the sequence of bases. In 2001 rhev
announced rhe existence of some 30.000 genes.
Genetic codes are made up of bases (A, C , G ,

n.

Geneticallv modified (GM) food

Food produ~rs can also be alrered by
generic modification or engineering.
For example, scientists can genericallv
engineer certain fruits and vegetables, so
rhar rhev do nor rot so quickly. There is
much debare about the safery of GM foods.

Sex-linked inheritance
Sex chromosomes also carry genes rhar determine other
characteristics apart from an animal's sex. More of these
sex-linked genes are found on X chromosomes than Y. So
some characteristics are specific onlv ro males or ro females.
BIOWGY

C ELLS

Tortoiseshell cars
are always
fem ale.
DISEASES

FOOD

H U\1AN BODY

P LANTS,
REPRO DUCTION

REPRODUCfiON
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Inner core of
solid metal

GEOLOGY
-

PEOPLE ONCE THOUGHT that the

Earth was just a simple ball of rock.
Recently geologists have shown that
it is much more complex. Geology
is the study of the Earth's history, structure, and
composition. Originally only the study of rocks
and rock structures, the scope of geological study
broadened after the discovery in the 1960s that
the Earth's crust is made up of giant, continually
moving plates. These plates affect everything
from the creation of continents to the eruption
of volcanoes. The science of geology also helps
us to locate mineral reserves, and to understand
our environment.
James Hutton
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Crust ofsolid rock

Geoph} sicisrs and geochemisrs
study rhe srrucrure of rhe Eanh.
Geophysicists focus on irs physical
processes, such as the circulation of
hear deep inside; geochemists srudy
the Eanh's chemical composition.

Rock and field geology

Seismographs
The seismic waves, earrhquake
vibrations. are picked up by
seismographs. These can reveal
ro geologists the strucrure of the
rock they have passed through.

Petrology is the study of rocks and
minerals. Surveys and rock samples
indicate the occurrence of different
rocks beneath the landscape, their
structure, and their history.
The rock strata
Many rocks were formed in strata (layers) of
sediment deposited on rhe seabed. Stratigraphy is
me study of rhese layers. A break in a sequence of
rock lavers is called an unconformity, shown as a red
line on rhe models below

Seismographs

Limestone

Angular unconformity - the older
rock strata below the unconformity are
at a difJerrnt angle to the nrw layers.

~

I

O Mya

~

<l.;~

Mantle of
.........._ hot fluid rock

Parallel conformity- strata
either side ofunconformity
dip at the same angle.

Scottish-born Jame~ H utton ( 1726-97) was rhe founder
of modern geology. \X irh his coll.x:rion and analysis of rock
formations. he proved rhar the Eanh was more rh.m just a
few thousand years old, and that all irs rocks and landforms had been iormed over millions of years.

Outer core of
molten metal

Structure of the Earth
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Shale
Conglomerate
Red Sandstone
Unconformity
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Igneous rock
Mudstone
Clay
Sandstone

Club hammer for
use with chisels.

Historical geology
355

510

Key:

Key to strata:

320

Silurian

N\1'"1

In order to examine
the Earth's structure,
geologists need some
basic tools. These are
goggles to protect
their eyes from flying rock chips, and a
hammer and chisel for
collecting rock samples.

Nonconformity - strata overlie eroded
surface ofigneous or metamorphic rock

/

Permian

]~

oE

135

u

~

Tools
Rock strata models

66

1 Eocene

~

Disconformity - an
irregular eroded surface
bttwun parralkl strata.

23

Sandstone
Mud

Shale

Limestone

Metamorphic

Evidence ofold
landscape shaped
long before the
rocks above
were formed

Exploration and
survey

The study of rocks of the Earth's crust
is explored within historical geology. Just
as the day is split into hours, minutes,
and seconds, geological history is split
into units called eras (lasting millions
of years}, periods, and epochs.

Each mineral in the
Earth's crust is linked
co a differenr type of
geological structure.
After using satellite and
aerial surveys to target
a particular area, the
geologist chen uses
specific instruments to
pinpoint the mineral.

Geological rock column
lfla}ers of rock remained undisturbed, a column cur
down through lhe lavers would reveal the sequence
in which lhev formed. The rock types shown along
the side of this visual representation of geological
rime, are the predominant rocks of each period.
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GERMANY

G ERMANY FACTS
C APITAL CITY Berlin

of
Germany lies at the heart
r::-_...___,,.._ ~ "
of Europe, bounded by
nine other nations and the
Baltic and North Seas. Since the country was
reunified in 1990, it is, more than ever, a link
between east and west for both trade and
culture. Germany is one of the
world's wealthiest nations and
Europe's leading industrial power.
It was a founder member of the
European Union and plays a
key role in international affairs.
Germany has the second largest
population in Europe after Russia.
THE FEDERAL REPUBLIC

AREA 356.910 sq km
(I 37.800 sq miles)

Physical features
G ermany has a varied
landscape. It includes lakes,
heaths, and islands in the
no rth, fertile pastures and
great forests in the centre
and so uthwest, and great
mountai ns, such as the
Bavarian Alps, in the south.

PoPULATION 82.200.000
M AIN LANGUAGE German
M AJOR RELIGION Christian
C LRREI'CY Euro
LIFE EXPEC f ANCY 78 years
PFOPU:. PER DOCTOR 286
G ovERNMENT Mulri-parry democracy
ADULT LITERACY

99%

River Rhine
The Rhine is one of Europe's most
imporranr rivers. lr rises in the Swiss Alps
and flows inro the N orrh Sea at Ronerdam in
the Netherlands. The roral length is about
1,320 km (820 miles), nearly half of which is
in Germanv. Long barges regularly carry
freight such as coal, grain, and timber. Many
tourists visit the ~ourhern parr of rhe Rhine ro
see the scenerv, vinevards, and castles rhar
flank irs sides.

Black Forest

c

D

E

Germany's Black Forest
lies in rhe southwest of
the counrry. The name
comes from the dark
conifers that clothe irs
mounrain slopes and
provide timber for the
traditional wooden
houses. Tourisrs flock
ro the region. anracred
by the beaury of the
scenery. spa resorts,
such as Baden-Baden,
and Lake Constance,
which lies nearby.
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North

3

Sea
Climate

39°C
Northern and central Germany
(10/°F)
have mild summers. and cool.
damp winters. The southern and
mountainous areas, such as rhe Harz
Mountains, rhe Black Forest, and
Bavaria. have much honer summers
and cold winters with heavy snow.

4
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Barrm 0.5% " "

Land use
Germany has relatively
few narural resources, and
forest covers almost half rhe
counrrv. Most of rhe land is
fertile and is used for growing
crops or raising animals.

563mm
(22 in)

Farmland
45.5%

Fort'St

Built-up

48.5%

5.5%

Berlin
8

9

10

The Brandenburg Gate
in Berlin svmbolizes rhe
reunification of Germany
in 1990 when the Berlin
Wall, built after World
War II (1939-45) ro
separate East and West.
was demolished. Alwavs a
thriving cenrre of art and
culture, there are plans ro
rebuild rhis grand capital,
Germanv"s largest ciry.
Brandenburg Gare
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GE RMAN Y

People

Leisure

About 92 per cent of the people
are Germans. Turks make up
the largest minority group of
more than 2,000,000, havi ng
gone to G ermany in the 1960s
to boost the labour fo rce. Since
1990, many immigrants have
arrived from eastern Europe.
Some racial discrimination
has caused social tension.

The G ermans love sports and outdoor
activities. M any enjoy hiking and cycling
in the countryside, or canoeing and sailing
on the lakes and rivers. In winter, skiing
and skating are popular. Germans also excel
at football, tennis, and motor-racing.
Skiing

Society

235 per sq km
(609 per sq mile)

German sociery prides itself on equal
opporruniries and a comprehensive social
welfare system, with free education and
healrhcare. Germans are environmenrally
aware, and rhe inAuence of rhe Green Parrv
has led ro srricr anri-pollurion policies.

87% 13%
Urban Rural

Football

Snow-covered slopes
in rhe Bavarian Alps
provide Germans
wirh plenry of
opporrunmes ro
practise their skiing
Children begin the
sporr early. Many
people also navel ro
nearby French and
Swiss ski resorrs.

The German national
ream has won rhe World
Cup three rimes, as well as
the Euro '96 cup against
rhe Czech Republic.
Association football, or
soccer, is rhe most popular
sporr in Germany both for
players and specrarors, and
there are many clubs.

Farming

Food

Only three per cent of G ermany's
labour force work on the land, yet
the country grows about two-th irds
of all the food it needs. Crops include
cereals, potatoes, and other vegetables.
Pigs and cattle are reared .

German people enjoy traditional smoked sausages,
smoked mears and cheese, sau"kraut (pickled cabbage),
and smoked and pickled fish, usually eaten with good,
sourdough bread and a glass of cold beer. They also
make rasry soups, sweet and savoury dumplings, and
enjoy afternoon Kaffi~ und Kuchm, coffee wirh cakes.

Lid k~~ps
fliu out

Gh~rkin

Salami

ofb~~r.

Grapes

Crops
Germany's chief
cereal crops are
barley, oars, rye, and
wheat. Sugar beer for
refining ro produce sugar is
also widelv grown. Grapes grow
best in rhe areas bordering the
Rhine and Moselle rivers, and
are used for producing Germany's
world-famous white wines.

Wheat

sausag~

Beer
stein

Dauy
The lush green pasrures of Germany's Allgau
valley, in rhe Alps, are ideal for grazing dairv
canle for milk, bun er, and cheese.

Industry

Cars

O ver the last 50 years, G erm any has
become one of the world's leading
industrial nations, and is an important
manufacturer of cars, trucks, electrical
goods, ships, and chemicals. T he heart
of G erman industry lies in the Ruhr,
once a major coal-producing region.

Germany is one of
rhe world's largest
car manufacturers.
Volkswagen is an
inrernarionally
renowned make.
O ther famous brands
are BMW, MercedesBenz, and Porsche.

Shipbuilding
Hamburg, Germany's
largest port on rhe
mouth of rhe Elbe river,
has a long rradirion of
shipbuilding, as has
Bremen on rhe mouth of
rhe River Weser. Germany
leads rhe resr of Europe in
shipbuilding, and ranks
highly in rhe world.

t
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of meats

Br~ad

Transport
G ermany has an excellent transport system
with 14 international airports, major sea
ports in H am burg and Brem en , and a
high ly efficient rail and road network.
C anals and rivers, such as the Rhine and
Ruhr, carry as much freigh t as the roads.
Inland
waterways
Many of Germany's
rivers are linked by
canals, like the
Danube-Main canal,
creating an extensive
network that makes
long-distance freight
rransporr practical.

Precision work

Autobahns

EleClronic devices such as
calcularors, computers. and
electrical equipmenr such as
rhis drill, form a large part of
Germany's industrial ourpur.
The counrrv also produces
precision optical equipmenr

Germany has Europe's
most elaborate mororway
network stretching almost
11.400 km (7,084 miles),
wirh no speed limit. The
first Autobahn was built in
the 1930s for military use.

E UROPEAN
UN ION

FARMING

FOOT BALL

G ER.\1ANY,
H ISTORY O F

PORTS AN D
WATERWAYS

S H IPS
AND BOAT S

GERMANY,

German tribes

HISTORY OF

In about 370, Huns from Asia
swept into Germany, forcing
native German tribes to pour
into the neighbouring Roman
Empire. Within a century, Rome
had collapsed. and Germanic
tribes such as the Visigorhs and
Franks controlled much of
western Europe.

been German
speakers living in Europe, a single German
country did not exist until 1871. For much
of its history, Germany consisted of many
smal kingdoms, duchies, and other states, kept
apart by rivalries. Unification was eventually
achieved under the diplomatic and military
leadership of the north German state of
Prussia. German industrial strength allowed
the new nation to dominate Europe, but
defeat in two world wars left the country
divided again. In 1990, Germany
reunited, and once more became the
major economic power of Europe.
ALTHOUGH THERE HAVE ALWAYS

Brooch made by Germanic Lombard tribe

In 962, Otto I of Saxony united the
German ki ngdoms in the Holy Roman
Empire. This empire was long-lasting but
weak, as local rulers fought to protect
and increase their own power. D espite
this disunity, the country became
increasingly rich. By the late 15th
century, German cities such as
Augsburg controlled European
banking and finance.

Seal of
Hamburg

Hanseatic League
The cities of
northern Germany
worked rogerher ro
support their trading
interests. In 124 1, Lubeck
and Hamburg concluded a
rreary rhar led ro rhe growth of
rhe Hanseatic League, a trading
alliance rhar dominated commerce
in northern Europe. Ar irs height
there were 160 cities in rhe League.

Coming of Christianity
From rhe 5th century onwards, individual Germans
became Christian. Some churches, such as Ulm Cathedral,
were founded in rhe early 7rh century, bur ir was not until
rhe mission of Sr Boniface in rhe early 8rh century that
most of rhe people converted ro Christianity.

lsenheim Altarpiece, by Mathias Grunewald

German Renaissance
In the l5rh cenrury. rhe Renaissance spread ro Germany.
Arrisrs such as Albrecht Durer (1471-1528) perfected rhe
technique of rhe woodcut, Hans Holbein (1498-1543),
working mostly in Switzerland and England, produced
superb portraits, and Mathias Grunewald ( 1480--1528)
painted religious masterpieces.

Peasants' War
In the 16th century, there was much
tension between Catholics and Protestants
in G ermany. In 1524, peasants in
southern G ermany exploited the
confusion to rise up and demand social
reforms. T he revolt was crushed in 1526.

Thirty Years' War

In 1618, a revolt broke out
in the Protestant province
of Bohemia against the
rule of the Catholic Habsburgs.
War spread through Germany as
Protestant princes rebelled against
the H absburgs. Other nations,
notably France and Sweden, entered
the war on the Protestant side to end
H absburg domination of Europe.
. Inscription says that th~
own~r 'Fights for God"

Treaties ofWestphalia
When rhe treaties ended rhe Thiery
Years' War in 1648. German
agriculture and commerce were in
ruins, and rhe population had been
reduced by hal( The H absburgs were
seriously weakened by rhe years of
conflict and Germany was more
disunited rhan ever before, splir into
no fewer rhan 234 scares and 51
independent cities.

Peasant rebellion in southern Germany

Prussian
bv 1648
Pruss ian
by 1772

D
D

~~~

Sf~ elfarnburg
•Berlin

.cologne
• Frankfurt
Augsburg •

•Prague

• Munich

Prussian lands in Europe

Rise of Prussia
Prussia was one of rhe few German states ro emerge from rhe
Thirrv Years' War wirh increased power. Under successive
rulers. Prussian territory expanded across most of northern
Germany and, bv 1795, also included western Poland.

Frederick the Great
Frederick, King of Prussia from
1740--86, laid rhe foundations
of Iacer Prussian greatness. An
inspired military leader, his
diplomacy enabled Prussia ro
expand by outwitting Austria
and Russia. Ar his death, Prussia
was Europe's foremost power.

German rapier of
the 1630s
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German unification

Prussian power
A strong army gave Prussi·1 the
power to defeat France in the
Franco-Prussian War of 1870-71.
Prussian strength also enabled the
newly-united German~ ro
negotiate a powerful and
advantageous alliance with
Austria-H ungary and
Russia in 1881 . This gave
Germanv great influence
throughout the Continent.

After Napoleon's defeat in 1815,
many Germans wanted to unite as
one nation. A confederation of states was
set up, but it was too weak to last. In
186 1, Wilhelm I became king of Prussia.
Prussia's strength grew, and the other
German states agreed to unite with
Prussia. At last, in 187 1, W ilhelm was
made emperor of a united Germany.

Prussian armv officer's helmet

Imperial Germany

Otto von Bismarck
Ono von Bismarck ( 1815-98)
became chief minister of
Prlli1>ia in 1862. In a
brilliant series of
diplomatic and military
campaigns he removed
all foreign influence
from Germany, making
Prussia the leading
German state. He was
chancellor of Germany
for 19 years.

Weimar Germany

Chair by Bauhaus designer Marcel Breuer

Under Wilhelm I and W ilhelm II,
Germany became the lead ing power in
Europe. G ermany sough t its "place in the
sun" by acquiring colonies in Africa,
China, and the Pacific, but its aggressive
foreign policy led to world war in 191 4
and the collapse of its empire in 1918.

Breu~r's

In 1918, following its defeat in
World War I, Germany became a
republic. A new constitution was
agreed in 19 19 in the town
of Weimar, where the
National Assembly met
until it moved back to
Berlin in 1920. H owever,
G ermany was badly
affected by economic
problems in the 1920s.
and by 1932, over 5
million people were
unemployed.

chair, angular m
is typical of Bauhaus d~sign.

app~aranu,

The Bauhaus School of An was
founded in Wiemar 1919. It
revolutionized the teaching of art by
combining it with the skills of craft.

The rise of the Nazis
The unfavourable terms of the
peace senlement after World War I.
together with the economic failures of
the 1930s. saw Germany crippled by
high unemployment and h) perinflation, and led ro a desire tor change
among the people. Support grew for the
N azis, an exrremt: nationalist party led bv
Adolf Hider that rook power in 1933.
The Nazis promised ro rebuild Germany's
strength and power. It was Hider's
imperialist ambitions that were one
of the causes of World War II.

\.

Factories, Ruhr Valley

Industrialization
Between I 870 and 191 4. Germany's population rose
from 33 to 65 million, and its industrial output
quadrupled. The Ruhr Valley became the centre of
large iron, coal. steel, and armaments industries. This
industrial power helped Germany ro become the most
powerful state in Europe by 1914, and helped provide
resources and finances for World War I.

Nazi swastika and
eagle badge

Badge of the SS, the
Nazi security force

Modern Germany
After World War II , the country was occupied
by French , British , US, and Russian troops.
In 1949, Germany was d ivided in two, with a
communist, Russian-backed state in the east
and US-backed capitalist state in the west.
Living cond itions in \X est
Housing compl~:x. Germany were much better
East Germany
than in the east.

Timeline
962 Ono I of Saxonv establishes
Holv Roman Empire.

The medieval
castle of Pfalz

181 5-66 German
Confederation tries to
unite German}.

15 17 German monk
Martin Luther begins
Protestant Reformation.

-
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1618--48 Thirrv Years' War
devastates Germany.
1-40-86 Frederick the
Great rules Prussia.

1241 Hamburg and
Lubeck combine to form
Hanseatic League;
German trade prospers.

1871 Wilhelm I is
made German emperor.
B<\ RBARIANS

COLD\'\AR

P~opk Jlock~d to &r/in
to su Th~ \'('a/1

Reunification
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In the late 1980s, Russian
control over East Germany
weakened. The Berlin Wall,
which divided the former
capital, was taken doY.n in
1989, and free access between
the two countries was
guaranteed for the first time.
By O ctober 1990, the two
hal\-es of Germanv were
politicallv united once more.

1 8 ~1-90 Bismarck
gm ems as chancellor.

191 4- 18 Germany
fights in World War
I. is defeated. and
empire collapses.

Demolition of the Berlin Wall

193 1 German economv crashes;
prices rise. the currency becomes
worthless and many suffer
unem ployment.

5

1919 Weimar Republic
is established.

HOLOCAUST

1949 Germany
divided into East
and West.
1990 East and
West Germany
reunited as a
single state.

Banknote, 1931
FRANCE,
H ISTO R\ OF

1939--45
Germany fights
in World War II.

HOLY ROI\1AN
EM PI RI-

W O RLD
WAR I

WORLD
\'\ AR II

GERONIMO

Early life

A CENTURY AFTER the native people of
North America fought the white settlers to
stay on their land, one name is remembered
above all others. As a fearless warrior,
Geronimo had no equals. In his early 20s, he lost his
entire family to Mexican raiders, and he determined
to fight to the death to safeguard his Apache way of
life. Only in old age, defeated by the superior arms of
the US government, did he surrender, ending his days
as a wealthy farmer, revered by people across the USA.

Geronimo was born in about
1829 in Arizona southwest
USA. He was a member
of the Mimbreii.o Apache:
tribe, and his Apache name
was Goyanthlay. Spaniards
called him Geronimo.
Massacre
In 1858. a band of Mexican
raiders killed Geronimo's
mother, wife. and children.
Geronimo "as filled with a
deep hatred of white people,
and decided to spend the rest
of his life fighting them.
Native American encampment

Apaches

The young warrior

The Apaches Jived among the arid
mountains and deserts of southwest
USA. Because their land was
unsu itable for fa rming, thev earned a
living hunting and raiding for food .
T his brought them into conflict
with the many settlers who were
moving into the area from M exico
.md the eastern USA.

As a young warrior, Geronimo was
trained to shoot, rrack enemies or wild
animals across the land. map out a
new and unfamiliar terrain, and
survive for days away from camp.
He also Ie.uned the skill of travelling
through the countryside over vast
distances without being observed. For
recreation, he rook parr in Ap.1che
games such as the loop-and-pole gan1e
(left), arrow shooting, .md wrestling.

Reservations

Sharp metal blade

pip< /

San Carlos reservation

As European settlers pushed west, N ative Americans were
forced into special areas called reservatio ns. T he N ative
Americans were, therefore, excluded from their trad itional
lands and prevented from roaming over vast areas as they
had do ne before. In response, m any tribes broke o ut and
raided neighbouring areas.

&.,/of

In 18.,., Geronimo and 16 of his warriors were captured
by US forces and marched 400 miles to the San Carlos
reservation in Arizona. The new reservation was brutal
and corrupt, with suppliers making
vast torrunes at the expense of the
native inhabitants. Many resentful
and half-starved Apaches left the
reservation ro
go on raids.

Omate[}o carved
wooden. shaft ------

tried ro reform
the S.1n Carlos
reservation, but
Geronimo and his followers
continued their raiding.
Overwhelmed bv the
superior force of the US
Army, Geronimo was forced
to surrender in 1886.

Warfare
Geronimo was a
skilled warrior who
many times had ro
fight for his life.
With onlv a small
group of followers.
he managed to pose
a threat ro large
numbers of US Ia"
enforcers. His abilirv
to move quickk and
quierlv across the
land, thus avoiding
detection, created
great fear among local
serders. If he was
followed. he and his
men would split up.
Their understanding
of the country
en.1bled them ro
vanish into the bush.
Apache rom aha" k pipe

G ERONIM O
c. I8Z9 Born in Arizona, USA.
early 1850s Raiders kill his family.

Geronimo (far right)
before his surrender

Fort Sill
After his surrender, Geronimo wa~ sent first
ro Florida, then Alabama. and finallv. in
1894, ro Forr Sill, Oklahoma. He ~old native
American handicraft-s, became a farmer,
adopted Christianirv, and .1ppeared at the
1904 St Louis World's Fair and in President
Theodore Roosevelt's inaugural parade in
190'l. To the end of his life, he hoped to
return to his native southwestern mountains.
H U\1Af'.
RIGHTS

late 1850s Accepts Cochise, head of
the Chiricahuas, as his leader, and
marries a Chiricahua wife.
1876 Retreats into the Sierra Madre
mountains and raids both ~ides of
the US-Mexican border.
1877 Confined ro the San Carlos
reservation, but continues to raid
the surrounding lands.
1886 Surrenders; exiled to Florida.
1894 Confined ro Forr Sill
1909 Dies at Fort Sill.
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GIRAFFES

Browsing

Thick rubb(ry lips and saliva
prouct a giraffi's tongu( and
mouth ftom thorns.

WITH ITS MASSIVE

The giraffe's great height is a specialized adaptation
for browsing rhe upper branches of trees. leaves and
small twigs form the greater parr of rhe giraffe's diet.
It also ears shoots, flowers, fruit, seed pods, even bark,
bur never grass. Many acacias and other trees have
vicious thorns to discourage browsing, but the giraffe's
rongue is well equipped ro get past such strong defences.

An adult mak gzraffi
can stand 5.3 m
(J 7.5 ftJ high.

neck and long
legs, the giraffe
is the world's
tallest animal. Despite its ungainly
appearance, it is very graceful.
Giraffes live in the savannahs of Africa
- grasslands with a few trees and bushes.
Their distribution closely follows that of
the acacia trees on which they feed. They
avoid open grassland because of their
feeding habits, but also because their size
makes them conspicuous in the open.
There is only one species of giraffe, but
eight subspecies, which differ mainly in
the colour and pattern of their coats.

Drinking

Short man(

..

~~:.~flR._

Features of a giraffe
Massive shoulder blades carry
the huge muscles that support
the giraffe's head and long
neck Irs hind legs are shorter
than irs forelegs, but the angle
of the back makes them appear
shorter than they really are. By
breaking up its outline against
irs surroundings, a giraffe's coat
markings help to camouflage it.

Herds
G iraffes usually live in small groups of up to
about 12 females and their calves. Adult males
live apart and visit the herd only for m ating.
O ccasionally, giraffes gather together in
large groups of up to 70 animals that
stay together for a few days, or
sometimes just a few hours.

Coat markings
Giraffe markings range
from regular geometric
panerns to irregular
fuzzy-edged patrerns.
Old males darken wirh
age and may become
almost jer black.

For an animal as rall as the
giraffe, drinking presents
special problems. To lower
irs head rhe giraffe has either
to bend irs knees forward
or ro extend irs forelegs
our ro either side. This
awkward posture greatly
reduces rhe animal's
field of vision, leaving
ir vulnerable ro anack.

Th( giraffi's long nuk
has th( sam( numb(r
ofV(rubrQ( as oth(r
mammals, but thry
ar( /arg".

Reticulated
giraffe

M(dian
horn ,

Giraffis hav(
ttc(ptiona//y
good ry(sight.

- - Th( horns ar(
COV(r(d with
hairy skin.

Horns grow on th(
crown ofth( h(ad
abov( th( ry(s.

Standing still
and staring
towards a
potmtial
thr(at acts as
a warning
sign of
dang(r.

Necking
Necking is a form of ritualized sparring rhar
determines dominance within a group. It
begins wirh one bull challenging another by
advancing rowards ir wirh irs head
held high, legs rigid, and neck erect.
After much preliminary jostling,
one bull swings irs head in a huge
arc, in an anempr ro strike irs
opponent's neck with its head.

,-

Giraffi's n(ck is
V(ry jkxibk.

Horns
Giraffes of both sexes have a pair of short
srubby horns, about 30 em (12 in) in
length in an adult male. Some giraffes,
such as rhe reticulated giraffe, have a third
(median) horn in rhe middle. Rothschild's
giraffe also has a small pair of horns
behind the ears, for which reason it is
ofren known as rhe "five-horned giraffe".

Reticulated guaffe

Maks
hav( horn<

Okapi

Rothschild's giraffe

Masai giraffe

-
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T he giraffe's only living relative,
the okapi, is a m uch smaller animal,
with shorter limbs and neck.
While the giraffe lives in herds for
m u tual protection and is active by
day, the forest-dwelling okapi is a
solitary animal, active by night. It lives in
the tropical rainforests of Zaire. The okapi's
vision is poor, but irs hearing and sense of
smell are acute and more useful in the
forests where visibility is lim ited.
AFRICAN
WILDLIFE

CAMOUFLAGE
AND COLOUR

GRASSLAND
WILDLIFE

Dup ch(stnutcolour(d coat

RET ICULAT ED GIRAFFE
Gzraffo
cam(lopardalis r(ticulata

SCIENTIFIC NAME

Cr(amy-whiu
or light grry,
markings h(lp
camouf/ag(
th(okapi.

O RDER

Aniodacryla

FAMILY Giraffidae
D tSTRIBlmON Africa south of

the Sahara
H ABITAT Savannahs
D ti:T Leaves, shoots, small twigs,

flowers, and frui t
SIZE H eight: males 5.3 m (17.5 fr);
females 4.5 m (15 fr)
LIFESPAN

MAMMALS

25 years

PLANl
DEFENCE

RAINFOREST
WI LDLIFE

GLACIATION

Valley glaciers

THE SHAPING OF THE LANDSCAPE by ice
is called glaciation. All over the world
..
'.
there are landscape features that were
~~ formed during past ice ages by glaciers,
huge moving rivers of ice, and even bigger mounds of
ice called ice sheets. In cold places, such as the polar
regions, glaciers and ice sheets are still present, and
glaciation still continues. The landscape created by ice
is dramatic. Glaciers carve out deep, trough-like
valleys, ice sheets pile up huge quantities of debris,
and the icy conditions around can shatter rock into
This glacially carved
jagged peaks and knife-edge ridges.

Valley glacier, Norway

Frost-shattered ridges form
knifi-edges, or arites.

G laciers are created when layers
of snow are compacted in icy
mountain regions to form
rivers of ice, which slowly
creep downhill until they
melt. T he ice on the surface
of the glacier cracks, fo rming
deep crevasses, and both the
surface and the underside of
the glacier are covered with
debris plucked away from the
valley sides by the sheer
weight of the passing ice.

Ice fills the vallry.

Frost shatters rocky summzts
fnto jagged "horn peaks·:

Cirque, the tkep
hollow where the
glacier begins.

edge is called an arhe.

Bergschrund. the tkep
crack at the head of
a glacier

How a glacier forms

In high moumain ranges. such as the Alps and the Himalayas,
glaciers form in vallevs as snow slides from the peaks of the
mountains. These are called alpine glaciers. Where these emerge
from the moumains, they may cause piedmont glaciers, so called
because they spread our in the shape of a foot.

~facial

.29"~_.-, 6 .,, .,.

- Frost-shattered rock falls
on to the ice as filteral
moraine along the side
ofthe glacier.

Crevasses/
fill with debris
and watt'T

U-shaped valley
It rakes many thousands of
vears, bur over rime a glacier
can carve our a verv
distinctive, deep. U-shaped
rrough of a valley. If this
reaches the coast and fills with
seawater, it is called a fjord.

Debris is swept along I
beneath the glaczer.

Latt'Tttl morame
forms terrace•
along the
valley stde.

Holes in the ice fill u•ith
debris, which zs lift behmd
when the a melts.

Huge
quantities of
subglacial moraine are
su ept along underneath
the glacier.

\1edial moraine - a band
of moraine fo rmed as two
glaczers flow together.
lee foil. where the zce Jlou-s
over a step in the valky floor.

Fjords
Subglacial strmms often
leave winding ridges
ofdebris called eskers

Meltwater lakes fill
up behmd debris in
front of the glacier.
urminal
moraine z.• the
band oftkbris
across the snout
ofa glaaer

Traces of glaciation
Glaciers carrv huge quanririe\
of debris, called moraine.
which either fall on ro the
glacier from the mountains
.1bo\e or are swept away
from the rock beneath. The
moving ice pushes this debris
into giam piles, or leaves it
scanered over the landscape
as the ice melts.

Lower end ofthe glacier

erosion

Glaciers have immense erosive power.
In some places this works through
abrasion; the moving ice acts like
sandpaper, scraping away rhe rock
with the huge amoum of rock
debris napped in its base.
Sometimes, it simplv sweeps
away loose rock shattered by
the cold. Occasionally, it can
freeze round rocks and literally
picks them up.

Fjords are steep-sided. narrow
coastal inlets, formed where glaciers
have ground our deep valleys along
existing riverbeds. When the ice
melted. the valleys were flooded .ts
the sea-Je,el rose. The coast of
Norway has m.tnv fjords.

Dmmlim tll"l' half
egg .(haped piles of
mb.rt./. cinlmorai11e
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GLACIATION

Snow-line

Avalanches
The snow cover on steep
slopes is often far from
stable. If the layers are not
well compacted, even a slight
disturbance - a falling rock.
a skier, or even a shout can make an entire snowfield
collapse in an avalanche.

Above a certain height, called the
snow-line, the air is so cold that
the snow never melts. In the
tropics the snow-line is well over
5,000 m (I 6,000 ft), but com es
down to 600 m (1 ,900 ft) in
G reenland and is at sea-level at
the N orth and South Poles.

A powekr snow avalanch~
such as this can produc~
shock u•az,~s po~rful
enough to ncploek buildings.

\1ount Kilimanjaro, Tanzania

...r- r ......------...

Ice sheets and caps

:;._

Formation of an ice cap

Ice sheets are huge layers of ice,
thousands of metres thick, that
may cover not just a single valley
but an entire continent. Ice caps
are smaller dome-shaped sheets of
ice that cover a mountain . The
sheets of ice over Antarctica and
Greenland are also called ice caps.
T he ice deep withi n the polar ice
caps first fell as snow many
millions of years ago.

Ice caps form gradually bv
accumulation as snow falls,
stays frozen, and is compacted
by the addition of new snow.
Some ice is lost by
"ablation" (melting and
evaporation), bm if the ice
is formed faster than it is
lost, then the ice cap grows.

Ice sheets are thousands of
metres thick, bur vary in
extent and depth between
summer and winter, which
effects the Earth's climate.

~:.-::-:.~~

1An

ice cap forms when
the snow covering a peak
remams frozen all year.

Fresh snowfalls compact
the snow beneath,
turning it inw dense crystals.

Eventuallv. the lower
layers are compacted
into solid opaque ice.

2

Glaci~r mov~s

Isolated mountaintops jutting
through the surface of an ice
cap are called nunataks.

3

by sliding

ov~r m~lud ia.

Rocks unekr glaci~r ar~
slowly ~roekd.
lafo/1-

Icebergs

crroass~s form

Icebergs are huge chunks of ice that have
broken off from the edge of an ice sheet
or glacier w Aoat in the sea. They are
generally rounded or block-like in shape.
Icebergs Aoat because ice is less dense than
water, bm it is only a little less dense, so
about one-eighth of the iceberg is visible
above the surface

wh~r~ glaci"
flows OV~r
- stup rock.

Around
10,000
ic~b~rgs

a y~ar

br~akaway

.from

th~

glaci~rs

in

Gr~enland.

... When Arctic glaciers reach the
sea, the tides and wave~ heave
the ice up and down. cracking
bits off lO Aoat away as icebergs.
a process known as calving.

Only about 12 P" cmt ofan ic~b~rg
is visib/~ abov~ th~ surfoa of th~ oc~an.

Icebergs may be broad
and tabular (Aat). They are
often hundreds of kilometres long
and may last for years before melting.

Titanic disaster
It is ~stimaud that th~ av~rag~ ag~ of
th~ ic~ in an iab~rg is 5,000 y~ars.

Louis Agassiz
Swiss-American geologist
Louis Agassiz (1807-73)
realized that past ice ages
had shaped the landscape.
In 1836, he noted that
glaciers are not static. but
move, and found rocks
that had been scoured bv
glaciers. He concluded much
of northern Europe had at
one time been covered by ice.

-
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ARCTIC

ANTARCTICA

Ice Age

Shaekd ar~as show th~ nctent of th~ ice
cov" durzng th~ last ia ag~.
G EOLOGY

There is no doubt that ice
ages have occurred several
times in the Earth's
past. Some geologists
believe they are linked w
the variations in the
energy reaching Earth
from the Sun as the Earth
wobbles and tilts in
irs orbit. Others think
there may be some other
trigger for an ice age.

POLAR
ExPLORATI ON

POLAR

WILDLIFE

Because most of an iceberg is hidden
below the surface, it can pose a real hazard
lO shipping if one drifts across sea lanes
In 1912, the luxury liner Titanic sank
after a collision with an iceberg. resulting
in the loss of abom I .'lOO lives.

RAIN

RivERS

T UN D RA

G LAISHER, JAMES see ATMOSPHERE

GLASS

Ancient glass
Decorative glass objects have been found in ancient
Egyptian tombs dating back to 2500 llC. After the
invention of the blowpipe in about l 00 BC. glass was
made across the ancient world, particularly in Rome.

have the same
remarkable properties as glass. It is
transparent, easy to shape and clean,
does not rot, and resists attack by
most chemicals. Glass is also cheap to produce
because it is made from sand, one of the most
common materials on Earth. When sand is heated
with other materials, it turns into a liquid, which,
when cooled, solidifies into glass. Although the glass
looks crystalline, it still has the structure of a liquid,
and is termed a "supercooled" liquid.
FEW MATERIALS

Working glass

Types of glass
T hree main ingredients are used to
make glass: pure silica sand. soda ash ,
and lime. These are heated in a furnace
(2,500 °F), to produce
to about I ,400
soda-lime glass. T his is the ordinary glass
we use to make bottles and windows.
D ifferent kinds of glass can be made by
adding o ther ingredients.

oc

Lead glass
Also called crystal glass, lead glass contains
lead oxide, which makes ir easy to cut. The
cur glass exhibits a diamond-like sparkle.

Sheet glass
Sheer glass was originally
made by drawing a
ribbon of molten glass
vertically upwards.
However, this caused
distortion. Todav, it is
made by floating molten
glass on a bath of molten
tin. This Aoar glass is of
even thickness throughout
and shows no disto rtion.

Glass is easy to work, but only when it is
in a molten state. The most common
method of shaping glass is blowing by
craftworkers or machines. Other methods
include pressing molten glass into a mould ,
a traditional technique still used today, and
casting it into a mo uld to make lenses.
Glass building

Glassblowing
M olun glass \
Most glassblowing is done
me..:hanicallv, but rradirional
methods, shown in rhe following
sequence, are still used for making
special objects.

Lead crvstal

Optical glass
Optical lenses are made from pure
glass. A varierv of substances. such as
lead and titanium, are added £O give
glass its optical properties.

Spectacles

M agnifYing glass

Heat-resistant glass
H eatresistant
glass jug

Boron oxide is sometimes added in the
·• glassmaking process to produce heatresistant borosilicate glass.

Fibreglass

Iron rod

Glass may sometimes take the form of fibres,
which are used for loft insulation. reinforcement
for plastics, and fibre-optic cables.

I

Fibreglass
An iron rod is dipped into the
furnace to pick up a gob (lump) of
molten glass. T he glassblower cuts off
the correcr quanrirv of glass needed
using special glass shears, and drops it
into a measuring mould.
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Roman glassware, dating from l st century AD

Strong sh~ars

-

Shaping mould
into which the
shaped parison
isfitud. \

M~asuring

Stained glass
Stained glass is normally used to
create decorative windows, using
pieces of coloured glass set in a lead
framework. ~1edieval stained glass
may seem richer to the eve because
it is full of impurities.

mould

I

Stained-glass window

Layn-s ofsuam
prouct and
cushion tk glass.

The bottl~ shows
no signs ofth~
joint buwem
the two
halv~s of
th~ mould.

Bottles ready to be recycled

- The s~mi-finish~d
glass shap~ is
calkd a parison.

The glassblower picks up rhe molten
glass from the measuring mould on a
blowing-iron, rhen blows air through the
iron, to shape rhe glass and form a parison

2

ARCHITECTURE

Recycling glass

With further blowing, the glass expands
The glassblower removes rhe final
and rakes its final shape inside the mould.
object from the mould, and smooths
At the same rime, rhe rod is spun to ~top the the mouth of the borcle bv rehearing ir
object showing signs of joinrs from rhe mould. in the furnace and shaping it.
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CH URCH ES

CRYSTALS AND
GEMS

EYES AND
SEEI'G

PLAST ICS AND
RLBBER

POLLUTION

Glass is an easy material to recycle
because it melrs readily. It is recycled.
not for rhe purpose of conservation,
bur to save energy because the original
glassmaking process requires such high
temperatures. In Furope alone, about
fou r million tonnes of glass are
recycled each vear.
ROCKS AND
MINERALS

R0\1AN EMPIRE
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GOATS see SHEEP AND GOATS • GODDARD, ROBERT see ROCKETS

GODS

AND

GODDESSES
Mother goddess

SINCE PREHISTORIC TIMES,

humans have worshipped
gods and goddesses - spirits
that are believed to control
nature and human destinies. The
mythology that surrounds them
attempts to explain the how and why
of life, and account for forces that are
beyond human control. The rituals
associated with these supernatural
beings, or deities, are a powerful force
in binding societies together. The variety
of gods and goddesses worshipped
around the world reflects the diversity
and power of human imagination. Venus figure
c.4000

Every culture had a mother goddess, one of the earliest
deities, who represented nature and fertility. In ancient
Egypt, she was called Isis and may have been a model
for the Christian Madonna.

and Persephone

BC

Persephone

Durga

In Greek mythology, Hades, god
of rhe underworld, abducts
Persephone. She returns to the
world for six months every year,
bringing spring and summer.

In H induism, Durga is the
powerful warnor-goddess.
She is often represented with
a beautiful face and l 0 arms,
each one holding a weapon.

Gods
Much of what we know of gods and
goddesses was passed down by men
rather than women, so male gods often gods of war - predominate in
mythology. Many myths portray the
struggle between good and evil. Some
deities are kind and just, while others,
such as the Norse god Loki, commit
acts of evil and treachery on other
gods or humans. G ods may be
depicted either in human form , or as
part-human and part-animal.
Thor
[n Norse mythology, T hor was rhe god of the
sky, rain, thunder, and farming.
Thor's hammer, known as
Mjollnir, made rhunderbohs when the god
threw it. Norse gods
such as Thor and Odin
were worshipped in
parrs of Scandinavia up
umil the 12th cemury.

Mountain-top sacrifice

Sacrifices
A sacrifice is an offering of an
animal, plant, possession, or
even a human life, to please or
pacify a deity. In ancient
cultures, sacrifices were made
to gods and goddesses on
Wicker man
special days or at important
Roman historians recorded
ceremonies. Ancient Romans
that Celtic rribes in Gaul
marked such occasions with a (France) placed human
suovetaurilia, a special sacrifice sacrifices inside wickerwork
involving a bull, a ram, and a figu res, then burnt them
alive. W icker figures are still
pig - the most valuable items burnt ar festivals in Spain.
of Roman livestock.

The Aztecs offered human sacrifices ro the god
of the Sun, Tezcaclipoca. This deity was rhe
most feared of the Aztec gods and thousands,
usually prisoners of
war, were sacrificed
in his name.
T he Aztecs
carefully chose
their victim, who
was accorded great
honours for one
year. Then, on the
day of rhe sacrifice,
a priest cur open rhe
victim's chest and
offered his hean up
to Tezcarlipoca.

Priests

Oracles

In many societies, priests are the human
links between the natural world and the
supernatural world of the gods. They are
thought to have
special, often
magical power,
and may carry
out sacred rites.

T hor fighting frost giants

The term "oracle" describes
a direct communication
wirh a deirv though rhe
mouth of a priest. The most
famous oracle was ar Delphi
in anciem Greece, at a
temple to the god Apollo. In
Greek mvthology, the heroes
Oedipus and Heracules
consulted the oracle. whose
replies to que~tions
were always ambiguous.

traditional costume

Mars, god of war, was said
robe rhe father of Rome's
founder. Many Roman gods
were equivalem to earlier
Greek versions: Mars was
called Ares in Greek mythology, and Demeter, goddess
of spring, was Persephone.
AzTECS
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CELTS

Priest's costume

Shaman's mask

Cosrumes convey authority and
represent tradi tion. The priest's
costume of rhe ;"':kimba people
of the Congo, West Africa,
includes an ornate carved
wooden md.Sk dnd a grass net
decorated with feathers.

The shamans of Native
American tribes wore
masks representing a
guardian spirit. This
showed rhe connection
between rhe human
and spirit worlds.

EGYPT,
ANCIENT

GREECE,
Al'<CIENT

MAYA

Rf:UGIONS

Mask "transforms"
into eagk he,.d

Delphi Oracle, Greece
ROMA!'.
EMPIRE

W ITCHES AND
WITCHCRAFT

Gods and Goddesses
Nature

Mayan rain god

Luna is the Roman
Moon goddess.

Men is an Anarolian
Moon god.

Syrian river god

Aztec agricultural god

Ceres is the Roman
corn goddess.

Poseidon is the Greek
god of the sea.

Sil\ anus is the god
of uncultivared land.

Cehic god of rivers

Apollo is rhe
Roman Sun god.

Love and Fertility

Arremis is the Greek
goddess of ferrilirv.

Hephaistos is rhe
Greek god of fire.

j apanese god of
thunder and lighming.

War and Death

Cupid is the
Roman god
of love.

Hades is rhe Roman
god of rhe underworld.

Aphrodite is
the mother
of Eros.

Attis is the Eg) ptian
goddess of ferrilitv.

Venus is the Roman
goddess of love and beaury.

Priapus is the Roman
god of ferrilirv.

Aphrodite is the Greek
goddess of love and beaury.

Juno is rhe Roman goddess
of marriage and materniry

Proserpina is the Roman
queen of the underu orld

Ares is the Greek
god ofy.ar.

Sera pis is an Eg) ptian
god of the dead.

Athena is the Roman
goddess of war.

Osiris is the Egyptian
Antlered Celtic
god of the underworld. goddess
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GOODALL, JANE

Early life
Jane Goodall was born in
London, England, in 1934.
As a teenager she dreamed
of studying wildlife in
Africa, and rhe ambition
never faded. In 1957. with
savings from a summer job
as a waitress, she embarked
on a nip to Kenva. There
she approached the famous
anthropologist Louis Leakey.
and told him she wanted to
work in Africa. Leakey gave her
a job as a secrerarv.

Jane Goodall spent 35
remarkable years devoted to studying chimpanzees
in the wild, and became one of the world's most
respected and influential zoologists. She began her
painstaking research alone in the middle of the tropical forest
in Tanzania, East Africa, and steadily built up one of the
foremost centres for field research on primates. Her observations
and those of her colleagues revolutionized our knowledge of
chimpanzee behaviour and shed light on our own human ancestry.
FROM 19GO TO 1995,

Tool us~d to

Research
In spite of Jane Goodall's lack of formal training, Louis Leakey
decided to help her realize her d ream. In 1960, he raised funds
for her to begin a research programm e at Combe, Tanzania. She
has been based there ever since. In the 1960s, most
primatologists studied captive animals in zoos. Goodall's task
was different - to gain the confidence of the chimps and study
them at close quarters in their natural environment.
Goodall with one of rhe chimps ar Gombe

Working methods
Goodall worked bv spending day
after day alone in rhe forest with
rhe chimpanzees. Gradualh•, she
wo n their confidence and they
accepted her. She filled her
notebooks with descriptions of
rhe chimpanzees, and wrote freelv
of rhe emotions, personalities,
and intelligence of rhe chimps.

Communication
Goodall was fascinated by the way
the chimps used sounds, gestures,
and expressions to communicate
with each other. Every.noise
conveyed a different m essage. and
gestures and body movements were
also forms of communication.

Toolmaking
One of Goodall's most
startling discoveries was
that wild chimps are good
toolmakers. They use
objects as tools, modifving
them to suit their purpose.
She saw chimps snipping
rwigs to make p robes for
"fishing" termites from
their nests, and chewing
clumps of leaves to make
sponges for gen ing water
from shallow pools.

Displays
Goodall saw how bodv movements act as
visual displavs of emotion and intent. M ales
issue threats w rivals bv charging forward
with their fur raised. often dragging branches
or throwing stones. Farly on, Goodall noted
rhar groups of chimps would react to coming
rainfall with an agitated "rain dance".
Charging
display

chisa

In her lonely
posts in
the jungle. Goodall
made careful drawings
of the chimps' use of
tools and other
behaviour.
ob~ervarion

nmebooks

j ANE G OODALL
193q Born in London, England.

Conservation
Touch
Goodall observed rhar chimps would often
par, embrace, or kiss as a way of calming
disr re~sed individuals. She also saw them
grooming each orher"s fur. This has a
calming dTecr and strengthens social bonds.
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1957 Travels to Kenya and meers

Goodall championed the cause
of chimpanzee conservation
and campaigned fo r better
conditions fo r captive chimps.
In 1977, she launched the
Jane Goodall Institute for
W ildlife Research, Education,
and Conservation in the USA.
By the late 1990s, it had
branches in the UK, C anada.
and Tanzania.

-
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Louis Leakey.

1960 Establishes research station at
Gombe, Tanzania.

1965 Gains doctorate from
Cambridge Cniversiry.

1971 Publishes In th~ Shadow of
Man, first of several influential
books.

197 7 Founds Jane Goodall
Institute.

1991 Launches international youth
Goodall campaigning for chimpanzees

CONS£RVAT IO!'.

LEAKEY
FA.M.ILY

M ONKEYS AND
OT HER PRIMAT ES

environmental programme,
" Roo ts and Shoots".

1995 Receives Hubbard M edal

GORBAC'HEV, MI KHAIL see COlD WAR • GORILLAS see \10NKEYS AND OTHER PRIMATES

GOVERNMENTS

AND

POLITI

A GOVERNMENT IS an institution which makes the
political decisions about running a country.
Governments and politics are individual to
each country because they result from
that country's unique history and culture. Yet despite
those differences, the systems of government and the
issues of political debate are similar everywhere, for
they concern how to govern the country
best for the benefit of the people.

Th~ orb symbolizes a
monarch's spiritual
authority ov~r his or

Th~ crown
symbolizes
soverrignty.

h~r sub1~cts.

Types of government
There are al most as many types of govern ment as
there are countries in the world . The three m ain types
of government are repu blican , monarchical, and
dictatorial, although these have many variations.
Anarchists believe that governments are not necessary.

Russian Imperial crown

Monarchy
In a monarchy, rhe head of rhe royal family is head of ~tate and is
succeeded by his or her closest relative in hereditary succession. In
most monarchies, such as Britain or Japan, rhe monarch has linle
real power, bur in countries such as Morocco. Saudi Arabia. or
Jordan. the king holds considerable political power.

Republic
Manv countries in the world have at one rime or
another been ruled bv dicrarors, that is, single rulers
with absolute power. Most dicrarors gain power
either through a military rake-over or bv seizing
leadership from an existing ruler, as Saddam
Hussain did in Iraq in 19....,9. D icrarors
eliminate anv opposition to their rule.

Democracy

How government works

In a democracy, electors
vote fo r a governm ent fro m
a range of political parties.
There are two main types
of democracy: presidential,
where voters elect the
president who then runs
the govern ment and mav
choose the prime m inister;
and parliamentary, where
voters d irectlv elect the
nment ~f thei r cho ice.

Each country has its own system of
government, usually co nsisting of four
separate parts. The executive governs the
country, the legislature makes the laws, the
civil service carries out those laws, and the
judiciary ensures the laws are applied fairly.
Presidential
As rhe President of Ireland,
Marv McAleese (b.1951 ),
is the svm bolic head of
the nation. In France and
Russia, rhe president
chooses the prime minister.
O ld Parliament House,
Canberra, Australia

sceptre

Dictatorship

Most countries in the world are
republics, rhar is. where elecrors vore
for their head of stare as well as for
their government. The power of
rhe president ranges from holding
real political power, as in rhe
USA, ro being a symbolic
figurehead. as in Ind ia.

Legislature
The legislature is the place where laws are made and rhe
executive is held ro account for irs actions in governing.
The legislature is made up of
elected representatives, and
often consists of a lower
house of parliament,
where la\\s are made.
and an upper house,
which keeps a
check on rhe lower
house. The British
upper house (rhe
Home of Lords) is
unique in mainly
consisting of
hereditary, nor
elected, members.

J~w~ls (crown,

orb, and suptu
symboltze th~
monarch's
authority.

Judiciary
The judiciarv makes sure laws are
carried our fairlv. Judges sir in judgment
in individual cases, and also review the
operation of the law or suggest changes ro
improve it. The judiciary is independent
from rhe executive and legislature ro
maintain irs neutrality.

Executive
The executive's role is
ro govern the country.
In parliamentary
democracies, the
executive consists of
senior ministers and
the prime minister,
who sir in the Houses
of Parliament. In the
USA, the executive, such as
rhe Secretary of State, Colin Powell
(b. 1937), is chosen by the president and
is separate from the House~ of Congress.

Parliament House,
New Delh i, India

Parliamentary

Civil service

Parliamentarv systems exist in both republics and monarchies.
Parliament is made up of politicians from different political parries.
Electors vote for the parrv or individual of their choice, and rhe
government is drawn from rhe largest political parry in parliamenr.
The leader of this parrv become~ head of government. Most n.uions
in the world are parliamentary democracies.

The role of rhe civil, or public, service is to administer
rhe country. Once the executive has proposed a law, and
the legislature has passed it, the civil service implements it.
Civil servants are non-political and work for whichever
government is in power. Their work ranges from local issues,
such as street lighting. ro national issues. such as defence.
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GOVERN MEN TS AN D POLITICS

Elections
In a m ulti-parry democracy, every three to
five years voters go to the polls to elect their
government, choosi ng the politicians who will
represent them fro m a list of candidates. Elections
are an opportunity for politicians to present their
ideas for the government of the country, and for
the electorate to debate and consider matters of
interest and concern to them . In the past,
elections were local, personal affairs, in which
candidates fo r office tried to meet each elector in
person. Today, most electioneering is carried out
by advertising and television.

Political parties

Politicians

Political parries are formed
to represent particular
political beliefs, such as the
Socialist Party in France or
the Christian Democratic
Party in Germany, or to
represent particular areas of
a country. such as the
Scottish Nationalists, who
wish to see Scotland become
independent from Britain.
Political panics are active at
local and national levels in
gening their supporters out
to vote and in attracting
new voters to their cause.

People become politicians tor
different reasons. Some people
stand for election because they
believe in serving the public, or
have a particular skill that would
be useful in government. Others
stand to represent a particular
political viewpoint. In the USA,
the cost of a campaign restricts
candidates to those
with money.

Swedish Christian
Democratic Party

French Socialist Partv

Voting
The electors vote in seuet for the
candidate of their choice b} marking
a ballot paper. The ballots are then
counted and the winning candidate
is elected. In many countries. electors
rank candid.ues in order of
preterence. A system of p roportional
representation (PR) then ensures that
the candidates with the most
preferences are elected.

us
D emocratic
Comention, 1996

Politics
Politics is the organization of political
debate and discussion in a countrv.
That debate can take place in a f~rmal
sening as in parliament, or informallv.
Any subject can be discussed, from
major issues such as the economy or
international relations. to local issues
such as the siting of a new road.

'

Chambn- of th~ Hous~
oJCommom, London, UA

Public pressure
Everyone can play a part in politics,
from full-time politicians to individuals
who are concerned about a particular
issue or event. Apart from elections,
individuals can bring p ressure to bear
on governments, both by participating
in public protest, such as strikes and
demonstratio ns, and by joining pressure
groups that are set up to campaign for
particular issues, such as protecting the
environment o r civil liberties.
Protest groups
In order to force an issue into the
public view, it is sometimes necessan•
to take direct action. Recentlv, protest
groups have achieved succo~ against
the siting of nuclear weapons and the
proposed building of nn\ roads.

Pressure groups

Dove bearing olive branch symbo/zzes hop~.

ll!mlml
~
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Pressure groups plav an important
pan in focusing attention on issues
of public concern. Environmental
pressure groups, such as Greenpeace,
raise public a\\arenes~ on issues of
pollution or environmental damage
that cross national borders.

Et'ROPE.AN
LNION

H UMAN
RIGH TS

Political beliefs
Different political bel iefs play a large part in determ ining
how a country is governed . Left-wing ideologies, such
as com munism and socialism , favour a large role for the
state acting o n behalf of its citizens, while right-wing
ideologies, such as capitalism, favour individual actio n
and responsibility by citizens.
Capitalism lllfiii.-W..-.iiM~

Socialism

Capitalism is
the sHtem in
which wealth
and profit in
the hands of a
few people dri\e the country's
economv. Capitalism can lead to
great differences in income berween
rich and poor.

Socialism is
the svstem
in which the
economv is
controlled bv
the state for the benefit of the w hole
communirv. Countries such as the
Netherlands and Sweden aim for a
more equal distribution of wealth.

Fascism

Communism

Fascism is the s\ stem of
government under which
total authorirv resides in
the leader of the countrv,
who pursues nationalist
and militarist policies.
Like other far-right
ideologies, fascism glorifies J
the state for pro"iding
strong national leadership.

Communism is the S\"Stem in
which land and property
are ov. ned bv the
whole com muniry
and each
person is
paid according
to their needs and abilities.
China and l\:onh 1\.orea are
examples of communist countries.

)

Machiavelli
Niccolo Machia,elli (1469-1527) was a
civil servant in the Florentine Republic in
ltalv. He was a realist \\ho observed the
political chaos of his times and urged
governments to pursue practical, realistic
politics rather than lofrv political ideals.
In his book Th~ Prinu 0532), he
described politics as the art of the possible
and pointed out what a government can
do rather than what it ought to do.
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GRASSES, RUSHES, AND SEDGES
THESE THREE GROUPS of plants are

all monocotyledons - flowering
plants whose seedlings possess a
single cotyledon, or seed lea( In
common with many other monocotyledons,
grasses, rushes, and sedges have long,
narrow leaves with parallel veins. They
are all wind-pollinated and, therefore, do
not have showy blossoms to attract
animals. Instead, they have tiny flowers
grouped in spikes or clusters. These
produce large amounts of dry pollen.

Flowrrhrads at
the top of tall,
ka.fJ sums
Flower strm,
or culm

-·

~

...

Yorkshire fog

Grasses
T here are about 9,000 species of grass,
including cereal crops such as wheat and
barley. T hey are the most widesp read
flowering plants. G rass plants often grow
close together to make a turf. Each plant
has a mass of fibro us roots, leafy shoo ts,
and flowerheads borne on long stems.

/
/

spike/

Rushes
The 400 o r so
species of rush are
small to m edium-size
plants. They are
found mostly in the
damper habitats of
temperate and
mou ntain regions.
Rushes have green ,
white, or brown
flowers that turn
into d ry fru its called
capsules. Leaves may
be flat like grass
leaves, or cylindrical.
The stems of all
rushes are circular
in cross-section.

Sedges
T he sedge family
includes true sedges,
cottongrasses,
d ub-rushes, and
galingales, totalling
about 4,000 species.
Unlike grasses,
sedges have leaves
in tufts around the
base of the stem .
T he flower stem is
usually leafless and
three-angled .

Male flowers
at the top of
thrspikr
have
withered
and fallen.

Fruits explode
out ofthe
ripe flower

C ross-section
of rush stern

C ross-section of
sedge flower stern

When thrsr
/raves zre cut
off. new
shoots grow
from the base
ofthe plant.

Tillers
The reason grasses
can tolerate the pressures of
constant grazing or mowing is that new leafv
shoots arise from buds at ground leveL This kind
of branching is called rillering.
W0ody bamboo canes
have many uses,
from kitchen utensils
to scaffOld poles.

Ripe
flower

Soil particks are
trapped and held by
a network ofrootkts

Tightly packed
female flowers

spike

Reed mace
Often wrongly called bulrushes. these
rail plants grow in shallow, slow-moving
or still water. There are about 15 species
in rheir own family. Each plant has a
flower spike made up of demely packed
flowers. This splits open when ripe,
releasing a mas~ of single-seeded fruirs.

-

•

EcOLOGY

Bamboo

Soil binding

About 830 tropical and subtropical species of grass have
rough, woodv stems. These are
called bamboos. The tallest species
reaches 35 rn (I 15 fd tall.

The roots of grass plams growing
close together make a densely
interwoven mat. This stabilizes
loose, dry soils and prevents
erosion of all kinds of soil.

f ARMING

F LOWERS

PLANTS

PLANTS,
ANATOMY

P LANTS,
REPROD UCTION
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- - - - - Grasses
Cocks foot
grass has short,
sriffAower
spikes.

-~

;

\
Flow~rheads

T imothy
grass is a
nutritious

Soft brome
grass is common
on verges and
wasreground.

C rested
dogsrail is a
widespread

Couch grass
is a weed in
gardens and
farmland.

Smooth
meadow grass
has graceful
Aower heads.

grass.

Branch~d

Spuading

flow"h~ad

Jlow~rhead

\

Clos~ly

pack~d

Jlou

feathery awns

Needle grass
has rigid stems
and narrow,
in-rolled leaves.

Bermuda grass
is common in
warm pans of
the world

rheads

Large q uiling
grass has thinstemmed
Aowerheads
rhar tremble in
the breeze.

\

'

Grear brome
grass has been
inuoduced ro
manv countries
from the
Mediterranean.

Tufted hair
grass gro\\ s
into large
tussocks l m
(6.5 fr) tall.

Rushes and sedges
H airy sedge
has hairv
leaves and

Common
sedge spreads
on creeping
underground

Clusters
ofjlowm
born~ up
thesum ~

Woodrush has
fine hairs on
the margins
of irs leaves.
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Greater
tussock sedge
has stiff leaves
with finely
toothed edges.

False fox
sedge has
sharp-angled
triangular
stems.

Pendulous
sedge has
long drooping
Aower spikes.

Greater pond
sedge grows
beside rivers
and ponds.

GRASSHOPPERS

CRICKETS

AND

and Features of a grasshopper
chirping calls, grasshoppers and crickets Grasshoppers have lo ng bodies, big heads, large eyes, and
are among the largest and most distinctive downward-pointing mo uthparts. Their long, thickened
forewings protect delicate hind wings,
Wings outstretched
of insects. Most are weak fliers and prefer to move by
which they use mainly for flying.
during flight,
walking or jumping. They live mainly in grasslands
beJou it
Grasshoppers use their powerful,
lands
long
hind
legs
for
leaping.
Bum
ps
and rainforests, but some live in deserts and caves,
on the hind legs rub against the
and a few wingless species burrow underground.
forewings to make sounds.
Grasshoppers tend to be active
Grasshoppa
by day, but crickets are out
gains height
by holding
and about after dark;
its wings back
in many parts of
Hmd legs held
the world their
Front legs outstretched over
out almost
Grasshoppas may j ump up to 0.3 m
constant chirps
eyes, uady to touch down
(1 ji) beJou opm ing their wings.
straight behind
fill the night air.
FAMOUS FOR T H EIR AT HLETIC LEAPS

Crickets

Leaping

C rickets are similar to grasshoppers bur differ in some
key features: their hearing organs are on their legs
rather than abdomen; they have longer antennae,
sometimes longer than their bodies; and they make
sounds by rubbing thei r wings together.

Propelled forward by snapping
their hind legs straight.
gras~hoppers can our- jump
all other insects. If danger
threatens o r if the grasshopper
wants to move to another
clump of vegetation, it springs
into the ai r, opens and
Auners irs wings to prolong
the leap, and d rops down as
m uch as I m (3.3 ft) ahead.

Locust swarms
Locusts are grasshoppers.
After heavy rai ns, lush plant
life grows, creating the right
conditions for locusts to breed
in large numbers. Swarms of
up to 50 billion set out auoss
the land. They devastate crops
and plants, causing tamine.

Swarm of locusts in Ethiop ia

Eardrum on legs

During m ating a male grasshopper
or cricket transfers tiny packets of
sperm to the female to fertilize her
eggs. She then uses a spike-like
Male has laid a
sperm sac that
ov~ositor to place batches of
is being takm
up to I 00 eggs at a time
up by the
into the soil o r into plant
ftmale.
stems and leaves. Tiny
nymphs - miniature
versions of the parents
- hatch from the eggs.
They moult and grow
many times until they
reach ad ult size.
Bush cocker uansferring spenn sac
-

M any grasshoppers and
crickets are brown or green
so they are less visible
to p redato rs. Others
have brightly colo ured
hind wings that they flash
to warn off enemies. Some
have elaborate camouflage,
with body parts resem bling
leaves and plant stems.
ARTHRO PODS

Feeding

Grasshopp~r rubs ----4-=~··.

its legs rapidly
against its wings
to gmerate sounds.

Weu

Cricker's leg
showing eardnuu

Bush cricket

Reproduction

Defence

---

Longantmna

Common field
grasshopper

Crickets have a swelling below
the knee that consists of a
drum-like membrane, called a
tympanum. on either side
of the leg. This is
the cricket's ear
and is sensitive
to sound
vibrations.

Stridulation
The rapid rubbing sounds made
by grasshoppers and crickets are
known as stridulation. To amplifv
the sounds. crickets rub veins and
ridges o n both wings together;
grasshoppers rub ridges on their
legs against a rough vein on
their wings. Breed ing males
produce stridulations to anract
mates. Sounds are characteristic
of each species and un ered
ar specific rimes of the day.
Foaming
grasshopper

Ugs raised in
warning posturr

Most grasshoppers feed on leaves. buds,
and o ther pans of plams rhar they chew
with their mouthparts. Crickets have a
more varied diet. M any eat plams bur
also catch and devour other insects - in
fact, some bush crickets are dedicated
hunters. C rickets rhat live in houses and
caves scavenge on
dead and
waste
mau er.

Bush
cricket
eating a
grasshopper

Grear green bush cricket

C OMMON FIELD
GRASSHO PPER
SCIENTIFIC NAME Chorthzppus

brunneus
O RDER Onhoptera

----

FAMILY Acrididae

Posture

Flash coloration

Warning coloration

D ISTRIBUTION Europe

Large crickets, called wetas,
have spines o n their hind legs.
If d isturbed, rhey raise their
hind legs into a threatening
posture to frighten predators.

At rest. onlv the outer wings of
this grasshopper are exposed. If
disturbed, it Aashes its lilac inner
wings ro confuse enem ies, as the
colour disappears when it serdes.

T his grasshopper eats
poisonous plants and stores
the poisons in irs bod v. Irs
bright snipes warn predators
rhar ir is unpleasant to eat.

HABITAT Dry open areas with
short grass

CAVE

WILDLIH.

CAMOUFLAGE

AND COl OUR

GRASSLAND
Wll D LI FE

{...;s ECTS

NORT H AMERICAN

D IET G rass and other low-lying plants
SI7F Length: males up to I 8 mm
(0.7 in); females up to 23 mm (0.9 in)
LIFESPAN 6-7 mo nths

WILDLIF E
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GRASSLAND WILDLIFE

The world's major grasslands are shown,
marked in green on rhe map below.

than
J
any other type of land habitat. This is
~y~ l/ ..r:~t
because each species eats~ different typ~, ~
t. ~ ,•
~Eu""""'
or part, of the grass. In thts way, the vanous
\ ,-'"L
ofNor:h
....,..
r)• steppe
\
species of herbivore can share the same habitat without
:::_ Ammca
J. 'L
1
competing for food. On the African plains, for example,
savannahs~
zebraS eat the tOpS of graSSeS, wildebeeSt prefer the middle
Pampas
ofAfrica
layers, while Thomson's gazelles graze close to the ground.
1,;;~;!
Australzan grasslands
Tall grasses also provide shelter for myriad insects, and a
Grasslands
refuge for small animals,
hbras and spnngboks
Grasslands cover 25 per cem of the
grau on grass.
such as birds and
Earth's land surface. The world's
rodents, many
principal grasslands are the Eurasian
steppe, the savannahs of Africa,
of which live
the pampas of South America, the
in burrows
prairies of North America, and the
due to the
Australian grasslands. Grasslands are
areas where it is too dry for many
lack of shelter
trees to grow, but tough grasses
from trees.
grow in abundance. Grasses can
GRASSLANDS SUSTAIN MORE ANIMALS

eft

l

Patagonian hare

Long, thin kgs
run fast.

h~/p har~

Grasslands sustain a wide variety of mammals, The Paragonian hare,
or mara, looks like a
mainly herbivores, often in large numbers. The hare bur is closely
herbivores support a population of carnivores, related to the guinea
pig. It lives in burrows
while scavengers, such as hyenas, jackals, and
in groups of 30--40,
vultures, dispose of their remains. Typical
in rhe Argentinian
grassland mammals include zebras in Mrica;
pampas and rhe stony
Paragonian desert.
prairie dogs and coyotes in North America;
maned wolves in South America; marmors
American bison
in Eurasia; and kangaroos in Australia.
The most characteristic animal of the Grear Plams of
Mairs
hav~ skntkr,
spiralkd horns.

North America, the bison once numbered 50--60 million.
By the 1880s, the huge herds had been almost desrroved
by huncing. Only 500 remained,
but given protection,
numbers rose to
25.000. The
bison now
live in
herds of
up to 50
animals.

goodsms~of
~Uhelpto

locate prry.

Pairs ofAfrican wild dogs run dou n
animals larg~r than themselves.

Invertebrates
Invertebrates are of great
importance in tropical
grasslands. They feed
on dead vegetation,
helping decompose it,
and make nutrients
available to plants.
They also bring subsoil
Dung beetle
Dung beetles roll dung
to the surface, helping
into balls, which rhey lay
to keep the soil healthy. eggs in, and push into
Ant lion
Ant lion larvae build pits in
sandy soil and wait at the
bonom for an ant or spider to
dislodge grains of sand. Once
alerted, the larva squirts sand
at irs victim, making it slide
into the pit where the ant lion
seizes it in irs powerful jaws.

holes. The larvae hatch
and feed on the dung.

Termites
Huge ~ars and
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withstand constam grazing by
animals, and recover quickly from
damage by fire, flood , or drought.

Mammals

Blackbucks are a type of antelope
that once roamed the Indian
grasslands in herds of up to
10.000. More recently,
hunting has reduced their
numbers, and there are
now more blackbucks
in Argentina and Texas,
where they have been
introduced, than in
their original
homeland.

••

YAm""

Giraffes, springboks,
and zebras grazing on
the African savannah

Blackbuck

-··

Mrican wild dog
The wild dog lives in packs of up to
12 on the open savannahs of Africa.
It emplovs a verv effective method of
communal hunting; having singled our
an animal, such as a zebra or gazelle,
from the herd , a pair of dogs chases ir
until rhey are tired, when a fresh pair
rakes over. Relays of dogs continue in
this way until the prey is exhausted, and
the pack closes in for the kill.

Tropical grasslands are dotted with termite
nests, each containing several million of these
insects. Termites are an important food
source for many animals, especially echidnas,
numbars, aardvarks, and pangolins.

Queen termites have huge,
swollen bodies and can lay
up to 30,000 eggs a day.

Termite
n~t

mayb~

6m
(20ft)
high.

GRASSLAND WILDLIFE

Reptiles

Large claws
help zt to
catch prey. \

\1any reptiles live in grasslands where they can
tolerate the harsh conditions during the dry season.
H owever, when the grass is short it provides little
cover in wh ich to hide, so reptiles need to be
camouflaged . M any grassland snakes and lizards
are dull coloured , wi th brown or grey mottled
m arkings that blend into the surroundings.
Grass snake
This small, nonvenomous reptile lives in
grasslands close to water.
his a strong swimmer,
and catches much of its
prey, such as fish, frogs,
and newts, in water. If
attacked, it releases a bad
smell, or feigns death by
lving on its back, with
its tongue hanging out.
Grass snakes hibernate
in winter, usually in
holes in the ground.

Strong jaws and sharp. curved
t~eth h~lp it catch snakes
rabbits, and birds.

Perentie
Reaching a length of 2 m (7 ft),
the peremie is the largest of rhe
Australian monitor lizards. h lives in
grasslands and among rocky outcrops
in deserts. Like other monitors,
the perenrie is a carnivore wirh a
voracious appetite. It also eats
carrion. If threatened, it
inflates its bodv, hisses, and
lashes out wid~ its tail.

-------- Th~ permti~ can lash its hug~ tail
from sid~-to-sid~ in s~lfdifmce.

Grass snak~s usually lay a
dutch of up to 30--40
~gg.r in d~caying
vtg~tation. ,

Mottkd markings buak up
out/in~ against th~ grass.

Puff adder
Hidden within the grass stems
of the African savannah lurks
the slow-moving, dangerous puff
adder. Camouflaged in the
grass, it lies in wait for prey.
It produces a powerful
venom for immobilizing
prey, such as rodents and
frogs, and as a means of
defence, againsr mongooses,
secretary birds, and eagles.

Birds

Greater bustard

Grasslands support many birds,
among them bustards, guineafowl ,
francolins, long-legged seriemas,
and the secretary bird. Many birds
nest on the ground as there are few
trees. T he burrowing owl even goes
underground and nests in burrows
on the American prairies. Other
birds, such as weaver birds, flock
in droves to the same isolated tree
to weave their basket-shaped nests.

A turkey-sized, ground-dwelling bird
with a wing span of up to 2.4 m (8 ft),
the greater bustard lives in the open
grasslands of Asia and southern Europe.
Ir is famous for rhe male's spectacular
courtship displav. He inflates the air
sac on his throat, and rwists his back
and tail feathers forwards, transforming
himself from a drab grey colour into a
shimmering whire mass.

Long n~ck givts
bustard a ckar ~ ~

vi~ovtr

th~ grass.

I

~

Plants
Grasslands sustain numerous types of grass, among the best known
are red oat grass in Mrica and buffalo grass in America. Which
species grow depends on altitude, temperature, soil type, and
rainfall. Grassland trees often have deep roo ts to reach water
supplies far below the ground, allowing
them to survive during the dry
season . Some trees can store
water. The baobab tree
can store about 9,000 I
(2,400 gal) of water in
its huge swollen tru nk.

Emu

Acacia tree

The emu is the second largest bird in the
world, after the ostrich. h is flighdes~ and
lives on the Australian grasslands, where it
feeds on grasses, berries, fruit, and insects.
Emu~ live in small. nomadic flocks, moving
long distances in search of food and water.
They are powerful runners, covering
the ground in 2.7 m (9 ft)
strides. reaching speeds of up
ro ~0 kmh 00 mph) over short
distances. Males incubate the
eggs and look .tfter the chicks.

The characteristic rree of Africa's
arid and semi-arid grasslands is the
flat-to pped umbrella tree, Acacia
tortilis. This tree is protected from
grazing animals by sharp thorns,
but these do nor deter giraffes,
which manage to pluck the leaves and
blossoms. Acacias produce a mass of
pods that fall to the ground providing
food for manv animals. Acacias also provide
welcome shade for rhe animals of the savannah.

Indian white-backed vulture
Vulrures are a group of carrion-eating
birds of prey. They perform a vital role of
scavenging and keeping the environment
clean bv disposing of waste. Indian
white-backed vultures hum, bv soaring
on thermal currents from where rhev
can spot a kill; once sighted, rhe
.
vultures land ro feed on the remains.
The sight of vultures spiralling down
dr.tws other scavengers to rhe kill.

Fluffj, white
s~~d

Pampas grass

h~ads

P~tals

and bracts

The Argentine
pampas extends
&om the foothills
of the Andes to
the Atlantic coast.
\1any of the grasses
rhat grow rhere can be
up to 2.5 m (8 fr) high.

Anemones
When rhe snow retreats
o n the Asian steppes.
manv wild flowers,
including anemones and
peonies. grow amidst
rhe sea of grass.

Long
legs for

-
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ANTS AND
TERM ITFS

BIRDS
O F PREY

B UFFALO AT\D OHlER
WILD CATTLE

D FER AND
ANTELOPES

GRASSES, RUSHES,
AT\D SEDGES

PLAt>.T S,

DEFENCE

WOLVES AND
WILD DOGS
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GRAVITY

Weight
The force of gravity acting on an
object is called weight. Like all forces,
weight is expressed in units called
newtons (N ). An object's weight is
directly related to its mass. On Earth,
1 kg (2.2 lb) of
matter weighs
about 10 N .

WITHOUT GRAVITY, we would fly off the

spinning Earth and into space. Gravity is
a force of attraction that acts between any
two objects. The objects can be as large
as galaxies or as small as subatomic particles. The
strength of the gravity between two objects
depends on their masses and the distance
between them. Objects with large masses
exert a strong force of gravity. Objects
far apart attract each other weakly.

Centu
ofgravity is
directly below
the string, making
the object very stable.

Every object consists of
tiny particles of matter. Each
of these particles has a small
force of gravity acting upon it.
Together, the forces act like a
single force pulling downwards
at just one point, called the
centre of gravity. An object
will balance when it is
supported in line with its
centre of gravity. Balancing is
easiest if the object has a low
centre of gravity.

A rvpical galaxy is abour
I 00,000 light-years across. The
stars are so massive that graviry
can still act over this huge
distance. p reventing the stars
from drifting off into space.

Planetary orbits
Gravity holds the planets of
the Solar System in orbit around
Gravitational
the Sun. Venus and the Eanh h.we similar masses,
force on
but because Venus is closer to the Sun than the Earth
~nus
the force of graviry keeping it in orbit is greater.

2 -~'---::.--=o......r
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a mass
oflOOg
(3.5 oz).

The force
ofgravity acting
on the ball is
constant.

, Balls slow
down as they
au thrown
upwards.

Moon's gravity

Balls speed up

The Moon is smaller and has less mass
than the Earth, so the force of graviry
is weaker o n the Moon. A hammer
on the Moon weighs one-sixth of
its weight on the Earth. It takes
1.I seconds for a
hammer to fall I m
(3.3 ft) on the
Moon, but only
0.44 seconds on
the Earth.

as they fall.

~ Gravity tries to
pull the balls
dou-nwards

Earth

Gravitational
force on the Earth -

4 ---=-..---~
3 - -r--::::---P----

Appkhas

Gravity always acts
towards the centre of
the Earth, defining
the "downwards"
direction at every point
on the planet's surface. Gravity
pulls a juggling ball towards the
ground, slowing it as it rises, and
speeding it up as it falls. The ball
also pulls on the Earth, but the
Earth is so massive that the ball's
gravity has no noticeable effect.

Gravity in space
Gravity is a universal
force, because it acts
between any two objects,
wherever they are in the
Universe. The force that
keeps our feet firmly on
the ground is the same
one that holds huge
dusters of stars together
as galaxies.

N ewton meter
measuus weight
and other forces.

Earth's gravity

~ Centre of gravity
~

Apple weighs
about 1 N.

Orbital path of General Relativity
Mercury over In 19 15. German-born
4 years physicist Alben Einstein
published his Theory of
General Relativiry. This
___.-I theorv sees gravirv nor as a
force, but as a curvature of
_2
space caused bv bodies of
--3
matter. In 1919, the theorv
--4
was used successfullv to
explain whv Mercury's orbit
graduallv varies over time.

Moon

Aristotle

Tides

The Greek philosopher
Aristotle (c.384-322 BC)
believed that heavy
objects fall faster than
lighter ones. Aristotle's
ideas were accepted
until the Italian scientist
Galileo Galilei
(1564-I642)showed
that graviry pulls all
objects to Earth at
the same speed.

Twice each day, the waters
of the ocean rise a little
and then fal l back. This
movement is called a tide,
and it is caused by the pull
of the Moon's graviry. The
Sun also influences tides.
\X. hen the Earth, Sun, and
Moon are in line, their
combined graviry produces
tides that are higher than
normal, called spring tides.

Timeline

H arbou r at low t ide

4th century BC Aristotle
proposes that stones fall to the
ground simplv because they are
heavy, and that smoke rises
because it is light.

1- th century English
physicist Isaac Newton
publishes his Law of
Gravitation, perhaps
inspired by seeing an
apple fall from a tree.

I 604 Italian ~cientist Galileo
Galilei investigates how
objects fall to Eanh.

Model showing
how space curves
around a planet.

-

•

EI:-ISTEIN,
ALBERT

fORCE AND
MOTIO'\

1915 Einstein's Theorv 1919 English
astronomer Arthur
of General Relativirv
Eddington (1882describes gravirv as ~
curvature of space.
1944) obtains proof
of Einstein's theory
by observing light,
re-aching Earth
from a distant star.
being bent bv the
Sun's gravity.

MATTER

MooN

NE\'('TON,
SIR ISAAC

0 CFANS
AND SFAS

GREAT DEPRESSION

Roaring Twenties
Once western economies had
recovered from World War I, they
entered a period of rapid growth.
High public confidence, low
imerest rates, and oprimisric
investments created a boom in
the 1920s. Women enjoyed
grearer freedom, and mosr
people spem more on leisure and
entertainment than ever before.

ON 24 OCTOBER, 1929, the world's financial heart - the

New York Stock Exchange - stopped beating. Share prices
crashed, consumers stopped investing, banks failed, and
millions of people lost their jobs. Within a year, a severe
economic depression gripped the world, and governments struggled
to cope with the crisis. Ill-thought-out economic policies led to
social unrest and the rise of right-wing authoritarian governments
in Europe. The Great Depression lasted for a decade; it ended
when the threat of war resulted in the need for workers to
produce armaments.

Wall Street Crash

US magazine from cover, 1926

Soup kitchens

In 1929, after years of rising
share prices, the Stock Exchange
on N ew York's Wall Street saw a
dramatic crash {fall) in prices.
T he crash bankrupted many
companies and private citizens.

Bread line, New York. 1932

Manv people losr their
life savings afrer the
Wall Sueer Crash, and
bankrupt companies
had ro lay off rheir
workers. Wirh no work
and no social securiry
sysrem, millions of
American families
faced poverty and
hunger. Everv rown
opened soup kirchens
ro provide ar leasr one
good meal a day.

By rhe early 1930s, rhe effecrs of rhe Depression had
spread ro Britain, Germany, and the resr of the world.
Poverty was rife. In 1936. 200 unemployed workers
marched 444 km (276 miles) from )arrow, northeast
England, ro the capital, London, demanding jobs.
Almosr 70 per cem of )arrow's workers were our of work.

Rearmament

New Deal

From the 1930s, world leaders took action to
combat unemplovment: the US.A:s President
Roosevelt started the New Deal to get people
back to work. However, it was renewed war in
Europe that ended the Depression. Armament
facto ries producing aeroplanes and tanks created
new jobs and revitalized the world economy.

A famil v in the Texas Dust Bowl, 1938

Dust Bowl

Jarrow March

Jarrow marchers on their way ro London

A foshionab/~ 1920s' "flapper"

In 1932, FD Roosevelt won the US
presidential election against Presidem
Hoover. He pledged "a new deal for
the American people", establishing
agencies ro regulate business. srart
public works programmes, and build
a series of huge hvdroelectric power
planrs. such as the Hoover Dam, in
order ro provide emplovmem.

In the United States, years of over-farming and drought
caused dust storms throughout the mid-western states
du ring the 1930s. T ho usands of farmers, already hit
hard by the D epression and suffering desperate
poverty, were forced to abandon their land to seek
work in the frui t farms of C alifornia. Few found it.
T heir pligh t was immortalized in John Steinbeck's
classic novel, The Grapes ofWrath (1939).

Franklin 0 Roosevelt
Roosevelt (1882-1945) became Democratic
senaror for New York in 1910, and A'ISisrant
Secretarv to the Navv from 1913-1920. In
1921 he developed polio and was paralysed,
which confined him ro a wheelchair for the rest
of his life. He rerurned ro public life in 1928 as
governor of New York, and won the 1932
presidemial election. He promised "direct,
vigorous action· against the Depression,
and won re-election three times. He led
the USA ro victory in World War II.

Timeline
1930 World unemployment doubles.

1933 Hitler comes ro power in
Germanv. with promises to get the
countrv back to work through
rearmament and national expansion.

193 1 Britain form~ national
government ro deal with crisis.

1933 Slow recovery begins in USA
and Europe.

1932 More rhan I in 4 workers
unemploved in USA; unemplovment
in Germany triples to 5.6 million.

19 39 Ourbreak of war in Europe
ends Depression as workers are
emploved in armament facrories.

1929 \Xall Street Crash.

I

lraly's Fascist leader Benito Mussolini taking the salute at a ralh

Rise of Fascism
The Depression caused much tension. Socialists agitated for
reform, bur some countries looked ro right-wing solurions.
lralv had had a Fascist governmem since 1922; Germanv gor
one in 1933. and Spain in 19.'l6. Authoritarian governments
across Europe quashed dissent from workers and left-wingers

H oover D am, N evada, L'SA

G FRMAN\ ,
H ISTORY O F

UN ITED STATES,
H ISTO RY OF

WORLD

WAR II
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GRFAT NORT HER."' WAR see SCANDINAVIA, HISTORY OF • GREAT WALL OF CHINA see CHINA AND TAIWAN

GREAT ZIMBABWE

{

archaeological mysteries is
the walled city of Great Zimbabwe. This massive granite
zimbabwe- a word literally meaning chief's court- was
begun in the 13th century. By the 14th century, it had become the
capital of a vast kingdom that stretched between the Zambezi and
Limpopo rivers. The people of Great Zimbabwe were mainly farmers,
but the city was also the main centre for trade and religion. However,
by 1450, Great Zimbabwe had been abandoned for reasons that remain
a mystery. Today its ruins stand in modern Zimbabwe, the southern
African country named after this remarkable walled structure.
ONE OF AFRICA's GREATEST

Roofless oval
(nclosur(s

Great Enclosure

Hill complex

Outsitk wall wlli
5 m (16 ftJ thzck
at th( blli( and
9.75 m (32 ftJ
high.

Chnnon paturn
tkcorat(d parts of wall.

Farming

Karl Mauch
A German self-taught geologist, Mauch (1837-75),
travelled southern Africa
from 1865 to 1872. Durmg
his nine months in Great
Zimbabwe (1871) he drew
diagrams of the ruins and
sketched the carved stone
and metal objects found
there. Much of today's
knowledge of the area is
based on Mauch's diaries.
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Great Enclosu re, Great Zimbabwe

Ancestor worship

Birds

The people of G rear Zimbabwe
worshipped the spirits of their
dead rulers, known as ancestors.
In sacrificial rites, they killed
calves. and offered the meat to
ancestor spirits on beautifully
carved soapstone dishes. Thev
placed the dishes in sacred places
outside the hill complex.

Timeline
c.900 Iron Age (Shona) people
settle between the Zarnbezi and the
Limpopo rivers in southern Africa.
1100s Trade passing through
Grear Zimbabwe to Nrica's East
Coast increases.
1200s Zimbabwean gold being
exported to Asia.

IMi1'H

Rise of Great Zimbabwe
Great Zimbabwe's first city started as a fanning
settlement, possibly as earlv as the 2nd century.
As well as rearing and selling cattle, its people
mined for gold and copper on the Zimbabwe
plateau. Bv the 12th century, long-distance trade
based on gold and copper was passing through
the city from the east coast of Africa. As Grear
Zimbabwe rose in importance and wealth, it was
rebuilt in stone and increased in size.

huts

Th( conical tow(r was 9 m (27
jt) high, and mad( ofsolid ston(. _

Zimbabwean cattle

Sofala
Great
\ Zimbabwe •

Mllionry incorporaus
mllSSIV( boultkrs

Built of massive granite blocks, the Great
Enclosure is a huge dry stone wall that
surrounded the city, providing protection
for Great Zimbabwe's people. Inside
the enclosure, people lived in circular
houses made from daga {a gravellike day) and roofed with thatch.
There were also small oval
enclosures - but, like the
stone conical tower, their
purpose remains a mystery.
Near to the enclosure was
a hill complex, which was
used for religious rituals.

Grear Zimbabwe at irs height had I 0,000
people living in and around it. M ost people
were farmers in the surrounding areas. They
herded cattle and grew miller, sorghum,
and vegetables, which they sold to the
many traders visiting the walled cirv.

Southern Africa

A FRICA,
HISTORY OF

Eight carved soapstone birds
have been found at Great
Zimbabwe. They stood in
sacred places on 1-m (3-ft)
high soapstone columns.
Each of the birds mav
represent a royal ancestor,
and one of them is now
used as the svmbol of the
modern state of Zimbabwe.
Soapstone bird on column

1250 Building in stone begins at
Great Zimbabwe.
Earlr 1400s Grear Enclosure is
completed: and Grear Zimbabwe
reaches irs greatest exrenr.
1450 Grear ?imbabv.e is
abandoned. probably because its
people leave to look for new and
better farmland.

M ETALS

MALI
E\1PIRE

Hill complex
The religious centre, where the ancestors'
spirits were worshipped. was built on a hill
near the Grear Enclosure. At the from of the
complex, there was a public space where the
mambo (ruler) conducted sacred rites.

Conical tower
A massive and
mysterious coneshaped tower stands
inside the Grear
Enclosure. Some
archaeologists think it
mav be a monument
celebrating the power
and wealth of the rulers
of Great Z imbabwe.

Trade
The prosperous trading centre
of Great Zimbabwe was situated
on one of the trade routes that
linked southern Africa to the east
coast. Traders &om Sofala and
Kilwa (in modern J\1ozambique)
obtained gold and copper from
Grear Zimbabwe to export to
Arabia and Asia.
Metal exports
The people of Grear
Zimbabwe mined gold,
copper, iron, and tin on
the Zimbabwe plareau.
Cross-shaped ingots were
exchanged for trade goods
from Asia. such as beads
ghssware. and ceramics.
Copper ingot

GREECE,

Mycenaean civilization

ANCIENT

The Mycenaeans fOrmed the first great
mainland Greek civilization (c.2700ll20 BC), and were the forerunners
of classical Greece. These Bronze Age
traders and warriors ranged all over
the Mediterranean area from their
settlement at Mycenae. The gold mask
was once thought to be of Agamemnon,
a leader in the legendary Trojan War.

one of the world's most
influential civilizations flowered in mainland Greece.
From the 8th until the 2nd centuries BC, Greek writers,
thinkers, and artists made a huge contribution to
western culture - especially in politics, drama, mythology,
architecture, and literature. Greek civilization
declined when, after defeating the Persians and
peacefully colonizing much of Europe, they
were absorbed into the Roman Empire.
MORE THAN 2,500 YEARS AGO

Red marble tiles
covered the roof

T he Parthenon

Polis
Ancient Greece was made up of hundreds of separate citystares. Some were hardly bigger than villages, while others were
based around grear cities, such as Sparta or Athens. Each of
these city-states was known as a polis (plural: poleis). Laws,
festivals, and government systems varied, and there was often
war berween rival poleis, despite their common Greek
background. T he need for land led some poleis ro colonize
other parts of rhe Mediterranean berween rhe 8th and 6rh
centuries BC, and in this wav ancient Greece expanded.

Reliefi decorated
the exterlOT.

columns

.

Bvumium

M.Icedon
~

Delphi
Oh mpia

'

~ -: .Athens
..
~

l\1-u:Mac'

~

umples were built on
stepped platforms.

Sparta

Athens

Lite in Spana was disciplined and harsh.
Spanans trained borh girls and bovs to
excel at spons and feats of endurance.
To strengthen military power. all rhe bovs
went on to become soldiers. After helping
Athens defeat the Persians in 480 BC,
Spana conquered Athens in the
Peloponnesian \Xar (431-404 BC),
and became master of Greece

From the 6th century BC, Athens was governed by a form of
democracv (rule bv the people), in which all male citizens voted.
In rhe Sth cenrurv BC, thanks to irs powerful navy. Athens had
a maritime empire in the Aegean Sea, and its 250,000-strong
population enjoved a golden age of art and culture. After their
triumph against the Persians. the Athenians celebrated by
building a massive "fortified citadel" - the Acropolis. The
Parthenon (447 and 432 BC) was the most important temple
in the Acropolis, and was dedicated to Athena.

Ancient Greece, c.4th century

Spartan warrior

BC

Clash of the Titans
The Greeks believed that the world was
originally inhabited bv giants called
Titans. Their ruler, Cronos, swallowed
his children alive, so that rhev could
not overrhrow him. One son. Zeus,
escaped this fare when his mother gave
Cronos a clothed stone to swallow
instead. Zeus grew up in secret. made
Cronos vomit up his siblings, defeated
the other Titans in battle, and made
himself ki ng of the gods.
Cronos eating his children

Mount Olympus
Ancient Greeks believed rhat various deiries
(gods and goddesses) warched over ordinarv
mortals &om a cloud-palace above the highest
mountain in Greece - the snow-capped Mount
O lympus. T he deities who lived rhere were also
known as O lympians. Each O lympian had
specific responsibilities: Poseidon was in charge
of the sea, Athena of wisdom and rhe arts,
Apollo of music and poerry, and Demeter of
crops. The supreme god was Zeus, lord of sky
and earth. Greek cities regarded different deities
as rheir special protectors. For example, Athens
was devoted to the culr of Athena.

Oracle at Delphi

The Legend of Troy
Linle of the ancient cirv ofTrov (in modern
Turkev) remains. Homer's Iliad savs that a Greek
armv besieged Trov for I 0 years in the
late Mvcenaean Age (c.l250 BC).
Thi.s became known as the Trojan
War. According to legend. Athena
adVISed the Greeks to smuggle
their soldiers into the cirv inside
a huge wooden horse, ~d in
this wav thev gained victory.

Part ofa
trident
Model of Trojan Horse

Poseidon was

Ancient Greeks consulted the Zeus's brother
gods for advice or prophecies and god of
at holy places called oracles.
the sea
The mo~r famous oracle in
Greece was at Delphi.. People
went there to ask questions at Poseidon is
Apollo's shrine about religious usually shown
or political maners. A high
holding a fish.
pri~tess went into a trance to
give Apollo's answers. Most
gods had their special shrine, bur rhev competed
with each other for the best ones. Legend has it
that Athena won a competition against Poseidon
over the Parthenon in Athens. the largest cirv in
Greece, and he had to move his shrine to Anica.

Homer
The Greek poet Homer probablv lived
in the 7th or 8th cenrurv BC.
He is believed to be the .author
of two of the world's greatest
epic poems: rhe Iliad, which
is about the siege ofTrov.
and the Odyssey. which
describes the wanderings of
the hero Odvsseus after the
Trojan War. According
to later writers, Homer
was blind.

Poseidon, god of the sea
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Culture

Ceres
goddess
of the:
harvest

Pericles

Ancient Greek art and science was of the
highest standard, and set the standard for
European culture for centuries. "Greece,
though conquered," wrote the Roman
poet Horace, "brought the arts to the
uncivilized Latin peoples" (Romans)and through them to modern Europe.

From 443 BC, Pericles (c.495BC) was the most important
politician and general in Athens.
A great public speaker and
champion of democracy, he
strengthened and expanded the
Athenian empire after defeating
the Persians. H e also made
Athens the most splendid city in
Greece by arranging for rhe
Parthenon and other
buildings to be built on the
Acropolis. a rocky hill
overlooking the city.
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Sculpture
Ancient Greek sculp£Ure was famous for its
naturalness, beauty, and perfect proponions.
Statues related to all aspects of lite, including
religious worship and ~pon. Those of deities,
such as Ceres, were popular among farmers, and
were left at shrines to ensure a good harvest.

Art
Red-figure
painting replaced black-figure
in c.530 BC. Most red-figure
vases (amphorae) were made
from Athenian clav. Subjects
were usuallv male, and were
often shown banqueting
or engaged in athletics.

Drama and architecture
The ancient Greeks learned much from the
Egyptians about using stone in their architecture - bur their rhearres
were original. In the golden
age of Athens (400s BC),
dramatists, such as
AesLhylus, Sophocles, and
Euripedes wrote tragedies
that are still performed.

Language and literature
Ancient Greek, like Latin, is known as a
"classical" language. Many great works of
Greek literature have survived by authors
such as Hesiod and Appolonius (poets),
Thucydides (a historian),
and Plato (a philosopher).
Gr~~k inscription of thanks to
Asclepius, th~ god of m~dicin~

Epidaurus theatre

Alphabet

Greek-Persian wars

Battle of Marathon

After 545 BC, the mighty Persian Empire took
over Greek cities in Ionia, the easternmost
part of Greek territory. When Athens tried to
lend support to the cities (499-494 BC), the
Persians invaded mainland Greece, but were
driven back at Marathon. Ten years larer, an
alliance between Athens, Sparta, and other
Greek cities defeated another massive Persian
expedition on land and sea at Salamis.

In 490 BC, a Persian force
sailed across the Aegean Sea,
and landed in Attica. On the
plain of Marathon, against
all odds, it was heavily
defeated by an army of
Athenians and their allies.
The Athenians built a
treasury at Delphi to mark
this victory. filled it with
Persian spoils, and dedicated
it to Apollo, the god of war.

T he Treasury, Delphi

The word ~alphabet" (used in
many modern languages, including
English) was formed by joining the
first two leners of ancient Greek:
alpha and beta. T he Cyrillic
alphabet of eastern Europe also
grew out of the Greek alphabet.

jason and th~
ArgonautJ

Pos~idon

Philip of M acedon

Battle of Salamis
In 480 BC, the Persian emperor Xerxes the Grear led
a huge: force along the shores of the Aegean Sea.
As central Greece fell. the Athenians evacuated their
city. A smaller Greek fleer then lured the Persians
into banle in the straits between the mainland and
the island of Salamis - and defeated them decisivelv.

Timeline

Warrior-king Philip II ruled
Macedon, a northern state in
Greece, from 359 to 336 BC.
A strong king and a great
diplomat, Philip made
Macedon the dominant power
in the Greek world. He was
murdered on the point of
invading Persia, but by then
had laid the foundations for
his son, Alexander, to
continue his military feats.
510 BC Cleisthenes, an Athenian
statesman, introduces
democracy to Athens.

c.2700-I I l O BC

Myceneaen civilization
flourishes.

c.750-550 BC Greeks

499-494

Revolt against
Persia by Ionian Greeks.

560-510 BC Athenian

BC

Detail from amphora

influence spreads.

-

BC

Peloponnesian League
forms, led by Sparta.

colonize areas in Italy
and Africa.
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Even today. G reek mvrhs are rewrinen, and made
into plays and tllms. Few tales are as dramatic
as the quest by Jason and his ship. the Argo, to steal
the Golden Fleece of the Sun from a watchful dragon.
On their journey. Jason and his crew (including the
hero Herakles) were helped and hi ndered by many
gods, monsters, witches, and giants.

490 BC Banle of
Marathon.

459 BC Spana defeats
Athens in first
Peloponnesian War.

378-371 BC Thebes
overthrows Sparta as
leading Greek power.

443-429

359-323 BC Reigns of

480-479 BC Greeks
c.5 10-366

I

jason and the Argonauts

ART,

HISTORY O F

.AlEXAN DER
THE GREAT

CITIES

E T RUSCANS

repel Persian invaders
at Salamis and Plataea
477 BC Athens and
Ionian Greeks form
Delian League
against Persia.
E URO PE,
HISTORY OF

GoDs A?\ D
GODDESSES

BL

Pericles dominant
in Athens.

Philip II and his son
Alexander the Great
of Macedon.

431-404 BC Spana
wins second, or Great,
Peloponnesian \X'ar.
M INOANS

P ERSIAN
EM PI RES

Hephaistos, god of fi re
R O MAN
EMPIRE

Soc RAT ES

GREECE AND BULGARIA
ALTHOUGH Greece and

T

Bulgaria share a border,
high mountains separate
the two countries, making
communication difficult. Greece and Bulgaria
are quite different. Three-fifths of the Greek
mainland is mountainous, and only one-third
of the land is cultivated. By contrast, Bulgaria
is much more fertile with a strong
agricultural tradition. Greece has
4
a strong history of democratic
government, while Bulgaria is
only just emerging from almost
5
half a century of communist rule.
100

Physical features
Surrounded by sea on three sides, the country
of Greece is made up of the mainland, the
Peloponnese peninsula, and more than 2,000
islands. It is a mixture of high mountains, dry,
dusty plains, and dramatic coastlines. Landlocked on three sides, Bulgaria has broad
fertile valleys, separated by the Balkan and
Rhodope mountains.
Regional climate
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Greece has very hO£,
6°C
dry summers and cooler
(43°F)
wimers. The northern
moumains have cold
525 mm (20.5 in)
winters. Annual rainfall is low, and
the coumry suffers from water shorrages. Bulgaria, by
contrast, has warm summers and cold, snowy winters,
with a high rainfall - especially in the moumains.
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Sea of Crete
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Danubian Plain
The mighry River Danube
forms most of Bulgaria's
northern border with
Romania, flowing through
the vast and fertile
Danubian Plain that
extends across the width
of the coumry. This rolling
farmland is used for
grazing sheep, goats, and
cattle, and for cultivating a
variety of crops including
sunflowers, which are
grown for their oil.
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Orthodox Church

Crete

Mount Olympus

The largest of the
Greek islands at
8,380 sq km
(3,235 sq miles), Crete
lies 100 km (62 miles)
southeast of the Greek
mainland. More than
600,000 people live
on the island, and one
third of Cretans are
farmers. Many people
work in rourism.

Much of central and
western Greece is made up
of steep, rugged mountains,
many of which are capped
with snow for several
months of the year. Moum
Olympus is Greece's highest
peak at 2,917 m (9.570 fr).
Once thought to be the
home of the gods, it is
now a national park
with busv ski resorts.

Greece is the onlv official Christian Orthodox country
in the world. Pri~sts are responsible community figures
and play an important part in national events. Most
Greeks and Bulgars belong to the Eastern Orthodox
Church, which split from the
Roman Catholic Church in I 054.
Each country has irs
own branch of the
Church, which al~o
flourishes in other
parts of eastern
Europe, and Russia.
Around one tenth of
the world's Christians
belong to the
Orthodox Church.
Greek
Orthodox priest
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Greece

Farming

~

One of Europe's oldest nations,
E:::3 Greece gained independence
from almost 500 years ofTurkish rule
in 1830. Although ir is rhe poorest
member of rhe European Union, the
country has a thriving tourist industry
and a large sh ipping fleer. T he Greek
people have a strong national unity,
based on their deep-rooted Orthodox
religion, and a language rhar has
remained in use for 2,700 years.

Tomato
Aubagin~
Olw~

_

High mountains and
poor soils make
farming difficult in
Greece. However,
agriculrure employs
about 23 per cent of
the work-force, mainly
on small, traditional
farms. The main
crops are olives,
cirrus fruits, salad
vegetables, mmames,
and grapes. Small herds
of sheep and goats produce
meat, and milk fOr cheese and
voghurt. Greece is the world's
third largest producer of olive oil.

GREE CE FACT S
CAPITAL CITY Athens
AREA 131.990 sq km (50,961 sq miles)
POPLLATION 10.600,000
D FNSITY 8 1 per sq km (21 0 per sq mile)
M AIN LANGt.:AGF Greek
MAJOR RELIGION Christian
C l RRFNCY Euro
Ltl-E EXPECfANCY 78 years
PEOPLE PER DOCTOR 250
Go~"'\i EN~ul~parry democracy

ADULT LITERACY 9...,.%

Food
Tourism

The Greeks lme to ear outdoors in the
warm summer months. Meals are simple
and tasty and consist mainly of mmames,
salad, olives, fera cheese, lamb. some fish,
and yoghurt made from sheep's milk.
Retsina, a wine fla,oured \\ith pine
resin, is often served with food.

Each year, more than
12,000,000 tourists
visit Greece, attracted
by its warm climate,
ancient monuments,
and beautiful islands.
Tourism is the mainstay
of the economv and
employs thousands of
Greeks each summer.

Athens
Home to almost one-third of the
Greek population, Athens is famous
for its ancient buildings. such as the
Acropolis and the 1,400-year-old
ruins of the Parthenon remple. On
certain days, cars are banned from
the capital to protect the ruins.
Nearbv, pinewoods and mountains
provide a retreat from the busv ciry.

Greek islander selling
sponges to murists
Shipping
Greece has the world's largest merchant fleet, and relies
on ships to move goods berween rhe many islands. The
narrow Corinth Canal, built in 1893, links the Ionian
and Aegean seas, providing important access to Athens

Ruins of the Parthenon tem ple

Bulgaria

B CLGARIA FACT S

Tourism

From 1944 to 1989, Bulgaria
was parr of the Russian
communist bloc. Since gain ing
independence, Bulgaria is slowly
adapting to a democratic government
and a wesrern-srvle economy. About
85 per cent of Bulgaria's population
are Bulgars, with minorities ofTurks,
Macedonians, and Roma. The small
groups have suffered discrimination,
bur are gaining power in parliament.

Bulgaria's Black Sea coast is becoming increasingh
popular as a holidav destination, in particular the
towns of Varna and Burgas. New airports sene
western tourists. "hil~t
Russians cross the
Black Sea bv ferrv.
Manv new resorts have
been built, and rhe
natural beauty of the
coastline, with irs
sandv beaches, pine
forests, and old fishi ng
villages. is often
spoiled by high-rise
hotel developments.

CAPITAL CITY Sofia
~RfA

D E'iSITY 74 per sq km (192 per sq mile)
MAI'l LANGUAGE. Bulgarian
MAJOR RELIGIONS Christian, Muslim
C LRRF, CY Lev
LIFE EXPECfM CY ..,2 years
PEOPLE. PER DOCTOR 286
GOVER!'."'IE'lT Multi-parry democracv
ADULT LITERACY 98%

Sofia

Farming

Bulgaria's capital is also irs largest city. with
more than one million inhabitants. Founded
by the Romans, it is now the cultural and
economic centre, with one-fifth of the
country's industry. The Alexander Nevskv
Cathedral was built in the 1870s w celebrate
liberation from Turkish rule.

Near the town of
Kazanluk in rhe Balkan
Mountains, vast fields
of roses are grown. T he
petals, picked at dawn
in midsummer, are used
to produce arrar, the
essential oil of roses,
"hich is used in
perfume manufacture.
Farther south, in rhe
Maritsa vallev. tobacco
plants are grown and
dried for cigarettes.
Black grapes grown on
the Danubian Plain are
used for making highquality red wine.

Alexander
NeHky
Cathedral
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Energy
Twenry-five per cent of Bulgaria's elecrricirv
comes from the 1\.ozloduv nuclear power
station built by rhe former Soviet Union
in an earthquake zone. Increased safety
measures have been introduced since I 990.
Bulgaria imports 70 per cent of irs energy
d ue to poor coal and oil resources, and has
built a hvdroelecrric generator.
E URO PEAN
UNION

FAR\1ING

GREECE,
<\NCIENT

110,910 S'l_ km (42,822 sq miles)

POPULATION 8 100.000

POLLUTI ON

PORTS AND
\X ATER\XA\: S

SHI PS
AN D BOATS
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GROWTH AND DEVELOPMENT
As THE

grows and
develops, it follows a regular
sequence of changes. After birth,
a human being passes through
infancy, childhood, puberty and adolescence,
and into adulthood. The body grows at different
rates at different times. Rapid growth, called a
growth spurt, occurs during infancy and again
at puberty, while growth is steady throughout
childhood, but ceases in adulthood. In later
life, the body ages as it becomes less efficient.
Eventually, one or more of the body's systems
stop working, and a person dies.
HUMAN BODY

Changing proportions
Different parts of the body grow ar different rates. Changing body
proportions can be compared by fi n ing photographs of children
and young adults into a panel that makes them appear the same
height. The panel divides each body into eight equal parts. T he
head, for example, makes up one quarter of the height of a
newborn baby, but only one eighth of the height of a 20-year-old.

2 months
55 em
(I ft 10 in)

2 years
86 em
(2ft 10 in)

4 years
110cm
(3 ft 8 in)

Developing bones
The skeleton is formed before birth from
flexible cartilage. During childhood, this is
replaced by bone, as revealed by X-rays.
The skeleton continues to get larger and
harder during the teenage years.
A newborn baby's
skeleton is made of both
bone and cartilage. Unlike
bone, cartilage cannot be
seen on an X-rav.

7 years

12 years

120cm
(4ft)

145 em
(4ft 10 in)

20 years
175 em
(5 ft 10 in)

By the age of 16, the 27
bones that make up the
fingers, palm. and wrist,
are now mature, hard, and
adult in size and form.

During rhe fi rst two years of life,
a young human being grows and
develops rapidly. A six-week-old
baby is helpless and must have
everything done fo r it, bur bv
the age of two years, the baby
can walk, talk. and feed itsel(
Growth and development is
marked by a series of age
milestones at which child ren
have learned certain skills.

6 weeks
The baby sleeps
when nor being
held or fed. and
cries when distressed.
She can follow objects with her
eves and listen to a person talking.

6 months
The babv can sit
supporr~d with
her head up and
back straight.
She holds
objects. squeals.
and babbles.

8 months

10 months

The baby can sit up by
herself. will try to
crawl. and can stand
if suppon ed. She
turns towards the
sound of a familiar
voice. and can
imitate simple
sounds.

The babv can crawl rapidlv,
pull herself up to a standing
position, point to and pick
up objects. She says her
first words,
usuallv "mama~
and "dada".

Toddler can
walk aftw
sups on h(r

Child nmls h(/p
g(tting dmst'd but
can put on own
shot's and socks. _

14 months

2 years

4 years

The child can stand alone
and may walk without
help. She speaks a few
words, and tries to
indicate what she wants

She can run and jump.
turn the pages of a book,
identify pictures of
familiar objects, and form
a few shon phrases.

The young gul now h:u.
good balance and can hop
on one foot. She can
draw simple pictures and
copy some letters.

Adolescence and puberty

Ageing

Adolescence is the whole process of growing up from a child
to an adult. D uring adolescence, changes occur to a person's
body and in the way they think and feel. Puberty is part of
adolescence during which the body grows rapidly and
Pubeny in bovs
changes shape. and boys and
girls become sexually marure
and able to reprod uce.

Growing old is a normal part of life.
H umans age because the body's cells
grad ually become less efficient. Signs
of ageing usually appear after 40 years
of age. T he body becomes
less mobile, hair thins
and rums grey, and
the skin wrinkles.
Bones become
brittle and can
break more easily.
Exercise and a
healrhv dier can
help r~ slow down
the ageing process.

Changes during puberty
By the age of 6, the wrist
bones are forming so that
there are now more
bones. O ther bones have
got harder and bigger.

From baby to child

In girls. puberty begins berween
the ages of 10-1 4. The body
becomes rounder. breasts grow.
and periods begin. In boys.
puberty begins berween the ages of
12-16. The body becomes more
muscular, the testes produce
sperm. and the voi~.-e deepem.
BRAIN AND
N ERVO US SYSTEM

M USCLES AND
M OVEM ENT

REPROD UCTION

SKELETON
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GULF STATES
SAUDI ARABIA, Yemen, Oman,
Kuwait, United Arab Emirates,
Qatar, and Bahrain - make up
the Arabian Peninsula. Six
of these countries - all except Yemen - have
coastlines on the Gulf and are often called the
Gulf States. As a result of the rich oil deposits in
the region - about half the world's total - many
of these countries are wealthy, and the region is
politically very important. In the past 50 years,
there has been great industrial and social change
in what was an underdeveloped region. Even so,
most of the land is uninhabited.

Physical features
Nearly all of the Arabian
Peninsula is dry desert, sandy
or rocky, with some rugged,
bare mounrains near the
coast. There are small fertile
areas along the coasts, in some
mountain regions, and at oases.
Most of the fresh water for
cities and industry comes from
large desali nation planrs that
remove salt from and purifY
sea water from the Gul[

The warm, salty waters of rhe narrow
Red Sea, 2,000 km (I ,243 miles) long,
separate Africa from Asia. The Red Sea
is connected to the Mediterranean Sea
by the Suez Canal, which was built in
1869 to provide a rome for ships
between Europe and eastern Asia.

Yemeni Mountains
These rugged mountains in rhe west
ofYemen reach a height of 3,760 m
( 12,336 fr). The western slopes are well
watered by rain blowing in from the
Red Sea and are extensivelv cultivated
by terracing. The climate is ideal for
growing coffee, grapes, and cotton.

Najd Desert

I

I /8 mm (4.5 in)

Regional climate::

£3

Most of the region is very dry
and hot all year, although winter
temperatures in northern Saudi
Arabia and Kuwait may drop
below freezing. Only southwest
Saudi Arabia and north Yemen
receive rain. Some desert areas
have no rain for years at a time.

A~
~... ,.,
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The Najd is a vast area of stony desert plateau at
the hean of Saudi Arabia. Some Najdi people still live
here, leading a semi-nomadic existence rending camels
and sheep, although many are moving into towns.
Saudi Arabia's largest desert is the uninhabited Rub' al

Kh"i, in

r~e rourh, known" rhe "Empty Qu"m".
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Islam
For almost 1,500 years, Islam hdS been
the dominant religion in the Gulf Stare..
Muslims. rhe followers of Idam, believe in
one god. Allah, and rhe prophet Muhammad,
who was born in rhe Saudi Arabian town of
Mecca. In manv countries, life is interrupted
five times a day while people pray.
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Worshippers outside the mosque, Dubai
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GULF STAT ES

Saudi Arabia
T he largest and most
important country in
rhe Arabian Peninsula, Saudi
Arabia is 95 per cent hor, d ry,
and inhospitable desert. T he
most populated areas lie along
rhe G ulf and Red Sea coasts.
Founded in 1922 by Ibn
Saud , Saudi Arabia has grown
wealrhy as a result of irs vase
oil reserves, discovered in
1938. Ir has major refining
and petrochemical industries
and spends freely on farming,
education, and agriculrure.

Riyadh
Saudi Ar.tbia's capital since 1932,
Riyadh is a modern city of around
rwo million people. Lying among
oases of orchards and palm groves,
it is the centre of Saudi Arabia's
commerce and government.
Buildings range from smart,
modern skyscrapers, erected since
1950, to poor shacks.

SAUDI ARABIA FACTS
CAPITAL CITY Rivadh

AIU:A 2,149,690 sq km
(829,995 sq miles)
POPUlATION 21 ,600,000
D ~ N SITY

10 per sq km
(26 per sq mile)

MAIN LANGUAGE Arabic
MAJOR Rl:.LIGION Muslim
C URRENCY Saudi riyal
LI~E.

EXPECTANCY 7 1 years

PEOPLF PFR DOCTOR 588

People
Most Saudi people are Muslim
Arabs. They take their religion
seriously and interpret the
Q ur'an, the Islamic holy book,
strictly. Women must wear
veils and may not drive cars.
H owever, about 33 per cent
of schoolchildren are girls, and
women may take cen:ain jobs,
such as nursing and teaching.

GOVFRNM ENT Absolute monarchy
ADULT LITI:RACY 77%

Bedouin

Giant pip~s carry oil
.from w~/ls to th~
coastal ports for

Nomadic Bedouin roam the vast desert, grazing
their camels, sheep, and goats in oases. They live
in portable tents, bur the government is trying
to persuade them to give up their
wandering life to settle in cities.

Farming
Mecca (Makkah)
Every year, rwo million Muslims visit the
Ka'ba shrine in the Great Mosque at Mecca,
birthplace of Muhammad and Islamic holy
city. All Muslims should make a pilgrimage,
or hajj. to Mecca at least once in their lives.

Yemen
Formerly two separate
countries, Yemen was
united in 1990. T he north is
mountainous, with a narrow,
fe rrile coasral scrip on rhe Red
Sea coast, where corron and
grapes are grown. T he arid
Rub' al Khali desert, or
"Empty Quarter" covers
rhe northeast. Yemen's
main source of inco me
is oil, some of which is
refined in rhe port
of Aden.

Massive irrigation
projects using
desalinated sea water
Tomato
to irrigate vast, circular
fields now make it
possible for Saudi farmers to cultivate
wheat, fruit, and vegetables. Farming
employs one-eighth of the work-force.

Y EMEN FACTS

Oman

CAPITAL CITY Sana

Ruled by a sultan,
the Sulranare of
Oman is mostly desert, wirh
a narrow fertile scrip along
rhe Gulf of Oman in rhe
north, where mosr of rhe
people live. Oil has brought
rhe country great prosperity.
About 75 per cenr of rhe
people belong to rhe
Islamic Ibadi sect,
which adopts a liberal
arrirude towards women.
Pakistani Baluchis make
up one-quarter of Omanis.

AREA 527,970 sq km (203,849 sq miles)
POPULATION 18,100,000
MAI'l LANGUAGE Arabic
MAJOR RELIGION Muslim
C URRF'lCY Yemeni riyal

OMAN FACTS
CAPIIAL

CllY

Muscat

AREA 212,460 sq km (82,030 sq miles)
POPULATION 2, 'i00,000
MAIN LANGUAGE.'> Arabic, Baluchi
M -\JOR RELIGIO'l~ \1uslim, Hindu
C uRRENCY Omani ri.tl

Sardines

Fishing

Tradi tional
coffee pot

Yemen produces fine coffee
beans, and coffee drinking is
thought to have originated
here. Mocha coffee is named
after the port of AI-Makha
from where it was exported.
Yemenis chew qat, shoots of
a narcotic shrub, with coffee.

Oilfields
Saudi Arabia has rhe world's biggest oil and
gas reserves- a qu.tner of rhe world's roral and is the world's leading oil exporter. Income
from oil has improved living standards.

Omani fi~hermen catch 118,000 tonnes of
fish a vear in the rich waters of the Arabian
Sea and Gulf of Oman. The main
catches are anchovies, cod, cuttlefish,
sardines, .tnd tuna. The country
exports dried fish .tnd fish meal.
Yemen's modern capital, Sana,
~irs in the centre of the countrv,
2380 m (7,808 ft) above sea-l~el.
With a population of .thour half a
million, ir is .1 modern commercial
.md indu~trial centre with hi~toric
buildings, m<lrkets (souks), .md
ornately decorJ.ted mo~qucs.

City of the sands
Archaeologists have discovered the
remains of a city, believed ro have been
built in about 3000 OC, buried beneath
the sands of southern Om.m. They
think it may be £he remams of the
legendarv lmt Ar.tbian city ot Ubar.
_ _ _ 4()7
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Kuwait

Kuwait City
The countrv of Kuwait is named after
irs capital city. "hich was tounded in
the 18th century. Situated on the
shores of a natural harbour, Kuwait
City is modern, built on a grid
pattern "irh many attractive houses.
The countrv's affluence is reflected
in irs glittering skyscrapers.

O il has transformed Kuwait,
a tiny desert country at the
northern end of rhe Gulf, inro one of
the world's most prosperous nations. Iraq's
invasion of Kuwait, in 1990, was quelled
by a United Nations force after a brief war
Since its liberation, Kuwait has built a
wall to separate its territory from Iraq.

K UWAIT FACTS
C APITAL CITY Kuwait City
AREA 17,820 sq km (6.880 sq miles)
P OPULATION 2,000,000
MAIN LANGUAGE) Arabic, English
M AJOR RELIGIOI\ M uslim
C URRENCY Kuwaiti dinar

Free education
Oil

The revenue from the oil
industry enables the Kuwaiti
government to provide its
children, both male and
female, with free education,
from nursery level to
universirv. The Kuwaiti
people have some of the
world's highest salaries,
pay no income tax, and
receive free health care
and social services.

k uwait has about ten per
cent of the world's total
oil reserves. The oil
industry, w hich
anracts large overseas
invest ment, accounts for
more than 80 per cent
of the country's export
earnings. Kuwait also has
reserves of natural gas.

Fishing

United Arab Emirates

All the states bordering
the Gulf have busy fishing
fleers. In high summer
thev also send divers
down to collect pearls
from the pearl ovsters.
This industry has
flourished for manv
hundreds of years.

T he Unired Arab Emirates
(UAE) is a federation of seven
small states: Abu Dhabi, Ajman, Dubai,
Fujairah, Ras al Khaimah, Sharjah, and
Umm al Q uaiwan. Each ruled
by its own independent emir, ,;1
or sheik, rhey unire for
international matters and
ro sell the oil that has
made them rich.

P~arl d~v~lops .from

UNITED ARAB
EM IRATES FACTS
CAPJTAL CITY Abu Dhabi
AREA 83,600 sq km (32,278 sq miles)
POPULATION 2,400,000
M AI N LANGUAGES Arabic, Farsi
MAJOR RflJGION M uslim
-----

C URRL'I CY

grain ofsand insitk th~ sh~/1

Tourism
Hot sun, sandy beaches,
and d urv-free shopping make
the UAE an attractive w inter
holiday resort for visitors from
Europe and Japan (summer
is too hot for tourism).
The fed eration is graduallv
building up its tourism. Other
attractions include trips into
the desert, luxury hotels, and
traditional markets.

Mina' Jabal 'Ali port
The UAE is one the world's
leading exporters of natural gas
and oil, both o f w hich leave the
country via M ina' Jabal 'Ali port,
the world's largest artificial
harbour. Since less than three
per cent o f the UAE land can
be cultivated. the port is also
used to impon food products.

QATAR FACTS

Qatar
A small peninsula in the Persian
Gulf. Q arar, like other G ulf
States, depends on narural gas and oil for
its wealth. Although most of the country
is desert, Q atar grows most of its own food
by tapping reserves of underground water.
Q arari women are
free ro drive cars and
not to wear veils.

CAPITAL CITY D oha
AREA 11,000 sq km
(4,415 sq miles)
POPULATIO"' 699,000
M AI 'I LA!'.GL'AGES
Arabic. Farsi
Mo\jOR RELIGIO'I
Muslim

B AHRAIN
FACTS

Bahrain

[II

Three inhabited islands and 30
smaller ones make up rhe small
counrry of Bahrain. The oil reserves that
made it rich are now run ning low, bur the
country has plenty of narural gas. Bahrain
has a long history, and 4,000 years ago was
a transit port for trade with Ind ia.

C LRRE'ICY
Q atar rival
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EN ERGY

ARiA 680 sq km
(263 sq miles)
PoPULATIO"' 617.000
M AIN LA'IGL'AGES
Arabic, English

C URRENCY
Bahrain dinar

Only 20 per cent of the people are nativeborn Bedouin Qataris. The country
has had to import workers from
India, Asia. Iran, and other Arab
countries to cope w ith the
work p roduced bv the oil
ind ustrv. Al most 90 per
cent of the population
live in the cap ital. D oha.

D FSERT S

CAPITAL CITY
M anama

MAJOR RELIGIO NS
Muslim, Christian

Foreign workers

A SIA,
H ISTORY O F

UAE dirham

a

FARM ING

Women's role
Bahrain is the most liberal
of the Gulf States. Although
the people are M uslim,
women are nor obliged to wear
the veil. They have equal access to
education and manv follow careers.

F IS H ING
IN DUSTRY

ISLA\-1

IS LA \11 C

E\1PIR£

MOSQ UES

O IL

PO RTS AN D
WATERWAYS
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GUNS

Origins of guns

FROM A BOOMING cannon to a

pocket pistol, all firearms (guns)
work on the same principle: a
controlled explosion in one part of
the gun propels a shell or bullet out of a tube or
barrel. Firearms appeared in Europe in the early
14th century; although they were feeble at first, in
time they changed warfare forever. Armour could
not stop bullets, nor castle walls withstand cannon
balls. Without guns, no nation could resist invasion
for long; armed with them, European peoples
colonized most of the world.
-
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Howitzer in use

Shi(/d proucts
gun crews

The first guns were cannons,
known to have been in use
before 1326, when drawings
of them appeared in a book.
At first smiths built rhe barrels
from strips of iron. Safer, casr
cannons carne into use a century
later. when bell-founders began to make
them by filling a mould with liquid meral.

15th----cmtury
illustratron
ofa batt/efi(/d
shows cannons
in action.

Small arms
.45-calibre
bullet

Auto matic Colr
1911 AI p istol

Soldiers carry small arms for individual use .
T hese compact, lightweight weapons may have
a stock for bracing the gun against the shoulder,
or they may be fi red from the hand. Most fi re
bullets rapidly from preloaded magazines.
Some are very powerful: a modern rifle can fire
a buller more than 1,800 m (2,000 yards).

Artillery
A gun is described in terms of calibre,
which is the width of the hole through
irs barrel, or the weight of the shell it
fires. The shells of artillery {heavy
fi rearms) are big enough to destroy
buildings. Artillery includes mortars,
with a fairly short range, or longerbarrelled, long-range guns.
Br((Ch (back). where
ammunition is loaded

Mountain howitzer

Pistols
A pistol is easy to hide under
clothing. and quick to fire. h has
a shorr barrel and so cannot be
aimed accurately ar di~ram
targets. It is most useful in close
fighting or for self-detence.

Sub machine
gun

Hiram Maxim
American-born inventor
Hiram Maxim (1840-1916)
developed rhe first practical
auromaric machine gun
in 1884. Maxim guns fired
so quickly rhar by World
War I (1914-1918) soldiers
no longer fOught on
horseback. bur tried to hide
from the bullets in trenches.

Ammunition

Automatic weapons
Ser to auromaric, many
small arms will continue
to fire as long as rhe soldier
holds back rhe trigger.

Howitzers
A howitzer is a field gun,
which may be rowed or
self-propelled to rhe
baulefield. Its barrel and
aim is midwav between
rhar of a monar and a
gun. Shells can be fired
ar a high angle. so thar
rhey flv above hills or
orher defences before
reaching enemy targets.

canidgc

Rifles
Rifling (spiral grooves) inside rhe barrel of a gun
makes the buller spin in flight, improving accuracy.
Self-loading rifles use rhe energy from firing a buller
to expel rhe cartridge case. and load rhe nexr shor.

Armourpiercing
shell, fired
bv amirank gun.

Machine gun belr.
World War I

The missile that a gun fires, the
propellant (explosive charge), and the
means of fi ring ir, are known together 250 rounds
nn the belt
as ammunition. T he fi rst guns fired
round stones, propelling them from the
barrel with loose gunpowder, lit with a
hot wire. From the m id-1 9th century on,
following the introduction of ri fled gun
barrels, shells were long and poinred in
shape. Today, in all but the biggest guns,
a metal cartridge holds the m issile,
Rifle
propellent, and means of firing together.

Sn iper's
rifle

Used by
5.56-mm
(.22-in)
calibre gun
Machine
gun buller

Buller,
for .44
revolver

/0-round
magaztn(

Rifles ar( fir(d
.from th( should(r

Gun control
A few civilians need to own
guns for security, rarger
shooting. pest control. and
other uses. However, guns
are dangerous. and mosr
countries control ownership.
Manv people believe rhese
controls should be stricter
to stop criminals gerring
hold of and using guns.
and to reduce the number
of shooting accidenrs.
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Gun safety poster. USA
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How the empire was run

GUPTA EMPIRE

The Gupras ran their empire as a group of small regions, or
sub-kingdoms. Each sub-kingdom had its own ruler, but all
were under the control of the emperor in Magadha. The first
two Gupta emperors expanded the empire while the later
emperors had the rask of holding the territory together.

AT THE BEGINNING of the fourth

century, India was made up of a
number of separate kingdoms. In 320,
Chandragupta I, ruler of Magadha, who
was named after the warlike Mauryan ruler, took
over neighbouring kingdoms to found
the Gupta Empire. Under his
Magadha
successors, the empire expanded to
include much of India, and
became the greatest Asian country
of the time, lasting about 150 years.
Gupta
It was a golden age of Indian painting,
Empire
architecture, sculpture, and literature.

Gupta coins h.1d symbols, such as horses, on them instead of portraits.

Chandragupra I

Samudragupta

Chandragupta II

In his short reign, the
fierce Ch.J.ndragupta I
(320-330) expanded hts
territories by conquest,
and by his marriage to
Princess Kumara Devi
of the Lichchavi uibe.

Chandragupta l's
son (r.330-376)
extended the empire
into BengAl, central
India, and the valleys
of rhe upper Yamuna
and Ganges rivers.

Named after his grandfa ther, the third Gupta
had a long and peaceful
reign (376-4 15),
during which Indian
art and literature began
to flourish.

Art and literature

Exteriors of the Buddhist caveshrines at Ajanta, western India

Musician with lyre

During the Gupta period, Indian artists
created some of their fin est works.
Magnificem palaces and temples
comained rhe h ighest quality sculpture
and paintings. Classical forms of music
and dance, created under the Guptas, are
still practised today all over Asia.
Wall paintings
Sculpture

There are more than 30
Buddhist shrines and
monasteries in rhe Ajanta
hills. The walls of many
of these were decorated
with colourful frescoes,
or w.!.ll paintings. This
was a fashion that
continued for hundreds
of vears. The paintings
show scenes from rhe life
of the Buddha, and other
devotional subjects.

Lifelike sculptures adorned G upta shrines and palaces. The most popular
subjects were people who had made donations to rhe shrine, the Buddha and
scenes from his life, and people known as Bodhisauvas (rhose who have reached
the Buddhist goal of enlightenment and hel p others to do likewise). Many
sculp tures, such as the seated musician, were made of terracoua.

The golden age of learning
Under the Guptas, universi ties expanded and
became famous for philosophy, medicine, and
logic. The Sanskrit language was also developed,
and was used for major epic stories. O ne of rhe
finest writers of rhe period was Kalidasa, who
lived during rhe reigns of Chandragupta II and
Kumaragupta. H is works include comedies,
poems, and heroic plays which are still performed.

Th~ Jigur~s ar~ dr~sud tn

Gupta-p~riod costum~s.

Sanskrit inscription

A proussion of~kphants
Wall paintings ar~ a good
souru ofinformation
about lift in th~ nnpir~.

Fa-Hsien
In 399, Fa-Hsien, a Chinese Buddhist, went to
India to study the sacred writings of Buddhism. In
the I 0 years he was rhere, he wrote about Me under
the Gupta emperors. His writings form one of the
most important som.:es for rhe history of this period.

Pai nting from rhe Jataka
stories, Cave 17, Ajanta

Timeline
Cave-shrines
Many of the Buddhist cave-shrines in
western l ndi.J. were cut out of the cliffs
- a t.J.sk which must have t.J.ken years of
labour with the simple tools the Gupt.!.s
used. The cave-shrines are d.1rk but
beautifully decorated with sculptures
and painrings. The Buddha in this
example is making the gesture known
as abhaya mudra, or "h.1ve no fear"
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376-4 15
Chandragupta I I makes
the empire secure, and
encourages trade.

320 Chandragupta I
founds the Gupta Empire.
330-376 Samudr.J.gupta
expands the empire from
the Indus River to the Bay
of BengAl, and up into the
northern mountains.

lam
~

Bodhisattva

B liD DH ISM

4 15-4 50 Kalidasa
composes most of his
poetry in rhe reign ot
Kumaragupta (415-455).

H INDUISM

I '\l OlA,
H ISTO RY OF

c.450 Empire begins to collapse
under pressure from invading Huns.
554 The Gupta
dynasty ends when
the last emperor dies.

Silver G upta horseman
MAURYAN

E\1PIRE

SHRINES

GUTENBURG, JOHANN ES
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GYMNASTICS

Women

T HERE ARE TWO MAIN BRANCHES of gymnastics
- artistic and rhythmic. In artistic gymnastics,
the gymnasts perform on fixed apparatus, such
as bars and beams. In rhythmic gymnastics, they
perform routines with apparatus such as hoops and balls.
Other gymnastic sports include sports acrobatics and
trampolining. In major artistic gymnastic competitions, the
apparatus is set out on a large platform, or podium, and
several events take place together. The competitors are
awarded marks out of 10 by a panel of judges.

There are fo ur women's events the floor, beam, asymmetric
(uneven) bars, and vault. In
competitions there is also an overall
championship. Women and girls
usually wear one-piece leotards with
short or long sleeves. Women's exercises
call fo r balance and agility, and floor
exercises include elements of dance.
Beam
The beam is 5 m (16.4 fr) long an~ only 10 em
(4 in) wide. Gymnasts must perform deliberate
movements and graceful balances. T he leadi ng
gymnasts can perform somersaults and backflips.

Men
There are six events in men's competitions.
They are the floo r, pommel horse, vault, rings,
parallel bars, and high bar. Boys and men
usually wear a singlet with shorts or white
trousers. M en's gymnastics calls fo r strength as
well as balance and dynamic movement.

Holding a
position to
show strength ~

Floor
Floor

The women's floor routine is performed to
music. Women and girls have from 60 to 90
seconds. Gymnasts are expeaed to include
dance steps in their routine, as well as
spectacular running somersaults.

Men's floor exercises
last 50 to 70 seconds
and feature balances as
handsprings. Gymnasts
must not step off the
square mat.

Pommel horse

Rings

·r he pommel horse needs arm

More strength is needed on the rings than on
any other apparatus. Gymnasts must hold
some positions for two seconds and must
not swing on the ropes.

and shoulder strength. The
gymnast moves back and forth
along the horse, swinging his
legs up and over, supporting
himself on his hands only.

Asymmerric bars
This is possibly the
most difficult of the
women's appparatus
T he gymnast must
make fu ll use of two
bars 2.3 m (7.5 ft)
and 1.5 m (5 fr) high,
swinging and
changing grip. T he
routi ne m ust have a
flowing rhythm with
no stops or hesitations

Parallel bars
The bars are a good all-round
test for men. There is a wide
choice of movements that a
gymnast can perform, including
swings and balances, and
.~u pport and strength moves.

Vault

High bar
Vault
This is the shortest event. Boys
and men perform only o ne vault.
Until they are about 13, boys
vault across the horse, but after
that they vault along its length.
Th~

ribbon is

~ matk ofSilk

Rhythmic gymnastics
Performed only by women
and girls, rhythmic gymnastics
consists of five individual
exercises- ribbon, dubs, hdll,
hoop, and rope. There are also
group exercises performed by
a team, usually with two
different piece~ of .1ppararus.

High bar rou tines
contain continuous
swinging moves. The
gymnast circles
around and around,
with turns, twists,
and changes of
direction and grip.

Women and girls
have two vaults in
a competition, the
better of the two
marks counting.
Different turns and
somersaults are
used, especially as
the gymnast thrusts
off the horse before
landing neatly.

Nadia Comaneci
Romanian gymnast Nadia
Comaneci (b. 1962) became
the first person to score a
maximum I 0 points in
O lympic competition, at the
age of 14. She scored seven
I Os in the 1976 Montreal
Olympics, winning the overall gold medal as
well as separate golds for the bars and beam.

Trampolining

Sports acrobatics

This is an excellent
exercise routine for
practising moves such as
twists and somersaults,
and it is also a sport in
itself. T here are solo
competitions and
synchronized pairs.
Judges award marks for
difficulty and how well a
routine is performed.

This type of gvmnastics
comprises rumbling, pairs,
and group events.
Tumbling is like the floor
exercises, but performed
on a straight, sprung track.
The routines in pairs
(men, women, or mixed),
the trio (women), and
fours (men) are like those
of circus acrobats.

OLYMPIC GAMES

RoMANIA, UKRAIN E,

AND MOLDAVIA

S PORT
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- - - - - Gymnastics
Sports acrobatics
The top lifts
and straddl~
her kgs.

Th~

top holds
h~r body in a
straight lin~.

Th~ bas~ r~sts

muchofhis
body on th~
floor.

K~eps

Th~ bas~ carn~s

hiS partner's
w~ight on his kgs.

her
body
tm;~d

back

Shoulder balance: a
simple, stable position.

Counterbalance: gymnasts use
their weight against each other.

Stag balance: elegance
contrasts with strength

Straddle lever balance:
an advanced position.

Rhythmic sequences

Gymnast
/

Simple balance: the
base supports the top

p~rforms

to music.

Th~gymnast
k~~ps

her
arm straight.

1

1

Swings hoop
around the waist.

2

Lets a side of
the hoop drop.

3

Jumps through
the hoop.

This mov~ is known
as a Y-balance

4

Carries hoop
to the side.

1

Full suk
bend

Carries the ball
to one side

Artistic, floor

L~gs h~M

tognher
and straight

2

Circles the ball
our behind

3

Stretching his arms
upwards haps th~
gymnast stand.

Spirals to the
other side

4

Rises into
an arabesque.

K~~s
to~s

point~d

Gymnast
prm~kgs
togeth~r.

Gymnast
tucks his
body down
into a roll.

Gymnasts
generally
prrftr to
work
barifoot.

1

Gymnast holds balance
for two seconds.

The gymnast mov~
smoothly into ~ach
stag~ of th~ ~xercis~.

2

Springs
into a dive

3

Mov~s

round in
quarter

H~ad

tucked
in-

Gpwards and forwards
into a dive roll.

4

Lands on hands
and rolls.

5

Rolls onto feet and
comes up to stand.

6

Ktcks up ro a handstand, then turns
round by moving his hands.

Artistic, beam
T he beam, used only in
women's gymnastics, is very
difficult. For safety's sake, a
gymnast must progress from
floor skills, to a low beam,
then a practise beam.

In competition, judges
deduct points for wobbly
or faulty landings.

_ Lookmg ah~ad

H~adup

back straight
The gymnast
karns to walk,
turn, and Sit on
a b~am first.

I

Th~gymnast

tries to jump
as h1gh as
possibk.
To~pomud

1
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Gymnd~t moum~

~ide

the
or end of the beam.

2

Performs low move,
known as a V-sit.

3

The gymnast
begins a W-jump.

4

With one ~tep, takes
off from both feet.

)

She point~ one leg forward
and tucks the other behind.

6

Prepares
roland.

7

She keep~ a
steady balance.

HARVEY, WI LLIAM see HJ:-_ART AND CIRCULATORY SYSTEM • HAWAII see PACIFIC OCEAN

HEALTH

AND

FITNESS

What is health?
When someone is in good health it means
their body is working ro its full potential
and is nor impeded by physical or mental
d iseases. People's health may suffer as they
become older, if they eat a poor d iet, if they
are poor, if they are exposed to pollution,
or work in a harmful environment

IF A MACHINE is treated with care
and given proper maintenance, it is
more likely to function efficiently
Similarly, the human body is most
likely to function to the best of its ability if it is
kept fit and healthy. Health may be defined as the
state of being well in body and mind. Fitness is an
indication of how efficiently the body's muscles,
heart, and lungs are working. If people are fit, they
can deal with the requirements put upon their
bodies by everyday activities, such as walking and
lifting, but also with sudden demands, such as
sprinting for a bus. Mental health - the mind's
fitness - is also important for well-being.
Smtching sid~
latn-al muscks
and abdomen

O utdoor play contributes to the
healthv development of children.

Maintaining health
M any people in developed countries are overweigh t, take
little exercise, and eat too much fatty food . This makes
them unfit, and often unhealthy. Following a balanced d iet
with plenty of fresh fru it and vegetables and not too m uch
fat, combined with regular exercise, aid better health.
Diet
A healthy diet consists of
the right amounts of
protein, carbohydrate,
fat, vitamins, minerals,
and fibre. The energy it
provides should keep the
body at its ideal weight.

Frui t and
vegetables
are full of
vitamins.

Fish provides
energy, iron,
and protein.

Clothing is \
loouand
comfortab/~.

Exercise
The human body
requires exercise to
improve fimess.
Exercise makes
the heart and
lungs work more
efficientlv, and
strengthens
muscles and
bones. This
helps keep
the body
flexible.

Body w~ight is
put on right
kg to stretch
kft thigh.

N uts and fungi
contain protein
and minerals.

Pulses, rice, and
pasta provide
carbohydrates.

Regular relaxation reduces stress and
tension. increases a sense of wellbeing. and decreases rhe risk of
disease. There are many ways
to relax, including massage,
yoga, and meditation.

Mental health
Menral heal th is rhe fitness of
the mind. Problems may be caused
by heredity or emotional problems
caused by relationships or lifestyle.
Keeping fit, discussing problems,
and seeking professional help can
all improve a person's mental
health. Some people are affected by
mental illnesses that have been
caused bv brain disorders.

D ISFASES

L~gs are stretched
gently to prromt
any strain.

b~used.

'-

Yoga lotus
position

Public health
Public heal th is concerned with the effec t environment has upon
a population's health, and how the heal th of the community can
be improved. Workers in this field are interested in, for example,
good housing, effective sanitation, reducing air pollution, and the
immunization of child ren and adults against infec tious diseases.
Sanitation
Sanitation is the provision
of dean drinking water,
enclosed sewers. and drains.
h stops food and water
being contaminated bv
potentially fatal pathogens
(germs) from human waste
and helps stop the spread
of disease.

Doctors w ho look after mental
heal th are called psychiatrists.

~

Meat is full
of protein
and vitamins.

Relaxation

way to stan
an exercise
programme

lm!lml

Dairy products
provide protein
and fat.

Poor sanitation in sl ums
in 19 t h-century England
DRUGS

FooD

Chec k - ups
A doctor carries out a check-up. or
physical examination, to make sure
that a person is healthy. and to look
out for anything that may be wrong.
During a check-up. the doctor will ask
the patient how he or she feels, look
at and feel rhe patient's body. use a
stethoscope to listen to breathing and
the heart, and measure blood pressure.
Doctor examines girl's th roat

S\Tinge

Immunization
lmmuniz.ation protects people
from disease. lt involves injecting
them wirh small amounts of
pathogens of a cenain disease.
This stimulates the body
to produce antibodies
that fight rhe disease,
producing protection.

H t.:MAN BODY

M EDICIN E

SOCIETIES,
H U\1AN

SPORT
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HEARST, WILLIAM RANDOLPH see NEWSPAPERS AND MAGAZINE.'>

HEART AND CIRCULATORY SYSTEM
Right atrium
THE HEART IS A FIST-SIZED muscular pump that
receives oxygen-poor
beats non-stop, 24 hours a day, sending blood
blood from body.
around the body along a massive network of Tricuspid valve prevents
blood flowing backward
tubes called blood vessels. Together, they
from right ventricle imo
right atrium.
make up the circulatory system. The
larger blood vessels divide repeatedly
Aona carries oxygenrich blood from the
to form smaller vessels, which travel
heart to the bo~
Superior vena cava
to every cell in the body, supplying carries blood from
upper bodv into
them with oxygen from the lungs
right atrium. ~
and nutrients from digested food,
Right
ventricle
and carrying away waste. Blood
Pulmo nary trunk
pumps blood
carries oxygento lungs.
helps defend the body against
poor blood from
hean toward lungs.
infection and also distributes
heat around the body, helping
uft
atnum
to matntatn us temperature.
0

0

0

atnum

Right

Lift

Coro nary
artery supplies
heart with
blood.

During the first stage
(diastole) both the
atria and the ventricles
are relaxed. Blood flows
into and fills both atria.
The semilunar valves at
the exit points of me
ventricles are dosed.

2

During the second
stage (atrial systole)
the tricuspid and bicuspid
valves between the atria
and the ventricles open.
Both atria contract and
squeeze blood into me
ventricles below them.

During the third
stage (ventricular
systole) the ventricles
conuaa to push blood
out of the heart. The
tricuspid and bicuspid
valves dose. while the
semilunar valves open.

3

Septum is wall mat
separates ventricles.

William Harvey

~

1

Left
ventricle
pumps
blood to
body.

The heart consists of two m uscular
pumps. left and right, which lie side by
side. Each pump is divided into a smaller
upper chamber, or atrium, and a lower
chamber, or ventricle. T he left ventricle
has a thicker wall because it has to pump
blood around the body; the thi nner-walled
right ventricle pumps blood to the lungs.

Aorta\ Pulmonary
artny

atnum

Semilunar valve
stops blood
flowing
back into right
ventricle.

Heart

How the heart beats
T he wall of the heart is made of cardiac muscle that
contracts automatically. The two halves of the heart beat
together to pump blood aro und the body. Inside the
heart, blood passes from the atria (upper chambers} to
the ventricles (lower chambers). Valves ensure that blood
cannot flow backwards through the heart. Each heartbeat
is not a single contraction, but consists of three stages.

Left auium receives
oxygen-rich blood
from lungs.

H earr rare
The heart normally beats about 70 times
per minute. This is your heart rate. It changes
according to the oxygen demands of the body.
If you exercise, heart rate increases to pump
more oxygen-carrving blood to your muscles.

English doctor William Harvey
( 1578-1657) was the first person to
show that blood circulated around the
body. Before Harvey, it was thought
that blood ebbed and
flowed along blood
vessels rather like
me tide coming
in and going
out. Harvey
concluded mat
blood travelled
in one
direction only,
and mat it was
pumped by
me heart.

Blood
Blood is a liquid transport system
that travels to every cell in the body.
It supplies body cells with oxygen and
nutrients, and carries away waste
products. Blood consists of billions of
blood cells floating in a yellowish liquid
called plasma. T here are three types of
blood cells: red blood cells, white blood
cells, and platelets. Red blood cells make
up 99 per cent of all blood cells. A soft
tissue inside bones called red marrow
produces blood cells.
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Plareler!>

Whire blood cells

Red blood cells

Platelets are cell fragments mat help
stop blood leaking from injured blood
vessels. If a blood vessel is damaged,
platelets gather at the wound and
stick to each oilier to form a plug.

White blood cells defend the body
against infection. There are three main
rvpes. Granulocytes and monocytes
engulf invading germs; lymphocytes
release chemicals that destroy germs.

Red blood cells are packed with
a red substance called haemoglobin.
Haemoglobin picks up oxygen in the
lungs and releases it as blood passes
through other parts of me body.

H EART AND CIRCULATORY SYSTEM

Jugular vein carries
blood from head
wwards heart.

Carotid artery
supplies head.
Subclavian artery

Aorta is main

~ artery leaving
heart.
~up erior

vena cava
carries blood from
upper body lO
hean.
Pulmonary vein
carries blood
from lung
w hean.

heart to lungs.

Circulation in the arm

Circulatory system
The main blood vessel leaving the
heart, the aorta, divides repeated ly,
sending branches ro major body
regions. Blood returns ro the heart
along veins, which unite ro form the
superior and inferior venae cavae, the
two major veins which re-enter the
heart. A red blood cell rakes just one
minute ro complete its journey around
the circularory system.
Radial

T he blood vessels of the arm
show how the circulatory
system works. The brachial
artery divides into several
branches, including the radial
artery. Veins carrying blood
from the hand and wrist
unite to form the brachial
vein leaving the arm.

Axiliary vein
carries blood
towards heart.

Cephalic vein __

Basilic vein \

Brachial vein

H epatic portal
vein carries
blood from
intestine lO liver

Iliac artery

Femoral
artery
supplies leg.

Inferior vena
cava carries

Digital vein
carries blood

blood f r o /
lower body
lO heart.
lfiacvein

Lungs

How blood circulates
There are, in fact, two parts to
the circulatory svstem. The
pulmonary circulation carries
oxygen-poor blood from the
right side of the heart along the
pulmonary arteries lO the lungs
and back lO the lefr side of the
heart along the pulmonary
veins. The systemic circulation
carries oxygen-rich blood from
the lefr side of the heart along
the aona lO the body, and
returns oxygen-poor blood to
the righ t side of the heart.

/

Femoral vein
carries blood
from leg
wwards heart.

Dorsal arlerial
arch is a loop in
upper foot.

Flushing
Exercise can cause a reddening of the face
and body known as flushing. This happens
when, lO cool the body down, blood vessels
near the skin's surface widen as blood flow
increases to lose heat from the skin. The
increased blood flow makes the skin redden.

Blood clotting

Blood vessels

When a blood vessel is damaged,
dotting reduces the loss of blood.
Platelets accumulate at the wound and
stick rogerher ro fo rm a plug. Red blood
cells are trapped in threads of fibrin ro
form a clot. White blood cells prevent
infection beneath a hard outer scab.

heart. They have thin walls
There are three types of blood vessels:
because pressure inside them is
arteries, veins. and capillaries. Arteries
low. They contain valves to
d ivide into smaller vessels called
prevent blood flowing backwards.
arterioles, which themselves divide
Arteriole
inro a network of capillaries.
Blood then passes ro
venules and veins.

Scab

-

CELLS

Arteries
Arteries carry blood
away from the heart.
They have thick,
muscular walls that can
withstand the high pressure
produced when the heart beats
Arteries usually carrv blood that
is rich in oxygen.

fiRST

AID

HEALT H AND
FITN ESS

People belong ro different blood
groups, depending on the antigens
(chemicals) in their red blood cells.
T he ABO blood group system has
two antigens, A and B. It has
four blood groups: A (carries A
antigen); B (carries B antigen);
AB {carries both antigens); and
0 (carries neither).
HORMON ES AND
ENDOCRIN E SYSTEM

Veins carry blood towards the

Thin wall
of vein

Capillaries
Thzck
wall of
arrery

Capillaries are the tiny blood vessels
that carry blood between arterioles and
venules. They supply individual cells with
food and oxygen and remove wastes.

Regular blood _ _
....---.._,,........_,.

Blood groups

Karl Landsteiner
Austrian/American Karl Landsteiner
(1868-I943) discovered the existence of
blood groups, and made safe
blood transfusion a reality.
In 1900, Landsteiner
showed that red blood cells
may clump together when
blood from different people
is mixed. He worked out
the ABO blood group
system, and was awarded
a Nobel Prize.

•

Fibrin
Chemicals in the blood and
damaged cells trigger the
production of the protein
fibrin. This forms strands
which trap red blood cells
into a dot. A hard crust,
called a scab, forms over the
dot to protea the wound.

Veins

HuMAN
BODY

donors are given
a donor badge.

IMM UN E AND
LYMPHATIC SYSTEM

Blood compatibility
Blood transfusion is the
donation of blood by one
person to another. People
who share the same
blood groups can give
'
or receive blood safely
because their blood is
compatible. In an
emergency, however,
people with type 0
blood can give blood
to any other group.

l UNGS AND
BREAT HING

MEDICINF

MUSCLES AND
MOVEMENT
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HEAT AND TEMPERATURE
Icarus flew too
close to the Sun and plummeted to his
[ [ ] death as the Sun's heat melted his waxen
wings. Heat is a type of energy that can
indeed melt wax, and many other substances. The
temperature of a substance - how hot or cold it is
- can be thought of as how much heat energy that
substance contains. More precisely, temperature is
a measure of the average energy possessed by the
moving particles of matter inside the substance.
I N GREEK MYTHOLOGY,
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Column
ofm~rcury
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or alcohol
well

Liquid

J
Digital
r~adout

H~a tsmsitiv~

prob~ "'-..

Thermometers

There is no upper lim it to temperature,
but there is a lower limit, c.tlled absolute
zero (-l73°C -459°F, OK), at which atoms
and molecules are stationarv. Scientists
have managed to achieve temperarures
within a millionth of a degree of
absolute zero. The studv of how
matter behaves at verv low
temperatures is
known as
crvogenics.

H earing a substance gives irs panicles
more energy so that they move faster
and farther. T he particles rake up
more room and increase the volume
of the substance. This is
~ known ~ thermal
~
\ expansion.

:~
,
.
. ' .. .

·-

~-

-

-

(

-

-

43.3oC
( 110.3°F. 316.3K):
normal body
ump"ature ofa spa"ow
3rc (9B.4°F.
310/<.7: normal
human body
umpera •ur~.

28./oC (82.6oF.
301./K): 110rmal body
temperatllr~ ofahidna
(spiny anuat" \

Cryogenics
scientist at
work

The extra energ) increases the
size of the panicles' vibrations,
making them take up more space.
The ball expands and will no
longer pass through the ring.

3

Hot ball is now
too w1tk to pass
through ring.

A hot flame heats the
ball, giving its particles
more heat energy.

t~mp~ratur~

(water is in its
liquid stat~)

.fr~ezi11g point

Flam~

1

I soc (64°F.
29JK):
normal room

0°C{3rF.

Ball passes
through
ring.
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.!~3KJ:

heats ball.

2

. -

Absolute zero

Thermal expansion

This cold metal ball
passes easily through
the hoop. The ball is a
solid object, composed of
millions of tightly packed,
vibrating particles.

r~cord~d umperatu r~

on Earth,

Just as the scale o n a ruler shows
length in centimetres or inches, a
temperature scale shows temperature
in units called degrees Celsius (C ),
degrees Fahrenheit (F), or kelvin (K).
Most tem perature scales are defi ned
bv two "fixed poin ts". The C elsius
scale uses the melting and boiling
points of water as its fixed points.

D igital

A device that measures temperarure is called a
thermometer. A liquid thermometer contains a
column of mercury or alcohol that expands and
contracts as the temperature changes, moving up
and down a scale. A maxi m um and minimum
thermometer records the highest and lowest
temperatures over a certain period, using metal
indicators that are moved bv a liquid column.
A digital thermometer contains a heat-sensitive
electronic probe. T he probe produces an electric
current that varies with changes in temperature.

I

58°C (136°F.
33/K}: highest

Temperature scale

indicator

Maximum-minimum

100°C (212°F.
373K): wat~r boils-

Producing heat
H eat can be produced in a
number of ways, incl uding
by frictio n, thro ugh
chemical reactions, and
using an electric current.

of water
Celsius scale

Refrigerator
A refrigerator is a machine
that is used to chill food,
drinks. and other items. A
liquid called a refrigerant
flows through pipes inside
the refrigerator. The liquid
I abso rbs heat from the
refrigerator's contents and
evaporates. T he vapour is
compressed and pumped
into a tube o n the outside
of the refrigerator. As the
vapour passes through the
tube, it loses hear to the
surro und ing air and
condenses back to a liquid.

Hear from friction
T he American scientist Benjamin
Thompson (J753-1814) discovered
that friction produces heat. At his
weapons factory in Germanv, he
noticed that when a d rilling
machine bored into a gun barrel,
friction between the two objects
made the gun barrel extremelv hot

Hear and chemical reactions
Athletes often use a device called a
hot pack to treat a sprai ned limb.
The pack contains powdered iron
that reacts with oxvgen from the air
when the pack is shaken. T he heat
from the chemical reaction warms
the joint and eases the pain.

El~mmt\

Hear and
elecrriciry
An electric current
alwavs produces heat.
When current flows
through an electric
toaster, for example,
the heat produced
raises the temperature
of the wire element so
that it glows red- hot
and toasts bread.

Tub~ is
calkd a

Rifrigerant absorbs
heat .from insitk
rqngerator and /os~s
it to air outside.

lnmlar~d

walls

Rear \iew of refrigerator

- Pump
circulaus
rifr1gerant.

HEAT AN D TEMPERATt: RE

Heat conduction
Bubbks app~ar as th~
wat" mokcuks us~
heat from the flam~ to
break free from each
oth~r and fo rm suam. ~

Latent heat

Thermal morion

When a liquid is at irs boiling
point, an input of hear energy will nor raise the
liquid's temperature any furrhe r. Instead , the extra
energy enables panicles in the liquid to break free
from each other and form a gas. This energy is called
latent hear. T he energy is released again if rhe gas
condenses into a liquid. Latent hear is also absorbed
when a solid melts, and released when a liquid freezes.

All mauer is made up of
moving particles. This
movement is called
thermal mmion. The
temperature of an object
is a measure of its thermal
motion. Heating the
object makes irs panicles
vibrate faster and raises
its temperature.

Radiation
All objects give our energy in the
form of infrared rays, which are
similar to X-rays. A hor object, such
as a light bulb, gives our a lor of
infrared rays. T hese rays will hear
up any object rhar absorbs them.
Dull surfaces absorb infrared
rays well, bur shiny surfaces
reflect them. Infrared rays are
invisible, bur you can feel their
effect. The closer you pur your
hand to a light bulb, the
warmer it feels, because the
radiation is more intense.

Hear conducrors

Hor or cold?
A marble tile feels colder
than a carpet at room
temperature. Marble is a
better conductor than
carpet. Marble takes heat
rapidly away from the
body, making the marble
tile feel much colder to the
touch than the carpet.

U'{zx m~lts and
slides down
--~- the hand!~.

'
M~tal

Marble tile

Carper

Heat insulators
h~at

radiaud by lamp.

Propagator
Seeds sprout and grow more rapidly in warm
conditions, so thev are often planted in a tiny
greenhouse called a propagator. Sunlight passes through
the propagator's plastic cover and warms the seeds and
soil, which radiate the heat back out again as infrared
ravs. The rays cannot pass through plastic, so the heat
is trapped inside and the temperature rises.

Convection

E LECTRICITY

Th"mom~t~r

records temperature
difference across window.

Some materials - called conductors conduct heat better than others. lf you
press wax on to the ends of metal and
plastic spoons in hot water, the wax on
the metal spoon melts first. This is
because metal is a better conductor.

Heat

The bulb emits
visible light rays
and invisibk
infrared rays.

Th~rmom~ters m~asur~

The way hear travels as
moving currents through a
gas or a liquid is called
convection. If a rank of water
is heated from below, rhe
warm water at the bonom will
rise as ir expands and becomes
less dense. The cooler, denser
water above sinks to take its
place. Soon, this cooler water
also warms and starts to rise,
creating a circulation of water
called a convection current.

When a substance is heated ,
irs vibrating panicles knock
against neighbouring panicles
and pass on some of their
thermal motion, spreading
hear throughout rhe substance.
This is called conduction.
Hear always conducts from a
warm substance to a cooler
one. T he warm air in a
room can lose hear
through a window. H ear
conducts from rhe warm
air to rhe window, and
rhen to rhe cooler air outside.

Cookr, more dem~

~rm~r, kss dmu
water rises. .

wat~r sinks

\

Poor conductors of heat, such
as plastics, wood, cork, and
air, are known as insulators.
Using such materials to
reduce hear loss from an
object is called insulation.
When these two jars are
filled with water at 80°C
(176°F) and left for 15
minutes, the jar covered
in bubble wrap retains
rhe most hear. Bubble
wrap (plastic filled with
Uninsulared
jar
pockets of air) is a good
~

/

Airtight stopper
Hot or cold
liquid

_ _ _ Vtzcuum
between double
walls offlask

Tank is h e a t e d /
from below.
E~ F RGY

fR ICTIO N

_Shiny walls
rif/ect h~nt
radiation.

" . Dissolving potassium
permanganate crystals show
the mov~mmt of th~ wat"

G ASES

L IQUIDS

MATTER

M ETALS

SouDs

Insulated

jar

Vacuum flask
A vacuum flask keeps drinks
hm or cold bv stopping the
transfer of heat to or from the
liquid. Conduction can only
occur through marter, so the
flask has two walls with a
vacuum between them to
prevent conduction. Shiny
walls reflect heat radiation,
while rhe flask is sealed with
an ainight sropper made of a
good insulator.

X - RAYS AN D THE
ELECTROMAGNETIC SPECT RUM
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HEDGEHOGS AND OTHER
INSECTIVORES

Hedgehogs

THE ORDER lNSECTIVORA, which
means insect-eating, contains
more than 370 species, including
hedgehogs, moles, shrews, and tenrecs. Most of
these mammals, especially the shrews, are
h ighly active and have to eat almost constantly
to sustain themselves. They have poor eyesight,
but a good sense of smell. They rely on smell to
fi nd their prey of worms and snails as well as
insects. Insectivores have sharp teeth for
preying on invertebrates. The hedgehogs
and some tenrecs are
protected from
predators by spines.

Like most insectivores,
hedgehogs are nocturnal.
solitary an imals that associate
only ro mare. Each adulr
animal needs irs own rerrirory
in order ro find enough ro
ear. Nor all hedgehogs are
spiny, bur rhe European and
deserr hedgehogs have a rhick
covering of spines on the rop
of rhe head and bodv ro
prorecr rhem against
predators such as foxes.
European hedgehogs build up a
layer offat during the summer
to sustain them during the
wmter when they hibernate.

Hedgehog spines
A European hedgehog has abour '5,000
spines. These are hairs modified into
sharp. stiff tubes. Hedgehogs are born
wirh their first codt of pale spines flat
under the skin, but these come through
within a lew hours. At rwo davs

ol~. the hedgt:hog's~
dark
spmes stan to grow.
When threatened.

For extra protection a hedgehog
can roll into a prickly ball.

Young hedgehogs
acc01•zpany their
mother to find food

Young hedgehogs stay w1th
their mother until they are
about seven
weeks old.

Ordirury for grows on the chest and belly.

Moles

Shrews
These small mammals have a long
snout and short legs. Thev are
highlv active and need a constant
supply of food to keep them alive.
Shrews are extremely aggressive
and will attack one another if thev
meet. Manv predators avoid
shrews because of a foul-smelling
secretion that rhev can produce
from scent glands.

Moles live underground in a system of runnels that they
dig through rhe soiL They are well adapred for this
existence, having a compact bodv, short legs, tiny
eyes, and no protrud ing ears. They are active day
and night, looking for food such as worms,
insecr larvae, and beedes.
Fur lies in no particular
direction, so that the mole
can push backward or
forward through its tunnels. - -

Tenrecs

Molehills
Mounds of soil, often called molehills, are
the result of a mole's tunnelling activities.
The mole pushes loose soil to the surface
up short vertical
tunnels.

Strong claws
forloosmmg
the soil

The 30 species of tenrec live onh·
on the island of Madagascar. Some
swim, some climb, and others live
underground. Some have spines,
orhers look more like shrews. The\
have many \Oung. The common
tenrec mav have 34 in one liner.

The from paws
are broad with
large claws, and
do rhe digging.
The hind feet are
narrower with
sharp claws, and
are used to push
soil ro the surface.

E UROPEAN H EDGEHO G
SCIE'-ITIFIC f\.A,\.1 E Erinaceus
europaeus
0RDFR lnsecti\ora
FAMILY Erinaceidae
0 ISTRIBL TIO:'I. Europe, east mto
Russia. Introduced to New
Zealand
H ABITAT Farmland, suburbs,
woodland, and mountains

Mole feer
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Each spine is
controlled by
muscles in the
hedgehog's skin.

""- Spmes normally
lie flat over the
hedgehog's body.

The long mout bears many highly
sensitive whiskers which the
hedgehog uses to find its way
around and also
to locate food

A ftmak hedgehog
usually has two lmers
ofyoung each year.

I

a hedgehog
ra~ses its - ~
spmes. ~ ~

D IET Beetles, worms, caterpillars,
oilier invertebrates, small
mammals, and carnon
SIZE Length: 15 em (IO in)
LIFESPAN 4-7 years

ANIMALS

A'\, IMAL

BEHAvl O L R

HIBERNATION

H ELICO PTERS see AIRCRAFT • H EPWORTH, BARBARA see SCULPTURF • HERALDRY see

HERONS, STORKS

AND

H ERONS AND THEIR relatives are
distinctive birds, with long, slender
legs and a large beak. Most of them eat
fish and other water animals, and can
wade out into the water to look for food
without getting their feathers wet. Herons hunt
by stealth, and several species have developed
remarkable fishing techniques. Flamingos catch
their food by straining it
through fibrous plates
in their beak. Although
storks have long legs,
most of them do not
wade, but catch their
food on land. Many of
these birds are sociable
Carrie egrer
Biuern
This small heron lives
Bitterns live in dense
animals, living and
near carrie and other
reedbeds where thev are
nesting in large flocks
grazers, and snaps up the
perfectlv camouflaged.
small animals that they
When threatened, thev
or colonies. This gives
disturb. In recent vears,
point their beak skvward
cattle egret ha\e become
and sway gentl}. This
them some protection
one of the world's most
makes them look like the
widespread birds.
reeds moving in the wind.
from predators.

Flamingo
skull

Flamingos
M any of the five species
of flamingo live in shallow,
salry lakes where lirde else
survives. T hey feed with
their head upside down,
using their uniquely shaped
beak ro filrer tiny animals
and plams from the water.

AND HCRALDRY

FLAMINGOS
N~ck

Herons

is

IJunch~d at r~t

There are about 60 species
of heron. T hey live all
over the world, except
Anrarcrica and the far
non h Most live close to
water, and they often nest
in grou ps. T hey usually
build their nests our of
sticks and reeds in a
tree or bush.

and m flight.

Black heron fish ing

goliath
heron

'-Long.
straight
kgs

This heron usually
hunts at night when
manv small animals are
active. It ofi:en perches.
legs bent. on a low branch.
readv to pounce on its prey.

Storks
T here are 19 species of
stork. Some feed by wading
imo water, but others live
in quire dry places. The
giant African marabou
srork is a scavenger. It feeds
on already dead an imals, in
the same way as vultures,
bur it will also eat live prev,
such as insects, fish, rats,
and small birds.

M any herons,
including the goliath
heron , catch fish by
wading im o the water
and then keeping
absolutely still with
their necks hunched.
W hen a fi sh swims
near, the heron
crouches down roward
the surface, then
suddenly stretches out
its neck and stabs the
fish with its beak.
O ther herons have
developed d iffere m
fishing techniques.

GOLIATH HERON
, Long /~gs
and to~s

White storks migrate long
distances and return to the
same place in Europe even
year to breed. The\ are
rraditionallv encouraged to
nest on houses because thev
are supposed to bring luck.

-

The Mrican black heron
strides into rhe water and
raises its wings like an
umbrella. 1 his casts a
shadow on the surface,
which probably helps the
heron to see any fish
swimming below.

Fishing

Marabou stork

Nesrs

Flocks of flamingos can contain more
than 2 million birds. Thev build
mound-like nests with mud that thev
scrape up with their beaks.

J<..NIGHT~

•

B IRDS

SciE"'TIFIC NAME Ardea golzath
Ciconiiformes

Fishing wirh bair

O ROFR

The North
American green
heron throws small
twigs or pellets into
the water. It "airs
for fish to be
attracted bv this bait
and catches them
when thev come
within range.

FAM IL\ Ardeidae

BIRDS
O F PREY

-

D ISTRIBUTION Africa, Arabian
peninsula, India
H ABI rAT Coasts, lakes, rivers, marshv
ground
D IET Mainly fish
SIZE Length: I ')Q em (')9 in)
LIFE!>PA"' About 25 years

L\KE AND
RIVER WILDLI FE

S HOREBIRDS
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HERSCHEL, WILLIAM see PLANETS

Hibernation

HIBERNATION
D URING WINTER, as temperatures

drop and food becomes scarce, some
animals hibernate to survive the harsh
conditions. Hibernation is a resting
state in which the animal's body temperature falls
to just above that of its surroundings,
and its metabolic rate (the rate at
which it consumes energy) drops
dramatically. The animal resumes
its active lifestyle in the spring.
Hibernation is triggered by
shortening day length, a fall
in temperature, or by the
animal's internal biological
dock. Some other
animals rest, or remain
dormant, to withstand
adverse conditions.

Rodents, bats, and insectivores are all
mammals that hibernate. Their small size
allows them to cool down and warm up
quicklv. Some animals eat more in early
winter to build up fat stores to use while
hibernating; others wake every few weeks
to feed on food in their nest. A squirrel
shows changes typical of a hibernating
mammal; its metabolic rate drops to 1 per
cent of normal, and its body temperature
falls from 3rC (99°F) to 4oC (39°F).
"When it emerges its body
weight will have fallen
by 40 per cent.

Many temperate species of bat
hibernate when their insect food
disappears. They often hibernate
in large numbers and cluster
together ro conserve warmth.
The site where bars hibernate
is called a hibernaculum; it
mav be a cave, mine, rree
hollow, or a deserted building.

Hummingbird in nest

Rodents

Birds

Rodents, such as dormice and
woodchucks, form the largest group of
hibernating mammals. Many sm aller roden ts
living in the northern hemisphere hibernate in
the winter months when rhe plant material and
small animals rhey feed on are in sho rt supply. Some
construct nesrs in rree hollows or underground in
which rhey curl up, ro minimize hear loss, and go into
a deep sleep. Many species wake periodically either ro
ear, drink, or urinate, ro ger rid of accumulated wasre.

M ost birds migrate ro avoid
cold winters; a few such as rhe
North American poorwill enter
a state of torpor and hibernate.
Manv hummingbirds show a
form of dailv hibernation. Ar
nighr, rheir bodv temperature
falls, enabling them ro survive
cooler conditions without
consuming much energy.

Nmof
straw and grass
Hibernating dormouse

Dormancy

European badger
Badgers live in forests where rhey d ig
extensive burrows called setts. In winter,
badgers rarely leave rheir sen. They curl
up in nesting material and go into a
dormant srare, living off far
reserves accumulated in
summer and autumn .
Dormancy can last
fo r seven months
in Siberia.

ANIMAL
BEHAVIOUR
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BATS

Diapause

Some large mammals, such as bears and badgers, that
live in northern parts of North America and Europe,
go into a resting state, called dormancy, during winter.
Dormancy differs from hibernation; the animal's body
temperature does not drop significantly, and it can wake
up quickly if danger threatens. However, this small fall
in body temperature, combined with a lack of activity,
produces significant energy savings for the animal.
&arJmis on b~ to build up for mtTWS.

Brown bear
The brown bear lives in Asia,
N orth America, and Europe.
In summer ir builds up far
on which ir lives in winter. In
aurumn, the bear excavates a
den. lines ir wirh vegerarion,
and goes into its winter
'sleep". Irs bodv remperarure
falls bv 5oC (9°F), and irs
metabolic rare drops bv 50
per cent. The bear emerges
in sp ring weigh ing half
whar ir did in rhe aurumn.
BEARS

HEDGEHOGS AND
OTHER INSECTIVORE5

MAMMALS

Cabbage whire
bunerfl} pupa

Diapause is rhe insects' equivalent of
hibernation. Some insects enter diapause
ro survive adverse conditions, such as
cold or lack of food. During diapause,
growth and development are suspended,
usually ar the egg or pupa stage of the life
cvcle. For example, if the cabbage whire
butterflv lays her eggs in lare summer,
rhe pupal srage goes into diapause over
winter, resuming development in spring.

Aestivation
Aesrivarion is a
stare of dormancv
shown bv animals
such as African lungfiSh,
d uring hor, dry summers.
Lungfish live in places rhar
flood in rhe wer season and
bake in the drv season. As river
levels fall, the lungfish digs a
burrow in rhe mud, end ing in a
chamber. T he fish curls up in the
chamber, secretes a p rotect ive
m ucus bag around irself, and
remains there for up ro six
months unril the rains come.

MIGRATION

RATS AND
OTHER RODENTS

Afiican
lungfish

HIEROGLYPHS see EGYPT, ANCIENT

HINDUISM
THE OLDEST OF THE GREAT world
religions, Hinduism began in India
at least 5,000 years ago. Hindus
believe in one great power, or
supreme god, called Brahman, that exists in
everything. They believe in a cycle of death
and rebirth - when we die, our souls live on
in another person, animal, or plant. The goal
of the Hindu is to live such a good
life that the soul breaks this cycle
and itself becomes part of
Brahman. There are some
733 million Hindus, mostly
living in Asia.
Shiva

b~ars

Gods

Vishnu
Hindus know Vishnu
as rhe preserver. They
believe that when there
is danger to rhe Earrh,
Vishnu protects ir. His
main task is to keep rhe
balance berween good
and evil powers. To do
rhis, he has visited rhe
Earrh in nine different
human and animal
forms, including rhe
lord Rama and the
god Krishna.

H indus worship many gods,
each of which represents
part of Brahman. Some of
the gods can take d ifferent
forms. H indus can choose
a favourite god; two of the
most popular are Hanuman,
the intelligent monkey-god,
and Lakshmi, the goddess of
beauty and wealth. But the
most importan t of all is the
holy trinity ofVishnu,
Shiva, and Brahma. This
group of three makes up
Brahman, the supreme god.
Shiva
Hindus know this god as the destroyer. Shiva
destroys things which are no longer needed, but
also allows new things to be created, so he is said ro
control life and death. He is shown in many forms.
As Lord of the Dance, he brings the dance of life
to an end so the new cycle
of life can begin.

a

up an~
cr~atzon.

His kft foot is __
a symbol of
lib~ration.
Th~

Th~s~figum

r~p~~smt holy _.../
scnptur~s.

_.../

ofth~ Univ"s~

As the creator of rhe
Universe, Brahma has
four arms to symbolize
the four points of rhe
compass. He has four
faces so he can look in
all directions at the same
rime. These features also
suggest rhar Brahma
can be in all places
ar all times.

Sacred texts
Hinduism has many sacred books that
explain the religion and instruct people
how to lead their lives. The oldest texts
are four books known as the Vedas. These
contain hymns to the gods and texts
telling priests how to carry out their
duties. At the end of the Vedas are the
Upanishads, which are philosophical
discussions about religious belief.
The Puranas are a series of books
discussing and explaining the Vedas.
The Laws ofManu provide
teachings about everyday life.
Rig- ~da

The oldest and most sacred of rhe 1-fdas is rhe
Rig- ~da. It contains some 1,000 hymns of
praise to 33 of rhe most important of the
gods. Like the other 1-fdas, it was originally
composed in around I 200 BC, and passed on
by word of mouth. The texts were written
down in Sanskrit in around AD 1400.

ring ofJlam~s

r~pr~smts th~ m~rgy

Brahma

------ Shiva danc~s on th~
tkfiaudfigur~ of th~
tkmon ofignoranu.

Indra is th~ ~die
god ofconqu~st.
H~ is a warrior
and a tUJtroy~r
oftkmons.

Ganesha
Ganesha, rhe elephant-headed
god of wisdom and strength, is
rhe son of Shiva and Parvari.
Hindus worship him at the
beginning of journeys because he
is thought to remove obstacles.

In th~ BhagavadGira, Krishna driv~s
th~ warrior Arjuna's
chariot.

....
Blu~

houus in jodhpur w~" for Brahmins.

Caste system

The epics
Two great epic poems tell stories in
which rhe gods come to Earth. The
Mahabharata is probably rhe longest
poem ever wrirren. Irs I 00,000 verses
tell ofVishnu visiting Earth as Krishna.
Ir contains rhe text known as rhe
Bhagavad-Gita, the Song of the Lord.
The Ramayana tells a story in which
Vishnu comes to Earth as lord Rama.

Hinduism divides people up into four
separate groups, or varnas. The four groups
are Brahmins (generally priests), Kshatriyas
(soldiers and rulers), Vaishyas (traders and
farmers), and Shudras (servants}. These
broad divisions are split into smaller groups
called jaris, or castes. Tr.tdirionally, people
would nor have anything to do with castes
lower than their own, bur nowadays there is
much more social flexibility.
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Festivals
T hro ughout the Hindu year, festivals
celebrate the gods in a variety of ways.
At Janmashtarni, H indus commemorate
Krishna's birthday with readings of the
Bhagavad-Gita and gifts of sweets. Divali,
the festival of lights, remembers the story
of lord Rama's victory over his enemies
and his lamp-lit procession home.

Holi

Sacred cows

The festival of Holi is held for
two do~.vs in spring to celebrate
the rescue of Krishna from the
clutches of the demoness
Holika, who was burnt to
death by Vishnu. After worship
a bonfire is lir to svmbolise
good overcoming C\il. Dancing
and processions take place.

The white cow is a Hindu symbol
of the soul, o~.nd cows are sacred in
Hinduism. T hey are allowed ro rove
freely. and there are penalties for killing
a cow. Hindus may drink milk and use
cow dung as fuel, but musr not kill
cows for food. The cow's status is parr
of a wider respect tor life and manv
Hindus are vegetarians.

Pilgrimages

<kim around gaud roW<. \

Daily traffic in

Pilgrims com~
to bathe in
the Riller

Going on a pilgrimage to a holv
place is import.mt for many
Hindus. They may go ro a
shrine or ro a plo~.ce where one of
the gods is said ro have appeo~.red
on Earrh. believing rh.u their
pra ers are more likely ro be
answered if said ar such a place.
A favo urite goal for pilgrimage
is a holy river, p.m icularly the
River Ganges, in north-western
India. Vo~.ranasi on the Ganges
is India's mosr sacred cirv.

Gang~--....

Th~

sacred
waur is
said to wash
away on~'s sins.

On

th~

city ofD~lhi

th~ s~cond day

of Holi,
ofall casus col!~r ~ach
oth" with colour~d powd~rs.

p~opk

Shrines

Worship
Since Hindus believe that god is in
everything, any human activity, done
well, can becom e an act of worship.
But Hindus also perform special acts
of worship at least once a day. They
may worship in a temple, but the
m ost common place for worship is
in the home, in front of a shrine to
a favourite god . Rituals include
meditation and reciting sacred texts
and prayers. Hindus light candles,
make offerings to the gods, and waft
incense around the shrine.

Yoga
All Hindus suive to bredk
the cycle of rebirth
(samso~.ra) and merge wirh
Brahman. fhey believe
that one way of achieving
rhis state is through
following rhe physical and
mento~.l disciplines of yoga.
There are different types of
yoga. but all aim to ano~.in
ultimdte spirituo~.l
enlightenment.

A Hindu
carrying
out yoga

The household shrine is rhe focus of dailv
worship. Ir may co main an image of one
of the principo~.l gods, plus pictures of other
deities. It may also ha.. e a container full
of water from rhe sacred River Ganges.
Although some shrines are elaborately
decordted, others may be as simple as a shelf
or holy picrure in rhe corner of a room.
Sh~sha th~

Vishnu is
mam

th~

imag~.

The tnnpl~'s tall
towers symbolize -----mountains that
ar~ sacr~d dwelling
plaus of th~ gods.

proucts
Vnhnu

I

Krishna and his half
broth~r Balarama are
shown with Vishnu.

Th~ l'~ry fabric
of th~ umpk is
sacred

Th~shrin~

room IS zn
th~ inn"
sanctum.

Puja
Before puja (worship) takes place,
the image of rhe god is washed,
dried. and anointed wirh turmeric
or so~.ndalwood powder. O fferings
such as flowers, fruit, and cooked
food are made ro the god. The
worshipper srands or sirs in from
of rhe shrine, reciting holy texts.

s~rp~nt

Kamal

This sunt-shak"
n shap~d lik~ th~
lotus flower. th~
symbol ofcreation

Temples
Hindus attend temples on holy days and festivals,
and at other times to perform private acts of
worship. A temple is itself an object of worship
because it is believed to be the earthly dwelling place
of the gods. At the heart of the temple is the
shrine room, which contains the
sacred image of the god . Around
this are rooms in which the
priests live. Entrance halls
are used for religious
dancing and music.

~xercius

~ lmag~s ofgods
and mythological
may adorn
th~ t~mpk walls.

figur~s

Windows repres~nt
of th~
divin~ body.
th~ ~ars

-
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GODS AND
GODDESSES
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SHRINES

SIGNS AND
SY\.tBOLS
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• HIPPO C RAT ES see MEDICINE. HIS lORY 01-

HIPPOPOTAMUSES
submerged in water,
hippopotamuses emerge at dusk to feed
on nearby grasslands. Well-used pathways
lead to their feeding grounds. There are
two species of hippo - the common hippo and the
pygmy hippo - both of which live in the equatorial
regions of Africa. The common hippo is the third
largest land animal after the elephant and the white
rhino. Common hippos have a huge appetite and
can consume vast quantities of grass. In places
where they are numerous, they may destroy
Small
the vegetation for a considerable distance
from the river or lake in which they live,
sometimes causing serious soil erosion. Hippos
S PENDING THE DAY

Common hippopotamus
The common hippo is a very large and aggressive animal.
It is the second heaviest land animal after the elephant.
D espite its huge size and legs that seem too short fo r its
eno rmous barrel-like body,
Skin
it can move at surprising
Hippo skin is smooth and almost
speed . Anything com ing
hairless except for a few bristles on
between ir and the water is the nose, in rhe cars, and on rhe rail.
liable to be attacked. H ippos Underneath the skin is a thick layer
of fat. Pores on rhe skin exude drops
m ake a variety of noises
of a thick pink fluid rhar acts as a
from bellowing to snorting. sunscreen and a lubricant. The fluid
is also rhoughr to disinfect wounds
Scars ar~ usually
sustained bv males during fights.
th~ mult ofsparring
buwun adult maks. .~-~re~~l! ·•....:;a=-- .:...-

ft~d on

grass._

School of hippos
The common hippo lives in groups of
20-l 00 animals called schools. A school
spends the dav pardv submerged in water
or wallowing in mud pools. H ippos establish
a rerritorv with males around rhe edge, and
females and young in rhe centre. Males are
excluded from the female area except in the
breeding season. Anv male approaching too
close will be attacked bv the females.
Ey~.

Young
_-

Thirty-four weeks after m ating. the
female gives birth to a single young.
Birth normally takes place on land , but
occasionally in water. T he newborn
hi ppo can swim, walk, and run within
a few minutes of being born. If a female
temporarily leaves the territory, she puts
her calf in the care of another female.

Mal~s

opm their
huge mouths to
display th~ir largr
urth and tusks

- - - Prominant rusks
proj~ct morr
than60cm
(24 in) from
th~ gums.

Threat displays
Males challenge each other by opening their mouths to
maximum gape. If this fail~ to deter a rival, they mav
rise up our of rhe water and rrv to slash each other
with their rusks. Ferocious figh ts often develop
between rival males and mav lead to serious injurv.

Pygmy hippopotamus

ears, and
nostrils apprar
aboz,e th~

-

A FRICAN
WILDLI FE

CONSERVATION

011

fhe common hippo, whose name means
'river horse", is more at home in water
than on land. When submerged ir
can hold its breath and seal irs
nostrils and ears. Normallv.
ir sravs underwater for
3-5 minutes before having
to surface to breathe, bur,
if neces~.uy. it can remain
submerged for considerably
longer. It swims easilv and
may walk along the bottom
of the riverbed.

COMMON HIPPOPOTAMUS

:;;~:;;a:_

LAKE AND
RIVER WI LD LIFE

Hippo walking
the bottom
ofa riverbed\

Hippo underwater

SCIENTIFIC NAME

The pygmy h ippo is about one-fifth the size of
the common hippo. It swims well, but is less
aquatic than the common hippo. It lives in
m arshland and swamp forest where it makes
tunnel-like tracks through the undergrowth. If
alarmed it seeks refuge in dense undergrowth. T he
pvgmy hippo is a shy, nocturnal animal living alo ne or
in pairs. It spends most of the day resti ng and feeds
during darkness on swamp plants, frui t, and leaves.

•

Hippos spend up
to 18 hours a
day submerged
in water.

Hippopotamus

amphibius
O RDER Arriodaccyla
FAMILY H ippoporamidae
D ISTRJBUTION Tropical Africa
H ABITAT Rivers, lakes, and estuaries
D ll:T Grass and aquatic vegetation up to 45 kg (I 00 lb) per day
SIZE Height: 1.52 m (5 fr);
weight: 4.06 ronnes (4 tons)
MAMMALS

MARSH AN D
WILD LIFE

LIFEWAN 50 years

~WAM P
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HIROSHIMA see JAPAN, HISTORY OF

HISTORY
THE STUDY OF HISTORY is an attempt by people
Parasaurolophus
skull, a type of
duckbill dinosaur

today to understand the lives of people in the past.
Historians - the people who study history - look at
primary sources - those writings and artefacts that have
survived - and try to piece together a realistic picture of life
in previous years. But not every piece of historical evidence
survives to the present day, and that which does survive can sometimes be interpreted in many different ways. As a result, history
is a complex and sometimes controversial subject that excites
considerable debate among historians and non-historians alike.
Meroe pvramid,
Sudan

Prehistory
Writing has existed for around 5.500 years. The period before
written records is called prehistory. Archaeologists srudy
material evidence, such as bones, fOssils, and artefacts, to help
them understand prehistoric periods, such as the Stone Age.

Records of history
All primary sources, whether photographic
or written, need careful study, because they
Lmin
may be biased, that is,
illustrate a subjective
(personal) viewpoint.

Sources of history
What we know of history is based on
material evidence, such as buildings,
roads, tools, artworks, and clothes;
written evidence, such as books; and
oral evidence handed down through
generations. All these sources p rovide
valuable information about past societies
and the people who created them .

English soldi~rs I

Material evidence
By piecing together material evidence,
historians can discover much about the
people of rhe rime. The Bayeux Tapestry is
rhe record of a known historical event - the
Norman invasion of England (I 066). Bur
when historians study it more closely, they
discover a wealth of information, nor just
about the event the tapestry is relating, bur
about life of rhe rime generally - and even
o~.bout the women who made the tapestry.

Propaganda
H istorical evidence
may be altered to
serve political needs.
The Soviet Union
saw a power suuggle
between Josef Stalin
(1879-1953) and
Leon Trorskv (18791940) after rhe death
of Lenin. When Stalin
became leader, he had
Trorskv removed from all
official photographs.
Trotskv appeared in the
original of this photograph.

Dark Ages
Historians often label historical
periods, though people of the
rime may not have agreed with
the label. The chaotic period in
Europe after the Roman Empire
fell (c.500) is often called the
Dark Ages, yet in places ir was
a rime of culture and learning.

Normans arrack the English, Bayeux Tapestry

The Book of Durrow, c.800

Written evidence
Books, diaries, poems, lerrers,
account books, receipts, srare
documents, and newspapers are all
written evidence and help historians
in their work. Bur written evidence
needs careful srud\, because it is
often personal, and has to be
balanced against other accounts or
other types of evidence to gain a
more rounded picture of past events.
Chinese letter, written on a scroll

Th~ larg~r th~

Oral history
Many societies know their own history,
even though they have not written it
down. In West Africa, storytellers
known as griots record rhe history of
their tribes through lengthy narrative
stories set to music. In the
1960s and 1970s, there was a
move towards sociological
history, whereby historians
recorded rhe stories of people
previously left our of
historical record-making,
such as women and the
Warrior's mother, Kenya
working classes.
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document,

th~ mor~ us~fol

it is to a historian.

Timeline
c.400s BC Herodotus writes history
of the Greek-Persian wars.

...
~

Edward Thompson (I 924-93)
was an important English social
historian. H is best-known
work, Th~ Making ofth~
English Working Class
(1965) studied the
politics and protests of
ordinary people as
opposed to rhe history
of political leaders.

I BOOs History established as an
academic subject, with the emphasis
on primary sources, rather than
interpretation.

c. BOO Monks begin the
Anglo-Saxon Chronicle.

I 380s Arab hisrorian Ibn
Khaldun writes Kitab aiIbar. to explain whv
civilizations rise and fall.

EPThompson

1860s 1-.arl Marx (181883) argues a view of history
in which economic factors
determine events.
Ammonite, preh istoric material evidence

ARCHAEOLOGY

MARX,
KARL

RusSIAN

1930s French historians of rhe
Annates school concenuare on
social history.
I 960s Historians focus on people
previously ignored in accounts of
history, such as women.
1991 US historian Frances
Fukuyama argues rhar rhe fall of
communism "ended" history.

REVOLUTION

SEVEN WOND ERS OF
THE ANCI ENT WORLD

H ITLER, ADO LF see WORLD WAR II

HITTITES
A WARLIKE PEOPLE, known as the Hittites, flourished from
1600 to 1200 BC, when they had one of the most powerful
armies of the ancient world. They settled in Anatolia
(central Turkey) around 2000 BC, then established control
over the area from their great fonified capital at Hattusas. Gradually, the
Hittite kingdom expanded into Syria, where they dashed with Egypt,
and the growing might of Assyria. Despite their fearsome reputation,
the Hittites were astute politicians, and preferred diplomacy to armed
conflict where possible. Eventually, attacks from outside forces,
combined with famine, put an end to their empire.
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Ugarit
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The H ittite Empire
covered most ofTurkey
and Anatolia at irs
height, c.l300 BC.

ushub was ofim portray~d holding a
w~apon.

thr~~-prong~d

A

lightningfork -

Chariot warfare

Diplomacy

From 2000 BC the
introduction of horses, the
development of the bit and
strong, spoked wheels
transformed the
chariot from a
humble can
pulled by
asses, into a
dangerous
weapon which
changed warfare
in rhe Near East.
The Hirrires
were masters of
this weapon.

The H ittites favoured
diplomatic marriages to
secure peace, especially with
Egypt. For instance, after rhe
Battle of Kadesh, a H ittite
princess was married to a
pharaoh. O n another occasion,
an Egyptian queen, possibly
Turankhamun's widow, wrote to
rhe Hittite king asking to marry
one of his sons.

Politics
H ittite rulers were supreme commanders of the
army (and chief judges and high priests). The
greatest king was Suppiluliumas I (r.I 380-1346
BC), who conquered all Syria, between the
Euphrates and the sea. Though he took this
territory through military might, he kept it by
bribing his Egyptian rivals with gold. Many
Syrian gods were accepted by the Hittites
as leading deities, including Teshub, who
symbolized storms and the destruction of war.
Ugarit
A wealthy trading city on the
Mediterranean coast, Ugarir
was a main area of conflict
between the Hittites and the
Egyptians because of irs
location. It was abandoned in
the turmoil that destroyed the
Hirrite Empire. Archaeologists
have unearthed one of the world's

Battle of Kadesh
reconsuucred was between the chariots
of the H ittite king, Muwarallis,
and the Egyptian Rameses
II at Kadesh in 1286 BC.
Chariots continued to be
important to ancient armies
for over 2000 years.
H~ad-dms,

indicating
high status\

Teshub, the H ittite storm god

Food and drink

Art and literature
Hittite myths emphasize divine warfare, and
many feature Teshub defeating evil outside forces.
In the remains of their hilltop capital at Hattusas
(modern Boghazkoy, Turkey), stone reliefs in the
city wall show helmeted warriors, and some of
the many H ittite gods. Tiny figures, crafted
in gold, have been found. These depict kings
and gods, and wear the distinctive upturned
boots of a mountain people.

Timeline
tunic

Upturn~d

boots

Gold figurine,
possibly of a
H ittite king

-

H ittite wall relief

Neo-Hittites
T he Syrian city-stares belonging to rhe
empire adopted Hittite hieroglyphics
and art. After the collapse of rhe empire,
rhis influence continued, and rhe cities
became known as rhe Neo-Hiuire stares.

1600- I 400 BC
The first H ittite
kingdom is
established in
Anatolia.

1550 BC The
fortified H ittite
capital is
established
at Harrusas.

1595 BC King
Mursili I sacks
Babylon, bur
does nor remain

c. l460 BC
Tudhaliyas II
begins conquests
rhar establish last
phase of empire.

H ittite warhorse

I

The main crops were barley and wheat, which
were used for making bread and brewing beer.
The Hittites also grew fruits, such as apples,
figs, and apricots, and rhey made wine from
grapes. Bees produced honey, and farmers
raised sheep, oxen, and carrie.

ASIA,
H ISTORY OF

ASSYRIAN
EMPIR£

1380- I 346 BC
Suppiluliumas
commands a vast
empire stretching
from present-day
western Turkey
to north Syria.
Harrusas (modern
Boghazkoy) is the
main cultural
influence in rhe area.

BABYLONIAN
EM PIRE

I 199 BC O ne of
rhe earliest known
harries rakes place,
between Hittite
and Egyptian
forces, at Kadesh.
1283 BC Peace
treaties are signed
berween H ittites
and Egyptians.
P ERSIAN

1200 BC
The growth
of rhe Assyrian
Empire, forces
invading from
rhe north
and west, and
famine combine
to destroy rhe
Hittite Empire.

S UMERIANS

EMPIRES
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HOLOCAUST

Star of David
From 1933, the Nazis began to
segregate (separate) German Jews
from the rest of the population.
Jews had to wear the vellow
Star of David to identify them,
and thel' were banned from
public places. Nazi propaganda
encouro~.ged barred, and people
attacked Jewish shops and homes.

BETWEEN 1939 AND 1945, six million European Jews
were systematically murdered by the German Nazi
regime. Some were killed in their own towns, but most
died in concentration camps. This mass murder of Jews is known
as the Holocaust, after a Biblical term meaning
"slaughter by fire". It was a deliberate national
policy established by Adolf Hitler and his Nazi
followers to wipe out all traces of Jewish life and
culture. Jews have been persecuted throughout
history, but the Holocaust, which slaughtered
nearly 70o/o of Europe's Jews, is history's worst
example of anti-Semitism. Today, people still ask
how such an atrocity was allowed to happen.

Warsaw Ghetto

Warsaw Ghetto

Concentration camps
Special concentration
camps were built by
the Nazis to detain
people considered
"undesirable",
particularly Jews.
From 194 1, many
camps were set up
th roughout eastern Europe,
including Chelmno, Treblinka,
and Auschwitz. T hese were literally
death camps, built to achieve H itler's "fi nal solution"
of exterminating all Euro pean Jews. T housands of men. women,
and children were led into chambers where thev were killed with
a cyanide compound, Zyklon B, introduced through vents in the
walls. Non-Jews were also killed, including gypsies and the disabled.
M ain
death
camps

to Auschwitz

Auschwirz
One of the mosr feared dearh camps
was Auschwitz (O swiecim) in Poland,
"here some I2.000 victims a day were
gassed and their bodies cremated It
was this burning in the death camps
that gave the Holocaust irs name.

Deportation

European Jews from
Jewish resistance
France to Greece were
Despite the power
+
~
rounded up. loaded onto
of the Nazis, the
Jews did resist
trains, in cattle cars, and
+
deported to death camps.
oppression.
local people hostile to Jews
During the war.
there were re.,olrs by
ofren helped the i':azis to
do this. Up to a thousand
Jews in ghettoes, such
people were forced into
as \X arsaw, and even in the concentration co~.mps,
each train, and deprived of
such as Sobibor. Elsewhere, small bands of Jews
food and water. On arrival,
tormed partisan groups that fough t heroically in
survivors were sem to the
enem\ territorv, attacking Germans, and destroying
C r~ce
gas chambers.
military stores and railwav tracks.
Death camps were in ~ tern Europe_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

..

\

•

Timeline
1925 Adolf Hitler publishes
Mein Kampf(My Struggle).
In it, he states
his anti-Semitism
(barred of Jews).
1933 Hitler becomes
Chancellor and begins the
persecution of German Jews.
First camp is built at Dachau.

-
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1935 Nuremberg Laws
declare Jews to be secondclass German citizens.
9- 10 Nov 1938
"Kristellnacht" (N ight of
Broken Glass), Germany.
People attack more than
7000 Jewish shops and
homes, and 30,000 Jews are
sent to concentration camps.

COLD
WAR

In 1939, Germany invaded
Poland. The capital,
Warsaw, was home to half
a million Jews, who were
rounded up, forced to live
in a ghetto (part of the city
cut off from the rest), and
given starvation rations.
In 1943, the Jews made a
brave and desperate attempt
to fight back, but this
uprising was mercilessly
crushed. Bv the time
Soviet troops liberated
Warsaw in 1945, only
200 Jews remained alive.

E UROPE,
HISTORY OF

194 I Hider, Eichmann.
and other leading Nazis
announce their "final
solution". Death camps
are set up throughout
Europe for mass slaughter.
1943 Warsaw Ghetto
Uprising. Nazis kill or
deport more than 56.000
Jews in four weeks.
G ERMANY,
HISTORY OF

1945 .-\..!lied forces liberate
concentration camp in
Eastern Europe.
1962 First tree is
planted in Israel's
Avenue of the
Righteous, which
commemorates non-Jews
who saved Jewish life
during World War II.

j UDAIS\1

WORLD
WAR II

Liberation
From I941, news of
the death camps began
to reach the West. It
was only in I945.
howe,er, that the full
story emerged. When
the Allied forces
liberated the camps,
they found, to their
horror, huge mounds
of skeletal people
either dead or dying.

Born in Frankfun, Anne Frank (I92945) was a German Jew. In 1933, she
and her familv fled to Amsterdam,
Holimd, to e~cape persecution. In
I 94I, the :-.1azis invaded Holland, and
from July 1942, Anne and her family
were hidden by friends. While in hiding
she wrote a diary that is now world
famous. In August 1944. the familv was
berraved and sent to the concentration camps.
Anne died in Bergen Belsen camp at the age of I6.

H OLOG RAMS see LASERS AN D HOLOGRAMS

HOLY LAND,

HISTORY OF

The Holy Land
This crossroads between
Euro pe, Africa, and Asia
has been conquered by
Babylonians, Persians,
Greeks, Romans, Arabs,
Byzantines, O ttomans,
and British in turn.
Today it includes
Israel, and parts
of Jordan and Syria.

region of mountains,
deserts, and marshes has had shifting borders, various
conquerors, and many names, including Canaan, Zion,
Israel, Judah, and Palestine. The area is holy to three world
religions: Judaism, Christianity, and Islam. Jews believe it is the
Promised Land God gave them, and that Abraham, father of the
Jews, settled there in about 1900 BC. The land is holy for Christians
because Jesus Christ lived there; and for Muslims, Jerusalem is
sacred as the site of many of Muhammad's activities. The Bible
records mainly Jewish history in this region.
OVER THE C ENTURIES, THIS VARIED

Rw~r -

Jeri~ho

Je rusalem •
Bethlehem
D~ad s~a ,

Jericho
Excavations show rhar rhe walled ciry of Jericho may be
the oldest settlement in rhe world. According to rhe Bible,
ir was destroyed manv rimes in irs history - once by
Joshua, who led the Israelites after rhe death of Moses.

umple was
built on
a rais~d
platform.

Solomon's Temple
"I his temple, completed by
Phoenician craftsmen in 957
Ill. housed the Ark of the
Covenant, and was the
tlrsr permanent Jewish
religious centre.
In 587 BC, the
Babvlonians
destroyed the first
temple. Ir was rebuilt in 37 BC bur
destroyed bv the Romans in AD 70.
All that remains today is the so-called
Wailing Wall on the west side.

•
Holy Sepulchre Church

\ Jachzm and Boaz.
th~ bronu columns

Porch

Ich~rubim. or

\Main
hall

sphinx~s.
th~Ark

flanking

Model of
the original
Solomon's Temple

Philistines

Dome of the Rock
This massive rock is sacred to Muslims because
Muhammad is said to have risen to heaven from
this spot. It is sacred to Jews because Abraham is
said to have prepared his son Isaac for sacrifice here.

David and Goliath

1033-1013 BC Reign of
Saul, first king of Israel.

c.8000 Be Evidence of
human serclement, Jericho.
c.l 900 BC The patriarch
Abraham settles in Canaan.

70 Romans destroy rhe
second Jewish tem ple at
Jerusalem.
AD

1013- 933 BC Reigns of
David and Solomon.

636 Muslim rule begins.

587 BC Babylonians destroy
first Jewish temple, Jerusalem.

I 096--1 291 European Crusaders
fight to control rhe territory.

33 Romans crucify Jesus
Christ in Jerusalem.

194 8 Declaration of rhe state
of Israel.

AD

Holy Sepulchre Church

ARC HITECTU RE

CHRIST IANITY

CRUSADES

In the 12th cenrury. Crusaders rebuilt a
Christian church on Mount Calvary,
Jerusalem, where Jesus Christ was
crucified. The church contains
Greek Orthodox, Roman Catholic,
and Armenian chapels. In a grotto
underneath is the em pry tomb of Jesus.

Goliath, a huge Philistine
champion, challenged the
Israelites to present
a man for single combat.
N o one dared respond
until David, a young
shepherd, volunteered.
Against all the odds, he
knocked Goliath our with
one slingshot. and cur off
his head. David went on
to become Israel's greatest
king, and made Jerusalem
a great political and
religious centre.

The Philistines were part of a
group of warriors also known as
the Sea Peoples. In about I I 00
BC, the Philistines threatened the
Israelites, who had settled the
southern coast of Palestine (in
modern Israel). T he Israelites
lived subject to the Philistines
for 200 years until the Israelite
King D avid (r. IOI3--973 BC)
managed to subdue them.

Timeline

-

jordan

Ark ofth~
Covmant, th~
holy contain~r
of God's laws

O ver the centuries Jews, Christians,
and M uslims have all fought for
access ro holy shrines, such as
Solom on's Temple. T his has
caused m anv wars in o ne of
rhe world's holiest cities.

•

of

Galile~

Holy ofholi~s. inlaid with gold

Jerusalem

c. l 200s BC The Exodus:
Moses leads the Israelites
our of slavery in Egypt.

s~a

ISLAM

l~iRAEL

MYTHS AND
LEGENDS

King Solomon
The son of Ki ng David and his
wife Bathsheba, Solomon
(r.973--930 BC) built rhe first
temple ar Jerusalem, and a
number of cities. He was famous
in ancient Israel for making
profitable foreign alliances, and,
during his reign. Israel reached
irs greatest extent of territory.
Myths present Solomon as very
wise. bur he was actually a rather
harsh and despotic ruler.
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HOLY ROMAN EMPIRE

Otto's
German
lands

FoR MORE THAN 800 years, most of
central Europe was loosely tied
together in the Holy Roman
Empire, an attempt to revive the
old Roman empire, with backing from the
Christian Church. It was founded in 962.
After 1273, the Habsburg family
of Austria won the throne and
dominated the empire from then
on. The emperors were elected
by seven German princes and
crowned by the Pope in Rome.
The emperor had little power,
bur the tide made him political
leader of Europe.
Crown is ut

The empire
From its foundation in 962 until the
mid-13th century, the Holv Roman
Empire included much of
Germany, the Low Countries,
Switzerland, Austria, and
northern Italy. O ver the next
centuries, it shrank, but it
remained dominant in Germany.

Ono 1: the birth of empire
In 936, O tto, a descendant of
Charlemagne, became king
of Germany. He defeated the
Magyar invaders at the battle
of Lech in 955 and went on to
conquer northern Italy. In 962,
the Pope crowned him Holy
Roman Emperor.

with mamel plaques

I Oth-centurv imperial crown

Habsburgs

T he H absburgs rook their name from a castle
in Switzerland and held vast estates in
Switzerland, Austria, and southern G ermany.
In 1273, a member of the Habsburg family
became Rudolf I of Germany and then the
H oly Rom an Emperor. With a few short
breaks, the Habsburgs ran the empire until its
end in 1806. Under their rule, the interests
of the empire were secondary to those of
increasing H absburg family power.

Philip I, son ofMaximilian,
married Juana of Castile
and Aragon in 1496. """

Mary of Burgundy

Charles V

Imperial Vienna
The Habsburg capital was
the Austrian city ofVienna.
It was one of the leading
cities in Europe, with fine
churches, palaces, and other
civic buildings. The centre
of H absburg power was the
Hofburg Palace, a vast
complex including imperial
apartments and
government offices.

The Schweizenor, a
gate to the Hofburg

Maria Theresa
In I740, Emperor Charles VI
died, leaving his daughter Maria
Theresa on the throne. Prussia
and France disputed her right to
inherit the throne and declared
war. Maria was an inspired leader
and managed to keep her empire
together, making Austria into
a powerful, centralized state.
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Struggle for power
The emperor was the supreme secular
(worldly) ruler of Christian Europe; the
Pope was its supreme spiritual ruler. The
two often clashed. In I 076, Pope Gregory
VII deposed Emperor Henry IV. The
conflict led to a decline in the power of
the emperors over the next few centuries.

Maximilian I married Mary of Burgundy --m 1477 and acquired Burgundy.

Ornau Renazssana
decoration"-.

Emperors
were also
kings
ofItaly.

The empire
in 987

Charles's brother,
Ferdinand I, married
Anna and inherited
Bohemia and Hungary.

Charles V. son ofPhilip, inherited
Spain through his mother,
}IUlna and the Habsburg lands from
his grandfather Maxionilian.

Timeline

151 7 Reformation
under Martin Luther
results in a divide
between German
Protestant princes and
the Catholic emperor.

800 Charlemagne crowned.
962 Otto, king of Germany, becomes
first Holy Roman Emperor.
I076 Pope overthrows emperor Henry IV
and establishes papal power over emperor.
1273 Rudolfl becomes first emperor
from the Habsburg family.

-

•

CHARLEJI.1AGNE

Habsburg power in Europe reached
its peak in 15 19, when Charles V
(1500-58) became emperor. He
acquired vast lands from each of his
grandparents, including Spain and
its empire in America. Charles kept
this empire together until I556,
when he gave up the throne and
divided his empire between his
brother Ferdinand.
who became
emperor on
Charles's death in
1558, and his
son Philip,
who ruled
Spain, Italy,
and the Low
Countries.

Imperial knight
CHRISTIANITY

ISI9 Charles Vis
crowned emperor and
becomes most powerful
man in Europe.
G ERMANY,
H ISTORY O F

1556 Charles splits
his empire between
brother Ferdinand
and son Philip;
Habsburg Austria
dominates the Holy
Roman empire.
1806 Francis II
abolishes the Holy
Roman empire.

REFORJI.iATION

ROMAN
EMPIRE

HONDURAS see CENTRAL AMERICA • HONG KONG see CHINA AND TAIWAN • HOOKE, ROBERT see MICROSCOPES

HORMONES AND THE
ENDOCRINE SYSTEM

Hypothalamus is parr of the
brain that controls rhe
pituitary gland.~

/ Bram

THE ENDOCRINE SYSTEM is one of the body's control
systems. It consists of endocrine glands that produce
chemicals called hormones, and release them into
the bloodstream. The hormones act as chemical
messengers and instruct specific areas of the
body to carry out certain actions. Hormones usually
work slowly and have a long-lasting action, regulating
processes such as growth and reproduction.

Pineal gland
regulates body's
internal clock.

Pituitary gland

Thyroid gland
controls body's
metabolic rare.

Thymus gland
stimulates
development
of immune

Parathyroid gland
regulates calcium
levels in
blood.

How a hormone works
The blood carries hormones th roughout the body, but they only
affect certain target cells within target tissues. The hormone
attaches itself to a site on the surface of a target cell. This lockingon causes changes inside the target cells, which produce the
required action. For example, the pancreas releases the hormone
insulin in order to reduce levels of glucose molecules in the blood.
Insulin does this by stim ulating the body cells to take in glucose.
Hormone levels

Insulin

Hormone levels in the
blood are controlled by
a feedback mechanism.
For example, insulin is
released from rhe pancreas
in response to increased
levels of glucose. Higher
levels of insulin will then cause
blood glucose levels to rerurn back
to normal. The lowered glucose
levels "feed back" to the pancreas,
which produces less insulin.

Glucose is
obtained
from
digesting
food.

Iiller to
store
glucose
in blood.

Glucose m blood
stimulates pancreas
to rekase insulin.
Urine rest

Diabetes
Diabetes is a condition rhar occurs when
blood glucose levels become very high
because the pancreas cannot produce
enough insulin. Doctors can monitor
blood glucose levels bv measuring the
amount of glucose in a urine sample.

Pituitary gland

release male
sex hormones

Endocrine system
T he endocrine system consists of
many glands scattered throughout the
body. G lands are the same in men and
women, except for the reproductive
glands. The pea-sized pituitary controls
many other glands. Some organs are
linked to the endocrine system because,
as well as having other fun ctions, they
also release hormones. The pancreas,
for example, produces digestive
enzymes and releases hormones.
Hypothalamus

hormones.

Nerves carry
hormones from
hypothalamus to
_ _ posterior lobe.

The pituitary gland releases at least
eight hormones. Some affect body
Blood
functions directly, while the remainder
stimulate other endocrine glands to
produce hormones of their own. The
pituitary gland has two parts, or lobes.
The anterior lobe produces and sends
hormones around the body; the
posterior lobe releases hormones
Anterior
lobe
produced in the hypothalamus.

Tissues rekase
hormones
received from
hypothalamus.

_Posterior
lobe

Jokichi Takamine

Prolactin

Growth hormone

Adrenaline

Japanese chemist Jokichi Takamine
(1854-1922) was the first person to
isolate a pure sample of a hormone.
Using extracts of
adrenal glands, he
prepared crvsrals
of a substance
rhar increased
blood pressure
in animals.
This substance
was later called
adrenaline.

Prolactin is a hormone rhar is
produced by rhe anterior lobe.
It stimulates rhe production
of milk when a woman
breasrfeeds her baby.
When rhe babv
sucks on rhe
nipple, prolactin
is immediarelv
released from
the mother's
pituitary gland.

The anterior lobe produces
growth hormone, which
encourages rhe body to
grow. It works by
stimulating the body's
cells to divide. Although
growth hormone affects
all tissues. irs main rargers
are bones and skeletal
muscles. Growth hormone
is most active in childhood
and adolescence.

If you have ever been
frightened and felt your
heart pounding, you have
experienced rhe effects of
adrenaline. It is a hormone
rhar helps rhe bodv react to
danger. When rhe adrenal
glands release adrenaline,
vour breathing and heart
rare speed up. and blood
flows to your muscles so
you can run from danger.

BRAIN AND
NERVO US SYSTEM

DIGESTION

GROWTH AND
DEVELOPMENT

H UMAN BODY

REPROD UCT ION
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HORNBILLS see KINGFISHERS AND HOR'>;BILL,:,

Hard hat is ~ssmtia/.

HORSE RIDING

Riding

for leisure and in
competitions, which are often described
as equestrian {from equus, meaning
horse). These include show jumping,
eventing, and dressage, all of which test the horse's
ability to jump or perform special movements, and
each of which appears in the Olympic programme.
Equestrian events also include racing events- flat
racing, steeplechasing, and hurdling- where jockeys
ride specially bred horses called thoroughbreds. Other
riding sports include polo, in which teams of riders
compete to score goals.
PEOPLE RIDE HORSES

Riders learn how ro stan, stop, steer
and control the speed of a horse
using their hands, legs. and bodyweight. The natural gaits of a horse
are the walk, trot,
canter, and
gallop.

Ruurk~~ps

looking ah~ad. ,

Show jumping
This involves riders taking their horses
around a set course of jumps which
may include artificial gates,
a wall, and a water jump.
Competitors receive
faults if their horse
refuses or knocks down
a jump, or exceeds the
specified time. The
competitor with the
fewest faults wins.

Puissance

Jumping a
single pole

Polo

Racing
Racing can be flat or over jumps.
Some events such as the English
Grand National - a steeplechase are world famous and attract
thousands of spectators and involve
heavy betting on d ifferent runners.
Horses may have to carry extra
weights under the saddle. as
well as the jockey (rider).

Grand
National

Jumping
The main rvpes of jumping races are hurdling.
tor three-year-old horses upwards, and
steeplechasing for four-year-olds
upwards. Hurdles are low and may
be knocked over; steeplechase
fences are larger and include
ditches and water jumps.

-
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HORSES

Taking off

In dressage. each competitor
guides his or her horse through paces.
figures, manoeuvres, and halts (stops).
Judges award points for the quality of
the performance. Dressage is a formal
sport and riders wear top hat and tails
or military uniform; it needs a high
degree of discipline and schooling.

Flat racing

English Derby

Hors~ tucks up
his fortl~gs.

Dressage

This game is plaved
four-a-side on a large
field. Plavers mounted
on polo ponies use
mallets to strike a ball
into rheir opponents'
goal. A game consists
of up ro eight sevenminute periods called
chukkers. Riders usually
change ponies after
every chukker.

Horses are raced over distances from
5 turlongs (I km) to 2 miles (3 km) or more.
M any countries follow the English tradition of
Classic races for three-vear-olds, which include
a Derby. and for fillies (young female
horses), an Oaks.
over 1.5 miles
(2.4 km).

t

Hors~ draws up
his hind l~gs
and str~tch~s to
clear th~ jump.

This show jumping
competition tests the
ability of a horse ro
jump high fences.
From four ro six fences
are jumped. the number
being reduced and the height
raised for each round.

MONGOL
EMPIRE

Cross-country

Even ring
In three-day eventing,
riders take their horses
through a different
discipline each day to
test all aspects of the
horse's abilities.
Dressage tests a horse's
obedience and show
jumping its powers
of recovery. There is
also a four-phase
endurance test
which includes
a steeplechase.
OLYMPIC
GAMES

SPORT
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The cross-countrv phase rna\
cover 7 km (4.3 miles) with
about 30 fiXed obstacles of
all kinds. The course has to
be completed in a set rime
ro avoid time penalties. The
jumps are often spectacular
and include water, slipperv
grass banks, steps, solid walls,
and drops.

A N ew Zealand eventer. M ark Todd
(b. 1956) won the individual threedav event gold medal at the 1984
and 1988 Olympics on the horse
Charisma. He was deprived of a
third successive gold when his
moum broke down on the second dav
after scoring well in the dressage.

HORSES

The horse
Naturally grazing animals,
horses in the wild eat
grasses and shrubs. In each
jaw, they have six incisor
teeth for cutting and 12
molars for chewing. T hey
rely on their sharp senses
to survive, using taste and
smell to check their food,
and hearing and sight to
detect danger. If they face
possible danger, their first
defence is to run away.

ALL MEMBERS OF THE HORSE family,
which includes zebras and asses, are social
animals. In the wild, they live in family
groups which join to form a herd. People
first tamed horses about 6,000 years ago, and today
there are more than 300 breeds of domestic horse.
They can be divided into three groups: heavy horses,
light horses, and ponies, which are less than
14.2 hands high (1.47 m or 4.8 ft).

Ear positions
Horses can move t heir ears separately
to pick up sounds, and the position

of their ears is a good indication of
their mood. Ears forward show
interest; one ear forward and o ne
back means the horse is not sure;
ears back show aggression or fear.

. - A foal will drink
its moth~r 's milk
until it is about
on~y~arold

Fiz,~-wuk

oldfoal

Leg of
modern
horse

Light bay

Reproduction

Hooves and feet

Colows

A female horse carries
Leg of
her young in her
early
womb for about 11
ho rse
months. Within an
hour of its bin h. a
young horse. called
a foal. will get up and
is soon able to run.
Sid~ to~
In the wild. it has to
keep up with the herd.

Modern horses have
one roe on each foot,
protected by a hoof. It
has taken 50 million
years for them to evolve
The first horses, which
were the size of small
dogs, had a pad with
four toes on the fO refeet
and three on the hind.

Originally. the colour of
a horse's coat may have
provided camouHage.
Today, horses are bred in
several colours. In some,
the legs. mane, and tail are
a different colour from the
rest of the body. Some
horses have white markings
on the face and legs.

Movement
Horses can travel using four main
patterns of leg movements. called gaits.
These are the walk. trot, canter, and
gallop. The gallop is the fastest, but a
horse can gallop onk short distances.
Humans have bred horses to perform
other artificial gaits, such as the paso
done bv the Peruvian paso, and the
tolt done by the Icelandic ponv.

Horse family
The horse belongs to the family
of mammals called the Equidae.
Also in this family are
donkeys, zebras, the wild
asses of Mrica and Asia,
Przewalski's wild horse of
M ongolia, and the recently
discovered Riwoche wild
horse ofTibet.
Zebras
There are three species of zebra, each with
·a different pattern of stripes. Herds of all
species live wild in tropical Africa.

Th~

walk is a four-b~at gait.
movts its ltgs in turn.

Th~ hors~

Th~ trot is two-b~at. Opposiu
fort and hind kgs mov~ tog~th~r.

In th~ canter, on~ l~g movts, thm Th~ gallop is lik~ th~ canter, but
a dzagonal pair, thm th~ last leg. paz red fi~t go down s~parately.

Herds

"Wild asses
The three species of wild
ass are the African wild ass.
and the onager and kiang
of Asia. This kulan is a
tvpe of onager.

Members of a herd are close friends.
They communicate using a variety
of sounds, smells, and body language.
Zebra
For example, if a horse is startled, it will
raise its head and tail, arch its neck, and flare its
nostrils. This alerts the others, which prepare to run.

Donkey
D escended from the African
wild ass, donkeys have great
st rength and stamina.

Przewalski's

Feral herds

An ancient breed
of horse, it has
been reintroduced
into the wild.

These wild horses in Australia,
called brumbies, are described
as feral. They are domesticated
horses now running wild.

Evou·no-....:
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----------------------- liorses ----------------------Strong arched neck

Lighr horses

•

Ausrralian srock horse is
an all-rounder, with great
endurance and stamina

Pinro is also called rhe
paint horse. It comes in a
variety of types and sizes.

Camargue horses live in
semi-wild herds in the
Rhone delta, France.

Lipizzaner is used in the
Spanish Riding ~chool of
Vienna. Austria.

Morgan descends from
one stallion. named Justin
Morgan after his owner.

Andalucian IS a Spanish
breed from which rhe
Lipizzaners deri' e

Tennessee walking horse
is good-tempered. It has
three smooth gaits.

Quarter horse is cl imed
ro be the most popular
horse in the world.

Arab is rhe oldest breed
and is accepted as rhe
original source of all breeds.

Orlov trouer is a rail
lighdv built horse. h was
fi rst bred in Russia.

Thoroughbred is me
fastest horse breed, with
almost perfect proportions.

Barb comes from Morocco
in Nonh Africa It is one
of the oldest horse breeds

Australian ponv has an
excellent temperament.

Welsh mountain ponv is
hardy as well as beautiful.

Irish draught was
originally used for work
on small Irish f.arms

Saddlebred is an American
horse with a high action It
is a brilliant show horse

Hackney horse is often
used in showring harness
competitions.

Appaloosa as a breed was
first bred bv the Nez Perce
Indians of Nonh America.

.-

Good sloping
shoulders

Darrmoor is noted for irs
long, low action.

\

Connemara is fast and a
brilliant jumper.

Welsh cob is a bold horse.
It is extremely hardy and
easy ro keep.

..

~

Hanoverian is popular in
Germany for showjumping and dressage.

Ponies

Exmoor lives on Exmoor
m southwest England.

American Shetland is used
mosdv as a harness pony.

Tail set low
1

Shetland is up ro I 02 em
(40 in) high. bur is strong
enough ro carrv a man.

Deep. strong
neck

Suffolk punch is very
powerful. It w.as used as an
all-round f~um horse.
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Highland is sure-footed,
srrong, and docile. h is
kno"' n to be long-lived.

High
wzthers

Cl) desdale originated in
rhe Clvde Valley. Scod.and.
in rhe 18th century.

Icelandic horse can carry
heavv Y. eighrs, ar speed.
over long distances.

,..,ew Forest pony is a
friendlv, comfortable
riding ponv.

Heavy horses

Shire is rhe he.a' iesr of the
draught breeds. It is gentle
and easy to handle.

Percheron is a French
breed containing a gre.ar
deal of Arab blood.

Fjord comes from Nom a\
and is descended from
Przewalski"s horse.

Falabella is a miniature
horse. standing up ro only
..., hh (70 cm/28 in).

Short back

Large, rounded

Ardennais falls into rwo
rvpes- a livd). light
draught. and a heavy rvpe.

Belgian draught is also
known as the Brabant. It
is a ven old breed

HOSPITALS

General hospital

ANCIENT ROME HAD special places where sick people

could receive medical treatment - the world's earliest
hospitals. Today, hospitals have more responsibilities:
patient care, health education, and medical research.
Whether general or specialist, most hospitals have wards for inpatients, clinics for out-patients, operating theatres for surgery, and
pharmacies for dispensing drugs. Trained staff, such as doctors and
nurses, care for patients using complex equipment, while nonmedical staff, such as cooks, porters, cleaners, and engineers, are
crucial in making the hospitaJ function. In some poorer countries,
there may be only one hospital for every million people.

A general hospital provides medical facilities
for a large area. Its wards cater for patients
with com mon health problems. More
complex cases are referred to a specialist
hospital. General hospitals also arrange
comm unity services, such as visits by nurses.

H ospital
beds in a ward

Chart

\X'ards
In-patient~ usually stay in dormitory-type wards. They
are separated into medical and surgical groups of
children, men. women. and rhe elderly. Patients with
infectious diseases usuallv srav in isolation rooms.

Specialist hospitals
Some specialist hospitals focus on groups of
patients, such as women or child ren. O thers
concentrate on groups of d iseases, such as eye
problems, psychiatric d isorders, or neurological
(nerve-and-brain) diseases. Teach ing hospitals
train nurses, doctors, and
o ther medical staff.
Children's hospital
H ospitals specializing in the care
of sick children use scaled-down
equipment, such as surgical
instruments, bandages, beds, and
chairs. Wards are bright and
cheerful for the small patients,
and there are rovs and games.
Parents are able to srav
in nearbv hospitdl rooms.

Eye clinics
Ophthalmology - rhe branch of medicine
concerned with eye and sight problems requires exceptionally derailed and precise
equipment. and specialist facili ties for patients
who mav be remporarilv unable to see. Some
large countries with remote regions, such as
China or Australia, can provide these facilities
in a mohile form - usuallv a ~mall plane.

Ch ild's reddy

Staff

Ambulance
New York, USA

Accident and emergency
The A&E department receives medical emergencies, such
as accident or hean-attack victims. fhe patient's problem
is identified and stabilized, after which he or she may
be sent home, or transferred to a suitahle general ward.

Equipment

Doctors usually work in different
hospital departments fo r several years,
to gain general training,
before choosing a
speciality. N ursing staff
may also specialize, fo r
exam ple, in paediatrics
(children), psychiatry,
or intensive care. A
hospital's staff usuallv
includes rad iographers, laboratory
technicians, physiotherapists, and
anaesthetisrs.
Nurses
N urses anend ro patients'
comfort and daik needs.
such as feeding and washing.
They also carry out medical tasks,
such as raking and recording pulse
rare and body temperature. and
giving edicarions.

Modern equipment - especially that modified
ro be mobile - is crucial in hospitals. In an
emergency. some of rhe most useful pieces
include breathing apparatus (face masks or
rubing). long svringes ro administer fasr-acring
drugs. such as heart stimulants. and fluid
products for intravenous infusions (drips).

Neo-natal
intensive care uni t

Balloon

Forceps and

Intensive care unit

syring~s

In intensive care, expert staff anend grdvely ill patients
round the dock. Electronic equipment continually monitors
thei r vital processes, such as heartbeat and breathing.

.....
-

a

I
Out-patients
Our-patients anend rhe hospital to undergo screening
tests or have minor surgery. They do not stay overnight.

Draw~rs

Emergency trolley
Stethoscope

D RUGS

f iRST

AID

M EDIC INE
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HOUSES AND HOMES
to
provide comfort and shelter from
the weather. It usually takes the
form of a permanent house,
although some people live in temporary structures,
such as tents. Houses differ greatly around the
world. They vary in what they are made of, because
builders usually use local materials; in their
structure, because their features must cope with
local weather; and their plan. But they all provide
a place for the inhabitants to sleep, eat, and cook.

Wooden pol~s
support roof

Ovn-hanging thatch~d
roof k~~ps offrain
and provitks
shatk.

EVERYONE NEEDS A HOME,

Inside a house
A modern house includes manv parts that are
normally hidden from view. Many of these
are to do with the services - such as
Wootkn
running water, drainage, heating, and
roof
electricity - that are provided for the
truss
occupants. Water ranks are concealed
in the roof space, pipes and wiring
are hidden beh ind plaster, and
WOoden
floor
drains are dug below ground level.

\faur tdnks in th~ attic
storr cold waur
pip~d in from
th~ watn-

Early houses

Straw woven inro maning

From the earliest rimes, people built their houses our of
materials that were available locally. Houses such as this
African example have been made for thousands of years
and are still built today. A v.all of mud bricks is covered
bv a thatched roof supponed on wooden pillars.

Modern houses in Europe and North
America are most commonly made of
brick. timber, and concrete. A
popular building method is to
construcr an inner wall or "leaf"
of concrete blocks, which are
faced with an ourer leaf of
more anracrive bricks.
Wood is used for
floors, doors, and
roofing supporrs.

"

' Roofcov~red with
concreu til~s

lnnn-leafof
concr~u block

,

Drainpip~s tak~

rainwaur from

Outn-leaf
ofbricks
Window,
with
wood or PVC--

gutt~r.

fram~d

Centralht!ating bozler

Rainwaur
cylintkr

Japanese house
Traditional Japanese houses have a timber
framework. The gap!> berween rhe timber
uprighrs are filled with wooden panels or
sheers of paper ro ler through some
sunlight. The rooms are designed to be
covered by a set number of standard-sized
straw mars called rarami mars.

\ Insulation cavzty
1

h~ating

foundatzons
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wall

leav~s

Modn-n flats matk

~fconcr~u and stu/,

The ancient Romans were
in France
the first to build blocks of
apanmenrs. In cities such
as Rome and Ostia, rising
ground renrs and growing
populations encouraged
the trend. and many
brick-and-concrete fiveor six-storey apartment
blocks were built.
Modern apartments
From Paris to 1'\ew York, apartment blocks are
In Ostia, th~ ancient
common in ciries. Each apartment is linked to
Romans built flats
the ground by metal fire escapes to prevent
abov~ street-/roe! shops
residents from being trapped if there is a fire.

In towns and cities, where space is
limited and many people want to
live near the centre, the answer is
often to build upward , creating
blocks of flats. This type of home
became com mon in the 19th
century, when cities began to
expand quickly, and new devices
such as steam cranes made it easier
to lift building materials h igh up.
ARCH ITECTU RE

b~twun

Roman apartments

Flats and apartments

A FRICA,
HISTORY O F

radiator

Pzpe carries
all wasu to
mains drain.

B t.:ILDI N<., AND
CO;o..;ST RUCTION

C ITI ES

CRAFTS

F URI\ ITURE

INDUST RIAL
REVO LUTIO '-

jAPAN

R O MAN
E\1 PI RE

- - - -Houses and homes
Permanen t hom es

Troglodvte houses hollowed
om of rock eastern Turkey

Wooden stil r-house wirh
rharched roof. Malaysia

Turfprovitks
insulation.

Thick walls and
ftw windows k~~p
hous~ cool..

Small wmdows hap
to conurvt h~at.

Ston~-built palau

E\

Decorated mud house,
Saudi Arabia

Adobe house builr from sun-dried
clay bricks, New Mexico, USA

Sloping roof to
sh~d snow.

\

Farmhouse covered wirh rurf
and builr imo hillside Iceland

Wooden log house,
Switzerland

Wooden house on srilrs.
Canada

Srone conage wirh rharched
roof. Donegal, Ireland
Larg~ roofspau
for Jtorag~

Dorm~r windows
provitk ~xtra spau
f(n upp~r floor.

W&otkn crossbrausadd
Strtngth.

Tall outcrop of/

Wood-framed house wirh
brick panels, Germany

Dom~of

W&otkn p ntis giv~ txrra
prouction agaimt wtathtr.

Summer Palace.
Wadi Dahr, Yemen

sandston~

Wooden house wirh
clapboard panels, U ~A

Temporary and movable homes

compr~ss~d
Tunn~l

Thzck layn- of
ftlt covtrs th~

~ntranet

~ntranc~.

snow

Gypsy horse-drawn
caravan, UK

Inuit igloo builr from blocks
of snow and ice. Canada

Shepherd's cabin wO\en
from bundles of maw, Spain

Yurt mdde from lavers of felr lashed
ro a circular frame, Mongolia

Tepee made of butTalo hides
over poles. Arizona. USA
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Female

I HUMANBODY
~

';

J.<o _

j~~!fl 1'

ALTHOU GH WE ALL LOOK

Male

Narrowt'T
shouldt'Ts

Anatomy

Widn-

The human body is d ivided
into the head and neck the
trunk (consisting of the
chest, abdomen, and pelvic
region), and the arms and
the legs. M en and women
diffe r in their external
genitals and in the places
where fat accum ulates
(shown in green).

different, we

are identical in the way our bodies are
constructed and function. Each human
body is built up from 12 major systems,
1 including the digestive system, skeletal
system, and muscular system. These systems
interact to produce co-ordinated, active,
intelligent humans. The study of the body's
structure is called anatomy. Externally, the only
consistent anatomical differences between
humans are between males and females.

From cells to systems
The body's billio ns of cells are organized into tissues.
Each tissue co nsists of sim ilar types of cell. One or more
types of tissue work together inside an organ, such as a
bone or a lung. O rgans are linked together to form a
system that has o ne o r more majo r roles. Together the
systems are collected together to form the bodv.

Skeleton
The adult skeletal system is
made up of 206 bones. The
skeleton provides a framework
that supports the bodv. protects
internal organs. and provides
attachment points for muscles.

Th~ sk~leton

is
a .framt'work of
bon~s that
supports th~
body.~

Tht' body is _ _
matk up from
hundmlsof
billiom ofcals.

Tht'mdofa
bon~ is normally
cov~red

by

cartilag~.

/

Compact..,.
bon~

Ligammts
art' strips of
tissu~ that
hold bont's
tog~th~r at
joints.

Compact bone

Lacuna\
Nucleus

Havasian
canal

Cytoplasm

~

Circular
laym of

c~JJ

Thigh
bone

.Spongy
bon~

Body

m~mbrant'

The skeleton and
the other major bodv
S) stems form the
living human bopy.
The body's systems
do nor work in
isolation, however.
For example, the
skeleton is supplied
with blood vessels.
lymph vessels. and
nerves, and requires
muscles ro move it

Cell
Tissue
Compact bone is one of the
tissues thar makes up a bone.
It consists oflavers of hard
bone around a central rube
called the Haversian canal.
This carries blood vessels
which supplv the osteocyres
with food and oxvgen.

Osteocytes, or bone cells, are
spider-shaped cells that make
up rhe tissues rhar form a
bone. Osteocyres are found
in spaces called lacunae that
are scanered about the hard
matrix (material) found in
bone tissue. Their job is to
maintain the hard matrix.

Body systems
Each body system contributes to the body's
normal function ing. Together, the body's
systems are controlled by the nervous and
endocrine systems. They enable us to move,
talk, and perceive the world , while our
internal processes run automatically.
Integumentary
The integumentary
wstem is the
body's outer,
protective
covering and
consists of skin.
hair. and nails.

1
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t'!!

nose, throat,
trachea, and lungs.

BRAIN AND
C ELLS
NERVO US SYSTEM

GROWfH AND
DE\ 'ELOPME\ T

Organ
Each bone
consists of
different tissues.
Compal.t bone is a bone's hard
outer covering. Spongy bone and
bone marrow are tissues found
inside bones. Cartilage is the
slipperv tissue found in joints.
Muscular
The muscular
system moves
and supports
the body.
Ir consists of
0\ er 620 skeletal
muscles arrached
to bones.

Urinary
The urinarv
svstem removes
waste. It consists
of the rwo
kidneys. the
ureters, the bladder,
and the urethra

f'

~-

•

Nervous
The nervous
svstem controls
the body's
activities. It
consists of the
brain and spinal
cord, and a
network of nerves.

Enducrine
The endocrine
system regulates
many bodv
processes. Ir
consists of glands
that make
hormones.

H EART AND
H L MAt-.
CIRCULATORY SYSTE\1 E\OLL TION

Circulatory
The circulatory
svstem transports
material around
the bodv. It
consists of the
heart, a network of
blood vessels, and
the blood.

D igestive
The digestive
svstem supplies
the body with
food. It consists
of the mouth,
oesophagus,
stomach, and
intestines.

Lymphatic
The lvmphatic
system protects
the bodv against
disease. It
consists of a
network of
lymph vessels.

Rep roductive
The reproductive
system enables
us to produce
children. Male
and female
systems are
different.

M USCLES AND REPRO DUCTION
\10\'EMENT

SKELETON SKIN , HAIR,
AND NAILS

I

HUMAN EVOLUTION

Evolutionary tree

M UCH DEBATE HAS SURRO UNDED

the evolution of humans. However,
most scientists are now agreed common
ancestors
that modern humans, Homo
sapiens, are the sole survivors
of a number of human species that evolved
from the common ancestor of humans and
apes some six million years ago. Climatic
changes forced our earliest ancestors out of the
tropical forests and into open woodlands and
grasslands. The challenge of these new
habitats resulted in important changes,
such as the ability to walk upright and
an increase in brain size.

Australopi rhecines
The Australopithecines are
thought to be the earliest hominids
(human-like people). Although
ape-like, with a small brain and
projecting jaws, A ustralopithecus
stood uprigh t and ·walked on two
feet. T his is known from its leg
bones and backbone, and from
3.7 million-year-old footprints
found at Laetoli inTanzania.
Lucy
"Lucv" is rhe name given to rhe most
complete Australopithecine skeleton yer
discovered, found in Erhiopia in 1974. lr was
an adult female, 3.18 million years old. I ucy
v.as about 1.1 m (3 ft 6 in) raiL

Homo

Homo erectus
1.7 mya- 250.000 years ago

-----

Homo sapiens
100.000 years ago

Proconsul
Proconsul is rhe earliest known member of rhe hominoids.
rhe group ro which apes and human~ belong. h lived in the
tropical rainforests of East Africa between 24 and 18 million
years ago. Compared to irs ancestors, Proconsul had a large brain.

Paranthropznes
had small

Paranthropines
The Paranthropines were
strongly built "man-apes"
that lived in southern
and eastern Africa
between three and
one million years ago
They were p robably
descended from the
Australopithecines,
but were not part of
the evolutionary pathway
that led to modern h umans

Chimpanzees

JIW

Proconsul climbed trees
and mostly walked
on all fours.

Homo neanderthalensZI
200.000- 3 5. 000 years ago

The chimpanzee is our closest living
relative. Chimpanzees and humans share
over 98 per cent of rheir D NA (generic
material). Chimpanzees and gorillas are
known collectively as the African apes.
About six million vears ago, humans
and African apes split from their
common dllcesror ro evolve separareh.

. A male Pamnthropus
was zbout 1.35 m
(4ft 4 in) in height.

Homo erectus

Homo sapiens

Homo erectus \\as rhe tlrst
human to leave Nrica and
move ro Europe and A~ia.
h had a sloping forehead.
flanish face. and a brain
size berween 8-)0 and
I I 00 mi. These h umans
exploited more habitats
than their ancestors. and
were rhe first ro use fire.

Modern humans first evolved in
Africa. Homo sapiens has a large
brain. considerable imclligence. and
the abiliry ro use language. Humans
increasinglv rook control of their
surroundings as they developed
agriculture, societies. and technologv.
Homo erectlls skull

A modern

Face is
straight
rather
than

Neanderthals
Neanderthals were rhe first
humans ro have adapted
ro life in rhe cold climates
of Europe and Asia. They
had strong phvsiques and
l.uge brains. Thev wore
clothes. made a range of
tools. and med fire to
keep warm. They
were rhe tlrst humam
to bury rheir dead.
N enndertlud reconstruct ion

Homo habilis

BRONZE
AGE

Homo habilis

2-1.5 mya

Long arms
and short
legs

"Handv man" is rhe earlie\t knov. n
species of Homo. Ir lived in the
woodlands and savannahs of Africa.
Homo habilis had a brain si1e of
650 to 800 mi. h made and
used ~imple \tone tools, and was
a successtul forager and scavenger.
A RCHAEOLOGY

Australopithuus
5-2 mya

Projecting ........._
jaw and
low
fort' head

Flat foce
and
slender

H om o is the genus, or group of species,
to which modern h umans belong.
It probably evolved from the
Australopithecines between
three and two m illio n years
ago, although there is no
d irect evidence for this. Earlv
members of the genus
showed increasing brain size
and the ability to make tools.

Paranthropus
mya

~I

T he evolutionary sequence from the
earl iest human ancestors is not a
straight line, but is instead a "tree"
with manv dead ends. Because the
fossil evidence is limited, scientists
disagree about how m any human
species have existed and which
were ancestors of others. T his
evolutionary tree provides a
simple guide to relationships
but does not necessarily
ind icate ancestry.

DARW IN
CHARLE"

E v ou 'TION

FossiLS

G F ~ETICS

H L1M AN
BO DY

LEAHY
1-AMil Y

PRI:.H ISTORIC
PEOP1 F

S.v:I FTON

ST ONF
AGE
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HUMAN RIGHTS

What are human rights?

Justice is often symbolized
as a blindfolded figure,
holding a pair of

Human rights are those rights and
privileges which people possess,
regardless of the country they live
in. Basic human rights include the
right to freedom of speech, political
liberty, and religious freedom.
Some people believe that the right
to the necessities of life. such as
rood and dean water.
should also be viewed as
basic human rights.
These are often lacking
in areas of severe poverty

MOST OF US BELIEVE that as human

beings we have certain rights- to say
what we want, to be treated fairly, and
not be discriminated against because of
our gender, colour, age, religion, sexual orientation, or
ethn ic group. These and other rights are human rights
we carry with us wherever we live. In many countries,
these rights are written into national law, but in others
they are denied. Recently, world attention has focused
on countries that deny their citizens basic human rights.
Despite this, abuses of human rights are still common.

Bills of Rights
Many countries have incorporated a declaration
of h uman rights into their constitutions. In
France, for example, the Declaratio n o f
the Rights of M an and of the Citizen,
written in 1789, today fo rms part of
the constitution of the French Republic.

human
nght.

Clean water

Modern human rights
The horrors of world war and coun tless atrocities in
the 20th century have led people to believe that the
only way to protect human rights is by setting an
international standard to which all countries agree.
Since 1945, manv international agreements have
been signed to protect the rights of oppressed people
around the world.
Universal Declaration
In 1948, the United Nations passed
a Universal Declaration of Human
Rights to serve as "a common
standard of achievement for all
peoples and all nations". American
Eleanor Roosevelt (1884-1962),
chair of the UN Commission on
Human Rights and widow of a
former US president, was the
person most responsible for
getting the Declaration approved.

The US Bill of Rights
The first ten amendments to the US Constitution
constirute the US BiU of Rights. It includes the
right to freedom of worship, the right to bear arms,
and the Fifth Amendment (the right to remain
silent to avoid self-incrimination); witnesses took
this in the 1950s to protect themselves against
investigations into "un-American activities".

Eleanor Roosevelt

Civil rights

Amnesty International
Set up in 1961, Amnesty International is a
global pressure group. which campaigns for the
release of people "detained anywhere for their
beliefs, colour, sex. ethnic origin, language,
or religion".
The European
Court ruled
against
corporal
punishment
in schools.

C ivil rights are those rights that people
enjoy in ind ividual countries and that are
protected by law. Civil rights include
basic human rights, as well as political
rights such as the freedom to join a trade
union. Where civil rights are d enied ,
popular movements may be fo rmed,
committed to repair the in justice.

European Court of Human Rights
The European Court, which meets in Strasbourg.
France, exists to hear human rights cases from
the whole of Europe. Individuals can bring cases
against their government if thev believe their
human rights are threatened.

© Am nesty International

Freedom of expression
The right to express vour vie\\<s
without fear of censorship or
per~ecution, for example, in
~peaking again~t a go\ ernment. is
a fundamental human right. But it
is denied in wme countries, where
newspapers and television are
heavily censored, and people are
not allowed to demonstrate or
express their views in public.

FRENC H
REVO LLTI ON
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Rigoberta Menchu

\ Amnesty
leaflet
against
cmsorshzp

Minoritv rights
The law is often used unfairlv against cenain
groups of people "hose culture has minority
starus within their socierv. Ethnic, religiom,
and other minorities have all had to protest
in order to recei\ e the rights alreadv
enjoyed by the majorirv of the population.
P EACE
MOVEMENTS

S LAVERY

\ As a minority.
homosexuals have
had to campaign
for equal civil
rights in many
cou11trzes.

SOCI ETI ES,
H L:\1AN

Guatemalan human rights activist
Rigoberta Menchu (b.l959) has
campaigned since she was a
teenager to secure and protect the
rights of the native people in her
countrv. who have been oppressed
bv Guatemala's militarv rulers.
Menchu's own parents' and brother
v.ere kiUed bv the securirv forces.
She was awarded the Nobel Peace
Prize in 1992 for her work.

U'I,J JTED
NATIOI'S

UNITED STATES,
HISTO RY OF

WOMEN'S
MOVEMENT

HUM MINGBIRDS see SWIFTS AN D HUMMINGBIRDS

HUNDRED YEARS' WAR
IN 1337, EDWARD III

j Cord pulled back

of England (r.1327- 77)
began a bitter war
with France that was
to last for over 100 years. Edward
and his successors felt they had a
claim to the French throne, but
they also wanted to protect their
inherited lands in south-western
France. In the beginning, under
Edward III and his great-grandson
Henry V, England seemed to be
winning. Then, as the independent
duchy of Burgundy abandoned the
English and joined forces with
the French army, fortunes
f-rench crossbowman
changed, and France began to win. In the
end, the French drove the English from their
country, leaving Calais as the only English
possession on the European mainland.

English
longbowman

Yew
wood

~~-

stav~

Ash wood

In battles such as Crecy
( 1346) and Agincourt ( 1415),
the French used cavalry
charges, which were easily
broken by the English using
their new, powerful weapon,
the longbow. From the 1420s
on, the French rebuilt their
army and began to use rapid
assaults, which broke the English
army and gave victory to the French.
French crossbows
The crossbow was a slow bur powerful weapon. After
each shot, a lever or winder mechanism pulled back rhe
suing for rhe nexr shor. This rook 30 seconds, during
which rime the bowman was open ro anack.

English longbows
The longbow was q uicker ro reload rhan rhe crossbow.
An archer could shoot up ro 12 arrows per minute. One
arrow could pierce armour from as far away as 180 m (600 ft)
- bur rhey were nor as accurate as the crossbow bolts.

HenryV

Early phases of the war

Leaders of the war

Helped by their Burgundian allies, the
English had many successes until 1429,
when the French, under the brilliant
leadership of Joan of Arc, defeated them at
Orleans. T he French-Burgundian alliance
of 1435 proved too strong for England,
which steadily lost its French lands.

The personalities and military skills of Joan of Arc
and Henry V of England inspired their followers
with courage and trust. The dukes of Burgundy
were crucial for a different reason: they held the
balance of power between England and France.

Henry V (r.14131422) of England
captured major cities,
such as Rouen, and
led his men ro many
victories. Through his

marriage ro Catherine
of Valois. he would
have inherited the
French throne from
his farher-in-law,
King Charles VI of
France, but he died
before Charles.
Shakespeare's play
Henry V describes
Henry's achievements.

1340- 1360

l:.ntland

• CaLzis
France
Aq ui ta

Burgundv

1::nglish -..../
aflegian.t't
France

The English inherited
Aquitaine, and. in 1347,
captured Calais. In 1359,
they attempted ro invade
French territory. The French
held them off. and rhe Treaty
of Brerigny followed in 1360.

1360-1429
Although the English had
lost Aquiraine by 1429,
rhey had gained territory in
northern France, including
Normandy. \X ithin 30 vears
rhey lost eve!} thing until, bv
1453. rheir only possession
in France was Calais.

Joan of Arc
Joan of Arc (1412-31) heard
voices telling her ro free France.
Ar 17, she led rhe French ro
victory against the English.
Later, she was captured and sold
ro the English, who burnt her ar
the stake as a heretic. In 1920,
she was declared a saint.

The Black Prince

Charles VII of France

Philip the Good

Named because he wore
black armour, Edward
(1330-76) was the eldest
son of Edward Ill. H e
fought ar Crecv and
Poiriers, and ruled
Aquitaine in the 1360s.

Charles VII (r.1422-61)
was nor crowned King of
France until 1429, after
rhe vicrorv ar Orleans.
He was rhen able ro
organize an army against
the English.

Philip (1396-1467). duke
of Burgundv, was an English
alh· at first, bur then
changed s1des and helped
France ro vicrorv. H e built
his dukedom into one of rhe
most powerful in Europe.

Timeline
1346 Rattle of Crecv.
England builds up
srrengrh in France.
1360 Peace of Brerigny:
Edward Ill acquires
Aquiraine and gives up
other French claims.

141 5 English viuory
at Agincourt; Henry V
controls Normandv
1420 Henrv V named
heir ro French throne.
1422 Charles VI
and Henrv V die.
E e ROPE,
HISTO RY OF

1419 Joan of Arc
liherates Orleans and
escons Charles VII to
Reims ro be anointed
as king of France.
1431 Joan of Arc is
burm at rhe srake as
a heretic.
F EUDALISM

143 5 Council of
Arras: Burgundy joins
forces wirh rhe French
army.
14 53 French victory
at Castillon: England
loses all her French
lands, except Calais.

FRANCE,
H ISTORY O F

M EDIEVAL
EU ROPE:
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HYENAS

Spotted hyena

THE EERIE CACKLING LAUGH of the spotted
hyena is one of the characteristic sounds of
the open grasslands of Africa. There are
three main types of hyena - spotted,
striped, and brown. The spotted hyena is the largest;
all three have large, broad
heads and powerful jaws.
Their front legs and
shoulders are larger
and more powerful than
their weaker hindquarters.
Although hyenas look rather
like dogs, they are in fact more
closely related to the cat family.

The spotted hyena is the m ost aggressive and m ost
n umerous m ember of its fam ily. It is usuallv fou nd
in open country, but so metimes also on the fo rest
fr inges. Spotted hyenas' furtive movem ents and
liki ng for carrion have given them a reputation for
cowardice and dependence on the kills of other
an imals, b ut they are in fact predators in their owa
right. T hey have an important ecological role in
keeping herds of hoofed animals movi ng. By
forci ng these animals to move to fresh
grazing grounds, hyenas help to
conserve rhe habitat.
Red-brown
coat with
dark spots

Clan
Spotted hyenas live in clans of
berween 10-100 animals. Thev
scavenge by day and hunt by nighr.
Members of the clan work together
and are capable of driving lions off
their kill. and may even kill an old
solitary lion. Females are larger
rhan males and rhe most dominant
female presides over the clan.

Jaws
Bones and marrow form
an imporram parr of the
spotted hvena's diet. Unlike
any orher carnivores, ir will even
cat hard msks and horns. To cope
wirh rhis diet, rhe spurred hvena's
jaw~ and teeth are immensely powerful,
md capable of crushing rhe hea\ iesr of bones

Feeding

A pack of
hyenas fteding
on a carcass.

Spotted hyenas scavenge the remains of
other animals' kills, bur also kill thei r own
p rey, frequently raking young
gazelles, wildebeest calves,
and zebras. T hey mav hunt
singly but are m o re effective
in packs. T he pack size varies
accord ing to the availability
of prey in their territory.

Types of hyena

Young

Striped hyena

T he hyena family consists of fo ur species:
the spotted, striped , and brown hyenas,
and the aardwolf: which is sometimes
placed in a separate fami ly. The spotted
and striped hyenas live in Africa and
Asia; the brown hyena and the aardwolf
J.re con fi ned to southern Africa.

A much smaller animal rhan
irs spotted cousin. rhe striped
hvena inhabits an area ti-om
India to the Middle East and
southwards to Tanzania. lr is less
predatory and less aggressi\e rhan
the spurred hvena and tends to be
more solitarv by nature. lr lives
in rock clefts, caves, or burrows.

Brown hyena

Aardwolf

hsemially a desert species,
the brown hvena is
unaggressive, sh,·, and
~o secretive rhat ir is
seldom seen. Ar nigh• ir
~e.uches for the remains of
orher animals' kills. lr lives
in ~ourhern Ni-ica. mainly
in Namibia and Botswana.

A timid animal, rhe aardwolf
spends the dav underground,
ofren in another animal's
abandoned den. lr has weak jaY. S,
small, wideh- sp.tced teeth, and a long
flexible tongue - adaptations to rhe
termitl.S .tnd orher imel.t~ on which ir
teeds. To deter predators it emirs an
evil smell trom an anal gland.
AI-RICA:-.
WILDLIFE
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Cubs play together but
ma_y also fight fiercely.
to establish who will
become the most

Normallv. rwo to three cubs are born in an underground
burrow. They can see immediarelv. Several females
often establish a nurserv Y.here thev and their
voung li\e together communally. One
female remains in rhe
burrow to guard rhe
cubs while rhe
others go in search
of food. The cubs
are nor fullv
weaned umil
rhe\ are 18
months old.

Asw-.

W I LDLIH

CATS

Femau hyenas nurse the _young cubs.

Sro rTED

H\ EN A

S nF-.. TIFIC -..A.\U
O RDER

rrocuta crocuta

Carnivora

F-\'-11lY Hyaenidae
D 1~ 1R!Bl TION

Northern and eastern
Africa and southern Asia

Striped

H ABITAT Open grassland

j

D ill Mainlv carrion. bur i~ also an
opportunist predator and will kill
large animals, such as zebras,
antelopes, and gazelles

SILl:' Height ar shoulder: 79 em (31 in);

weight: 80 kg ( 175 lb)
LIH~\PAN

20 ve.trs

D ESERT

GRASSLAI\; D

\X11 DLIFL

WILD LIFE

M AMMALS

ICEBERGS see ANTARCTICA; ARCTIC OCEAN; GLACIAfiON • ICELA'\ID see ATLANTIC OCEAN • IG UANODON see DINOSAURS

IMMUNE

LYMPHATIC SYSTEMS

AND

by disease-causing
micro-organisms called pathogens, or germs. The
immune and lymphatic systems are the body's
defence against these pathogens. The immune
system is a collection of cells that keep derailed
records of invading pathogens so, if they reappear,
they can be destroyed, making you immune to that
Thoracic
disease. The lymphatic system drains fluid called
duct
empties
lymph from tissues, filters out any pathogens,
lymph
imoa
and returns the lymph to the bloodstream.
mam vem

£~ -r~
~ ~-'~~

EVERY DAY THE BODY IS INVADED

Lymphatic system

Tonsil!>
guard
throat
against
infections ....._

The lymphatic system consists
of a network of rubes called
lymph vessels rhar reach all
pans of rhe body, and several
lymphatic organs. Lymph
is carried by the vessels
to the main lymph
ducts which empty
into the bloodstream.
Heart

Lymph nodes

Cutaway of a lymph node:

Spleen is a lymph
organ rhar also
stores blood.

Lymph constantly leaves the
bloodstream and flows through the
spaces surrounding cells. It passes
through lymph nodes, which are
small swellings of the lymph vessels
that clean and filter the lymph.
Inside each lymph node is a
network of fibres which supports
large numbers of two types of
immune system cells, lymphocytes
and macrophages.

Lymph vessel
carries (ymph
into ~ymph

Lymph node
removes pathogens
from lymph.

710de._

offibm

Blood
capillary

and white
blood
cells

1

Valr•e ensura
(ymph flows in
one dir«tion . ...,.....------

L_ymph
vrssel carries
lymph away from notk.

Lymphocytes

Macro phages

Lvmphocytes. found
in rhe lymph nodes
recognize and destroy
specific pathogens using
chemicals rhat are called
antibodies. Lymphocytes
are also to be found
circul.uing within
rhe bloodstream.

Macrophages are cell~
with voracious appetites
rhar detect, engulf.
and destrov viruses,
bacteria. cancer cell~.
and any other foreign
material in the lvmph
rhar passes through the
lymph node.

Groin
~ymph

notUs

Lymph capillary
Knee
(ymph
notk

Lymph vessels

Real pathogen
Antzbod_y

Immunization gives a person protection
against a specific disease. There are two types
of immunization. [n active immunization, a
vaccine containing some dead pathogens is
injected into rhe body to stimulate the
immune system to make antibodies. Passive
immunization involves injecting antibodies
and gives short-term protection.

AIDS

Acquired Immune
Deficiency Svndrome
(AIDS) is caused bv the Human
ImmunodeficiencY Virus (HIV).
A person wirh AIDS becomes
intecred wirh disease~ rhar rhe bodv
would normallv tlghr off. This is
because HIV arracks and desrrovs
immune svsrem cells. In rime, rhe
immune s\ stem weakens and rhe
person becomes unable to tight
infections and eventually die!>.

A vaccine
containing dead or
weakened pathogens is
injected into rhe body.

1

2

1 he immune l>Yl>tem

produces antihodies
and keeps a "memory"
ot the pathogen.

Lady Mary Wortley Montagu

Allergies

Ladv Mary ~orrlev Montagu
(168'>-1762) was an Englil>h aurhor
who introduced an early form of
immunization against smallpox ro
England. In Turkey, she had sel.n people
scratching pus from !>mall-pox bliMus into
the skin of healthy people to prornr
them from catching sm.tllpox. She
had her children "vaccinated" and
publicized rhe method.

If vou have an allergy, it means that your
immune svsrem has wronglv identified
a harmless substance, called an allergen,
as being harmful. The
bodv's reaction to these
allergens produces
svmptoms such as sneezes
and rashes. Common
allergens indude pollen,
fur, dust. shellfil>h,
and strawberries.
Suawberry

C ELLS

H EALTH ANO
FITN ESS

Tissue cell

The smallest lvmph vessels are
capillaries. Excess tluid d rains
through the walls of lymph
capillaries from rhe surroundi ng
tissue. Lymph capillaries join to
torm larger lvmph trunks.

Immunization

'Quilt for
AIDS charity

Tissue
fluid passes
into lymph
vessel.

Network _ __

HEART AND
CIRCTLATORY SYSTE\.1

H l' \1AN
BODY

M EDI("JN E

1frhe real
pathogens enter rhc
body, large numbers of
antibodies are released.

3

A skin patch test is used to
itknrifj possible allergens.

M EDICINE,
HISTORY OF

P ASTEUR,
LOUIS
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IMPRESSIONISM see ART, HISTORY OF

Inca Empire

INCAS

{

IN THE 15T H CENTURY, the Incas
created a great empire in Peru.
They were a group of N ative
·;;~~,
American peoples who used military
might and skilled organization to build what
was then one of the world's biggest nations.
Their empire took in most of
the great mountain range
of the Andes and huge areas
of desert and rainforest. In
1532, Spanish adventurers
conquered the Incas.

\,\

/

~t,_ l\.i.:i.chti

C~o ·

Picchu

~
Peru

j
Farming
terraus

The Inca capital was called Cuzco, from the
Inca word meaning "centre". It is 3,400 m
{11 ,000 ft) up in the mountains. Cuzco was
an awe-insp iring city, made great by the
emperor Pachacuti Inca. At the centre of
the city was the Tem ple of the Sun. M any
Inca remains survive in the modern city.

Tnnpkof
theSun
/

Mach u
Picchu

Machu Picchu
The Incas built their cities using great
blocks of rock so finel y cur that thev fined
together wirhour cement. M achu Picch u,
high in the Andes Mountains, is the most
~peLLdLUlar remaining example of Inca
architecture. Irs stone buildings cli nging
to the mountain could accommodate
thousands of people.

Inca industry

Inca society

T he state collected manufactured goods,
such as food , wool, and cloth ing, which
were kept in srorehouses. Every rown had
at least rwo srorehouses: o ne for the ·ruler,
o ne for the rest of the people. Goods were
transported by llamas
along a large
nerwork of
paved roads.

At the rop of society were the Inca
ruler and h is relatives. T hey could be
identified because they were allowed
ro enlarge their ears with huge
ornaments. Some of the nobles left
their palaces in Cuzco ro rule outposts
of the empi re. Ordinary people were
organ ized into groups of villages called
ayllus. Each ayllu was governed by an
elected council of elders. Sometimes
the emperors moved groups of people
around the empi re, so that they could
place loyal people in areas that were
otherwise difficult ro govern.

Quip us
The Incas had no svsrem
of writing, bur rhey kept
records bv knoning
different coloured strings
on to a .~tick or cord
known as a quipu. T hey
could record figures such as
rhe numbers of wool bales
o r rhe amount of birrhs in
a year using this method.

collecrivelv. and most of t he
land was owned in
common by the local
community.

Religion
C hief of the gods
was the crearor
Viracocha, who
was worshi pped by
the Inca p riesthood
and nobility. N ext in
importance was the
Sun god, Inti, claimed
by royal Incas as their
Sun god
ancesror. O ther Inca deities included
gods of the M oon and stars. The earth
god was also central, because the Incas
relied on farming for wealth and food.
FAR\.11NG,
HISTOR\ O F
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G o DS AND
GOD DESSES

Workers

Emperors

Inca workers produced some
goods for themselves, and some
fo r rhe emperor and nobles.
These provided rhe stare with
the resources for public works
and orher roval pro jects.

T he Incas believed their rulers
were descended from rhe Sun
god , so they were wo rshipped as
holy beings. T his po rrrait of an
Inca em peror decorates a cup
used in rel igious rituals.

Pachacuti

Spanish conquest

Pachacuri Inca was crowned
in 1438. W ith his son,
Topa Inca, Pachacuti
enlarged the territory of rhe
Inca stare. He came to
dominate many provinces,
was a great organizer, and
an effective administ rator.

Shorrlv before rhe Spanish
ships reached Peru's coast,
ci"il war broke o ur among
the Incas. The Spaniards.
led by Francisco Pizarro
(c.l4'5-l54I), rook
advantage of rh is division and
captured the Inca Empire
for rhe King of Spain.

SOUTH
A\1 ERICA

SO L T H AM ERICA,
HISTO RY O F

S PAIN ,
HISTO RY OF

Inca arts and crafts
Gold items
Head attached
to neck with
soldered joint

~ mal l tomb
figure was
made of
cast gold.

Gold figurines of gods were often left as
offerings in rhe tombs of prominem Incas.

Belt ornaments were made of gold cut and
hammered imo shape.

Mouthpiece

Everyday items
Cat-like head
with bared fangs

I
Clay trumpet has twin car-like heads,
which may have represented a god.

Pipes are
made .from
quzlls.
D rawstring bag is decorated with tapestry
bearing design showing Peruvian llamas.

Pottery vessel has elaborate base; its exact
use is unknown

Panpipes have
difterem-lengrh
tubes for each
nore of rhe scale.
Flat-sided vessel could be
hung on the back of a llama.

Stone bowl is decorated
wirh a religious procession.

jug is painted with simple geometric design.

Wooden beaker was made for
Spanish conqueror Pizarro.

C opper chisels may have been
used for woodcarving.

Inca pots were often made in standard shapes; a common design had a conical base, long, flaring
neck, and twin carrying handles; this rvpe of pot was used for carrving water and beer.

Beaker decorated with
Inca royal figures
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I

SEPARATED FROM other Asian
countries by the Himalayas
in the north, India forms part
of a subcontinent that also
includes Pakistan, Bhutan, Bangladesh, Nepal,
and the island of Sri Lanka, which lies 32 km
(20 miles) to the south. India is the world's
seventh largest and second most populated
country. Poverty is a serious problem, but India
is self-sufficient in food production and
increasingly industrialized, counting
among the world's largest economies.
I

A

Physical features
The H imalayan peaks form a
natural border in northeastern
India. T he Indo-Gangetic Plain
is d rained by the Ganges and
Indus rivers and stretches from
Pakistan ro Bangladesh. The
Thar D eserr is on the Pakistan
border. T he peninsula land
slopes west fro m the Western
Ghats across the D eccan
Plateau ro the Bay of Bengal.

Western Ghats
T he Western Ghats mounrains stretch
along India's west coast, rising to a height
of 2,695 m (8,842 ft). Forests of tropical
palms cover the lowlands west of the
mountains, and lush, evergreen rainforest,
home to tigers and elephanrs, cloaks rhe
slopes. To the east is dry, deciduous forest.

D

B

I

Ganges

.I

At 2,700 km (1,678 miles) the Ganges is
the biggest river in India, flowing through
a vast, highly populated plain. Irs source is
4,200 m (I 3,779 ft) above sea-level in an
ice ca\e in rhe H imala}as. Ir ends in a
huge delta that is mostly in Bangladesh.
For H indus, rhe Ganges is a sacred river.
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Sri Lanka
Just off rhe sourheasrern rip of
India lies the island of Sri Lanka
Vlhich is a counrry in irs own
right. At rhe cenrre of rhe island
are high mounrains surrounded
by a low coastal plain. Like
southern India, Sri Lanka has
a tropical climate wirh rwo
monsoon seasons each year.
However, the sourhwest has no
dry season and is humid all year,
while rhe northeast is drier, wirh
open forest and grassland.
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Religions
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For most Indians, religion is a wav oflife.
governing thoughts and acrions, and gi' ing
a sense of idenriry. Abour 80 per cenr of
Indians are Hindus. Muslims make up II
per cent, and Christians and Sikhs abour
five per cenr. Sri Lanka is mainly Buddhist.

46°C
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31°C
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640 mm (25m)
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Hindu priest

H e.avt and persisrem monsoon rains soak
India and Sri Lanka berween June and
September. The coolest season is from
November to March. \X inrer temperature~
rarely fall below 20°C (68°F) except in
the high Himalavas. and may top 50°C
(122°F) on northern plains in summer.

INDIA AND SRI LANKA

India
With more than 450 million voters, India is the
• world's largest democracy. In 1947, the country
became independent of Britain, and was left wirh a vast
rail network, international ports, and working farms and
factories, all of which have contributed ro its industrial
success. Today, India has many industries and large
modern cities, although millions of people still live
in extreme poverty. India has rich mineral resources,
including oil, iron, bauxite, coal,
and manganese.

For~st

Buzlt-up
1.5%,

Wetland
1%

42%
Grassland
11.5%

Farmland
40%
-

Desert
4%

People

Most of India's farmland is used for growing fruit
and cereals, and the country is largely self-sufficient
in food. Wirh such a large population ro feed,
demand for farmland is high, and manv Indian
forests have been felled to make way for crops.
Some of the land is used for mining.

l8o/o
Urban

Music

New Delhi
Purpose-built by the British as
India's capital, New Delhi has a
popular ion of 30 I ,000 and lies
5 km (3 miles) from rhe old ciry
of Delhi. with 16,000,000 people.
Compared wirh Delhi's winding
streets, temples, mosques, and
bazaars, New Delhi has rree-lined
boulevards and spacious parks.
Jama Masjid, Delhi

l iFE EXPECTANCY 63 years
PEOPLE PER DOCTOR 2,500

The rradirional Indian food is curry, a
sauce flavoured wirh a subtle blend of
spices, such as turmeric, cardamom,
ginger, coriander, nutmeg, and poppy
seed, earen with meat or vegetables.
Meat dishes. mainly lamb and chicken.
are savoured in the norrh. In southern
India, vegetables and pulses such as
dha/ (lentils), coconut, and fresh sea
food are enjoyed with curry. Rice
and unleavened breads, ~uch as
chapatis. parathas, and poori,
are eaten wirh meals.
Vegetabl~s in
a spicy curry
Boiud

sauc~

Indian fa mih-

1

C URRENCY Rupee

Food

India has a highlv successful film
indusrrv and makes more films
rhan any orher country including
rhe USA. The centre of rhe film
indusrrv is 'Bollywood"- India's
Hollywood - in Bombav.

-:rzo;o
Rural

MAIN LANGUAGES Hindi, English
--MAJOR RELIGIONS Hindu, Muslim

GOVERNMENT Multi-parry democracy
----ADULT LITERAcY 57o/o

Film-making

341 per sq km
(883 per sq mile)

CAPITAL CITY New Delhi

ARfA 3,973,190 sq km
(1.147,949 sq miles)
POPULATION 1.000.000.000

Land use

Films ar~ often .
paclr~d with
stars, dancing,
action, and
romance.

Most Indians live according ro the caste
system. which indicates rheir role in
societv, who they can marry. and rhe
work they can do. However, the caste
system is now more flexible than in the
past. Women have equal rights by law,
but rarely in practice. Several measures
to reduce India's rising population have
been iniriared by the state, but have
remained largely unsuccessful.

INDIA FACTS

rice \

India has a long and varied musical
rradirion. There are rwo classical
fOrms of music: Hindustani and
Carnatic. Both are based on the
raga, a mixture of melodv and scales.
Typical classical instruments
include the sitar and the sarod
(which are both lutes), flutes,
drums, and rhe European
violin. Folk music varies from
region ro region and is played
on ar least ';00 different kinds
of instruments.

Farming

Transport

About rwo-thirds of Indians are
involved in agriculture. Many
are poor farmers who grow
just enough food to feed
their families. Others work
on plantations producing
cash crops. such as rea,
rubber, coffee, sugar,
bananas, mangoes, cotton,
and tobacco. India exports
timber, including teak, sandalwood,
and rosewood. Cattle are reared for
burrer and ghee, bur nor for beef,
forbidden by rhe Hindu religion.

Railways in India total
62,8 10 km (39,030 miles) .
Every year rhey carry rworhirds of all fre ight and
three billion passengers.
India has 2, 160,000 km
(I ,342.000 miles) of roads,
only half of which are
paved. Only one person in
300 owns a car, bur buses
are widely used and very
crowded. In rural areas, ox
carts are common, and in
cities, people ride bicycles,
scooters, or travel by raxi
and rickshaws.

Bananas

Industry
The country's economy is
still based on small, corrage
industries. Bur, aided by
a large, cheap work-force,
India's industry is growi ng
rapidly. In rhe south,
Bangalore is now a centre
for electronics, and many
international companies
have factories rhere. India
also exports machinery, cur
diamonds, textiles, clothing,
and chemicals.

Kashmir

Kashmiri winters
are cold

In 1947, Pakistan and India
separated. Since then. thev have
disputed ownership of the
former princely state of
Kashmir. Parr of Kashmir lies
in the Indian state of Jammu
and Kashmir. The rest is ruled
by Pakistan, which claims ir all
because most of the people who
live rhere are Muslims. Fighting breaks
our from rime ro rime.
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Sri Lanka

Tamils
The Tamils, a mainly H indu minority
ethnic group, have been campaigning
for an independent state in the
northern peninsula of Jaffna since the
1980s. They object to the control of the
government by the majority Sinhalese,
most of whom are Buddhist. The
Tamil1igers, a ruthless guerrilla
group. have fought many fierce
battles in which up to 50,000
people have been killed.

Known as Ceylon since 1796, Sri Lanka
adopted a new name and constitution
in 1972. Ir is separated from India by the Palk
Strait, and is made up of one large island and the
several coral islets of Adam's Bridge. In 1960,
Sri Lanka became the world's first nation
ro choose a woman as prime minister,
Sirimavo Bandaranaike. Since 1983, civil
war has raged between the Si nhalese, who
rule the government, and the Tamils,
who are fighting for independence.

SRI LANKA
CAPITAL

FACTS

CITY Colombo

ARfA 65,610 sq km (25,332 sq miles)
---

-

POPULATION 18,8UU,000
MAIN LANGUAGES Sinhala, Tamil
MAJOR RELIGIONS Buddhist, H indu
C URRENCY Sri Lankan rupee
Procession oftkcorated euphants
in Kandy's Perahera

Tamil man

-

Femval

The Sacred Tooth

Colombo
Sri Lanka's capital and chief port, Colombo.
was developed by the Portuguese after 1507. The
commercial capital is at Fort, so-called as it was
a milirarv garrison during Portuguese and Dutch
occupation from the 16th to the 18th centuries.
Today's city has a popular ion of 2,24 I ,000. It is
a blend of old and modern buildings, with a busy
bazaar area known as the Pettah. There
are also Buddhist and H indu
temples and mosques.

At the heart of Sri Lanka is
the Buddhist holy city of
Kandy, with a population
of more than 100,000.
There, in a gold casket
inside the Dalada
Maligawa (Temple of
rhe Tooth), is a tooth
that is said to have come
from Buddha's funeral
pyre (fire) in 486 BC.
Every August, in the grand
Perahera procession, the tooth
casket is paraded on the back of
a sumptuously decorated elephant.

Cloves - pungent

Chicory - bitter

Rock salts - salty

Lemon - sour

Education
At 92 per cent, Sri Lanka has one of rhe highest
Asian literacy rates. It has nearlv 19,000 schools
and I 2 universities, including an Open
University. Begun in 1980, it was modelled
on the British Open University, a selfinstructional learning scheme. aided
by television, recordings, and mailed
course materials.

Farming
Most Sri Lankans live in rhe humid
southeast of rhe island. About 38
per cent are poor farmers growing
rice, sugar-cane, cassava, and sweet
potatoes for their own consumption,
or working on plantations producing
rea, rubber, and coconuts for
export. Nearly 30 per
cent of rhe land is
used for crops, and
almost seven per
cent for grazing
cattle, buffaloes,
and goats.
Rice

Buddha figure

Sage leaves - astringent

.Sweet po tato - sweet

Ayurvedic medicine
The traditional Hindu form of medicine called Ayurvedic
medicine is practised throughout Sri Lanka. Irs name comes
from the Ayurveda, an ancient treatise on healing that divides
foods into six tastes. A healthy diet combines all of these_
Ill-health can be cured by adjusting their intake. Sri Lanka
also has an extensive national health service.

carved from
sapphire.

Gemstone!>
Tea
Sri Lanka is rhe world's largest tea
exporter. The rea is still marketed
abroad as Ceylon tea. There are more
than 2,000 rea estates. Their teas are
described as high-grown, medium-grown.
or low-grown, according to their height
above sea-level. The best quality comes
from rhe cooler climate of the central
highlands. The rea is hand picked, mostly
by women, to preserve rhe delicate leaves.
The pickers are paid by rhe basketful.
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B UD DHA

tea
leaves
B UD D HISM

leaves

CRYSTALS
AND GE\1S

Sri Lanka produLes
brilliant gemstones,
which are found
near Rarnapura,
rhe "City of Gems",
which lies southeast
of Colombo. It is
especially noted for
its sapphires. Other gems
include deep yellow topazes,
large rubies, and amethysts.
Many are made into jewellerv.
FARM INC..

F ILMS AN D
FILM- MAKING

Tourism
Despite the civil war, Sri Lanka's tourist industry is beginning
to flourish_ Increasing numbers of Europeans in search of
winter sun visit rhe island's beautiful palm-shaded sandv
beaches and coral reefs. Buddhists from all over the world
make pilgrimages to the sacred Buddhist city of Kandv_
H IN DUISM
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Ancient India

HISTORY OF

THE SUBCONTINENT O F INDIA has been home to
some of the world's great civilizations. Dynasties
such as the Buddhist Mauryans, the Hindu Guptas,
and the Muslim Mughals spread their cui tures and
religions across India. As a result, India has remained dominated
by a host of different cultures, a fact that has made it
difficult to unify under one ruler. The Mughal Empire
declined in the 18th century, and Britain added India
to its empire, imposing strong rule from outside.
India became independent in 1947, when the
Muslim state of Pakistan was also created.

People have lived on rhe Indian
subcontinent for about 400,000 years.
Some came to India fro m western
Asia; others probably sailed on
primitive boars from eastern Africa.
By 2500 BC, rhe subcontinent's first
civilization was developing on the
banks of rhe Indus River.
Indus civilization

Steatite seal fro m Indus
Valley, 2500-2000 BC

This culture flourished
from c.2500-1600 BC.
lr was based in large,
well-planned ciries near
the Indus River (in what
is now Pakistan). The
people grew corn, wove
conon, and wrote a script
we are unable ro read.

Aryan culture

Buddhist and Hindu empires

Around 1600 BC, hordes of nomads moved out of
the area between rhe Black and Caspian Seas. Some
of rhem moved into the area around the Indus.
Ancient religious rexts called the Vedas describe
their life. their gods, and rheir sysrem of social casres
or classes, which larer spread ro rhe rest of India.

In 324 BC, Chandragupra Maurya, king of Magadha, eastern
India, began ro conquer norrhern India. He founded rhe Buddhist
Mauryan Empire, rhe first ro unite the subcontinent. His dynasty
was followed by the G upras, a family of Hindu rulers who
controlled India from c. AD 320 ro c. 700.

Statue of Surya, a god of the Aryans

Gupta Empire

Nalanda Un iversity. founded during
the Gupta period
Chola statue
of a goddess

Coming of Islam

India flourished
under the Gupras.
They promoted
education, founding
some of rhe earliest
universities, and
encouraged the arrs of
architecture, painting,
sculpture. dancing, and
music. The writers of
the period produced
books in rhe Sanskrit
language rhat are srill
read today.

Between the 8th and 12th centuries, many
Muslim invaders from Arabia and western Asia
attacked India. By 1206, a Muslim sultan, based in
Delhi, ruled the whole of rhe norrhern Indian plain.
Under rhe Delhi sultans and rhe later Mughal emperors,
large areas of India were under Islam ic rule. India's Muslim
rulers built fi ne cities, bur some were intolerant of other
religious faiths.
Delhi Sultanate

head-drm
shows !Jigh
status.

Cho/a
metalworkers
cast bronze
statues
decorated with
fine details./

Imperial Cholas
The Cholas, from
southeastern India, were a
Hindu people. In the lare
9rh century, rhey rook
over much of southern
India and what is now
Sri Lanka, ruling rhe
area from rhe city of
Tanjore. A seafaring
people, rheir merchants
sailed west to Arabia
and east ro China,
organizing their rrade
efficiently and introducing
India's first monev.

Statues such as
this were often
commissioned
from rhe arrists
of southern
India by Chola
merchants, many
of whom were
very wealrhy.

Mughal
dagger

To mb of
the Muslim emperor.
Tughluq Shah.
near Del hi.

Compl.oc engraved
tkcoration

Mughal Empire
The Mughals ruled India
from 1526. Under rheir grearesr
emperor, Akbar, they brought
prosperity ro India, bur after 1700,
rheir power was weakened b\
opposition from Hindu southern India.
Mughal emperors remained on rhe rhrone
until 18'58, but rhey had lirrle power.

In rhe 13th and 14th
centuries, rhe sultans of
D elhi ruled much of
northern India, from
the Punjab in rhe wesr
ro Bihar in rhe easr.
Bur rhis empire was
unstable. The sultans always
had ro fight opposition from
Hindu stares in southern India, and from
rhe Mongols, who conquered Delhi in 1398.

Aurangzeb
The last great Mughal ruler, Aurangzeb
(1618-1707), became emperor in 1658.
In 1678, there was a Hindu revoir against
his rule and Aurangzeb
began a series of
costly wars against
the Hindus. He
expanded rhe empire,
but bankrupted ir
with his wars,
and ir began
ro break
up on his
dearh.
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British rule

British India

East India companies
In 1600, European countries rounded
East India companies ro trade in India.
England's company ser up fons ar Madras,
Bombay, and Calcuna and began to trade
in rexriles. The English used the company
to rule India, making alliances with local
princes and driving out French colonists.
Portugal also
set up an
Figure is
Indian
fine~y
colony
carved
arGoa.
and

In rhe lare 1700s, rhe British Easr India
Companv defeated rival European colonists
and established an empire based on rhe three
"presidencies" of Bombay, Madras, and
Bengal. By 1850, the compan} ruled some
rhree-fifrhs of India, wirh rhe resr run by local
princes who were subject to rhe British.

T he British parliament rook a
greater parr in Indian government
after the muti ny.

Indian soldier's belr

After the Indian mutiny, rhe
British disbanded rhe East
India Company. The British
adopted a more positive
att itude towards rhe Indian
people. A new government
department was formed and
an official called a Viceroy
ruled on behalf of rhe
crown. However, the Indian
people remained far poorer
rhan the British.

Bulut pouch

painted.

Chain mail extension
~ to protect hand
Fastens to
arms with
straps

Powder

flask

arm guard

Building
the railwav
system in .India

Handu matk - "'1...1111-'1..
ofsteel
Statue of
Portuguese
East India
Officer

Gilt

Recurved dagger

Indian mutin}

Rise of industry

In 1857-58. mere was a murinv oflndian troops in the Bricish army,
arising from British insensirivirv ro Indian cusroms and religions.
The rebels rook large areas of India, bur the British soon regained
the rerriron, restoring order by Julv 18'58, after much bloodshed.

During the 19th century, India became an industrialized countrv.
The British built Asia's largest rail nernork in India, and de,eloped
steamship and telegraph services. India exported raw materials to
British factories, bur also built irs own steel and rexrile mills.

Independence
In 1885, rhe Indian National Congress was
founded to campaign for Indian rights. By
rhe 1920s, under rhe leadership of
Mohandas Gandhi, ir was demanding
~
Indian independence. A long campaign of
resistance to British rule followed, bur ir was
nor unril rhe end ofWorld War II, in 1945, rhar
Britain agreed ro make India an independent srare.
lndzan
Ocean

Nehru
Jawaharlal Nehru (1889-1964)
was one of the leaders of rhe
Indian National Congress and was
imprisoned nine rimes for his political
activities. In 1947, after India's
independence, he became India's first
prime minister. He
funded industry
and developed
India's role as
a superpower.
Nehru's daughter,
Indira Gandhi,
became prime
minister in 1966.

.Lahore

D
D

Pakistan
India
Pakistan

Dellii

• Dhaka

\
Regional superpower
Under ~ehru. India avoided
alliances with major stares. This
policv of non-alignment gave
India great power in irs own
right, power which increased
when India supported East
Pakistan in irs civil war wirh
West Pakistan in 19'1.
Chemical Y. orks, Ind ia

Timeline

320-c.-00 Gupta Empire.

c.2500 BC Rise of the Indus
Valley civilization.
c. 1600 RC Aryan nomads
invade western India.
326 BC Alexander rhe Great
invades rhe Punjab.
324-320

-
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BC

•

Mauryan dynasty.
A LEXAN DER
THE GREAT

During World War II, rhe Muslim League, led by
Muhammad Jinnah, demanded a separate independent
\1uslim state in the Indian subcontinent. In 194 7 , rhe
Muslim country of Pakistan was created, originally in two
parts. In 1971, after a war between the two parts, East
Pakistan became rhe independent stare of Bangladesh.

-ll First Muslim invasions of
India.

First Indian National Congress

Congress Party
The Indian National Congress had led India's
independence movement. After 1947, ir became rhe
Congress Party. It controlled India for much of rhe
period after independence, under the leadership largely
of members of Nehru's familv: Nehru himself (prime
minister 1947-64), his daughter Indira Gandhi
(1966--77; 1980-84), and her son Rajiv (1984-89).

1526--1 - o- The Mughal Empire
is established and re-aches its peak.

191 7--44 Mohandas Gandhi leads
campaign of resistance to British rule

1600 British East India Companv
founded.

1947 India and Pakistan become
independent.

1746 \Xar betwt:en British and
French colonists in India.

197 1 NC\\ stare of Bangladesh formed.

i~

1206--1526 Sultans of Delhi rule
northern India.
Terracona Mother Goddess
figure from Mohenjo-Daro,
Indus Valley ci\-i.lization.
EMPIRES

GAN DH I,
MOHAN DAS

1858 Indian murinv defeated:
British impose direct rule.
G UPTA
EMPI RE

[N DUS VA LLEY
CIVI LIZATION

\1ohandas Gandhi,
campaigner for
independence
M AU RYAN
E\1 PIRE

1990s Efficient agricultural
methods provide India with a
healthier economy.
M UG HAL
E\1PIRE
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